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Peregrine Falcon
Scientific Name: Falco peregrinus
Federal Status and State Status: the American Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) is endangered and
the Arctic Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) is threatened. Both of these subspecies occur in Texas.

Description
The use of falcons for hunting was
developed around 2,000 B.C. in central Asia. By the twelfth century
A.D., falconry was widely practiced
throughout Europe. Once reserved
only for nobility, the falcon’s intelligence, strength, and amazing aerial
performance made it a highly prized
hunting bird.
A spectacular bird of prey,
Peregrine Falcons are 16 to 19 inches
long, have a wingspan of 39 to
42 inches, yet weigh only about
2 pounds. Females are slightly larger

are white to shades of buff, with fine
black barring. The ends of the tail
feathers are tipped in light yellow
brown. The beak is slate blue, the
legs and feet are yellow, and the
talons are blue-black.
Immature birds have a dark
brown head and neck with sandy
streaking. The upper parts are dark
brown with light amber-brown
feather edging. They are white to
sandy underneath and heavily
marked with dark brown vertical
streaks. The legs and feet are bluishgray to greenish-yellow.
The Arctic Peregrine tends to be
smaller than the American Peregrine
and is lighter in color. Immature Arctic Peregrines have a lighter colored
forehead and a thinner wedge on
each side of the face.
Peregrine Falcons can be distinguished from similar Prairie Falcons
by the black “helmet”
and, when in flight, by
the lack of contrasting
dark and light feathers
on the underside or
“armpit” of the wing.

Distribution
and Habitat

Peregrine Falcon
© USFWS

than males. Their wings are long and
pointed. Adult Peregrines are slate
gray to bluish-gray above. With a
black crown and nape and a black
wedge extending below the eye, the
birds appear to be wearing a black
helmet. The throat and underparts

of fat to continue their flight. They
take advantage of the abundant prey
along the open coastline and tidal
flats. Some individuals have stayed
for as long as a month during either
spring or fall.
The Peregrine Falcon nests on
coasts, mountains, and canyons of
most climatic zones, wherever it
locates a suitable high cliff ledge for
its eyrie (nest site). Peregrines do
avoid some extremes for nesting,
however, such as very arid desert
regions.
American Peregrines in the
Rocky Mountain and Southwest region
Arctic Peregrine Falcon
Wintering Range
(migratory elsewhere
in state)

American
Peregrine Falcon
Present Nesting Range
(migratory elsewhere
in state)

The Peregrine Falcon is
noted for having a wide
and diverse distribution.
The American Peregrine
currently nests in the western United
States, Canada, and Mexico. These
birds spend the nonbreeding season
near their breeding areas or move only
moderately southward. In Texas, they
are found primarily in the Trans-Pecos
region, including Big Bend National
Park, and the Chisos, Davis, and
Guadalupe mountain ranges.
The Arctic Peregrine nests in the
arctic islands and the tundra regions
of Alaska, Canada, and Greenland.
They are highly migratory, flying
over the United States to winter
mostly in South America. The Texas
coastline plays an important role in
the survival of migrating peregrines.
During each migration, falcons assemble on the Texas coast, especially on
Padre Island, and accumulate stores

nest on mountain cliffs and river
gorges. Occupied eyries often exist on
dominant cliffs which generally
exceed 200 feet in height. Nests are
situated on open ledges or potholes.
South facing cliffs are preferred in the
more northerly latitudes. In Alaska,
arctic Canada, and Greenland, Arctic
Peregrines nest on cliffs in mountainous regions, and along rivers and
coastlines.
In the western United States,
Peregrines nest from near sea level to
over 9,000 feet. Prey abundance and
diversity is thought to be a major factor in eyrie selection. Nest sites are
often adjacent to water courses and
impoundments because of the abunPeregrine Falcon
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dance
avian prey -attracted
these areas.
Before 1950, a healthy but small
population of American Peregrines
nested in the eastern United States
and Canada. The population centers
were generally located in the mountainous regions of the East Coast and
along major waterways such as the
Mississippi, Hudson, Susquehanna, and
Connecticut Rivers. Nest sites were
generally located on the ledge of a
rock cliff or escarpment that provided
a clear view of the surrounding area.
Despite sharp population declines during the 1950’s and 1960’s, efforts over
the past 15 years to reintroduce Peregrines into former eastern nesting
habitats are now paying off. Peregrines are once again occupying cliffs
in the eastern mountains and along
the coast where they have been absent
for 30 years or more.
Western and eastern populations
of the American Peregrine are considered relatively nonmigratory, moving
short distances as compared to the
Arctic Peregrine. Some western falcons can be seen in the vicinity of
their eyries throughout the year.
Others move short distances to winter
near large rivers or marshes where
prey is abundant. There is also evidence that some birds move farther
south to winter in Mexico.
As in the west, movements of
eastern populations are probably
determined by the availability of
prey. Movements of eastern falcons
are frequently east or west, from the
mountains to the coast.
In Texas, American Peregrines
once nested in suitable habitat
throughout the Trans-Pecos region and
part of the Edwards Plateau. Although
they no longer nest on the Edwards
Plateau, there are reports in the literature (1941 and 1950) of Peregrine
Falcons preying on bats emerging from
a cave in south-central Texas.

Life History
With a flight speed in excess of
60 mph, Peregrines can hunt large
areas with little effort. Preferred
hunting habitats such as meadows,
riverbottoms, croplands, marshes, and
lakes attract abundant bird life. Peregrines capture a wide variety of
birds, including blackbirds, jays,
swifts, doves, shorebirds, and song-
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birds. Falcons usually strike their
prey from above at great speed. The
prey is either struck to the ground or
killed instantly by the blow from the
falcon’s talons. Prey species try to
evade the falcon’s attack by quick aerobatic maneuvers or by diving to
cover. If the prey manages to stay
above the falcon or reaches cover, it
will usually escape. Peregrines are
excellent flyers, and rely on maneuverability and surprise as well as
speed to capture prey.
American Peregrines nesting at
lower latitudes are usually present on
nesting cliffs by March, while Arctic
Peregrines arrive at their nesting locations by late April or May. The male
or female may arrive at a suitable cliff
site. While waiting for a member of
the opposite sex to appear, the birds
drive away all other falcons of the
same sex. Quiet perching of the pair
in close proximity to each other is an
early indication of successful pairing.
The falcons soon begin to hunt
together, with one bird flushing prey
for the other to capture.
The courtship flights of Peregrines are spectacular aerial displays
of rapid climbing, spirals, and steep
precision dives where the birds sometimes touch in mid-air. On the cliff,
courtship behavior includes touching
beaks, nibbling at the beak or feet of
the mate, and mutual preening. During courtship, the male offers food to
the female, both at the cliff and when
the pair is in flight. When the
female is receptive, she will accept
the prey and mating soon follows.
In the United States and much of
Canada, a clutch of three or four eggs
is laid in April. In Arctic latitudes,
Peregrines lay eggs from late May
through late June. The female does
most of the incubating and all of the
brooding, while the male does most
of the hunting. Incubation lasts
about 33 days. The young remain in
the nest for five to six weeks, being
fed and cared for by the adults. After
they leave the nest, the adults continue to feed and defend their young
for several weeks.
Scientists estimate that about
20-25% of adult Peregrines and 5560% of juveniles die each year of natural causes. The average life
expectancy for those young that
fledge is probably about 4 years,
although maximum life spans of 13
and 17 years have been recorded. In
captivity, Peregrines have reached 20

Young Peregrine Falcons
© USFWS

years of age. Peregrines do not
normally breed until at least 2 years
of age.

Threats and Reasons
for Decline
Although habitat loss, human disturbance, indiscriminant shooting, and
illegal collection have been identified
as contributing to local declines in
Peregrine Falcon populations, worldwide declines have been attributed to
reproductive failure caused by the
widespread use of the pesticide DDT.
The decline of the Peregrine
Falcon began in the late 1940’s, coinciding with the introduction of DDT
in 1947. The decline was first
noticed in the northeastern United
States, with Peregrine Falcon productivity dropping sharply between 1947
and 1955. Along the Hudson River,
which formerly supported one of the
healthiest Peregrine populations
known, productivity essentially ceased
by 1950, and most nest sites were
abandoned by the mid-1950’s. Surveys in the early 1960’s showed that
Peregrine productivity in the northeastern United States was near zero.
By the 1950’s, it was apparent
that declines were also underway in
many other parts of North America.
Biologists reported widespread reproductive failure and eventual disappearance of breeding pairs. The
decline appeared first in the southern
parts of the range and moved north.
In the more remote Peregrine populations of Alaska and arctic Canada, a
more gradual decline took place.
Although the loss of breeding pairs in
these regions probably began in the
1950’s, a dramatic collapse did not
occur until 1970.
By 1969, the Peregrine was
essentially gone east of the Mississippi River in both the United States
and Canada south of the boreal forest, and only 33% of all known nest
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Peregrine Falcon nesting habitat at Black Gap WMA
© Glen Mills

Banding Peregrine Falcons
© TPWD Frank Aquilar

sites in the Rocky Mountains were
still occupied. In the southwestern
United States, pre-1947 populations
were largely unknown, but similar
declines probably occurred.
The lowest point in most North
American populations was reached in
the mid-1970’s. By 1975, only 324
nesting pairs of Peregrines could be
confirmed on the continent. After several years of study, the low reproduction of Peregrine Falcons and other
birds of prey was linked to widespread
use of insecticides such as DDT and
Dieldren. These insecticides were used
extensively in agriculture and forestry
beginning in 1947. As DDT entered
the environment, it became part of the
food chain, and was stored as DDE in
the fatty tissue of animals. As Peregrine Falcons and other birds of prey
fed on these animals, they accumulated DDE in their systems. Although

occasionally causing death, DDE
mainly affected reproduction. Some
birds affected by the chemical failed to
lay eggs, or produced thin eggshells
that broke during incubation. Eggs
that did not break were often addled
(rotten) or contained dead embryos,
and the young that hatched often died.
Abnormal or inattentive behavior by
adults sometimes resulted in nest
abandonment or loss of young. In
1972, the EPA banned the use of DDT
in the United States. Since the ban,
DDE residues in Peregrine Falcon
eggshells have dropped significantly,
and a slow recovery of falcon productivity has occurred. Although most
populations in the United States now
appear to be producing chicks at a
healthy rate, falcons in west Texas are
still reproducing at relatively low levels. There is concern that high pesticide levels continue to affect Peregrine
Falcon reproduction in west Texas.
Prior to the mid-1940’s, it is
estimated that the North American
continent contained 7000-10,000
Peregrine nesting territories, of which
probably 80-90% were occupied in
any given year. Although never common when compared with other birds
of prey breeding in North America,
Peregrine Falcons were much more
numerous historically than they are
today.
Recent surveys have confirmed
the existence of at least 1,153 breeding pairs on the continent, and many
more probably exist in unsurveyed
portions of Alaska and northern
Canada. The 1992 breeding season
estimates for Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming show a
total of 591 breeding pairs. Although
Peregrines are recovering well in
many areas, they are still largely
absent from most of Canada south of
the boreal forest, the Rocky
Mountains of the northern United
States, the southern half of California,
and the northern Pacific coast of Baja
California.

Recovery Efforts
Throughout the United States, scientists are conducting breeding and
population surveys to determine
occupancy of eyries and reproductive
success. Eggshells are being collected
and tested for thickness, and contaminant levels are being assessed. Continued research on population

dynamics, movements, and contamination will provide wildlife managers
with the information needed to assist
the Peregrine Falcon on its road to
recovery.
Since human disturbance can be
a serious threat to reproductive success, parks such as Big Bend National
Park have visitor use restrictions during the nesting season. Activities
such as rock-climbing can be particularly disturbing to nesting Peregrines.
The Peregrine Fund, Inc. in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and state wildlife
agencies, has released captive-reared
chicks into suitable unoccupied habitat. A technique called “hacking”
places young birds on man-made towers in suitable habitat where populations are low. The nestlings are kept
in an enclosure and fed by humans
that stay out of sight. When they are
able to fly, the enclosure is opened
and the birds are free to leave. Food
is still provided at the release site
until no longer used or needed by the
young birds. Hacking has been used
successfully in many areas, primarily
in the eastern United States, to
increase Peregrine numbers.
In Texas, the greatest challenge
for the future will be to protect
breeding habitat in the western part
of the state, and coastal habitat which
is so important to migrating Peregrines. Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, in cooperation with the
National Park Service and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, is continuing to
monitor Peregrine Falcon populations
and nesting success. Monitoring of
nesting success is particularly important in detecting any problems associated with contaminants in the
environment.
Finally, appropriate management
of nesting and feeding habitat must
be a priority if we are to achieve and
maintain an upward trend in Peregrine Falcon numbers in Texas.

Where To See
Peregrine Falcons
The best place to see Peregrine
Falcons is along the Texas coast during the spring or fall migrations of
Arctic Peregrines. Mustang Island
State Park and Padre Island National
Seashore, in particular, are good
places to see Peregrines. The birds
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arrive
the hundreds,
taking time
to feed and rest before continuing
their lengthy migration. In fact, the
Texas Gulf Coast is the only known
spring staging area for Peregrine
migration in the Western Hemisphere.

How You Can Help
If you see a Peregrine Falcon or its
nest, remember that they are vulnerable to disturbance, particularly when
nesting or hunting. Observers should
remain a safe distance away from the
nest or perch (100 to 300 yards,
depending on the sensitivity of the
individual bird) and keep noise and
other human impacts to a minimum.
Landowners and others are encouraged to report sightings or nests of
Peregrine Falcons to Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department or the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service at the numbers
listed below. Since nesting in Texas
is still quite rare, it is important to
note the location (county and approximate distance and direction to nearest town), habitat type, behavior, and
take a photograph if possible. Welldocumented observations will help
experts verify your sighting.
You can be involved in the conservation of Texas’ nongame wildlife
resources by supporting the Special
Nongame and Endangered Species
Conservation Fund. Special nongame
stamps and decals are available at
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD) Field Offices, most State
Parks, and the License Branch of
TPWD headquarters in Austin. Part
of the proceeds from the sale of these
items are used for endangered species
habitat management and public information. Conservation organizations
in Texas also welcome your participation and support.
History has taught a sobering
lesson concerning the effects of pesticide contamination on wildlife. You
can help by doing your part to insure
that household and agricultural chemicals are used, and the containers and
rinse water disposed of, in accordance with label directions.
Finally, you can encourage and
support private landowners who are
managing their land to protect habitat for Peregrine Falcons and other
birds of prey.

4
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For More Information
Contact
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Endangered Resources Branch
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744
(512) 912-7011 or (800) 792-1112
or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services Field Office
10711 Burnet Road, Suite 200
Austin, Texas 78758
(512) 490-0057

Immature Peregrine Falcon feeding along the Texas coast
© USFWS

Immature Peregrine Falcon
© D. Keddy-Hector
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Peregrine falcon
Falco peregrinus

Taxonomy
Occurence in Illinois
Status
Habitat associations
Guilds
Food-habits
Environmental associations
Life history
Management practices
References
TAXONOMY
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Aves
Order: Falconiformes
Family: Falconidae
Genus: Falco
Species: Falco peregrinus
Authority: Tunstall
Comments on taxonomy:
Other common names are duck hawk and great-footed hawk *05,25,34*; only subspecies in
eastern U.S. is F. peregrinus anatum Bonaparte *01, 15,26,29*.
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OCCURENCE IN ILLINOIS
Last known breeding pair in Jackson Co.(1951) *06,31*; Extinct as breeding species in eastern
U.S. since 1964*16*; often sighted in fall migration near Mississippi R. And Lk.
Michigan*22,23,24*. Two potential unassassed eyries in Jackson and Wabash Counties *34*.
Known to stop over and perhaps winter in Shawnee National Forest *34*.

STATUS
Items in bold indicate applicable categories
Forest Service Categories: S = recommended for regional sensitive status, F = forest listed
species, M = management indicator species
Federal Status:
Endangered
Candidate for proposal

Threatened

Proposed for listing

Recovery plan approved Recovery plan received (USFWS)

Recovery plan in preparation Under notice of review
Migratory

EPA indicator

Delisted
Forest Serv.- Shawnee species

State Status:
Endangered Threatened Proposed
Other:
Nongame
protected
Sportfish Commercial Pest
Game

Furbearer

None of the above

Comments on status:
Early April- mid May: early Sept.- Nov. Occasional migrant along Lake Michigan and rare
migrant in remainder of state *06*. Original eastern breeding population now extinct *34*. No
evidence of breeding pairs in the eastern U.S. after 1975 *16*. Recovery plan published in 1979.
The peregrine falcon is protected under Illinois Endangered Species Act, 1972 *35*, Federal
Endangered Species Act, 1977*34*, Illinois Wildlife Code 1971 *37*, and Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, 1918 *36*, for other legal protection see *34*.

HABITAT ASSOCIATIONS
Items in bold indicate applicable categories
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General habitat:
Unknown Terrestrial Aquatic Riparian
USFS timber inventory forest size class:
Unknown

Unstocked Seedling Sapling

Seedling/sapling Pole

Mature Over mature

Land use and land cover:

Unknown

Urban

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation, communication
Complex industrial/commercial
Mixed
Other

Crop, pasture
Herbaceous
Orchards, groves, nurseries
Agricultural
Rangeland Shrub and brush
Feedlot
Mixed
Other
Deciduous
Forestland Evergreen
Mixed

Wetland

Forest
Non-forest

Forest cover types:
Cover type

Water

Stream
Lake
Reservoir
Bay

Barren

Salt flat
Beach
Sand
Rock
Mine
Transit
Mix

Structural stage

Canopy closure Season

Elm-ash-cottonwood

Mature
Unknown
(9" dia. & 100 yrs. old)

Spring

Elm-ash-cottonwood

Mature
Unknown
(9" dia. & 100 yrs. old)

Fall

Elm-ash-cottonwood

Old growth
Unknown
(trees over 100 yrs. old)

Spring
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Elm-ash-cottonwood

Old growth
Unknown
(trees over 100 yrs. old)

Fall

Associated tree species: No records.
National wetland inventory classifications:
System

Subsystem

Class

Subclass

Water regime
modifiers

Water
chemistry

Lacustrine Littoral

Forest

Broad-leaved
deciduous

Permanent
nontidal

Freshwater

Palustrine

Emergent
vegetation

Persistent

Permanent
nontidal

Freshwater

Palustrine

Forest

Broad-leaved
deciduous

Permanent
nontidal

Freshwater

Forest

Broad-leaved
deciduous

Permanent
nontidal

Freshwater

Riverine

Unknown
perennial

Comments on species-habitat associations:
Historical nesting sites were in the bluffs of the Mississippi R. *6,16*; migrants most commonly
seen along the Mississippi R. and Lk. Michigan *06*. The peregrine nests mostly on rock cliffs,
bluffs and vertical escarpments. Also river gorges and watergaps with precipitous cliffs are
preferred. Tree sites and city buildings may also be used *34*. The peregrine hunts over
waterways, wetland areas such as swamps or marshes and open fields *34*.
Important plant and animal association: No comments.
High value habitats
Habitat

Structural stage
Season
Mature
Floodplain forest
Spring
(9" dia. & 100 yrs. old)
Floodplain forest

Mature
Fall
(9" dia. & 100 yrs. old)

Wetland

Special habitat

Spring

Wetland

Special habitat

Fall

Lake Michigan

Not applicable
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Spring

Lake Michigan

Not applicable
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Fall

Large river

Not applicable

Spring
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(HVAL-HAB cover)
Large river

Not applicable
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Fall

Cliff

Not applicable
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Spring

Cliff

Not applicable
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Fall

Marsh restoration Special habitat

Spring

Marsh restoration Special habitat

Fall

Species-habitat interrelations: Peregrines may be found near rocky crags, ledges, bluffs, forested
regions, open country, grasslands or scrub land *09,34*. Gigantic trees were used as nesting sites
in 1800's, no such trees exist today *29*; recently, cliffs were most important nesting sites
*02,03,19*; essential is a commanding view of surrounding area, migratory peregrines are most
abundant along Lk. Michigan shores *06*. Habitat types used by migrating peregrines are
essentially waterways, wetland areas such as swamps and marshes, open fields and woodland
types found along edges of these areas. The best areas have combinations of these habitat types
*34*. Peregrines require large expanses of land over which they can capture bird prey in flight
*34*.

GUILDS
Feed-guilding: Air- birds
Terrestrial surface- birds
Water surface- birds
Habitat
Agricultural field

Structural stage

Season

Not applicable
All
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Successional field Special habitat

Feed-guilds
Air- birds
Terrestrial surface- birds
Water surface- birds

All

Not applicable
All
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Air- birds
Terrestrial surface- birds
Water surface- birds

Wetland

Special habitat

All

Air- birds
Terrestrial surface- birds
Water surface- birds

Large river

Not applicable
All
(HVAL-HAB cover)

Air- birds
Terrestrial surface- birds
Water surface- birds

Lakes and ponds
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Comments on feed-guilding:
Peregrines feed almost exclusively on birds, taken on the wing *05,21*. Open space above
hunting area important to allow aerial capture. Hunting takes place over waterways, wetlands
and open fields *34*. Breed-guilding:
Habitat Structural stage Season
Breed-Guilds
Not applicable
Cliff
Spring Terrestrial surface, cliff on ledge near top
Comments on breed-guilding:
Cliff ledges are the foci of many courtship and breeding behaviors, and preferred nesting sites
*10*. Also may nest in trees and large buildings in metropolitan areas *34*.

FOOD-HABITS
Trophic level is CARNIVORE
Food item
Birds

Life stage/plant part
Adult

Ardeidae (herons, bitterns)

All

Anatidae (swans, geese, ducks)

All

Accipitridae (kites, hawks, eagles)

Unknown

Falconidae (kestrels, falcons)

Unknown

Charadriidae (plovers)

Unknown

Scolopacidae (curlews, sandpipers, snipes)

All

Laridae (gulls, terns)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

Adult

Passeriformes

All

Hirundinidae (martins, swallows)

All

Corvidae (jays, magpies, crows)

All

Mimidae (mockingbirds, thrashers)

All

Muscicapidae (old world warblers & flycatchers, gnatcatchers) All
Sturnidae (starlings)

All

Emberizinae (sparrows, longspurs)

All

Cardinalinae (cardinals, buntings)

All

Icterinae (blackbirds, orioles, meadowlarks)

All
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Important:
Birds

Adult

Anatidae (swans, geese, ducks)

All

Charadriidae (plovers)

Unknown

Scolopacidae (curlews, sandpipers, snipes)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

Adult

Juvenile:
Birds

Adult

Anatidae (swans, geese, ducks)

All

Charadriidae (plovers)

Unknown

Scolopacidae (curlews, sandpipers, snipes)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

All

Adult:
Birds

Adult

Ardeidae (herons, bitterns)

All

Anatidae (swans, geese, ducks)

All

Accipitridae (kites, hawks, eagles)

Unknown

Falconidae (kestrels, falcons)

Unknown

Charadriidae (plovers)

Unknown

Scolopacidae (curlews, sandpipers, snipes)

All

Laridae (gulls, terns)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

All

Columbidae (pigeons, doves)

Adult

Passeriformes

All

Hirundinidae (martins, swallows)

All

Corvidae (jays, magpies, crows)

All

Mimidae (mockingbirds, thrashers)

All

Muscicapidae (old world warblers & flycatchers, gnatcatchers) All
Sturnidae (starlings)

All

Emberizinae (sparrows, longspurs)

All

Cardinalinae (cardinals, buntings)

All

Icterinae (blackbirds, orioles, meadowlarks)

All

Comments on food habits:
General: Birds constitute nearly all of the peregrines diet; where avail- able, pigeons are
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preferred prey*21,25,28* waterfowl and shorebirds are especially important on wintering
grounds *34*. Near metropolitan areas starlings and rock doves are important prey *34*.
Juvenile: Parents tear prey birds into pieces for hatchlings*28*. Food items are those eaten by
adults.
Adult: See general food habits.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSOCIATIONS
General:
Flood plain: see comments
Cliffs/ledges: see comments
Aquatic habitats: freshwater marsh
Aquatic habitats: swamp, general
Aquatic habitats: mud flats
Aquatic habitats: sloughs, bayous
Aquatic habitats: swamp
Aquatic habitats: marsh
Ecotones: woodland/water
Pastures: see comments
Grassland: see comments
Meadows: see comments
Old fields: see comments
Hardwood forest: see comments
Human associations: see comments
Unknown
Limiting:
Flood plain: see comments
Cliffs/ledges: see comments
Aquatic habitats: freshwater marsh
Aquatic habitats: swamp, general
Aquatic habitats: marsh
Human associations: see comments
Egg
Unknown
Feeding juvenile:
Aquatic habitats: freshwater marsh
Aquatic habitats: swamp, general
Aquatic habitats: mud flats
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Aquatic habitats: sloughs, bayous
Aquatic habitats: swamp
Aquatic habitats: marsh
Pastures: see comments
Grassland: see comments
Meadows: see comments
Old fields: see comments
Resting juvenile:
Flood plain: see comments
Cliffs/ledges: see comments
Ecotones: woodland/water
Feeding adult:
Aquatic habitats: freshwater marsh
Aquatic habitats: swamp, general
Aquatic habitats: mud flats
Aquatic habitats: sloughs, bayous
Aquatic habitats: swamp
Aquatic habitats: marsh
Pastures: see comments
Grassland: see comments
Meadows: see comments
Old fields: see comments
Resting adult:
Flood plain: see comments
Ecotones: woodland/water
Breeding adult:
Flood plain: see comments
Cliffs/ledges: see comments
Ecotones: woodland/water
Comments on environmental associations:
General: Historically, peregrines bred along large (Mississippi R.) rivers and lakes (Lk.
Michigan)*02,03,06*; peregrines most often nest in cliffs*19,21*; human encroachment is
generally deleterious, however, peregrines have nested on occuppied buildings*15,18*.
Feeding juvenile: Nestlings are fed in nest. Accompany parents on hunting trip or to plucking
post when fledged *09*.
Resting juvenile: Juveniles remain on nest ledge for 5-6 weeks *14*. Assume to adopt adult
resting habits.
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Feeding adult: Hunting occurs over waterways, wetlands, and open fields *34*. Pere- grines
require large expanses of open space in which to capture prey in flight. Often soar after feeding
*34*.
Resting adult: Adults roost on rocks or trees with a preference for rocks or even small trees
growing out of rocks especially if there are dead branches to use as perches *34*.
Breeding adult: Breeding behavior is centered around nesting ledges *05,10,14,28*. Are also
known to breed in trees or buildings in metropolitan areas *09,34*.

LIFE HISTORY
Origin: Native *34,35*.
Physical description: 5 inches in length, 40 inches wingspan *09,27*; 639 gm male, 1007 gm
female/average weight *09*; blue-gray or slate back, light breast *09,27*.
Reproduction: The male arrives first at breeding site (February) and goes through a series of
acrobatic displays to attract a mate *34*. Courtship in peregrines includes these displays and nest
site selection *05,14*. In the eastern U.S., pairs were on their breeding grounds and had reestablished territories by march *34*. Peregrines will return to the same area year after year
*09,34*. Peregrines also mate for life but a mate will be replaced if dies *09*. Courtship feeding
occurs in peregrines and the male presents food to the female with a bowing ceremony *09*. It is
unclear which sex chooses nest site. Nest usually located on rock ledge, bluffs of vertical escarpment. No nest is construced *09*. Peregrines may appropriate old nests of buzzards, ravens or
eagles *09*. Mating takes place on ledges or cliff tops, sometimes on tree branches *09*. 3-4
Eggs (2-5) are laid in late March or April *05,14,19,21*. A second clutch will often be laid if
first is destroyed. *05,14,19,28*. Eggs are cream or buff with many red and red-brown markings
*09*. Eggs are laid at 2-3 day inter- vals *09*. Incubation begins with second or third egg as a
rule; done mostly by female though male if known to assist. Male brings food to female while
incubating *09*. Incubation lasts approx. 28-29 days for each egg (approx. 33 days) *09,34*.
Hatchlings are altricial. Male supplies food and female feeds young, though male will feed if
female absent *09*. Young fly at 35-42 days after hatching. After fledging juveniles remain in
vicinity and dependent on parents for approx. 2 months *09*. Hatching success in wild is
approx. at 75 % with an average of 1 young fledging per laying pair *34*. Brown and Amadon
(19662) report 2 or less young per year per breeding pair *09*. All pairs may not breed in
particular years *09*. Sexual maturity is attained at 3 years of age *14,28,34*.
Behavior: Peregrines are territorial species that return to the same vicinity in successive years.
Exact estimates of territory size is known to vary depending on availability of suitable nesting
sites and prey availability *34*. Total ranges may vary from 1/4 - 240 mi.; ave. in Britain is 20.1
square miles *34*. The territory immediately surrounding a nest site is constantly and vigorously
defended. The female is more aggressive than male *09*. Peregrines are excellent flyers and
have been recorded at speeds of approx. 275 mph. (Stoop). Peregrines hunt food in the air and
rarely on the ground. This species does not necessarily depend on speed to catch prey but
manueverability and surprise also aid these falcons in hunting *34*. Open space above and
around hunting areas is important for the peregrines hunting style *34*. The original eastern
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population of peregrines were either weakly migratory or non-migratory *34*. The stock from
which the introduced peregrines were derived is migratory. It is not yet known whether
introduced birds will migrate. See *34*.
Limiting factors: Chemical pesticides, chlorinated hydrocarbons and specifically DDT and
DDE are responsible for eggshell thinning and resulted in the demise of the eastern peregrine
population beginning in 1946 *34*. The pesticide problem is not local but perhaps global. Even
though DDT has been banned in the U.S., its use in Mexico, Central and South American
countries presents a serious hazard to peregrines throughout the western hemisphere *34*.
Indiscriminate shooting was reported to be the greatest factor contributing to adult mortality
*34*. Egg collecting, natural predators, desease, falconers, and human disturbance at the nest site
and during the nesting period are also contributing factors to annual loss of eggs and young
*34*. There is no evidence that natural predation is a limiting factor. Enemies include the great
horned owl (most adverse), racoon, gray fox, bobcat, striped skunk, oppossum, and black snake
*34*.
Population parameters: The original eastern breeding population is now extinct. As of 1975 no
breeding pairs occurred in the eastern U.S.*16* The recovery plan for peregrine falcons
approved in 1979 assumes a first year mortality rate of 66.7% and 20% mortality thereafter. Also
that 50% of breeding age birds nest successfully and 2.0 young per successful pair are produced
with a sex ratio of 1:1 *34*. Because of dealing with an extirpated population and lack captive
stock, the pro- posed introductions will be derived from parental stock described in *34*. p.30.
The recovery plan estimates that over a 15 yr. period from 1980-1995, 2550 young captiveproduced peregrines might have to be re- leased in order to establish 92 successful breeding pairs
in the wild. Peregrines may live 12 yrs. in the wild, perhaps more in captivity. Average lifespan
is approx. 2-3 yrs. *09*.

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Beneficial:
Maintaining undisturbed/undeveloped areas
Maintaining natural areas and nature preserves
Maintaining unique or special habitat features (wetlands, snags, caves, cliffs, talises, etc.
Preserving endangered species habitat
Preserving sensitive species habitat
Performing special survey prior to prescription
Performing field survey prior to prescription
Controlling land use and human activities
Seasonal restriction of human use of habitats
Controlling pollution
Developing/maintaining snags
Developing/maintaining wetlands
Creating/maintaining wetlands from non-wetlands
Developing/maintaining mudflats
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Protecting existing wetlands
Restoration of wetlands (return flooded or drained areas to previous wetland conditions)
Developing/maintaining riparian habitat
Forest protection
Deferring for old growth in forest areas
Maintaining forests
Providing protection from predators
Providing food and cover for associated species
Restricting human disturbance during migration, breeding, and nesting
Estimating/maintaining nesting and escape cover
Maintaining large trees for denning, nesting, or roosting
Providing artificial nesting and roosting sites (platforms, nest boxes, cones, baskets, burro
Maintaining undisturbed resting areas for migrating birds
Providing ledges on highwalls of surface mines
Stocking captive-reared wild strain animals
Adverse:
Providing wildlife user trails
Locating, designing, developing, and constructing roads
Locating, designing, and constructing powerlines
Recreational development
Draining wetlands
Applying pesticide on agricultural land
Strip mining
Applying pesticides
Cutting and deforestation
Removal of old trees
Application of pesticides
Application of insecticides
Comments on management practices:
Extirpation in Illinois was primarily due to pesticide (especially DDT) accumulations, causing
catastrophic decline in hatching success *11,12*; the principal goals of the peregrine falcon
recovery plan are; 1) preservation and management of essential nesting, wintering, and migration
habitat, 2) captive propagation of peregrine and release of these birds into the wild, 3) protection
of peregrines through law enforcement, elimination of environmental pollutants that adversely
affect peregrines and 4) promotion of public support and understanding through a good
education-information program *34*. Recovery can only proceed if there are adequate laws and
strict enforcement protecting the birds from being killed or disturbed throughout their life cycle.
The following are suggested: provide for additional habitat for prey base and open space to hunt
prey, provide protection from predators, limit human disturbance, provide perch pole at or in
vicinity of nest site, provide adequate feeding ledges and control access to site. The global
pesticide problem must also be addressed. For more details on the recovery plan and
management see *34*. The priority area for the recovery plan is the N.E. U.S.. No release sites
have been proposed for Illinois, but are proposed for Wisconsin and Minnesota *34*. The U.S.
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Forest service, however, hopes to establish 2 breeding pairs in the Shawnee National Forest by
the year 2020. (Proposed land and resource management plan, USFS, Shawnee National Forest,
1985).
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Over 100 migratory bird species use the Arctic coastal plain of Alaska

FACT SHEET—–

Arctic Peregrine Falcon
(Falco peregrinus tundrius)

The Peregrine Falcon is among the world’s most cosmopolitan birds. This falcon is a true wanderer, as its name
implies, and is found on many oceanic islands and all the
continents, but Antarctica. Northern latitude individuals are
mostly migratory, with many traveling more than 10,000
miles to the southern latitudes for the winter. Speeds sometimes reach 200 miles per hour in aerial dives. The ancient
sport of falconry is centered around this bird. The peregrine
was extirpated from many parts of its range between the late
1940s and the 1970s as a result of pesticide contamination
of its food supply, which resulted in reproductive failures.
With the ban on DDT and related pesticides in the early
1970s and active conservation efforts, the species has staged
a dramatic comeback demonstrating that the Endangered
Species Act is working.
Arctic Bird Connection
The Arctic Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) is one of three subspecies found in North America,
and another fifteen or so are found elsewhere around the
world. During the nesting season, a pair may roam 50
square miles to find prey. The cliffs and bluffs along the
Colville and other rivers flowing into the Arctic Ocean are
prime nesting areas for the falcon. On migration and during
the winter, many Arctic Peregrines are found near large
concentrations of shorebirds, many of which nest on the
Arctic coastal plain of Alaska. Without these abundant migratory birds nesting on the Arctic coastal plain, these falcons would have very little to feed their young.
Description
Peregrines are large falcons with pointed wings. The
adults are bluish slate gray above and have barred cream or
white underparts. The tail is slightly rounded and has dark
bars. The birds have a large, dark smudge over the eye on
the side of the face. Females average 30–40% heavier than
the males. Immature birds are brown above with underparts
heavily streaked on a light background. The downy white
young are blind at hatching. Arctic Peregrines are the palest
and smallest of the North American subspecies.

Female Arctic Peregrine Falcon at nest with young.

Breeding
Arctic Peregrines return in mid-May to their nesting
ledges where the pair bonds are renewed with dramatic aerial flights and vocalizations. Nesting usually takes place on
ledges, but there are records of nests on high, open ground
in some parts of the Arctic. The clutch of 2–4 eggs is usually laid by early June in a simple scrape in the debris on the
ledge; the young hatch about 33 days later. The pair guards
the nest and immediate vicinity. The male provides some of
the food for the incubating female and later for the young.
The female often meets the returning male, and a midair
transfer of the food is made away from the nest. She then
feeds and broods the young while the male resumes searching for prey. Some Arctic males help in the incubation and
brooding of the small young falcons. As the young get older
and more aggressive, both parents may simply drop food to
the young to avoid being injured. Some adults shift mates or
nest sites from one year to the next, but the majority are
paired with their mate from the previous year. Young falcons may return to nest not far from where they hatched or
they may nest up to 500 miles away.
Habitat
Except for the nesting ledges on rocky cliffs, the Arctic
Peregrine is a bird of the wide open tundra. Large rivers,
lakes, and estuaries are favored haunts of this falcon,
whether in the Arctic, while on migration or during its win-
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ter in South America. In fall migration, a major concentration of the Arctic Peregrines occurs along the Atlantic coast
from New Jersey to the Carolinas and in both spring and fall
on the barrier islands on the Gulf coast of Texas. These areas provide ample prey before the falcons move farther on
their migration. In the winter, some Arctic Peregrines have
been found in cities from Long Beach, California, to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, feeding on the feral pigeons.
Distribution
The Arctic Peregrine nests from northwestern Alaska
across the tundra to Greenland and south to the tree line of
northern Alaska and Canada. Migrants are found throughout the Western Hemisphere, Bermuda, and rarely Hawaii.
This subspecies winters mostly in South America from Brazil south to central Argentina and Chile, but some winter as
far north as Florida, Louisiana, Texas, and California.
Migration
Data from radio telemetry and other marked birds reveal that the falcons may average 100–150 miles per day
over land, with ground speeds sometimes of only 20–30
miles per hour. Although some falcons use powered flight,
the preferred mode is to find rising thermals of warmer air,
to spiral up in soaring circles until no further altitude is
gained, and then to glide over to the bottom of the next thermal. Very little wing flapping is required in this effort.
Over large bodies of water, thermals rarely exist and wingpowered flight, sometimes very low over the water, is used.
About half of the falcons from Arctic Alaska follow a route
along the east side of the Rockies to southern Texas and
then on into South America, but some individuals from this
population may be found on either coast of the U.S. Coast
lines and river valleys afford an abundance of shorebirds
and other prey while the falcons migrate.

spend the day resting. Peregrines seem to prefer to hunt
over large bodies of water where most prey has little chance
to hide. Falcons have been found many hundreds of miles
out over the ocean plucking exhausted migrant song birds or
species from the air.
Conservation & Mortality
The peregrine has been very well studied as one of the
prime victims of the DDT-era of pesticide use. Egg failures
were noted as early as the late 1940s and subsequent studies
linked DDT to the thinning of the falcon’s egg shells. Productivity plummeted in many areas of the world. In the
eastern United States and adjacent Canada the species was
totally extirpated by the early 1960's—less than 20 years
after the use of DDT commenced. The ban on DDT in the
U.S. and Canada in the early 1970s was largely a result of
the studies on the peregrine and several other top predators
(eagles and pelicans). By the early 1980s, the natural reproductive efforts of some peregrine populations in North
America and Europe were starting to improve. The Arctic
Peregrine suffered substantial reproductive failures but was
able to survive over most of its range primarily because its
nesting areas are remote and free from encroachment by
man. Use of DDT and other pesticides in many parts of the
wintering range cause lingering problems; the falcons and
their prey, such as sandpipers, continued to acquire small
amounts of contaminants and brought those materials back
to the Arctic tundra. On the Colville River in northern
Alaska, the number of pairs dropped to a low of 15 in 1978
but rebounded to over 60 by 1996. In October 1994, the
Arctic Peregrine Falcon was removed from the List of
Threatened and Endangered Species by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, having been on the list since 1970.

Food
Arctic Peregrines feed on a wide variety of birds:
shorebirds, waterfowl, swifts, flickers, jays, and many others. Nearly all birds are taken in midair. Small mammals
on the tundra may be occasionally taken. South of the Arctic, they may catch bats and insects. Some falcons are very
good at hunting; one male in New Jersey made 68 consecutive kills and was named “Red Baron.” Most are successful
only 10–40% of the time. Some attacks are started from a
high perch (cliff, tree, building) while others begin while
circling high over the area. In a long, steep dive the falcon
may attain a maximum speed of 230 miles per hour. The
prey is usually grasped as it is struck. Large birds too
heavy for the falcon to carry very far may be partially eaten
on the ground. Small birds, bats, and insects may be eaten
on the wing. Many hunt in early dawn or after dusk and
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North American Range Map: The major fall migration routes are indicated for just the Arctic Peregrine Falcons associated with the
Arctic Coastal Plain and the North Slope of the Brooks Range; the sizes of the arrows indicates the importance of that general flyway en
route to their major wintering areas in South America. Principal banders: U.S. F&W Service (Fairbanks), Raptor Research and
Technical Assistance Center, Boise, ID.
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ARCTIC PEREGRINE FALCON FACTS—
Wing Span (adults)
Total Length (adults)
Weight (adults)

36-48 inches
15-21 inches
1.3-2.3 pounds

Clutch Size
Egg Weight
Incubation Period

2-5 eggs
1.3-1.7 ounces
32-35 days

Age: First Flight
Age: Adult Abandonment
Age: First Breeding
Oldest N. Am. Wild Bird
Oldest Captives Worldwide

6-7 weeks
2.5-4 months
2-4 years
16 years 10 months
20+ years

Max. Air Speed (dive)
Max. Air Speed (level flight)
Max. Migration Distance
Max. Migration Altitude

230 miles per hour
60 miles per hour
11,000 miles
3,000 feet

Primary information sources:
Johnson, S.R., and D.R. Herter. 1989. Birds of the Beaufort Sea. BP Exploration (Alaska), Inc., Anchorage. 372
pp.
Palmer, R.E., Ed. 1988. Handbook of North American
Birds. Vol. 5. Yale University Press, New Haven, and
American Ornithologists' Union, Washington. 465 pp.

North American Bird Banding Files, U.S. Geological Survey, Laurel, MD.
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service files, Fairbanks, AK.

Photo Credits: Maslowski Wildlife Productions, Cincinnati.

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY’S
Migratory Bird Project
Following unmarked pathways more ancient than
any living organism, using guidance systems that rival
or surpass man’s instruments, nearly all of the birds
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Background
The recovery of the American Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) (Peregrines)
following the species’ near total disappearance from much of the United States is a
remarkable story of cooperation among private and public institutions. Peregrine
populations were at their lowest in the 1960s and early 1970s, when Peregrines were
eliminated from the eastern United States and across the Midwest, and reduced to a few
hundred pairs at most in the western United States and Mexico. Populations in Canada
and Alaska were probably reduced by 70% or more (Kiff 1988, Enderson et al. 1995).
The Peregrine was listed as endangered in 1970 under the Endangered Species
Conservation Act of 1969, a precursor to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (16
U.S.C. §§ 1537-1544; see Mesta (1999) for a history of listing actions). Recovery plans
outlined the goals that were to be reached in four regions of the United States before the
Peregrine could be considered recovered (USFWS 1982a, 1982b, 1984, 1991). Due to a
ban on the use of DDT and other chlorinated hydrocarbons, and to successful captive
breeding, rearing, and release of over 6,000 Peregrines, there are now over 2,000 pairs
breeding each year across the United States (White et al. 2002), more than 400 pairs in
Canada (U. Banasch, pers. commun. Feb. 7, 2003), and an estimated 170 pairs in Mexico
(Enderson et al. 1995); in addition there are probably as many unpaired “floaters” as
paired birds across their range (White et al. 2002). As a result of this comeback and
because other recovery goals such as estimates of productivity, thicker egg-shells, and
reduced levels of contaminants were nearly completely met in all recovery regions, the
Peregrine was removed from the FWS List of Threatened and Endangered Species on
August 25, 1999 (64 FR 46541, Mesta 1999). Population growth has continued since
delisting (FWS, unpubl. data).
A. The Current Situation with Environmental Contaminants
Local and regional data document the continued presence and effects of persistent
chemical compounds in North American Peregrines. Many studies have documented the
relationship between concentrations of DDE (a metabolite of DDT) and eggshell thinning
(Morse 1994, Steidl et al. 1991, Court et al. 1990, Hickey and Anderson 1968). A 20
year monitoring effort in Alaska suggests that mercury is currently at levels in Peregrines
that can affect reproduction, and may be increasing over time (Ambrose et al. 2000). In
Texas, mercury, selenium and perhaps DDE may be contributing to low productivity of
Peregrines in the Big Bend area (Mora et al. 2002). On the Channel Islands in California,
analyses of Peregrine eggs yielded notably high organochlorine residues and thin
eggshells in the early 1990s, the legacy of offshore DDT disposal during the 1940s; eggs
from six other sites in California and Oregon yielded about half the residue levels found
in eggs at the Channel Islands (Jarman 1994). On the eastern shore of Virginia and
Maryland, eggs collected had slightly elevated levels of DDE, dieldrin, and mercury,
which was associated with reproductive problems (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994).
In New Jersey, concentrations of mercury, DDE, and PCBs in Peregrine eggs were
theoretically sufficient to impair reproduction, but negative effects on eggshell thickness
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and productivity were not apparent (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection 1997).
In addition, all Peregrines that winter in countries still using DDT and other pesticides
may be at risk of accumulating contaminants from their avian prey (Banasch et al. 1992,
Johnstone et al. 1996), some of which return to nest in the north and are a potential source
of contaminants for both migratory and nonmigratory Peregrines (Fyfe et al. 1990). In
spite of these concerns, DDE residues in the blood taken from female Peregrines captured
between 1978 and 1994 during spring migration at Padre Island, Texas decreased below
levels that would affect reproduction (Henny et al. 1996). The 1997 North American
Regional Action Plan, which recommends that the United States, Canada, and Mexico
cooperate in a phased reduction in the use and distribution of DDT across the continent,
has been very successful in reducing DDT use in Mexico. It is hoped similar progress
can be made in other Latin American countries currently using this and other
bioaccumulating pesticides (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 2002).
Thus, although Peregrines are still accumulating contaminants from their prey, the levels
are currently low enough to allow for successful reproduction and expansion of the
population. Nonetheless, the continual introduction of anthropogenic chemicals to the
environment far outpaces research on their effects on wildlife. Peregrines, as predators,
remain vulnerable to persistent environmental contaminants. In the final delisting rule,
we recognized the possible threat that environmental contaminants pose to the sustained
recovery of this species and stated we would include a contaminant monitoring
component in the post-delisting monitoring plan. This component is found in the
Contaminant Monitoring section below.
B. Peregrine Protections Under Other Laws
The delisting of Peregrines from ESA did not affect their protection under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The FWS has the legal authority and obligation to regulate
take of Peregrines under the MBTA. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and
directed to determine if, and by what means, the take of migratory birds is allowed and to
adopt suitable regulations permitting and governing the take (16 U.S.C. § 704). The
MBTA and its implementing regulations (50 CFR Parts 20 and 21) prohibit take (see
regulations for definition of take). Regulations at 50 CFR 21.28 and 21.30 authorize the
issuance of permits to take, possess, transport and engage in commerce with raptors for
falconry and for propagation. Other regulations authorize the issuance of permits for
scientific collecting (50 CFR 21.23), special purposes such as rehabilitation or education
(50 CFR 21.27), and depredation (50 CFR 21.41). Permits are issued if certain criteria
are met, including a requirement that the issuance will not threaten a wildlife population
(50 CFR 13.21(b)(4)). In addition, issuance of raptor propagation permits requires that
we consider whether suitable captive stock is available and whether wild stock is needed
to enhance the genetic variability of captive stock. Since delisting, there is renewed
interest in taking Peregrines for falconry. Thus, in cooperation with State wildlife
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agencies, the FWS is analyzing the effects on Peregrine populations of taking wild
Peregrines for falconry, and developing guidelines for falconry take.
The delisting rule (Mesta 1999) discussed existing protections to Peregrines that continue
despite delisting under ESA, such as those offered by the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. 136) for new and existing pesticide registration and use;
the National Forest Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1600); and the Federal Land
Management and Policy Act (43 U.S.C. 1701). Peregrines also are protected by State
laws, many of which continue to list the species as threatened or endangered. States may
have more restrictive laws protecting wildlife than Federal laws, including restrictions on
use for falconry (50 CFR 21.29(b)). Peregrines are also protected internationally by the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES). This treaty was established to prevent international trade that may be
detrimental to the survival of plants and animals. Peregrines were included in Appendix I
of CITES on July 1, 1975.
C. The Delisting Monitoring Requirement of ESA
Section 4(g)(1) of the ESA requires that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS),
...implement a system in cooperation with the States to monitor effectively
for not less than five years the status of all species which have recovered
to the point at which the measures provided pursuant to this Act [the ESA]
are no longer necessary... .
In keeping with this mandate, the FWS developed this plan in cooperation with State
wildlife or natural resource agencies (States), recovery team members, and other
cooperators. It has received extensive review by independent experts. A 30-day public
comment period was opened with the publication of a Notice of Availability in the
Federal Register on July 31, 2001 (66 FR 39523), and again on September 27, 2001 (66
FR 49395). The Federal Register notices and the plan were also posted on the FWS
Endangered Species Program’s web page (http://endangered.fws.gov). Meanwhile, the
FWS continued to collect and compile data from existing monitoring efforts by States to
track continued Peregrine recovery after delisting. Monitoring in association with this
plan was initiated in 2002 as a limited, pilot program. A revised draft was distributed
within the FWS for comment, to monitoring cooperators, and to the International
Association for Fish and Wildlife Agencies on November 22, 2002, for their distribution
to States for review. On January 13, 2003, this same version was distributed to
individuals and organizations who commented on earlier versions. This version of the
plan is based on data collected in 2002, from experience gained while administering a
nationwide monitoring program in 2002, and on comments by States and other
cooperators on earlier versions of the plan. This version of the plan, and FWS responses
to comments on earlier versions, are posted on both the FWS Endangered Species web
page (http://endangered.fws.gov/recovery/peregrine) and on the Migratory Birds web
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page (http://migratorybirds.fws.gov). Any revisions and reports will also be available on
the web.
While it is the mandate of the FWS to monitor Peregrines for not less than five years after
delisting, in cooperation with States, it should be clear from the outset that the FWS itself
will collect only a fraction of the data to fulfill that mandate. The successful
implementation of this plan relies on a large number of existing Peregrine monitoring
efforts designed and implemented by States, other Federal agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and individuals. The FWS intends to support and facilitate these existing
efforts and to standardize data collection protocols (detailed below) for a randomly
selected subset of nesting territories in each region. It will be necessary to initiate new
monitoring efforts in only a few states in 2003. The result will be a collaborative network
of governmental and non-governmental partners contributing to this nationwide effort.
Ultimately, however, the FWS is responsible for the successful implementation of this
monitoring plan.

Objective
This cooperative plan is primarily designed to detect declines in territory occupancy, nest
success, and productivity in six regions across the United States. Regional data for all
population measures will be combined to examine trends nationwide. Territory
occupancy, nest success, and productivity all are indices of population health. Estimates
of all three indices were very low between 1950 and 1980 when Peregrine populations
declined severely, but rebounded during population recovery (Cade et al. 1988, Enderson
et al. 1995, Mesta 1999, White et al. 2002).
Data will be collected from a randomly selected subset of Peregrine territories for five
sampling periods, at three-year intervals, with full implementation to begin in 2003 and
end in 2015. The plan is designed to achieve an 80% probability ($ = 0.20) of detecting a
decline of 12.5 percentage points in territory occupancy and nest success after the first
sampling occasion with a Type I error rate of 10% (" = 0.10; i.e., there is a 10% chance
that the data will indicate a declining trend in nest success or territory occupancy greater
than 12.5 percentage points when, in fact, there is no such decline occurring). Smaller
declines will be detectable over subsequent sampling occasions. Productivity will be
measured from the same subset of territories. Rates of productivity typical of expanding
or stable populations average between 1.0 and 2.0 young per occupied territory (refs. in
White et al. 2002), and most historical and recent productivity estimates fall within that
range (Hickey 1942, Mesta 1999). Thus, data from the first two sampling seasons will be
compared to this range; trends will be measurable thereafter. The FWS will also request
and synthesize population and territory location data collected by States and other
partners and report this information with a regional perspective for years that fall in
between the monitoring years suggested by this plan. Finally, we will collect addled eggs
and feather samples and archive these for later analysis of contaminant levels in
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Peregrines nationwide if information indicates that contaminants may be causing a
significant population decline.
The FWS will receive data collected by States, other agencies, and partners across the
nation, and will analyze these after each monitoring effort; we will propose adjustments
to the sampling design if necessary. The plan is designed to detect declines in regional
Peregrine populations that might arise from a variety of threats, including but not limited
to environmental contaminants and disease (such as West Nile Virus). If these data or
other substantial information indicate that this species is experiencing significant regional
decreases in territory occupancy, nest success, or productivity, the FWS will initiate more
intensive review or studies to determine the cause, and to determine whether or not to
relist the species under ESA § 4(b)(7).

Implementation
Region 1 of the FWS has the lead for this monitoring effort. On October 1, 2002,
primary lead within the Region transferred from the Division of Endangered Species to
the Division of Migratory Birds and State Programs, although the two Divisions will
continue to cooperate on implementation of the monitoring plan. A FWS team
comprising a National Coordinator and coordinators from each of the FWS Regions
(Regional Coordinators) was established to finalize and implement the monitoring plan
(Appendix A).
The role of the National Coordinator is to:
•
convene the team to finalize and update the monitoring plan, as needed;
•
provide guidance to the Regional Coordinators;
•
publish the Notice of Availability for the monitoring plan in the Federal
Register and on the Endangered Species and Migratory Birds web
sites;
•
distribute the plan to the FWS Director, Regional Directors, and also to the
Assistant Directors for Endangered Species, and Migratory Birds
and State Programs, State resource agency directors, and
cooperators;
•
plan, implement, and analyze the surveys, and summarize monitoring
results in cooperation with States and other cooperators;
•
prepare interim and final reports;
•
organize meetings as necessary to evaluate and plan monitoring efforts
with Regional, State, and other cooperators;
•
publish a Notice of Availability for the interim and final reports in the
Federal Register and on the Endangered Species and Migratory
Birds web sites;
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•

•
•

•
•
•

provide copies to the FWS Director, Regional Directors, and also to the
Assistant Directors for Endangered Species, and Migratory Birds
and State Programs, State resource agency directors, and
cooperators;
make recommendations based on survey results;
report each year to the FWS Director, Regional Directors, and the
Assistant Directors for Endangered Species and Migratory Birds
and State Programs, and State resource agency directors on the
status of the monitoring plan;
organize and submit regional budget requests to sources within the FWS;
seek partnerships with other agencies to implement the plan;
seek funding opportunities to complete analyses of samples collected for
contaminant monitoring.

The role of Regional Coordinators is to:
•
establish or maintain a network of cooperators who monitor Peregrines
within their FWS Region;
•
participate in established regional working group meetings, or establish a
regional working group, as necessary, to assist in the planning and
implementation of the triennial surveys;
•
coordinate with tribes to monitor the randomly selected territories on tribal
lands;
•
seek partnerships with tribes, governmental agencies and non
governmental organizations within the FWS Region to implement
the plan;
•
make recommendations to the monitoring team based on survey results;
•
coordinate the collection and compilation of regional survey results;
•
provide monitoring results to the National Coordinator for inclusion into
the interim and final reports by November 1 of the survey year;
•
ensure that monitoring data are collected using methods that meet the
requirements of this monitoring plan;
•
inform tribes, States, and other cooperators which territories have been
selected by the random draw for each State;
•
determine budget requirements to carry out monitoring in their FWS
Region and help secure potential funding from cooperators;
•
submit regional funding needs to the National Coordinator, and assist in
distributing funds to the cooperators;
•
coordinate contaminant monitoring within FWS Regions (ensure that
collection protocols are followed, collection activities are properly
permitted, and specimens are transferred to the designated
archiving facility).
Monitoring already occurs in most states with breeding Peregrines where it is carried out
by States, some Federal agencies, private organizations, and many individuals. In only a
few areas will new monitoring efforts begin as a result of this monitoring plan. Regional
6
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coordinators have been working with, and will continue to work with, all of the
cooperators leading these efforts both established and new.

Methods
Territories will be monitored for occupancy, nest success, and productivity in six
monitoring regions every three years, starting in 2003 and ending in 2015. Parameter
estimates will be compared to values in the scientific literature considered indicative of
healthy populations after each sampling period and again at the conclusion of the entire
monitoring period.
A. Parameters and Definitions
Data on occupancy, nest success, and productivity will be collected at each territory
randomly selected for monitoring. Different States have used different definitions for
terms such as “Active” or “Occupied” territories, but for the purposes of this postdelisting monitoring plan, the following definitions will be used:
•

Occupied Territory - a territory where either a pair of Peregrines is present
(two adults or an adult/subadult mixed pair), or there is evidence of
reproduction [e.g., one adult is observed sitting low in the nest, eggs or
young are seen, or food is delivered into eyrie (nest site)]. Occupancy for
a territory must be established for at least one of two, and possibly more,
4-hour site visits. Occupancy within a region is the number of occupied
territories divided by the number of territories that were checked for
occupancy.

•

Nest Success - the proportion of occupied territories in a monitoring
region in which one or more young $ 28 days old is observed, with age
determined following guidelines in Cade et al. (1996).

•

Productivity - the number of young observed at $ 28 days old per occupied
territory, averaged across a monitoring region.

Typically productivity is determined when nestlings have reached at least 80% of average
age of fledging (Steenhof 1987) – 34 days in the case of Peregrines, which fledge about
43 days after hatching. Determining the number of young in a nest with absolute
certainty is often difficult unless observers actually visit the eyrie (e.g., when banding
young). Thus, for measuring productivity, this plan encourages observers to spend the
time necessary to count as many young as possible. This definition of productivity
allows that some young might not be observed during the final nest visit, resulting in an
underestimate of productivity. Nonetheless, productivity defined in this way remains a
more informative index of breeding performance than nest success alone. We will
7
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continue to use all three measures, territory occupancy, nest success, and productivity to
assess population health.
Cade et al. (1996) recommend banding nestling Peregrines at 21 to 35 days old; older
nestlings are more likely to scramble away and potentially be injured or killed in the
process, and younger chicks are difficult to differentiate by sex. The 28-day minimum
nestling age we have set to determine nest success and productivity allows banders about
six days in which to band nestlings and contribute productivity data. If workers band
birds before day 28, an additional visit on or after day 28 would be necessary to count
nestlings for this parameter. We acknowledge that some nestling mortality occurs
between 28 days of age and fledging; for this reason, both measures of breeding success
may be overestimates (Steenhof 1987).
The sample data form in Appendix C includes the minimum data requested for this
monitoring effort.
B. Monitoring Regions
The six monitoring regions in this plan follow FWS Region boundaries, but combine
FWS Region 3 in the Midwest and Region 5 in the Northeast. These monitoring regions
are similar to the original four recovery regions, except that the Rocky
Mountain/Southwest recovery region is split into FWS Regions 2 and 6, and the Eastern
recovery region is split by FWS Region 4 (Figure 1 and Appendix D). We made
additional boundary adjustments to the original recovery regions to align monitoring
regions with FWS Regions, particularly in Great Plains states, where there are few known
breeding Peregrines. Since the recovery of Peregrines was based upon reaching recovery
goals in designated recovery regions, it seemed prudent to monitor population trends at
the same, or finer, geographic scale. Splitting the original recovery regions into the
smaller FWS Regions reflects local and regional concerns within those FWS Regions,
and administrative convenience. Administratively, the responsibility for implementing
this monitoring plan will be from within FWS Regions working closely with States and
other cooperators.
The monitoring regions follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific (FWS Region 1): CA, ID, NV, OR, WA;
Southwestern (FWS Region 2): AZ, NM, TX, and OK;
Rocky Mountain/Great Plains (FWS Region 6): CO, KS, MT, ND, NE,
SD, UT, WY;
Midwestern/Northeastern (FWS Regions 3 and 5): IL, IN, IA, MI, MN,
MO, OH, WI, CT, DE, ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT,
VA;
Southeastern (FWS Region 4): GA, KY, NC, SC, TN; and
Interior Alaska (FWS Region 7): AK.

8
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C. Frequency and Duration of Sampling
The Monitoring Team chose to monitor Peregrines five times at three-year intervals,
beginning in 2003 and ending in 2015 (i.e., sampling will occur in 2003, 2006, 2009,
2012, and 2015). Five monitoring periods meets the requirement of ESA (to monitor
“...for not less than five years...”); the three-year interval spreads the monitoring over 13
years, reflecting our concern for the long-term future of the Peregrine.
The Peregrine population currently is secure; the population continues to increase as it
has for 30 years (Figure 2). The Monitoring Team believes this trend will continue at
least over the short-term. The long-term future is less certain; although the threat to
Peregrines from some contaminants has been controlled, we believe that contaminants
still pose the most likely future threat to Peregrine populations. They have a
demonstrated vulnerability to contaminants, exposure to contaminants still occurs, and
future compounds might pose a risk to Peregrines (see The Current Situation with
Environmental Contaminants, above). Population-level effects from contaminants are
likely to take place over a relatively long- rather than short-term. Monitoring every year
over the long-term would be unnecessary in the face of increasing population trends and
it would be costly. In the end, monitoring 5 times at 3 year intervals over 13 years will
provide sufficient comparative data and trend information on territory occupancy, nest
success and productivity to measure effects from what we believe to be the most likely
potential threats to Peregrines, contaminants.
At the end of the 13-year monitoring plan the FWS will review all available information
to determine if continuation of monitoring is appropriate (see Reports, below). As a point
of reference, Canada has been monitoring nest site occupancy and productivity of
Peregrines every five years since 1970 and populations continue to expand in Canada as
in the United States (Rowell et al. 2003).
D. Sample Size
The minimum number of territories to sample per monitoring region is based on territory
occupancy and nest success data collected mainly over the past four years (1999-2002)
from Peregrine territories across the nation (Appendix E). These data were collected
separately by Regional Coordinators from their networks of cooperators. Nationwide, the
occupancy rate for territories occupied at least once since 1999 was 84%, ranging from an
average of 75% to 94% among regions (Appendix F). For occupied territories, nest
success was 68% nationwide (61% - 73%, Appendix F). These estimates of territory
occupancy and nest success compare well with rates estimated for populations thought to
be healthy (70-90% for territory occupancy, 45-66% for nest success, summarizing pre
1955 or post-1985 data from Hickey and Anderson 1969, Enderson and Craig 1974, and
Ratcliffe 1993). In contrast, when Peregrine populations were in serious decline during
the 1950s and 1960s, rates of territory occupancy and nest success were at or near zero in
some regions. For example, it was believed that not a single Peregrine fledged in the
northeast United States in 1962 (Hickey and Anderson 1969). Further, the once healthy
9
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Hudson River population ceased reproducing by 1950 and most sites were unoccupied by
the mid-1950s (Herbert and Herbert 1969). By 1965 only 33% of known territories in the
Rocky Mountains remained occupied (Enderson 1969). In Canada and Alaska, territory
occupancy was 50% or less in the 1970s (Enderson et al. 1995). Ratcliffe (1993)
demonstrated a similar decline in nest success and territory occupancy in Great Britain
during in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as recovery since 1980.
Estimates of nest success from 1999-2002 (68%) and from the period of population
decline provide upper and lower limits within which we would expect North American
Peregrines to perform. Because the nationwide estimate of nest success, 68%, is lower
than territory occupancy, 84%, and was similar across the seven FWS Regions (61% 
73%, Appendix F), we used this estimate of nest success to establish sample sizes for
each monitoring region. Considering historical and current rates, we decided that if nest
success declined to 55% or less (a drop of 13 percentage points), there would be cause for
concern in the short-term.
To establish sample sizes, we chose a decline of 12.5 percentage points as a short-term
monitoring target to represent a potential decline from 68% to 55%. We established the
rate at which we are willing to accept Type II errors ($ ) at 20% (or equivalently, power =
80%) and the rate at which we are willing to accept Type I errors (" ) at 10%1. Using
these constants, we determined that 72 occupied territories per monitoring region would
need to be checked to detect a drop of 12.5 percentage points or more in nest success
from current levels (i.e., 68%) with 80% power. We know, however, that on average,
75% or more territories are occupied in any given year [the range among regional
averages is 75% (Region 2) to 94% (Region 7) Appendix F]; thus to achieve a sample
size of 72 occupied territories, we need to check 96 territories in each region (72 ÷ 0.75).
(Average territory occupancy in Region 2 varied between 67% and 80% from 1999
through 2002, but these data are considered underestimates for several reasons; thus we
determined that a sample size calculated from the average, rather than the minimum
territory occupancy estimate in Region 2, was a reasonable approach.) This sample size
will allow somewhat greater power to detect a drop of 12.5 percentage points or more in
territory occupancy than it will for nest success.
The minimum sample size of 96 territories per monitoring region applies to four of the
six monitoring regions. The Southeastern monitoring region has only 18 known

1

–

We considered the practical and biological implications of various levels of Type 1 (") and Type 2
($) errors, and of the magnitudes of declines we wished to detect establishing numbers of territories to monitor. The
55% n est success tar get is lowe r than exp ected of h ealthy po pulations , higher tha n that of po pulations during th eir
declines in DDT years, and similar to tha t of a recov ering po pulation in southeas tern Arizo na (58% ; Ellis 1988 ).
The team thus decided that if nest success declined to 55% we would be concerned, and some management action
should b e initiated. A strategy recommended when designing monitoring programs for species of conservation
interest is to minimize $ (the chance of m issing a decline) versus " (the chan ce of wro ngly de terminin g a declin e is
occurrin g) (Steidl et al. 1 997). T he mo nitoring tea m decid ed that $ = 20% and " = 10% were reasonable levels for
monito ring at the re gional sca le, unders tanding that $ will be smaller (and power high er) if actual declines in these
param eters are hig her than r ates establishe d. Furthe r, when data from regions a re com bined fo r analysis, po wer will
be higher, and thus the ability to detect smaller declines in nest success will increase.
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territories, and all will be monitored. Therefore, noting declines in population parameters
in this region is not as dependent on sampling because all territories, rather than some
proportion, will be monitored each monitoring year. FWS Region 7 will continue to
monitor Peregrines along portions of both the Tanana and Yukon rivers as an index of
regional population trends; the study area contained 92 territories in 2002. Similarly, all
Peregrine territories are currently being monitored in the Midwestern/Northeastern
region, so territories randomly selected for this plan are a subset of what is actually being
monitored in this region. Summing all monitoring regions, the minimum number of
territories sampled across the nation will be about 494 in 2003.
E. Analyses
Territory occupancy and nest success data will be compared to the regional and
nationwide estimates from 1999 to 2002; territory occupancy nationwide was estimated at
84% and ranged from 75% to 94%, and nest success nationwide was estimated at 68%
and ranged from 61% to 73% (Appendix F). Declines from sample estimates and these
target values greater than 13 percentage points will trigger a response by the FWS (see
the Data Evaluation - Response Triggers section, below). Additionally, to determine
whether or not the estimated sample percentages for nest success and occupancy are
unusual compared to the target values of each, instead of performing a statistical test we
will instead calculate a 90% confidence interval on each estimated sample percentage
(Steidl et al. 1997). If the regional or nationwide target value is included within the
confidence interval, we will conclude the observed proportion is within normal range and
take no action. If the upper confidence bound falls below the target value, we will
conclude the observed proportion is lower than normal, and take some action (see the
Data Evaluation - Response Triggers section, below).
Productivity data will be compared to recent state and local estimates, as well as to
historical rates. Recent productivity data from recovery regions in the United States
ranged from 1.2 to 1.9 young per territorial pair (Mesta 1999). Historical rates of
productivity for various regions of the United States range from 0.7 to 1.5 young per
occupied site (Hickey 1942). Productivity reported during the period of decline was near
zero (Hickey and Anderson 1969, Enderson and Craig 1974). Ratcliffe (1993) suggests
that when productivity drops to # 0.8 young per pair and remains low for several years,
reproduction is low enough to affect recruitment into the breeding population. Hunt
(1998) modeled population dynamics of Peregrines under various rates of adult mortality
and juvenile survival. Peregrine populations are at least stable when productivity is from
1.0 to 2.0 young per pair, adult mortality is < 15% and juvenile mortality is < 70%; these
productivity figures are consistent with estimates in expanding or stable populations in
the United States (Corser et al. 1999, Mesta 1999, Hayes and Buchanan 2002). Regional
or national estimates of productivity that fall below 1.0 young per pair will initiate a
special review (see the Data Evaluation - Response Triggers section, below).
After the completion of three sampling periods (in 2009), we will be able to expand the
analyses to include trends in rates of territory occupancy, nest success, and productivity.
11
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Additional analyses might also be appropriate. For example, regional data might be
combined to examine rates and trends for the entire nation. With a nationwide sample of
494 territories, an analysis of territory occupancy and nest success will have greater
statistical power to detect smaller declines at the national level than is possible at the
regional level.
Nationwide, the random selection of territories will include both territories with eyries on
manmade structures and on natural features; to the extent allowed by the data we will
evaluate the implications of these differences in nest location on territory occupancy, nest
success, and productivity. If an analysis of the data show declining trends or cause for
concern, then the FWS, States and other cooperators will evaluate why this might be the
case (see the Data Evaluation - Response Triggers section, below).
F. Territory Selection
In 2003 the monitoring team selected territories randomly from the pool of territories
within a monitoring region known to have been occupied at least once from 1999 through
2002 (during or after the delisting year 1999). (Data from 1997 contributed to the pool
for Arizona, which lacks more recent data.) The Regional Coordinators obtained these
data from a variety of cooperators. The FWS did not request and does not have
geographic coordinates for these territories; specific location information is maintained
separately by States and other partners.
Territories monitored after 2003 (i.e., in 2006, 2009, 2012, and 2015) will either be all of
the same randomly chosen territories from 2003, a new randomly chosen set, or a mixture
of the two (as recommended in the Mexican Spotted Owl recovery plan, USFWS 1995).
Monitoring the same set of territories each sampling year would add efficiency and
reduce bias as monitors become more familiar with the selected territories over time.
Following the 2003 season and after initial data analyses, the monitoring team, working
in cooperation with States, will propose a method for selecting territories to monitor in
2006 and all subsequent sampling years.
The Southeastern and Interior Alaska monitoring regions are special cases. The numbers
of territories are so few, and the level of interest and cooperation so high in the
Southeastern region, that the FWS, other Federal agencies, States, and cooperators will
monitor all known territories to the extent possible (18 active territories known as of
2002). In Alaska, the current monitoring effort is a count along stretches of two rivers
(Ambrose and Riddle 1988); this sample is used as an index of the larger population (ca.
1,000 breeding pairs) in a region where most sites are remote and ground access to eyries
is a challenge.
In four monitoring regions, the following minimum number of territories were randomly
selected. In the Interior Alaska monitoring region, the sample comprises territories along
2 river systems, and in the Southeast monitoring region the entire population is
monitored:
12
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific: 96 territories;
Southwestern: 96 territories;
Rocky Mountains: 96 territories;
Midwestern/Northeastern: 96 territories;
Southeastern: 18 territories (in 2002); and
Interior Alaska: a sample of territories along stretches of 2 rivers (48 on
the Yukon and 44 on the Tanana rivers in 2002).

G. Monitoring Protocol
During each sampling iteration, each randomly selected territory will be visited two or
more times to determine occupancy, nest success, and productivity. Visits to the territory
will be timed appropriately for the geographic areas. The first visit will occur during late
courtship, egg laying, or early incubation to determine occupancy; a second visit will
occur during the early nestling stage to determine the age of the nests, or to check the
‘unoccupied’ status of territories still in question; and a third visit (or more) will be made
to occupied territories during the late nestling stage, when young are 28-42 days old to
determine nest success and productivity. Even if no evidence of territory occupancy is
found in the first four hour visit, a second visit of four hours (ideally three to four weeks
later) is required for the territory to be deemed unoccupied. During all visits, the number
and age (adult or subadult) of Peregrines seen in the territory should be recorded, with
behavioral or physical evidence of breeding activity if observed. Peregrines sometimes
have alternate nest sites within a single territory. If the territory checked does not appear
to be occupied, some realistic survey effort should be expended to try and locate potential
alternate nest sites within the territory.
Nest monitoring will be done during favorable weather conditions by observers familiar
with Peregrine nesting behavior. Observers should avoid flushing incubating Peregrines,
and should not monitor during poor weather (e.g., heavy rain, snow, high winds), when
disturbance of incubation could alter the outcome of the nest. If possible, observations
should occur when Peregrines are likely to be most active; in some areas this is just prior
to dark or at first light (Fuller and Mosher 1987). Observers must minimize stress to the
Peregrines caused by their presence, and observation posts, in general, should be far
enough from the nest so as to not elicit sustained territorial behavior from either adult
[150 - 1700 meters is recommended (Pagel 1992), although closer approach might be
tolerated by some pairs, particularly in urban settings]. Observers must have appropriate
equipment, such as good binoculars, a high quality portable spotting scope, or both.
Chick age can be determined by reference to Cade et al. (1996; available through The
Peregrine Fund); this reference has a great deal of additional, helpful survey techniques
and recommendations. Field notebooks are recommended for detailed field notes. The
minimum information to be recorded is on the Sample Data Form, Appendix C. Regional
working groups should convene before the monitoring program is initiated to develop a
standard logistical protocol for collecting survey data within their monitoring region, if
necessary. Data collected should be forwarded to the Regional Coordinator for that
region.
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States, FWS Regions, and private programs are encouraged to continue to monitor all
known Peregrine nesting territories if they are doing so already, and not limit their
monitoring to the randomly selected territories as in this plan. Many States, some Federal
agencies, and other partners annually monitor occupancy, nest success, and productivity,
and they conduct searches for new territories, band and color-mark chicks, collect prey
remains and unhatched eggs, and trap adults. Through Regional Coordinators, the FWS
National Coordinator will request population data collected and new territory locations
found in years that fall between the monitoring years described in this plan. The FWS
will synthesize these data and report this information with a regional perspective for years
that fall between the monitoring years suggested in this plan. We also anticipate that
some States will contribute or conduct other research. These efforts are encouraged, as
they will contribute to our understanding of the population status of Peregrines.

Peregrine Status and Monitoring in Canada
The Canadian Wildlife Service coordinates a national Peregrine population survey once
every five years and will conduct three surveys (2005, 2010 and 2015) during the 12-year
monitoring period. Observers in Canada make one or two visits to known territories to
determine territory occupancy and, if possible, productivity data. In remote locations in
some Provinces territories are monitored by helicopter, and only once per season. These
visits are timed to coincide with the nestling stage so a count of nestlings can be made.
Observers are encouraged to note additional potential habitat and territories while in the
field for future monitoring. The breeding population in Canada is now estimated at over
400 pairs (U. Banasch, pers. commun Feb. 7, 2003). The results of these national surveys
will be considered when evaluating the status of Peregrines in North America.

Peregrine Status and Monitoring in Mexico
There are no systematic surveys of Peregrines in Mexico. Mesta (1999) summarizes what
little information exists on the current status of the species breeding south of the United
States border. Local data suggest some populations underwent similar declines and are
recovering as in the United States and Canada. Enderson et al. (1995) estimated 170
pairs nest in Mexico. Contaminants are more of a concern in Mexico than in the United
States. As a result of tri-national agreements Mexico is phasing out the use of DDT, but
use of this and other persistent organic pollutants continues in other Latin American
countries (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 2002); contaminants continue to
be a concern for Peregrines breeding south of the United States border and for others
migrating through countries that continue to use bio-accumulating contaminants.
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Contaminant Monitoring
The scientific community widely accepts that exposure to environmental contaminants
was the single factor that caused the near extirpation of Peregrines from North America,
and restrictions on the use of persistent organochlorine compounds in the United States
and Canada allowed Peregrines and other predatory birds to recover. As a result,
recovery goals in two regions included measures of eggshell thickness; in one of these
(Alaska), recovery goals also included contaminant loads in eggs (Mesta 1999).
In spite of restrictions on their use, Peregrines continue to accumulate persistent
organochlorine pesticides and other compounds, both domestically and in countries
through which they migrate or winter (see above, The Current Situation with
Environmental Contaminants). Further, the continual introduction of anthropogenic
chemicals to the environment requires vigilance and monitoring of vulnerable wildlife,
especially predators at the top of the food chain such as Peregrines.
This section provides a plan for monitoring loads of past, current, or emerging
contaminants of concern in Peregrines. Samples will be collected in conjunction with
population monitoring as described below and in Appendix G. Federal and State permits
are required to collect samples. Contact FWS Regional Coordinators for more
information.
We believe that monitoring territory occupancy, nest success, and productivity will
adequately achieve the objectives of ESA requirements for post-delisting monitoring.
However, we are including a contaminants monitoring component to develop a
contaminants record that will be available for analysis if information indicates that
contaminants may be implicated in a significant population decline. Nonetheless, we will
continue to seek funds for contemporary analysis, regardless of whether or not a
population decline occurs.
A. Egg Samples
A variety of sample types have been used for contaminants monitoring. Eggs can be
analyzed for at least two major classes of contaminants: persistent organic pollutants
such as DDT and its metabolite DDE, other organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), and dioxins; and heavy metals such as cadmium and mercury. When
combined with adequate productivity data, egg contaminants data can be used to assess
population-level reproductive effects. Eggshell thickness, which was affected by DDE, is
routinely measured on eggs collected for contaminants. Thickness data are compared to
pre-DDT era thickness from museum specimens or other reference populations, and can
be correlated with DDE levels in the sampled eggs.
Eggs can be collected opportunistically during nest visits, either as “fresh” eggs during
incubation or as unhatched “addled” eggs during the nestling stage. At this time, only
15
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addled eggs will be collected for monitoring, to avoid removing potentially viable eggs.
Regardless of timing of collection, embryo development will be noted for all eggs
collected (among other data, including egg shell thickness; Appendix G).
B. Feather Samples
Metals and organic contaminants can be measured in blood, but in general the sample
volumes required and the relatively invasive technique preclude widespread use of this
matrix. Feathers (excluding natal down) can be analyzed for metals. With consistent
collection (identical feathers from same-age Peregrines), nestling feathers (excluding
natal down) reflect natal area contaminant exposure. Therefore, regional projects which
include nest visits for banding purposes should also include collection of nestling
feathers.
To collect feathers, the largest nestling (which is often the nestling with the most
advanced feather development) will be the only nestling sampled per nest. Up to 1.5 cm
of the distal part of the 4th secondary wing feather, from one side only, will be removed
using clean stainless steel scissors. Care must be taken to not cut the follicle, which is
vascularized, and therefore prone to bleeding, during feather development. The sample
will be stored in polyethylene collection envelopes such as Whirlpak® envelopes, then
transferred to a central storage facility. Collectors will fill out standardized data forms,
which will include the date, collector, nest identification and location (latitude and
longitude or UTM), the band number, and whether the sample was collected from the left
or right side of the nestling.
C. Sample Size
Based on comprehensive monitoring in Alaska (Ambrose et al. 2000), an adequate
sample size and interval for samples is 15-20 (addled eggs or feathers) collected over a
period of no more than five years. Because the number of available samples may be
variable and low in any one year, both sample types should always be collected
opportunistically by States and others engaged in permitted activities requiring nest visits
(such as banding nestlings), but, at a minimum, samples should be collected in every
monitoring region in every monitoring year. Samples will be archived at the central
storage facility (Appendix G).
Regional Coordinators are responsible for coordinating collection of a minimum of 20
addled eggs and 20 clipped feathers from nestlings of banding age by September 2009
(the end of the third population monitoring year), and again by September 2015 (the end
of the monitoring period). Regional coordinators will also ensure that collection
protocols are followed and that collection activities are properly permitted, provide
interstate coordination within regions, and coordinate transfer of specimens to a central
location. Regions or States already engaged in contaminants analyses are encouraged to
coordinate their activities and match protocols. The plan recognizes that some regions
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may find it difficult to meet minimum sample sizes due to low numbers of nesting pairs,
but each region should strive to meet collection goals.
D. Funding and Analyses
Samples will be chemically analyzed contingent upon funding. Efforts to fully fund
contaminants analyses will occur regardless of the results of the population monitoring
efforts. Negative trends or significant drops in regional or national population indices
will initiate a considerably more pointed effort to find funding, and stimulate more
funding opportunities. Regardless, funding procurement will require additional
coordination among FWS Regional Coordinators, FWS Environmental Contaminants
Specialists, States, and other cooperators. When funding is secured, eggs will be
analyzed at a minimum for metals and organochlorines, and feathers for metals,
according to contractual specifications developed by the FWS Environmental Quality
Division in conjunction with chemists at the Patuxent Analytical Control Facility
(PACF). Current lists (and costs at FWS contract laboratories) are available through
PACF (http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/pacf/).
Levels of contaminant loading will be compared to measures of reproductive performance
at national and regional scales and to published data or thresholds (e.g., as in Peakall et al.
1990), and contaminant loading levels will be analyzed for regional and national trends
and variation, with specific analyses dependent upon sample sizes (regional and national)
and levels of contamination. Additional chemical or biological analyses may be pursued
based upon regional or emerging contaminant concerns.

Data Evaluation
A. Review of Monitoring Data Relative to ‘Response Triggers’
The FWS, in cooperation with the States, will evaluate the monitoring results to
determine whether or not the results suggest that a more detailed analysis of the status of
Peregrines, the monitoring protocol, or both, is necessary. After each triennial
monitoring year, Regional Coordinators will work with the States to compile the
monitoring results for their respective monitoring region, evaluate the results, and prepare
a written assessment. This assessment will include a summary of the monitoring data,
state whether any of the parameters fell below the “response triggers” shown below,
determine whether or not the data collection protocols are functioning as anticipated and
whether or not any changes are needed, and include an initial determination of any threats
that may warrant further evaluation by the national monitoring team. In addition, the
FWS will analyze and summarize regional data it receives from States and other
cooperators in the years between formal surveys.
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After completion of these triennial (or more frequent) assessments for each monitoring
region, the national monitoring team will convene to review the assessments. At that
time, the national team will determine whether any action is necessary to respond to the
‘triggers’ described below and to review any other significant issues raised by the FWS or
States in the regional summaries. In response to any significant issues, the national team
would consult with regional or national experts to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase the sensitivity of the sampling protocol to detect national or
regional declines in any of the parameters by, for example,
increasing sample sizes;
design research that would determine causes of low parameter values or
declines in productivity;
work with States, tribes, or other entities to exercise their regulatory
authorities to alleviate known or suspected threats;
conduct regional or national status assessment(s) to evaluate the
significance of threats to Peregrines;
evaluate proposing Peregrines for relisting under the ESA; or,
evaluate whether or not to list Peregrines under the emergency provisions
of the ESA.

The “response triggers” shown below would not automatically prompt a proposal to relist
Peregrines under the ESA, because not all declines in population parameters or declines
in productivity would indicate that listing under the ESA would be warranted. Weather,
for example, might cause temporary declines in either territory occupancy, nest success,
productivity, or all of these parameters over an entire region, and in more than one
monitoring season. Also, it is possible that there might be a natural reduction in overall
rates of occupancy, nest success, and productivity as regional populations reach carrying
capacity. For example, some territories produce more young and are more often occupied
than others (refs. in White et al. 2002). After prime locations are taken, less productive
and less consistently occupied sites remain. Increased use of these marginal nesting
territories due to an increased number of breeding Peregrines might reduce mean nest
success and productivity. Should declines be noted, natural causes such as these will be
evaluated as well as factors that might threaten or endanger Peregrines. Any relisting
decision would be made by evaluating the status of Peregrines relative to the ESA’s five
listing factors [ESA § 4(a)(1)].
B. Response Triggers
These “response triggers” will, in addition to other factors described above, prompt an
evaluation and appropriate response by the national monitoring team, in consultation with
national or regional experts, as necessary. The national team will evaluate these triggers
within each monitoring region and for all regions combined after each triennial
monitoring year:
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•
•
•

90% confidence intervals around estimated proportions of territory
occupancy and nest success, fall below regional and national
estimates (Appendix F);
nest success or territory occupancy has declined by more than13
percentage points from the average of previous monitoring years;
average productivity is less than 1.0.

Reports
The FWS will issue a triennial report with data summaries and analyses after each
monitoring season; these will be available in printed form and on the world wide web by
March of the year following surveys. Reports will also suggest ways to improve
sampling protocols or other aspects of the plan design if necessary.
Each report will also comment on the status of Peregrines relative to the need for possible
relisting. This plan has been devised to allow early detection of substantial declines in
territory occupancy, nest success, and productivity with reasonable certainty and
precision. Statistical power to detect smaller declines in these rates will increase with
successive monitoring seasons, as data from these seasons will likely be combined into
larger sample sizes. Regardless, if declines in territory occupancy, nest success, or
productivity become large enough to cause concern in monitoring regions or nationwide,
then the monitoring team will convene, consult with regional working groups, States and
other partners, and make recommendations for future action to the FWS Region 1
Divisions of Endangered Species, and Migratory Birds and State Programs (see the Data
Evaluation - Response Triggers section, above).
Reports might also be produced between years, as the FWS will annually request data
collected by States and cooperators, for regional analyses of population health. At the
very least, these data will be summarized in the triennial report.
At the end of the 13-year monitoring period, the FWS will review all available
information to determine if continuation of monitoring is appropriate. The decision to
continue or end the monitoring program will be explained in the final monitoring report,
which will be published in the Federal Register. If the Peregrine population is stable
range-wide and no significant threats are identified, then monitoring may be terminated,
or a different monitoring program might be developed with cooperators.
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Funding
Post-delisting monitoring is a cooperative effort between the FWS; State, tribal, and
foreign governments; other Federal agencies; and other non-governmental partners under
the ESA. Funding of post-delisting monitoring presents a challenge for all the partners
committed to ensuring the continued viability of Peregrines following the removal of
ESA protections. To the extent feasible, the FWS intends to provide funding for postdelisting monitoring efforts from annual Endangered Species general Recovery Program
appropriations. Nonetheless, nothing in this plan should be construed as a commitment
or requirement that any Federal agency obligate or pay funds in contravention of the
Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. § 1341) or any other law or regulation.
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4
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Exluding
Puert o R ico
& Virgi n Is.

7

Recovery Regions
Pacific
Rocky Mountain/Southwest
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1 – adapted from 1991 recovery pla n
update (USFWS 1991).

Monitoring Regions
Pacific
Rocky Mountain
Southwestern
Midwestern/Northeastern
Southeastern
Alaska

Figure 1: FWS, Recovery, and Monitoring Regions. FWS Region boudaries outlined in
bold in each figure.
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Figure 2. Peregrine Population Growth, 1980-2002, in the Contiguous
United States. Historical data from Enderson et al. (1995) and Mesta (1999). More
recent data collected from cooperators (FWS, unpubl.). 2002 data includes estimates,
earlier data are counts. North American population, including Mexico, Canada, and
Alaska, estimated at nearly 3,000 breeding pairs in 2002 (White et al. 2002; Rowell et al.
2003; FWS unpubl. data). Historical level in the United States south of Canada roughly
estimated at 1,450 pairs (interpreted from Enderson et al. 1995).
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Jay Sumner
Skip Ambrose

Affiliation
Wyoming Game and Fish Department
Sumner Consulting
FWS Region 7
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Bob Ritchie
John Wright

ABR, Inc.
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Address
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Appendix C: Sam ple Peregrine Falcon Monitoring Form
************************
* Paperw ork Red uction A ct
*
* OMB Approval No. 1018-0101 *
*
Expires 3/31/2005
*
**************************

----- Return this form to your State or Regional Coordinator ---
Observation Date:(M/D/YR)________
Nest Site Name or #___________
1st
Which Territory Visit is this? (circle one)
2nd
3rd
4th
Nest Site (circle one):
Manmade
Natural
Observation Time: Begin_________________________ End___________________________
(Should be at least 4 hrs if occupancy, nest age, or nestling number are in question)
Observer(s)____________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________ Email:________________________ Agency/NGO__________________
WEATHER: Precipitation____________________ Wind (speed estimate)
Temperature____________________ Cloud cover (%)______________________
Note conditions at beginning (beg.) and ending (end) of observation period if different
Observation post:(distance in meters)__________________________________________________
Approx. Nesting Phase (determined how?)_______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Peregrines present: (define as ad. male, ad. female, ad. unknown, subad. Male, subad. Female, or subad.
Unknown, and number of each.)_________________________________________________
Behaviors observed:____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Eggs observed? Y N Unk
How many eggs?__________Young observed (AGE)?_________________________________
How many young?_____________________ Other observations:_______________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Nest observed?

Y

N

Feeding at nest observed?

Y

N
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Occupied Territory - a territory w here eithe r a pair of P eregrines is present (tw o adults or an adult/su badult
mixed pair), or there is evidence of reproduction [e.g., one adult is observed sitting low in the nest, eggs or
young are seen, or food is delivered into eyrie (nest site)]. Occupancy for a territory must be established
for at least one of two, and possibly more, 4-hour site visits. Occupancy within a region is the number of
occupied territories divided by the number of territories that were checked for occupancy.
Nest Success - the proportion of occupied territories in a monitoring region in which one or more young $
28 days old is observed, with age determined follow ing guidelines in Cade et al. (1996).
Produ ctivity - the num ber of yo ung ob served at $ 28 days old p er occupied territory , averaged acro ss a
monitoring region.

Paperwork Reduction Act: The total annual public reporting burden for gathering
inform ation und er this Pereg rine Falco n mon itoring plan is estimated to be 190 hours in
2002, 220 hours in 2003, and 270 hours in 2004. This includes time for reviewing
instruction s, gathering and m aintaining data, and preparin g and tran smitting re ports.
Comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of the reporting
requirement(s) should be directed to the Service Information Collection Clearance
Officer, MS 222 ARL SQ, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1849 C Street NW, Washington,
DC 20240.
An agency may not conduct and a person is not required to respond to a collection of
information unless a currently valid OMB control number is displayed.
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Appendix D: FWS Regions, Recovery Plan Regions, and
Monitoring Plan Regions
FWS Regions (7)

Recovery Regions1
(4)

Monitoring Regions (6)

Region 1 = CA, ID, NV, OR,
WA, HI, Guam, American
Samoa, Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas

Pacific: CA, NV, OR,
WA

Pacific: CA, ID, NV, OR, WA

Region 3 = IL, IN, IA, MI, MN,
MO, OH, WI

Eastern: all of CT, DE,
MA, ME, MI, MN,
NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI,
VT, WI, and Wash
DC;

Midwestern/Northeastern: IL,
IN, IA, MI, MN, MO, OH, WI,
CT, DE, ME, MD, MA, NH,
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT, VA, WV,
and Wash DC

parts of IA, IL, IN,
OH, WV, MD, VA,
NC, SC, AL, TN, and
KY

Southeastern: AL, AR, FL,
GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, SC, TN

Region 5 = CT, DE, ME, MD,
MA, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT,
VA, WV, and Wash DC
Region 4 = AL, AR, FL, GA, KY,
LA, MS, NC, PR, SC, TN, VI
Region 2 = AZ, NM, OK, TX
Region 6 = CO, KS, MT, ND,
NE, SD, UT, WY
Region 7 = AK

Rocky Mts./Southwest:
FWS Regions 2 and 6
Rocky Mts./Southwest
Region (plus ID)

Southwestern: AZ, NM, OK,
TX

Alaska

Alaska

Rocky Mountains: CO, KS,
MT, ND, NE, SD, UT, WY

1 – Recovery regions are for the American Peregrine Falcon only; recovery areas vary for each listed
species.
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Appendix E: FW S Region Territory Summ aries
Most data are from 1999 - 2002. Exceptions are noted in parentheses.

State by FWS
Region

Data Source‡

Territories
Occupied > 1
time in ‘99-‘02†

Natural
Nest
substrate

Manmade
substrate

96

77

19

Brian Walton & Janet Linthicum

24 (to year 2001)

22

2

Rex Sallabanks

Nevada

12

12

Oregon

97

93

4

Joel Pagel, Charlie Bruce, & Bryan White

81 (to year 2001)

73

8

Eric Cummins & Jennifer Brookshier

310

> 277

> 33

Arizona (in 1997)

172

?

?

Robert Magill & Elaine Leslie

New Mexico

101

?

?

Sandy Williams

Texas**

14

14

0

Missy Paul, Raymond Skiles, & Fred Armstrong

R2 Totals

287

> 14

?

Iowa

5

1

4

Pat Schlarbaum

Illinois

10

0

10

Mary Hennen, Tara Kieninger, Bud Tordoff, & Mark Martell

FWS Region 1
California
Idaho

Washington
R1 Totals

Cris Tomlinson

FWS Region 2

FWS Region 3
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State by FWS
Region

Data Source‡

Territories
Occupied > 1
time in ‘99-‘02†

Natural
Nest
substrate

Manmade
substrate

Indiana

10

0

10

John Castrale, Bud Tordoff, & Mark Martell

Michigan

7

1

6

Bud Tordoff, Mark Martell, & Ray Rustem

Minnesota

27

7

20

Bud Tordoff & Mark Martell

Missouri

6

0

6

Mike Cooke, Bud Tordoff, & Mark Martell

Ohio

14

0

14

Dave Scott, Bud Tordoff, & Mark Martell

Wisconsin

17

2

15

Pat Manthey, Bud Tordoff, & Mark Martell

R3 Totals

96

11

85

Georgia

1

0

1

Jim Ozier

Kentucky

4

0

4

Tim Slone & Shawchyi Vorisek

North Carolina

10

10

0

Chris McGrath

South Carolina

1

1

0

Bob Currie & Mary Bunch

Tennessee

2

1

1

Troy Ettel

R4 Totals

18

12

6

Connecticut

4

1

3

Julie Victoria

Delaware

4

0

4

Holly Niederriter & Craig Koppie

Massachusetts

8

1

7

Tom French

FWS Region 4

FWS Region 5
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State by FWS
Region

Data Source‡

Territories
Occupied > 1
time in ‘99-‘02†

Natural
Nest
substrate

Manmade
substrate

Maine

16

16

0

Charlie Todd

Maryland

13

?

?

Craig Koppie & Michael Amaral

New Hampshire

15

14

1

Chris Martin

New Jersey

21

1

20

Kathy Clark

New York

52

32

20

Barbara Loucks

Pennsylvania

9

0

9

Daniel Brauning

Rhode Island

2

0

2

Michael Amaral

Virginia

29

2

27

Bryan Watts, W. & Mary College

Vermont

31

29

2*

Margaret Fowle

R5 Totals

204

> 96

> 95

Colorado

132

132

?

Jerry Craig

Montana

43 (to year 2001)

?

?

Jay Sumner

Nebraska

1

1

Bud Tordoff

North Dakota

1

1

Bud Tordoff

FWS Region 6

Utah

180

168

12

Frank Howe

Wyoming

62

62

0

Bob Oakleaf

R6 Totals

419

> 362

> 14
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State by FWS
Region

Data Source‡

Territories
Occupied > 1
time in ‘99-‘02†

Natural
Nest
substrate

Manmade
substrate

AK-Tanana River

> 44

44

0

Bob Ritchie, John Wright, and Peter Bente

AK-Yukon River

> 48

48

0

Skip Ambrose

R7 Totals

> 92

> 92

0

40 States

> 1,426

> 771

>232

FWS Region 7

Of 1093 categorized sites, 864 (79%) were on natural substrates and 232 (21%) were on man-made sites; uncategorized sites are likely
on natural substrates in Arizona and New Mexico.
† – Number of territories occupied is a subset of the total population in some western States, e.g., in Alaska and California.
‡ – Affiliations and addresses of those supplying data are list ed in Appendix B.
* – These 2 are in a quarry and road cut.
** – Information from Big Bend and Guadalupe National Parks only.
? – Unknown, or data not provided.
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Appendix F: Calculating Territory Occupancy and Nest Success
The calculations of territory occupancy and nest success are used for two purposes: to
help define the appropriate sample size, and to provide benchmarks by which to compare
future population performance. The data from which we calculated these rates are
described in more detail below.
Territory Occupancy
Table F-1 shows rates of occupancy at territories occupied at least once between 1999
and 2002. Data from the 4 years are combined, and some data (FWS Regions 1 and 2)
are from 1997. Occupied territories are those at which there was a pair of Peregrines, or
evidence of nesting (see the Methods - Parameters and Definitions section, above).
Table F-1. Territory Occupancy 1999-2002
FWS Region Checked Occupied Average
1
860
738
0.86
2
305
229
0.75
3
231
214
0.93
4
90
84
0.93
5
720
580
0.81
6
735
608
0.83
7
33
31
0.94
All n
2974
2484
0.84
Nest Success
The data in Table F-2 are the same as above, except that ‘Occupied’ territories includes
territories found after initiation (and then were checked again for success); the sample
size is therefore different from the ‘Occupied’ sample above. States were asked to define
successful nests as those from which at least one chick fledged. Some consider chicks of
banding age to meet this criterion. We accepted this definition for these data.
Table F-2. Nest Success, 1999-2002
FWS Region Occupied Successful
Mean
1
640
446
0.70
2
212
144
0.68
3
214
156
0.73
4
82
50
0.61
5
198
136
0.69
6
812
555
0.68
7
421
269
0.64
All n
2579
1756
0.68
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A Note on Territory Occupancy
This statistic is sensitive to what sort of territory is actually being checked. In some
states (principally in Region 5) many historical eyries continue to be checked although
they have not been occupied for decades, while in others only more recently occupied
territories are checked for activity. In the tables above, we chose to use only territories
that have been used at least once since 1999 (1997 for some western states without more
recent data) to represent current and likely future conditions under which Peregrines
make territory choices. Some historical eyries or territories that remain unoccupied might
not be as attractive as they once were, for many reasons, than newer, more recently
occupied territories. Including historical and unoccupied territories in this analysis brings
the national average to 77% (and Region 5 average to 51%).
Also, in this plan we will be collecting territory occupancy data from this same
‘population’ of territories. The data we collect will be directly comparable to the rates
calculated above, which we think are representative of a healthy, expanding population.
However, additional data are worth noting here.
Territory occupancy for 1999 to 2002 was similar during the critical years of recovery.
For example, data from western states from 1975 (California) to 1997 are presented in
Table F-3 below; these include only territories known to have been occupied at least once
in the interval noted.
Table F-3. Territory Occupancy in Western States, 1975-1997
FWS Region State (yr)
Checked Occupied Average
CA (75 - 97)
147
111
0.76
R1
401
298
0.74
R1
WA (78 - 97)
297
265
0.89
R2
AZ (92 - 97)
TX (79 - 94)
83
67
0.81
R2
549
444
R6
CO (90 - 95, 97)
0.81
MT (1995)
R6
19
15
0.79
R6
UT (91 - 96)
514
465
0.91
R6
WY (96)
38
36
0.95
All n
2048
1701
0.83
Most of these data were acquired by Robert Mesta in 1998 in preparation
for the Peregrine delisting, from the following cooperators: Santa Cruz
Predatory Bird Research Group; Arizona Game and Fish Department;
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department; the southwest Peregrine recovery
team; Utah Division of Wildlife Resources; the National Park Service.
Data also from Hayes and Buchanan (2002; full cite in Literature Cited
section of plan). All data believed to conform to definitions of occupancy
used in this plan, and are likely lower than actual occupancy for some
states, e.g., in CA.

Territory occupancy is 83% summing western states, ranging from 74% to 95% for
individual states. Nationwide territory occupancy from 1999 - 2002 (Table F-1) is 84%,
ranging from 75% to 94%, and thus is very similar. These data are also similar to
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published rates. Enderson and Craig (1974) state that “at least 10%, perhaps 20%, of
known eyries would not be used in any one year (p 733),” after citing various published
rates of territory occupancy that averaged between 55% and 85%. Ratcliffe (1993)
estimates territory occupancy at 82 % in 1991 (Table 6, p. 411) for Peregrines in Great
Britain.
Some Peregrine eyries are famous for their long histories of occupancy; others are much
less consistently occupied. Some pairs or individuals select alternate nest sites sometimes
miles apart within a larger territory in successive years, or move erratically back and forth
among a few eyrie locations among years. Some territories are seemingly occupied only
once and then abandoned. Observers in the field are thus challenged to find active
territories in the first place, locate nests in those territories, and then to relocate the same
pairs and nests in following years. Where several pairs are in close proximity, tracking
pair locations through time and deciding which territories and pairs are new or previously
established can be confusing. In these cases, we will rely on the expert opinions of
observers to match previously documented territories to current pair and territory
locations.
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Appendix G: Collecting, Preparing, and Shipping Egg and F eather
Samples
All sample collectors should coordinator with Regional and National Coordinators prior
to collection and if additional information is required.
A. Protocol for Collection and Removal of Peregrine Egg Contents
Objectives
1. Ensure accurate analysis of contaminants in eggs by providing standard methods to
transfer egg contents from the shell into a clean container without introducing
contamination.
2. Provide a standard method to measure eggshell thickness.
Materials
For field collection: Appropriate State and Federal permits; writing utensils; labels; egg
collection boxes (hard-sided container such as plastic kitchen ware or tackle box with
foam padding); sheets of chemically-clean2 aluminum foil, cut to size (approximately 10
x 15 cm), one per egg; small plastic bags with zip closure.
For contents removal in laboratory: Data sheets; writing utensils; safety glasses; powderfree latex gloves; laboratory paper wipes such as Kimwipes®; distilled, deionized (DD)
water or equivalently pure water; clean sponge; balance (to 0.01 g); vernier calipers (to
0.01 mm); immersion chamber with beaker and wire loops (Figure G-1); Teflon® bags,
one per egg; chemically-clean stainless steel serrated blades (such as high-quality steak
knives); chemically-clean stainless steel scalpel blades (No. 21 or No. 22 with No. 4
handles or similar size); chemically-clean aluminum foil sheets (approximately 30 x 30
cm square), 1 per egg; ball-tip micrometer (to 0.01 mm).
Procedures
In the field, collect all whole, uncracked, addled eggs from nest. Wrap each in clean
aluminum foil (dull side next to the egg). The foil should act as a second skin, which
keeps the eggshell together and the contents inside should the egg be cracked in transit.
Place the wrapped egg inside bag with zip closure, then into hard container for transport
to refrigeration (within 24 hours). Use padding to immobilize the egg. Place a label
inside the zip-closure bag with date, collector, nest identification and location (latitude

2

–

Chem ically-clean alumin um fo il has been rinsed w ith reagen t-grade ac etone an d hexan es on the d ull
side and allowed to air-dry; dull side is then considered the “clean” side. Chemically-clean stainless instruments are
rinsed w ith 10-20 % nitric ac id, then do ubly-distilled or equiv alently pu rified wate r, air-dried, th en rinsed with
reagent-grade acetone and hexanes and air-dried.
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and longitude or UTM coordinates), and the egg number if multiple eggs are collected.
Refrigerate eggs until opened (ideally within 48 hours).
In the laboratory, use one data form (Figure G-2) per egg. Wear powder-free latex gloves
and safety glasses (severe eye infection can result from contact with rotting egg contents).
Carefully check for cracks in shell; if present, do not wet or immerse the egg. If debris is
present, rinse egg in DD water while gently scrubbing with sponge. Dry the egg. Record
the mass (g) of the whole egg, then measure the length and breadth of the egg at their
greatest dimensions with calipers (caliper jaws parallel to the longitudinal axis of the egg
for length, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the egg for breadth). Compute
average of three measurements for final width and length measurements.
Measure total egg volume by water displacement. Fill the immersion chamber (Figure G
1a) with distilled water past the point where water comes out of the spigot. Let drain
until water stops coming out of the spigot. Place a clean beaker on a balance, zero the
balance, and place the balance and beaker under the spigot (Figure G-1b). Immerse egg
with wire loops (Figure G-1c) until top of egg is just under the water surface. Hold the
egg steady until water stops draining out of spigot into the beaker. The readout on the
balance will reflect only the weight of water that has gone into the beaker, if you zeroed
the balance after the beaker was placed on it. The weight of water is the approximate egg
volume, assuming that egg density is similar to water (1gm = 1 ml). For example, 40 gm
displaced water = 40 ml of water, and 40 ml egg volume. Dry the egg.
While transferring egg contents to Teflon® bag, avoid letting contents run over your
hands into the bag. Note that addled eggs can be full of decomposition products,
producing gaseous explosions at any weak point in the shell, including the score or where
membranes are first exposed. Working with a refrigerated, cool egg reduces this
potential, but be prepared for egg explosions – and wear safety glasses.
Create a catch basin out of the aluminum foil (chemically-clean side up) by turning edges
up and securing the corners. This will catch egg contents in case they spill over the edge
of the bag. Use a separate piece of foil for each sample. The foil also is a clean place to
place your instruments when they are not in use. Tare balance with Teflon® bag, then
place bag in center of aluminum foil.
Score egg at the equator with a clean serrated blade or scalpel. Cradle the egg in one
hand without squeezing too tightly, and gently score while rotating the egg. Many light
strokes are preferable to a fewer deeper strokes, increasing the evenness of the score and
decreasing the possibility of fractured eggshells. Continue to score until you see the
membrane, which usually appears gray underneath the white of the eggshell. Try to
expose the membrane evenly around the entire egg.
Place the egg over the open bag and cut through membranes with the scalpel. Pour
contents into bag, and use the scalpel to gently scrape if necessary. Close the bag. Note
where the membranes are, as this is important for thickness measurements. For fresh
eggs, both membranes often stay with the shell, but as the embryo develops the inner
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membrane tends to stick with the embryo. If you cannot determine where the membranes
are, it often becomes clearer after the eggshell and membranes have dried. Record mass
of full bag, then subtract tare mass to compute egg contents mass. Label the bag with
nest and egg identification information. Freeze the sample (-40° C is preferable but 0° C
is adequate) until shipment to central repository.
If egg is developed, estimate age of embryo. Peregrine incubation is 29-33 days (Ehrlich
et al. 1988); estimate age of embryo to first, second, third, or fourth quarter.
Photographic records of avian embryo development provide reference points to make this
determination (e.g., Powell et al. 1998, Bird et al. 1984). Note amount of decay (no
decay, slightly decayed, or rotten) and examine for deformities, particularly bill
deformities such as crossed bills or lack of jaws, but also lack of skull bones, club feet,
rotated ankles, or dwarfed appendages (Gilbertson et al. 1991).
Rinse the eggshell halves with cool water and allow to air dry. Using an ultra-fine tip
marker or pencil, identify each shell half (with nest and egg information). Dry eggshells
at room temperature for 10-30 days, or until they have attained a constant mass. Then,
measure thickness at three points near the equator on each shell half using ball-tip
micrometer. Note whether you measured the membranes, as museum specimen thickness
measurements often include the membranes. Finally, record the mass of the dried
eggshell (to 0.001 g). This information is also used to compare to museum specimens.
Compute conversion factor, as explained on the data sheet. Historically, contaminant
concentrations were multiplied by this conversion factor to get volume-adjusted residue
data (Stickel et al. 1973).
Shipping
Place frozen, bagged contents in a cooler with dry ice (know the labeling requirements of
your shipping company for dry ice) for shipping. If you are unable to find dry ice,
contact Paul Becker (information below) for shipping instructions. Send via overnight
service to the central storage repository:
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Hollings Marine Laboratory
331 Ft. Johnson Rd.
Charleston, SC 29412
Attn: Peregrine Project
Paul Becker or Rebecca Pugh
(843) 762-8861
paul.becker@noaa.gov
Notify the recipient by telephone prior to shipping, and try to ship on Monday, Tuesday,
or Wednesday to avoid weekend delays.
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B. Protocol for Collection of Peregrine Feathers
Objective
1. Ensure accurate and precise analysis of metallic contaminants in feathers by providing
methods to collect similar feathers from same-age Peregrines.
Materials
Appropriate State and Federal permits; writing utensils; labels; Teflon® collection bags;
clean stainless steel scissors.
To collect feathers, the largest nestling (which is often the nestling with the most
advanced feather development) will be the only nestling sampled per nest. Remove up to
the distal 1.5 cm of the 4th secondary wing feather, from one side only, using clean
stainless steel scissors. Do not cut the follicle, which is vascularized and therefore prone
to bleeding during feather development. Store the sample in a Teflon® (Saivellex, Inc. or
equivalent) collection envelope provided by the National Coordinator. Fill out the
feather collection data form (Figure G-3). Feathers samples can be frozen or stored at
room temperature.
Shipping
Send feather samples to the central storage repository via overnight or otherwise
guaranteed service. Notify the recipient by telephone prior to shipping:
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Hollings Marine Laboratory
331 Ft. Johnson Rd.
Charleston, SC 29412
Attn: Peregrine Project
Paul Becker or Rebecca Pugh
(843) 762-8861
paul.becker@noaa.gov
Literature Cited – Appendix G
Please see Literature Cited section above.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure G-1. Measuring Total Egg Volume. a. Egg immersion chamber. The top bend of
the spigot is high enough so that an egg can be completely immersed below it. b. Immersion
chamber set up to drain into beaker on balance. c. Wire loops used to hold the egg.
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Figure G-2. Peregrine Falcon Egg Contaminants Data Sheet
*************************
* Paperw ork Red uction A ct
*
* OMB Approval No. 1018-0101 *
*
Expires 3/31/2005
*
**************************

Monitoring Region: ___________________________________________________________
Collector name and affiliation: ____________________________________________________
Processor name and affiliation: ____________________________________________________
Date Collected: ________________ Date Processed: ______________
Nest Number or location:______________________________________________________
Egg Number or description:____________________________________________________
Nest status at time of collection:________________________________________________
(laying, incubating, abandoned, with chicks - how many, post-fledging, etc.)
Egg Length (three measurements, 0.1 mm):______ , ______ , ________ _______Average
Egg Width (three measurements, mm): _______ , _______ , ________ _______Average
Whole Egg Weight (0.01 g): _______
Weight of displaced H2O (egg volume) (0.01 g): __________
Contents weight:
a) Tare weight of bag (0.01 g) : __________
b) Weight of bag plus contents (0.01 g): __________
c) Weight of contents (b-a):
__________
Conversion factor = contents weight
= ____________________
displaced H2O weight
Contents condition (age of embryo, state of decay, etc.) and other comments:_______________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Where are the membranes? Inner: __________________ Outer: _______________________
Eggshell thickness (0.01 mm) after > 10 days of air drying (note whether either, neither, or both
membranes are included in the measurements):
First eggshell half: _____ ______ _____ _____ Avg: ______
Second eggshell half:_____ ______ _____ _____ Avg: ______ Overall Average: _______
Dry shell weight (mg) after > 10 days of air drying: ___________________
Additional comments: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Paperwork Reduction Act: The total annual public reporting burden for gathering
inform ation und er this Pereg rine Falco n mon itoring plan is estimated to be 190 hours in
2002, 220 hours in 2003, and 270 hours in 2004. This includes time for reviewing
instruction s, gathering and m aintaining data, and preparin g and tran smitting re ports.
Comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of the reporting
requirement(s) should be directed to the Service Information Collection Clearance
Officer, MS 222 ARL SQ, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1849 C Street NW, Washington,
DC 20240.
An agency may not conduct and a person is not required to respond to a collection of
information unless a currently valid OMB control number is displayed.
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Figure G-3. Peregrine Falcon Feather Contaminants Data Sheet
*************************
* Paperw ork Red uction A ct
*
* OMB Approval No. 1018-0101 *
*
Expires 3/31/2005
*
**************************

Monitoring Region: ___________________________________________________________
Collector name and affiliation: ___________________________________________________
Date Collected: _________________
Nest Number or location:________________________________________________________
USFWS band number: __________________________________________________________
Additional band description and numbers: ________________________________
Estimated age of nestling: _______________________________________________
Estimated sex of nestling: _______________________________________________
Was feather sample collected from (circle) left or right side of nestling?
Additional comments: __________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Paperwork Reduction Act: The total annual public reporting burden for gathering
inform ation und er this Pereg rine Falco n mon itoring plan is estimated to be 190 hours in
2002, 220 hours in 2003, and 270 hours in 2004. This includes time for reviewing
instruction s, gathering and m aintaining data, and preparin g and tran smitting re ports.
Comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of the reporting
requirement(s) should be directed to the Service Information Collection Clearance
Officer, MS 222 ARL SQ, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1849 C Street NW, Washington,
DC 20240.
An agency may not conduct and a person is not required to respond to a collection of
information unless a currently valid OMB control number is displayed.
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U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Migratory Birds & Habitat Programs
911 N.E. 11th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97232
(503) 231-6164
http://migratorybirds.pacific.fws.gov
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Information
(800) 244-WILD
http://www.fws.gov

December 2003
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Wednesday
August 25, 1999

Part III

Department of the
Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
50 CFR Part 17
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and
Plants; Final Rule To Remove the
American Peregrine Falcon From the
Federal List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife, and To Remove the
Similarity of Appearance Provision for
Free-Flying Peregrines in the
Conterminous United States; Final Rule
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46542

Federal Register / Vol. 64, No. 164 / Wednesday, August 25, 1999 / Rules and Regulations

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service
50 CFR Part 17
RIN 1018–AF04

Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
and Plants; Final Rule To Remove the
American Peregrine Falcon From the
Federal List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife, and To Remove
the Similarity of Appearance Provision
for Free-Flying Peregrines in the
Conterminous United States
Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior.
ACTION: Final rule.
AGENCY:

We, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service), have
determined that the American peregrine
falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) is no
longer an endangered or threatened
species pursuant to the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act).
This determination is based on available
data indicating that this subspecies has
recovered following restrictions on
organochlorine pesticides in the United
States and Canada, and following the
implementation of successful
management activities. This action will
remove the American peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus anatum) throughout
its range as an endangered species from
the Federal List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife, thereby removing
all protections provided by the Act. It
also will remove the designation of
‘‘endangered due to similarity of
appearance’’ for any free-flying
peregrine falcons within the 48
conterminous United States. It will not
affect protection provided to this
species by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
(MBTA), the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), or state laws and regulations,
nor will it affect the endangered listing
status of the Eurasian peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus peregrinus) under the
Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 25, 1999.
ADDRESSES: The administrative file for
this rule is available for inspection, by
appointment, during normal business
hours at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife
Office, 2493 Portola Road, Suite B,
Ventura, California 93003 (telephone
(805) 644–1766/facsimile 805/644–
3958).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Robert Mesta at the above address for
further information on the removal of
SUMMARY:

the peregrine falcon from the
endangered species list.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
The peregrine falcon (Falco
peregrinus) is a medium-sized raptor
weighing approximately 1,000 grams (36
ounces) and having a wing span of 112
centimeters (44 inches). The adult
peregrine falcon has a dark gray back
and crown, dark bars or streaks on a
pale chest and abdomen, and heavy
malar (cheek) stripes on the face.
Immature falcons are buff-colored in
front and have dark brown backs; adults
are white or buff in front and bluishgray on their backs. Peregrines prey
almost entirely on other birds, and
occasionally on bats, caught in midair
(Hickey and Anderson 1969).
The peregrine falcon has an almost
worldwide distribution, with three
subspecies recognized in North America
(Brown and Amadon 1968). The Peale’s
falcon (F. p. pealei) is a year-round
resident of the northwest Pacific coast
from northern Washington through
British Columbia to the Aleutian
Islands. The Arctic peregrine falcon (F.
p. tundrius) nests in the tundra of
Alaska, Canada, and Greenland, and is
typically a long-distance migrant,
wintering as far south as South America.
The American peregrine falcon (F. p.
anatum) occurs throughout much of
North America from the subarctic boreal
forests of Alaska and Canada south to
Mexico. The American peregrine falcon
nests from central Alaska, central Yukon
Territory, and northern Alberta and
Saskatchewan, east to the Maritimes and
south (excluding coastal areas north of
the Columbia River in Washington and
British Columbia) throughout western
Canada and the United States to Baja
California, Sonora, and the highlands of
central Mexico (48 FR 8799). American
peregrine falcons that nest in subarctic
areas generally winter in South
America, while those that nest at lower
latitudes exhibit variable migratory
behavior; some are nonmigratory (Yates
et al. 1988).
Since the early 1970s, efforts to
reestablish peregrine falcons in the
eastern and midwestern United States
have successfully returned this species
to areas from which it was extirpated
(See ‘‘Eastern United States’’ under
‘‘Peregrine Falcon Recovery’’). Peregrine
falcons are now found nesting in all
States within their historical range east
of the 100th meridian, except for Rhode
Island, West Virginia, and Arkansas.
Peregrine falcons declined
precipitously in North America
following World War II (Kiff 1988).
Research implicated organochlorine

pesticides, mainly 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2bis(p-chlorophenyl)-ethane (DDT),
applied in the United States and Canada
during this same period, as causing the
decline (for a review, see Risebrough
and Peakall 1988). Use of these
chemicals peaked in the 1950s and early
1960s and continued through the early
1970s. Organochlorines and their
metabolites, including DDT and its
principal metabolite DDE (1,1-dichloro2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)-ethylene),
aldrin, dieldrin, and others, are stable,
persistent compounds that are stored in
the fatty tissues of animals ingesting
contaminated food (Fyfe et al. 1988).
Organochlorines can affect peregrine
falcons either by causing direct
mortality or by adversely affecting
reproduction. Because mortality in wild
birds is difficult to study, the effect of
organochlorines on mortality is not as
well known as the effects on
reproduction. Organochlorines can
adversely affect reproduction by causing
egg breakage, addling, hatching failure,
and abnormal reproductive behavior by
the parent birds (Risebrough and Peakall
1988). DDE prevents normal calcium
deposition during eggshell formation,
resulting in thin-shelled eggs that are
susceptible to breakage during
incubation. In general, populations
laying eggs with shells that averaged
more than 17 percent thinner than preDDT eggs had such high rates of
reproductive failure that the number of
peregrine falcon pairs declined (Peakall
and Kiff 1988).
During the period of DDT use in
North America, eggshell thinning and
nesting failures were widespread in
peregrine falcons, and in some areas,
successful reproduction virtually ceased
(Hickey and Anderson 1969). As a
result, there was a slow but drastic
decline in the number of peregrine
falcons in many areas of North America.
The degree of exposure to these
pesticides varied among regions, and
peregrine falcon numbers in more
contaminated areas suffered greater
declines. Peregrine falcons that nested
outside of agricultural and forested
areas where DDT was heavily used were
affected less, although some of these
individuals were still exposed to DDT
when wintering in areas of pesticide
use. Presumably all peregrine falcon
individuals have eaten some migratory
prey containing organochlorines (for
reviews, see Hickey and Anderson 1969;
Kiff 1988; Peakall and Kiff 1988).
Peregrine falcons nesting in the
agricultural and forested areas east of
the Mississippi River in the United
States and in eastern Canada south of
the boreal forest were the most heavily
contaminated and were essentially
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extirpated by the mid-1960s (Berger et
al. 1969). Peregrine falcons in the Great
Plains states east of the Rocky
Mountains and south of the boreal forest
in Canada and the United States were
also extirpated in the DDT-era (Cade
1975; Enderson et al. 1995). No active
eyries (nests) were found in surveys of
133 formerly used peregrine falcon
eyries in the latter part of the 1964
nesting season in the eastern United
States and the Maritime Provinces in
Canada (Berger et al. 1969). By 1975,
there were only three peregrine falcon
pairs in Alberta, and no other peregrine
falcon pairs were found south of
latitude 60 degrees North and east of the
Rocky Mountains in Canada (Erickson et
al. 1988).
West of the 100th meridian, peregrine
falcons were significantly reduced; only
33 percent of historical nest sites in the
Rocky Mountains were still occupied by
1965 (Enderson 1969). The peregrine
falcon disappeared as a breeding species
from southern California, and major
declines also occurred in other parts of
the western United States and in much
of southern Canada and the Northwest
Territories (Kiff 1988). In contrast,
peregrine falcons in most areas of the
Pacific coast of Alaska remained fairly
stable during this period, due to their
lower exposure to organochlorine
pesticides. The exact degree of local
declines in much of western North
America remains somewhat speculative
due to a lack of accurate pre-pesticide
era census data. For example, in the
southwestern United States and
mainland Mexico, peregrine falcons
were not censused until after the
beginning of the use of organochlorines
(Kiff 1988).
Previous Federal Actions
Population declines due to negative
impacts of DDT and its metabolites on
peregrine falcon reproduction and
survival led us to list two of the three
North American subspecies, the Arctic
peregrine falcon and the American
peregrine falcon, as endangered in 1970
under the Endangered Species
Conservation Act of 1969 (Public Law
91–135, 83 Stat. 275). Arctic and
American peregrine falcons were
included in the United States’ list of
endangered foreign species on June 2,
1970 (35 FR 8491) under the
Endangered Species Conservation Act of
1969, and the native list of endangered
species on October 13, 1970 (35 FR
16047). Upon passage of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act)
(16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.), the native and
foreign species lists were combined into
a single list of endangered and
threatened species. Both the American

and Arctic peregrine falcon subspecies
were listed as endangered throughout
their respective ranges. The Peale’s
peregrine falcon was not listed because
it was reproducing at near normal levels
with only traces of DDT.
On March 1, 1983, we published a
proposed rule to (1) reclassify the Arctic
peregrine falcon from endangered to
threatened; (2) clarify the status of the
American peregrine falcon (Falco
peregrinus anatum) in some areas of its
range; and (3) designate all free-flying
peregrine falcons in the 48
conterminous United States as
endangered under the similarity of
appearance provisions of section 4(e) of
the Act (48 FR 8796). A final rule was
published on March 20, 1984 (49 FR
10520). Pursuant to the similarity of
appearance provisions, species that are
not considered to be endangered or
threatened are treated as such for the
purpose of providing protection to a
species that is biologically endangered
or threatened.
On June 12, 1991, we announced in
the Federal Register a Notice of Status
Review of American and Arctic
peregrines (56 FR 26969). The Arctic
peregrine was removed as a threatened
species from the Federal List of
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife on
October 5, 1994 (59 FR 50796) but was
still regulated under the Act in the
lower 48 United States due to the
similarity of appearance provision for
all Falco peregrinus peregrine falcons.
The similarity of appearance provision
was maintained because the American
peregrine falcon was still listed as
endangered.
We published an Advanced Notice of
a Proposal to Remove the American
Peregrine Falcon from the Federal List
of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
on June 30, 1995 (60 FR 34406). This
was based on data indicating this
subspecies was recovered following
restrictions on the use of organochlorine
pesticides in the United States and
Canada and because of successful
management activities, including the
reintroduction of captive-bred and
relocated wild hatchling peregrine
falcons. Current data provides
additional support for recovery of all
North American peregrine falcons,
including the American peregrine falcon
subspecies. We published a proposed
rule to remove the peregrine falcon in
North America from the Federal List of
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife on
August 26, 1998, based on continuing
data indicating this species was
recovered (63 FR 45446).
The processing of this final rule
conforms with our listing priority
guidance published on May 8, 1998 (63
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FR 25502). This guidance clarifies the
order in which we will process
rulemakings, giving highest priority to
handling emergency situations (Tier 1)
and second highest priority (Tier 2) to
resolving the listing status of
outstanding proposed listings, resolving
the conservation status of candidate
species, processing administrative
findings on petitions to add species to
the lists or reclassify species from
threatened to endangered status, and
delisting or reclassifying actions. The
lowest priority actions, processing
critical habitat designations, are in Tier
3. Processing of this final rule is a Tier
2 action.
Peregrine Falcon Recovery
Section 4(f) of the Act directs us to
develop and implement recovery plans
for listed species. In some cases, we
appoint experts to recovery teams to
assist in the writing of recovery plans.
Between 1974 and 1975 we formed
recovery teams consisting of Service,
State, and other experts. In cooperation
with us, these recovery teams produced
four regional recovery plans: three for
the American peregrine falcon (Alaska,
Rocky Mountains/Southwest United
States, and the Pacific Coast of the
United States), and one for the peregrine
falcon in the eastern United States.
Although no United States recovery
plans established recovery criteria for
peregrine falcons nesting outside of the
United States, the Canadian Wildlife
Service published an Anatum Peregrine
Falcon Recovery Plan (Erickson et al.
1988) establishing recovery criteria for
American peregrine falcons in Canada.
Recovery plans for peregrine falcons
called for captive rearing and release of
birds in several areas of North America.
In the eastern United States, where
peregrine falcons were extirpated, the
initial recovery objective was to
reestablish peregrine falcons through
the release of offspring from a variety of
wild stocks being held in captivity by
falconers. The first experimental
releases of captive-produced young
occurred in 1974 and 1975 in the United
States. Since then, approximately 6,000
falcons were released throughout its
historic range in North America. These
releases helped to re-establish breeding
pairs in areas where the species was
extirpated, and accelerated the recovery
of the species.
Later, reintroduction was also
pursued in eastern Canada using only F.
p. anatum breeding stock from the
boreal regions of the subspecies’ range.
All peregrine falcons released to
augment wild populations in western
North America west of the 100th
meridian, where small numbers of
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American peregrines survived the
pesticide era, were derived from
western anatum stock (Enderson et al.
1995).
The most significant factor in the
recovery of the peregrine falcon was the
restriction placed on the use of
organochlorine pesticides. Use of DDT
was banned in Canada in 1970 and in
the United States in 1972 (37 FR 13369).
Restrictions that controlled the use of
aldrin and dieldrin were imposed in the
United States in 1974 (39 FR 37246).
Since implementation of these
restrictions, residues of the pesticides
have significantly decreased in many
regions where they were formerly used.
Consequently, reproductive rates in
most surviving peregrine falcon
populations in North America
improved, and numbers began to
increase (Kiff 1988; Enderson et al.
1995).
In Alaska and northwest Canada,
American peregrine falcon populations
were locally depressed, but enough
individuals survived the pesticide era to
allow populations to expand without
the need for release of captive-bred
falcons. Likewise, in the southwestern
United States, very few captive-bred
birds were released, and populations
recovered naturally following
restrictions on the use of organochlorine
pesticides. In southwest Canada, the
northern Rocky Mountain States, and
the Pacific Coast States, however, local
populations were greatly depressed or
extirpated, and over 3,400 young
American peregrine falcons were
released to promote recovery in those
areas (Enderson et al. 1995).
American peregrine falcon population
growth was noted in Alaska in the late
1970s (Ambrose et al. 1988b), and, by
1980, population growth was found in
many other areas (Enderson et al. 1995).
The rate of increase varied among
regions of North America, undoubtedly
influenced by variation in patterns of
pesticide use, potential differences in
the rate of pesticide degradation, and
the degree to which local populations
had declined. Populations in some
portions of the range of American
peregrine falcons, such as Alaska,
northwest Canada, and southwestern
United States, reached densities several
years ago that suggested recovery was
approaching completion (Ambrose et al.
1988b; Mossop 1988; Geoff Holroyd,
Canadian Wildlife Service, in litt. 1993;
Enderson et al. 1995). Residual
organochlorine pesticide contamination
continues to affect eggshells in some
areas, such as portions of coastal
California (Jarman 1994) and western
Texas (Bonnie McKinney, Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department, pers. comm.

1997), but these effects are localized.
Despite these localized effects and the
variation in the rate of increase among
regions, local populations throughout
North America have increased in size,
and positive trends in nearly all areas
suggest that an extensive recovery of
American peregrine falcons has taken
place.
Recovery Status
To aid in assessing peregrine falcon
recovery, the current status was
compared to specific recovery plan
objectives for American peregrine
falcons in (1) Alaska, (2) Canada, (3) the
Pacific Coast, (4) the Rocky Mountains
and the Southwest, and for the
peregrine falcon in, and (5) the eastern
United States. The current status of the
subspecies in Mexico is discussed
below, although no recovery plan or
recovery objectives are established for
Mexico.
Alaska
The Peregrine Falcon Recovery Plan,
Alaska Population (Alaska Recovery
Plan) (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1982a) includes both Arctic and
American peregrine falcons nesting in
Alaska. The following discussion relates
only to provisions regarding the
American peregrine falcon, as the Arctic
peregrine falcon was delisted on
October 5, 1994 (59 FR 50796).
The Alaska Recovery Plan established
recovery objectives based on four
measurements for assessing the status of
American peregrine falcons including
population size, reproductive
performance, pesticide residues in eggs,
and eggshell thickness. The recovery
objectives included:
(1) 28 nesting pairs in 2 specified
study areas (16 in upper Yukon and 12
in upper Tanana);
(2) An average of 1.8 young per
territorial pair;
(3) Average organochlorine
concentration in eggs of less than 5 parts
per million (ppm) (wet weight basis
DDE); and
(4) Eggshells no more than 10 percent
thinner than pre-DDT era eggshells.
The Alaska Recovery Plan suggested
that these objectives be maintained in
the specified study areas for 5 years
before reclassifying from endangered to
threatened status, and remain constant
or improve for an additional 5 years
before delisting.
Surveys were conducted in the upper
Yukon and Tanana Rivers, for which
historical population data were
available, using consistent methodology
from 1973 to the present so trends
would be discernable. Surveys
conducted between 1966 and 1998

along the upper Yukon River
demonstrated increases in the number
of occupied nesting territories from a
low of 11 known pairs in 1973 to 46
pairs in 1998 (Ambrose et al. 1988b;
Robert Ambrose, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, in litt. 1997a, 1999). Similarly,
along the upper Tanana River, the
number of occupied nesting territories
increased from 2 in 1975 to 33 in 1998
(R. Ambrose, in litt. 1997a; 1999). The
recovery objective of 28 occupied
nesting territories in the two study areas
was first achieved (post-DDT) in 1988,
with 23 nesting territories on the Yukon
River and 12 on the Tanana River. The
number has increased steadily since that
time to the current level of 79 occupied
nesting territories in 1998, with 46 pairs
on the Yukon River and 33 pairs on the
Tanana River (R. Ambrose, in litt. 1999).
Thus, the recovery objective of 28
occupied nesting territories was
achieved and surpassed for 10 years. A
minimum of 301 breeding pairs of
American peregrine falcons currently
nest in Alaska.
Productivity measured along the
upper Yukon and Tanana Rivers fell to
a low of about 1.0 young per territorial
pair per year (yg/pr) in the late 1960s,
but began to increase in the mid-1970s.
By 1982, productivity exceeded the
objective of 1.8 yg/pr, and varied
between 1.6 and 3.0 yg/pr in the years
since. Between 1994 and 1998,
productivity averaged 2.0 yg/pr (sample
size (N) = 362 nests/pairs). Overall,
between 1982 and 1998, the Yukon
River study area averaged 1.79 yg/pr,
and the Tanana River study area
averaged 1.85 yg/pr (R. Ambrose, in litt.
1999). It is expected that there are yearly
variations in productivity, which most
wildlife species experience. However,
average productivity for the peregrine
falcon was constant or improving, thus
meeting the goal of at least 1.8 yg/pr
over the last 10 years as recommended
by the Alaska Recovery Plan.
Mean concentrations of DDE in
peregrine falcon eggs in excess of 15–20
ppm are associated with nesting failure,
whereas productivity is usually
sufficient to maintain population size if
residues average less than this
concentration (Peakall et al. 1975, as
cited in Peakall and Kiff 1988; Newton
et al. 1989). In Alaska, average DDE
residues in American peregrine falcons
averaged 12.2 ppm from 1979 through
1984, 5.8 ppm from 1988 through 1991,
and 3.5 ppm from 1993 through 1995 (R.
Ambrose, in litt. 1997b). Current data
suggest that the concentrations of less
than 5 ppm DDE residue levels in
peregrine falcon eggs have improved in
the last 10 years (R. Ambrose in litt.
1997b). As a result of lowered DDE
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concentrations, there was consistent
population growth during that time.
In Alaska, eggshells were as much as
20–22 percent thinner than pre-DDT era
shells in the mid-1960s (Cade et al.
1988). By the early 1980s, shells were
about 14 percent thinner than before the
DDT era (Ambrose et al. 1988a).
Eggshells averaged 13.0 percent thinner
from 1979 through 1984, 13.1 percent
thinner from 1988 through 1991, and
12.1 percent thinner from 1993 through
1995 (R. Ambrose, in litt. 1997b). The
average thickness of pre-DDT American
peregrine falcon eggs from Alaska is not
precisely known, so current estimates of
thinning could be inaccurate. While
average eggshell thinning has not yet
reached the level of 10 percent or less
of the pre-DDT era, it has improved over
the last 10 years. Also, reproduction was
sufficient to allow consistent population
growth since the late 1970s, and
productivity has, on average, exceeded
its stated recovery objective for 17 years.
In summary, based on the most
current information (1998 survey and
early 1990s contamination data), we
conclude that goals underlying all four
objectives were met or exceeded. On
average, the number of pairs occupying
nesting territories in the two study areas
and productivity exceeded the recovery
objectives for the past 17 years. Neither
DDE residues in eggs nor eggshell
thinning has prevented a dramatic
population growth since the late 1970s.
Canada
The 1988 Anatum Peregrine Falcon
Recovery Plan for Canada (Canadian
Recovery Plan) (Erickson et al. 1988)
categorized the historical range of the
American peregrine falcon throughout
Canada into three regions, which
include the Western Mountains, Interior
Plains, and the Eastern Seaboard and
Great Lakes. These regions were
subdivided into nine zones on the basis
of historical population levels, habitat,
political boundaries, and restoration
needs. The zones are (1) Maritime, (2)
Great Lakes, (3) Prairies, (4) Mackenzie
River Valley, (5) Northern Mountains,
(6) Southern Mountains, (7) Eastern
Mackenzie Watershed, (8) Western
Canadian Shield, and the (9) Eastern
Canadian Shield. Coastal British
Columbia was excluded from
consideration in the Canadian Recovery
Plan because that area is occupied by
F.p. pealei.
The goal of the Canadian Recovery
Plan was to increase the wild American
peregrine falcon population in Canada
so the subspecies is no longer
considered endangered or threatened by
the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada. The

proposed objectives were (1) to establish
by 1992 a minimum of 10 territorial
American peregrine falcon pairs in each
of Zones 1 to 6, and (2) to establish by
1997, in each of 5 of these 6 zones, a
minimum of 10 pairs naturally fledging
15 (1.5 yg/pr) or more young annually,
measured as a 5-year average beginning
in 1993. No recovery objectives were
established for Zones 7, 8, and 9. The
Canadian Recovery Plan did not contain
separate objectives for reclassification of
the subspecies in Canada from its
current endangered status to threatened.
Starting in 1990, the Canadian
Wildlife Service has coordinated and
published a national range-wide
peregrine falcon population survey once
every 5 years. The results of the 1995
national population survey were used in
the following status summary of the
American peregrine falcon in Canada
(Ursula Banasch, Canadian Wildlife
Service, in litt. 1997).
There were 98 known nest sites in
Zones 1 and 2 (southern Ontario and
Quebec, northern Great Lakes, Bay of
Fundy and Labrador), and surveys
located 64 pairs. There were 98 known
nest sites in Zone 3 (Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta), and surveys
located 41 pairs. There were 117 known
nest sites in Zone 4 (eastern N.W.
Territories), and surveys located 83
pairs. There were 125 known nest sites
in Zone 5 (Yukon), and surveys located
113 pairs. There were 50 known nest
sites in Zone 6 (Interior British
Columbia), and surveys located 18 pairs.
The total known number of pairs for all
six zones in 1995 was 319, with
minimum objectives achieved for every
recovery zone.
The only comprehensive range-wide
productivity surveys available to us
were the national population surveys
coordinated by the Canadian Wildlife
Service in 1990 and 1995 (U. Banasch,
in litt. 1997; Holroyd and Banasch
1996). Surveys conducted in the
intervening years were not nationally
coordinated, and therefore not
complete. Thus, we used the combined
average annual productivity data
collected in the 1990 and 1995 surveys
to address this recovery objective.
In Zones 1 and 2, average productivity
was 1.7 yg/pr (N=104 nests). In Zone 3,
average productivity was 1.5 yg/pr
(N=55). In Zone 4, average productivity
was 2.0 yg/pr (N=171). In Zone 5,
average productivity was 1.8 yg/pr
(N=626). No productivity data were
available for Zone 6. The 2-year average
annual productivity for the Canadian
population of American peregrine
falcons was 1.8 yg/pr.
Although the Canadian Recovery Plan
did not identify recovery objectives for
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pesticide residue or eggshell thinning
levels, 205 eggs and 62 samples from 28
specimens of peregrine falcons were
collected in Canada between 1965 and
1987 to assess organochlorine residue
concentrations. In all three subspecies
(F.p. anatum, F.p. tundrius, F.p. pealei),
the proportion of specimens having
residue concentrations above
established critical values
(concentration at which egg failure
occurs, which varies among
organochlorine contaminants) had
decreased and was inversely correlated
with improvements in the reproductive
success of the population (Peakall et al.
1990).
In summary, the Canadian Recovery
Plan identified two objectives to
determine recovery for the American
peregrine falcon population in Canada.
Based on current available information,
both objectives were met. The total
number of pairs for all six zones in 1995
was 319, with minimum objectives
achieved for every recovery zone. This
count exceeds the total recovery
objective of 60 pairs by 259 pairs. The
average annual productivity data for
1990 and 1995 either met or exceeded
objectives in five of the six zones with
an average annual productivity of 1.8
yg/pr for the American peregrine falcon
population in Canada.
Pacific Coast
To reclassify the American peregrine
falcon from endangered to threatened,
the Pacific Coast Recovery Plan (Pacific
Population Plan) (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1982b) recommended that 122
pairs be established in a specified
distribution spanning California,
Washington, Oregon, and Nevada. The
distribution goals were based on 22
management units distributed
throughout the historic range of the
Pacific Coast peregrine falcon
population. For each management unit,
the population must achieve a specified
minimum number of active pairs before
downlisting can be considered. The
Pacific Population Plan also
recommended that with attainment of
185 wild, self-sustaining pairs
(California 120, Oregon 30, Washington
30, and Nevada 5 pairs) and an average
productivity of 1.5 yg/pr for a 5-year
period, the subspecies could be
considered for delisting. Since this final
rule addresses the delisting of the
peregrine falcon, only the latter two
objectives are discussed in this section.
The Pacific Population Plan defined a
‘‘self-sustaining’’ population as one
whose natural productivity without
human management is equal to or
greater than its mortality.
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By 1976, no American peregrine
falcons were found at 14 historical nest
sites in Washington, and Oregon had
also lost most of its peregrine falcons. In
addition, only 1 or 2 pairs remained on
the California coast, with no more than
10 nest sites known to be occupied in
the entire State (Cade 1994). A steadily
increasing number of American
peregrine falcon pairs breeding in
Washington, Oregon, and Nevada was
indicated by surveys from 1991 through
1998. Known pairs in Washington
increased from 17 to 45, in Oregon from
23 to 51, and in Nevada from 3 to 6
(Gary Herron, Nevada Division of
Wildlife, pers. comm. 1997; Martin
Nugent, Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, in litt. 1999; David Anderson,
Washington Department of Fish and
Game, in litt. 1997). The number of
American peregrine falcons in
California increased from an estimated
low of 5 to 10 breeding pairs in the early
1970s (Herman 1971), to a minimum of
167 occupied sites in 1998 (Janet
Linthicum, Santa Cruz Predatory Bird
Research Group, in litt. 1999). The
increase in California was concurrent
with the restriction of DDT and
management that included the release of
over 750 American peregrine falcons,
including captive-reared and relocated
wild hatchlings, through 1997 (Walton
1997). Recovery of American peregrine
falcons in some areas of California,
however, was impeded by continuing
elevated DDT levels (Jarman 1994;
Walton 1997).
The recovery of the peregrine falcon
could be the result of a lower than
expected first-year mortality of released
birds from the augmentation program,
which accelerated the growth of the
Pacific population (Brian Walton, Santa
Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group,
pers. comm. 1997). As a result, intensive
human management has essentially
ended, and the release of captive-bred
American peregrine falcons was
suspended in Nevada in 1989, in
California in 1992 (although the
relocation of wild hatchlings continues),
and in Oregon and Washington in 1995.
Based on available information, the first
recovery objective was met; a minimum
known population of 270 pairs exceeds
the delisting goal of 185 by 85 pairs.
Also, the distribution goals for the
Pacific Coast population was met in all
four States. Surveys conducted from
1991 through 1998 demonstrate a
steadily increasing number of American
peregrine falcon pairs, indicating that
natural productivity is greater than
mortality in this recovery region.
Productivity measured in Washington
between 1993 and 1998 ranged from 1.3
to 1.8 yg/pr, with an average of 1.5 yg/

pr (N=204) (D. Anderson, in litt. 1999).
In Oregon, productivity between 1993
and 1998 ranged from 0.8 to 1.9 yg/pr,
with an average of 1.3 yg/pr (N=178) (M.
Nugent, in litt. 1997; David Peterson,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in litt.
1999). Between 1993 and 1998,
productivity in California ranged from
1.4 to 1.7 yg/pr (N=523), with an
average of 1.6 yg/pr (J. Linthicum in litt.
1999). No productivity data were
available for Nevada.
Productivity, an important measure of
population health, can be difficult to
determine in wide-ranging species
nesting in remote landscapes that are
often difficult to access. However,
available data indicate that the average
productivity from 1993 through 1998 in
Washington, Oregon and California was
1.5 yg/pr (D. Anderson, in litt. 1999; M.
Nugent, in litt. 1997; David Peterson,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in litt.
1999; J. Linthicum in litt. 1999).
Therefore, we consider this objective to
be met.
The Pacific Population Plan did not
identify recovery objectives for pesticide
residue or eggshell thinning levels.
However, organochlorine residues and
eggshell thinning were measured in
California starting in the early 1970s.
Jarman (1994) reported DDE
concentrations in 105 peregrine eggs
collected from California from 1987 to
1992, and 11 eggs from Oregon from
1990 through 1993. Data collected in
nine study regions in California (Jarman
1994) indicated the highest
concentrations of DDE were found in
California eggs from the Channel Islands
and mid-coast with 21 and 13 ppm,
respectively. The southern coast and
San Francisco regions had the lowest
concentrations of 5.5 and 4.3 ppm,
respectively. The DDE concentrations in
eggs collected along the coast of
California (between San Francisco Bay
and 34° N) did not decrease between
1969 and 1992 (Jarman 1994). Eggs from
Oregon contained DDE levels of 10 ppm.
Eggshells from coastal California
continued to show thinning. In northern
and central coastal California, eggshells
collected between 1975 and 1995
averaged 17.7 and 19.1 percent thinner
than pre-DDT era, respectively (J.
Linthicum, in litt. 1996). In northern
interior California, where 104 of the 186
sites were active at least once from
1975–1993, eggshells averaged 15.6
percent thinner than pre-DDT era shells
(J. Linthicum, in litt. 1996). Eggshells
collected on the Channel Islands off the
southern coast of California in 1992–
1995 averaged 19.4 percent thinner than
those collected in California prior to
1947 (J. Linthicum, in litt. 1996). In
montane California, the average was 15

percent thinner than normal, and in the
southern interior (coastal mountains)
the average was 17.9 percent thinner
than normal (J. Linthicum, in litt. 1996).
Urban pairs experienced eggshell
thinning averaging 8.7 percent in the
San Francisco area and 10.9 percent in
the Los Angeles/Orange County area. A
summary of 633 clutch mean
measurements representing 1,237
samples of one or more eggshells
collected between 1975 and 1995 from
the historical range of the American
peregrine falcon in California averaged
16.1 percent thinner (J. Linthicum, in
litt. 1996). However, current
reproduction indicates an expanding
population in most areas despite high
organochlorine residue concentrations
and associated eggshell thinning in
some areas of the Pacific population.
Rocky Mountain/Southwest
The American Peregrine Falcon Rocky
Mountain/Southwest Population
Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1984) established three
objectives for delisting, including (1)
increasing the Falco peregrinus anatum
population in the Rocky Mountain/
Southwest region to a minimum of 183
breeding pairs and the following
distribution: Arizona (46), Colorado
(31), Idaho (17), Montana (20), Nebraska
(1), New Mexico (23), North Dakota (1),
South Dakota (1), Texas (8), Utah (21),
and Wyoming (14); (2) sustaining a longterm average production of 1.25 yg/pr
without manipulation by 1995; and (3)
observing eggshell thinning of no more
than 10 percent from the pre-DDT era
for a 5-year span.
The prairie States of North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, and
Oklahoma contain little peregrine falcon
habitat, and historical data are
incomplete. No recovery goals for a
specific number of peregrine falcon
pairs were set for Kansas or Oklahoma;
nesting peregrine falcons are not known
from Oklahoma. Currently, South
Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas each have
one peregrine falcon pair (Mark Martell,
The Raptor Center, pers. comm. 1998;
Tordoff et al. 1997); no peregrine falcon
pairs are currently known to occur in
North Dakota or Oklahoma.
The Rocky Mountain/Southwest
population of the American peregrine
falcon has made a profound comeback
since the late 1970s when surveys
showed no occupied nest sites in Idaho,
Montana, or Wyoming and few pairs in
Colorado, New Mexico, and the
Colorado Plateau, including parts of
southern Utah and Arizona (Cade 1994).
Surveys conducted from 1991 through
1998 indicated that the number of
American peregrine falcon pairs in the
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Rocky Mountain/Southwest population
is steadily increasing. In 1991, this
population supported 367 known pairs;
in 1998 the number of pairs increased
to 535 (Robert Mesta, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, in litt. 1999). Surveys
conducted from 1992 through 1998
showed that, with the exception of
North Dakota, all States within the
Rocky Mountain/Southwest population
have met or exceeded their specific
delisting goals for breeding pairs.
The current minimum known number
of peregrine falcon pairs for each State
include Arizona 159, Colorado 89, Idaho
17, Montana 18, Nebraska 1, New
Mexico 32, North Dakota 0, South
Dakota 1, Texas 11, Utah 164, Wyoming
42, and Kansas 1 (Greg Beatty, Arizona
Game and Fish Department, in litt. 1997;
James Enderson, Western Peregrine
Falcon Recovery Team, pers. comm.
1999; Dennis Flath, Montana
Department of Fish and Parks, in litt.
1999; Frank Howe, Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources, in litt. 1999; Levine
et al. 1998; McKinney 1994; B.
McKinney, pers. comm. 1999; Robert
Oakleaf, Wyoming Game and Fish
Department, in litt. 1999; Sator O.
Williams III, New Mexico Department of
Game and Fish, in litt. 1999). The
current Rocky Mountain/Southwest
population is 535, which surpasses the
objective of 183 by 352 pairs.
In Arizona , productivity from 1989
through 1997 ranged from 0.9 to 1.8
yg/yr, with an average productivity of
1.1 yg/pr (N=294). Recent average
productivity (1994–1997) is 0.9 yg/pr
(N=194) (Ward and Siemens 1995; G.
Beatty, in litt. 1997).
In 1973, 1974, and 1975, productivity
in Colorado was 0.2 (N=11), 1.9 (N=8),
and 0.7 yg/pr (N=8), respectively,
reflecting the irregular and generally
poor productivity typical of the 1970s
(Platt and Enderson 1988). Long term
productivity measured in Colorado from
1985 through 1998 ranged from 1.2 to
1.9 yg/pr, with an average of 1.6 yg/pr
(N=753) (Gerry Craig, Colorado Division
of Wildlife, in litt. 1999; J.H. Enderson,
pers. comm. 1999). Recent productivity
from 1994 through 1998, averaged 1.6
yg/pr (N=395) (G. Craig, in litt. 1999).
In Idaho, productivity recorded from
1989 through 1998 ranged from 0 to 2.5
yg/pr, with an average of 1.6 yg/pr for
this 10-year period (N=120). Recent
productivity from 1994 through 1998
averaged 1.4 yg/pr (N=75) (Levine et al.
1998). In Montana, productivity
between 1984 and 1998 ranged from 0.3
to 3.0 yg/pr, with an average of 1.7
yg/pr for the 15-year period (N=137).
Recent productivity from 1994 through
1998 averaged 1.5 yg/pr (N=91) (D.
Flath, in litt. 1999). In Nebraska,

productivity between 1992 and 1998 for
a single pair ranged from 0 to 5.0 yg/pr,
with an average of 1.7 yg/pr for the 7year period (N=7) (Lloyd Kiff, The
Peregrine Fund, in litt. 1997; Tordoff et
al. 1998).
For the period 1986 through 1998,
New Mexico experienced a 12-year
average productivity of 1.6 yg/pr
(N=278). Recent productivity from 1995
through 1998 averaged 1.4 yg/pr
(N=131) (S. Williams, in litt. 1997,
1999). In Texas, long term productivity
recorded from 1975 through 1998
ranged from 0 to 2.3 yg/pr, with an
average of 0.9 yg/pr (N=185) for the 23year period. Recent productivity from
1994 through 1998 averaged 0.5 yg/pr
(N=69) (McKinney 1994; B. McKinney,
pers. comm. 1999).
In Utah, between 1985 and 1987,
productivity averaged 0.8 yg/pr
(N=117). From 1991 through 1996,
productivity ranged from 0.9 to 2.0
yg/pr, with an average of 1.3 yg/pr
(N=629) for the 6-year period (Bunnell
1994; F. Howe, in litt. 1997). In
Wyoming, productivity between 1984
and 1998 ranged from 0.9 to 3.0 yg/pr,
with an average of 1.7 yg/pr (N=282) for
the 15-year period. Recent productivity
between 1994 and 1998 averaged 1.8
yg/pr (N=179) (Joe White, Wyoming
Game and Fish Department, in litt. 1995;
R. Oakleaf, in litt. 1999).
In Kansas, productivity between 1993
and 1998 ranged from 0 to 3.0 yg/pr,
with an average of 1.0 yg/pr (N=6) for
the 4-year period (L. Kiff, in litt. 1997;
Tordoff et al. 1998). In 1998, the first
pair of peregrine falcons were located in
South Dakota; they produced no young.
Although Texas and Arizona have
exceeded their goals for number of
pairs, current productivity is below the
goal of 1.25 yg/pr and below their long
term productivity averages by 44 and 18
percent respectively. Heavy metal
contamination, particularly mercury, in
adults and nestlings may be depressing
productivity in Texas (Andrew Sansom,
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, in
litt. 1995). Residual mercury
contamination from mines operated
along the Rio Grande River in the early
1900s is the suspected cause (B.
McKinney, pers. comm. 1997). The
current productivity level in Arizona is
not fully understood, but may be a
continuation of the variability exhibited
in productivity between 1989 and 1995
(Garrison and Spencer 1996; Bruce
Taubert, Arizona Game and Fish
Department, pers. comm. 1999).
Kansas and South Dakota are two
more States that currently have not met
the productivity goal of 1.25 yg/pr.
Kansas has had only one peregrine
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falcon pair since 1992, and breeding is
sporadic each year.
Average productivity for the 11 States
supporting breeding populations is 1.3
yg/pr, exceeding the goal of 1.25 yg/pr
goal. Even though Texas, Kansas, South
Dakota and Arizona currently have not
met the productivity goal, productivity
throughout the Rocky Mountain/
Southwest region is more than sufficient
for recruitment to exceed mortality, so
dramatic population growth has
resulted.
In Arizona, eggshells collected
between 1978 and 1983 averaged 14.2
percent thinner, and 20 eggshell
replicates collected from 1989 through
1994 averaged 13 percent thinner, than
pre-DDT era eggshells (Ellis et al. 1989,
Ward and Siemens 1995). In Colorado
and New Mexico, shells from 260 eggs
laid between 1977 and 1985 averaged 12
percent thinner than pre-DDT eggshells
(Enderson et al. 1988). In another
analysis of eggs from New Mexico,
eggshells collected in 1977 averaged 20
percent thinner than pre-DDT eggshells,
but in 1985 averaged only 14 percent
thinner (Ponton et al. 1988). Eggshells
collected in Colorado from 1973 through
1997 were as much as 25.1 percent
thinner and at least 6.0 percent thinner
than pre-DDT eggshells, with an average
thinning of 13.5 percent. Only Colorado
has achieved the objective for eggshell
thickness. Sampling in Colorado in
1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1994
produced measurements of 10.6, 11.7,
8.6, 8.1, and 6.0 percent thinning
respectively, with an average annual
mean of 9.0 percent thinning for this
period (G. Craig, in litt. 1995). Although
the recovery objective was not met in
other States in the region, there is a
general trend toward thicker eggshells
in measurements taken since the mid1970s (L. Kiff, pers. comm. 1995).
The Rocky Mountain/Southwest
Recovery Plan did not identify a
recovery objective for pesticide residue
levels. However, organochlorine
pesticide residues in American
peregrine falcon eggs measured in
Colorado and New Mexico between
1973 and 1979 averaged 26 ppm DDE,
but the average declined to 15 ppm by
1980–1983 (Enderson et al. 1988). The
average DDE concentration in 5 eggs
collected in Colorado from 1986 through
1989 was 11 ppm (Jarman et al. 1993).
In summary, the first recovery
objective in the Rocky Mountain/
Southwest Recovery Plan was met; the
current population of 535 pairs exceeds
the goal of 183 pairs by 352 pairs. These
pairs are distributed throughout the
Rocky Mountain/Southwest States,
meeting or exceeding the population
goals in 10 of the 13 States in this
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region. The second objective of
sustaining a long-term average
production of 1.25 yg/pr without
manipulation by 1995 was met by all
Rocky Mountain/Southwest States that
have breeding American peregrine
falcons except Texas, Kansas, South
Dakota, and Arizona. By the mid-1980s
the practice of fostering young into
active nests was terminated, therefore,
the long-term average productivity this
recovery region has experienced was
accomplished without nest
manipulation. The current reproductive
level in the 11 States with breeding
populations is 1.3 yg/pr, exceeding the
second objective of 1.25 yg/pr.
Therefore, we consider the intent of this
objective met. Based on the degree of
recovery achieved, the third objective,
that average eggshell thinning be no
more than 10 percent from the pre-DDT
era average for 5 years, appears to be
conservative. The increase in numbers
of American peregrine falcons indicates
the subspecies has recovered without
the necessity of reaching this specific
recovery objective.
Eastern United States
The eastern peregrine population has
a unique history and complex status
under the Act. As stated previously,
peregrine falcons were extirpated in the
eastern United States and southeastern
Canada by the mid-1960s. In 1974,
shortly after the passage of the Act, the
National Audubon Society sponsored a
meeting of experts in peregrine biology,
including representatives from the
Service, to address the conservation of
the species in North America (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service 1991). This
sparked the beginning of an effort to
reestablish the peregrine in the eastern
United States through the introduction
of offspring from parents of multiple
subspecies. Peregrine falcons were
raised in captivity from parent
subspecies then listed as endangered
(Falco peregrinus anatum, F. p.
tundrius, F. p. peregrinus), unlisted
subspecies (F. p. pealei, F. p. brookei,
etc.), and combinations of these
subspecies. The first experimental
releases of captive-produced young in
the eastern States occurred in 1974 and
1975 (Cade 1994). These and future
releases, coordinated by the Service,
State fish and wildlife agencies, and
representatives of The Peregrine Fund,
demonstrated that hacking, the practice
of retaining and feeding young captivebred birds in partial captivity until they
learn to fly and hunt on their own, was
an effective method of introducing
captive-bred peregrines to the wild (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service 1991).

In 1978, we issued a policy statement
confirming support for the use of North
American peregrines to establish an
eastern peregrine falcon population,
supported with endangered species
funds, and the use of peregrines from
other geographic areas for specific
research purposes. The policy applied
only to peregrine falcons in the east
(Keith M. Schreiner, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, in litt. 1978).
Thus, notwithstanding the similarity
of appearance designation, we have
continued to fully support the
restoration of the eastern peregrine
falcon under the 1991 revised Peregrine
Falcon Eastern Population Recovery
Plan. We have given the eastern
peregrine falcon equal consideration
with the American peregrine falcon
with respect to recovery.
The Peregrine Falcon Eastern
Population Recovery Plan (Eastern
Plan), first published in 1979, and
revised in 1985 and 1991 (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1991), addressed the
recovery of the peregrine falcon in the
Eastern United States, a population reestablished beginning in 1974 and 1975
by releasing captive-bred peregrine
falcons of mixed genetic heritage. The
recovery plan established two recovery
objectives (1) establish a minimum of
20–25 nesting pairs in each of 5
recovery units and sustained them for a
minimum of 3 years; and (2) an overall
minimum of 175’200 pairs
demonstrating successful, sustained
nesting. The five recovery units are (1)
Mid-Atlantic Coast, (2) Northern New
York and New England, (3) Southern
Appalachians, (4) Great Lakes, and (5)
Southern New England/Central
Appalachians.
The first recovery objective is nearly
achieved, with three of the five recovery
units (Mid-Atlantic Coast, Northern
New York and New England, and Great
Lakes) surpassing 20 to 25 nesting pairs
of peregrine falcons for 3 years. The
Mid-Atlantic Coast unit had 65 pairs
fledging 110 young in 1998 and
averaged 62 pairs and 90 fledglings
annually from 1996 through 1998. The
Northern New York and New England
unit had 50 pairs fledging 70 young in
1998 and averaged 47 pairs and 61
fledglings annually from 1996 through
1998. The Great Lakes unit had 44 pairs
fledging 95 young in 1998 and averaged
40 pairs and 74 fledglings from 1996
through 1998. The Southern
Appalachians unit had 14 pairs fledging
seven young in 1998, and averaged 11
pairs fledging 14 young from 1996
through 1998. The Southern New
England and Central Appalachians unit
had 20 pairs fledging 26 young in 1998
and averaged 15 pairs fledging 22 young

from 1996 through 1998 (L. Kiff, in litt.
1997; David Flemming, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, in litt. 1997; Mike
Amaral, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
in litt. 1999). In 1998, there was a total
of 193 pairs counted in the five eastern
State recovery units, which was the
upper minimum recovery level of the
Eastern Plan. The recovery goal,
however, was probably met in 1997,
because up to 10 percent of territorial
pairs in any given year are believed to
escape detection and are not counted
(Cade et al. 1988). Importantly, the
number of territorial pairs recorded in
the eastern peregrine falcon recovery
area has increased an average of 10 per
cent annually for the past 7 years (1992–
1998). Equally important is that the
productivity of these pairs during the
same 7-year period has averaged 1.5
yg/pr, thus demonstrating sustained
successful nesting.
As of 1998, there were at least 32
nesting peregrine pairs in six
midwestern States, which is outside the
recovery area delineated in the 1991
Eastern Plan. The birds are nesting
successfully in a larger area than was
believed likely in 1991. Peregrine
falcons now found in midwestern States
are the result of captive-reared and
released birds, and others that probably
came from the peregrine falcons
released in the eastern States. However,
there appears to be a zone of no nesting
in the northeastern Great Plains that
separates the western American
peregrine falcons from the introduced
eastern peregrine falcons (Chuck Kjos,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, pers.
comm. 1997). There are now more than
225 pairs of peregrine falcons in the
midwestern and eastern States where
peregrine falcons were extirpated.
Mexico
None of the existing recovery plans
written for peregrine falcons in North
America established recovery criteria for
birds that nest in Mexico. There is very
little historical or recent information on
peregrine falcons in Mexico to
accurately assess their current status in
Mexico.
Porter et al. (1988) reported 42 known
nesting territories on the western side of
the Baja California Peninsula. From
1966 through 1971, only three pairs
occurred in this region and none were
found in 1976 (Porter et al. 1988),
indicating a substantial decline had
occurred by the mid-1970s. Most of
these territories apparently were
checked since that time, but seven pairs
were located between 1985 and 1992 in
areas not occupied in previous years
(Massey and Palacios 1994).
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In 1993, three active American
peregrine falcon nests were discovered
in Ojo de Liebre (Scammon’s Lagoon) on
the western side of the Baja California
Peninsula in an area without historical
nesting records (Castellanos et al. 1994).
The central west coast of the Baja
California Peninsula was an important
breeding area with a historical
population of about 13 pairs (Banks
1969). Between 1980 and 1994,
Castellanos et al. (1997) conducted
breeding surveys of American peregrine
falcons in this area of the coast and
found 10 nesting pairs. Castellanos et al.
(1997) studied the reproductive success
of three pairs in 1993 and five pairs in
1994 located at Ojo de Liebre and San
Ignacio Lagoons. An average of three
eggs, 1.8 nestlings, and 1.6 fledglings
were produced per nest. This
productivity appears to be within the
range of normal productivity for healthy
populations (Cade et al. 1988). These
observations suggest some recent
recovery on the west coast of the Baja
California Peninsula.
On the western (Gulf of California)
side of mainland Mexico, Porter et al.
(1988) reported 23 historical nest sites.
A number of new nest sites were found
in this area between 1966 and 1984,
increasing the number of known nest
sites to 51. Territory occupancy
averaged about 82 percent between 1967
and 1971 and 77 percent between 1971
through 1975, indicating that territory
occupancy in that area never declined
as significantly as on the west side of
the Baja California Peninsula. Porter and
Jenkins (1988) believed that the number
of occupied territories in the Gulf area
increased after 1967 following a
reduction in DDE residues in prey.
Between 1989 and 1997, Robert
Mesta, (in litt. 1997) found three pairs
of American peregrine falcons, one pair
on the Rio Aros and two on the Rio
Yaqui, Sonora. Hunt et al. (1988) found
14 occupied nesting territories in the
highlands of northeast Mexico in 1982.
In this area and adjacent west Texas,
territory occupancy averaged about 70
percent during 1973–1985.
Most of what is known about
productivity and pesticide residues in
Mexico comes from the western
mainland near the Gulf of California.
Porter et al. (1988) found that
productivity along the Gulf of California
between 1965 and 1984 was ‘‘somewhat
less than normal,’’ and five addled eggs
collected between 1976 and 1984
averaged 12.8 ppm DDE with a range of
2.4 to 25.0 ppm (Porter and Jenkins
1988). DDE residues in prey in the Gulf
area declined from the 1960s to the
1980s, and this decline correlated with
increases in productivity and the

number of breeding pairs (Porter and
Jenkins 1988). Some prey, however, still
contained high pesticide residues, and
reproduction appeared to be affected by
organochlorine at three of 15 nests
examined (Porter and Jenkins 1988).
Hunt et al. (1988) found that only five
of 14 pairs produced young in northeast
Mexico in 1982. Hunt et al. (1988)
reported significant DDE residues in
peregrine falcon prey species in western
Texas in the mid 1980s, but prey species
in Mexico were not sampled.
In summary, there was little research
on the distribution, numbers, and status
of American peregrine falcons in
Mexico, and most research took place in
the Baja California Peninsula and the
Gulf of California regions. Numbers on
the west coast of the Baja California
Peninsula declined significantly (Porter
et al. 1988), but observations suggest
that numbers may have increased in
recent years (Massey and Palacios 1994;
Castellanos et al. 1994; and Castellanos
et al. 1997). In the Gulf of California
area, territory occupancy never was
known to drop below 77 percent (Porter
et al. 1988), and it increased in the
1970s and 1980s (Porter and Jenkins
1988).
No information on population trends
for American peregrine falcons in
Mexico is available. However, the status
of the Mexican population may be
similar to that of the population
occupying similar habitat in nearby
Arizona (G. Hunt, pers. comm. 1997).
Exposure to organochlorine-based
pesticides by Mexico nesting
populations continues to be a concern.
In 1997, as part of the North American
Agreement for Environmental
Cooperation, a parallel agreement to the
North American Free Trade Agreement
between the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation (CEC)
established a North American Regional
Action Plan (NARA) on DDT. Mexico, a
member nation of the CEC, proposes a
phased reduction of DDT (Philip
Johnson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
pers. comm. 1999). Specific goals of this
reduction are: (1) Reduce the use of DDT
for malaria control in Mexico by 80
percent in 5 years (beginning in 1997);
(2) eliminate the illegal use of DDT in
agriculture in Mexico; (3) develop a
cooperative approach to minimize
movement of malaria-infected
mosquitos across borders and reduce the
illegal importation of DDT; and (4)
advance global controls on DDT
production, export and use.
Adverse effects of organochlorine
pesticides in the environment remains
an international concern for peregrine
falcons nesting in Mexico, and for
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peregrine falcons wintering in or
migrating through Latin America. By
undertaking the steps proposed in the
NARA, the United States, Canada, and
Mexico are committing to ongoing
cooperative activities and yearly
reporting on progress made on these
initiatives and objectives. Annual
reports will be submitted to the North
American Working Group for the Sound
Management of Chemicals and
subsequently disseminated to the
Council of the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation and the
public.
Summary of Peregrine Falcon Recovery
Five regional peregrine falcon
recovery plans, four for American
peregrine falcons in Canada and the
western United States, and one for the
eastern United States introduced
peregrine falcon population, were
written to guide recovery efforts and
establish criteria to be used in
measuring recovery. These recovery
plans included objectives for population
size and reproductive performance.
Only two of the recovery plans included
specific objectives that applied to
pesticide residues in eggs and eggshell
thinning. The combined breeding
population size goal for the four
American peregrine falcon recovery
plans is 456 pairs. Currently, a
minimum of 1,425 pairs occupy the
range of the American peregrine falcon
in Alaska, Canada, and the western
United States. There are 193 peregrine
falcon pairs in the five recovery units
included in the Eastern Plan, and an
additional 32 peregrine falcon pairs
occur in midwestern States in areas not
included in the Eastern Plan recovery
units. In 1998, the total known breeding
population of peregrine falcons was
1,650 pairs in the United States and
Canada.
Productivity is an important measure
of population health, and each of the
four American peregrine falcon recovery
regions met or exceeded their respective
productivity goals, as did the eastern
peregrine population.
Other objectives, including those for
pesticide residues in eggs and the
degree to which eggshells are thinner
than pre-pesticide era eggshells, vary
among the plans. In the case of eggshell
thinning, current measurements
obtained in some areas fall short of
recovery objectives. Eggshell thinning
was originally suggested by recovery
teams as an indicator of whether
organochlorine contamination was
preventing species recovery. Despite the
failure of populations in localized areas
to meet recovery objectives, overall,
populations of American peregrine
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falcons have increased considerably.
This increase continues to occur even
after reintroduction efforts were
curtailed. The consistent and
geographically widespread trends in
increasing population size demonstrate

that current levels of reproductive
failure, pesticide residues, and eggshell
thinning still affecting American
peregrine falcons in some areas have not
prevented recovery of the subspecies in
North America.

Table 1 summarizes the recovery plan
goals for each of the regions and
Canada, as well as the current recovery
status.

TABLE 1.—AMERICAN PEREGRINE FALCON RECOVERY PLAN GOALS AND CURRENT (1998) RECOVERY STATUS.
Recovery plan
Alaska:
Pairs .........................................
Productivity (young/pair) ..........
DDT (parts per million) ............
Eggshell thinning ......................
Canada:
Pairs .........................................
Productivity ...............................
Pacific Coast:
Pairs .........................................
Productivity ...............................
Rocky Mountain/Southwest:
Pairs .........................................
Productivity ...............................
Eggshell thinning ......................
Eastern/Great Lakes:
Pairs .........................................

Delisting goal

Current status

Comments/degree to which delisting goals are met

28 pairs in study
areas.
1.8 yg/pr ............
less than 5 ppm
less than 10 percent.

79 pairs in study
areas.
1.9 yg/pr ............
3.5 ppm .............
12.1 percent ......

Exceeded goal by 51 pairs in study areas. Approximately 301 pairs
known State-wide.
Exceeded goal.
Exceeded goal.
Goal not met, but has not prevented recovery; goal probably too
conservative.

60 pairs (10
each in 6
zones).
1.5 yg/pr ............

319 pairs ...........

Exceeded goal by 259 pairs.

1.8 yg/pr ............

Exceeded goal.

185 pairs ...........
1.5 yg/pr ............

270 pairs ...........
1.5 yg/pr ............

Exceeded goal by 85 pairs.
Goal met.

183 pairs ...........
1.25 yg/pr ..........
less than 10 percent.

535 pairs ...........
1.3 yg/pr ............
...........................

Exceeded goal by 352 pairs.
Exceeded goal.
Goal measured by only a few States; cannot be assessed.

175–200 pairs
(with no fewer
than 20–25 in
each of 5 recovery zones).

193 pairs ...........

Exceeded goal in 3 zones; goals in other 2 zones probably were
met; an additional 32 peregrine falcon pairs occur in several Midwestern States not included under the Eastern Plan.

Summary of Issues and
Recommendations
In the August 26, 1998, proposed rule
(63 FR 45446), we requested that all
interested parties provide information
and comments on the status of and
proposal to delist the American
peregrine falcon. Announcements of the
proposed rule were sent to Federal,
State, county, and city-elected officials,
Federal and State agencies, interested
private citizens, and local area
newspapers and radio stations. We
provided the governments of Canada
and Mexico with the proposed rule, and
both countries responded with
comments. We held public hearings on
December 3, 1998, in Wisconsin and
December 8, 1998, in New Hampshire.
In addition, we solicited formal
scientific peer review of the proposal in
accordance with our July 1, 1994,
Interagency Cooperative Policy for Peer
Review in Endangered Species Act
Activities (59 FR 34270). We requested
three individuals, who possess expertise
in peregrine falcon biology, to review
the proposed rule by the close of the
comment period. All three individuals
responded to our request and their

comments were incorporated into this
final rule.
We considered all comments,
including oral testimony at the public
hearings. We received a total of 29 oral
comments and 893 comment letters
from 49 States, and the District of
Columbia, Canada, Mexico, Germany,
Bali, four Federal agencies, 27 State
resource agencies, 305 falconry
associations or individual falconers, and
40 conservation organizations. Of the
comments received, 633 supported the
proposal to delist, 266 opposed the
proposal, 11 supported downlisting, and
12 letters duplicated comments from
individuals who previously provided
oral comments.
Because many respondents offered
similar comments, those comments of a
similar nature are grouped. These
comments, and our responses, are
presented below.
Issue 1: In the Midwest, delisting will
result in less cooperation by building
owners and managers to protect
peregrine falcons nesting on their
buildings.
Our Response: Currently, 28 States in
the midwestern and eastern United
States support nesting peregrine falcons.
Approximately 87 percent of the

midwestern pairs and 33 percent of the
eastern pairs are nesting on manmade
structures: bridges, buildings and
smokestacks (Martell and McNicoll
1999). Currently, there are 117 nests on
nest boxes or trays in 19 States and the
District of Columbia. Should delisting
the peregrine falcon act as a
disincentive for owners and managers to
protect nesting peregrine falcons on
their buildings, the long-term security of
this urban population could be
threatened (Martell and McNicoll 1999).
Between January and March of 1999,
75 people with information on 95 of the
117 nest sites were asked if delisting
would affect their current management
strategies. Responses were
overwhelmingly in favor of continuing
to manage for the presence of nesting
pairs for some of the following reasons:
pigeon control, good public relations,
positive effect on building employees,
and good environmental stewardship
(Martell and McNicoll 1999). Survey
results do not suggest that delisting of
the peregrine falcon would result in
widespread removal of nest boxes and
trays or discouragement of nesting on
manmade structures. Furthermore, the
survey found the public widely
appreciated and accommodated
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peregrines at the manmade structures on
which they nest (Martell and McNicoll
1999).
Issue 2: Disturbance due to
recreational rock climbing poses a threat
to nesting peregrine falcons.
Our Response: The increasing
popularity of rock climbing throughout
North America, particularly in the
northeast, is becoming a serious
problem for land managers trying to
protect nesting peregrine falcons. Unlike
the western landscape that provides
rock climbers with more and larger cliffs
and thus some alternatives to conflicts
with nesting peregrine falcons, the
smaller and limited cliffs of the
northeast present fewer alternatives to
peregrine/climber conflicts.
The peregrine falcon will still be
protected by the MBTA. Additional
protection is provided by other laws
such as the National Forest Management
Act (16 U.S.C. 1600) and the Federal
Land Management and Policy Act (43
U.S.C. 1701). These continued
protections are adequate to address this
threat. See Factor D under Summary of
Factors Affecting the Species.
In addition, we are aware of several
very effective raptor management plans
that were cooperatively developed by
land managers, representatives of the
climbing community, and other
interested parties (plans that contain
effective public education components).
Some examples include plans
developed by the Prescott National
Forest in Arizona, Yosemite National
Park in California, Adirondack State
Park in New York, Zion National Park
in Utah, Smith Rock State Park in
Oregon, the Nantahala National Forest
in North Carolina, and the Colorado
National Monument in Colorado. All of
these plans include seasonal rock
climbing restrictions to prevent
disturbance of raptor nests from rock
climbing activities. The development of
more of these partnerships is essential
to the preservation of the peregrine
falcon and the sport of rock climbing.
Organizations like the Access Fund
which represent the climbing
community have continued to express a
strong desire to work with both private
and public land managers to resolve any
conflicts originating from the use of
cliffs by climbers.
Issue 3: The Act’s section 6 funds
currently being used by States to
support peregrine falcon monitoring
programs will not be available once the
peregrine is delisted.
Our Response: We are authorized
through the Secretary of the Interior to
provide grants to States to assist in
monitoring the status of recovered
species pursuant to section 4(g) under

section 6 of the Act. Existing and future
Federal assistance in the form of section
6 funding to States for conservation
work will not be affected by the
delisting, as long as States continue to
identify monitoring peregrine falcons as
a high priority.
Issue 4: The data do not support
delisting the American peregrine falcon
throughout its range in the United
States. The Service should consider
downlisting the American peregrine
falcon to threatened rather than
delisting.
Our Response: Recent data show
improvements in numbers of breeding
pairs of peregrine falcons and
productivity (Refer to Table 1,
‘‘Recovery Status,’’ and ‘‘Summary of
Peregrine Falcon Recovery’’), and
demonstrate that goals set for numbers
and productivity for the American
peregrine falcon recovery plans were
met or exceeded. The combined
population size goal for the four
American peregrine falcon recovery
plans is 456 pairs. Currently, a
minimum of 1,425 known pairs occupy
sites in Alaska, Canada, and the western
United States, and a number of
additional pairs have probably gone
undetected. Overall average
productivity goals in all four American
peregrine falcon recovery plans, using
productivity as a recovery criterion,
were met or exceeded.
Only the Alaska recovery plan set a
goal for DDT levels, and only two
recovery plans (Alaska and Rocky
Mountain/Southwest) specified
objectives for eggshell thinning. The
Alaska Recovery Plan set a delisting
goal of less than 5 ppm DDT and less
than 10 percent eggshell thinning.
Recent data for American peregrine
falcon eggs in Alaska indicate DDT
levels at less than 3.5 ppm, exceeding
that goal, and eggshell thinning is at
12.1 percent. Measurements for eggshell
thinning were not consistently taken in
the Rocky Mountain/Southwest States.
Colorado has met the recovery plan
eggshell thinning goal of less than 10
percent; the average of the annual
means for 1990–1994 was 9.0 percent.
Data for other States show a general
trend toward thicker eggshells since the
mid-1970s (refer to Rocky Mountain/
Southwest section under Recovery
Status).
Three of 5 peregrine falcon recovery
units in the eastern United States have
met recovery goals, and 193 pairs
documented in 1998 indicate the overall
recovery goal of 175–200 pairs was met.
In addition, another 32 pairs are nesting
in areas of the Midwest outside the
recovery units specified in the Eastern
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Plan but nevertheless contribute to
overall restoration goals.
We believe that the species has
essentially achieved the goals
established for recovery and, in many
areas, has exceeded the goals. We
believe the available information
supports full delisting of the species
throughout its range, and the species
clearly is not in danger of extinction, is
not likely to become endangered within
the foreseeable future throughout a
significant portion of its range, and
warrants full delisting.
Issue 5: American peregrine falcons
should not be delisted because they are
not restored throughout the historical
range.
Our Response: We have determined
the American peregrine falcon has
recovered throughout its historical
range. Restoration of the American
peregrine falcon within every area
throughout its historical range is not
required by the Act, is not required for
recovery, nor was it a goal of any of the
recovery plans. Generally, the goal of a
recovery program is to restore the
species to a point at which protection
under the Act is no longer required. To
be recovered, a species must not be
endangered with extinction, or be likely
to become endangered within the
foreseeable future. Although a few,
localized areas have not quite met their
numerical recovery goals, the overall
status of the American peregrine falcon
has improved significantly such that it
is considered recovered and warrants
delisting. As a species recovers in
numbers and populations expand, more
of the historical range can be reoccupied where appropriate habitat
remains.
Issue 6: There are gaps in the
scientific knowledge about American
peregrine falcon biology. A population
viability analysis was not done, and
genetic diversity, viable population size,
population dynamics, and long-term
stability of populations have not been
determined.
Our Response: A complete
understanding of the biology of a
species is not required to determine a
species’ conservation status under the
Act. Population viability analyses are
important tools for attempting to
quantify threats to a species,
particularly those facing loss and
fragmentation of habitat, and the
consequences of conservation actions,
as well as aiding in identifying critical
factors for study, management, and
monitoring. These analyses are not
always essential, however, to determine
when a species has achieved recovery,
particularly in the case of the American
peregrine falcon. It is evident that
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recovery of this subspecies was largely
achieved by eliminating the use of DDT
and by successful management
activities, including the reintroduction
of captive-bred American peregrine
falcons. Recovery goals established for
the species were met or exceeded, with
few exceptions.
Issue 7: Organochlorine pesticides
still persist within the breeding range of
the American peregrine falcon and
continue to depress natural
productivity.
Our Response: We recognize that
although the peregrine falcon has made
a dramatic recovery throughout its
historical range in the United States, the
presence of environmental
contaminants is still affecting the
productivity of certain regional
populations. Eggs collected on the
eastern shore of Virginia and Maryland
had slightly elevated levels of DDE,
dieldrin, and mercury, which was
associated with reproductive problems
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994).
On the Channel Islands in California,
particularly Catalina, populations are
still affected by organochlorine residues
and eggshell thinning (Jarman 1994). In
west Texas, heavy metal contamination,
particularly mercury may be depressing
productivity (A. Sansom, in litt.1995).
Residual mercury from mines operated
along the Rio Grande River in the early
1900s is the suspected source of this
contamination (B. McKinney, pers.
comm. 1997). We recognize the possible
threat that environmental contaminants
pose to the sustained recovery of this
species and therefore, will include a
contaminant monitoring component in
the post-delisting monitoring plan. Refer
to Factor E under Summary of Factors
Affecting the Species, for an in-depth
discussion of contaminants. See also our
response to issue 8.
Issue 8: The continued unrestricted
use of organochlorine pesticides in
Latin America places the American
peregrine falcon at risk of contamination
while on migration and on its wintering
grounds.
Our Response: Comparisons of blood
samples collected during fall and spring
migration indicate that, although
migrant peregrine falcons are known to
accumulate pesticides while wintering
in Latin America, DDE residues in the
blood taken from female peregrine
falcons captured during spring
migration at Padre Island, Texas
decreased between 1978 and 1994
below levels that would affect
reproduction (Henny et al. 1996).
Despite the use of organochlorines in
Latin America, the American peregrine
falcon has recovered over its historical
range, and Arctic peregrine falcons,

which also winter in Latin America,
were delisted due to their recovery.
Refer to Factor E under Summary of
Factors Affecting the Species for an indepth discussion. The North American
Working Group for the Sound
Management of Chemicals promotes a
regional perspective that encourages the
active involvement of Central and South
American countries in the
implementation of the North American
Regional Action Plan on DDT, and is
facilitating international cooperation on
combating malaria in these regions
without the continued use of
organochlorine pesticides. This effort
could eventually eliminate or reduce
one source of DDT in Central and South
American countries.
Issue 9: The take of American
peregrine falcons for falconry after its
delisting will create an additional threat
to the subspecies.
Our Response: Delisting the American
peregrine falcon will not affect the
protection given to all migratory bird
species, including the peregrine falcon,
under the MBTA. The regulations
issued pursuant to the MBTA allow for
issuance of permits to take raptors for
falconry and other purposes provided
the taking will not threaten wildlife
populations (50 CFR 21.28 and
13.21(b)). Currently we are working
with State wildlife agencies to develop
biological criteria and two management
plans to govern the issuance of permits
for take of peregrine falcons to ensure
the taking does not negatively impact
wild populations, particularly those in
need of further restoration. The first
management plan will deal with the
take of eyas (nestling) peregrines. A
second management plan will deal with
the take of passage (migrating first-year)
peregrines. The management plans will
include criteria for harvest,
implementation criteria, and procedures
for evaluating effects of the harvest.
They will pertain to the take of all wild
peregrine falcons in the U.S., including
the American peregrine falcon, and will
apply to all falconry, raptor propagation,
and scientific collecting permits. Take
will not be permitted under the MBTA
until the draft management plans
undergo public review, are approved,
finalized, and published in the Federal
Register. Some exceptions may be made
on a case-by-case basis for scientific
purposes. The effects of take for all
purposes will be assessed during the
monitoring period following delisting.
Refer to Factor D under the Summary of
Factors Affecting the Species section
and the Effects of This Rule section for
further information.
Issue 10: The Canadian Wildlife
Service has expressed concern that

American peregrine falcons breeding in
Canada but migrating to or through the
United States will be taken for falconry
purposes.
Our Response: Canada’s recovery
program for American peregrine falcons
is still in progress and the Canadian
government is concerned that any take
of American peregrines migrating from
Canada could impact recovery. We are
working with the governments of
Canada and Greenland in considering
the appropriateness of harvest of
peregrines migrating through the United
States. If take of these passage birds is
approved, it would be designed to avoid
take of American peregrines originating
in Canada and instead target the more
abundant Arctic peregrines from
northern Alaska, Canada, and
Greenland.
Issue 11: The Service cannot consider
delisting the American peregrine falcon
until all recovery goals in the four
existing recovery plans for this
subspecies are met or exceeded.
Our Response: Section 4(f) of the Act
directs us to develop and implement
recovery plans for species of animals or
plants listed as endangered or
threatened. Recovery is the process by
which the decline of an endangered or
threatened species is arrested or
reversed and threats to its survival are
neutralized so that long-term survival in
nature can be ensured. The goal of this
process is the maintenance of secure,
self-sustaining wild populations of
species with the minimum investment
of resources. One of the main purposes
of the recovery plan is to enumerate
goals (guidelines) that will help us to
determine when recovery for a
particular species is achieved. Meeting
or exceeding all of the specific recovery
goals for a listed species is not required
by the Act before delisting can occur.
We determine whether recovery is
achieved based on a species’
performance relative to the goals set in
its recovery plan and the best available
scientific information. A species is
considered recovered when it is no
longer in danger of extinction (i.e.,
endangered), or likely to become
endangered within the foreseeable
future throughout all or a significant
portion of its range (i.e., threatened).
The American peregrine falcon has
either met, exceeded, or is very close to
meeting the recovery goals set for this
subspecies throughout its range. We
believe that the intent of all the
objectives are met and that the recovery
of the subspecies justifies delisting.
Issue 12: The eastern peregrine falcon
population has not met the recovery
goals set forth in the Eastern Recovery
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Plan and, therefore, should remain on
the endangered species list.
Our Response: The eastern peregrine
falcon population is protected only due
to the similarity of appearance to F. p.
anatum, which has protected individual
eastern peregrine falcons from direct
take. Thus, their status with respect to
recovery has no direct impact on the
decision to delist the American
peregrine falcon. Nevertheless, we have
supported and still fully support the
restoration of this population.
Data through 1998 on the status of the
eastern peregrine falcon population
indicate that the intent of the recovery
goals set for this population are met.
The recovery plan established 2
recovery objectives including (1) a
minimum of 20–25 nesting pairs in each
of 5 recovery units which are
established and sustained for a
minimum of 3 years, and (2) an overall
minimum of 175–200 pairs
demonstrating successful, sustained
nesting. Three of the five recovery units
(Mid-Atlantic Coast, Northern New York
and New England, and Great Lakes)
have surpassed the nesting pair goal for
3 years. The Southern Appalachians and
Southern New England/Central
Appalachians units may not yet have
achieved the goals established for the
number of breeding pairs for those
areas. However, the overall minimum of
175–200 successful pairs in the eastern
region was achieved, and over the past
6 years (1992–1998), the number of
territorial pairs has increased an average
of 10 percent annually. There are now
at least 193 pairs of peregrine falcons in
the eastern States where falcons were
extirpated, and pairs are successfully
nesting throughout a greater range than
was anticipated. We believe the intent
of the recovery objectives are satisfied
and that recovery of the peregrine in the
eastern United States is sufficiently
established. Refer to the Recovery Status
section for additional discussion on this
subject.
Issue 13: The status of the American
peregrine falcon in Mexico was not
adequately addressed.
Our Response: While population
status and trends for falcons nesting in
Mexico are not well known, American
peregrine falcon populations in the
United States and Canada, including
those migrating to and from Latin
America, have met or exceeded their
criteria for delisting. Restoration of the
American peregrine falcon within every
area throughout its historical range is
not required by the Act, nor is it
required for recovery. Mexico’s
proposed phased reduction of DDT
under the North American Regional
Action Plan will make a significant

contribution toward increasing
peregrine falcon populations in Mexico.
Refer to the Mexico section under
Recovery Status for additional
discussion on this subject.
Issue 14: The Service’s delisting
proposal is not supported by an
adequate scientific review.
Our Response: The proposed rule to
remove the peregrine falcon in North
America from the Federal List of
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
received reviews from a variety of
scientific institutions and individual
scientists. Two examples are the
Ornithological Council and the Raptor
Research Foundation. The
Ornithological Council consists of nine
leading scientific ornithological
societies: the American Ornithologists’
Union, Association of Field
Ornithologists, Consejo Internacional
para la Preservaciòn de las Aves, Cooper
Ornithological Society, Colonial
Waterbird Society, Pacific Seabird
Group, Raptor Research Foundation,
Society of Caribbean Ornithology, and
Wilson Ornithological Society. Together
it has a membership of approximately
6,500 ornithologists. One of its primary
missions is to provide scientific
information about birds to legislators,
regulatory agencies, industry decision
makers, conservation organizations and
others, and to promote the use of
scientific information in the making of
policies that affect birds.
The task of evaluating the proposed
rule on behalf of the Ornithological
Council was accepted by a committee of
Raptor Research Foundation scientists.
The Raptor Research Foundation is a
scientific society that represents
professional raptor scientists and
managers throughout North America
and around the world. This committee
of raptor scientists reviewed the
available data and submitted a report
that was endorsed by both the
Ornithological Council and the Raptor
Research Foundation as their position
on the proposed rule. This report
underwent peer review and was
published in the Wildlife Society
Bulletin (Millsap et al., 1998, WSB
26(3); 522–538). While expressing some
concern about the status of the eastern
peregrine population, the authors
concurred with our position that the
peregrine falcon warranted delisting
range-wide.
Issue 15: Recovery plans used to
evaluate the recovery of the peregrine
falcon are out of date and need to be
revised to reflect more accurate
contemporary goals and the Service
should not misrepresent the goals in the
current plans.
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Our Response: As addressed in our
response to Issue 11, section 4(f) of the
Act directs us to develop and
implement recovery plans for species of
animals or plants listed as endangered
or threatened. Recovery is the process
by which the decline of an endangered
or threatened species is arrested or
reversed and threats to its survival are
neutralized so that long-term survival in
nature can be ensured. One of the main
purposes of the recovery plan is to
enumerate goals (guidelines) that will
help us to determine when recovery of
a particular species is achieved. Meeting
or exceeding all of the specific recovery
goals for a listed species before it can be
delisted is not required by the Act.
Section 4 of the Act and regulations (50
CFR Part 424) promulgated to
implement the listing provisions of the
Act, establish the procedures for listing,
reclassifying, and delisting species. We
may list a species if one or more of the
five factors described in section 4(a)(1)
of the Act threatens the continued
existence of the species. A species may
be delisted, according to 50 CFR
424.11(d), if the best scientific and
commercial data available substantiate
that the species is neither endangered or
threatened because of (1) extinction, (2)
recovery, or (3) the original data for
classification of the species were in
error. We have determined that
substantial peregrine falcon recovery
has taken place, and none of the five
factors addressed in section 4(a)(1) of
the Act is currently negatively affecting
the peregrine falcon to the degree that
the species is endangered or threatened.
Issue 16: Post-delisting monitoring for
at least 5 years is essential.
Our Response: We agree. Section
4(g)(1) of the Act requires the Secretary
to implement a system, in cooperation
with the States, to monitor for not less
than 5 years the status of all species
which have recovered to the point that
protection of the Act is no longer
required (section 4(g)). If it becomes
evident during the course of the postdelisting monitoring that the species
again requires the protection of the Act,
it would be relisted.
Summary of Factors Affecting the
Species
Section 4 of the Act and regulations
(50 CFR Part 424) promulgated to
implement the listing provisions of the
Act, set forth the procedures for listing,
reclassifying, and delisting species on
the Federal lists. We may list a species
if one or more of the five factors
described in section 4(a)(1) of the Act
threatens the continued existence of the
species. A species may be delisted,
according to 50 CFR 424.11(d), if the
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best scientific and commercial data
available substantiate that the species is
neither endangered or threatened
because of (1) extinction, (2) recovery,
or (3) the original data for classification
of the species were in error.
After a thorough review of all
available information, we have
determined that substantial peregrine
falcon recovery has taken place since
the early 1980s. We determined that
none of the five factors addressed in
section 4(a)(1) of the Act, and discussed
below, is currently affecting the species,
including the American peregrine falcon
subspecies and introduced peregrine
falcon populations, such that the
species is no longer endangered (in
danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range) or
threatened (likely to become endangered
in the foreseeable future throughout all
or a significant portion of its range).
These factors and their application to
the peregrine falcon in North America
are as follows:
A. The Present or Threatened
Destruction, Modification, or
Curtailment of Its Habitat or Range
Peregrine falcons occupy a variety of
habitat types and nest from the boreal
forest region of Alaska and Canada,
through much of Canada and the
western United States, south to parts of
central and western Mexico. Nesting
habitat includes cliffs and bluffs in
boreal forests, coastal cliffs and islands,
urban skyscrapers and other structures,
and cliffs and buttes in southwestern
deserts. In some breeding areas, such as
the southern United States, some or all
of the birds remain year-round on their
nesting territories. In other breeding
areas, particularly in high latitudes,
many or all of the individuals are highly
migratory; these individuals occupy a
number of regions and habitat types
throughout the year as they nest,
migrate to and from wintering areas, and
occupy their wintering ranges. Due to
the extensive geographic distribution of
the peregrine falcon, the wide variety of
habitat types in which the species nests,
and the immense area that some of the
more migratory individuals occupy
during a year, the peregrine falcon
occupies an extremely broad array of
areas and habitats throughout its range.
As a result, the degree to which
peregrine falcons were affected by
human-caused habitat modification
varies widely by region, habitat type,
and individual falcons within the
population.
As the human population has grown
in North America, the rate of habitat
alteration has unquestionably increased.
Certainly some peregrine falcon habitat

was destroyed, such as the many
wetlands drained in recent years that
were previously used by peregrine
falcons for foraging or as migratory
staging areas during spring and fall. But
peregrine falcons have colonized many
cities in North America due to the
abundance of nest sites on buildings
and the abundance of prey, such as rock
doves (Columba livia), that thrive in
urban areas. Therefore, some forms of
habitat modification have negatively
affected peregrine falcons while other
forms have benefited them. It would be
burdensome to estimate the net, overall
effect of habitat modification on the
species throughout North America.
Although the rate of habitat
modification in North America has
increased in recent decades, the number
of American peregrine falcons
occupying the region has increased
substantially since the late 1970s or
early 1980s. In several parts of their
range, including parts of Alaska, the
Yukon and Northwest Territories,
California, and the southwestern United
States, the number of breeding pairs has
increased rapidly in recent years, and
some local populations now occur at
very high densities (R. Ambrose, pers.
comm. 1997; G. Holroyd, pers. comm.
1997; Enderson et al. 1995). Because
these rapid population growth rates and
high densities were achieved despite
habitat modification in North America,
we conclude that habitat modification
or destruction was not a limiting factor
in peregrine recovery. It does not
currently threaten the existence of the
American peregrine falcon nor is it
likely to in the foreseeable future.
B. Overutilization for Commercial,
Recreational, Scientific, or Educational
Purposes
Delisting the peregrine falcon will not
result in overutilization because the
delisting will not affect protection
provided the peregrine falcon by the
MBTA. The take of all migratory birds,
including peregrine falcons, is governed
by the MBTA’s regulations on the taking
of migratory birds for educational,
scientific, and recreational purposes and
requiring harvest be limited to levels
that prevent overutilization (See Factor
D).
C. Disease or Predation
Peregrine falcons are susceptible to a
number of diseases and parasites such
as tapeworms, mites, ticks, botulism,
fowl pox, and viral encephalitis (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service 1982b;
Trainer (1969) as cited in U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1984). However, these
organisms are not known to affect the
peregrine falcon at the population level.

Mammals and other raptors are
known to prey on peregrine falcons,
including such species as the great
horned owl (Bubo virginianus), redtailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis),
raccoon (Procyon lotor), and coyote
(Canis latrans) (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1982b, 1984). For example, great
horned owls are natural predators of
peregrine falcons (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 1991) and are possibly
responsible for the slow recovery of
peregrine falcons in the two northern
recovery areas in the reestablished
eastern population (M. Amaral in litt.
1995). Great horned owl predation was
not documented as a significant cause of
the decline in peregrine falcons and has
not affected the species’ overall
recovery.
Golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos) are
also known to prey on young peregrine
falcons. Barbara Behan (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, pers. comm. 1999)
witnessed a golden eagle prey on young
peregrine falcons at a hack site in
Colorado, stooping and footing one of
the falcons, and leaving the area with it
in its talons. The same eagle, or another,
returned numerous times over the next
several days, and the other four falcons
disappeared in that time, despite efforts
by the hack site attendants to scare the
eagles away from the site.
Though the peregrine falcon is
occasionally preyed upon, this factor is
not known to affect the peregrine falcon
at the population level.
D. The Inadequacy of Existing
Regulatory Mechanisms
Protection from take and commerce
for the peregrine falcons under the
Endangered Species Act will be
removed upon delisting. However,
peregrine falcons are still protected by
the MBTA. Section 704 of the MBTA
states that the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized and directed to determine
if, and by what means, the take of
migratory birds is allowed and to adopt
suitable regulations permitting and
governing the take. In adopting
regulations, the Secretary is to consider
such factors as distribution and
abundance to ensure that take is
compatible with the protection of the
species.
The MBTA and its implementing
regulations (50 CFR Parts 20 and 21)
prohibit take, possession, import,
export, transport, selling, purchase,
barter, or offering for sale, purchase or
barter, any migratory bird, their eggs,
parts, and nests, except as authorized
under a valid permit (50 CFR 21.11).
Regulations at 50 CFR 21.28 and 21.30
authorize the issuance of permits to
take, possess, transport and engage in
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commerce with raptors for falconry and
for propagation. Other regulations
authorize the issuance of permits for
scientific collecting (50 CFR 21.23),
special purposes such as rehabilitation
or education (50 CFR 21.27), and
depredation (50 CFR 21.41). Prior to
issuance of these permits, meeting
certain criteria is required, including a
requirement that the issuance will not
threaten a wildlife population (50 CFR
13.21(b)(4)). In cooperation with State
wildlife agencies we will develop draft
biological criteria for management of
take of wild peregrines under the
MBTA. The resulting management plans
will include biological criteria for take,
implementation criteria, and procedures
for evaluating the effects of the taking.
It will pertain to the take of peregrines
in the United States for falconry and
other purposes. With limited
exceptions, take will not be permitted
under MBTA until the draft
management plans undergo public
review, are approved, finalized, and
published in the Federal Register. In
addition to considering the effect on
wild populations, issuance of raptor
propagation permits requires that we
consider whether suitable captive stock
is available and whether wild stock is
needed to enhance the genetic
variability of captive stock (50 CFR
21.30(c)(4)).
These existing regulatory provisions
will adequately protect against
excessive take of peregrine falcons. If
necessary, protective measures could be
expanded by promulgation of a
regulation under the MBTA. We have
both the legal authority and the
obligation to regulate take of peregrines
under the MBTA (see additional
discussion of the MBTA in the Effects
of this Rule section below).
In the absence of habitat protection
under the Act, there are no other
existing Federal laws that specifically
protect the habitat of this species (see
‘‘Critical Habitat’’). However, loss of
habitat was not identified as a threat to
the species and was not a factor
identified as contributing to the species’
listing.
An important regulatory mechanism
affecting peregrine falcons is the
requirement that pesticides be registered
with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). Under the authority of
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. 136), the EPA
requires environmental testing of all
new pesticides. Testing the effects of
pesticides on representative wildlife
species prior to pesticide registration is
specifically required. This protection
from effects of pesticides are not altered
by delisting the peregrine falcon.

On July 1, 1975, peregrine falcons
were included in Appendix I of the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora. This treaty was established to
prevent international trade that may be
detrimental to the survival of plants and
animals. Generally, both import and
export permits are required by the
importing and exporting countries
before an Appendix I species may be
shipped, and Appendix I species may
not be imported for primarily
commercial purposes. Although CITES
does not itself regulate take or domestic
trade, CITES permits may not be issued
if the export will be detrimental to the
survival of the species or if the
specimens were not legally acquired.
This protection is not be altered by
delisting the peregrine falcon under the
Act.
Peregrine falcons are still afforded
some protection by land management
agencies under laws such as the
National Forest Management Act (16
U.S.C. 1600) and the Federal Land
Management and Policy Act (43 U.S.C.
1701). National Forest Management Act
regulations specify that ‘‘fish and
wildlife habitat shall be managed to
maintain viable populations of existing
native and desired non-native vertebrate
species in the planning area.’’ (36 CFR
219.19). Guidelines for each planning
area must provide for a diversity of
plant and animal communities based on
the suitability of a specific land area.
United States Forest Service regional
foresters are responsible for identifying
sensitive species occurring within their
Region. Sensitive species are those that
may require special management
emphasis to ensure their viability and to
preclude trends toward endangerment
that would result in the need for Federal
listing. The delisting of the peregrine
falcon will require Federal land
managers to consider the need for
designating the peregrine falcon as a
sensitive species to ensure that forest
management activities do not contribute
to a need for relisting. The Federal Land
Policy and Management Act requires
that public lands be managed to protect
the quality of scientific, ecological, and
environmental qualities, among others,
and to preserve and protect certain
lands in their natural condition to
provide food and habitat for fish and
wildlife.
Federal delisting of the peregrine
falcon will not remove the peregrine
falcon from State threatened and
endangered species lists, or suspend any
other legal protections provided by State
law. States may have more restrictive
laws protecting wildlife, including
restrictions on use for falconry, and may
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retain State threatened or endangered
status for the peregrine falcon (see 50
CFR 21.28). Depending on the biological
status, States generally list peregrine
falcons as endangered, threatened,
critically imperiled or as a species of
concern. Currently, the peregrine falcon
is State-listed in 38 of the 40 States that
have nesting pairs. The two States that
do not have the species listed—
Colorado and Arizona—removed the
peregrine falcon from their lists due to
its recovery in those States. However,
both will continue to regulate take for
falconry and other purposes. In many
States, falconry is administered
cooperatively by the Service and the
States.
E. Other Natural or Manmade Factors
Affecting Its Continued Existence
Egg collecting, shooting, harvest for
falconry, habitat destruction, climate
change, and the extinction of passenger
pigeons were all considered as possible
factors causing or contributing to the
decline in peregrine falcon populations
in North America; however, no evidence
supports any of these factors as causing
the widespread reproductive failure and
population decline that occurred. In
contrast, an overwhelming body of
evidence has accumulated showing that
organochlorine pesticides affected
survival and reproductive performance
sufficiently to cause the decline. There
currently is no question within the
scientific community that
contamination with organochlorines
was the principal cause for the drastic
declines and extirpations in peregrine
falcon populations that took place in
most parts of North America (Kiff 1988).
Although the use of all
organochlorine pesticides causing
reproductive failure in peregrine falcons
was restricted in the United States and
Canada in the early 1970s, their use
continues in some areas of Latin
America. It was shown, by comparing
blood samples collected during fall and
spring migration, that migrant peregrine
falcons accumulate organochlorines
while wintering in Latin America
(Henny et al. 1982). Henny et al. (1996)
demonstrated that DDE residues in the
blood taken from female peregrine
falcons captured during spring
migration at Padre Island, Texas
decreased between 1978 and 1994. In
second-year peregrines, residues
dropped from 1.43 ppm between 1978
and 1979 to only 0.25 ppm in 1994 and
from 0.88 to 0.41 ppm for older
peregrines; these levels are well below
those that would affect reproduction
(Henny et al. 1996).
The widespread reproductive failure
and population decline of peregrine
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falcons in North America coincided
with the period of heavy organochlorine
use in the United States. Although there
was not an immediate lowering of
pesticide residues in eggs following
restrictions on the use of
organochlorines north of Mexico
(Enderson et al. 1995), residues
gradually declined following the
restrictions (Ambrose et al. 1988b;
Enderson et al. 1988; Peakall et al.
1990), and most surviving populations
began to increase in size thereafter.
Despite the continued use of
organochlorines in Latin America,
populations of American peregrine
falcons in North America have
recovered substantially in recent years.
In fact, Arctic peregrine falcons that
winter predominantly in Latin America
recovered to the point that the
subspecies was removed from the
Federal List of Threatened and
Endangered Wildlife on October 4, 1994
(59 FR 50796).
Additionally, some of the avian prey
used during the nesting season by
peregrine falcons throughout North
America also winter in Latin America.
Many of these prey return to their
nesting areas with pesticide residues
accumulated during the winter (Fyfe et
al. 1990). Peregrine falcons preying
upon these birds during the summer are
further exposed to Latin American
pesticides. Overall, pesticide use in
Latin America does not appear to have
adversely affected reproductive success
in American peregrine falcon
populations in North America.
We recognize that certain populations
of American peregrine falcons have
recovered to a lesser degree, and that in
some of these populations
organochlorine residues are still high
and reproductive rates remain lower
than normal. Populations on the
Channel Islands off southern California
are still affected by high organochlorine
residues and eggshell thinning (Jarman
1994). This is a localized threat, and the
result of using offshore islands as DDT
disposal areas during the 1940s. Despite
the residual effects of organochlorines
on the Channel Islands, this population
is continuing to increase, although some
of the increase could be the result of the
release of a significant number of
captive-bred young or dispersal from
other areas where recovery is greater (B.
Walton, pers. comm. 1997). Based on
published values in the literature,
detected concentrations of DDT in
peregrine falcon eggs collected in New
Jersey were sufficient to impact
reproduction. Productivity and eggshell
thinning data, however, did not support
a conclusion of reproductive
impairment due to DDT contamination

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and New
Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection 1997). Jarman (1994)
suggested that these locally higher egg
residues result from a local source of
DDT or DDE. As a result, the effects are
localized, and the observations do not
reflect the current status of peregrine
falcons as a whole. In recent years,
numbers of peregrine falcons have
increased significantly throughout their
historical range despite the effects of
localized organochlorine residues.
Similarly, American peregrine falcons
in southwest Canada have not recovered
as well as in most other regions of North
America. Despite the release of several
hundred captive-bred young in the
prairie Provinces and western Canada
(Holroyd and Banasch 1990), the
number of pairs occupying territories is
still well below the number of known
historical nest sites (G. Holroyd, in litt.
1993). In southern Canada, including
the prairie region, the proportion of
reintroduced young that entered the
breeding population was considerably
lower than in the United States (Peakall
1990; Enderson et al. 1995). The factor
or factors causing this lower recruitment
rate remain unknown, but survivorship
of peregrine falcons released into this
area may be lower than in adjacent
portions of the subspecies’ range.
Pesticide residues in American
peregrine falcon eggs do not appear to
be higher in southwest Canada than in
the United States (Peakall et al. 1990).
Therefore, higher residual
organochlorine contamination is
apparently not responsible, and the
number of pairs occupying this region
continues to increase.
Exposure to organochlorine pesticides
caused drastic population declines in
peregrine falcons. Following restrictions
on the use of organochlorines in the
United States and Canada, residues in
eggs declined and reproduction rates
improved. Improved reproduction,
combined with the release of thousands
of captive-reared young and relocated
wild hatchlings, allowed the American
peregrine falcon to recover and
peregrine falcons to be successfully
reestablished in those areas of the
historical range from which the species
was extirpated. Pesticide residues,
reproductive rates, and the rate of
recovery have varied among regions
within the vast range of this species. In
some areas, such as the Channel Islands
off the southern coast of California, the
lingering effects of DDT have caused
reproductive rates to remain low. Local
source contamination may even cause
continued reproductive problems in the
Channel Islands. In southwest Canada,
the rate of recovery, or onset of

recovery, apparently lagged behind most
other areas, but recent trends suggest
that historical nest sites will continue to
be gradually re-colonized.
The peregrine falcon has recovered
throughout its historical range.
Although the recovery is slow in a few
parts of the historical range, these areas
represent a small portion of the species’
overall range. Furthermore, evidence
collected in recent years shows that a
combination of lingering residues of
organochlorines in North America and
contamination resulting from the
continued use of organochlorines in
Latin America has not prevented a
widespread and substantial recovery of
peregrine falcons, as numbers of
peregrine falcons continue to increase.
We conclude, therefore, that the
continued existence of the American
peregrine falcon is no longer threatened
by exposure to organochlorine
pesticides.
In summary, due to the reduction in
the effects of pesticides and widespread
positive trends in population size, we
have determined that the American
peregrine falcon has recovered and is no
longer endangered with extinction, or
likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a
significant portion of its range. We
considered the alternative of
downlisting the species, but recent data
show improvements in breeding pair
numbers and productivity,
demonstrating that the delisting goals
set for the American peregrine falcon in
recovery plans were met or exceeded.
We believe this available information
supports the full delisting of the species
throughout its range. Therefore, we are
removing the peregrine falcon from the
Federal List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife, thus, removing
endangered status for the American
peregrine falcon throughout its range,
and the similarity of appearance
provision for all free-flying peregrine
falcons within the 48 conterminous
United States.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 553(d),
we have determined that this rule
relieves an existing restriction and good
cause exists to make the effective date
of this rule immediate. Delay in
implementation of this delisting would
cost government agencies staff time and
monies conducting formal section 7
consultation on actions which may
affect species no longer in need of the
protections under the Act. Relieving the
existing restriction associated with this
listed species will enable Federal
agencies to minimize any further delays
in project planning and implementation
for actions that may affect peregrine
falcons.
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Effects of This Rule

Monitoring

This final rule will affect the
protection afforded to North American
peregrine falcons under the Act. It will
not affect the status of the Eurasian
peregrine falcon (F. p. peregrinus),
currently listed under the Act as
endangered wherever it occurs. The
endangered designation under the Act
for the American peregrine falcon will
be removed and the designation of
endangered due to similarity of
appearance for all free-flying peregrine
falcons found within the 48
conterminous United States, including
the Arctic and Peale’s peregrine falcons,
and the reestablished eastern and
midwestern populations, will be
removed. Therefore, taking, interstate
commerce, import, and export of North
American peregrine falcons will no
longer be prohibited under the Act. In
addition, Federal agencies will no
longer be required to consult with the
Service under section 7 of the Act in the
event activities they authorize, fund or
carry out adversely affect peregrine
falcons. However, as previously
discussed, removal of the protection of
the Act will not affect the protection
afforded all peregrine falcons under the
MBTA.
The take and use of peregrine falcons
must comply with appropriate State
regulations. State regulations applying
to falconry vary among States and are
subject to change over time. The
applicable State regulations may be
more but not less restrictive than
Federal regulations.
This rule will not affect the peregrine
falcon’s Appendix I status under CITES,
and CITES permits will still be required
to import and export peregrine falcons
to and from the United States. CITES
permits will not be granted if the export
will be detrimental to the survival of the
species or if the falcon was not legally
acquired.

Section 4(g)(1) of the Act requires us
to monitor a species for at least 5 years
after delisting. A monitoring plan was
provided in the proposed delisting rule
on August 26, 1998 (63 FR 45446). We
are currently developing a revised
monitoring plan which will be made
available for public review in the
Federal Register in the near future.

Critical Habitat
Critical habitat for the American
peregrine falcon includes five areas in
northern California (50 CFR 17.95). The
Act defines critical habitat as ‘‘specific
areas within the geographical area
occupied by the species, at the time it
is listed on which are found those
physical or biological features essential
to the conservation of the species and
which may require special management
considerations or protection.’’ Since
critical habitat can be designated only
for species listed as endangered or
threatened under the Act, all currently
designated American peregrine falcon
critical habitat will be removed upon
publication of this final rule.

Take for Falconry and Other Purposes
Wild American and Arctic peregrine
falcons were unavailable for falconry
and raptor propagation in the
contiguous United States since these
two subspecies of peregrine falcons
were listed under the Act in 1970. In
Alaska, the Arctic peregrine became
available for take in 1994 when it was
delisted, but take of this subspecies was
still restricted in the contiguous United
States pursuant to the similarity of
appearance provision of the Act. Take of
Peale’s peregrines also was restricted in
the contiguous United States since 1984
pursuant to the similarity of appearance
provisions of the Act.
With this delisting, which removes
protection of the Act, regulation and
management of peregrine falcons in the
United States will fall primarily under
the MBTA and State regulations. In
anticipation of delisting, we are working
with the State wildlife agencies to
develop draft biological criteria for
management of take of peregrines. These
criteria will serve as the basis for
discussions with authorities in Canada
and Greenland to identify appropriate
limits for take of passage birds. We will
then prepare environmental assessments
on the management of nestlings and
passage birds and solicit public
comment. The resulting management
plans will include biological criteria for
harvest, implementation criteria, and
procedures for evaluating the harvest.
One objective of the plans is to allow a
level of take that does not compromise
continuing restoration of peregrine
falcons in North America. We expect to
complete the management plan for
nestlings by the Spring of 2000, and the
management plan for passage birds by
the Fall of 2000. Take of peregrine
falcons in the conterminous United
States is not permitted under the MBTA
until the management plans undergo
public review and are finalized,
approved, and published in the Federal
Register. Some permit exceptions may
be made for scientific research. In
Alaska, take of American peregrine
falcons is not permitted but take of
Peale’s and Arctic peregrines may be
authorized.
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Executive Order 12866
This rule was not reviewed by the
Office of Management and Budget under
Executive Order 12866.
Paperwork Reduction Act
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) regulations at 5 CFR 1320, which
implement provisions of the Paperwork
Reduction Act, require that interested
members of the public and affected
agencies have an opportunity to
comment on agency information
collection and recordkeeping activities
(see 5 CFR 1320.8(d)). We cannot
conduct or sponsor, and a person is not
required to respond to a collection of
information, unless we are in possession
of a current OMB Control Number. We
intend to collect information from the
public during the post-delisting
monitoring period. A description of the
information that will be collected was
provided in the proposed delisting rule.
We are revising the monitoring plan that
was described in the proposed delisting
rule, and will obtain a revised OMB
Control Number for, and request public
comment on, the revised monitoring
plan in the Federal Register in the near
future.
National Environmental Policy Act
We have determined that an
environmental assessment or
environmental impact statement, as
defined under the authority of the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, need not be prepared in
connection with regulations adopted
pursuant to section 4(a) of the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended. We published a notice
outlining our reasons for this
determination in the Federal Register
on October 25, 1983 (48 FR 49244).
References Cited
A list of all references cited herein is
available upon request from the Ventura
Fish and Wildlife Office (see ADDRESSES
section).
Author
The primary author of this proposed
rule is Robert Mesta, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and
Wildlife Office (see ADDRESSES section).
List of Subjects in 50 CFR Part 17
Endangered and threatened species,
Exports, Imports, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements,
Transportation.
Regulation Promulgation
For the reasons set out in the
preamble, we hereby amend part 17,
subchapter B of chapter I, Title 50 of the
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Code of Federal Regulations, as set forth
below:
PART 17—[AMENDED]
1. The authority citation for part 17
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1361–1407; 16 U.S.C.
1531–1544; 16 U.S.C. 4201–4245; Pub. L. 99–
625, 100 Stat. 3500; unless otherwise noted.

§ 17.11

[Amended]

2. Section 17.11(h) is amended by
removing the entries for ‘‘Falcon,
American peregrine, Falco peregrinus
anatum’’ and ‘‘Falcon, peregrine, Falco
peregrinus’’ under ‘‘BIRDS’’ from the
List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife.

§ 17.95

[Amended]

3. Section 17.95(b) is amended by
removing the critical habitat entry for
‘‘American Peregrine Falcon.’’
Dated: August 17, 1999.
Jamie Rappaport Clark,
Director, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
[FR Doc. 99–21959 Filed 8–20–99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4310–55–P
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for the American Peregrine Falcon
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Questions and Answers about the Post-delisting Monitoring Results
for the American Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum)
What is a peregrine falcon?
The peregrine falcon is a charismatic raptor, the world’s fastest flying bird, whose population dropped to
precipitously low levels because of pesticide contamination (from pesticides now banned throughout
much of the western hemisphere). Concern about their long-term survival led the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to list the species as Endangered in 1971. Due to population recovery it was removed from the
list in 1999.

What subspecies of peregrine falcon are native to North America?
Peregrine falcons have a nearly worldwide distribution. There are three subspecies nesting in North
America:
$
The Arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius) nests on the north slope of Alaska east
across northern Canada to Greenland and winters in Latin America.
$
The Peale’s peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus pealei) is a year-round resident on the coasts of
Washington, British Columbia and Alaska north to the Aleutian Islands.
$
The American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) nests in southern Alaska, Canada,
United States and northern Mexico.
Peregrine falcons that nest in subarctic areas generally winter in South America, while those that nest at
lower latitudes exhibit variable migratory behavior. Some are non-migratory.

Why are we monitoring the American peregrine falcon?
The Endangered Species Act requires that species removed from the list because of recovery need to be
monitored for 5 years in order to assure the long-term survival of those species.

How was the monitoring effort carried out?
Across the nation, 438 peregrine falcon territories were monitored: 36 in the Southwestern Region; 21 in
the Southeastern Region; 100 in the Alaska Region; 96 in the Pacific Region; 95 in the
Midwestern/Northeastern Region; and 90 in the Rocky Mountain/Great Plains Region. (More
information on the monitoring effort is available at http://www.fws.gov/endangered/i/B22_051506.html

How many of these territories were occupied?
The percentage of the monitored territories that were occupied by a pair of birds varied from 78 percent
to 95 percent across regions and averaged 87 percent for the nation.
What was the nesting success rate?
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The percentage of occupied territories that managed to successfully raise at least one young ranged from
64 percent to 78 percent across regions and averaged 71 percent for the nation.

How many of the nests successfully produced fledglings?
The number of young actually produced (productivity) varied from 1.45 to 2.09 across regions and
averaged 1.64 for the nation.

What do these numbers mean for peregrine falcon recovery?
These estimates of territory occupancy, nest success and productivity are at or above the levels we
expect of healthy peregrine falcon populations, and are above the targets we set in the peregrine falcon
monitoring plan.

How many peregrine falcons are there in North America?
Additional data collected by this effort documented that the total number of nesting pairs for this
subspecies in North America is estimated at 3,005. This includes estimates of 400 pairs in Canada, 170
pairs in Mexico, approximately 1,000 pairs in Alaska, and the rest distributed among 40 of the lower 48
States.

Who participated in the monitoring?
More than 300 observers (volunteers and paid personnel) from state and federal agencies, Native
American tribes, universities, conservation organizations and private individuals participated in the
effort.

How did they gather information?
Observers ventured into the selected territories in 2003 at least two times and sometimes many more
times over a three-to-four month period to observe peregrine falcons. Territory accessibility ranged from
roadside to remote, at times requiring hiking, rafting or access by air. Observers visited each territory to
determine occupancy, nest success and productivity.

Were cities included in the territories monitored?
The monitoring effort showed that peregrine falcons are thriving in many urban areas, where they nest
successfully on smokestacks, tall buildings and bridges. This is particularly true in the Northeastern and
Midwestern areas of the nation. In the rest of the nation, peregrines nest most of the time on cliffs.
When will the next year of monitoring occur?
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A second year of monitoring was done in 2006, and three more years are planned, in 2009, 2012 and
2015. Final results of the 2006 monitoring will be available in summer 2007.

Are observers collecting other information besides occupancy, nesting success and productivity?
Individuals with the proper permits who are already visiting nests to band young peregrines are also
collecting feather samples and addled (unhatched) eggs. These will be analyzed for contaminants.
Results of this effort will be included in future monitoring reports.

What do peregrine falcons look like?
The peregrine falcon belongs to the genus "Falco," which is characterized by long pointed wings. In fact
the word Falco is derived from "falx," the Latin word for sickle, in reference to the distinct sickle-shaped
silhouette of the peregrine falcon’s extended wings in flight. Also unique to this species is the notched
beak that is used to kill prey by severing the spinal column at the neck. The peregrine falcon is a crowsized bird, weighing just over two pounds with a wing span of approximately 3 feet. An adult peregrine
has a dark grey back and crown, dark bars or streaks on a pale chest and abdomen, and heavy malar
(cheek) stripes on the side of the face. Immature peregrines are buff colored in front and have dark
brown backs; adults are white or buff in front and bluish-gray on their backs. Females and males are
identical in appearance, however, the female can be a third larger than the male.

Where is the peregrine falcon found?
The peregrine falcon has the most extensive natural distribution of any bird in the world, limited only by
high elevations, extreme heat and extreme cold. It is found on all continents except Antarctica. In most
parts of the world, it is absent only in the high mountains, in large tracts of desert or jungle, and on
isolated islands in the oceans. The American peregrine falcon breeds in Mexico, the United States, and
Canada.

How did the peregrine falcon get its name?
Peregrine in Latin is "Peregrinus," which means traveler. peregrine falcons are well known for their long
fall and spring migratory flights to and from their nesting and wintering habitats. The Arctic peregrine
falcon lives up to its name, breeding on the north slope of Alaska east across northern Canada to
Greenland in summer and migrating as far south as the tip of South America to winter.
The sport of falconry involves training falcons to hunt game, and people who practice the sport are
called falconers. Early falconers referred to peregrine falcons as such because - unlike most birds use for
the sport of falconry - they were always trapped during migration and not taken from the nest.

How fast can a peregrine falcon fly?
In level flight, the normal speed for peregrines is about 40 to 55 miles per hour. In a stoop (dive)
peregrine falcons can attain speeds in excess of 200 miles per hour as they attack their prey.
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How do they capture their prey?
Peregrine falcons are aerial predators, feeding on live birds and an occasional bat, which they capture in
mid-air. Peregrine falcons often hunt in tandem, alternately diving on their prey until it is caught.

Do peregrine falcons have natural predators?
Peregrine falcons are fast, aggressive and fearless predators located at the top of their food-chain; they
rarely suffer from predation by other animals. Great-horned owls and golden eagles are known to
occasionally kill fledgling peregrines, and less often, adults. Peregrine eggs sometimes fall victim to
raccoons and red-tailed hawks. The nestlings of ground-nesting Arctic peregrine falcons may be preyed
upon by grizzly bears and foxes.

Do peregrine falcons mate for life?
Yes, peregrine falcons are monogamous. They also breed in the same territory or area for their entire
lives. There are exceptions, such as when one mate dies or is replaced by a stronger individual. Sexual
maturity occurs during the second year of life, followed by approximately one month of courtship. In the
spring, 3 or 4 eggs are laid. Incubation takes approximately 33 days and although both parents share
incubating duties, the female performs the greater share. Two or three chicks usually hatch and fledge in
approximately 42 days. After fledging, young peregrine falcons are still dependent on their parents for
food until they learn to hunt, which takes about a month and a half.

Do peregrine falcons build nests?
Most birds build nests made of sticks and soft natural fiber material in which their eggs are incubated.
Peregrine falcons lay their eggs in "scrapes," which are shallow indentations they scratch out with their
talons in the soft earth on the floor of their nests. Peregrine falcons typically nest on ledges and in small
shallow caves located high on cliff walls. They have been known to use the abandoned nests of other
birds, and on the north slope of Alaska, commonly nest on the ground.

When do American peregrine falcons breed?
American peregrine falcons begin breeding activities in the south earlier than in northern States. In
Arizona and coastal California, peregrines begin nesting in late February and early March. In Alaska,
nesting begins in May.

What was the historical size of the American peregrine falcon population?
The historical status of the American peregrine falcon is not known, but the species was probably never
common, even when compared to other birds of prey. The limited historical data suggest a best estimate
of 3,875 nesting pairs. The decline of the American peregrine falcon population began in the 1940s, was
most pronounced during the 1950s and continued through the 1960s into the early 1970s throughout
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most of its range. By the time biologists realized the magnitude of the American peregrine falcon
decline, the population was only about 12 percent of what it had been prior to the introduction of
modern pesticides.

What caused the near extinction of the peregrine falcon in North America?
The use of DDT as a pesticide during the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s resulted in a precipitous decline of
peregrine falcons in North America. During this period of DDT use, eggshell thinning and nesting
failures were widespread in peregrine falcons, and in some areas, successful reproduction virtually
ceased. As a result, there was a slow but drastic decline in the number of peregrine falcons in most areas
of its range in North
America. DDE, a metabolite of DDT, prevents normal calcium deposition during eggshell formation,
resulting in thin-shelled eggs that are susceptible to breakage during incubation. Peregrine falcons feed
near the top of the food chain and suffered from the accumulation of DDE due to eating contaminated
prey.

How many American peregrine falcons were there when the bird was first placed on the endangered
species list?
The eastern population of the American peregrine falcon was gone and the populations in the west had
declined by as much as 90 percent below historical levels. By 1975, there were only 324 known nesting
pairs of American peregrine falcons.

What's the status of the peregrine falcon now?
Thanks to the increase in peregrine falcon population, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was able to
remove the species from the Federal list of threatened and endangered species effective August 25,
1999. The peregrine falcon will be monitored at least through 2015 to ensure that it no longer needs the
protection of the Endangered Species Act. If necessary, the species can be added back to the list in the
future. For more on the recovery of the falcon and the species’ monitoring plan, visit the peregrine
falcon recovery page at http://www.fws.gov/endangered/i/B22_051506.html
-- FWS --
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
Peregrine Falcon:
The Road to Recovery
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1970-Peregrine falcon added to the Endangered Species List
Recovery teams develop regional recovery plans
Recovery actions implemented, including:
Protect/enhance habitat,
Minimize disturbance/mortality,
Monitor contaminants (DDT),
Reintroduce captive-bred birds
Recovery objectives achieved including number of breeding
pairs
June 30, 1995-Service publishes notice of intent to propose
delisting of the peregrine falcon

-a

August 26, 1998-Service proposes to remove peregrine
falcon from Endangered Species List
Service receives and evaluates comments on proposal
. August 25, 1999-Service removes peregrine falcon from
Endangered Species List
2003-Service and partners implement
monitoring plan for first year.
2006-Monitoring results from 2003 released.
Population is up; breeding indicators
are strong.
2006-Second monitoring
year begins.
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Piping Plover
(Charadrius melodus)
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Piping Plover
Charadrius melodus

Federal Status:

Threatened (Dec. 11, 1985)

Critical Habitat:

None Designated

Florida Status:

Threatened

Recovery Plan Status:

Contribution (May 1999)

Geographic Coverage:

South Florida

Figure 1. Florida distribution of the piping plover

he piping plover (Charadrius melodus) is a small,
migratory shorebird that breeds only in three
geographic regions of North America: on sandy
beaches along the Atlantic Ocean, on sandy shorelines
throughout the Great Lakes, and on riverine systems and
prairie wetlands of the Northern Great Plains. The Great
Lakes population is listed as endangered, whereas the Atlantic
Coast and Great Plains populations are listed as threatened.
Though this species does not breed in Florida, individuals
from the three breeding populations winter in Florida. The
Atlantic Coast birds use Florida’s Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
coastlines in the winter. Until recently, the Great Lakes and
Great Plains populations were observed along the Gulf Coast
shoreline. In 1997, piping plovers from the Great Lakes
population were sighted in Georgia. Birds from all three
breeding populations have been observed in the Florida Keys.
Early 20th century accounts indicate shorebird harvesting
for the millinery trade was the cause of the first known major
decline of the species. Since then, many factors contributed to
the continued decline of the species. Habitat destruction,
human disturbance of nesting and wintering birds, and
predation were the main factors affecting the species when it
was listed in 1985. At the time of listing, there were less than
2,500 breeding pairs estimated in the U.S. and Canada.
Piping plovers are inconspicuous due to their coloring
(sand-colored above and bright white underneath) and
behavior. In favored roosting, feeding, and breeding areas,
piping plovers tend to spend more time walking or running
than flying. Territoriality within breeding sites is well
documented and has also been observed at wintering sites.
This account represents South Florida’s contribution to
the rangewide recovery plan for the piping plover (FWS 1988,
1996).

T

Description
Piping plovers are one of five commonly occurring North
American species of belted plovers. They have an overall
body length of 17 to 18 cm (National Geographic Society
Page
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1983, Haig 1992) and weigh between 46 g and 64 g (average 55 g) (Wilcox
1959, Haig 1986). Wing lengths range from 11.0 to 12.7 cm, the tarsi range
from 2.1 to 2.4 cm, and culmen lengths vary from 1.0 cm to 1.4 cm (Wilcox
1959, Haig 1986). Throughout the year, adults have sand-colored upper body
parts, white undersides, and orange legs. During the breeding season, adults
acquire a black forehead, a single black breast band, and orange bills with
black tips (Bent 1929, Graul 1973, Johnsgard 1981). In general, males have
brighter bands than females, and inland birds have more complete bands than
East Coast birds (Moser 1942, Wilcox 1959, Haig and Oring 1987).
Postbreeding birds lose the black markings and orange on their bill, but are
easily distinguished from snowy plovers (Charadrius alexandrinus) and
collared plovers (C. collaris) by their slightly larger size and orange legs (Haig
1987a). Fledglings have flesh-colored legs and black bills (Wilcox 1959) and
immature plumage is similar to adult non-breeding plumage. Juveniles acquire
adult plumage in spring following the hatching year (Haig 1987b).
The piping plover is similar to other ringed plovers in size and body
shape; however, the very pale color of its upper parts, its orange legs, and the
complete white band across the upper tail coverts are diagnostic
characteristics (Haig 1992).

Taxonomy
Described as a race of Charadrius hiaticula (Wilson and Bonaparte [n.d.]), the
taxonomy of piping plovers has undergone a number of revisions (Wilson and
Bonaparte [n.d.], AOU 1945, 1957). Ord was the first to consider piping
plovers a separate species, but it was not until the fourth edition of the AOU
Checklist that the binomial, Aegialitis meloda, was changed to Charadrius
melodus (Ridgway 1919, AOU 1931, Moser 1942, Wilcox 1959). In addition
to changes in the binomial, ornithologists have argued for over 100 years
about acceptance of two subspecies: C. m. melodus (Atlantic birds) and C. m.
circumcinctus (inland birds). The first two editions of the AOU Checklist
listed the two forms, the third and fourth listed one form (AOU 1886, 1895,
1910, 1931). Moser’s argument that breast bands differed between inland and
coastal birds facilitated changing back to two forms in the 1945 supplement
of the checklist. Wilcox (1959) reported a variety of breast band forms from
birds on Long Island. Subsequent morphological measurements of Atlantic
Coast and inland birds did not indicate there was a significant difference
between birds from different regions (Moser 1942, Griscom and Snyder 1955,
Wilcox 1959). Additionally, electrophoretic samples collected by Haig and
Oring (1988a) from piping plovers in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, North Dakota,
Minnesota, and New Brunswick, did not indicate genetic differences among
local or regional populations. The subspecies designation was only included
in the AOU (1957) Checklist (AOU 1983). Recent studies indicated the
separation of the species into subspecies is not supported (Haig and Oring
1988a, Haig 1992).
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Piping plover.
Original photograph courtesy
of Theodore H. Below.

Distribution
The piping plover has a broad distribution within North America (Bell 1978,
Johnsgard 1981, AOU 1983, Dinsmore 1983, Haig 1985, Haig and Oring 1985,
FWS 1996). Historically, breeding occurred in three geographic regions: (1) the
Northern Great Plains of the U.S. and Canada, from Alberta to Manitoba south to
Kansas; (2) beaches along the Great Lakes; and (3) Atlantic coastal beaches from
Newfoundland to North Carolina.
Currently, the species’ range remains similar to historic range accounts except
that breeding sites in the Great Lakes have almost disappeared (Cairns and
McLaren 1980, Russell 1983, Haig and Oring 1985). Piping plovers are no longer
known to breed in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Lake Ontario (Haig
1992).
Historical winter sites were not well described, although piping plovers were
generally seen along Gulf of Mexico beaches, southern U.S. Atlantic beaches
from North Carolina to Florida, in eastern Mexico, and numerous islands scattered
throughout the Caribbean (Ridgway 1919, Bent 1929, Nicholls and Baldassarre
1990a). The complete winter distribution of the piping plover remains to be
determined, although specific Gulf and Atlantic coastal sites are becoming better
recognized for their importance to wintering birds (Haig and Oring 1985, 1987;
Haig 1986; Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990a; Sprandel et al. 1997).
Some birds, however, may winter beyond North America. Nicholls (1989)
documented small numbers of birds in the Bahamas, Bermuda, Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands, and Yucatan between 1985 and 1988. Haig and Oring (1985) also
reported that winter birds have been recorded in the Bahamas, Barbados,
Bermuda, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Haiti, Jamaica, Mexico,
Netherlands-Antilles, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and the West Indies by
various observers between 1929 and 1984. The broad range of the sightings and
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the limited number observed indicates that a substantial number of piping plovers
may use winter sites outside the U.S.
In 1991, 10 nations participated in an international census of wintering and
breeding habitat of the piping plover (Haig and Plissner 1992). The number of
birds identified during the winter census (3,451 individuals) comprised 63
percent of those noted during the breeding census (5,482 individuals). In general,
birds from the Great Lakes/Northern Great Plains populations tended to winter
in the Gulf of Mexico, while those from the Atlantic Coast population wintered
along the coastline further to the south. Though some crossover of these
populations did occur, the moratorium on banding Atlantic Coast birds affected
identifying the actual amount of intermixing (Haig andPlissner 1993). However,
piping plovers from the Great Lakes population were sighted in Georgia in 1997.
A second international census was conducted in 1996; the winter census
(2,515 birds) comprised 43 percent of the breeding census (5,913 birds). As in
1991, the greatest numbers of wintering birds are concentrated primarily along
the western Gulf of Mexico, particularly the south Texas coast. Typically,
wintering birds located in Texas have been observed with 400+ in 1984 (Haig
and Oring 1985), 834 from 22 sites in 1987 (Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990a),
1,904 birds located at 64 sites in 1991 (Haig and Plissner 1992, 1993), and 1,333
birds censused at 32 sites in 1996 (Plissner and Haig 1997).
In Florida, Nicholls and Baldassarre (1990a) found 375 birds at 39 sites in a
winter survey conducted between December 1986 and March 1987. During the
1991 international winter census of piping plovers, 551 birds were seen on both
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts (70 and 481 birds, respectively) (Haig and Plissner
1992). Sprandel et al. (1997) found 229 birds at 25 sites during a winter survey
conducted between November 1993 and March 1994. For the 1996 international
winter census, a total of 333 to 375 birds were counted on both coasts of Florida
(18 to 24 on the Atlantic and 315 to 351 on the Gulf). The lower numbers of
piping plovers between the two census intervals could be associated with fewer
birds and/or a reduced censusing effort.
Florida counties where wintering piping plovers are usually seen include
Bay, Brevard, Collier, Miami-Dade, Duval, Escambia, Franklin, Gulf,
Hillsborough, Lee, Martin, Monroe, Okaloosa, (possibly) Palm Beach, Pasco,
Pinellas, Santa Rosa, (possibly) Sarasota, St. Lucie, St. Johns, Taylor, Volusia,
Wakulla, and Walton (Stevenson and Anderson 1994, Nicholls 1996) (Figure 1).

Habitat
At sites on the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts, piping plover wintering habitat
includes beaches, mudflats, and sandflats, as well as barrier island beaches and
spoil islands (Haig 1992). These birds may also be seen on ocean beaches and
sand or algal flats in protected bays (Wilkinson and Spinks 1994). Nicholls and
Baldassarre (1990b) surmise that environmental heterogeneity may be an
important factor in winter piping plover distribution. On the Atlantic Coast, they
found that piping plovers were most often found foraging in areas adjacent to large
inlets and passes. On the Gulf Coast, preferred foraging areas were associated
with wider beaches, mudflats, and small inlets.
More roosting sites for wintering birds need to be identified and described
before conclusions can be made regarding their habitat associations (Nicholls
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1996). Climo’s (1998) landscape-level analysis of suitable wintering habitat
indicates piping plovers selected landscapes or sites on the Gulf Coast that
provided the greatest extent of open water, such as sand spits and barrier islands.
Piping plovers seem to prefer landforms that provide tidal flats for foraging and
open beaches for roosting within close proximity of each other. Johnson and
Baldassarre (1988) observed that wintering piping plovers use sandflats and
mudflats for feeding, whereas, sandy beaches are used for resting and probably
roosting.

Behavior
Reproduction and Demography
Although piping plovers are only winter residents in Florida, an overview of their
reproductive behavior is provided herein. Courtship rituals in piping plovers
involve aerial displays by the male over his territory. These flights decrease after
a mate has been secured and egg-laying is initiated. The male also exhibits a tilt
display during courtship. He stands with head down and body at a 30 degree
angle, and the female then stands beneath his tail (Haig 1992). Male piping
plovers also perform nest-scraping displays, which involve excavation of
prospective scrapes while vocalizing. Copulation follows a complex display
involving tilting and posturing as the male approaches his mate. After copulation,
both birds may “stone toss” small shells or stones into the prospective nest scrape,
thus lining the nest with shells or stones (Wilcox 1959, Haig 1992). The male may
also engage in this behavior early in the season, at which time it is usually
associated with the tilt display (Haig 1992).
The pair bond established during courtship is maintained throughout the
nesting season. Some birds change mates following nest losses. However, those
that change mates produce fewer fledglings than those that retain their original
mates. There is no evidence that pair bonds extend beyond the nesting season
(Haig 1992).
Piping plover pairs generally raise one brood per year, with both sexes
incubating the eggs. Females may renest several times, if their nests are destroyed.
Nests are usually no closer than 30 m from the nearest neighbor and are usually
more than 61 m (Wilcox 1959). The most common size of a clutch is four eggs.
Eggs are laid every other day until the clutch is complete. Incubation most likely
begins with the laying of the third egg or when the clutch is complete; most
shorebirds with precocial young have synchronous hatching (Wilcox 1959).
Incubation lasts between 27 and 31 days (Wilcox 1959).
Both parents brood the chicks, although the female may desert the brood
within five to 10 days after hatching. Brooding is infrequent after 21 days
posthatching and the young generally remain within the territory of the male
parent (Wilcox 1959, Haig 1992). As in most shorebirds, the young are cryptically
colored; they drop to the ground and become motionless when threatened.
Piping plovers may maintain family groups (made up of at least the male and
chicks) and chicks are cared for and fed through fledging and sometimes until fall
migration (Haig 1992). Fledglings leave the breeding grounds slightly later than
adults (Patterson et al. 1990). Chicks fledge at different rates in different locations
with a range of 21 to 35 days post hatching.
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There is little information on immature postbreeding season movements or
behavior. Site fidelity in adults varies, but is generally high (Wilcox 1959; Haig
and Oring 1988a, 1988b; Haig 1992).
The piping plover is reported to be long-lived. During his 20-year banding
study of piping plovers in the northeast, Wilcox (1959) found several birds that
were at least 11 years of age at the end of his study. Clapp et al. (1982) noted that
a 14-year-old bird was caught and released in the vicinity of its banding site in
1963. The average lifespan of the piping plover is less than 5 years (Wilcox 1959).
Based on the resightings of 103 adults and 61 chicks color-banded between 1985
and 1988, the mean annual survival rate is estimated to be 0.74 for birds greater
than 1 year old and 0.48 for chicks from the Atlantic Coast population (FWS
1996).

Foraging
The piping plover feeds primarily on marine, freshwater, and terrestrial
invertebrates. A variety of invertebrates from the Mollusca, Annelida,
Arthropoda, Crustacea, and Nematoda phyla have been found in fecal samples
from Gulf of Mexico winter birds (Nicholls 1989). Foraging behavior consists of
short pecks and runs, as well as “foot trembling” (vibrating one foot against wet
sand, possibly in order to bring invertebrates to the surface or startle insects on the
surface). Birds may also forage near nests in drier sand (Haig 1992, Nicholls 1996).
Piping plovers do not forage cooperatively, but may forage in small groups.
Foraging also occurs at any time of day and may be influenced by tidal stage and
other environmental factors (Haig 1992). Nocturnal foraging behavior of adults
and chicks has been documented (Burger 1991, Staine and Burger 1994).
Piping plovers on their wintering grounds spend a greater portion of their time
foraging in fall and winter than in the spring (Johnson and Baldassarre 1988).
Greater energy requirements in winter weather may affect the duration or rate of
foraging, although tidal stage, prey availability, breeding cycle stage, weather, and
levels of human disturbance also influence the amount of foraging (Johnson and
Baldassarre 1988, Haig 1992). In fact, tidal stage may influence piping plover
behavior in all stages of its life cycle (Staine and Burger 1994).
Migration
Piping plover migration patterns are not well documented. Fall migration
southward extends from late July through September, whereas migration north to
the breeding grounds occurs from late February to early April (Haig 1992). Birds
from the Great Lakes/Great Plains regions tend to stage on Texas beaches prior to
moving north; a staging area has not been identified for the Atlantic Coast birds.
Specific routes of the Great Lakes/Great Plains birds are poorly understood,
but it appears that the birds may fly nonstop to the Gulf Coast (Haig and Plissner
1993). Color-banded plovers have been observed at several sites in North Carolina
and Florida, indicating their use by migrating and wintering birds
(McConnaughey et al. 1990, FWS 1996). Generally, males arrive at the breeding
grounds first in the spring, whereas females are the first to leave the breeding sites
in the fall (Haig 1992).
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Relationship to Other Species
Piping plovers may nest in tern colonies (Sterna spp.) or in close proximity to
other shorebirds, such as the American avocet (Recurvirostra americana).
Predators that take piping plover eggs include gulls, crows, raccoon (Procyon
lotor), red fox (Vulpes fulva), opossum (Didelphis marsupialis), and skunks
(MacIvor et al. 1990, Flemming 1991). In addition, rats (Rattus spp.) and
house mice (Mus musculus) may be egg predators (Wilcox 1959, Dyer 1993).
Adults may be taken by falcons and great horned owls (Bubo virginianus).
Arctic terns (S. paradisaea) are aggressive toward piping plovers; the death of
one individual from such an encounter has been reported (Flemming 1991).
Dunlins (Calidris alpina), western sandpipers (C. mauri), sanderlings (C.
alba), least sandpipers (C. minutilla), semipalmated plovers (C. semipalmatus),
snowy plovers, and black-bellied plovers (Pluvialis squatarola) as well as
some colonial waterbirds, occupy the same winter habitats as piping plovers
(Haig 1992, Sprandel et al. 1997). Wintering piping plovers are rarely found
alone and are most often found within 1 km of four of the first five species
listed above (Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990b).

Status and Trends
Historical piping plover population data are mainly qualitative. There is no
estimate of total population size available prior to 1980.
Table 1. Piping plover breeding pair estimates1
Historic data for the Atlantic Coast population indicates
a decline since at least 1955 (Haig and Oring 1985,
Year Great Lakes Great Plains Atlantic Coast
Total
Wilkinson and Spinks 1994). Uncontrolled hunting and
1986
16
790
egg collecting were the primary cause of piping plover
1987
16
1,258-1,326
790
2,064-2,132
decline along this region prior to the passage of the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act in 1918 (Dyer 1993, FWS
1988
14
1,271
886
2,171
1996). The population rebounded somewhat from this
1989
15
1,007-1,064
957
1,979-2,036
decline until after World War II, when human
development and dune stabilization in breeding areas
1990
12
862
980
1,854
increased in the Northeast (Raithel 1984, Haig and
1991
17
1,372
987
2,376
Oring 1985). Other regions (e.g., the Great Lakes) have
1992
16
1,026
suffered significant declines (Haig and Oring 1985). The
Northern Great Plains population was declining as a
1993
18
1,113
result of severe drought and incompatible water
1994
19
1,150
management practices (Haig 1992).
In 1985, breeding pair counts for the U.S.
1995
21
1,349
population
of piping plovers ranged between 930 and
1996
23
1,297
1,348
2,668
1,650. Total breeding pair counts varied from 1,649 to
1997
23
1,391
1,939 (Haig and Oring 1985). A 1987 to 1991 census
indicated the total number of pairs ranged from 2,065 to
1998
24
1,372
1,396
2,334 with 1,266 to 1,589 pairs occurring in the U.S.
1 Breeding pair population estimates taken from Haig 1992;
(Haig 1992). The Atlantic Coast population ranged from
FWS 1996, 1998.
790 to 987 pairs for this period; whereas, from 1992 to
1997, the population ranged from 1,026 to 1,391 pairs
(FWS 1998) (Table 1).
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In Florida, wintering piping plovers have been extirpated from entire counties
over the past 50 years. Museum records and Christmas Bird Count data indicate
piping plovers regularly wintered in Bay, Brevard, Broward, Collier, Miami-Dade,
Duval, Franklin, Gulf, Hillsborough, Indian River, Lee, Monroe, Nassau, Orange,
Pinellas, St. Johns, St. Lucie, Sarasota, Taylor, Volusia, and Wakulla counties.
During the 1991 and 1996 winter census, there were no records of piping plovers
for Brevard, Broward, Miami-Dade, Hillsborough, Indian River, Nassau, Palm
Beach, St. Lucie, Sarasota, and Wakulla counties; piping plovers were recorded in
Martin and Monroe counties during the 1996 census (Howell 1932; FWS 1988,
1996; Nicholls 1989; Plissner and Haig 1997).
The significant alteration of sandy beaches and other littoral habitats due to
recreational or commercial developments and dune stabilization in the Great Lakes
region, Atlantic Coast beaches, and Gulf of Mexico winter sites is partly responsible
for the decline of the species (Bent 1929, Russell 1983, Master and French 1984,
Haig 1985, Haig and Oring 1985, FWS 1988, Burger 1991, Dyer 1993). As of the
1991 census, numbers of piping plovers declined to such levels that destruction of
any part of their breeding or wintering habitat would significantly affect the species.
Population viability anaylsis (PVA) modeling of the piping plover shows that
extinction probabilities are sensitive to changes in survival rates (FWS 1996). PVA
modeling results show a 4 percent extinction probability over 100 years for a 2,000pair population based on survival rates of 0.74 for birds greater than 1 year old and
0.48 for chicks. When declines in adult (5 percent) and chick (10 percent) survival
rates were modeled, the extinction probability increased to 32 percent (FWS 1996).
Such declines in survival rates could occur due to the continued degradation and
alteration of wintering habitat.
The Final Rule designating piping plover populations as endangered or
threatened identified habitat disturbance and destruction, and human disturbance of
nesting individuals as the greatest threats to the species (50 FR 50733). Human
disturbance continues to be a major impediment to recovery at both breeding and
wintering sites. Many of the remaining breeding and wintering locations available
to plovers are plagued by various forms of human disturbance, which may include
pedestrian recreationists, their pets, and off-road vehicle enthusiasts (FWS 1988,
1996; Haig 1992; Melvin et al. 1994; Staine and Burger 1994).
Human disturbance reduces the amount of time breeding plovers spend
foraging (Burger 1991, Staine and Burger 1994), which could affect reproductive
success as well as the ability of an individual to survive migration and winter
(Burger 1991). Vehicle mortalities are an issue in the northeastern breeding areas.
Melvin et al. (1994) described 14 vehicle mortality incidents in their study area; they
believe that this is a larger problem than has previously been acknowledged. Human
disturbance may also be a problem for wintering plovers. Recreational activity
levels, including pedestrians and off-road vehicles, were higher on beaches without
wintering piping plovers than on those that had wintering plovers (Nicholls 1989).
It is important to note the type of human activity as well as the amount and duration
of the activity when studying the effects of disturbance on wintering and breeding
birds. Each of these types of activities has a different detrimental effect on piping
plovers. In addition to human disturbance, predation continues to be a problem in
some areas. Predator exclosure cages placed over the nests appear to be ameliorating
this threat in the Atlantic Coast and Great Lakes areas (Haig and Plissner 1993).
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Shoreline stabilization and erosion control efforts concurrent with urban
development have dramatically reduced historic piping plover nesting habitat in
Maine, Rhode Island, and the Great Lakes. A quantitative analysis of the effects of
these types of activities in Canada has not been performed. Dune maintenance to
protect roadways may also impact nesting plovers in New Jersey and
Massachusetts. Water management practices (e.g., reservoir construction,
channelization, and modification of river flows) have eliminated many nesting sites
along the Missouri and Platte Rivers in North and South Dakota, Iowa, and
Nebraska (FWS 1988, 1996; Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990b; Loegering and Fraser
1991; Haig 1992).
Environmental contaminants do not appear to be adversely affecting piping
plover populations, although high levels of selenium have been documented on the
Missouri River and the Platte River (FWS 1991, 1993; Ruelle 1993). Oil spills pose
a threat to piping plovers throughout their life cycle (FWS 1996). Dinsmore (1983)
reviewed the impact of surface mining on piping plovers and concluded that there
was potential for habitat destruction as well as enhancement in mining areas.

Management
Prior recovery plans prepared for piping plovers breeding on the Great Lakes and
Northern Great Plains and the Atlantic Coast have outlined those tasks necessary
to promote recovery of this species. The Great Lakes and Northern Great Plains
Recovery Plan identified six major tasks that needed to be accomplished in order
to facilitate recovery of the interior piping plover population. These tasks focused
on determining the distribution and population trends of the piping plover;
determining the habitat requirements and habitat status of the birds; protecting,
enhancing, and increasing piping plover populations in this region; and
preserving and enhancing habitat for the species. The Atlantic Coast Population
Revised Recovery Plan recommended managing breeding piping plovers and
habitat to maximize survival and recovery of the species; monitoring and
managing wintering and migratory areas to maximize survival and recruitment to
the breeding population; protecting essential wintering habitat by preventing
degradation and disturbance of these sites; scientific investigations of factors that
will facilitate recovery; developing and implementing a public information and
education program; and reviewing the recovery progress annually and revising
recovery efforts as appropriate (FWS 1988, 1996).
Both recovery plans concentrate on habitat protection and enhancement as a
major factor in piping plover recovery nationwide. Habitat protection and
enhancement could include maintenance of natural coastal formation processes,
actual physical manipulation of the sites, predator control, minimization of
human disturbance, and control of off-road vehicle access (FWS 1988, 1995;
Patterson et al. 1990; Dyer 1993; Haig and Plissner 1993; Sidle and Kirsch 1993;
Cox et al. 1994).
Piping plovers spend 7 to 8 months associated with their wintering areas
(Haig and Oring 1985). The factors listed above can substantially affect their
survival and recovery. Aside from piping plovers, wintering areas are also used
by many other shorebirds.
In Florida, the focus of piping plover management has been the protection of
specific wintering sites. The GFC can provide short-term protection by
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designating such sites as “critical wildlife areas,” a designation that affords some
protection from disturbance and destruction with limited enforcement
opportunities. At least one important wintering site in Collier County, Florida,
has been designated as a critical wildlife area.
Another method for conserving piping plover populations is through land
acquisition. A small key on the western end of the Seven-mile bridge in the lower
Florida Keys, known as Ohio Key, is one such site that has been acquired by the
FWS.
Additional surveys to locate other important wintering areas and analyze the
essential components of those areas are needed. Once located, mechanisms to
protect and enhance those areas must be implemented, such as the regulatory
process under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (Sidle et al. 1991).
The Atlantic Coast Revised Recovery Plan projects recovery by 2010 with
the implementation of all the identified recovery actions. The Great Lakes and
Northern Great Plains Recovery Plan does not identify a projected date for
reclassification of the Great Lakes population to threatened status or recovery of
the Great Plains population.
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Recovery for the
Piping Plover
Charadrius melodus
Recovery Objective: DELIST.
South Florida Contribution: ASSIST in the long-term maintenance of wintering habitat,
sufficient in quantity, quality, and distribution to maintain survival rates for a 2,000-pair population.
Recovery Criteria
The objective of this recovery plan is to support and contribute to the recovery of all populations of the
piping plover through fulfillment of Criterion 5 in the Atlantic Coast Piping Plover Revised Recovery Plan
(FWS 1996). This criterion identifies the need to maintain wintering habitat sufficient in quantity and quality
to maintain survival of the Atlantic Coast population of piping plovers. Florida provides only wintering
habitat, so no objectives related to reproductive success may be identified. Once wintering ecological needs
are identified, measurable criteria may be defined for wintering populations of the piping plover in Florida.

Species-level Recovery Actions
S1.

Determine the distribution and abundance of wintering piping plovers in Florida by
surveying beaches and other suitable habitat to determine additional wintering sites.
Only 63 percent of the known adult population has ever been accounted for during the winter
period. Suitable habitat should be surveyed in a manner consistent with the Atlantic Coast
Piping Plover Revised Recovery Plan (FWS 1996).

S2.

Protect and enhance the wintering population in Florida by managing human use of
beaches important to piping plovers. Human disturbance disrupts foraging and loafing
patterns of wintering plovers. In addition, other human uses may limit suitable habitat for
plovers by rendering some areas unusable. The effects of human activities on piping plovers
have been investigated, but are not entirely understood.

S3.

Conduct research on the wintering ecology of piping plovers in Florida.
S3.1.

Investigate the wintering ecology of piping plovers. Research on the Texas coast
will provide valuable information on piping plover wintering ecology. However, the
Texas coastal system is complex, and habitat selection and use may be somewhat
different from other areas along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. Possible research sites
include: Ohio Key/Woman’s Key/Boca Grande Key in the Florida Keys; Marco
Island/Sand Dollar Island in Collier County; and Estero Island, Cayo Costa State
Park, North Captiva Island, Bunches Beach in Lee County.
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S3.2.

Determine the spatial and temporal use of wintering habitat. Analysis of data
from aerial photographs using computerized GIS may provide insight about the
relative importance of the juxtaposition of roosting and foraging habitat (i.e., how
far will plovers travel between foraging and roosting sites). Time budget analyses
and observations of marked birds may also yield more information on the spatial and
temporal (tidal, year-to-year, wind-influenced) use of habitat, whether or not there
are prime and alternate feeding and roosting sites, and importance of sites during
weather and tidal extremes.

S3.3.

Investigate the effects of human disturbance on wintering plovers. The degree to
which human disturbance and off-road vehicles affect the distribution, habitat use,
energetics, and survival of wintering piping plovers needs further study; investigation
of the mechanisms by which human activities affect the birds is also needed.

Monitor known and potential wintering sites. Recent wintering surveys have identified
many new wintering sites, but there is a need for better information about spatial and
temporal use patterns, habitat trends, and threats. This can be advanced through a continuing
monitoring program.
S4.1.

Monitor abundance and distribution of known wintering plovers through
periodic wintering surveys. A comprehensive rangewide survey (i.e., International
Census) of wintering sites patterned after Haig and Plissner (1993) should be
conducted at intervals of not more than 5 years to assess population trends, discover
additional wintering sites, and determine relative site importance. Major wintering
sites along both the Atlantic and Gulf coasts should be surveyed annually to provide
additional information on site importance and to assess population fluctuations on a
site-by-site basis.

S4.2.

Monitor human use of piping plover wintering sites. Develop a program to
monitor human use of important wintering piping plover sites. This information will
assist agencies in determining the appropriate management of these sites.

Implement public information and education programs. The Atlantic Coast Piping Plover
Revised Recovery Plan (FWS 1996) and the Great Lakes and Northern Great Plains Recovery
Plan (FWS 1988) identify the need for an education program and describes strategies for
disseminating this information. This education program should be implemented in South Florida
focusing on wintering habitat. Expanded efforts to increase public awareness of protection
needs of piping plovers, other rare beach species, and the beach ecosystem are needed.
S5.1.

Develop piping plover information and education materials specific to Florida
and wintering populations. These materials should be designed to reach new target
audiences, take advantage of advancing media, and stimulate continuing public
interest and awareness. In addition, all materials must be kept reasonably current
regarding the status of the species and protection efforts. At present, there is a need
to integrate more information about the role of piping plover conservation efforts in
protection of the beach ecosystem and the plight of other rare beach-dwelling
species into plover informational and educational materials.

S5.2.

Establish a network for distribution of information and education materials.
While development of information and educational materials is a major task,
distribution of these materials to target audiences requires an even larger
commitment of time and other resources.
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Habitat-level Recovery Actions
H1.

Protect essential wintering habitat by preventing habitat degradation and disturbance. All
known wintering areas are currently considered essential to piping plover conservation. Recovery
of the three breeding populations is contingent on availability of wintering habitat for more than
double the current number of piping plovers (FWS 1996). As information needed to accurately
estimate carrying capacity of wintering habitat becomes available in the future, it may be possible
to identify habitat that is not considered essential to plover conservation, but, for now, all known
wintering sites are considered essential habitat and should be protected.
H1.1.

Protect habitat from direct and indirect impacts of shoreline stabilization,
navigation projects, and development. Coastal development projects should be
carefully assessed with regard to this species. Recommendations from the FWS (under
the Endangered Species Act and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act) and/or State
agencies should focus on avoiding or minimizing adverse effects to wintering habitat.
Where adverse effects cannot be avoided, agencies should document potential impacts
so that cumulative effects on this species’ habitat can be assessed.

H1.2.

Utilize the section 7 consultation process to minimize the effects of Federal
actions (beach renourishment, coastal armoring) on piping plover wintering
habitat. Apprise resource and regulatory agencies of population status and threats to
wintering piping plovers and their habitats. Periodic workshops should be held to
inform resource management and regulatory agencies about threats, research and
management needs, etc. A coordinated approach to conservation of plover wintering
areas should be encouraged.

H1.3.

Protect wintering habitat from disturbance by recreationists and their pets.
More information about the mechanisms and effects of disturbance on wintering
plovers and their habitat is needed. As information becomes available, it should be
incorporated into conservation efforts since wintering sites in Florida currently face
their greatest threats from human disturbance.

H1.4.

Protect piping plovers and their wintering habitat from contamination and
degradation due to oil or chemical spills. Contamination from oil or chemical spills
or leaks poses a significant threat to wintering piping plovers. Efforts must be made
to minimize the likelihood of such events in the vicinity of plover wintering areas.
Oil/chemical spill emergency response plans should provide for protection of known
plover wintering areas, as should State plover, shorebird, or coastal ecosystem
protection plans. In the event of a spill in the vicinity of a known piping plover
wintering area, surveys should be conducted and efforts should be made to prevent
oil/chemicals from reaching plover use areas, and restoration efforts should begin
expeditiously. If piping plovers or their habitats are damaged by an oil/chemical spill
or leak, appropriate claims should be filed under the Natural Resource Damage
Assessment regulations to recover damages and undertake relevant restoration work.

H1.5.

Provide for long-term protection of wintering habitat, including agreements
with landowners and habitat acquisition. Wintering areas deemed important
(essential) should be protected through management plans and/or written agreements.
Conservation easements and acquisition of wintering sites should be considered.
Priority should be afforded to important sites facing the most imminent threats of
permanent habitat loss or degradation.
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Compile management guidelines for wintering piping plovers. Use the
information and data obtained under S3 and H2 to develop management guidelines
that can be used by Federal, State, and local governments as well as private entities
to implement conservation actions for wintering piping plovers.

Conduct research on wintering habitat.
H2.1.

Characterize wintering habitat. Research is needed to identify winter foraging and
roosting habitat characteristics in Florida. Features should be identified on both the
local (e.g., substrate type) and landscape level (e.g., the availability or diversity of
microhabitats in coastal complexes). Information on habitat characteristics and use
will help in locating new and protecting existing wintering sites.

H2.2.

Identify factors limiting the quantity and quality of habitat or its use by piping
plovers at specific wintering sites. Potential direct and indirect threats to wintering
plovers and their habitat have been identified, but a better understanding of the exact
mechanisms and degree of impacts on the birds is needed. Some of this information
will be obtained through formal scientific investigations (discussed in S3 of specieslevel recovery actions), but much information can and should be acquired through
monitoring the response of habitat and birds to various factors, including natural
coastal formation processes, dredging and other channel maintenance, beach
renourishment, and recreational activities. Careful documentation of all observations
is a key component of such monitoring. Opportunities to incorporate monitoring into
plans for Federal activities subject to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, such
as dredging and discharges regulated by the COE, should be sought. For example, a
1994 biological opinion regarding the reopening of Packery Channel, between
Mustang and North Padre Islands, Texas, recommended that the COE conduct preand post-project monitoring of the area’s tidal amplitude, size of intertidal flats,
salinity, vegetation, and invertebrate populations.

H2.3.

Evaluate impacts of artificial inlet closure and other beach stabilization projects
on piping plover wintering habitat suitability. Piping plovers nest and forage in
storm-maintained habitats, including sandspits, overwashes, and blowouts, and the
species’ survival and recovery as well as the well-being of other early succession
beach-dwelling species is dependent on the maintenance and perpetuation of these
habitat characteristics. Beach stabilization projects, such as renourishment and coastal
armoring are sometimes implemented despite their deleterious effects on plovers and
sea turtles. Additional information is needed to more fully determine the type, extent,
and duration of impacts from these types of coastal modifications and to facilitate
more complete analysis of impacts on wintering piping plovers. Such studies should
also seek to define possible project modifications that will minimize adverse impacts
on piping plovers, other Federally threatened species, and the beach ecosystem.
Studies may also facilitate creation and enhancement of wintering habitat to mitigate
unavoidable adverse effects of artificial beach stabilization.

Monitor and manage wintering and migration areas to maximize survival and
recruitment into the breeding population. The probability of persistence of Atlantic Coast
and Great Plains piping plover populations are highly sensitive to changes in survival rates.
Since piping plovers spend 55 to 80 percent of their annual cycle associated with wintering
areas, factors that affect their well-being on the wintering grounds can substantially affect their
survival and recovery. Piping plover wintering areas are also used by many other shorebirds;
their protection will contribute to the conservation of a richly diverse and important ecosystem.
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The Recovery Team recommends integrating the monitoring and protection tasks
specified below into a State action plan for the piping plover. A State action plan that
includes all shorebirds or entire coastal systems may be an effective vehicle for piping plover
protection. The State action plan should identify several specific needs: (1) monitoring--a
program to monitor the size of the wintering population of piping plovers should be
developed. This monitoring program could be derived from several index beaches or areas to
provide a qualitative measure of population fluctuations; (2) identification of protection and
management needs--management plans should be developed and implemented for wintering
beaches that have special management needs or special management conflicts; (3) education
needs--the need for meetings or workshops to train personnel from regulatory agencies on the
needs of piping plovers on their wintering grounds should be conducted in Florida. For example,
a 1991 workshop was held in North Carolina specifically for representatives of the regulatory
agencies to inform them of the plover’s habitat needs and ecology, and requirements to protect
and consult on this species; (4) recognition of important sites--a mechanism for providing
special recognition or designation of sites that are critical for the survival and recovery of
piping plovers should be developed and implemented.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Current Status : The Great Lakes population of piping plovers was listed as endangered under
provisions of the U.S. Endangered Species Act on January 10, 1986. Critical habitat was
designated on the Great Lakes breeding grounds on May 7, 2001 and for all populations of piping
plovers on the wintering grounds on July 10, 2001. The Great Lakes population had declined from
a historic size of several hundred breeding pairs to 17 at the time of listing. From 1986-2002, the
population fluctuated between 12 and 51 breeding pairs, with breeding areas remaining largely
confined to Michigan. The restricted breeding range of this population creates a gap in the
distribution of piping plovers across North America, with the Great Lakes population isolated from
the two other breeding populations (Atlantic and Northern Great Plains). The current size of the
Great Lakes population makes it extremely vulnerable to chance demographic and environmental
events that could extirpate the species from the Great Lakes region.
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors : In the Great Lakes region, piping plovers breed
and raise young mainly on sparsely vegetated beaches, cobble pans, and sand spits of glaciallyformed sand dune ecosystems along the Great Lakes shoreline. Wintering grounds range from
North Carolina to Florida and along the Florida Gulf Coast to Texas, Mexico, and the Caribbean
Islands. On the wintering grounds, piping plovers forage and roost along barrier and mainland
beaches, sand, mud, and algal flats, washover passes, salt marshes, and coastal lagoons. Threats
to populations and habitat are similar on the breeding and wintering ranges. Habitat destruction
and degradation are pervasive and have reduced physically suitable habitat. Human disturbance
and predators further reduce breeding and wintering habitat quality and affect survival.
Contaminants, as well as genetic and geographic consequences of small population size, pose
additional threats to piping plover survival and reproduction.
Recovery Objective: To restore and maintain a viable population (95% or greater chance of
persisting 100 years) to the Great Lakes region and remove the Great Lakes population from the
list of Threatened and Endangered Species by 2020.
Recovery Strategy: To increase average fecundity, protect essential breeding and wintering
habitat, increase genetic diversity to levels needed to maintain population persistence, increase
public education and outreach, and establish and maintain funding mechanisms and partnerships
for long-term protection and management.
Recovery Criteria:
Reclassification from endangered to threatened when:
1.

2.

3.

the population has increased to at least 150 pairs (300 individuals), for at
least 5 consecutive years, with at least 100 breeding pairs (200 individuals)
in Michigan and 50 breeding pairs (100 individuals) distributed among sites
in other Great Lakes states,
five-year average fecundity is within the range of 1.5-2.0 fledglings per pair,
per year, across the breeding distribution, and ten-year population projections
indicate the population is stable or continuing to grow above the recovery goal,
ensure protection and long-term maintenance of essential breeding and wintering
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habitat, sufficient in quantity, quality, and distribution to support the recovery goal of
150 pairs (300 individuals), and
4. genetic diversity within the population is deemed adequate for population
persistence and can be maintained over the long-term.
Delisting when the above criteria are met, plus:
5. agreements and funding mechanisms are in place for long-term protection and
management activities in essential breeding and wintering habitat.
Actions Needed:
1. Protect the Great Lakes piping plover breeding population and manage breeding habitat to
maximize survival and fecundity,
2. Protect wintering piping plovers and manage habitat to promote survival and recruitment,
3. Identify and protect migration habitat outside of wintering range,
4. Conduct scientific research to facilitate recovery efforts,
5. Develop and implement public education and outreach,
6. Develop partnerships and additional funding mechanisms,
7. Develop emergency methods to prevent extirpation, and
8. Review progress toward recovery and revise recovery tasks as appropriate.
Estimated cost of recovery for FY 2004-2008 (in $1000s): Details are found in the
Implementation Schedule.
Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

450.5

122.5

15

203

33

2005

403.5

122.5

10

173

2006-08

1000.5

367.5

30

TOTAL

1854.5

612.5

55

Fiscal
Year
2004

Task 1

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Task 8

6

40

3

873

1

6

35

3

754

279

65

6

75

9

1832

655

99

18

150

15

3459

TOTAL

Date of Recovery: Contingent on various factors and vigorous implementation of recovery
actions, full recovery of this species could occur in 2020.
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DISCLAIMER

Recovery plans delineate reasonable actions that are believed to be required to recover
and/or protect listed species. Plans published by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) are
sometimes prepared with the assistance of recovery teams, contractors, state agencies, and other
affected and interested parties. Recovery teams serve as independent advisors to the USFWS.
Plans are reviewed by the public and submitted for additional peer review before they are adopted
by the USFWS. Plan objectives and funds are subject to budgetary and other constraints
affecting the parties involved, as well as the need to address other priorities. Recovery plans do
not obligate other parties to undertake specific tasks and may not represent the views or the
official positions or approval of any individuals or agencie s involved in the plan formulation, other
than the USFWS. They represent the official position of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service only
after they have been signed by the Regional Director as approved. Approved recovery plans are
subject to modification as dictated by new findings, changes in species status, and the completion
of recovery tasks.
By approving this document, the Regional Director certifies that data used in its
development represent the best scientific and commercial data available at the time of writing.
Copies of all documents reviewed in development of the plan are available in the administrative
record, located at the East Lansing Field Office, Michigan.

Literature Citation:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2003. Recovery Plan for the Great Lakes Piping Plover
(Charadrius melodus). Ft. Snelling, Minnesota. viii + 141 pp.

Additional copies of this plan can be obtained from:
Fish and Wildlife Reference Service
5430 Grosvenor Lane, Suite 110
Bethesda, Maryland 20184-2158
(800) 582-3421 or (301) 492-6403
http://fa.r9.fws.gov/r9fwrs/
TTY users may contact the Fish and Wildlife Reference Service through the Federal Relay
Service at (800) 877-8339.
Document costs vary depending on the number of pages.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The piping plover (Charadrius melodus) was listed on January 10, 1986, under
provisions of the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (USFWS 1985).
Piping plovers breed only in North America in three geographic regions: beaches of the Atlantic
Coast, shorelines of the Great Lakes, and along alkali wetlands and major rivers of the
Northern Great Plains (Figure 1). Though declining, the Northern Great Plains breeding
population remains the largest, numbering 2,953 adults during a 2001 census (Ferland and Haig
2002). The same census effort in 2001 found the Atlantic Coast population consisted of 2,920
adults, a 78% increase from 1991. The Great Lakes population remains extremely imperiled.
Only 72 adults were recorded during the 2001 census. While increasing from the 48 adults
recorded during the 1996 census, the range of the Great Lakes population has not expanded to
narrow the current gap among the three breeding populations that potentially inhibits interregional gene flow (Haig and Oring 1985; Plissner and Haig 1997). The three breeding
populations are recognized and treated separately in the Final Rule (USFWS 1985) listing the
piping plover across its range: the American Atlantic and Northern Great Plains populations are
classified as threatened and the Great Lakes population as endangered. Piping plovers from the
three breeding populations winter in coastal areas of the United States from North Carolina to
Texas. They also winter along the coast of eastern Mexico and on Caribbean islands from
Barbados to Cuba and the Bahamas (Haig 1992). Piping plovers on migration and in wintering
areas are considered threatened under the ESA. Critical habitat was designated for the Great
Lakes breeding population on May 7, 2001 (USFWS 2001a), and for all three populations of
piping plovers on the wintering grounds on July 10, 2001 (USFWS 2001b). The Great Lakes
piping plover population has been assigned a 2C (high degree of threat and recovery potential)
recovery priority (USFWS 2002).
In 1986, recovery teams were appointed to develop recovery plans for the Atlantic
Coast and the Great Lakes/Northern Great Plains breeding populations. These teams worked
together with the two Canadian recovery teams to produce draft recovery plans for the Atlantic
Coast and Great Lakes/Great Plains populations (USFWS 1988a, 1988b; Canadian Wildlife
Service 1993). In 1994, the Great Lakes/Northern Great Plains team released a draft revised
recovery plan for public comment. Subsequently, the Service decided the two inland
populations would benefit from separate recovery plans. This recovery plan for the Great
Lakes population reviews progress toward recovery and outlines a strategy to achieve full
recovery.
A. Ecosystem Implications of Piping Plover Protection
The Great Lakes basin has been identified as a refuge for a diversity of globally rare
species and ecosystems (TNC 1994).
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Figure 1. Piping plover breeding and wintering distribution (Ferland and Haig 2002).
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Of the globally significant biodiversity elements that occur entirely or largely within the Great
Lakes basin, nearly 30% are associated with coastal shore systems. Unique natural
communities of the coastal shore region include dunes, interdunal wetlands, jack pine (Pinus
banksiana) barrens and sand beaches. Many piping plover breeding beaches harbor rare dune
features or provide habitat for other species of special status such as the federally listed
Houghton's goldenrod (Solidago houghtonii), Pitcher’s thistle (Cirsium pitcheri), and dwarf
lake iris (Iris lacustris), as well as the state listed Lake Huron locust (Trimerotropis
huroniana), among others. Adequately protecting Great Lakes piping plover breeding habitat
may safeguard a significant proportion of shoreline biodiversity (Cuthbert et al. 1998).
Similarly, wintering sites of the piping plover are located in sensitive coastal ecosystems that
provide habitat for endangered or threatened plants and animals, such as seabeach amaranth
(Amaranthus pumilus) and loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta).
Habitat alterations such as marina construction, erosion control measures, and
residential development affect the dynamic nature of the beach ecosystem by altering sediment
patterns and hydrology, and inhibiting dune formation. These actions may degrade or destroy
habitat for all the above species (USFWS 1996, 1997; Cuthbert et al. 1998). Off-road
vehicles (ORVs) and high levels of foot traffic may erode dunes and result in direct mortality by
trampling (Bowles et al. 1990; USFWS 1997). Other rare or sensitive species often benefit
from piping plover protection efforts, at least for limited time periods while plovers are present.
However, some piping plover management activities, such as re-routing of foot traffic around
piping plover nest sites (and sometimes over sensitive dunes) or habitat enhancement through
vegetation removal, may be detrimental to these species if these activities are not considered
adequately during management planning. Given the imperiled nature of beach ecosystems, both
within the Great Lakes region and along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, an ecosystem approach to
conservation will benefit both piping plovers and other inhabitants of coastal ecosystems.
B. Description and Taxonomy
The piping plover (Figure 2), named for its melodic call, is a small North American
shorebird approximately 17 cm (6.7 in) in length (Palmer 1967) that weighs 40-65 g (1.4-2.3
oz) and has a wing span measuring about 38 cm (15 in) (Haig 1992). Light sand-colored upper
plumage and white undersides blend in well with the piping plover’s principal beach habitats.
During the breeding season, the legs and bill are bright orange and the bill has a black tip. Other
distinctive markings include a single black band across the upper breast and a smaller black
band across the forehead. In adult females, the breast band is often thin or incomplete, and
plumage is frequently duller than in adult males (Wilcox 1959; Haig 1992). During winter, the
legs pale, the bill turns black, and darker markings are lost. Chicks have speckled gray, buff,
brown, and white down. The coloration of fledged young resembles that of adults in winter.
Juveniles acquire adult plumage the spring after they fledge (Prater et al. 1977).
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Figure 2. Piping plover adult and chick (drawing by Zickefoose)
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Ornithologists have long debated the designation of two subspecies, C. m. melodus (Atlantic
Coast) and C. m. circumcinctus (inland birds). Moser (1942) argued the distinction based on
differences in the extent and brightness of the breast bands on inland and coastal birds,
facilitating acceptance of two subspecies by the American Ornithologists’ Union (AOU) (1945).
Wilcox (1959) reported breast bands of variable extent in piping plovers on Long Island, New
York, and did not find significant differences in morphological measurements of birds from
different regions. Although electrophoretic analyses did not indicate genetic differences among
populations in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and New Brunswick as well as North Dakota and
Minnesota (Haig and Oring 1988a), the AOU (1957, 1983) maintains the subspecies
designations. Additional genetic studies of the populations are underway. Preliminary results
suggest genetic differences may be present between the populations that were not revealed in
the original studies.
C. Life History and Ecology
In the Great Lakes region, piping plovers breed and raise young on the shores of the
Great Lakes. They migrate along an unknown flight path to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of
southern North America and Central America.
1. Breeding Chronology and Behavior
Piping plovers are migratory shorebirds that spend approximately 3-4 months a year on
breeding grounds. In the Great Lakes region, birds begin arriving on breeding grounds in late
April, and most nests are initiated by mid to late May (Pike 1985). Courtship behavior includes
aerial displays, digging of several nest scrapes, and a ritualized stone-tossing display (Cairns
1977, 1982; Haig 1992). Finished nest cups are shallow depressions approximately 6 cm (2.3
in) in diameter and 2 cm (0.8 in) deep, usually lined with light-colored pebbles and shell
fragments less than 1 cm (0.4 in) in diameter (Pike 1985; Perles 1995). Nest territories are
actively defended by both adults. Females lay an egg approximately every other day; clutches
are complete at three or four eggs. Both sexes share incubation duties that last 25-31 days
(Wilcox 1959; Cairns 1977; Prindiville 1986; Wiens 1986; Haig and Oring 1988b). Adults
may re-nest up to four times if nests are destroyed (USFWS 1988b), but in the Great Lakes
region, they usually re-nest only once per breeding season (Wemmer 2000).
At Great Lakes nesting sites, eggs typically hatch from late May to late July (Lambert
and Ratcliff 1981; Pike 1985). Precocial chicks usually hatch within one half to one day of each
other and are able to feed themselves within a few hours. Brooding responsibilities are shared
by both parents, although females may desert broods as soon as 1-2 weeks after eggs hatch
(Haig 1992; Sharyn Howard, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, pers. comm., 1996).
Adults and chicks rely on their cryptic coloration to avoid predators. Adults also use distraction
displays (feigning injury, false brooding) to lure intruders away from their territories (Cairns
1977; Pike 1985). In Michigan, chicks fledge approximately 21-30 days after hatching
(Wemmer 2000). Although piping plovers typically produce one brood per year, they have
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produced two broods at some Atlantic Coast sites (Bottitta 1997) and in the Great Lakes (J.
Stucker, Research Fellow, University of Minnesota, pers. comm., 2001). Breeding adults
depart nesting grounds in the Great Lakes as early as mid-July, but the majority depart by midAugust (Wemmer 2000). Juveniles usually depart a few weeks later than adults, and most
disperse by late August.
2. Foraging and Diet
Piping plovers feed primarily on exposed beach substrates by pecking for invertebrates
one centimeter (0.4 in) or less below the surface (Cairns 1977; Whyte 1985). Diet generally
consists of invertebrates, including insects, marine worms, crustaceans, and mollusks (Haig
1992). The endangered and threatened status of piping plover populations precludes collection
of birds for gizzard/stomach content analyses. Opportunistic salvage of dead piping plovers and
fecal analysis have provided information on diet preferences. Bent (1929) reported the eggs
and larvae of flies (Diptera) and beetles (Coleoptera), as well as crustaceans (Crustacea),
mollusks (Mollusca), and other small marine animals in the stomachs of four piping plovers from
Alabama. Fecal analysis revealed that piping plovers in a marine environment prey
predominantly on rove beetles (Staphylinidae), snout beetles (Curculionidae), and flies (Shaffer
and Laporte 1994). Cuthbert et al. (1999) identified freshwater prey in gizzards of four dead
piping plovers salvaged from a breeding area in Grand Marais, Michigan. These chicks
consumed insects from 16 different families and 6 orders; the most common orders were wasps
and bees (Hymenoptera), beetles, and flies.
Most foraging is diurnal, but piping plovers in New Jersey have been observed feeding
at night with reduced intensity during the breeding season (Staine and Burger 1994). The time
adults devote to foraging may increase during the incubation period and after chicks fledge;
adults incubating or caring for chicks may spend less time foraging than birds that have lost their
broods (Burger 1991). Behavioral observations of piping plovers on the wintering grounds
suggest that they spend the majority of their time foraging (Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990a;
K.L. Drake 1999; K.R. Drake 1999). Time spent foraging by piping plovers wintering in
Alabama dominated diurnal activities during all months from September through April and was
highest in December (Johnson and Baldassarre 1988).
Piping plovers use numerous areas within breeding and wintering habitats for foraging,
including wet sand in the wash zone, intertidal ocean beach, wrack lines, washover passes, mud,
sand and algal flats, and shorelines of streams, ephemeral ponds, lagoons, and salt marshes
(Powell 1991; Hoopes et al. 1992; Loegering 1992; Zonick et al. 1998). Areas used by piping
plovers for foraging depend on availability of habitat types, prey abundance, stage of breeding
cycle, and human disturbance (Cross 1990; Burger 1991; Loegering and Fraser 1995; Zonick
et al. 1998). Several studies on the Atlantic Coast indicate that foraging habitat and food
resources ultimately affect piping plover survival. In Maryland, chick survival was related to
brood access to quality foraging habitats (Loegering and Fraser 1995). Goldin and Regosin
(1998) found that chicks foraging in Rhode Island mudflats were more likely to survive than
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chicks foraging in other habitats. In New York, chicks preferred ephemeral pools, where
arthropod abundance was greater than in other foraging habitats. Chick survival was also higher
in areas containing ephemeral pools (Elias et al. 2000)
3. Breeding Distribution, Population Trends, and Reproductive Success
Piping plovers once nested on Great Lakes beaches in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Ontario, Canada (Figure 3).
Russell (1983) reviewed historic records and estimated pre-settlement populations based on
these accounts and his knowledge of historically suitable habitat. Russell’s estimates may be
high for some Great Lakes states (S. Matteson, biologist, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, Madison, pers. comm., 1988), but no other historic estimates are available for the
Great Lakes population. Russell estimated a total population of 492-682 breeding pairs in the
Great Lakes region in the late 1800s. Michigan may have had 215 pairs or more; Ontario and
Illinois likely supported the next largest populations (152-162 and 125-130, respectively).
Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin were estimated to have 100 or fewer breeding pairs each, and
Minnesota, New York, and Pennsylvania fewer than 30.
Piping plovers were extirpated from Great Lakes beaches in Illinois, Indiana, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Ontario by the late 1970s (Russell 1983), although occasional
nesting has occurred since then. Few piping plovers nested in Wisconsin after the 1970s, and
no nests were found in the state between 1983 and 1997 (S. Matteson, pers. comm., 1998).
Similarly, the small number of pairs that nested in Duluth Harbor, Minnesota, had abandoned
the area by 1986 (B. Eliason, biologist, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, pers.
comm., 1999). In 1977, the Great Lakes population was estimated at 31 nesting pairs
(Lambert and Ratcliff 1979) but declined to approximately 17 pairs by 1985 (USFWS 1985).
When the piping plover was listed as endangered in 1986, the Great Lakes population nested
exclusively at a few sites on the northeastern shore of Lake Michigan and southeastern shore of
Lake Superior in Michigan, the state with the most habitat remaining.
Between 1986 and 2002, nests were recorded at 34 breeding sites in 12 counties in
Michigan and two counties in Wisconsin (Figure 4). A breeding site represents a contiguous
area of shoreline habitat supporting a nesting location or collection of locations or “nest sites”.
During different stages of the breeding season, piping plovers use different zones of breeding
areas for foraging, nesting, brood rearing, and pre-migratory flocking. In the Great Lakes
region, breeding sites are located on bay beaches, sand spits or islands; sites are either discrete
areas bounded by geomorphological or artificial features or areas located within continuous
habitat.
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Figure 3. Piping plover historical breeding sites in the Great Lakes. Solid circles indicate nest records; open circles indicate sighting record.
Locations for Michigan sites based on Cottrille (1957) and Lambert and Ratcliff (1979); sites in other states based on information in Russell
(1983). Locations of some sites are not exact.
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Figure 4. Piping plover breeding sites in the Great Lakes, 1986-2002.
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From 1984 – 2001, the Great Lakes piping plover population ranged from 12 to 32
breeding pairs (Figure 5). In 2002, 51 pairs (50 pairs in Michigan, 1 pair in Wisconsin) were
observed nesting in the Great Lakes (Figure 5). Although this is a substantial increase in
population size compared to the previous years, the species remains critically endangered.
Reproductive success has also fluctuated among years (Figure 6) and may be negatively
correlated with increases in lake levels (Wemmer 2000). In recent years, the Great Lakes
population has gradually increased and expanded to the south and east in Michigan and to the
west with pairs breeding in Wisconsin. One quarter and one third of all breeding pairs nested in
the Sleeping Bear Dunes area (Leelanau and Benzie Cos., Michigan) in 1997 and 1998,
respectively (Wemmer et al. 1997; Stucker et al. 1998). By 2002, the Sleeping Bear Dunes
area contained 25% of the breeding pairs in the Great Lakes. Additionally, two pairs nested at
Chequamegon Point-Long Island, Ashland County, Wisconsin in 1998 and 1999 (Matteson
and Manthey 1998; Stucker and Cuthbert 1999) and in Marinette County, Wisconsin in 2001.
4. Survival, Site Fidelity, and Dispersal
Prior to the 1990s, information on survival, fidelity to breeding areas, and dispersal was
extremely limited for the Great Lakes population (Pike 1985). Recent data from piping plovers
banded in Michigan suggest approximately a 70% adult survival rate, a similar level to that
reported for other populations (Wemmer and Cuthbert 1999; Wemmer 2000). Survival of
fledglings to first breeding (30%) falls between rates reported for populations in the Great Plains
and Atlantic Coast (Table 1). Accurately measuring survivorship is hindered by small sample
sizes, color band loss, dispersal outside monitored areas, and delay of breeding by some young
adults for one or more years. Because survival estimates affect the accuracy of population
viability models, it is important to continue to refine survival estimates through studies of banded
individuals. These models are useful for setting recovery goals and examining the impact of
alternative management strategies on population persistence.
Adult fidelity to breeding areas in other piping plover populations range from 24% to
69% (Haig and Oring 1988b). However, study areas and number of birds banded varied
widely among studies summarized by Haig and Oring (1988b; 1988c). In Michigan, adults
returned to beaches where they nested previously approximately 65% of the time. In Manitoba
and Minnesota, site fidelity was apparently not related to sex or reproductive success (Haig and
Oring 1988b; Wiens and Cuthbert 1988); however, in Michigan, site fidelity was correlated
with previous reproductive success with males more faithful to breeding areas than females
(Wemmer 2000). Distances between successive nests in Michigan have ranged from 0.2 - 180
km (0.1 - 111.8 mi) (Wemmer 2000). The longest distance between successive nests recorded
for individuals from this population was 595 km (370 mi): an adult that nested on Long Point,
Ontario (Lake Erie) was recaptured the following year breeding on Waugoshance Point,
Michigan (Pike 1985). Most young return to nest at sites distant from natal areas.
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Figure 5. Breeding pair estimates for Great Lakes piping plover, 1984-2002.
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Figure 6. Reproductive success estimates for the Great Lakes piping plover, 1984-2002.
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Table 1. Survival rates of piping plovers (Source: Wemmer 2000)
Adults*

Fledging to adult

Location

Source

0.47-0.97 (n=47)

0.11-0.35 (n=91) Lake of the Woods, MN

Wiens 1986

0.56-0.93 (n=214)

0.14 (n=138)

North Dakota

Root et al. 1992

0.67-0.72 (n=53)

0.41 (n=29)

Assateaque Island, MD

Loegering 1992

0.74 (n=103)

0.48 (n=61)

Massachusetts

MacIvor (in USFWS 1996)

0.75-0.83

0.44

Virginia

Cross (in USFWS 1996)

0.73-0.83

0.28

Great Lakes

Wemmer 2000

*Population sizes in parentheses when available from source
The longest distance recorded between a natal site and first breeding site for this population is
360 km (224 mi), the approximate flight-line distance from Grand Marais, Michigan to Long
Island Chequamegon Point, Wisconsin (Wemmer 2000). Because adults use numerous
beaches throughout their lifetimes and many young breeders nest distant from natal areas,
preservation of historic and less frequently used areas in addition to traditional breeding sites
remains important for population persistence.
5. Nest Site Selection
Piping plovers select open, sparsely vegetated sandy habitats for nesting, foraging, and
rearing young throughout their breeding range. On Lake Michigan, piping plover nest sites
occur on sand spits or sand beaches associated with wide, unforested systems of dunes and
swales or in the flat pans located behind the primary dune (Pike 1985; Powell and Cuthbert
1992). These sand dune systems are dynamic communities formed by glacial activity 2,500 –
4,500 years ago (TNC 1994). Dominant plant species include marram grass (Ammophila
breviligulata), bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), sand cherry (Prunus pumila), willow
(Salix spp.), and creeping (Juniperus horizontalis) and common juniper (J. communis).
Michigan breeding areas on Lake Superior are generally simpler morphologically, consisting of a
single, large dune dominated by marram grass associated with a beach more than 30 m (100 ft)
wide. Nesting on both Great Lakes often occurs adjacent to rivers or ephemeral ponds (Pike
1985; Olivero 1994) that function as alternate feeding sites for chicks (Lambert and Ratcliff
1981; Wemmer, pers. obs.).
Beach width, the distance between the water’s edge and dune or contrasting habitat
edge when a dune is absent, has been shown to influence nest site selection on the Atlantic
Coast and on inland lakes in North Dakota (Burger 1987; Prindiville Gaines and Ryan 1988).
Similarly, piping plovers in Michigan construct nests in wide areas of beach (Wemmer 2000).
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Studies of several nest sites in Michigan report mean beach widths greater than 30 m (100 ft)
(Lambert and Ratcliff 1981; Powell and Cuthbert 1992; Allan 1993), but piping plover nest
sites vary widely in their physical characteristics. Wemmer (2000) and Olivero (1994)
measured characteristics of the majority of nests in Michigan from 1994–1997; beach width at
the nest ranged from 7–89 m (23-620 ft; n=81). Sparse, low-lying vegetation and cobble1 are
also important to nest site selection by piping plovers because they provide cover from
predators (Cairns 1977; Whyte 1985). The coloration of adult piping plovers and their eggs
and chicks resembles the light coloration of sand and cobble and provides camouflage against
predators. In North Dakota, Prindiville (1986) found that piping plover territories had
significantly more cobble that was more uniformly distributed than unoccupied sites. Vegetation
on the beach may function as additional escape cover from predators for piping plovers and
may help conceal the location of nests. Prindiville Gaines and Ryan (1988) found that
vegetation was more clumped within piping plover territories than in unoccupied areas.
Furthermore, territories of plovers that successfully produced young had either less vegetation
or more clumped vegetation than territories of plovers with unsuccessful nests. Faanes (1983)
suggested that visibility around the nest influenced nest site selection on rivers in Nebraska.
In Michigan, nests were located 35 m (115 ft) or more from a forest edge. Vegetative
cover around nests ranged from 0–50%, while gravel (stones with a diameter less than 0.5 cm
or 0.2 in) or cobble around the nests ranged from 0–97%. Nests of piping plovers that
successfully produced young were surrounded by significantly greater amounts of cobble and
were located on beaches that had a greater overall percentage of vegetation than nests of
unsuccessful plovers (Wemmer 2000). Nests have also been found in the following atypical
situations: 1) under a willow shrub on the primary dune, 2) 5 m (16 ft) up the steep side of a
dune blowout, 3) in narrow interdunal cobble pans more than 100 m (330 ft) from the
lakeshore, and 4) in an active gravel pit 0.5 km (0.3 mi) from shoreline (Wemmer et al. 1993,
1994, 1996, 1997; F. Cuthbert, pers. obs.). Despite the variability in nest location and
characteristics found in Michigan, piping plovers likely select optimal nesting sites that have
unsaturated habitat at the current small population size and low nesting density. During
population expansion, piping plovers will likely use areas now regarded as sub-optimal or
marginal habitat.
While physical characteristics of nest microhabitats are well documented for the Great
Lakes population, information on size and characteristics of nesting and brood rearing territories
remains scarce. Brood home range is highly variable (Shutt 1996; Fadroski 1998) as observed
elsewhere; broods on the Atlantic Coast have been observed utilizing habitat greater than 1000
m (3300 ft) from nest sites (USFWS 1996). Home range size may be influenced by a number
of factors including age of chicks, physical dimensions and features of the habitat, foraging
opportunities, presence of other territorial piping plovers, and human disturbance (Jones 1997).
1

For the purposes of this Recovery Plan, “cobble” is defined as light colored stones having a diameter
between 1 cm (0.4 in) and 10 cm (4 in).
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6. Breeding Habitat Availability
Physical habitat2 is shoreline that meets the minimum physical characteristics of known
piping plover nest sites in the Great Lakes, regardless of factors such as human disturbance or
predator levels. The total amount of physical habitat likely does not limit the Great Lakes
population to its current size, but whether enough remains to support a viable population
remains uncertain. The relationship between the spatial arrangement of habitat and the needs of
breeding piping plovers also is unknown.
Habitat destruction and development have greatly reduced the amount of nesting habitat
in all states in the Great Lakes region from which piping plovers are extirpated. Human
disturbance and high predator densities compromise the quality of habitat that otherwise
currently possesses physical characteristics suitable for piping plover foraging and breeding.
Additionally, many physically suitable sites that are no longer occupied are distant from the
current breeding area, potentially limiting opportunities for recolonization. Finally, lake level
fluctuations and winter storms periodically alter the quantity and quality of habitat at individual
sites throughout the region.
Tracts of Lake Michigan shoreline in Indiana (Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore,
Porter Co.) and Illinois (Illinois Beach State Park, Lake Co.) have physical characteristics
suitable for piping plover breeding. Although the Nature Preserve at Illinois Beach State Park is
closed to human use, the present high levels of recreational use at Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore may discourage re-establishment by breeding piping plovers. Transient individuals
have frequented both Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and areas near Illinois Beach State
Park. Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore personnel annually close some areas of beach during
the migration and early nesting period to protect migrating plovers and encourage nesting.
In New York, dune habitat that once supported piping plovers still exists along eastern
Lake Ontario in New York from Salmon River to Stony Point (Oswego and Jefferson Cos.).
The Nature Conservancy has curtailed ORV use along 12 km (7.5 mi) of shoreline through
conservation easement or ownership (S. Bonnano, biologist, The Nature Conservancy, Pulaski,
New York, pers. comm., 1999), although other recreational pressures continue to affect
potential habitat. Along Lake Erie in Pennsylvania, a historic piping plover breeding site is
preserved as a Natural Area at Presque Isle State Park (Erie Co.), Pennsylvania. In addition to
recreation, a gull (Larus spp.) colony and vegetation encroachment from beach nourishment
2

Physical habitat in the Great Lakes can be characterized as beaches having 0-50% average vegetation
cover and 0-45% average cobble cover with areas where cobble cover is as high as 97%. Nesting has
occurred in areas with a minimum beach width of 7 m (23 ft)(Wemmer 2000), a minimum shoreline length of
0.4 km (0.25 mi) and a minimum area, including open dunes, of 1.97 ha (4.87 ac)(Olivero 1994; Wemmer
2000).
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presently threaten the quality of this site as piping plover nesting habitat (C. Copeyon, biologist,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, State College, Pennsylvania, pers. comm., 1999). Two Lake
Erie beaches in Ohio, Sheldon Marsh State Nature Preserve (Erie Co.) and Headlands Dunes
State Nature Preserve (Lake Co.), presently have physical habitat for piping plover nesting.
Predation, recreation, and beach erosion may limit the suitability of these sites. Ohio
Department of Natural Resources is currently attempting to reduce these threats at Sheldon
Marsh (G. Obermiller, preserve manager, Sheldon Marsh, Ohio Department of Natural
Resources, and J. Windus, biologist, Ohio Department of Natural Resources, pers. comm.,
1998). Transient piping plovers were recorded there in 1999.
Depending on lake levels, an additional 5-25 km (3-15 mi) of Lake Erie shoreline on
Long Point, Ontario is physically suitable nesting habitat for a potential 15-20 breeding pairs,
but efforts are needed to control very high predator activity if piping plovers attempt to nest at
this site (J. McCracken, Program Manager, Bird Studies Canada, Long Point Observatory,
Port Rowan, Ontario, pers. comm., 1999). However, Canada has not specified a recovery
goal for the Canadian Great Lakes, and our recovery goal is not dependant on a Canadian
population. A transient plover was observed on Long Point in 2000 and 2001. Several of the
nearly 9 km of beach at the Pinery Provencial Park on Lake Huron contain suitable nesting
habitat, however, human disturbance is a potential problem that would need to be managed.
Western and Great Duck Islands in Lake Huron each contain approximately 1 km of physically
suitable habitat. These sites are remote, so human disturbance is unlikely to be problematic,
however, little is known about predator activity on the island (Elizabeth Price, graduate student,
University of Minnesota, pers. comm., 2002).
Matteson and Strand (1988) provided an overview of availability of habitat in
Wisconsin for nesting piping plovers. They indicated historic nesting habitat on Lake Michigan
south of Kenosha (Kenosha Co.) and at Lilly Bay (Door Co.) has been compromised by urban
development, high water levels, and/or recreational pressure. Point Beach State Forest
(Manitowoc Co.) and Whitefish Dunes State Park (Door Co.) have suitable habitat; some areas
of the beaches are wide (greater than 20 m or 66 ft) but high levels of human disturbance may
discourage nesting by piping plovers unless properly managed. Harrington Beach State Park
(Ozaukee Co.), Kohler-Andrea State Park (Sheboygan Co.) and Seagull Bar (Marinette Co.)
are no longer regularly occupied by piping plovers because of narrow beaches and/or human
disturbance although a single pair of plovers nested at Seagull Bar in 2001. On Lake Superior,
Long Island/Chequamegon Point (Ashland Co.), the only area in Wisconsin supporting regularly
occurring nesting piping plovers since the 1970s, is currently the least disturbed habitat in the
state. In 1998, approximately 4 km (2.5 mi) of wide sand and cobble beach existed. This
beach may be capable of supporting 10-20 nesting pairs (Matteson 1996), but this may vary
annually (J. van Stappen, biologist, Apostle Islands National Lakeshore, Bayfield, Wisconsin,
pers. comm., 1998). Re-establishment of breeding plovers at Wisconsin Point and Interstate
Island (Douglas Co.) will likely require the control of gulls and vegetation to increase the amount
of suitable nesting substrate.
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Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) already manages vegetation and
gulls in some areas to maintain desirable conditions for nesting terns (F. Strand, natural resource
manager, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Brule, pers. comm., 1999). Areas
adjacent to Duluth Harbor (St. Louis Co.), Minnesota were recently used by breeding piping
plovers in the 1980s; some habitat still exists but is highly disturbed by human activity (F.
Cuthbert, professor, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, pers. comm., 1996).
Michigan has the largest amount of existing habitat for nesting piping plovers (see
Figures 3 and 4), though many former breeding sites have been lost or degraded by
development. Cottrille (1957) summarized sightings and collections made of piping plovers in
Michigan through 1956. Piping plovers were documented as occurring in 24 counties. Nesting
was recorded in 14 counties including Alcona, Alger, Benzie, Cheboygan, Charlevoix, Delta,
Emmet, Huron, Leelanau, Macomb, Monroe, Muskegon, Schoolcraft, and Tuscola. Multiple
reports of numerous individuals or nests suggest that Muskegon State Park, Manistique Beach,
Port Inland, Waugoshance Point, North Manitou Island, and Sand Point were among the major
breeding areas in the state, with up to 10 individuals recorded at each site during a single visit
(Cottrille 1957). By the time Lambert and Ratcliff surveyed more than 800 km (500 mi) of
Michigan shoreline in 1979, former piping plover breeding sites in Alcona, Benzie, Delta,
Macomb, Monroe, Muskegon, and Tuscola counties were either destroyed or abandoned.
Lambert and Ratcliff (1979) documented or inferred nesting at 14 beaches in 8 counties,
including 10 breeding areas not mentioned by Cottrille.
More recent surveys of Michigan shoreline (Nordstrom 1990; Powell and Cuthbert
1990, 1991, 1992; Germain and Struthers 1995) provide mostly qualitative information on
suitability of beaches to breeding piping plovers; studies that quantified characteristics of
breeding and/or potential habitat are scarce (Olivero 1994, Wemmer 2000). Furthermore, the
quality of habitat physically suitable for nesting may be substantially reduced by factors such as
human disturbance and predator activity. Wemmer (2000) used aerial videography and
photography and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to map breeding habitat in Michigan.
Total area and proportion of area suitable for nesting were quantified from GIS maps. Site
suitability was also ranked based on additional data on human disturbance, accessibility,
predator levels, adjacent land use, vulnerability to rising lake levels, and patterns of habitat use
and reproduction by piping plovers. This research along with previous surveys has identified
some of the breeding habitat essential to the survival and future recovery of the Great Lakes
piping plover (see Appendix A).
7. Migration
Piping plovers depart Great Lakes breeding areas from mid-July to early September
(Pike 1985; Wemmer 2000). Adult females typically depart first, followed in order by unpaired
males, males with fledglings, and unaccompanied young (Haig 1992). Piping plovers begin
arriving on the wintering grounds in July, with some late-nesting birds arriving in September. A
few individuals can be found on the wintering grounds throughout the year, but sightings are rare
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in late May, June, and early July. Migration is poorly understood, but most piping plovers
probably migrate non-stop from interior breeding areas to wintering grounds (Haig 1992).
Piping plovers begin departing the wintering grounds in mid-February, although peak migration
departure occurs in March (Haig 1992). Males and females may migrate separately, although
they arrive simultaneously at major breeding sites. Males may then disperse to satellite breeding
areas alone or accompanied by a female (Haig 1992).
Very little is known about migration routes of piping plovers. Haig and Plissner (1993)
suggested paucity of piping plover sightings at inland shorebird stopover sites may indicate
nonstop migration between the Great Lakes and the wintering grounds. Research currently
underway at the University of Minnesota indicates additional observations of inland stopover
sites have been recorded (F. Cuthbert, pers. comm., 2002). Additionally, many historic
breeding sites within the Great Lakes presently function as foraging areas for migrating piping
plovers. Transient individuals have been reported at a number of sites in Michigan as well as in
other states. Cuthbert (unpubl. data) surveyed Michigan Audubon reports through 1996 and
found spring or fall sightings of piping plovers at 24 beaches in 20 Michigan counties. Piping
plovers were recorded at beaches in Ashland, Bayfield, Brown, Dane, Dodge, Douglas,
Manitowoc, Marinette, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Vernon and Waukesha counties in
Wisconsin during a check-list study conducted from 1982–1986 (Temple and Cary 1987).
Brock (1986) summarized migration reports since 1959 from Indiana’s Lake Michigan Dunes,
and a limited survey of birding literature for Illinois revealed migratory sightings at an inland site
(Rend Lake) as late as 1992 (Robinson 1996). Further compilation of such information may
reveal important resting and foraging habitat for piping plovers migrating along the Great Lakes
and perhaps along inland migration routes as well.
8. Winter Distribution and Ecology
The wintering ranges of the three breeding populations of the piping plover overlap and
extend from North Carolina to Florida on the Atlantic Coast and from the Florida Gulf Coast
west to Texas and into Mexico, the West Indies and the Bahamas (Haig 1992). The amount of
population mixing that occurs on the wintering grounds is not known. Piping plovers banded in
Michigan have been sighted in both Atlantic and Gulf coast states, suggesting a strong eastward
component to migration and dispersal throughout the wintering range by this population (Figure
7).
Recent observations from North Carolina identified the more northern limit of the winter
range (Sidney Maddock, Center for Biological Diversity, pers. comm., 2003). Other recent
sightings of plovers banded in Michigan have been made in southern Virginia and the Bahamas
(Jennifer Stucker, University of Minnesota, pers. comm., 2003). Re-sightings of banded piping
plovers in Alabama, Louisiana, North Carolina, Florida, Michigan, and Texas indicate piping
plovers exhibit inter- as well as intra-annual fidelity to wintering sites (Johnson and Baldassarre
1988; Zonick and Ryan 1994; T. Below, biologist, National Audubon Society, Naples, Florida,
pers. comm., 1998; K.R. Drake and K.L. Drake, graduate students, Department of Wildlife,
17
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Figure 7. United States wintering locations of piping plovers banded in Michigan from 1993-2003.
This map is intended as a guide to wintering distribution and does not accurately depict breeding
locations.
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Texas A & M, College Station, pers. comm., 1999; Wemmer 2000). Related or paired
individuals may not necessarily winter in the same areas (Wemmer 2000).
Piping plovers spend up to 10 months of the year on the wintering grounds, thus
emphasizing the importance of sufficient and suitable wintering habitat. At the time initial
recovery plans were approved for this species little was known about wintering distribution or
ecology. Since then, several studies attempted to predict winter habitat use on a broad scale.
Nicholls and Baldassarre (1990b) recorded habitat types used by wintering piping plovers and
surmised that habitat heterogeneity is a more important predictor of habitat use than specific
habitat features. Building on this idea, Climo (1997) compared sites in the Gulf Coast of Florida
with and without piping plovers and used significant differences in cover types from satellite
imagery to generate predictive GIS models. The models, based on the Gulf Coast of Florida,
were not useful for predicting suitable habitat in Texas. However, the ability to generate a GIS
model to predict suitability of wintering habitat could aid conservation efforts. Only 40-63% of
the 1991, 1996 and 2001 breeding populations have been accounted for on the wintering
grounds, suggesting unidentified wintering habitat exists in or outside the U.S. (Haig and Plissner
1993; Plissner and Haig 1997; Ferland and Haig 2002).
Knowledge of winter ecology of piping plovers has also greatly increased since the
initial recovery plan was produced in 1988. Behavioral observations of piping plovers on the
wintering grounds suggest that they spend the majority of their time foraging (Nicholls and
Baldassarre 1990a; K. L. Drake 1999; K. R. Drake 1999). Primary prey for wintering plovers
includes polychaete marine worms, various crustaceans, insects, and occasionally bivalve
mollusks (Nicholls 1989; Zonick and Ryan 1996), which they peck from on top or just beneath
the surface of moist or wet sand, mud, or fine shell. In some cases, a mat of blue-green algae
may cover this substrate. When not foraging, plovers undertake various maintenance activities
including roosting, preening, bathing, aggressive encounters (with other piping plovers and other
species), and moving among available habitat locations (Zonick and Ryan 1996). The habitats
used by wintering birds include beaches, mud flats, sand flats, algal flats, and washover passes
(areas where breaks in the sand dunes result in an inlet). Individual plovers tend to return to the
same wintering sites year after year (Nicholls and Baldassarre 1990a; K. L. Drake 1999).
Wintering plovers are dependent on a mosaic of habitat patches, and move among these
patches depending on local weather and tidal conditions (K. R. Drake 1999).
Important components of intertidal flats include sand and/or mud flats with no or very
sparse emergent vegetation. In some cases, these flats may be covered or partially covered by
a mat of blue-green algae. Adjacent unvegetated or sparsely vegetated sand, mud, or algal flats
above high tide are also important, especially for roosting piping plovers. Such sites may have
debris, detritus (decaying organic matter), or micro-topographic relief (less than 50 cm (19.7 in)
above substrate surface) offering refuge from high winds and cold weather. Important
components of the beach/dune ecosystem include surf-cast algae for feeding of prey; sparsely
vegetated backbeach (beach area above mean high tide seaward of the dune line, or in cases
where no dunes exist, seaward of a delineating feature such as a vegetation line, structure, or
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road) for roosting and refuge during storms; and spits (a small point of land, especially sand,
running into water), salterns (bare sand flats in the center of mangrove ecosystems that are
found above mean high water and are only irregularly flushed with sea water (Myers and Ewel
1990) and washover areas for feeding and roosting. Washover areas are broad, unvegetated
zones with little or no topographic relief that are formed and maintained by the action of
hurricanes, storm surge, or other extreme wave action. Several of these components (sparse
vegetation, little or no topographic relief) are mimicked in artificial habitat types used less
commonly by piping plovers (e.g., dredge spoil sites).
These habitat components are a result of the dynamic geological processes that
dominate coastal landforms throughout the wintering range of piping plovers. These geologically
dynamic coastal regions are controlled by processes of erosion, accretion, succession, and sealevel change. The integrity of the habitat components depends upon daily tidal events and
regular sediment transport processes, as well as episodic, high-magnitude storm events; these
processes are associated with the formation and movement of barrier islands, inlets, and other
coastal landforms. By their nature, these features are in a constant state of change; they may
disappear, only to be replaced nearby as coastal processes act on these habitats.
In most areas, wintering piping plovers are dependent on a mosaic of sites distributed
throughout the landscape. The annual, daily, and even hourly availability of the habitat patches
is dependent on local weather and tidal conditions. For example, a single piping plover may
leave a site if it becomes inundated by a high tide or storm event or if high winds or cold
temperatures make the site unsuitable for foraging or roosting. This bird will move to other
patches within the landscape mosaic that might provide refuge from inclement weather
conditions, or that simply provide a roosting site until conditions become favorable to resume
foraging.
Zonick (2000) investigated the winter ecology of piping plovers at 18 sites along the
Texas Gulf Coast from Galveston Bay south to the Rio Grande from 1991-1994. He
determined which factors (bay and beach tidal amplitudes, climatic conditions, season, time of
day, habitat and ecosystem type, food resources, and human disturbance) most influenced
piping plover abundance and densities. Piping plovers wintering in Texas foraged preferentially
on bayshore mudflats and algal flats and used Gulf Coast beaches as secondary habitat when
bayshore habitats were inundated (Zonick and Ryan 1996). Patterns of habitat use by plovers
varied geographically along the Texas Gulf Coast with differences in habitat. The northern Gulf
Coast of Texas progresses from an estuarine bay system (Galveston Bay) with geographically
limited areas of bayshore flats through an ecotone (Mustang Island), where bay and mainland
flats are completely submerged at high tide, to a hypersaline lagoon system (Laguna Madre)
where some bayshore flats are almost continually available to plovers. Zonick’s (2000)
research suggested plovers are exposed to greater levels of human disturbance and expend
greater levels of energy at beach habitat relative to bayshore tidal flats. A multiple regression
model identified beach length and beach vehicular density as the factors most strongly
influencing the number of piping plovers at nine winter sites along the Texas Coast (Zonick and
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Ryan 1996; Zonick 2000).
During 1997 and 1998, winter movements of 49 piping plovers were monitored on
South Padre Island, Texas. Radio-transmitters and band relocations were used to estimate
home range size, determine the relationship of movements to environmental factors, and identify
important foraging and roosting habitat types (Zonick et al. 1998; K. L. Drake 1999; K. R.
Drake 1999). Plovers predominantly used algal mats and exposed sand flats of South Padre
Island for foraging and roosting, although they also utilized washover passes and Gulf Coast
sand beach, primarily when bayshore tidal flats were inundated. Thus, both habitats are
essential for plovers wintering on the Texas Gulf Coast. Habitat use varied seasonally with
greater use of algal flats in fall and spring and use of lower sand flats predominantly in winter.
Birds roosted in close proximity to foraging areas (primarily on algal mats) with intra-annual
fidelity to roost sites documented in some birds (K. L. Drake 1999). Mean home range size
was 12.6 km2 (4.9 mi2) and most plover movements were less than 5 km (3.1 mi) (Drake et al.
2001). Plovers avoided dredge spoil placement areas and rarely used habitat adjacent to
development (Zonick et al. 1998; Drake et al. 2001).
9. Population Viability 3
Plissner and Haig (2000) examined viability of all three piping plover breeding
populations using VORTEX metapopulation4 viability analysis software (Lacy et al. 1995).
They treated the Great Lakes population as a sub-population of a larger metapopulation
consisting of both Great Lakes and Northern Great Plains breeding populations. A baseline
model of the Great Lakes/Great Plains metapopulation indicated that 36% greater mean
reproductive success (an increase from 1.25 fledglings per pair to 1.70 fledglings per pair)
would result in a 95% probability of piping plovers persisting 100 years. In these simulations,
fecundity of 2.0 fledglings per pair was needed to maintain a stable trend in this metapopulation,
and even at this reproductive rate, the Great Lakes subpopulation was unlikely to persist.
Plissner and Haig (2000) assumed adult mortality of 34.0%, and juvenile mortality of 56.8%;
rates based on studies of sub-populations of the Great Plains and Atlantic breeding populations
(MacIvor 1990; Ryan et al. 1993; Melvin and Gibbs 1994). Plissner and Haig (2000),
assuming that limited dispersal occurs among breeding populations, estimated a dispersal rate of
0.01 birds per year between adjacent populations. Their model was highly sensitive to variation
in both survivorship and dispersal, parameters that are poorly understood empirically.
Wemmer et al. (2001) created a habitat-based population model to examine the effect
of habitat availability on persistence of the Great Lakes population. Model inputs were based
on data for the Great Lakes population obtained by monitoring breeding pairs and reproductive
3

Population viability is the degree to which a population is indefinitely self-sustaining.

4

Metapopulations are networks of semi-isolated populations with some level of intermittent gene flow
among them, in which individual populations may be extirpated but then be re-colonized from other
populations (Meffe and Carroll 1997).
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success from 1984–1997 and banding efforts conducted between 1993-1998. This model
assumed a closed population with no immigration or emigration. Results of model simulations
suggest the population will likely not persist for more than 25 years given current reproductive
success, nest site use patterns, and nesting densities (total available territories at observed
densities = 57). In simulations, raising mean reproductive success to 2.0 fledglings per pair for
breeding areas where reproduction is currently lower, predicted 0.80 probability of survival for
the next 100 years, but did not increase the population significantly from 35 breeding pairs. The
model suggests piping plovers must also nest at densities more than double the maximum
recorded at each of 29 breeding areas occupied since 1984 and/or colonize new or longunoccupied breeding areas for the population to reach a size where it is likely to persist.
Historic observations and increasing nest densities on the Atlantic Coast suggest that
higher nesting densities are possible in the Great Lakes region, but carrying capacity of breeding
habitat remains very difficult to estimate without concrete historical information. Even if high
densities can be reached, full recovery may take decades without additional human intervention.
Together, these modeling efforts suggest that multiple and persistent measures to increase
reproductive success and protection or creation of additional breeding habitat are required for
the population to recover.
D. Reasons for Listing and Existing Threats
Hunting during the late 19th and early 20th centuries likely led to initial declines of the
Atlantic piping plover population. The role hunting played in the decline of piping plovers in the
Great Lakes region remains uncertain. Increasing habitat loss, recreational pressure, predation,
and contaminants are likely responsible for continued population declines since the 1940s
(USFWS 1985). Scientific collecting may also have contributed to reduction of breeding pairs
in the early 1940s (Cuthbert, unpubl. data). These factors, with the exception of scientific
collecting, are among those that presently threaten the Great Lakes population throughout its
range.
1. Habitat Destruction and Modification
Shoreline development in the Great Lakes region and throughout the wintering grounds
poses a threat to the Great Lakes population of piping plovers. The effects of habitat loss and
degradation on Atlantic Coast populations are well documented (USFWS 1996). The
extirpation of piping plovers from formerly occupied Great Lakes states has been associated
with development that permanently converted shoreline to another type of land use or
recreational uses that altered the physical nature of beaches (Russell 1983; Matteson and
Strand 1988; Matteson 1996). Even with predator exclosures and psychological fencing, these
piping plovers may experience increased disturbance by humans and their pets (Wemmer
2000).
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Inlet dredging and artificial structures, such as breakwalls and groins, can eliminate
breeding and wintering areas and alter sedimentation patterns leading to the loss of nearby
habitat. Marina construction can also disrupt natural dynamic processes that maintain shoreline
habitats. Deposition of dredge spoil, a practice occasionally considered beneficial to piping
plovers and used to mitigate effects of habitat destruction, may actually be detrimental,
depending on placement. In Texas, piping plovers avoid islands of dredged material in favor of
natural habitats (Zonick et al. 1998). In the Laguna Madre, these artificial islands impede water
flow between tidal flats and the lagoon, resulting in vegetation encroachment that lowers the
quality of important foraging habitat for piping plovers (Zonick et al. 1998).
2. Predation and Disease
Predation was identified as the cause of nest failure of approximately 14.5% of clutches
in Michigan from 1981 to 1999 (Wemmer 2000), and predators are suspected in the majority
of disappearances of unfledged chicks. Determining that predation has occurred and identifying
the species of predator responsible is difficult. In Michigan, identification of tracks in breeding
areas, monitoring nests with video and still cameras, experimentation with artificial nests, and
anecdotal data on predation have been used to identify potential predators of piping plover
eggs, chicks and adults. Additionally, teams of investigators have participated in 24 hour per
day monitoring projects at nests for an entire breeding season to determine predator risks
(Germain and Struthers 1994; K. Struthers, biologist, pers. comm., 2001). These efforts
identified a diversity of actual and potential predators including herring gull (L. argentatus),
ring-billed gull (L. delawarensis), merlin (Falco columbarius), peregrine falcon (F.
peregrinus), great horned owl (Bubo virginianus), snowy owl (Nyctea scandiaca), American
crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), common raven (C. corvax), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), coyote
(Canis latrans), raccoon (Procyon lotor), thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Spermophilus
tridecemlineatus), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), domestic cat (Felis catus), and dog
(Canis familiaris). Human developments near beaches attract increased numbers of predators
such as skunks and raccoons (USFWS 1985). Predator impacts and threats vary among
seasons, years, and sites. Very little information exists on cues predators use to locate nests or
chicks, the time predation occurs, or the relative importance of specific animals as predators
(Cuthbert and Wemmer 1999). There are also increasing numbers of predators (fox, coyotes,
dogs, and cats) which occur year round on the wintering grounds. Predation of adults or
juveniles is not well documented on the wintering grounds but is still considered a possibility
given the abundance of predators within coastal habitats. Disease is not currently a problem
known to occur in this species.
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3. Inadequacy of Existing Regulatory Mechanisms
Prior to listing under the ESA, several states listed the piping plover as threatened or
endangered, and human intrusion at a few nesting sites was prohibited by local conservation
efforts. Although the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (Act; 16 USC 703) protects the species from
taking and bans trade in piping plovers and their parts, it was determined that because the Act
does not protect habitat, the Act alone would not provide adequate protection to prevent
further loss of the species’ habitat. Listing under the ESA offers additional protection, primarily
through the recovery and consultation processes.
Although the species is listed under the ESA, there remains inadequate regulatory
mechanisms for full protection. Some Federal actions under the Coastal Zone Management
Act, as administered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), have
not yet been reviewed under section 7 of the ESA. These Federal actions have the potential to
impact the species by funding or issuing permits for construction within essential habitat or in
areas that may affect essential habitat. Similarly, some wetland permitting actions by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) may
result in diminished habitat quality for the piping plover. The USFWS consulted with EPA on
water quality guidance for the Great Lakes, but full compliance with the guidance has not yet
been achieved. Section 9 of the ESA prohibits unlawful take of endangered species, but
incidents of take are difficult to prevent without constant law enforcement presence. Likewise,
local ordinances and state laws that protect piping plovers are also infrequently applied because
of the magnitude of habitat that makes constant surveillance difficult.
4. Other Natural or Man-made Factors
Disturbance by Humans and Pets
Use of motorized vehicles on beaches threatens both wintering and breeding piping
plovers. Although driving is unlawful on publicly-owned Great Lakes shoreline, periodic vehicle
use occurs at a number of sites (Pike 1985; S. Howard, MI Dept. of Natural Resources, pers.
comm., 1996; R. Utych, Whitefish Point Bird Observatory, Paradise, Michigan, pers. comm.,
1997). Vehicles have crushed eggs and killed adults and chicks (Pike 1985; Melvin et al.
1994). Additionally, driving on beaches early in the breeding season degrades the quality of
substrate and may deter piping plovers from nesting or cause them to desert nests (Hoopes et
al. 1992; Hoopes 1994). Vehicle use is legal in many areas of the wintering grounds and
displaces piping plovers from preferred areas causing greater energy expenditure that may affect
their survival (Zonick and Ryan 1996). In Texas for example, although dune areas are
protected, beach driving is allowed in many areas from the mean low tide line to the line of
vegetation on the shore. Other motorized activities, such as boating, jet-skiing, or flying aircraft
may also be a disturbance if they occur too close to beaches that support piping plovers (M.
Holden, resource specialist, Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, Empire, Michigan, pers.
comm., 1997; Wemmer, pers. obs.).
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Beach-walking, bike riding, kite flying, fireworks (Howard et al. 1993), bonfires,
horseback riding, kayaking, windsurfing, camping, and close-up photography are among the
many non-motorized activities that disturb piping plovers and disrupt normal behavior patterns.
High pedestrian use may deter piping plovers from using nesting habitat (Burger 1991, 1994).
Pedestrians accompanied by pets present an even greater disturbance to breeding piping
plovers (Pike 1985), as dogs frequently chase and attempt to capture adults and chicks
(Lambert and Ratcliff 1979). Repeated flushing of birds from their nests by pedestrians
exposes eggs to potentially lethal extremes in temperature (Welty 1982; Bergstrom 1991).
Chicks may become separated from adults by pedestrians or displaced from preferred foraging
habitats, which may make them more susceptible to the elements and predators and may
ultimately affect their survival (Flemming et al. 1988).
In wintering sites in Texas, human disturbance continues to decrease the amount of
undisturbed habitat and appears to limit local piping plover abundance (Zonick and Ryan 1996).
The presence of pets increases disturbance to wintering piping plovers; pedestrians have been
observed walking their dogs through congregations of feeding shorebirds and encouraging their
dogs to chase the birds (P. Blair, volunteer, Florida State Department of Fish and Game,
Seminole, pers. comm., 1999). Disturbance also reduces the time migrating shorebirds spend
foraging (Burger 1991) and has been implicated as a factor in the long-term decline of migrating
shorebirds at staging areas (Pfister et al. 1992).
Small Population Size
Endangered populations, by virtue of their small size and geographic isolation, are
inherently at greater risk of extinction than larger populations (Caughley and Gunn 1996).
Small, isolated populations are more likely to be destroyed by random environmental events
than larger widespread populations. Similarly, very small isolated populations are more strongly
affected by demographic stochasticity, random changes in sex ratios or ability to find mates
(“Allee effect”), which all influence population persistence. In an analysis of the Great Lakes
population through 1999, up to 29% of adults may remain unmated throughout the breeding
season suggesting that Allee effect may occur (Wemmer 2000). Inbreeding depression, a
reduction in fitness resulting from decreased genetic variability due to a high incidence of matings
between close relatives, may also affect this population. Between 1993 and 1999, 6 of 14
matings of banded plovers, whose parents were known, were between close relatives (parents
and offspring, full siblings or half siblings) (Wemmer 2000). These observations, along with
small population size, indicate that inbreeding depression and loss of genetic diversity through a
population bottleneck are potential concerns. Further analyses of band data and genetic
material will provide greater insight into the extent of inbreeding and genetic variability present in
this population.
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Contaminants
Contaminants have sub-lethal as well as lethal effects on birds. Sub-lethal effects
include behavioral impairment, deformities, and impaired reproduction (Rand and Petrocelli
1985; Gilbertson et al. 1991; Hoffman et al. 1996). Piping plovers may accumulate
contaminants from point sources and non-point sources at breeding, migratory stop-over, and
wintering sites. Oil spills represent an important concern for Great Lakes piping plovers
wintering on both the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts; oiled piping plovers have been reported at a
number of sites in these regions (USFWS 1996). Oiling also poses a potential threat to piping
plovers migrating and breeding along Great Lakes waterways. The magnitude of threat that
pollution plays to piping plover habitats and associated shorebirds is yet unknown. The carcass
of one piping plover banded in Michigan was among 81 dead western sandpipers (Calidris
mauri) discovered near Marco Island, Florida (T. Below, pers. comm., 1998); pesticide
application (Fenthion®) for mosquito control may be implicated.
The endangered status of this species warrants an assessment of the sub-lethal impacts
of contaminants. Addled eggs from all three breeding populations have been collected and
analyzed for inorganic and organic residues (Day et al. 1991; Ruelle 1993; Welsh and Mayer
1993); the Great Lakes population offers the most complete sampling (n = 81 eggs) in which
contaminant levels have been monitored since 1988. Several composites of piping plover eggs
from Michigan had levels of total PCBs (polychlorinated biphenols) rivaling those in eggs of
colonial piscivorous (fish eating) cormorants and terns (> 13 µg/g), species that occupy a higher
trophic level than piping plovers and potentially bioaccumulate contaminants more rapidly
(USFWS, unpubl. data). Contaminant levels in eggs from Great Lakes piping plovers generally
exceeded those detected in eggs from the Atlantic and Great Plains populations. PCB
concentrations in the range detected in the piping plover eggs from Michigan have the potential
to cause reproductive impairment (D. Best, biologist, USFWS, East Lansing, Michigan, pers.
comm., 1999). Analysis of prey available to piping plovers at representative Michigan breeding
sites indicated that breeding areas along the upper Great Lakes are not likely the major source
of contaminants to this population based on rates of biomagnification for other Great Lakes
species (D. Best, pers. comm., 1999). The relative contribution of wintering and migratory
stopover sites to contaminant levels in piping plovers is unknown.

E. Conservation Measures
Conservation measures underway to protect the piping plover include recognition,
research, protective management, requirements for Federal protection, and prohibitions against
certain practices. Listing encourages and results in increased conservation actions by Federal,
state and private agencies, groups, and individuals. The ESA provides for possible voluntary
land acquisition and cooperation with the states and requires that recovery plans be developed
for all listed species. The protection required of Federal and state agencies and the prohibition
against certain activities involving listed animals are discussed, in part, below. See Appendix B
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for a list of principle Federal and state laws applicable to the protection of the piping plover and
its habitat.
1. Regulatory Protection
Federal Protections: The ESA contains several sections that provide regulatory protections for
the piping plover. Designation of critical habitat, consultations between the USFWS and other
Federal agencies, and prohibitions against take are some of the important protections provided
for in ESA regulations.
Critical Habitat
The ESA defines critical habitat as (1) the specific areas within the geographical area
occupied by those species, at the time it is listed in accordance with the provisions of section 4
of this law, on which are found those physical or biological features essential to the conservation
of the species and which may require special management considerations for protection; and (2)
specific areas outside the geographical area occupied by the species at the time it is listed in
accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the ESA, upon a determination by the Secretary
of the Interior (Secretary) that such areas are essential for the conservation and recovery of the
species.
Except in those circumstances determined by the Secretary, critical habitat shall not
include the entire geographical area that can be occupied by the threatened or endangered
species. The provisions under section 4 state: “The Secretary shall designate critical habitat,
and make revisions thereto, under subsection (a)(3) on the basis of the best scientific data
available and after taking into consideration the economic impact, and any other relevant impact,
of specifying any area as critical habitat. The Secretary may exclude any area from critical
habitat if he/she determines that the benefits of such exclusion outweigh the benefits of specifying
such area as part of the critical habitat, unless he/she determines, based on the best scientific
and commercial data available, that the failure to designate such area as critical habitat will result
in the extinction of the species concerned.”
Section 4 of the ESA also requires the Secretary to designate critical habitat, to the
maximum extent prudent and determinable, concurrently with the listing of a species as
threatened or endangered (16 USC 1533(a)(3)). If critical habitat is not determinable at that
time, the Secretary may extend the period for designating such habitat “by no more than one
additional year” (16 USC 1533 (b)(6)C(ii)). The final rule listing the piping plover as
endangered (USFWS 1985) indicated that designation of critical habitat was not determinable.
Thus, in 1986 designation was deferred for one year.
In December 1996, Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) filed a suit against the
Department of the Interior and the USFWS over its failure to designate critical habitat for the
Great Lakes population of the piping plover. Defenders filed a similar suit for the Northern
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Great Plains piping plover population in 1997. On February 7, 2000, the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia issued an order directing the USFWS to publish a proposed
critical habitat designation for nesting and wintering areas of the Great Lakes population of the
piping plover by June 30, 2000, and for nesting and wintering areas of the Northern Great
Plains piping plover by May 31, 2001. A subsequent order by the Court directed the USFWS
to finalize the two critical habitat designations by April 30, 2001, and March 15, 2002,
respectively. The USFWS chose to designate critical habitat for the wintering grounds for all
piping plovers in a separate rule that was published on July 10, 2001 (66 FR 36038)(USFWS
2001b).
Designation of critical habitat does not imply, however, that all areas that may be
essential for the species are covered by the designation. The rule acknowledges that other areas
may become essential over time or may be considered essential upon availability of better
information. Critical habitat also does not establish refuges or wildlife management areas.
Activities which may occur within areas designated as critical habitat are subject to the
consultation requirements under section 7 of the ESA, but only if there is Federal involvement in
the action. Recovery plans, however, address all areas important for the species and identify
management and conservation actions needed to recover the species. As such, the recovery
actions described in this plan are not limited to the areas designated as critical habitat but apply
throughout the range where the species may be found. When addressing habitat concerns,
“essential” habitat is often referred to. This differs from critical habitat in several ways. Critical
habitat is defined by regulation; thus it is a legal definition of the areas of suitable piping plover
habitat that are considered essential to the conservation and recovery of the species. However,
because it is not all-inclusive of all areas of habitat that are or may become biologically essential
to the species, essential habitat is the focus of the recovery plan. Essential habitat, collectively,
is all of the area that is essential to piping plovers on their breeding and wintering grounds, and
during migration. Federal designation of critical habitat is one mechanism of protecting essential
habitat.
Critical Habitat on the Breeding Grounds
On July 6, 2000, the USFWS proposed to designate 37 units along the Great Lakes
shoreline of Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New
York as critical habitat for the Great Lakes breeding population of the piping plover. Following
a series of public meetings and comment periods, the USFWS published a final rule designating
critical habitat for the Great Lakes breeding population of the piping plover on May 7, 2001 (66
FR 22938)(USFWS 2001a). A total of 35 units (extending 500 m (1640 ft) inland) were
designated along the Great Lakes shorelines of eight states. Approximately 325 km (201 mi) of
shoreline were included in 26 counties in Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York. The greatest number of critical habitat units (23) occurs in
Michigan with a total shoreline length of 224 km (139 mi) (Table 2, Figure 8). The remaining
units cover approximately 101 km (62 mi) of shoreline in seven states (Table 3, Figure 9a-f).
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Table 2. Critical habitat designations for the breeding population of the Great Lakes
piping plover in Michigan

County
Location
Chippewa/Luce/Alger Whitefish Point to Grand
Marais
Mackinac
Point Aux Chenes
Mackinac/
Port Inland
Schoolcraft
Emmet
Sturgeon Bay to Cross
Village
Emmet
Thornswift Nature Preserve
Emmet
Petosky State Park
Charlevoix
North Point
Charlevoix
Fisherman=s Island State
Park
Charlevoix
Donegal Bay
Charlevoix
McCauley=s Point
Charlevoix
Greenes Bay
Leelanau
Cathead Bay
Leelanau
South Fox Island
Leelanau
North Manitou Island
Leelanau
Empire Beach
Benzie
Platte River Point
Mason
Nordhouse Dunes
Muskegon
Muskegon State Park
Chippewa
Lake Superior State Forest
Cheboygan
Grass Bay
Presque Isle
Hoeft State Park
Presque Isle
Thompson=s Harbor
Iosco
Tawas Point State Park

29

Unit Length
Ownership
Unit Number km
(mi)
Federal/state/private
MI-1
14.3
(8.9)
Federal/private
state/private

MI-2
MI-3

2.0
3.0

(1.2)
(1.9)

state/private/municipal MI-4

15.1

(9.4)

private
state/private
municipal
state

MI-5
MI-6
MI-7
MI-8

0.9
2.0
1.1
1.3

(0.5)
(1.2)
(0.7)
(0.6)

private
state
state/private
state/private
state/private
Federal
Federal/municipal
Federal
Federal/state
state
state
state/private
state
state/private
state

MI-9
MI-10
MI-11
MI-12
MI-13
MI-14
MI-15
MI-16
MI-17
MI-18
MI-19
MI-20
MI-21
MI-22
MI-23

2.6
0.8
1.8
5.1
6.0
3.3
18.6
28.6
13.4
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.7
2.8
2.0

(1.6)
(0.5)
(1.1)
(3.2)
(3.7)
(2.0)
(11.6)
(17.8)
(8.3)
(1.6)
(1.9)
(1.9)
(2.3)
(1.7)
(1.2)
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Kilometers

Figure 8. Piping plover critical habitat units in Michigan (see Table 2 for descriptions)
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Table 3. Critical habitat designations for the breeding population of the Great Lakes
piping plover outside of Michigan

State/County
Illinois
Lake
Indiana
Porter
Minnesota
St. Louis
New York
Oswego &
Jefferson
Ohio
Erie
Lake

Unit
Unit Length
Number km (mi)

Location

Ownership

Illinois Beach State Park

state

IL-1

10.2

(6.4)

Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore

Federal/state

IN-1

7.9

(4.9)

Duluth Harbor

state/private

MN-1

0.6

(0.4)

Salmon River to Stony Point

state/private

NY-1 27.4 (17.0)

Sheldon Marsh State Nature
state/private
Preserve
Headlands Dunes State Nature state
Preserve

Pennsylvania
Erie
Presque Isle State Park
Wisconsin
Douglas
Wisconsin Point/Interstate
Island
Ashland
Long Island/Chequamegon Pt
Ashland
Western Michigan Island
Marinette
Seagull Bar
Manitowoc Point Beach State Forest

31

OH-1

3.2

(2.0)

OH-2

0.8

(0.5)

state

PA-1

6.0

(3.7)

Federal/municipal

WI-1

4.0

(2.5)

Federal/tribal/private
Federal
state/municipal
state

WI-2
WI-3
WI-4
WI-5

25.3 (15.7)
6.5 (4.0)
1.5 (0.9)
8.0 (5.0)
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OH-2

Lake Erie

LAKE

OH-1
ERIE

Ohio
N
100

0

100 Kilometers

Figure 9a. Critical habitat units in Ohio.

New York

Lake Erie
PA-1

ERIE

Pennsylvania
N
100

0

100 Kilometers

Figure 9b. Critical habitat units in Pennsylvania.

Figure 9a-f. Piping plover critical habitat units in the Great Lakes, outside Michigan
(For illustrative purposes only. See table 3 for unit descriptions)
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Lake Ontatio
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Figure 9c. Critical habitat units in New York.

Wisconsin
IL-1

Lake Michigan

LAKE

Michigan
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Indiana
N

100

0

100 Kilometers

Figure 9d. Critical habitat units in Illinois and Indiana.

Figure 9a-f (cont.) Piping plover critical habitat units in the Great Lakes, outside
Michigan (For illustrative purposes only. See table 3 for unit descriptions)
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Figure 9e. Critical habitat units in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
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Figure 9f. Critical habitat units in Wisconsin.

Figure 9a-f (cont.) Piping plover critical habitat units in the Great Lakes, outside
Michigan (For illustrative purposes only. See table 3 for unit descriptions)
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Areas included in the critical habitat designation for the Great Lakes breeding
population of piping plover were considered essential to the conservation of the species and
were based on the best scientific and commercial data available at the time of the designation.
Critical habitat areas were derived from research, historic records, surveys of habitat,
information from local experts, and data on plover nest locations since 1984.
Within the geographic areas designated, only those areas that contain the primary
constituent elements, as defined by 50 CFR 424.12(b), are considered as critical habitat. The
primary constituent elements for the Great Lakes breeding population of the piping plover are
defined as island and mainland shorelines that support open, sparsely vegetated, sandy habitats,
such as sand spits or sand beaches, that are associated with wide, unforested systems of dunes
and inter-dune wetlands. Per the rule, suitable sites must have at least 0.2 km (0.12 mi) length
of gently sloping, sparsely vegetated (<50% herbaceous and woody cover) sand beach with a
total beach area of at least 2 ha (5 ac). Within these size sites, the habitat must be at least 50 m
(164 ft) in length where beach width is greater than 7 m (23 ft); there is protective cover for
chicks; and the distance to the treeline from the normal high water line is more than 50 m (164
ft). The beach width may be narrower than 7 m (23 ft) if areas of sand and cobble of at least 7
m (23 ft) exist between the dune and treeline. Sites must also have a low level of disturbance
from human activities and from domestic animals.
Critical Habitat on the Wintering Grounds
On July 10, 2001, the USFWS designated 142 units along the coasts of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas as
critical habitat for the wintering population (includes all birds from all breeding populations) of
the piping plover (66 FR 36038) (USFWS 2001b). This includes approximately 2,891.7 km
(1,798.3 mi) of mapped shoreline and approximately 66,881 ha (165,211 ac) of mapped area
along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts and along margins of interior bays, inlets, and lagoons.
Thirty-four designated critical habitat units have recent (1993-2003) documented use by Great
Lakes piping plovers (Table 4). To date, five sites (Table 4) outside of the winter critical habitat
designation have recent (2001-2003) documented use by Great Lakes piping plovers. With
continued survey efforts, the number of sites with reported Great Lakes birds within and outside
critical habitat units is expected to increase. Consultation under section 7 of the ESA should
occur on all sites with piping plovers present if a Federal action is proposed that may affect
plovers, regardless of whether or not critical habitat has been designated.
In determining areas that are essential to conserve the wintering population of piping
plovers, the USFWS solicited information from knowledgeable biologists and reviewed the
available information pertaining to habitat requirements of the species. Areas identified in
approved recovery plans and current draft recovery plans were used initially to suggest
important areas essential for the recovery of the species. These areas were then further
evaluated using site-specific data, such as documented bird observations. Sources of data
providing these locations include two international piping plover censuses (conducted by State
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Table 4. Winter locations and corresponding critical habitat unit # (when applicable) of
piping plovers known to have nested or hatched in the Great Lakes region, 1993-2003

State/County

Location

Critical
Habitat Unit #

Ownership

# Marked
Individuals (*)

FL-5

Federal

1 (1)

private
state
state
state
state

1
1(1)
3

county/state

1
6(1)

GULF OF MEXICO COAST
Florida
Bay
Franklin
Pinellas/Pasco
Pinellas
Pinellas
Pinellas
Lee

Crooked Island West
Dog Island
Anclote Key
Three Rooker Bar Island

Collier
Alabama

Marco Island

not in unit
FL-15
FL-16
FL-17/18
FL-20
not in unit
FL-27

Baldwin
Mobile
Louisiana
St. Bernard
Parish
Texas
Cameron

Fort Morgan
Pelican Island

AL-1
AL-2

state
Federal

1
2

Chandeleur Islands

LA-7

Federal

1

South Padre Island
Port Isabella

TX-1/2
not in unit

Federal/state
private

2(1)
1

not in unit
FL-35
FL-36

state
state
private

3
7(4)
1(1)

GA-2
GA-3
GA-5
GA- 8
GA-11
GA-12

municipal
Federal
state
private
Federal/private

1
2
2
2
2

Federal/state

16

GA-13/14
GA-15
GA-16

private

22(6)
1(1)
1

Honeymoon Island State Park
Shell Key and Mullet Key
Bonita Shores

1
6(2)

ATLANTIC COAST
Florida
Miami Dade
Duval
Nassau
Georgia
Chatham

Liberty
McIntosh

Key Biscayne, Crandon Park
Little Talbot/Little Bird Island
Tiger Islands
Little Tybee Island
North Wassaw Island
Ossabaw Island
St. Catherine’s Island
Wolf Island
Egg Island Bar

Glynn
Camden

Little St. Simon’s Island
Jekyll Island
Cumberland Island
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Table 4 (cont.) Winter locations and corresponding critical habitat unit # (when applicable)
of piping plovers known to have nested or hatched in the Great Lakes region, 1993-2003
State/County
North Carolina
Dare
Dare/Hyde
Hyde
Carteret

Onslow
South Carolina
Georgetown
Charleston

Location
Pea Island National
Wildlife Refuge
Cape Hatteras National
Seashore
Ocracoke Island
Portsmouth Island Cape
Lookout
South Core and
Shackelford Banks
Onslow Beach, Camp
Lejeune
Litchfield
Cape Romain NWR
Seabrook Island
Deveaux Bank

Critical Habitat
Unit #

Ownership

# Marked
Individuals (*)

NC-1

Federal

2(1)

NC-4

Federal

2(2)

NC-5
NC-6

Federal

2(1)

Federal

1

NC-7/8

Federal

4(3)

not in unit

Federal

1

SC-4
SC-7
SC-10
SC-11

Private
Federal
Private
State

1
1
2
1

* Number in parentheses represents the number of individuals seen in successive years.

and Federal biologists and local birders) carried out in January of 1991 and 1996, published
reports, Christmas bird counts, and other data from surveys focusing on shorebird distribution
and abundance. Those areas along the coast for which occurrence data indicated a consistent
use or had documented use by piping plovers were included in the critical habitat designation.
The primary constituent elements determined essential for conservation of wintering
piping plovers are those habitat components that support foraging, roosting, and sheltering and
the physical features necessary for maintaining the natural processes that support these habitat
components. The primary constituent elements are found in geologically dynamic coastal areas
that support intertidal beaches and flats (between annual low tide and annual high tide) and
associated dune systems and flats above annual high tide.
Important components (primary constituent elements) of intertidal flats include sand
and/or mud flats with no or very sparse emergent vegetation. In some cases, these flats may be
covered or partially covered by a mat of blue-green algae. Adjacent unvegetated or sparsely
vegetated sand, mud, or algal flats above high tide are also important, especially for roosting
piping plovers. Such sites may have debris, detritus (decaying organic matter), or microtopographic relief (less than 50 cm (19.7 in) above substrate surface) offering refuge from high
winds and cold weather. Important components of the beach/dune ecosystem include surf-cast
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algae for feeding of prey; sparsely vegetated backbeach (beach area above mean high tide
seaward of the dune line, or in cases where no dunes exist, seaward of a delineating feature
such as a vegetation line, structure, or road) for roosting and refuge during storms; spits (a small
point of land, especially sand, running into water) for feeding and roosting; salterns (bare sand
flats in the center of mangrove ecosystems that are found above mean high water and are only
irregularly flushed with sea water (Myers and Ewel 1990)); and washover areas for feeding and
roosting. Washover areas are broad, unvegetated zones with little or no topographic relief that
are formed and maintained by the action of hurricanes, storm surge, or other extreme wave
action.
Section 6 – Cooperation with States
State conservation agencies and their designated agents have certain “take” authority for
species listed as endangered or threatened if the species are covered by a section 6
Cooperative Agreement with the USFWS.
Section 6 of the ESA allows the USFWS to grant money to states for the conservation
of species. The USFWS has funded the Michigan Natural Features Inventory through grants to
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources to conduct a Landowner Contact Program to
notify landowners of the presence of piping plovers and other threatened or endangered plants
and animals, and to suggest methods for protecting the species on their lands. Section 6 grants
have also supported statewide surveys, monitoring, and research for the past several years.
State Protections: Several states within the breeding and wintering ranges of the Great
Lakes piping plover have listed the species as threatened or endangered as a result of its
Federal listing, including Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, New York,
Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Florida, and Louisiana (Table 5).
In Michigan, the piping plover was listed as a threatened species by the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) in 1976. It was listed pursuant to Michigan's
Endangered Species Act (Public Act 203 of 1974), now Part 365 of the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Act of 1994 (Public Act 451). The piping plover was elevated to
endangered status in Michigan in 1983. Other laws pursuant to Michigan’s Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Act that provide protections to the piping plover and its habitat
include Michigan Environmental Protection Act (part 17), Conservation and Historic
Preservation Easement (subpart 11 of part 21: General Real Estate Powers), Sand Dunes
Protection and Management (part 353), and Sand Dune Mining (part 637). Other states have
similar acts or statutes that provide protection for the species and its habitat (Table 5, Appendix
B).
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Table 5. State listing status and legal protection of the piping plover in states within the
breeding and wintering ranges of the Great Lakes population

State
Endangered
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Mississippi
Minnesota
New York

Ohio
Wisconsin

State Legal Protections
Illinois Endangered Species Protection Act-520 ILCS (Illinois Compiled
Statutes) 10/1
IC (Indiana Code) 14-22-34
Part 365 of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act of
1994 (Public Act 451)
Listed as Endangered under the Nongame and Endangered Species
Conservation Act of 1974
Minnesota Endangered Species Statute, Section 84.0895; Minnesota
Rules, Chapter 6134; Minnesota Rules 6212.1800-6212.2300
6 NYCRR (New York Code of Rules and Regulations), Part 182; New
York State Environmental Conservation Law, 11-0535[1]-[2], 110536[2],[4]
Ohio Revised Code, Section 1531.25
Wisconsin Statutes, Section 29.604;
Wisconsin Administrative Codes, Chapter NR (Natural Resources) 27

Threatened
Florida

Florida Endangered and Threatened Species Act, Sections 372.072,
372.0725 of Title 28
Georgia
Endangered Wildlife Act (1973)
North Carolina North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 113, Article 25
Texas
Texas Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapters 67 & 68; Texas Administrative
Code, Sections 65.171-65.184 of Title 31
Threatened/Endangered
Louisiana
RS (Revised Statutes) 56:1901, RS 56:1903, RS 56:1904
State Protected
Alabama
Alabama Code 9-2-2 (1), the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources has the responsibility to protect, conserve, and increase the
wildlife of the state.
Not Listed
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
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Section 7–Interagency Consultations with Federal Agencies
Regulations implementing interagency cooperation provisions of the ESA are codified at
50 CFR Part 402. Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires Federal agencies to consult with the
USFWS when federally permitted, authorized, or funded actions may affect listed species,
including the piping plover. This consultation process promotes interagency cooperation in
finding ways to avoid or minimize adverse effects to listed species. If a Federal action is likely
to adversely affect any listed species, the Federal agency must enter into formal consultation
with the USFWS. The USACE is one of many agencies that have undergone formal
consultation with the USFWS because of actions that may affect piping plovers. Section
7(a)(1) requires these agencies to use their authorities to further the conservation of federally
listed species.
Section 9–Prohibitions against Take
Section 9 of the ESA prohibits any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to
take listed wildlife species. The term “take” is defined to include harassing, harming, pursuing,
hunting, shooting, wounding, killing, trapping, capturing, or collecting. It is also unlawful to
attempt such acts, solicit another to commit such acts, or cause such acts to be committed.
Regulations implementing the ESA (50 CFR 17.21) define “harm” to mean an act which actually
kills or injures wildlife. Such an act may include significant habitat modification or degradation
where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns
including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. “Harass” means an intentional or negligent act or
omission which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to
significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding,
feeding, or sheltering. These restrictions apply to all listed species not covered by a special rule.
No special rule has been published for the piping plover.
Section 10–Permits and Funding for Scientific Research and Conservation Actions
Section 10 of the ESA provides for permits to authorize activities otherwise prohibited
under section 9 for scientific purposes or to enhance the propagation or survival of a listed
species. Section 10 (a)(1)(A) permits have been issued for research, management (predator
exclosures), captive rearing, salvage of eggs and carcasses, and banding of piping plovers from
the Great Lakes population. Also under section 10, it is legal for employees or designated
agents of certain Federal or state agencies to take listed species without a permit, if the action is
necessary to aid sick, injured, or orphaned animals or to salvage or dispose of a dead
specimen. Activities that may proceed are limited by regulation, but may include many recovery
research projects that are identified in this plan. The limits on this authority are detailed in 50
CFR 17.21 (c)(5).
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Section 10 (a)(1)(B) permits can also provide for take that is incidental to an otherwise lawful
activity, provided certain conditions have been met. In order to obtain an incidental take permit,
an applicant must prepare a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). The HCP is designed to offset
any harmful effects that the proposed activity may have on the species by minimizing and
mitigating the effects of the authorized incidental take. In March, 2001, an HCP was submitted
to the USFWS by the Magic Carpet Woods Association for a residential development in
Leelanau County, Michigan. The HCP, which was approved and is currently being
implemented, provides for a number of protections and conservation measures for the piping
plover, including establishment of a Great Lakes piping plover conservation fund. This fund is to
be used for piping plover research, monitoring, and recovery efforts consistent with this
recovery plan.
2. Field-based Conservation Efforts
Field-based conservation measures for the piping plover have occurred primarily in
Michigan as the Great Lakes population has been largely limited to Michigan since it was listed
as endangered. Habitat surveys, beach restoration, and prey studies have occurred in
Wisconsin (Matteson and Strand 1988) and several states have protected habitat under a
variety of mechanisms.
Surveys and Monitoring
Breeding sites in Michigan are surveyed annually for piping plovers, and all located nests
are monitored throughout the breeding season. Additionally, the International Piping Plover
Census surveys historic breeding and wintering areas at least once every five years. MDNR
funded the first statewide survey of Michigan breeding sites in 1979 and has coordinated annual
statewide surveys and monitoring since 1983. In 1985, a Michigan state recovery team was
founded. In 1987, Michigan recovery team members developed a state recovery plan
independently from the first Federal recovery plan. Since 1994, the East Lansing, Michigan
Field Office of the USFWS has sponsored coordination meetings attended by agency
employees involved in piping plover management, seasonal field workers, researchers, Michigan
recovery team members and invited guests to organize seasonal field efforts. In 1994, the
USFWS initiated a program to organize volunteers to patrol piping plover nesting areas over
holiday weekends. This program has been continued and expanded in subsequent years
through participation of the MDNR and the National Park Service (NPS).
Protection of Eggs and Chicks
Since 1988, fencing has been consistently used to protect all known piping plover nests
from predation. Two designs of predator exclosures have been used. The most common
design is a 15 m (50 ft) roll of welded wire supported by fence posts around the nest and
topped with monofilament line (Rimmer and Deblinger 1990). Smaller, 1 m (3.3 ft) by 1 m (3.3
ft) welded wire boxes have also been used to protect nests. Widespread use of the smaller box
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exclosures was abandoned after a clutch of eggs protected by the box-type exclosure was
depredated by a red fox in 1993. Box exclosures are still used periodically on private land with
narrow beaches and/or when landowners object to the larger exclosure. They are also used on
occasion to protect extremely vulnerable clutches during the laying phase prior to erection of a
larger exclosure. Psychological fencing is currently used in concert with predator exclosures at
most nest sites to limit human activity in the vicinity of piping plover nests. This fencing consists
of bailing twine held in place with fence posts. Michigan DNR “Unlawful to Enter” signs and/or
USFWS “Closed Area” signs are attached to the fencing. The closed area varies, depending
on the site, and ranges from a small circular area approximately 100 m (330 ft) in radius to
larger areas of approximately 800 m (2600 ft) on either side of the territory.
Consistent use of exclosures and psychological fencing increased hatching success from
37% to 72% between 1984 and 1999 (Cuthbert and Wemmer 1999; Wemmer 2000).
Reasons for hatching failure despite this management include depredation prior to erection of
exclosures, abandonment, inviable eggs, and egg loss to small, unidentified predators.
Documented negative effects of exclosures on piping plovers include nest abandonment,
entanglement of an adult piping plover in the monofilament line used to top an exclosure,
increased disturbance to incubating birds by curious people, and destruction of eggs by vandals
who likely located the nest by the predator exclosure. Because of the site specific nature of
predator activities, additional management (e.g., removal of foxes denning near a breeding pair
and communication with landowners to control domestic dog activity) has been used to reduce
predation risks. However, loss of chicks remains a major source of mortality and is extremely
difficult to predict or control (Cuthbert and Wemmer 1999).
Habitat Enhancement and Protection
Federal, state, and local actions have enhanced and increased protection of piping
plover habitat. Guardrails or boulders placed at vehicle access points have prevented people
from driving on piping plover habitat at some Michigan breeding sites. The U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) enhanced nesting habitat at Pointe Aux Chenes, Mackinac County, Michigan by adding
gravel to the beach. Piping plover nesting habitat was protected from marina development at
Cross Village, Emmet County, Michigan in a section 7 consultation between the USFWS and
the USACE in 1994 (USFWS 1994). The USFWS has worked with local planning and zoning
boards to incorporate shoreline protection and piping plover habitat needs into land use plans
and existing permitting processes. The USFWS administered a 3-year Great Lakes Protection
Fund grant of $281,000 that began in 1999. The grant supported several private conservation
groups that work with private landowners, citizen’s groups, townships officials, and county
planning commissions to demonstrate the economic and environmental benefits of coastline
protection. The grant also supported piping plover research, management, and protection
undertaken by university researchers. On the wintering grounds, the USFWS’s Coastal
Program targets restoration activities along coastal habitats and barrier islands that indirectly
benefit piping plovers.
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Banding and Population Studies
A long-term banding program has begun to yield important insights into population
dynamics of Great Lakes piping plovers and has helped shape protective management
measures. Sightings of piping plovers banded in the Great Lakes as well as other regions (e.g.,
Saskatchewan, Maritime Provinces and the Great Plains) have greatly enhanced the knowledge
of winter distribution. Prior to banding, knowledge of survival, mortality, and adult and juvenile
dispersal within the Great Lakes region was very limited (Pike 1985). Marking individuals has
increased accuracy of population size estimates by allowing identification of re-nesting attempts.
Banding has allowed monitoring of movements by individuals and provides information on postfledging dispersal. Life history information about individuals has generated public interest in
conserving these birds. However, trapping and banding piping plovers pose potential risks,
including stress, injury, and mortality to adults, chicks, and eggs. Therefore, banding should
continue only as long as necessary to obtain information that contributes to recovery of this
population (see Appendix C for an assessment of concerns for the Great Lakes population).
Captive-rearing Abandoned Eggs
From 1988-1992, despite the use of protective fencing, piping plovers continued to
abandon nests and fecundity remained low. Beginning in 1992, the USFWS permitted Dr.
Francesca Cuthbert and her investigators to collect abandoned piping plover eggs and raise
them in captivity using previously developed techniques (Powell 1991). These efforts have
shown that captive-rearing can successfully produce fledglings from eggs that would otherwise
not hatch in the wild and that fledglings reared in captivity exhibit behavior similar to wild
counterparts (Powell et al. 1997). In 1998, three of four birds reared in captivity and released
in 1997 (total released 1992-1998 =18) were sighted at beaches in Michigan (Wemmer 2000).
Two of the three appeared to have paired with wild mates and one of these pairs was observed
copulating. While no nests of these pairs were found, observations suggest that at least one
adult laid eggs that were destroyed before a nest was located (Stucker et al. 1998). In 1999,
one of these captive-reared plovers was documented to reproduce successfully (Stucker and
Cuthbert 1999). Since 1999, additional observations of successful nesting by captive-reared
plovers have been made. Similarly, breeding by six captive-reared individuals in the Great
Plains was documented between 1997-2000 (C. Kruse, biologist, USACE, Yankton, South
Dakota, and Robyn Niver, graduate student, University of Wisconsin-Madison, pers. comm.,
2000). Although only 25 of 360 captive-reared piping plovers in the Great Plains were sighted
in the years following release, logistical difficulties in monitoring plovers over vast areas likely led
to an underestimation of returns (C. Kruse, biologist, USACE, Yankton, South Dakota, pers.
comm., 1999).
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Conservation on the Wintering Grounds
Conservation efforts directed at this population on the wintering grounds have been
limited because winter distribution of the Great Lakes population was not known until very
recently. Consultations by the USFWS on specific shoreline development projects, however,
have been undertaken for wintering piping plovers (USFWS 1996). Broad management efforts
that have likely benefited wintering Great Lakes piping plover populations have included
protection of “Shorebird Resting Areas” in some state parks, designation of shorebird wintering
sites as “Important Bird Areas” of the American Bird Conservancy, protection of sites under the
Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Program, and regular shorebird surveys in select
states. Predator control along coastal systems for sea turtles and beach mice may indirectly
benefit piping plovers.
3. Public Education
Public education efforts have been diverse. Several press releases are prepared
annually by the USFWS to alert the public to the presence and protection needs of piping
plovers. The USFWS Region 3 Office, Fort Snelling, Minnesota, prepared an informative
brochure about piping plover (104,000 copies printed) and distributed it widely throughout the
Great Lakes states. The USFWS East Lansing, Michigan, Field Office, and the MDNR
created a lesson plan about piping plovers and distributed it to Michigan elementary school
teachers in 1994. Also in 1994, the Michigan Chapter of The Nature Conservancy conducted
a landowner contact program to inform private owners of Great Lakes coastline about
endangered plants and animals on their property. The landowner contact program continued
from 1999-2002. In 1995, 12 large interpretative displays featuring the piping plover were
funded by the USFWS and erected at breeding areas receiving high human use. On-site
interpretation is also provided during the nesting season at areas such as Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore and Wilderness State Park. Finally, numerous public presentations have
been made to citizen groups in the Great Lakes region and on the wintering grounds on the
status of piping plovers and various recovery efforts.
4. Involvement of Zoos in Recovery Efforts
The involvement of American Zoo and Aquarium (AZA) institutions in piping plover
recovery started in 1995 when the USFWS and USACE requested assistance with an egg
rescue operation for the Great Plains population on the Missouri River. The Milwaukee County
Zoo and the Lincoln Park Zoo each salvaged 15 eggs and a total of 19 eggs hatched in the
zoos. Through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and the section 10 permitting
process, the USFWS has officially allowed the zoo community to house the small rescued
population for research and educational purposes.
A Piping Plover Specialist Group was formulated in 1995 under the AZA
Charadriiformes Taxonomic Advisory Group (TAG). The purpose of the Piping Plover
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Specialist Group is to create a network of zoos and organizations willing to assist with the
recovery of the piping plover in all three geographic regions. Six AZA institutions currently
participate in the program: Milwaukee County Zoo, Lincoln Park Zoo, Detroit Zoo, New
England Aquarium, Houston Zoo and the San Antonio Zoo. Five of these institutions currently
house captive piping plovers. Since 1995, participating zoos have been developing appropriate
husbandry methods for piping plovers and researching nutrition and development, captive
breeding requirements, and appropriate exhibit design. In January 2000, representatives from
the participant institutions, USFWS, and USACE met at the Milwaukee County Zoo to
formulate goals and objectives for the Piping Plover Specialist Group. Major program
objectives are to create an official husbandry manual and studbook for piping plovers to
measure the demographic and genetic potential of the population, increase awareness of the
status of the species, and identify and develop new funding sources for piping plover
conservation. Participant zoos have also assisted field research. In 1999, biologists at the
Milwaukee County Zoo tested several radio transmitter harness designs on captive piping
plovers in an effort to develop a safe design for use in the wild.
5. Research
A number of research projects directed specifically at the Great Lakes population are
described in detail in previous sections of this document. Research projects have focused
primarily on population dynamics, breeding ecology, habitat assessment, predator identification,
and contaminant evaluation. Additional studies have evaluated the efficacy of using certain
techniques as conservation tools to speed recovery by augmenting the Great Lakes population.
Powell and Cuthbert (1993) compared the effectiveness of cross-fostering and captive-rearing
piping plovers using killdeer (C. vociferus) as models. This study developed a protocol for
rearing piping plovers in captivity and found captive-rearing more effective than cross-fostering
in producing fledged young.
Doolittle (1998) used a stochastic population model to investigate the effects of using
different captive-rearing strategies (single-egg removal and double-clutching5) to augment the
Great Lakes population. She compared model results over a 20-year period including the first
5 years of implementation. She examined five different levels of intervention on the population
and compared costs and benefits of each strategy in terms of magnitude of population trends
and probabilities of extinction. Doolittle (1998) simulated the following five year strategies: no
egg removal for captive rearing purposes (control), removal of entire clutches from 10% and
25% of nests, and removal of single eggs from 50% and 100% of nests. Model results showed
captive-rearing strategies raised the population to significantly higher levels than did the control,
even when the survival of captive-reared fledglings was halved. Model results also showed an
increasing population trend that continued after captive-rearing ended. If assumptions about
survival and behavior are accurate, Doolittle’s (1998) modeling effort suggests that short-term
5

Double-clutching is the process of removing eggs from a clutch during egg-laying, inducing the female to
produce additional eggs.
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captive-rearing efforts may boost piping plover populations over the long-term.
F. Strategy of Recovery
The recovery strategy for the Great Lakes piping plover considers both the species’
biology and threats to its continued survival. The piping plover nests, forages, and rears young
on open, sparsely vegetated sandy beaches associated with coastal dune ecosystems in the
Great Lakes region. Nest sites vary widely in their physical characteristics, but typically, nests
are laid in wide, sandy areas with sparse, low-lying vegetation and cobble substrate. Over the
past decade, the species has bred primarily in Michigan and Wisconsin and has been observed
migrating through other Great Lakes states. On the wintering grounds, piping plovers forage
and roost on beaches, dunes, bayshore mudflats, algal flats, and sand flats of the Atlantic and
Gulf Coasts.
Destruction of habitat, human disturbance, and increased predation rates due to
elevated predator densities in piping plover habitat are the main reasons for the species’
endangered status and continue to be the primary threats to recovery. The Great Lakes
population primarily inhabits public or undeveloped private beaches on the breeding and
wintering grounds where it is vulnerable to predation from natural predators and pets,
disturbance by recreational beach users and ORVs, and increasing land development pressure.
Contaminants may also threaten piping plover reproduction and survival.
Public and private efforts to manage and protect the piping plover are underway. State
and Federal agencies as well as private citizens are managing recreation and other land uses to
maintain beach habitats suitable for piping plovers. In 2001, critical habitat was designated by
the USFWS in separate rules for the breeding (66 FR 22938) (USFWS 2001a) and wintering
(66 FR 36038) (USFWS 2001b) grounds. The critical habitat designation identifies areas that
provide essential life-cycle needs of the species and seeks to protect adequate habitat to meet
the recovery goals. Field-based conservation efforts such as piping plover surveys and
monitoring, protection of eggs and chicks, captive-rearing, banding studies, habitat enhancement
and protection, and public education and outreach are also underway. Although these
protection measures are currently being implemented and the population size has been
increasing over the past decade (likely as a result of protection efforts), the Great Lakes
population remains at a dangerously low population size and faces the risk of extirpation without
continued efforts to recover the species. Therefore, it is necessary to implement recovery tasks
outlined in the recovery narrative to achieve full recovery of this species.
The recovery objective is to restore and maintain a viable population (95% or greater
chance of persisting 100 years) to the Great Lakes region and to remove the Great Lakes
population from the list of Endangered and Threatened Species by 2020. Recovery criteria
were developed based on population theory and modeling as well as estimates of the current
capability of habitat in the Great Lakes region to support breeding pairs. The recovery
objective can be achieved by a diverse, multi-partner strategy that seeks to increase average
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fecundity, protect essential breeding and wintering habitat, increase genetic diversity to levels
needed to maintain population persistence, increase public education and outreach, and
establish and maintain funding mechanisms and partnerships for long-term protection and
management. Several elements of this multifaceted approach to recovery are already underway
and have demonstrated their potential effectiveness in achieving the goals of recovery.
The recovery objective and criteria in this plan are based on the best available scientific
data regarding the Great Lakes piping plover. The recovery objective can be met by
completing the recovery tasks found in the implementation schedule, which includes tasks for
various individuals and agencies for the next 5 years. If the tasks in this table are implemented,
full recovery of this species could occur by 2020. The recovery criteria and tasks should be
reviewed and revised prior to the end of the next 5 years.
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II. RECOVERY
A. Objective and Criteria
The objective of the recovery plan is to restore and maintain a viable population of
piping plovers in the Great Lakes region and to remove the Great Lakes piping plover
population from the federal List of Endangered and Threatened Species by 2020. Population
viability is difficult to define in quantitative terms. Shaffer (1981) suggested that each population
has a minimum threshold size below which the population is at imminent risk of extinction due to
demographic and environmental effects. An effective population of 50-500 individuals is often
quoted as the size necessary to avoid extinction due to random loss of genetic variation alone
(Franklin 1980; Soulé 1980); populations must be much larger to persist in the face of
environmental change. Although determining minimum viable population size (MVP) for a single
species is nearly impossible, general MVP guidelines have been sought (Frankel and Soulé
1981; Mace and Lande 1991). However, no single number can be wisely applied to all
populations (Soulé 1987). It follows that population viability analysis (PVA) is employed more
appropriately to examine the effect of variation in demographic and environmental factors on
theoretical population trends than it is to derive quantitative population goals (Caughley 1994;
Beissinger and Westphal 1998). However, because the majority of PVAs specify a 95% or
better probability of persisting 100 years as a criterion by which to judge model results, this
level of risk in avoiding extinction appears to be socially and scientifically acceptable.
Five recovery criteria were developed based on population theory, observed population
parameters, and estimates of the current capability of habitat in the Great Lakes region to
support breeding pairs. These criteria are subject to modification as habitat availability is further
investigated, essential habitat is refined, and viability of the Great Lakes piping plover population
is better understood.
Reclassification to threatened status will be considered when Criteria 1-4 are met;
removal from the Endangered and Threatened Species list will be considered when all five
Criteria are met. Monitoring shall continue for at least 5 years after delisting to ensure
maintenance of these criteria.
CRITERIA FOR RECLASSIFICATION TO THREATENED
The Great Lakes population of piping plover will be considered for reclassification from
endangered to threatened status when all of the following criteria are achieved:
Criterion 1. The population has increased to at least 150 pairs (300 individuals), for at
least 5 consecutive years, with at least 100 breeding pairs (200 individuals) in
Michigan and 50 breeding pairs (100 individuals) distributed among sites in other
Great Lakes states.
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The recovery objective of the 1988 Great Lakes/Northern Great Plains Piping Plover
Recovery Plan specified a population target of 150 breeding pairs for the Great Lakes
population, with 100 pairs in Michigan, 35 pairs in Wisconsin and 15 pairs in other Great Lakes
states (USFWS 1988b). Michigan habitat can potentially support 100 or more breeding pairs
(see Appendix A). We expect that an additional 50 pairs would be supported by essential
habitat in states other than Michigan. Breeding pair goals for individual states other than
Michigan are not realistic, as it is difficult to predict how piping plovers will expand from the
current core population in Michigan.
Criterion 2. Five-year average fecundity is within the range of 1.5-2.0 fledglings per
pair, per year, across the breeding distribution, and ten-year population projections
indicate the population is stable or continuing to grow above the recovery goal.
Results of recent modeling efforts suggest that a substantial increase in reproductive
success must occur in order to achieve and maintain the 150 breeding pair target population
size. Recent empirical observations, however, suggest the population can under go a significant
increase in the absence of 5-year average fecundity rates of 2.0 fledglings per pair. In addition,
it is expected that substantially improved probability of persistence can be obtained by
increasing the breeding population above 150 pairs. As a result, it is currently anticipated that
the population can reach recovery with a 5-year average fecundity that ranges between 1.5 and
2.0. Ten-year population projections that indicate the population is stable or continuing to grow
are also required before this recovery criterion can be met.
Criterion 3. Ensure protection and long-term maintenance of essential breeding and
wintering habitat, sufficient in quantity, quality, and distribution to support the
recovery goal of 150 pairs (300 individuals).
Currently, habitat degradation and loss represent the greatest threat to successful
recovery of the piping plover. Sufficient essential breeding and wintering habitat must be
protected to recover the Great Lakes population and support the 150 pair (300 individuals)
population goal for the future. While essential breeding habitat is fairly well-defined, studies are
needed to better understand what potential wintering habitat is essential for a recovered Great
Lakes population.
Protective measures will seek to ensure long-term maintenance of the biological and
physical attributes of essential habitat in the Great Lakes and wintering range, sufficient in
quantity, quality, and distribution to maintain a 150-pair population. Recovery tasks 1.3, 2, and
3 are aimed at protecting breeding, wintering and migration habitat. Initial efforts to protect
essential habitat have been undertaken through designation of critical habitat. Other measures
such as acquisition of land and establishment of conservation easements have also been initiated.
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Essential breeding habitat is currently defined as any Great Lakes shoreline that meets the
physical characteristics of piping plover breeding habitat. Appendix A and Table 6 lists
locations currently containing essential breeding habitat in the Great Lakes. Specifically,
essential habitat includes:
a.
b.
c.

areas recently (since 1980) used by piping plovers for breeding,
areas occupied historically (before 1980) that still contain habitat physically
suitable for breeding, or
potential breeding habitat, which is currently defined as areas with:
C
C
C
C
C

beach width > 7 m (23 ft)
shoreline length > 0.4 km (0.25 mi)
dune area > 1.95 ha (4.82 ac)
patches of > 0% cobble or debris
areas of beach with up to 50% vegetation cover

Essential wintering habitat is currently defined as all areas where Great Lakes banded piping
plovers have been reported in the winter (Table 4). However, we recognize that additional
areas are likely to be identified over time, as most individuals from the Great Lakes population
are not currently accounted for in the winter. Further studies are needed to:
1) obtain additional sightings of banded Great Lakes birds to better understand which
areas are selected for wintering habitat, particularly as the population increases;
2) refine our understanding of what habitat attributes on wintering grounds constitute
essential elements of winter habitat; and
3) understand the home range size requirements per plover while on the wintering grounds
and to determine the amount, extent, and location of wintering habitat needed to support
a recovered Great Lakes population (as described in Criterion 1).
Migration habitat has not yet been determined but may be added to the definition of essential
habitat if identified through investigations of migratory patterns and ecology.
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Table 6. Essential breeding habitat in the Great Lakes outside Michigan

State/County
Illinois
Lake
Indiana
Porter
Minnesota
St. Louis
New York
Oswego &
Jefferson
Ohio
Lake
Erie
Pennsylvania
Erie
Wisconsin
Ashland

Potential
Pairsa

Location

Ownership

Plover Use

Illinois Beach State Park

state

historic b

15

Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore

Federal/state

recentc (transient)

3

Duluth Harbor

private/state

recent

1-2

Salmon River to Stony Point

private/state

historic

3

Headlands Dunes State Nature
Preserve
Sheldon Marsh State Nature
Preserve

state

potentiald

1

state

recent (transient)

2

state

recent (transient)

3

Federal

recent

10-20

state
state
municipal
National/
provincial/
Private

recent
historic
historic
historic

2-3
1-2
1-2
15-20e

Presque Isle State Park

Long Island/Chequamegon
Pt/Western Michigan Island
Douglas
Wisconsin Point/Interstate Island
Manitowoc Point Beach State Forest
Marinette
Seagull Bar
Canada
Long Point
Ontario

a

Potential capacity of breeding pairs are preliminary estimates and were based roughly on the size
and physical quality of the habitat, if known, or on personal communications with local experts.
Because thorough surveys to quantify existing physical habitat throughout the Great Lakes have
not been done, it is likely that all potential habitat has not been identified. Therefore, these
preliminary breeding pair estimates should not be construed as definitive population limits or as
management targets for individual states or breeding sites.
b

Historic = used for breeding prior to the 1980s.

c

Recent Transient = recently used but not for breeding.

d

Potential = no record of nesting but habitat is suitable.

e

Potential pairs for Canadian Great Lakes are not counted toward U.S. recovery goal.
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Criterion 4. Genetic diversity within the population is deemed adequate for population
persistence and can be maintained over the long-term.
Observations of inbreeding, along with small population size, indicate that inbreeding
depression and loss of genetic diversity are potential concerns for the Great Lakes population.
Current conditions also limit the potential for natural opportunities for genetic exchange with the
other, larger breeding populations.
Genetic diversity can be effectively measured by estimating parameters such as
heterozygosity and by using tools such as pedigree analysis. Initial genetic analysis of individuals
from the Great Lakes suggests the current population may have a low level of genetic diversity.
Sufficient data is lacking, however, to determine the level of genetic diversity that will be
adequate to maintain population persistence over the long-term. Further analysis of band data
and genetic material is needed to provide greater insight into the extent of inbreeding and genetic
variability present in this population. If genetic research indicates the lack of genetic diversity
threatens the population, methods to supplement gene flow to ensure species recovery will be
considered.
CRITERIA FOR DELISTING
The Great Lakes population of piping plovers will be considered for delisting when all of the
above criteria (1-4) are achieved, plus:
Criterion 5. Agreements and funding mechanisms are in place for long-term protection
and management activities in essential breeding and wintering habitat.
As the recovery goal is approached, the USFWS will work with federal, state, and
local government agencies to create and implement MOUs or long-range management plans
(LRMPs) to protect and manage essential breeding and wintering habitats where plover activity
has been recorded. Long-term agreements and mechanisms to fund protection efforts are
necessary to prevent reversal of population increases after removal from the Endangered and
Threatened Species list. Agreements should also provide for monitoring to evaluate whether
population targets are maintained successfully.

B. Stepdown Recovery Action Outline
The stepdown outline lists actions required to meet the recovery objective of this
recovery plan. The recovery objective can be accomplished by: 1) protecting piping plover
breeding populations and managing habitat, 2) protecting wintering piping plovers and managing
wintering habitat, 3) identifying and protecting migration habitat, 4) conducting scientific research
to facilitate recovery efforts, 5) developing and implementing public education and outreach, 6)
developing funding mechanisms and partnerships, 7) developing methods to prevent extirpation,
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and 8) reviewing and revising recovery actions.
The stepdown outline and narrative are presented in order of task category; priority
level of each sub-task is indicated at the end of the task description in parentheses.
Implementation of all actions with Priority (1) is essential to prevent the endangered Great
Lakes population of piping plovers from becoming extinct in the foreseeable future.
Implementation of all actions with Priority level (2) is necessary to prevent a decline in
population numbers or habitat quality and quantity. Actions assigned Priority (3) are necessary
to create an increasing trend toward recovery of the endangered Great Lakes population of
piping plovers.
Tasks are listed in order of priority and their costs outlined in the Implementation Schedule.
1.

Protect the Great Lakes piping plover breeding population and manage breeding habitat
to maximize survival and fecundity.
1.1

Coordinate survey, monitoring, and management efforts in breeding range.
1.11

Coordinate seasonal field activities at biannual meetings of Breeding
Range Coordination Group. (1)

1.12

Coordinate survey in Michigan to ensure consistent coverage and effort
among years. (1)

1.13

Identify survey coordinators and survey sites for other Great Lakes
states and Ontario. (1)

1.14

Develop standard, range wide monitoring and reporting protocol. (1)

1.15

Develop guidelines and conduct annual training workshops for seasonal
piping plover monitors. (1)

1.16

Continue to support a coordinator to oversee data collection, maintain
databases, analyze field data, and disseminate results. (1)

1.17

Develop agreements with private landowners and townships to allow
monitoring and management efforts on private and municipal lands. (1)

1.18

Develop and implement protection guidelines for unoccupied or historic
breeding habitat on state and Federal lands via MOU/MOA. (1)

1.19

Organize and train volunteers to patrol nesting areas. (2)
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1.2

Monitor and manage breeding pairs and reproductive success.
1.21

Survey known, historic, and potential breeding sites to locate breeding
piping plovers. (1)

1.22

Reduce predation and disturbance of breeding piping plovers.
1.221 Protect nests with predator exclosures and limit human activity
in nesting areas with fencing and signs. (1)
1.222 Clarify policies and protocol for predator control/removal and
implement when and where warranted. (1)
1.223 Report dog leash law infractions in nesting areas and work with
state and Federal conservation officers and local animal control
officers to increase enforcement. (1)
1.224 Evaluate current use of vehicle blockades on public and
privately-owned land with piping plovers and recommend
changes as necessary. (2)

1.3

Protect natural processes that maintain dune ecosystems and essential breeding
habitat.
1.31

Identify and update essential habitat in Great Lakes region. (1)

1.32

Work to minimize development and encourage activities that prevent
degradation or destruction of essential habitat on public lands in the
breeding range. (1)

1.33

Protect breeding population from oil spills in Great Lakes waterways.
(1)

1.34

Work to minimize development and encourage activities that prevent
degradation or destruction of essential habitat on private lands in the
breeding range.
1.341 Incorporate protection of breeding areas into land use plans and
existing permitting processes. (2)
1.342 Develop guidelines for landowner Habitat Conservation Plans.
(2)
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1.35

Assess and foster compatibility of management with efforts that benefit
other threatened and endangered Great Lakes species. (3)

1.36

Restore and acquire habitat.
1.361 Control vegetation and conduct cobble nourishment at marginal
breeding sites when and where appropriate. (3)
1.362 Purchase habitat and increase protection through conservation
easements, deed restrictions, etc. (2)

2.

Protect wintering piping plovers and manage habitat to promote survival and
recruitment.
2.1

2.2

Organize protection efforts for wintering piping plover populations.
2.11

Create a Wintering Grounds Coordination Group to organize protection
efforts on piping plover’s wintering range. (1)

2.12

Organize winter surveys to locate banded birds and identify key
wintering areas for the Great Lakes population. (1)

2.13

Annually monitor wintering populations at sites with sightings of birds
banded in the Great Lakes. (1)

2.14

Reduce disturbance to piping plovers at wintering sites by humans and
pets. (1)

2.15

Protect wintering populations from oil spills. (1)

2.16

Identify and reduce additional threats to winter populations. (1)

Protect natural processes that maintain coastal ecosystems and quality wintering
habitat.
2.21

Identify and update essential wintering habitat locations. (1)

2.22

Work to minimize impacts of development and encourage activities that
will prevent degradation or destruction of essential wintering habitat. (1)

2.23

Assess and foster compatibility of winter management with efforts that
benefit other threatened and endangered species. (3)
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2.24

3.

4.

Work with states to protect wintering habitat on private lands through
conservation easements, deed restrictions, land purchases, or other
appropriate mechanisms. (2)

Identify and protect migration habitat outside of wintering range.
3.1

Compile information from ornithological literature to identify probable migration
sightings in each of the Great Lakes states and Ontario and along migratory
pathways. (2)

3.2

Target bird watching groups in each state and Ontario and request assistance in
locating migrating piping plovers. (2)

3.3

Identify and reduce threats to habitat and migrating piping plovers at key
migration sites. (3)

Conduct scientific research to facilitate recovery efforts.
4.1

Continue to study survival, recruitment, dispersal, and ecology by banding Great
Lakes population. (2)

4.2

Study breeding ecology.
4.21

Investigate factors influencing nest densities at breeding sites.
4.211 Study biotic and abiotic factors that influence nesting densities.
(3)
4.212 Quantify other factors (disturbance, predation) limiting piping
plovers at current and historic breeding sites. (2)

4.22

Investigate relationship of brood home range size to biotic and abiotic
factors. (3)

4.3

Study migration ecology if important migration sites can be identified. (2)

4.4

Study wintering ecology and distribution.
4.41

Continue to investigate winter distribution. (2)

4.42

Characterize physical characteristics of wintering habitat. (2)

4.43

Determine spatial and temporal use of wintering habitat by piping
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plovers with focus on sites known to be used by Great Lakes
population. (3)
4.5

5.

6.

Evaluate effect of contaminants on piping plovers.
4.51

Analyze contaminant residues in salvaged eggs and carcasses. (2)

4.52

Analyze contaminant levels in prey at known wintering sites for Great
Lakes population. (3)

4.53

Determine if registered pesticide use poses threat to breeding or
wintering piping plovers or food base. (2)

4.6

Investigate genetic variation within the Great Lakes population and among the
three breeding populations. (2)

4.7

Refine population viability models as new data become available. (3)

Develop and implement public education and outreach.
5.1

Develop and promote seasonal natural history programs and on-site
interpretation for state parks and National Lakeshore users in the Great Lakes
region. (3)

5.2

Conduct landowner contact and education programs to promote awareness of
status and threats to piping plovers. (2)

5.3

Make educational presentations to citizen groups in communities in or near
piping plover habitat. (3)

5.4

Prepare several press releases annually to apprise the public of the piping
plover’s special status, biology, and management. (2)

5.5

Evaluate and improve current educational materials and methods of distributing
them. (3)

5.6

Design a piping plover sign appropriate for use on privately-owned land. (2)

5.7

Evaluate and improve educational opportunities and materials in zoos. (3)

Develop partnerships and additional funding mechanisms.
6.1

Identify similar or overlapping conservation efforts by other agencies to reduce
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redundancy and increase complementarity. (3)
6.2

7.

Create regional interagency task forces to develop funding initiatives for
recovery efforts on wintering and breeding grounds. (3)

Develop emergency methods to prevent extirpation.
7.1

Develop criteria for use of population augmentation strategies on the Great
Lakes population. (1)

7.2

Develop a protocol for population augmentation.
7.21

Captive-rear abandoned clutches from the wild and develop a threshold
for discontinuing this task. (1)

7.22

Evaluate potential for a proactive captive-rearing program and outline
methods for use. (1)

7.23

Evaluate translocation as an augmentation tool for piping plovers;
assess benefits compared to captive-rearing and captive breeding. (3)

7.24

Re-evaluate role of zoos in piping plover conservation efforts and
coordinate with American Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA) and
appropriate zoos in development of future population augmentation
strategies.
7.241 Re-evaluate the role of zoos in piping plover conservation
efforts through annual review of zoo section 10 permits. (2)
7.242 Coordinate with AZA and appropriate zoos in development of
desired elements of captive breeding, rearing, or other
population augmentation strategies. (2)

7.25

8.

Establish networks necessary to determine and implement population
augmentation protocol. (3)

Review progress toward recovery and revise recovery tasks as appropriate. (3)
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C. Narrative for Recovery Actions
1. Protect the Great Lakes piping plover breeding population and manage breeding
habitat to maximize survival and fecundity
Efforts to protect nests and manage recreation at Atlantic breeding sites have
demonstrated that intensive management can achieve substantial increases in piping
plover reproductive success and population numbers (USFWS 1996). Reproductive
success is a measure that incorporates both nesting success and chick survival rates.
Managers should consider both nest success and chick survival in order to effectively
evaluate the potential success of management efforts. Appendix A provides a
preliminary list of current and needed management actions for Michigan breeding sites
within essential breeding habitat for the Great Lakes population. Updates to Appendix
A will occur as new information becomes available regarding the current understanding
of what constitutes essential piping plover habitat.
1.1

Coordinate survey, monitoring, and management efforts in breeding
range. Since 1994, an informal coordination group involving the USFWS,
representatives of state and Federal agencies and other land management
organizations, seasonal field technicians, and Michigan working group members
have met annually to plan management efforts for the year. These meetings
function as the backbone of recovery efforts and have resulted in increased
coordination, efficiency of piping plover protection and management efforts, and
information sharing.
1.11

Coordinate seasonal field activities at biannual meetings of
Breeding Range Coordination Group. (1) The Breeding Range
Coordination Group (BRCG) should include census coordinators and
key land managers from other Great Lakes states and Ontario. Several
meetings held at the end of the breeding season identified management
issues on breeding areas needing attention. Holding an additional
meeting at the end of the breeding season allows adequate time to
address issues the following year. These meetings should continue to be
held twice annually (pre- and post- breeding season).

1.12

Coordinate surveys in Michigan to ensure consistent coverage
and effort among years. (1) Annual surveys of breeding areas in
Michigan are conducted to locate nests for monitoring reproductive
success, assessing population trends, and success of protective
management efforts. Extensive surveys have covered known breeding
areas in many counties and some historic breeding areas. Because
survey effort tends to vary among years, some sites are visited only
once every five years during the International Piping Plover Census.
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Observations of unbanded fledglings indicate that not all nests were
found and that surveys need to be expanded. The USFWS should
develop and maintain a complete list of sites that need checking for
piping plover activity and identify parties responsible for checking sites
each year.
1.13

Identify survey coordinators and survey sites for other Great
Lakes states and Ontario. (1) As the number of breeding pairs in
Michigan has gradually increased in recent years, breeding pairs have
expanded into more distant breeding areas. In addition, birds breeding
for the first time tend to nest far from their natal sites. In 1998, a pair of
piping plovers banded as chicks in Michigan was fortuitously discovered
nesting at Chequamegon Point, Long Island, Ashland Co., Wisconsin.
As the Great Lakes population recovers, the incidence of piping plovers
recolonizing historic habitat outside Michigan will likely increase. The
USFWS should establish a network of census coordinators in other
Great Lakes states and Ontario and generate lists of sites for annual
surveys for each state. Survey coordinators should report sightings of
banded birds to the USFWS, East Lansing, Michigan Field Office and
the bander.

1.14

Develop standard, range wide monitoring and reporting protocol.
(1) Quantity and quality of data provided by piping plover monitors
varies. Developing a standard, range wide monitoring and reporting
protocol will allow consistency in data collection and accurate
measurement of population trends and progress toward recovery goals.
At a minimum, data reported should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.15

The date monitoring began and ended,
monitoring interval,
nesting chronology including dates and numbers (pairs located,
nests initiated, exclosures erected, eggs hatched, chicks fledged
or disappeared, re-nests initiated, birds dispersed),
locations of nests and brood foraging territories within sites,
known and suspected reasons for chick loss,
sightings of banded birds,
locations of commonly used foraging areas throughout the
season,
problems encountered with exclosures, trespassers, dogs,
vehicles, etc., and
recommendations or improvements for future management.

Develop guidelines and conduct annual training workshops for
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seasonal piping plover monitors. (1) Piping plover monitors are
responsible for management which directly affects birds. Improper
management may have detrimental consequences. Field skills and
knowledge of piping plover biology and behavior vary among seasonal
personnel who are supervised by several different agencies. A
handbook describing appropriate methods for locating nests, erecting
predator exclosures, and identifying abandoned nests (among other
activities) will help ensure effective and non-disruptive monitoring and
management. A handbook would also facilitate consistent methods to
protect piping plovers throughout the Great Lakes region. The USFWS
should use the best available information to develop the handbook
which should include maps and contact lists in addition to protocol and
information on the piping plover. Handbooks will need to be updated
annually as new information is obtained. Field personnel would receive
updated handbooks annually. A required workshop for field personnel
led by experienced piping plover biologists early in the season would
provide hands-on experience in locating birds and nests, setting up
predator exclosures, and other duties.
1.16

Continue to support a coordinator to overs ee data collection,
maintain databases, analyze field data, and disseminate results.
(1) The extensive information generated on nest locations, number of
nesting pairs, habitat use and movements, reproduction, and banded
individuals requires someone to coordinate data collection and manage
and analyze resulting databases. Information generated from the data
would be used to evaluate progress toward recovery and direct
protective management each year. Ideally the data manager will have
field and analytical experience with the ability to coordinate training for
field personnel and oversee data collection.

1.17

Develop agreements with private landowners and townships to
allow monitoring and management efforts on private and
municipal lands. (1) One such agreement is currently in place in Burt
Township, Alger County, Michigan. Another example is the Magic
Carpet HCP in Leelanau County, Michigan. Developing similar
agreements with landowners is important because approximately onethird of piping plover nests occur on private or municipal lands;
therefore survival of this population depends on the protection of piping
plovers from take on private lands. To reduce risk of illegal take, local
conservancies should secure protection on private lands by negotiating
long-term agreements that will allow standard monitoring and
management efforts.
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1.2

1.18

Develop and implement protection guidelines for unoccupied or
historic breeding habitat on state and Federal lands via
MOU/MOA. (1) Approximately two-thirds of piping plover nests and
most historic breeding habitat occur on publicly-owned state and
Federal land. Frequently piping plovers are observed at parks early in
the breeding season but are driven off or discouraged from nesting
because immediate protection from disturbance is not currently
provided. Development and implementation of standard, region-wide
guidelines for protecting potential nesting piping plovers when they are
discovered on previously unoccupied state or Federal lands will
expedite protection and increase the likelihood piping plovers will
reproduce in these areas. The USFWS should develop guidelines and
create a Memorandum of Understanding/Agreement (MOU/MOA)
with state and Federal land management agencies. There are no MOUs
or MOAs in place at this time.

1.19

Organize and train volunteers to patrol nesting areas. (2) For
several years, volunteers have patrolled active breeding areas in some
state and National Parks and educated the public about threats to piping
plovers during busy holiday weekends. Regular patrol of nest sites in
high recreation areas should also occur. State and Federal agencies are
responsible for organizing volunteers and training them in compatible
techniques. The USFWS should continue to organize and train
volunteers and evaluate the use of volunteers on an annual basis to
determine if patrols are cost-effective in reducing risks to nesting piping
plovers.

Monitor and manage breeding pairs and reproductive success. A
network of public agency staff and seasonal field workers monitor activities and
reproductive success of all piping plover pairs and use management techniques
to protect piping plovers and educate the public. Monitoring breeding pairs and
reproductive success is necessary to determine population trends and evaluate
effectiveness of management and progress toward recovery goals.
1.21 Survey known, historic, and potential breeding sites to
locate breeding piping plovers. (1) Effective expansion of protection
efforts on the breeding grounds depends on the ability to identify areas
currently used by piping plovers. In Michigan, piping plovers readily
nest at suitable breeding sites that were unoccupied for a number of
years and also will nest in new areas. Therefore, it is important that
piping plover researchers annually census all known current and historic
breeding areas as well as potential habitat to determine management
needs and further identify essential/critical habitat. Initially, censuses
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should occur early in the breeding season (first or second week of May)
to locate nesting piping plovers; several visits should be made later in the
breeding season (mid-June and mid-July) to identify late nesting and renesting attempts.
1.22

Reduce predation and disturbance of breeding piping plovers.
Throughout the breeding range, research has shown that reducing
depredation of eggs, chicks and adults and minimizing disturbance of
adults and chicks by humans and pets can effectively increase piping
plover reproductive success.
1.221 Protect nests with predator exclosures and limit human
activity in nesting areas with fencing and signs. (1)
Consistent use of predator exclosures has significantly increased
hatching success of piping plover nests but does not provide
protection to mobile chicks after hatching. Limiting human
activity in breeding areas by strategic placement of
psychological fencing provides additional protection to piping
plovers during courtship, nest-building, incubation, and broodrearing. Public agency staff and trained volunteers should erect
predator exclosures and fencing around all nesting areas to
reduce risk of take during the breeding season on public land
and private lands (where landowners have granted access).
See Appendix D for guidelines on use of predator exclosures.
1.222 Clarify policies and protocol for predator control/removal
and implement when and where warranted. (1) Predation is
an important limiting factor for piping plover populations
throughout the breeding range. Establishment of predator
control/removal protocols for all sites and identification of
responsible parties for implementation of a suite of predator
control actions is needed. The NPS, for example, may need to
reevaluate and clarify policies on predator management when
predators jeopardize piping plovers, especially breeding adults.
The need to control or remove specific predators that pose a
threat to nesting adults should be assessed annually by field
personnel and land managers. Removal of predators by lethal
or non-lethal means should be pursued as necessary with
sensitivity to public relations.
1.223 Report dog leash law infractions in nesting areas and
work with state and Federal conservation officers and
local animal control officers to increase enforcement. (1)
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Domestic dogs have killed piping plovers, and experts
frequently suspect dogs as the cause of disappearing chicks.
Repeated disturbance by dogs may compromise piping plover
reproduction and survival. Michigan State Parks prohibit dogs
on swimming beaches and require a 2 m (6 ft) leash at all times.
Dog leash laws are currently not well enforced on state or
Federal lands and increased enforcement will reduce risk of
take. Land managers and field personnel should contact local
conservation officers early in the breeding season and apprise
them of the potential threat dogs present to piping plovers at
individual breeding sites. Field personnel should report leash
law infractions to local conservation officers and to the Report
All Poaching Hotline (Michigan: 1-800-292-7800). If
landowners’ dogs jeopardize piping plovers in breeding areas
on private land, education and subsequent law enforcement
action may be necessary.
1.224 Evaluate current use of vehicle blockades on public and
privately-owned land with piping plovers and recommend
changes as necessary. (2) Vehicle use occurs at a number of
piping plover breeding areas and endangers both adults and
chicks. Placement of boulders or guardrails at vehicle access
points has helped keep vehicles off public beaches occupied by
piping plovers. The Piping Plover Coordination Group should
assess current placement of vehicle blockades and make
recommendations to appropriate land managers as necessary.
Field personnel should report incidents of unlawful vehicle use
on Michigan beaches to the Report All Poachers Hotline.
Landowners need to be informed of the risk of taking
endangered species by driving through nesting areas on their
land.
1.3

Protect natural processes that maintain dune ecosystems and essential
breeding habitat. Ecosystems the piping plover inhabits throughout the year
are dynamic and dependent on natural processes of sediment deposition,
erosion, and scouring for maintenance. Shoreline dredging, construction of
break-walls, jetties, marinas, and rip rap disrupt these processes by altering
sedimentation patterns or hydrology. Beach stabilization and “nourishment”
projects also degrade the quality of beach habitat for piping plovers and other
coastal species. To ensure adequate habitat for survival, reproduction and
recovery, natural processes within the ecosystems piping plovers utilize must be
protected.
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1.31

Identify and update essential habitat in Great Lakes region. (1)
A preliminary definition of essential habitat for breeding appears in the
Objective and Criteria section. This information is based on current and
historic breeding site use by piping plovers, characteristics of past nest
sites, and potential of habitat for reproduction based on physical
characteristics and threats. This information should be reviewed for
updating at least once every three years.

1.32

Work to minimize development and encourage activities that
prevent degradation or destruction of essential habitat on public
lands in the breeding range. (1) Public land managers should limit
activities that reduce the likelihood of piping plover use, preventing
alteration of physical and biological components of essential habitat. In
addition, they should maintain and improve features of historic habitat to
increase the likelihood that piping plovers will re-colonize historic
breeding areas. Construction practices, pollution control, pesticide
application, and recreation management should maintain or improve
conditions for foraging, nesting, and brood-rearing.

1.33

Protect breeding population from oil spills in Great Lakes
waterways. (1) Atlantic Coast oil spills have resulted in oiled piping
plovers. Oils spills are also a risk to piping plovers breeding on the
Great Lakes. The USFWS Region 3 should contact appropriate
individuals in Region 5 to gather information on how to rehabilitate oiled
piping plovers. Region 3 should also coordinate with other USFWS
regions to develop standard oil spill emergency response protocols (see
task 2.15).

1.34

Work to minimize development and encourage activities that
prevent degradation or destruction of essential habitat on private
lands in the breeding range. The USFWS and other public agencies
should discourage activities on private lands that degrade or destroy
piping plover habitat.
1.341 Incorporate protection of breeding areas into land use
plans and existing permitting processes. (2) Recovery also
requires protection and maintenance of essential habitat on
private land; therefore, the USFWS should continue to work
with local planning and zoning boards to incorporate piping
plover protection into existing land use plans and permitting and
zoning processes.
1.342 Develop guidelines for landowner Habitat Conservation
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Plans. (2) Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs), such as the
Magic Carpet HCP, are plans that seek to mitigate effects of
otherwise lawful activities that may result in incidental take.
Development of standard guidelines to assist landowners with
preparation of HCPs will also facilitate protection of breeding
and wintering areas that occur within or encompass privatelyowned land.
1.35

Assess and foster compatibility of management with efforts that
benefit other threatened and endangered Great Lakes species.
(3) The plight of the piping plover demonstrates the imperiled nature of
the ecosystems it inhabits. Breeding sites of the Great Lakes piping
plover provide habitat for a number of species of special conservation
concern such as the federally threatened Pitcher’s thistle and
Houghton’s goldenrod, the locally rare Lake Huron tansy (Tanacetum
huronense) and Lake Huron locust, among other rare species.
Additionally, freshwater dunes are features important to the natural
heritage of the Great Lakes region. Encouraging compatibility among
management efforts for multiple species co-occurring in beach
ecosystems may result in more streamlined management processes for
all vulnerable species and landscape features. Additionally,
consideration of these species as a group for management purposes
may lead to more efficient use of limited funding resources.

1.36

Restore and acquire habitat. Full recovery of the Great Lakes
population requires preservation of sites that piping plovers currently do
not occupy but meet the physical characteristics of breeding habitat.
Enhancement of some of these sites by improving the physical
characteristics of the habitat or by decreasing levels of human
disturbance would increase the likelihood piping plovers will recolonize
or utilize them on a regular basis.
1.361 Control vegetation and conduct cobble nourishment at
marginal breeding sites when and where appropriate. (3)
Observations at breeding sites over the past six or more years
suggest that succession may eventually deter piping plovers from
nesting at some sites (Appendix A). Removal of vegetation to
improve suitability of nesting areas on the Atlantic Coast seems
to encourage immediate use of treated areas by piping plovers
and other shorebirds (USFWS 1996). Efforts to improve the
physical suitability of Great Lakes sites, such as Pointe Aux
Chenes, Michigan, through the addition of cobble, appeared to
increase use by nesting plovers (S. Sjogren, District Biologist,
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USFS, St. Ignace, Michigan, pers. comm., 1996). Researchers
should consider sites where piping plover use has declined due
to succession or sand deposition as primary candidates for
restoration activities such as vegetation removal (woody
vegetation and non-native species) and/or cobble augmentation.
Researchers should monitor treated sites to determine the
effectiveness of habitat modification in attracting and retaining
piping plovers.
1.362 Purchase habitat and increase protection through
conservation easements, deed restrictions, etc. (2) The
USFWS should work with The Nature Conservancy, local land
trusts, and state organizations to assist in the purchase or
acquisition of deed restrictions, dedications, and conservation
easements. These groups should also identify other mechanisms
for protection of private land that meets physical characteristics
of piping plover breeding habitat but lacks sufficient protection
from human disturbance or development under current
ownership.
2. Protect wintering piping plovers and manage habitat to promote survival and
recruitment
Piping plovers spend eight or more months annually on the wintering grounds, so threats
there can significantly affect individual survival and ultimately, population recovery.
Protection and habitat management for piping plovers on the wintering grounds falls
short of the protection on the breeding grounds, primarily due to lack of knowledge
about winter distribution. Sightings of banded piping plovers during the winter are
beginning to identify essential wintering sites for the Great Lakes population. This
information allows more focused and stringent protection of these areas.
2.1

Organize protection efforts for wintering piping plover populations. The
formation of a Winter Grounds Coordination Group (WGCG) that parallels the
Breeding Grounds Group will allow more effective protection efforts for
wintering piping plovers. Members of this group should collaborate to establish
surveys as well as monitoring and protection programs for winter populations.
This effort will increase knowledge of wintering distribution and threats, allowing
more effective protection of wintering areas.
2.11

Create a WGCG to organize protection efforts on piping plover’s
wintering range. (1) USFWS Regions 4 and 2 should coordinate
with USFWS Regions 3, 5, and 6 to initiate formation of a group of
USFWS employees, biologists and state land managers in the piping
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plover’s wintering range. This group should convene annually to
develop recovery efforts for wintering sites, assure consistency in
monitoring and protection efforts, share information on threats and
management efforts across the wintering range, and address
conservation issues.
2.12

Organize winter surveys to locate banded birds and identify key
wintering areas for the Great Lakes population. (1) Most winter
sightings of piping plovers banded in the Great Lakes have been the
fortuitous result of informal surveys or research by local amateur
ornithologists and agency biologists. There has been no organized
effort, other than the International Census, to locate banded piping
plovers on the wintering grounds. The USFWS and the WGCG should
create a parallel network of individuals and birding groups to survey
wintering habitat annually. Such an effort would increase knowledge of
winter distribution of Great Lakes breeders.

2.13

Annually monitor wintering populations at sites with sightings of
birds banded in the Great Lakes. (1) Piping plovers appear to
exhibit fidelity to wintering sites, and several wintering sites that host a
number of birds from the Great Lakes population have been identified.
Land management agencies should monitor these sites annually to
determine trends in piping plover populations and identify potential
threats and necessary protection efforts. The WGCG should agree
upon consistent monitoring and data reporting methods. Agencies
would report banded birds to the WGCG, the BRCG, and the Great
Lakes piping plover data manager.

2.14

Reduce disturbance to piping plovers at wintering sites by
humans and pets. (1) As on the breeding grounds, public land
managers should use recreation management techniques such as vehicle
and pet restrictions and psychological fencing to reduce disturbance and
risk of take of piping plovers during winter.

2.15

Protect wintering populations from oil spills. (1) The WGCG and
International Piping Plover Working Group should work with experts to
devise emergency response protocol and networks for cleaning up
oil/chemical spills, rehabilitating oiled piping plovers, and filing for
damages for restoration efforts. The group should make protocol and
networks known to piping plover biologists throughout the wintering
range so that oiled birds and habitat can be dealt with in the most
expeditious manner.
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2.16

2.2

Identify and reduce additional threats to winter populations. (1)
As winter distribution is further refined and piping plover populations
and habitat on the wintering ground are monitored more closely,
additional threats to winter populations and essential habitat will likely
be discovered.

Protect natural processes that maintain coastal ecosystems and quality
wintering habitat.
2.21

Identify and update essential wintering habitat locations. (1)
Table 4 summarizes initial information on essential wintering habitat from
sightings of piping plovers banded in the Great Lakes. Surveys and
monitoring of wintering populations and banded piping plovers would
allow further definition and refinement of essential wintering habitat.
Locations of essential wintering habitat should be reviewed for updating
at least every 3 years.

2.22

Work to minimize impacts of development and encourage
activities that will prevent degradation or destruction of essential
wintering habitat. (1) The USACE and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) have major programs affecting barrier
beach dynamics. USACE issues permits to state and local governments
and private parties for shoreline alteration. For example, current
placement of dredge spoil in the Laguna Madre negatively affects
wintering piping plovers. These agencies must enter into consultation
with the USFWS as required by section 7 of the ESA if their activities
may affect piping plover populations or their habitat. Accomplishment
of this task would result in protection of habitat used by many other
species of shorebirds.

2.23

Assess and foster compatibility of winter management with
efforts that benefit other threatened and endangered species. (3)
As in the Great Lakes region, wintering areas used by Great Lakes
piping plovers provide habitat for other species of special concern. On
the wintering grounds, piping plovers co-occur with the federally listed,
threatened sea beach amaranth and loggerhead sea turtle. Again,
encouraging coordination among beach ecosystems management efforts
would likely result in more streamlined management for all species
considered and benefit the entire ecosystem.

2.24

Work with states to protect wintering habitat on private lands
through conservation easements, deed re strictions, land
purchases, or other appropriate mechanisms. (2) State and
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Federal ownership protects much wintering habitat, but wintering piping
plovers may benefit from acquisition or protective legal agreements on
privately owned land. More information on winter distribution and
threats to piping plovers at wintering sites would determine which
private sites are candidates for purchase or other protection. The
USFWS and the WGCG, in conjunction with state agencies, should
contact land trusts to identify mechanisms for private land protection in
each state and work with willing landowners to apply protection.
3. Identify and protect migration habitat outside of wintering range
While little is known about sites used by migrating piping plovers, availability of quality
migration sites is likely important to piping plover survival. This task is currently of
lower priority than others, but may be elevated to Priority 1 if information suggests
migration sites are limiting or highly threatened.
3.1

Compile information from ornithological literature to identify probable
migration sightings in each of the Great Lakes states and Ontario and
along migratory pathways. (2) Preliminary efforts suggest that compilation of
migrating piping plover sightings from ornithological literature (e.g., state bird
journals and Audubon reports) would greatly aid identification of probable
migration sites and routes. This information would allow targeting of areas to
survey for migrating piping plovers and assess potential threats. Initially, the
effort should compile literature from all Great Lakes states (Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin) and
Ontario. The literature search may expand to inland states along potential
migration routes if initial investigations suggest inland stopover sites exist.

3.2

Target bird watching groups in each state and Ontario and request
assistance in locating migrating piping plovers. (2) Bird watchers are a
largely untapped resource that can help locate migrating piping plovers and key
migration areas. The USFWS should contact bird watching groups in each
state and Ontario with mailings identifying potential migration sites and request
assistance in checking these areas for piping plovers between April 15 and May
15. A web-page linked to popular bird websites could track sightings and may
increase bird watchers’ interest in this effort.

3.3

Identify and reduce threats to habitat and migrating piping plovers at
key migration sites. (3) Once probable migration sites are identified,
information on threats to habitat and migrating piping plovers should be gathered
for each site from local agencies/sources or from new surveys if no local
information source can be identified.
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4. Conduct scientific research to facilitate recovery efforts
Research has provided key information to management agencies involved with recovery
efforts for this population. Additional research will refine current management efforts in
both breeding and wintering habitat.
4.1

Continue to study survival, recruitment, dispersal, and ecology by
banding Great Lakes population. (2) Banding the breeding population has
contributed greatly to knowledge of adult and juvenile survival, recruitment of
juveniles into the breeding population, dispersal and distribution in the breeding
range and wintering grounds, and has aided ecological studies. Identification
and monitoring of key wintering sites for this population depends on continued
banding, including the use of color bands, on the breeding grounds. Banding of
the Great Lakes population should continue at least until 2005 (in concert with
intensive efforts to locate banded birds on the wintering grounds) after which the
need for additional banding should be assessed. Any evidence of band-related
injuries may warrant assessment of banding practices prior to this date.
Banding of captive-reared individuals, however, should continue for the duration
of captive-rearing efforts to gather information on survival and reproduction by
these individuals.

4.2

Study breeding ecology. The breeding ecology of piping plovers has been
generally well studied, but additional investigations are needed to help determine
essential habitat and management efforts for both unoccupied essential habitat
and active breeding areas, especially during the brood-rearing phase.
4.21

Investigate factors influencing nest densities at breeding sites.
The amount of habitat needed to support a recovered population in the
Great Lakes region depends on the densities at which breeding piping
plovers occupy sites. Nesting densities likely depend on habitat quality,
physical habitat features, available food resources, and other factors,
such as disturbance and predator populations. These factors have not
been measured or are poorly known for most breeding areas.
4.211 Study biotic and abiotic factors that influence nesting
densities. (3) The biotic and abiotic factors that potentially
affect nesting density need to be evaluated. These factors can
include habitat quality, physical habitat features, and available
food resources.
4.212 Quantify other factors (disturbance, predation) limiting
piping plovers at current and historic breeding sites. (2)
Disturbance and predation likely limit piping plover densities,
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diminish breeding success, or deter piping plovers from using
certain breeding areas. Quantification of levels of disturbance
and predator activity at current and historic breeding areas
would help determine where human use or predator
management should occur. With little additional effort, these
data could be gathered during annual habitat surveys and
monitoring of breeding pairs.
4.22

Investigate relationship of brood home range size to biotic and
abiotic factors. (3) Observations (Shutt 1996; Fadroski 1998) have
shown that the extent of shoreline used by piping plover broods is highly
variable. The minimum area needed for brood survival is unknown and
may be specific to breeding area and dependent on factors such as food
resources, physical features of the beach, disturbance levels, predation
risks, and presence of other piping plover families. Investigations of
these factors in relation to brood home range size would aid
management directed at protecting broods and increasing fledging
success at breeding sites.

4.3

Study migration ecology if important migration sites can be identified.
(2) If important migration sites are identified, ecological studies would help
identify threats to migrating piping plovers and determine management needed
to protect birds during this stage. Studies should focus on identifying the timing
and duration of use of migration sites by piping plovers, the area and types of
habitat used as well as how it is used. Additionally, studies should include
identification of the major threats to migrating piping plovers at these sites and
how to alleviate them.

4.4

Study wintering ecology and distribution. The winter distribution of piping
plovers is very widespread, but a large proportion (44%) of birds winter along
the Gulf Coast of Texas (Ferland and Haig 2002), with as many as 15-25% of
all piping plovers wintering on South Padre Island (K. L. Drake and K. R.
Drake, pers. comm., 1999). This region deserves greater attention with regard
to conservation; however, winter sightings of Great Lakes piping plovers
suggest that a focus on preservation of the Texas Gulf Coast alone may not
ensure the survival of the Great Lakes population. Most reports of birds from
this population are from the southern Atlantic Coast and Gulf Coast of Florida.
Greater effort at pinpointing the winter distribution of the Great Lakes
population would help identify wintering habitat in need of preservation and
management for this population’s continued survival.
Very little is known about wintering ecology of piping plovers, particularly in
areas that currently appear to be key wintering sites for the Great Lakes
population (e.g., Altamaha Estuary, Georgia, and Marco Island, Florida).
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Studies focusing on wintering sites where piping plovers that were banded in the
Great Lakes region have been sighted will help determine threats and shape
protective management. This management also would benefit piping plovers
breeding on the Northern Great Plains and Atlantic Coast that winter in the
same areas.

4.5

4.41

Continue to investigate winter distribution. (2) The International
Piping Plover Census has conducted surveys of winter populations once
every 5 years since 1991. This survey should continue to provide
population trend information and identify additional key wintering sites.
Previous surveys identified areas requiring greater effort (e.g., Louisiana,
Texas, Mexican Gulf Coast and Caribbean islands)

4.42

Characterize physical characteristics of wintering habitat. (2)
Information characterizing piping plover foraging and roosting habitat is
lacking for sites on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of Florida.
Characterization at multiple scales (from microhabitats to landscapes) in
a number of different regions is needed to determine appropriate
protection actions for wintering habitat.

4.43

Determine spatial and temporal use of wintering habitat by piping
plovers with focus on sites known to be used by Great Lakes
population. (3) Research along the Texas Gulf Coast indicates that
piping plovers use different habitats for foraging and resting and that
temporal and spatial factors influence these patterns of habitat use.
Development of protective management for wintering Great Lakes
piping plovers requires habitat use data along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts.

Evaluate effect of contaminants on piping plovers. Elevated contaminant
levels in eggs of some Great Lakes piping plovers suggest that exposure to
contaminants may jeopardize this population. Further study would determine if
contaminant loads are detrimental, pinpoint the sources of contaminants, and
ascertain if pesticide use in breeding and/or wintering areas warrants stricter
regulation.
4.51

Analyze contaminant residues in salvaged eggs and carcasses.
(2) The USFWS should continue to analyze contaminant levels in
addled eggs and carcasses salvaged from the Great Lakes population
and attempt to track residue levels in eggs of banded females to identify
potential sources of exposure (breeding vs. wintering areas).
Contaminant analysis of tissue from live piping plovers (e.g. blood,
feathers) should be pursued if signs of threat from contamination are
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indicated by observation of: 1) decreased hatching, fledging, or juvenile
return rates not attributed to predation, 2) deformed chicks, 3) altered
adult breeding behavior following a reduction in human disturbance on
breeding grounds, and 4) analysis of available specimens continues to
indicate high contaminant levels in tissues.
4.52

Analyze contaminant levels in prey at known wintering sites for
Great Lakes population. (3) Analysis of prey at major breeding sites
suggests that breeding areas are not likely the primary source of
contaminants to the Great Lakes population. A parallel study of known
wintering sites of Great Lakes piping plover will aid understanding of
contaminant levels present in prey throughout the range.

4.53

Determine if registered pesticide use poses threat to breeding or
wintering piping plovers or food base. (2) Pesticide use in breeding
and wintering areas may threaten piping plovers directly and/or impact
the food base. The magnitude, timing, and proximity of pesticide
applications to breeding and wintering areas of Great Lakes birds
should be assessed from local sources. Results would be used to
identify areas where further study of pesticide impacts on shorebirds
may be warranted or where pesticide use needs stricter regulation.

4.6

Investigate genetic variation within the Great Lakes population and
among the three breeding populations. (2) Populations that remain small for
many years may lose the genetic variability required for long-term survival in the
face of environmental change. An assessment of the genetic variability of the
Great Lakes population and its distinctness from the other two breeding
populations would indicate whether genetic concerns exist for this population.
Development of genetic markers for the three breeding populations is currently
underway and should help clarify this question (S. Haig, USGS-BRD, Oregon
State University, pers. comm., 1998). The USFWS should continue to
provide tissue for Haig’s study. Techniques (such as translocation of individuals
from other populations) are available to increase genetic variability if low
variability threatens population persistence. Increasing genetic variation in the
Great Lakes population may become a recovery task if evidence suggests low
genetic variation negatively affects fitness (for example, reduced hatching
success, impaired reproductive behavior, or reduced fertility).

4.7

Refine population viability models as new data become available. (3)
Population viability models are useful for evaluating quantitative recovery goals
and the impact of different management strategies on population trends. Initial
models require refinement as better data on survival, dispersal, habitat, and
genetics become available.
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5. Develop and implement public education and outreach
Effective management to protect the piping plover depends on the public abiding by
protective regulations. Intense human activity on piping plover breeding and wintering
areas each year create a great need and opportunity for public education. Public
education efforts within Michigan are diverse; current programs should continue and be
expanded to reach other Great Lakes audiences.
5.1

Develop and promote seasonal natural history programs and on-site
interpretation for state park and National Lakeshore users in the Great
Lakes region. (3) The state park and National Park Service systems protect
a large amount of piping plover breeding habitat. A natural history program on
the piping plover and the dune ecosystem it inhabits, presented in state and
National Parks and Natural Areas with Great Lakes shoreline would reach a
large audience of residents and visitors. This program should educate users of
public lands about the importance of piping plover dune ecosystem protection.

5.2

Conduct landowner contact and education program to promote
awareness of status and threats to piping plovers. (2) The cooperation of
private landowners in piping plover protection and research has been vital to the
success of recovery efforts in the Great Lakes. Appropriate organizations (e.g.,
TNC, Michigan Natural Features Inventory, local land trusts) in cooperation
with the USFWS should conduct a contact program to promote awareness of
piping plover status for private owners of occupied, historic, or potential habitat
occurring in both the breeding and wintering ranges.

5.3

Make educational presentations to citizen groups in communities in or
near piping plover habitat. (3) The USFWS in cooperation with
conservation groups or land conservancies should target citizen groups
(landowner associations and township boards) for educational presentations in
communities affected by piping plover recovery efforts. These presentations
will enhance communication among natural resource agencies and communities
and cultivate positive attitudes in people affected by recovery efforts.

5.4

Prepare several press releases annually to apprise the public of the
piping plover’s special status, biology, and management. (2) The
USFWS should continue to use press releases in Michigan to promote public
understanding of the piping plover’s endangered status, biology, and
management. Also, in cooperation with state natural resource agencies, the
USFWS should develop appropriate press releases for other states in the Great
Lakes region and in the wintering range.
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5.5

Evaluate and improve current educational materials and methods of
distributing them. (3) The USFWS piping plover brochure and elementary
school slide program need periodic revision to include current information and
improved designs. The USFWS should continue to revise existing educational
videos on piping plovers in the Great Lakes. The USFWS also should
periodically evaluate the use and educational effectiveness of these materials
through consultation with professional educators and primary users such as state
and National Park Service staff and elementary school teachers. Additionally,
the USFWS should continue to broaden its audience by providing brochures,
videos, and slide programs to state and Federal agencies, nature centers, zoos
and others involved in public education and piping plover recovery. Finally the
USFWS should develop an ongoing distribution program for these materials.

5.6

Design a piping plover sign appropriate for use on privately-owned land.
(2) Current signs available for use with psychological fencing of nesting areas
are geared toward beach closures on publicly-owned land. The USFWS
should coordinate with local communities to gather input to create an
appropriate sign for use on private land.

5.7

Evaluate and improve educational opportunities and materials in zoos.
(3) Several zoos in the Great Lakes region currently have piping plovers
rescued from the Great Plains population on exhibit. The locations of the zoos
present opportunities to educate the public in the Great Lakes region about the
piping plover. The USFWS should collaborate with zoos having piping plover
educational materials and programs to evaluate their effectiveness and to find
ways to expand education opportunities. Materials should emphasize methods
to reduce threats to the Great Lakes population in the broader context of the
North American distribution of this species. Piping plover educational programs
should be evaluated annually to assess effectiveness.

6. Develop partnerships and additional funding mechanisms
The piping plover cannot survive without continual management of breeding and
wintering areas due to its beach-dwelling habits and sensitivity to disturbance.
Development of a self-sustaining network of partnerships with cooperating agencies,
conservation organizations, and landowners is needed to ensure future management that
will promote piping plover survival. This network, along with long-term mechanisms for
the funding of management activities, would ensure long-term protection and
management of breeding and wintering areas.
6.1

Identify similar or overlapping conservation efforts by other agencies to
reduce redundancy and increase complementarity. (3) A number of
conservation organizations have programs directed at protecting the piping
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plover as an element of biological diversity. The USFWS should identify
overlapping efforts by other agencies/organizations and collaborate with these
groups to reduce duplication and increase complementarity of efforts.
Collaboration and coordination among organizations should increase the
efficiency with which funds are used to manage and protect piping plovers.
6.2

Create regional interagency task forces to develop funding initiatives
for recovery efforts on wintering and breeding grounds. (3) The USFWS
should foster creation of regional interagency task forces for both breeding and
wintering grounds. Groups composed of a few key personnel (upper level
managers and fund-raisers) from state, Federal and Provincial agencies and
non-governmental organizations would comprise the task forces. The task
forces should meet at least once annually (prior to the Management
Coordination Groups) to collaborate on obtaining funding for recovery efforts
and to identify or develop long-term funding mechanisms for protection of
piping plovers and their habitat.

7. Develop emergency methods to prevent extirpation
Emergency methods to rescue the population from extirpation (e.g., captive-rearing,
translocation of eggs/juveniles from other populations, captive breeding) are potentially
important strategies for recovery. Prior to implementation, methods need to be
developed and criteria established that would trigger action on these tasks. Delays in
planning for emergency population rescue results in limited choices. Planning delays
directly affect the ability to prevent extinction of rapidly declining wild populations and
reestablishment of populations in the wild from captive stock.
7.1

Develop criteria for use of population augmentation strategies on the
Great Lakes population. (1) Criteria should be developed for use of various
population augmentation strategies. Population augmentation strategies will not,
however, take precedent to tasks to improve reproductive success in the wild
and protect habitat throughout the breeding range. Criteria should consider
population status and trends as well as the risks and costs of the various
potential strategies. All criteria will require reevaluation as population dynamics,
risk factors, and costs of implementing population augmentation become better
understood.

7.2

Develop a protocol for population augmentation. Development of
appropriate methods to augment the Great Lakes population requires thorough
knowledge of species biology and adequate prior testing. In addition to
captive-rearing abandoned eggs, methods recommended to boost the
endangered Great Lakes population from perilously low levels include proactive
captive-rearing (using eggs produced locally by double-clutching, Michigan
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DNR 1987), translocation of eggs or individuals from other populations, and
captive breeding in zoos. Each method poses risks that, while not fully
understood, may affect the ultimate success of augmentation measures. For
example, translocating individuals from other populations may significantly alter
the genetic makeup of the Great Lakes population, potentially resulting in
outbreeding depression6 and increased risk of disease transmission. In the case
of double-clutching, the effects of egg or clutch removal on piping plovers’
immediate or subsequent behavior (i.e., site fidelity) and reproductive success
remains unknown. Adult survival, return rates, and reproductive success of
piping plovers reared in captivity remain poorly known. Like translocation,
introducing captive-reared birds into the wild gene pool may alter genetic
diversity depending on the egg collection strategy and increase the possibility of
disease transmission to wild stock. In addition to biological risks to the species,
population augmentation efforts involve considerable costs, logistics, and
political implications. Finally, successful implementation of augmentation
measures requires removal of the causes of population declines, unsaturated and
sufficiently protected habitat, and appropriately developed technology for
augmentation (Kleiman and Beck 1994).
7.21

Captive-rear abandoned clutches from the wild and develop a
threshold for discontinuing this task. (1) Captive-rearing of
abandoned piping plover eggs in Michigan has supplemented natural
fledging rates 10% to 17%. Several captive-reared individuals have
returned to breeding areas, exhibited normal breeding behavior and
produced young. Others have returned and appear to exhibit natural
behavior but have not nested. Captive-rearing appears to have
important potential for population enhancement. However, captiverearing methods remain costly and pose risks (e.g., incorrect
determinations of abandonment - see Appendix E for guidelines for
determining abandonment for captive-rearing purposes). Hence,
continued use of this emergency measure requires clearly defined
criteria. A significant increase in population size would allow lowering
the priority of this task to three. Continued captive-rearing for a
specified number of nests in a portion of the range may be considered
to expedite population increases.

7.22

Evaluate potential for a proactive captive-rearing program and
outline methods for use. (1) Proactive captive-rearing involves a
systematic and deliberate effort to take piping plover eggs from the wild
for the purpose of rearing and reintroduction the same breeding season.

6

Outbreeding depression is lowered evolutionary fitness that resulting from mixing two very genetically
dissimilar populations.
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Research should be undertaken to fully understand the potential risks
and benefits of a formal captive-rearing program. Researchers from
universities, wildlife agencies, and zoos should individually, or in
collaboration, evaluate the feasibility of an active program to captiverear piping plover eggs from the wild. This research should fully
investigate the potential biological, genetic, and political implications for
such a program, as well as describe the methods and materials required
to undertake such a program. To the degree possible, research should
utilize existing population viability models to evaluate potential captiverearing scenarios. Other programs to captive-breed and/or captiverear piping plovers or other endangered species for reintroduction
should be examined for applicability to the Great Lakes piping plover
population.
7.23

7.24

Evaluate translocation as an augmentation tool for piping
plovers; assess benefits compared to captive-rearing and captive
breeding. (3) Translocation from other populations may be preferable
to double-clutching within the Great Lakes population because
translocation decreases the risk of negatively affecting the Great Lakes
population through egg manipulation and removal. Potential
impediments to translocation include lack of available wild stock from
one of the other breeding populations, high cost, greater genetic and
disease risks, and logistic problems similar to captive-rearing. An
evaluation of the relative benefits of translocation requires clarification of
population increase desired and level of risk tolerable to attain the
increase. Further study of the genetic composition of the other
populations may also be needed.
Re-evaluate the role of zoos in piping plover conservation efforts
and coordinate with the American Zoo and Aquarium Association
(AZA) and appropriate zoos in development of future population
augmentation strategies. USFWS permitted zoos to keep piping
plovers that were rescued from the Missouri River in 1995. The
objective of the zoo programs are to 1) provide the public an
opportunity to see and learn about piping plovers and 2) maintain a
captive population to supply zoos and provide stock for reintroduction7
in the unlikely event that the wild population crashes and wild birds from
other populations are not available. Current permits do not allow a
formal captive breeding effort and provide few guidelines for zoos. The
USFWS in concert with the AZA Piping Plover Specialist Group

7

Reintroduction is the release of captive-bred animals into a species historical range to reestablish or
augment wild populations.
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should reevaluate the role of zoos in Great Lakes piping plover
conservation efforts and establish agreements, in the form of MOUs, to
identify a role for zoos in captive breeding, rearing, or other population
strategies that may be developed.
7.241 Reevaluate the role of zoos in piping plover conservation
efforts through annual review of zoo section 10 permits. (2)
The USFWS should annually reevaluate ESA section 10 permits
issued to AZA-accredited zoos that keep piping plovers. The
USFWS should also require an annual report that describes the
status of piping plovers in captivity, progress towards improved
husbandry techniques, and any zoo activities including education
that relate to the piping plover. Any zoo that houses a piping
plover should sign an agreement with the USFWS to participate in
the recovery program.
7.242 Coordinate with AZA and appropriate zoos in development
of desired elements of captive breeding, rearing, or other
population augmentation strategies. (2) Reintroduction of zooraised piping plovers into the wild is not currently considered a task
needed for recovery of the Great Lakes population. However,
zoos should seek to maintain captive populations that have
characteristics desirable for reintroduction in the event it becomes
necessary in the Great Lakes. In addition, information obtained
through maintenance of captive populations may be relevant to
other population augmentation efforts such as captive rearing.
Zoos should carefully manage breeding to maintain genetic diversity
and provide environmental enrichment for captive piping plovers by
simulating natural environments to promote skills necessary for
survival in the wild. The USFWS should establish relationships
and agreements with AZA and appropriate zoos to identify roles
and actions such as development of guidelines for piping plover
husbandry in the event captive breeding of piping plovers is
identified as a task necessary for recovery.
7.25

Establish networks necessary to determine and implement
population augmentation protocol. (3) The USFWS should establish
partnerships with groups and individuals needed for population
augmentation efforts (e.g. natural resource agencies, zoos and other AZAaffiliated organizations, wildlife veterinarians, field biologists, population
geneticists) to develop protocols and lay the groundwork for possible
future implementation. Once a particular augmentation method is chosen,
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protocol development should consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

source of supplemental stock,
collection procedures,
transportation procedures,
husbandry techniques,
genetic and medical screening methods,
pre-release training (e.g. predator avoidance training for
plovers),
appropriate release sites and time periods,
post-release training for plovers,
monitoring procedures,
community education about effort,
criteria to evaluate the success of the effort,
responsible parties for carrying out each action, and
implementation costs.

8. Review progress toward recovery and revise recovery tasks as appropriate (3)
Progress on recovery of the Great Lakes population involves many parties in many
different states and requires a high degree of coordination and communication. Annual
review of progress is needed to ensure changes or recommendations are conveyed to
field personnel in time for incorporation into seasonal field efforts. The USFWS should
host an annual workshop for the interagency task force and the Piping Plover
Management Coordination Group to bring wintering and breeding grounds personnel
into contact for smooth and effective flow of information. These groups should also
review recovery efforts and apply adaptive management strategies as additional
information becomes available and progress towards recovery is made. Tasks should
be updated as needed.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION
The following Implementation Schedule outlines actions and estimates costs over the
next five years for recovery of the Great Lakes piping plover population. Some tasks and
expenses (e.g., those broadly pertaining to winter populations and habitat) may be repeated in
the U.S. Atlantic Coast, Northern Great Plains, and Canadian recovery plans because of
overlapping winter distributions. Recovery teams for these regions will collaborate to implement
shared tasks in the most cost effective manner. Tasks appear in order of priority.
A. Key to Priority Descriptions in Column 1:
Priority 1: An action that must be taken to prevent extinction or to prevent the
species from declining irreversibly.
Priority 2: An action that must be taken to prevent a significant decline in
species population/habitat quality, or some other significant negative impact
short of extinction.
Priority 3: All other actions necessary to provide for full recovery of the
species. (Recognizing that the ultimate success of the Program is species
recovery, some priority 3 actions likely to lead to full recovery and delisting of a
species in the foreseeable future will tend to rank higher than other priority 3
actions).
B. Key to Agency Designations (Columns 5 and 6):
AZA
CWS
ES
FEMA
LE
LMAO

MDNR
NPS
OMNR
R2

American Zoo and Aquarium Association
Canadian Wildlife Service
USFWS Division of Ecological Services (includes Endangered Species and
Environmental Quality)
Federal Emergency Management Agency
USFWS Division of Law Enforcement
Land Management Agencies and Other Cooperators: This designation
includes other local land management agencies (e.g., municipal and county
governments), conservation organizations and land trusts (e.g., Little
Traverse Conservancy, local and National Audubon Societies, Whitefish
Point Bird Observatory), and private individuals that own or manage piping
plover wintering or breeding habitat or assist in protection efforts.
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
National Park Service
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
USFWS Region 2 (Texas)
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R3
R4
RSCH
RW
SCRA
SWA
TNC
USACE
USCG
USFS
USFWS
WS

USFWS Region 3 (Great Lakes)
USFWS Region 4 (North Carolina to Louisiana)
Research institutions
USFWS Division of Refuges and Wildlife (includes Realty)
State Coastal Regulatory Agencies
State Wildlife Management Agencies
The Nature Conservancy
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wildlife Services (formerly Animal
Damage Control)

Key to Columns 7, 8, 9: FY = fiscal year.
TBD = to be determined.
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C. Implementation Schedule

Priority

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization

Est. Cost ($1,000)

96

USFWS

Other

1

Coordinate survey,
monitoring and
management efforts in
breeding range

1.11

biannual

R3 ES
R5 ES

1

Survey known, historic
and potential breeding
sites to locate breeding
piping plovers
Identify survey
coordinators and survey
sites for other Great
Lakes states and Ontario

1.12
1.21

annual

R3 ES

MDNR, NPS,
USFS, SWA,
LMAO,
RSCH,
OMNR
MDNR, NPS
USFS,RSCH
LMAO

1.13

annual

R3 ES
R5 ES

CWS,
SWA,
LMAO,
OMNR,

2

Develop standard, range
wide monitoring and
reporting protocol;
develop guidelines and
conduct annual training
workshops for seasonal
piping plover monitors
Continue to support a
coordinator to oversee
data collection, maintain
databases, analyze field
data and disseminate
results

1.14
1.15

annual

R3 ES

MDNR,
NPS,
USFS,
LMAO

5

1.16

on-going

R3 ES

1

1

1

FY04

FY05
13

FY06-08

1

20

20

20

25

3

cost
included in
tasks 1.221
1.222

25

Comments

Costs for travel to
survey sites.

Initial cost to identify
sites and coordinators;
additional costs
contingent on number
of areas to be surveyed
and existence of other
funding.
Initial cost to develop
protocol and produce
manuals.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

1

1

97

1

1

1

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization
USFWS

Other

Est. Cost ($1,000)

Develop agreements with
private landowners and
townships to allow
monitoring and
management efforts on
private and municipal
lands
Develop and implement
protection guidelines for
unoccupied or historic
breeding habitat on state
and Federal lands via
MOU/MOA
Protect nests with
predator exclosures and
signs/fencing; enforce
dog leash laws

1.17

on-going

R3 ES

TNC,
LMAO, SWA

80

FY05
3
80

1.18

annual

R3 ES
R5 ES

MDNR,
NPS,
SWA,
CWS/OMNR

60

20

30

1.221
1.223

annual

R3 ES
LE

MDNR, LE,
NPS,
USFS,
LMAO

130

130

360

Clarify policies and
protocol for predator
control/removal and
implement when and
where warranted
Identify and update
essential habitat in Great
Lakes region

1.222

as needed R3 ES

WS, LMAO,
SWA, NPS

35

35

35

1.31

on-going

RSCH,
LMAO,
SWA

5

5

15

R3 ES
R5 ES

FY04

FY06-08

Comments

240

Assess need for
predator removal
annually. Final costs
contingent on areas and
numbers of predators.
$5K each year for
breeding; $3K for
updates every 3 years
after FY07.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

1

1

98

1

1

1

1

Description

Work to minimize
development and
encourage activities that
prevent degradation or
destruction of essential
habitat on public lands in
the breeding range
Protect breeding
population from oil spills
in Great Lakes waterways
Create a Wintering
Grounds Coordination
Group to organize
protection efforts on
piping plover’s wintering
range
Organize winter surveys
to locate banded birds
and identify key
wintering areas for the
Great Lakes population
Monitor wintering
populations at sites with
sightings of birds banded
in the Great Lakes
Reduce disturbance to
piping plovers at
wintering sites by humans
and pets

Task
Number

1.32

Task
Duration

on-going

Responsible Organization
USFWS

Other

R3 ES
R5 ES

USACE,
SWA,
NPS, MDNR,
LMAO,
USCG

Est. Cost ($1,000)

Comments

FY04

FY05 FY06-08
3 on number
contingent

of development
projects

1.33

as needed R3 ES
R5 ES

CWS, SWA

dependent on
occurrence and
magnitude of spills
5
5
15

2.11

annual

R2 ES
R3 ES
R4 ES
R5 ES
R6 ES

LMAO,
SWA, NPS

2.12

annual

R2 ES
& RW
R4 ES
& RW

SWA,
NPS, LMAO

25

25

75

2.13

annual

R2 ES
R4 ES

NPS, LMAO,
SWA

40

40

120

2.14

annual

R2 &
R4 ES,
RW, &
LE

SWA, NPS,
LMAO

40*

40*

120*

*Costs shared by
Atlantic Recovery plan.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization
USFWS

1

Protect wintering
populations from oil
spills
Identify and reduce
additional threats to
winter populations

2.15

1

1

1

99
1

2

Other

as needed R2 ES
R4 ES

USCG, SWA,
SCRA

2.16

on-going

RSCH, NPS,
SWA

Identify and update
essential wintering
habitat

2.21

3 years

Work to minimize
impacts of development
and encourage activities
that will prevent
degradation or
destruction of essential
wintering habitat
Develop criteria for use
of population
augmentation strategies
on the Great Lakes
population

2.22

on-going

R2 ES
& RW
R4 ES
& RW
R2 ES
R3 ES
R4 ES
R5 ES
R2 ES
R4 ES

7.1

3 years

Organize and train
volunteers to patrol
nesting areas

1.19

annual

Est. Cost ($1,000)

Comments

FY04

FY05 FY06-08
3 on number
contingent

and magnitude of oil
spills
TBD

RSCH,
LMAO,
SWA, NPS

10

10

30

USACE,
USCG, FEMA

contingent on number
of development
projects

R3 ES

RSCH

30

30

60

R3 ES

MDNR

5

5

15

$10K for wintering;
$3K for updates every 3
years after FY07.

This task should not
divert funding from
tasks aimed at
protecting the wild
population or
reproductive success.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

2

2

100

2

2

2

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization
USFWS

Other

MDNR, NPS,
USFS, LMAO

Est. Cost ($1,000)
FY04

FY06-08

20

FY05
203

10

30

Evaluate current use of
vehicle blockades on
public and privatelyowned land with piping
plovers
Incorporate protection of
breeding areas into land
use plans and existing
permitting processes;
develop HCP guidelines.
Purchase habitat
(breeding and wintering)
and increase protection
through conservation
easements, deed
restrictions, etc.
Target birding groups to
locate migrating piping
plovers

1.224

annual

R3 ES
LE

20

1.341
1.342

on-going

R3 ES

10

1.362
2.24

on-going

R2 RW TNC,
R3 RW LMAO, NPS,
R4 RW SWA
R5 RW

cost dependent on
number and area of
purchases

3.2

on-going

Continue to study
survival, recruitment,
dispersal, and ecology by
color-banding Great
Lakes population

4.1

TBD

R2 ES
& RW
R3 ES
R4 ES
& RW
R3 ES

CWS, NPS,
SWA,
LMAO,
OMNR

5

5

15

RSCH

3

3

9

Comments

Enhancement of vehicle
blockades will incur
additional cost
contingent on need.

Potential costs could
exceed 2 million
dollars.

Additional costs for site
protection, depending
on number and
magnitude of sites and
threats.
Re-evaluate need for
continued banding after
2005; expenses are for
travel and may be
shared with tasks 1.21
and 1.221 if bander is
involved in monitoring
and management.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

2

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization
USFWS

Other

Est. Cost ($1,000)
FY04

FY06-08

Quantify factors limiting
piping plover use of
current and historic
breeding sites
Study migration ecology
if important migration
sites can be identified
Continue to investigate
winter distribution

4.212

annual

R3 ES
R5 ES

SWA, LMAO

4.3

TBD

R3 ES

RSCH

TBD

TBD

4.41

every 5
years

R2 ES
& RW
R3 ES
R4 ES
& RW

LMAO, SWA,
NPS

10

Began in 2001.

2

Characterize physical
characteristics of
wintering habitat.

4.42

2 years

R2 ES
R4 ES

RSCH

30

2

Analyze contaminant
residues in salvaged eggs
and carcasses
Determine if registered
pesticide use poses threat
to breeding or wintering
piping plovers or food
base

4.51

As
needed

R3 ES

RSCH

4.53

2 years

R2 ES
R3 ES
R4 ES

RSCH

2

2

101

2

5

FY05
53

Comments

30

15

30

30

60

Cost contingent on
number of samples and
level of analysis.
FY05-07 cost to
compile data and
produce reports.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization

Est. Cost ($1,000)

USFWS

Other

FY04

Investigate genetic
variation within the Great
Lakes population and
among the three breeding
populations

4.6

TBD

R3 ES

RSCH

TBD

2

Conduct landowner
contact and education
programs to promote
awareness of status and
threats to piping plovers
Prepare several press
releases annually to
apprise the public of the
piping plover’s special
status, biology and
management
Design a piping plover
sign appropriate for use
on privately-owned land

5.2

every 3
years

R3 ES

TNC,
LMAO

20

5.4

annual

R3 ES

1

5.6

1 year

R3 ES

1

102

2

2

2

FY05
3

Comments

FY06-08

60

1

3
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization

Est. Cost ($1,000)

Re-evaluate the role of
zoos in piping plover
conservation efforts
through annual review of
zoo section 10 permits;
Coordinate with AZA and
appropriate zoos in
development of desired
elements of captive
breeding, rearing, or other
population augmentation
strategies

7.241
7.242

annually

R3 ES
R6 ES

AZA

5

3

Assess and foster
compatibility of Great
Lakes and wintering
management with efforts
that benefit other
threatened and
endangered species
Control vegetation and
conduct cobble
nourishment at marginal
breeding sites when and
where appropriate

1.35
2.23

on-going

R3 ES
R2 ES
R4 ES

TNC, SMA,
MDNR

5

5

15

1.361

on-going

R3 ES
R5 ES

MDNR,
NPS,
SWA

50

50

150

Identify and reduce
threats to habitat and
migrating piping plovers
at key migration sites

3.3

on-going

R3 ES

CWS, NPS,
SWA,
LMAO,
OMNR

5

5

15

103

2

FY05
53

3

3

USFWS

Other

FY04

FY06-08

Comments

15

Costs outlined for
habitat enhancement
only; habitat acquisition
will incur additional
costs depending on
habitat to be purchased.
Additional costs for site
protection, depending
on number and
magnitude of sites and
threats.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

3
3

3

104
3

3

3

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization

Est. Cost ($1,000)

USFWS

Other

FY04

Study biotic and abiotic
factors that influence
nesting densities
Investigate relationship
of brood home range size
to biotic and abiotic
factors
Determine spatial and
temporal use of wintering
habitat by piping plovers
with focus on sites known
to be used by Great Lakes
population
Analyze contaminant
levels in prey at known
wintering sites for Great
Lakes population

4.211

3 years

R3 ES

RSCH

5

FY05
53

4.22

3 years

R3 ES

RSCH

10

10

4.43

2 years

R2 ES
R4 ES

RSCH,
SWA,
LMAO, NPS

30

30

4.52

5 years

RSCH

60

60

Refine population
viability models as new
data become available
Develop and promote
seasonal natural history
programs for state parks
and National Lakeshore
users in Great Lakes
region

4.7

1 year

R2 ES
& RW
R3 ES
R4 ES
& RW
R3 ES

RSCH

20

5.1

annual

R3 ES

MDNR,
SWA,
NPS

5

FY06-08

10

Comments

5

180

Contingent on
availability of data.
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C. Implementation Schedule (cont.)

Priority

Description

Task
Number

Task
Duration

Responsible Organization
USFWS

3

3

3

105

3

3

3

Make educational
presentations to citizen
groups in communities in
or near piping plover
habitat
Evaluate and improve
current educational
materials and methods of
distributing them
Evaluate and improve
educational opportunities
and materials in zoos
Identify similar or
overlapping conservation
efforts by other agencies
to reduce redundancy and
increase complementarity
Create regional
interagency task forces to
develop funding
initiatives for recovery
efforts on wintering and
breeding grounds
Review progress toward
recovery and revise
recovery tasks

Other

5.3

as needed R3 ES

5.5

every
other
year

R3 ES

5.7

every 5
years

R3 ES

AZA

6.1

on-going

R3 ES

TNC,
LMAO

6.2

on-going

R2 ES
R3 ES
R4 ES
R5 ES

8

annual

R3 ES

Est. Cost ($1,000)
FY04

FY05
3

1

SWA

Comments

FY06-08

2

5

6

6

6

3

3

9
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IV. APPENDICES
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Appendix A. Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan
The following table outlines reproductive patterns in terms of total numbers of
breeding pairs, total fledglings produced, maximum number of breeding pairs, last year
occupied, and average reproductive success (fledglings per pair) observed at each
Michigan site between 1984-1998. The tables also identify recent threats (LL = periodic
lake levels rises, HD = human disturbance, DG = domestic dogs, SC = succession, DV
= intensified development, PR = predator problems, ER = long-term beach erosion, VH =
vehicles) observed at each site and management needs based on recurring threats, piping
plover use, and current ownership of each site. Some management needs may be ongoing. Tables reflect recent and historic records of use by piping plovers and potential
for use based on physical characteristics and threats. GIS databases provided
approximate shoreline lengths and area of site. Estimated maximum number of breeding
pairs that could potentially occupy each site annually were based on approximate
shoreline length and densities of one breeding pair per 200 m (656 ft) of shoreline which
mirrors high density sites on the Atlantic Coast (S. Melvin, Department of Forestry and
Wildlife, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, pers. comm., 1998). These estimates
were designed to aid in a habitat based population viability analysis (see Wemmer et al.
2001) and do not account for differences in habitat dimensions or other factors that may
influence carrying capacities at sites. For these reasons and because breeding pair
capacities of sites undoubtedly change over time, estimates should not be construed as
management targets. This list is not all inclusive and is subject to modification as
monitoring efforts and new findings dictate.
Key to “management needs” column with corresponding recovery task numbers:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

increase survey effort to identify piping plover use (1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 1.21)
intensify monitoring of breeding piping plovers (1.2)
employ an on-site piping plover warden to monitor piping plovers and
deter human disturbance (1.19, 1.221)
install vehicle blockades or otherwise restrict vehicle access (1.224)
control predators on sites where they are repeatedly problematic (1.222)
institute full or partial beach closure to protect piping plovers from high
levels of human disturbance (1.19, 1.221)
educate landowners about status of piping plovers on their land in
breeding and wintering ranges (5.2)
restrict domestic dogs in breeding areas (1.223)
develop management agreements with landowners (1.17)
assess need for cobble nourishment or vegetation removal (1.361)
restrict or regulate building or development at breeding sites (1.32, 1.34)
assess threats for sites where they are not well known (4.212)
acquire property or conservation easement (1.362)
conduct public education on public land, including installation of
interpretive signs (5.1)

108
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in
Michigan
Many breeding sites contain other federally listed species that may require consideration
in implementing piping plover management. Rare species or features identified in the
Michigan Natural Features Inventory database that occur in or are adjacent to piping
plover habitat include: interdunal wetland, open dune system, wooded dune/swale
complex, Pitcher’s thistle, Houghton’s goldenrod, dwarf lake iris, ram’s head lady-slipper
(Cypripedium arietinum), Lake Huron locust, and bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus).
Only three rare coastal species, rock whitlow- grass (Draba arabisans), prairie dunewort
(Botrychium campestre), and moonwort (B. acuminatum), and two community types,
cobble beach and bedrock beach, have no known occurrences within essential breeding
habitat. Houghton’s goldenrod (HG) and Pitcher’s thistle (PT) have the largest
proportion of all federally listed coastal species falling within piping plover habitat. The
table indicates their presence if known from current databases (note: some areas have not
been adequately surveyed for these species). The tables also indicate sites nominated as
Critical Dune Areas under Michigan’s Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

110

Approx.
Approx.
area
shoreline
Site Name
Owner
unforested
length in
dunes in ha
km
(ac)
(mi)
RECENT SITES: (Nest record from 1984-1998)
UPPER PENINSULA Alger County
Grand Marais
Federal
27.72
1.20
Superior Beach
(NPS)
(68.5)
(0.75)
multiple
private
Grand Marais
multiple
18.22
1.80
Inner Bay
private
(45.02)
(1.12)
Grand Marais
multiple
5.06
1.05
Lonesome
private
(12.5)
(0.65)
Point/
East bay Sucker
River
Luce County
Deer Park
state
48.80
2.78
(120.58)
(1.73)
West Beach
private
9.27
1.57
Little Lake
(22.91)
(0.98)
Harbor

Crisp Point

municipal

Chippewa County
Vermilion/
multiple
Weatherhogs

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

12

2(6)

1.08

1998

HD,
DV,
DG

16

3(8)

1.88

1994

DV

13

3(4)

1.46

1998

HD,
PR,
DV,
VH

4

1(13)

1.00

1988

HD

survey effort

1

1(7)

0

1987

VH

survey effort,
landowner
education,
conservation
easement
survey effort

Critical
Dune?

Recent
Threats

3.05
(7.54)

1.00
(0.62)

4

1(5)

0.75

1987

HD,
ER

37.32
(92.22)

2.32
(1.44)

41

7(11)

1.51

1998

VH,
PR

Management Needs

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present

hire warden,
bldg restrictions,
restrict dogs,
educate public
educate landowners,
building restrictions
restrict dogs,
restrict ORV,
building
restrictions,
control predators

intensify
monitoring, vehicle
blockades,
control predators,
conservation
easement

HG
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Whitefish Point

Owner

private
Federal
(USCG)

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)
25.59
(63.23)

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)
2.52
(1.57)

35.96
(88.86)

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

2

1(12)

0

1985

HD

beach closure
during
migratory p eriod

1.73
(1.08)

9

2(8)

1.67

1996

SC,
PR,
DG,
VH

cobble nourishment,
assess need for
vegetation removal,
intensify monitoring

PT
HG

0.14
(0.09)

8

1(1)

3.00

1998

SC

vegetation removal

PT

4.81
(2.99)

38

4(24)

1.66

1998

PR,HD

beach closure, hire
warden

PT
HG

3.91
(2.43)

23

3(19)

1.61

1998

P

PR,HD

beach closure, hire
warden

PT
HG

1.09
(0.68)

1

1(5)

3.00

1998

P

HD,
DG

2.35
(1.46)

12

4(11)

0.67

1998

P

HD,
DG,
DV

restrict dogs, beach
closure, hire
warden, public
education
educate landowners,
mgmt. agreement,
restrict dogs

Record
Type

Critical
Dune?

Recent
Threats

Management Needs

Mackinac County
Pointe Aux
Chenes

Federal
(USFS)

111

LOWER PENINSULA Emmet County
Wilderness State state
2.15
Park (5.31)
Temperance Isl.
Wilderness State state
33.32
Park (82.33)
Waugoshance
Point
Wilderness State state
43.84
Park - Sturgeon
(108.33)
Bay
Bliss Twp
municipal
25.0
Park
(61.77)

Cross Village
Shores

multiple
private

42.68
(105.46)

PT
HG
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Owner

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)
13.2
(32.62)

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)
1.27
(0.79)

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

7

2(6)

1.29

1998

HD,
DG,
DV,
VH

LL, HD

112

Cross Village
Twp Beach and
south

municipal
multiple
private

Cross Village
South - Rentrop
Property
Cross Village
South

private

1.97
(4.87)

0.45
(0.28)

1

1(1)

0

1994

private

7.60
(18.78)

0.90
(0.56)

10

1(4)

0.60

1997

Thorne-Swift
Preserve

private

2.28
(5.63)

0.42
(0.26)

1

1(2)

0

1995

Charlevoix County
state
Fisherman’s
Island State Park

11.24
(27.77)

1.29
(0.8)

1

1(6)

0

1996

Beaver Island Donegal Bay

28.70
(70.92)

2.04
(1.27)

5

1(10)

1.20

1995

multiple
private

Critical
Dune?

P

Recent
Threats

Management Needs

vehicle blockades,
mgmt. agreement,
beach closures,
building
restrictions,
landowner
education
landowner
education

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present
PT

HD,
PR
SC, DG
HD,
DG

acquire easement,
vegetation removal,
restrict dogs
survey effort, public
education,
landowner
education

PT

P

HD,
PR, DG

PT
HG

P

HD,
DG,
DV

beach closure,
intensify
monitoring, hire
warden, restrict
dogs
survey effort,
building
restrictions,
landowner
education,
restrict dogs

PT

PT
HG
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Owner

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)
7.74
(19.13)

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)
0.52
(0.32)

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

Critical
Dune?

1

1(2)

0

1993

P

SC, DG

Recent
Threats

113

Beaver Island –
McCauley’s
Point

state

Beaver Island –
McFadden Point

state

22.20
(54.86)

0.76
(0.47)

1

1(3)

0

1989

P

DV,
HD,
DG

High Island

state

43.91
(108.5)

1.84
(1.14)

16

3(8)

1.38

1997

P

PR

Leelanau County
Leelanau State
Park –
Cathead Bay

state
multiple
private

85.31
(210.8)

3.43
(2.13)

9

3(17)

0.78

1998

P

DV,
HD

Federal
(NPS)

45.04
(111.29)

2.26
(1.4)

19

3(11)

1.15

1998

15.47
(38.23)

1.00
(0.62)

3

2(3)

0.67

1996

P

PR, LL

119.01
(294.07)

4.86
(3.02)

6

2(25)

2.17

1998

P

HD,
DG

North Manitou
Island –
Dimmick Point

North Manitou
Federal
Island –
(NPS)
Donner Point
Benzie County
Sleeping Bear
Federal
Dunes-Platte
(NPS)
River Mouth
and Bay to south
Cheboygan County

PR

Management Needs

landowner
education,
restrict dogs, survey
effort, vegetation
removal
survey effort,
building
restrictions,
landowner
education, restrict
dogs
survey effort

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present

PT

PT

beach closure,
building
restrictions,
intensify monitoring
beach closure,
control
predators,
intensify monitoring
survey effort,
beach closure

PT

beach closures,
restrict dogs, hire
warden, public
education

PT

PT

PT
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Owner

114

Cheboygan
state
State ParkLighthouse
Point
HISTORIC SITES (before 1984)
Port Inland*
state
(Schoolcraft Co)
De Tour State
state
Forest
(Chippewa Co.)
Grass Bay
TNC
Preserve*
(Cheboygan
Co.)
South Fox
state
Island
(southern tip)
(Leelanau Co.)
South Manitou
Federal
(Leelanau Co.)
(NPS)
Point Betsie
Federal
(Benzie Co.)
(USCG)
TNC

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)
8.35
(20.63)

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)
1.36
(0.85)

NA

NA

NA

NA

12.88
(31.83)

1.57
(0.98)

28.32
(69.98)

0.98
(0.61)

NA

NA

108.77
(268.77)

2.74
(1.7)

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

1

1(6)

3.00

1989

HD,SC

survey effort,
vegetation removal

survey effort, assess
threats
survey effort

Critical
Dune?

Recent
Threats

Management Needs

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present
PT

nest
record
nest
record

(5)

1956

NA

(1)

1979

LL, HD

nest
record,
specimen
specimen

(7)

1937

LL, SC

survey effort,
protect transient
birds

PT
HG

(4)

----

HD

survey effort,
restrict horses

PT

sighting
nest
record

(5)

PR

(4)

1926

P

HD

survey effort, assess
threats
survey effort, public
education,
interpretative signs

(41) (shared
with
Nordhouse
Dunes)
(5)

----

P

HD

survey effort, public
education
interpretative signs

HD

survey effort

Ludington State
Park
(Mason Co.)

state

NA

NA

sighting

Muskegon State
Park
(Muskegon Co.)

state

NA

NA

nest
record

1954

P

PT

NA = No data available.
* = Nesting occurred at Port Inland in 1999 and Grass Bay in 2000.
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Owner
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POTENTIAL SITES
Two-hearted
state
River State Park
(Luce Co.)
Harbor Springsmultiple
Sevenmile Point private
(Emmet Co.)
Petoskey State
state
Park
(Emmet Co.)
North Point
municipal
Charlevoix
(Charlevoix Co.)
Cathead Point
private
(Leelanau Co.)
Sleeping Bear
DunesPlatte Bay
(Otter Creek)
(Leelanau Co.)
Nordhouse
Dunes
Wilderness Area
(Mason Co.)
P.H. Hoeft State
Park (Presque
Isle Co.)

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

Critical
Dune?

P

Recent
Threats

Management Needs

HD

survey effort

LL, HD

landowner
education

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present

3.15
(7.78)

0.84
(7.52)

(4)

5.83
(14.41)

0.50
(0.31)

(2)

22.88
(56.54)

1.99
(1.24)

(9)

P

HD

10.70
(26.44)

1.13
(0.7)

(5)

P

HD

survey effort

PT

2.90
(7.17)

4.67
(2.9)

(2)

P

LL

PT

Federal
(NPS)

NA

NA

(35)

P

HD

landowner
education,
survey effort
survey/monitoring
effort

Federal
(USFS)

NA

NA

see
Ludington

P

HD

survey effort, assess
threats

PT

state

NA

NA

(2)

HD,
DV

survey effort

PT

PT

PT

PT
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Appendix A (cont.) Characteristics of essential piping plover breeding sites in Michigan

Site Name

Thompson
Harbor State
Park (Presque
Isle Co.)
Tawas Point
State Park
(Iosco Co.)

state

Approx.
area
unforested
dunes in ha
(ac)
NA

Approx.
shoreline
length in
km
(mi)
NA

state

NA

NA

Owner

Record
Type

Total #
pairs
(198)

Max # pairs
in a given
yr. ‘84-98
(estimated)

Reproductive
success
(fledglings per
pair)

Year of
last
known
nest

Critical
Dune?

Recent
Threats

Management Needs

NA

NA

survey effort, assess
threats

(2)

HD

beach closure
during migration,
public education,
interpretive signs

Other
FederallyListed
Species
Present
PT
HG
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Appendix B. Federal and state laws applicable to the protection of piping plover
Federal laws
Endangered Species Act of 1973, (16 U.S.C. 1531-1544), as amended. Regulations, in
part, at 50 CFR 17 and 50 CFR 402.
Water Pollution Control Act of 1948, (33 U.S.C. 1251-1376) as amended (“Clean Water
Act”). Regulations at 33 CFR 320-338.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16 U.S.C. 703-712), as amended. Regulations at 50
CFR 10.
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, (U.S.C. 4321-4347), as amended.
State Laws
Alabama

All listed species are state protected. There is no state endangered species
act. Alabama Code 9-2-2 (1), the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources has the responsibility to protect, conserve, and increase
the wildlife of the state.

Florida

Florida Endangered and Threatened Species Act, Sections 372.072,
372.0725 of Title 28

Georgia

Endangered Wildlife Act (1973)

Illinois

Illinois Endangered Species Protection Act-520 ILCS (Illinois Compiled
Statutes) 10/1

Indiana

IC (Indiana Code) 14-22-34

Louisiana

RS (Revised Statutes) 56:1901, RS 56:1903, RS 56:1904

Michigan

State of Michigan, Part 17, Michigan Environmental Protection Act, of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, PA 451 of 1994.
MCL Sections 324.1701 to 324.1706.
State of Michigan, Part 21, General Real Estate Powers, Subpart 11:
Conservation and Historic Preservatio n Easement, of the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Act, PA 451 of 1994. MCL
Sections 324.2140 to 324.2144.
State of Michigan, Part 353, Sand Dunes Protection and Management, of
the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, PA 451 of 1994.
MCL Section 324.35302.
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Appendix B (cont.) Federal and state laws applicable to the protection of piping
plover
State of Michigan, Part 365, Endangered Species Protection, of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, PA 451 of 1994.
MCL Sections 324.36501 to 324.36507.
State of Michigan, Part 637, Sand Dune Mining, of the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Act, PA 451 of 1994. MCL Section
324.63702.
Minnesota

Minnesota Endangered Species Statute, Section 84.0895; Minnesota
Rules, Chapter 6134; Minnesota Rules 6212.1800-6212.2300

Mississippi

The Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1974

New York

6 NYCRR (New York Code of Rules and Regulations), Part 182; New
York State Environmental Conservation Law, 11-0535[1]-[2], 110536[2],[4]

N. Carolina

North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 113, Article 25

Ohio

Ohio Revised Code, Section 1531.25

Texas

Texas Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapters 67 & 68; Texas Administrative
Code, Sections 65.171-65.184 of Title 31

Wisconsin

Wisconsin Statutes, Section 29.604; Wisconsin Administrative Codes,
Chapter NR (Natural Resources) 27
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Appendix C. An assessment of banding concerns for the Great Lakes population
Ed Pike (MDNR, Michigan Recovery Team leader) banded piping plovers in
Michigan from 1976-1985. In 1986 the USFWS declared a moratorium on piping plover
banding in response to reports of leg injuries in banded birds on rivers in the Great Plains
(Lingle and Sidle 1993; Lingle et al. 1999). In 1993 Dr. Francie Cuthbert and Lauren
Wemmer (University of Minnesota) reinitiated banding Great Lakes population piping
plovers after the USFWS decided survival and recruitment information was needed to
determine appropriate management strategies for this population.
Since 1993, Wemmer or Cuthbert, and banding assistants, captured and colorbanded approximately 80% of piping plover adults and 70% of all chicks that fledged
using methods pursuant to permits issued by the USFWS. Banders take many safety
precautions to minimize disruption of nesting plovers. Attempts to capture adults occur
only after the first week of incubation and during fair weather (temperatures 16°-32°C,
(60°-90°F), no precipitation). Banders carefully observe piping plover behavior during
capture and banding and after release until the bird returns to the nest to incubate. Piping
plover monitoring following banding often continues until the returning adult switches
incubation duties with its mate. At most sites, nest monitoring occurs every 1-3 days and
allows detection of any significant negative effects of banding. Monitoring occurs less
frequently at nests that are logistically difficult to visit (e.g., island nests), and therefore
discerning banding effects at these sites is more difficult. Following the banding of the
chicks, banders observe piping plover families from a distance (at least 100 m (330 ft)
depending on the site) to verify that chicks and adults reunite. At most sites, monitors
continue to observe piping plover broods frequently until they disappear or fledge.
Banding activities are summarized each year in reports provided in requirement of bird
banding permits. Banding data is provided to the US Army Corps of Engineers in
Yankton, South Dakota, who are currently maintaining a database of all piping plover
records.
Wemmer and Cuthbert (1999) analyzed banding data from 1993-1997 to quantify
obvious indications (e.g., injuries, nest desertion, hatching failure, and chick mortality) of
negative impacts of banding activity on breeding piping plovers. Only one of 156
resightings of 46 piping plovers banded as adults was observed with a leg injury during
this time period. The injury could neither be definitively attributed to the metal band,
which appeared in good condition, nor to some other cause (e.g. traumatic injury during a
storm). The injury eventually resulted in the loss of the lower leg and foot, but this bird
continued to nest and raise young successfully at Wilderness State Park. Injuries to
piping plovers during trapping were also infrequent. Occasionally (ca. 1 out of 10)
captured adults abraded their cere or alula against the trap. Most individuals successfully
hatched young. Rates of nest desertion and hatching success did not differ significantly
between nests where birds were captured and banded and those undisturbed by banding
efforts. The overall abandonment rate of 8% approximated rates reported for piping
plover nests with and without exclosures on the Atlantic Coast (Vaske et al. 1994; Cairns
1977). Evaluating effects of capture and banding on chicks is difficult. Most chicks that
disappear do so within the first 10 days after hatching (Loegering and Fraser 1995;
Wemmer and Cuthbert 1999), and age specific mortality makes it difficult to determine
what impact capture and banding has on survival. However, average fledging rates have
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Appendix C (cont.) An assessment of banding concerns for the Great Lakes
population
increased, rather than decreased, since banding was reinitiated in 1993. Since this initial
assessment of banding, a small number (8-9) of plovers have been reported with leg
injuries, which may be band-related.
An increase in the rate of observations of piping plovers with potential bandrelated injuries occurred during the 2002-2003 breeding season. A total of 5 piping
plovers were observed during this time period, with injuries that included limb loss and
temporary limping. Capture and examination of one plover, however, believed to be
suffering a band-related injury (limping) was found to have a unrelated cause for the
condition. Banding with USFWS incoloy leg bands was temporarily halted in 2002, in
response to the increase in injury reports. Following an examination of band data during
this time period, the use of USFWS incoloy bands was permanently halted. Banding
proceeded in mid-2003 with the use of USFWS aluminum bands. Evaluation of the
significance of these band injury reports will continue as part of the annual permit review
process.
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Appendix D. Guidelines for predator exclosure us e to protect piping plover nests
Authorization
Any person constructing predator exclosures must have a letter of authorization from the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the State Wildlife Department designating him/her an
agent of the State for the purpose of constructing and monitoring the exclosures. Persons
authorized to erect exclosures should be very familiar with the biology and behavior of
Piping Plovers. Persons authorized to erect exclosures should understand the Birds of
North America Piping Plover account in the Piping Plover Protocols notebook.
Exclosure materials and design
C 50 ft roll 2X4 inch welded wire fencing $14 gauge
C 4 heavy steel fence posts at least 5 ft. long
C several rolls of clear monofilament $ 18 lb test on small spools that can pass
through the fencing
C sledge hammer
C wire cutters
C pliers
C thin aluminum wire for securing fencing to stakes
C pocket knife
C blueberry or bird netting (optional)
Circular or square exclosures are recommended. Minimum distance from the nest to
fence should be five feet (10 ft diameter for a circular exclosure). Stakes must be buried
in the sand to at least 1 inch below the top of the fence so that avian predators cannot use
the stakes as perches. Fencing should be buried and bottom wire should be flush with the
sand, allowing plovers to walk through the squares in the fence. String parallel lines of
monofilament taut across the top at intervals of 4-6 inches. Do NOT criss-cross
monofilament as birds may become entangled if they fly out the top of the exclosure.
Exclosures should be constructed after a full clutch of eggs is confirmed during good
weather (rainy, very windy, cold or extremely hot weather should be avoided), preferably
when people (who may become curious) are not around. Exclosures may be constructed
earlier (after 2nd or 3rd egg) if experienced plover monitors determine there is a predator
risk or the nest is located in an area where the eggs might be easily crushed.
Exclosure construction is most easily accomplished with a crew of two to four people,
but not more than four. Construction should be practiced around a “dummy nest” until
the operation can be done quickly and smoothly. Construction time should be recorded
and time should not exceed 20 minutes. A baseball cap or similar device should be
inverted on the nest to mark its location during fence positioning, but removed prior to
stringing monofilament.
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Appendix D (cont.) Guidelines for predator exclosure use to protect piping plover
nests
Behavior of plovers should be monitored throughout exclosure construction and
continued from a distance out of sight of the birds after the exclosure is complete. The
nest should be monitored until an adult returns to nest, resumes incubation, and then
exchanges with its mate. If neither adult returns to the nest within 60 minutes, or the
bird’s behavior appears abnormal, the exclosure should be removed and the nest should
continue to be monitored to determine if abandonment of eggs has occurred (See
guidelines for determining abandonment).
Psychological fencing (bailing twine and Piping Plover closed area signs) sho uld be used
in concert with exclosures to prevent people from approaching exclosures out of
curiosity.
Monitors should be alert for evidence of predators near the exclosures. Birds repeatedly
perching on the exclosure tops or predators circling exclosures may cause plovers to
abandon the nest. In these cases, removal of predators may be warranted after
consultation with the DNR or USFWS.
If a nest failure (predation or abandonment) is detected, a thorough investigation of the
site should be made to document species of predator if possible and means of entry into
the exclosure. In cases of suspected nest abandonment, a thorough search of the area
should be made for signs of adult mortality (predator tracks, plover remains) and for
sightings of both adults.
Exclosures should be removed after chicks have fledged or the plover family has left the
nest territory and will not be disturbed by exclosure removal. Exclosures may be safely
removed usually 20-25 days after plovers leave the immediate area or fledge. Nest cups
should be marked with well anchored, small stakes so that their location can later be
recorded with a Geographic Positioning System.
Amendment
Guidelines for the Use of Predator Exclosures to Protect Piping Plover Nests
The following amendment to the current Guidelines for the Use of Predator Exclosures
to Protect Piping Plover Nests (1999) is proposed to allow for the use of bird netting as a
top cover material for nest protection:
At some locations penetration of monofilament covered exclosures by avian predators
such as crows or ravens has occurred. As additional protection against avian predation,
fruit tree or blueberry netting can be used as a top cover in place of monofilament.
Material used for a top cover should have mesh size of 3/4 inches or less, it should lie flat
and form square holes without stretching (do not use nets that are intended to be
stretched). Nets should be cut to fit the top of the exclosure with minimum overhang,
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Appendix D (cont.) Guidelines for predator exclosure use to protect piping plover
nests
pulled taut, and securely attached to the wire fence with hog clips or other similar devices
such as cable ties. No gaps or openings in the net should be present to allow predator
access. Do not stretch the netting to such a degree as to allow for a firm perch by
potential avian predators. Bird-X brand 3/4" polypropylene netting is a suitable choice.
Never use the bird netting in combination with monofilament covers as this may increase
the potential for entanglement. Monitor plover use of the nest site, per existing protocols.
If birds to not return to the nest following the specified time, remove the netting and
replace with monofilament.
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Appendix E. Guidelines for determining egg abandonment and protocol for salvage
Authorization
Any person who collects Piping Plover eggs or chicks must have a letter of authorization
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the State Wildlife Department designating
him/her an agent of the State for the purpose of salvaging abandoned eggs or chicks.
Persons authorized to collect eggs or chicks should be very familiar with the biology and
behavior of Piping Plovers. Persons should understand the Birds of North America
Piping Plover account in the Piping Plover Protocols notebook.
Abandonment Determination
One piping plover management goal is for incubation, hatching and rearing to be
accomplished by the parents. Another management goal is to take actions to fledge as
many chicks as possible. To reach these two goals, daily or more frequent observation of
nests is necessary to discover abandonment soon after it occurs. In addition, careful
observation is necessary to assure eggs are not collected if parents have not actually
abandoned their nest.
NOTE: Adults do not incubate eggs until the clutch is complete, usually with four eggs.
During the period after the first egg is laid and the clutch is completed, eggs are often left
seemingly alone. These eggs should not be considered abandoned using the criteria
below.
Abandonment may have occurred if one or more of the CRITERIA is observed. If
abandonment is suspected, the nest should be observed for one hour from a location
where plovers cannot detect or do not react to the observer. (If eggs are under water or
buried by sand, this observation period is not necessary.) During this hour, observers
should record the presence and behavior of any piping plovers.
Eggs and young may be collected for salvage and delivered to University of Michigan
Biological Station (UMBS) in Pellston, MI only if:
strong evidence of parental abandonment is observed (one or more of the CRITERIA
below are true) and one of the following experts agrees the eggs should be collected for
salvage.
Dr. Cuthbert or the head field monitor at the University of Michigan Biological
Station at 231-539-8406 or 8408.
Max Holden or Kim Struthers of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore at 231
326-5134
Jack Dingledine, US Fish and Wildlife Service, East Lansing Field Office at 517
351-6320
Christie Deloria, US Fish and Wildlife Service, UP Sub-office at 906 226-1240
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Appendix E (cont.) Guidelines for determining egg abandonment and protocol for
salvage
CRITERIA
1). Adults making a new nest scrape elsewhere in the territory and not defending previous
nest
2) Adults not incubating for more than 2 hours, unless due to disturbance by potential
predators, humans or other plovers
3) Lack of adult nest attendance at night
4) Adults absent from territory for more than 30 minutes (This is evidence only in
conjunction with other CRITERIA.)
5) Adults tending chicks in another portion of the territory, but incubation of remaining
eggs has not occurred for at least 2 hours and adults do not defend eggs when they are
approached
6) Nest cup and/or eggs buried by sand or partially covered by high water (One hour of
observation not necessary and an expert need not confirm collection is necessary if eggs
are buried or under water.)
Facilities have been established for incubating eggs and rearing plover chicks at the
University of Michigan Biological Station (UMBS) in Pellston, MI. If abandoned eggs
or chicks are found, please contact the UMBS plover team immediately at (231)539-8626
or -8408.
Eggs:

C Record exact location of nest and reasons for abandonment.
C Record approximate age of eggs (incubation is 25-30 days, usually 28).
C Place eggs in a padded container (NOT airtight); a small box filled with cotton
works well. Water bottles filled with warm water may be well padded and placed
in the container (but not in contact with the eggs) to provide warmth.
C Place an equal number of small egg-sized and shaped stones in nest to replace
eggs. If parents return, they will incubate the stones and not find eggs missing.
C Do NOT let eggs warm > 99E F or cool below 65E F; eggs can tolerate cooling
for up to 24 hours, but must never overheat. If you think overheating or cooling
has occurred, please record that observation but continue to follow procedures
because the eggs may still be viable.
C Observe the nest from which eggs have been removed for an additional hour.
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Appendix E (cont.) Guidelines for determining egg abandonment and protocol for
salvage
C Observe and record the presence and behavior of any adult piping plover in the
nesting territory (and band combinations if banded).
C Nest abandonment must be reported within 24 hours to the East Lansing Field
Office (ELFO) (517)351-6320. If subsequent adult behavior indicates eggs had
not been abandoned, consideration must be given to returning eggs to the nest
immediately. Further egg salvage activities may not continue without approval
from the ELFO.
C Arrange for transport to UMBS and fill out egg abandonment form from your
Notebook.
C Note: Occasionally, one egg of a clutch does not hatch and is left behind in the
nest cup after the chicks have left the nest cup. Following the observations
described above, these eggs should also be transferred to the UMBS team.
UMBS Team Only- if UMBS team determines an egg is infertile or otherwise nonviable
or dead, wrap the egg in aluminum foil and refrigerate. Then send foil- wrapped eggs,
carefully packaged in coolers to ELFO for contaminant analysis. Include copies of data
sheets with information specified above.
Chicks:
C Record exact location, reasons for abandonment and age of chicks.
C Keep chicks together in a box without visual contact of people or the outdoors;
make sure box has sufficient air holes.
C Reduce visual stress and noise levels.
C Chicks less than 7 days old should be kept warm with a heat lamp (or light bulb
for the short-term); 93E F is ideal. Older chicks should be kept at approximately
85E F.
C Water should be supplied at all times in a shallow dish or pie pan. If chicks are
dehydrated and weak, drops of water can be applied to the edge of the beak using
an eye-dropper; do NOT attempt to force food or water by prying beak open; this
is too stressful to the bird.
C Observe territory from which chicks have been removed for an additional hour.
C Observe and record the presence and behavior of any adult piping plovers in the
nesting territory (and band combinations if banded).
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Appendix E (cont.) Guidelines for determining egg abandonment and protocol for
salvage
C Chick abandonment must be reported within 24 hours to the ELFO. If
subsequent adult behavior indicates chicks had not been abandoned, consideration
must be given to reuniting chicks with adults immediately. Further chick salvage
activities may not continue without approval from the ELFO.
C Arrange for transport to UMBS.
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Appendix F. Federal, state, and Canadian contacts in the breeding and wintering
range
ALABAMA
Darren LaBlance
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1208-B Main Street
Daphne, AL 36526
(252)441-5181
Darren_leblanc@fws.gov

GEORGIA
Mike Harris/Brad Winn
Georgia DNR/Nongame Wildlife
1 Conservation Way
Brunswick, GA 31520
(912)264-7218
bwinn@dnr.state.ga.us

Roger Clay
Alabama Department of Conservation
P.O. Box 245
Spanish Fort, AL 36527
(334)626-5153

ILLINOIS
John Rogner
Chicago Field Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1000 Hart Road, Suite 180
Barrington, IL 60010
(847)381-2253
john_rogner@fws.gov

ALBERTA
Paul Goossen
Canadian Wildlife Services
Room 200 4999-98 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T6B 2X3
(708)951-8679
paul.goossen@ec.gc.ca

INDIANA
Elizabeth McCloskey
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
120 S. Lake Street, Suite 230
Warsaw, IN 46580
(219)269-7640
elizabeth_mccloskey@fws.gov

FLORIDA
Patty Kelly
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1601 Balboa Avenue
Panama City, FL 32405
(850)769-0552 ext 228
patricia_kelly@fws.gov

Randy Knutson
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
1100 N. Mineral Springs Road
Porter, IN 46304
(219)926-7561
randy_knutson@nps.gov

Dr. Jim Rodgers
FL Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission
Wildlife Research Lab
4005 South Main Street
Gainesville, FL 32601
(352)955-2230
jim_rodgers@fwc.state.fl.us

LOUISIANA
Troy Mallach
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
646 Cajundome Boulevard, Suite 400
Lafayette, LA 70506
(337)291-3123
troy_mallach@fws.gov
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Appendix F (cont.) Federal, state, and Canadian contacts in the breeding and
wintering range
Ines E. Maxit
Louisiana Natural Heritage Program
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
2000 Quail Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(225)765-2820

(517)373-1263
lederlep@michigan.gov

MINNESOTA
Bonita Eliason
Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources
P.O. Box 7, 500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155
(612)297-2276
bonita.eliason@dnr.state.mn.us

Steve Shively
Louisiana Natural Heritage Program
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
P.O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000
(504)765-2820

Francesca Cuthbert
University of Minnesota
1980 Folwell Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108
(612)624-1756
cuthb001@tc.umn.edu

MASSACHUSETTS
Anne Hecht
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
73 Weir Hill Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
(978)443-4325
anne_hecht@fws.gov

MISSISSIPPI
Linda V. LaClaire
6578 Dogwood View Prkwy, Suite A
Jackson, MS 39213
(601)321-1126
Linda_laclaire@fws.gov

MICHIGAN
Craig A. Czarnecki
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2651 Coolidge Road, Suite 101
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517)351-2555
Craig_Czarnecki@fws.gov

Charles Knight
MS Dept. of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks
2148 Riverside Drive
Jackson, MS 39202
(601)354-6367 ext. 106
charles.knight@mmns.state.ms.us

Jack Dingledine
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2651 Coolidge Road, Suite 101
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517)351-2555
Jack_Dingledine@fws.gov

NEW BRUNSWICK
Diane Amirault
Canadian Wildlife Services
17 Waterfowl Lane
P.O. Box 6227 17
Sackville, NB E4L 1G6
(506)364-5060
diane.amirault@ec.gc.ca

Pat Lederle
Wildlife Division
Michigan Department of Natural
Resources
P.O. Box 30444
Lansing, MI 48909-7944
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Appendix F (cont.) Federal, state, and Canadian contacts in the breeding and
wintering range
6950-H Americana Parkway
NEW YORK
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
Robyn Niver
(614)469-6923 ext 13
Cortland Field Office
angela_zimmerman@fws.gov
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
3817 Luker Road
Jennifer L. Windus
Cortland, NY 13045
Division of Wildlife
(607)753-9334
Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources
robyn_niver@fws.gov
Columbus, OH 43224
(614)265-6309
NEW MEXICO
Jennifer.windus@dnr.state.oh.us
Wendy Brown
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Gary J. Obermiller
P.O. Box 1306
Sheldon Marsh Preserve
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
2715 Cleveland Road
(505)248-6664
Huron, OH 44839
wendy_brown@fws.gov
(419)433-4919
sheldonmarsh1@hotmail.com
NORTH CAROLINA
David Rabon
ONTARIO
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Jon McCracken
P.O. Box 33726
Program Manager
Raleigh, North Carolina 27636
Bird Studies Canada/Long Point
(919)856-4520
Observatory
david_rabon@fws.gov
P.O. Box 160
Port Rowan, ON N0E 1M
David Allen
(519)586-3531
NC Wildlife Resources Commission
jmccracken@bsc-eoc.org
183 Paul Drive
Trenton, NC 28585
Leo Heyens
(252)448-1546
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
allend@coastalnet.com
808 Robertson Street
Kenora, Ontario P9N3X9
NORTH DAKOTA
(807)468-2546
Nell McPhillips
lheyens@bsc-eoc.org
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
420 S. Garfield Avenue
OREGON
Pierre, SD 57501
Sue Haig
(605)224-8693
U.S. Geological Survey
nell_mcphillips@fws.gov
3200 SW Jefferson Way
Corvallis, OR 97331
OHIO
(541)750-7482
Angela Zimmerman
susan_haig@usgs.gov
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Appendix F (cont.) Federal, state, and Canadian contacts in the breeding and
wintering range
PENNSYLVANIA
Carol Copeyon
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
315 South Allen St., Suite 322
State College, PA 16801
(814)234-4090
carol_copeyon@fws.gov
SOUTH CAROLINA
Phil Wilkenson
South Carolina WMRD
420 Direlton
Georgetown, SC 29440
(803)546-3226
TEXAS
Dr. Brent Ortego
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
2805 N. Navarro, Suite 600B
Victoria, TX 77901
(361) 576-0022
WISCONSIN
Janet M. Smith
Green Bay Field Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1015 Challenger Court
Green Bay, WI 54311-8331
(920)465-7440
janet_smith@fws.gov
Sumner Matteson
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources
Bureau of Endangered Resources
Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707
(608)266-1571
matts@mail01.dnr.state.wi.us
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Appendix G. Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service responses
On August 5, 2002, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) released the
Agency Draft Recovery Plan for the Piping Plover, Great Lakes Population, for a 30-day
review and comment period ending on September 4, 2002. Availability of the plan was
announced in the Federal Register (FR 66 50687) and via a news release to media
contacts throughout the species’ U.S. range.
In accordance with Service policy, requests for peer review of the draft plan were
sent to experts outside the Service. In particular, these experts were asked to comment on
(1) issues and assumptions relating to the biological and ecological information of the
plan, and (2) scientific data relating to the tasks in the proposed recovery program.
Requests for peer review were sent to the following individuals:
Dr. James Fraser, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia
Dr. Susan Haig, National Biological Service, Corvallis, Oregon
Dr. Pat Lederle, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Lansing, Michigan
Dr. Abby Powell, Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit,
Fairbanks, Alaska
During the comment period, 89 copies of the Draft Recovery Plan were
distributed to affected government agencies, organizations, and interested individuals.
Twenty-two comment letters were received during the official comment period.
Eight comment letters were received after the close of the official comment period.
Affiliations of the originators of these thirty comment letters are tabulated below:
Peer reviews
Federal agencies
State governments
Recreation groups
Environmental/conservation organizations
Academic institutions
Landowner associations
Individuals/Private citizens
AZA institution

3 letters
11 letters
5 letters
1 letter
1 letter
1 letter
1 letter
6 letters
1 letter

Each letter contained one or more comments, with some letters raising similar
issues. Most letters requested explanation or clarification of points made in the plan and
included suggestions for changes. A few letters provided updated information on
population occurrences on the wintering grounds. Many commenters expressed strong
support for the conservation of this species and commented on the thoroughness and
importance of the plan. Most comments were incorporated into the approved recovery
plan. Information and comments not incorporated into the approved plan were
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
considered and noted. Significant comments that were not incorporated or that require
further clarification are addressed below.
The letters received from the independent peer reviewers, as well as other
comment letters on the Draft Recovery Plan, are on file at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 2651 Coolidge Road, Suite 101, East Lansing, Michigan, 48823.
Comments from Peer Reviewers and Service Responses
•

Comment: One reviewer and one commenter expressed concern with the
statement in recovery task 4.1 that color banding should continue until at least
2003 and then be reevaluated. Both suggested emphasizing the importance of
continuing to band plovers to facilitate research and monitoring efforts. The
commenter also suggested removing the term “color,” stating that the most
important thing to do is band with Service bands, of which color bands are just
one component.
Response: The plan was revised to reflect these comments and to extend the
calendar year when banding will be reevaluated. This will include all aspects of
banding, not just color banding. Banding has contributed significantly to the
knowledge of the Great Lakes population and it is expected to continue to be used
into the foreseeable future.

•

Comment: One reviewer stated that a significant commitment of funds is
essential to implement the recovery plan.
Response: Implementing all aspects of the recovery plan will require a
significant source of funding. Several recovery actions identified in the plan are
underway currently. Additional recovery tasks will be implemented as funding
becomes available.

•

Comment: One reviewer suggested establishing specific goals for nest success
and chick survival under the goal of reaching 2.0 chicks fledged per pair per year
(Recovery Criterion 2).
Response: Although fledging rates are a measure of both nesting success and
chick survival rates, it was determined that a single measure of reproductive
success, expressed as average fledge rate, would be most appropriate for a
recovery criterion. It is acknowledged that establishing goals for nest success and
chick survival could be important for management considerations. The plan was
amended to include this consideration. Recovery activities currently underway
assess population status and nesting success each year and include identification
of both hatching rates and chick survival rates.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
•

Comment: One reviewer believes the emphasis on predator control/removal
should be increased, as excluding or removing predators from an area where
piping plovers nest can improve nest success and chick survival.
Response: Predation is considered to be a significant threat to the population and
it is acknowledged that nest success and chick survival could be improved
through predator management. A number of measures identified in the plan to
protect nests from predators are considered to be priority 1 tasks. Management of
predators, themselves, is also identified in the recovery plan and will be
considered during implementation.

•

Comment: One reviewer expressed the need to incorporate new population data
that are now available into the plan. The reviewer stated the most important
additional information needed are population modeling results that incorporate an
additional five years (1998-2002) of fecundity data, which could significantly
alter model outcomes. The reviewer suggested reevaluating the recovery criteria
in light of the new data.
Response: The plan was revised to incorporate 2001 and 2002 data as available.
The plan describes the need to periodically review and reassess population data
using current models for the Great Lakes population. Complete re-analysis of
population models was not possible at this time. Recovery criteria were revised to
reflect more cur rent population information, based primarily on empirical data. In
addition, recovery criteria now include consideration of future population
projections that will be based on future information obtained through recovery
implementation.

•

Comment: One reviewer commented that more details are needed on what
specific protective measures, beyond those already taken to protect essential
breeding and wintering habitat (e.g., critical habitat designation), the Service
expects to be implemented.
Response: The recovery plan identifies a number of potential measures to be
implemented on both public and private land, which will provide for protections
of essential habitat into the future. The plan identifies that measures to protect
essential habitat will focus on preservation of those biotic and abiotic factors that
currently define essential habitat elements. Additional work is needed before
more specific measures can be identified for areas of essential winter habitat in
particular.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
Other Major Substantive Comments and Service Responses
1.

Comment: One commenter asked if the Great Lakes population is included with
the Atlantic coast subspecies C. m. melodus or the “inland bird” subspecies C. m.
circumcinctus? Another commenter stated that in 1998 the AOU did not refer to
subspecies but grouped all piping plovers into one species.
Response: The Great Lakes population is part of the inland subspecies, C. m.
circumcinctus, and it does not appear that AOU has changed the subspecies
designation since 1998. Subspecies designation and inclusion with the Great
Plains population, however, fails to consider several factors relevant to the Great
Lakes population including its ecological isolation, distribution, and habitat
preferences that differ from the other two populations in North America.

2.

Comment: Several comments focused on recreational use and development of as
well as access to beaches. One commenter stated that recreational pressure
continues to threaten piping plover essential habitat. One commenter was
opposed to and one commenter was in favor of closing public beaches where
piping plovers nest. Two commenters stated the need to regulate development
along beaches. One of them stated that ORV use should also be regulated. One
commenter is concerned that policies in the recovery plan could severely restrict
ORV beach access within the Cape Hatteras National Seashore without
significantly enhancing plover recovery and cautions against blanket ORV bans as
a management tool.
Response: Public use of beaches inhabited by piping plovers, including use by
ORVs is identified as a continuing threat to the Great Lakes population. Support
for measures to manage public uses is appreciated. Efforts currently underway in
the Great Lakes seek to manage public uses while minimizing inconveniences to
recreational users. Permanent bans on ORV use are not identified in the final
plan.

3.

Comment: One commenter suggested separating the discussion of Section 10
permits into 10(a)(1)(A) and 10(a)(1)(B). The commenter also pointed out that
discussion of Safe Harbor agreements is omitted from the section regarding
Section 10 permits.
Response: The discussion of Section 10 permits in the plan was modified and
now includes separate reference to 10(a)(1)(A) and 10(a)(1)(B) permits provided
under the ESA. The Safe Harbor provision of ESA is currently considered to
have limited potential application to piping plovers in the Great Lakes.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
4.

Comment: One commenter asked if the Service considered including
recommendations on banding methods in Appendix C.
Response: Banding methods currently used in the Great Lakes are summarized
in Appendix C, along with a discussion of potential band related injuries.
Detailed descriptions of banding methods were not considered necessary for the
Recovery Plan. Banders provide details of their efforts in annual reports required
in support of banding permits.

5.

Comment: Two commenters asked for clarification of the definition of cobble.
Response: Additional description of the term “cobble” was added to the plan. It
is acknowledged that the term used in conjunction with Great Lakes piping plover
habitat may not meet other technical definitions based on particle size classes.
Nevertheless, the term is used consistently throughout the plan.

6.

Comment: No mention of using still cameras or infrared motion/heat sensitive
cameras as methods to identify predators.
Response: A comment on the use of additional predator surveillance methods
was added to the plan. Failure to mention other potential methods of predator
monitoring does not exclude their possible use in the future.

7.

Comment: Is Ontario included in the “other Great Lakes States” mentioned in
the first recovery criterion?
Response: As described in the footnote to Table 5, Ontario, Canada is not
included in any recovery goals. Although Great Lakes piping plovers may occur
in Canada, occurrences of breeding pairs outside of the U.S. will not be counted
towards recovery.

8.

Comment: Two commenters suggested making changes to priority numbers for
some recovery tasks. One stated that recovery task #7 (emergency methods to
prevent extirpation) should be the highest priority. The other recommended that
recovery actions 1.341, 1.361, and 1.362 (relating to the acquisition and
protection of habitat) receive higher priority levels.
Response: Recovery priority numbers were assigned to recovery tasks on the
basis of current recovery plan guidance. Recovery 1 tasks are those actions that
are considered necessary to prevent extinction. Recovery priority numbers were
adjusted for some tasks based on reconsideration of the importance of the task in
preventing extinction. Other tasks were not modified from the originally
proposed priority.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses

9.

Comment: The list of federal and state contacts in Appendix F seems deficient.
There is also no readily identifiable federal contact person for the Great Lakes
piping plover.
Response: State agency contacts were updated, as names were available, for the
Great Lakes. The current Great Lakes Piping Plover coordinator for the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service resides in the East Lansing Ecological Services Office in
Michigan, which is listed in the plan.

10.

Comment: Two commenters expressed the need to update winter sightings of
piping plovers.
Response: Additional information on more recent winter sightings were added to
the plan and figures were modified to reflect updated migratory route information.
It is anticipated that winter sightings will continue to increase as more reports of
banded piping plovers are received.

11.

Comment: Three commenters recommended increasing education geared toward
children and adults. Suggestions include creating a piping plover festival or
museum and educating elementary-age schoolchildren and local officials.
Response: Outreach and education are identified as important recovery tasks,
including those geared towards teachers and schoolchildren. Specific suggestions
for a festival or museum were not added to the plan at this time, although these
activities are not precluded from taking place in the future as sponsors are
identified.

12.

Comment: Two commenters recommended increasing predator control efforts
for gulls. One of them stated that fisher populations also need to be controlled.
Response: Predation is considered to be a significant threat to the population. A
number of measures identified in the plan to protect nests from predators are
considered to be priority 1 tasks. Management of predator is also identified in the
recovery plan and will be considered during implementation. These measures are
expected to target a variety of species depending on the location and particular
circumstances of the area.

13.

Comment: One commenter recommended enhancement of piping plover habitat
and testing for contaminants in the St. Louis River Estuary in Minnesota and
Wisconsin.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service re sponses
Response: Although habitat improvements are identified as a recovery task in the
final plan, site-specific projects are not identified. Habitat enhancement projects
will be undertaken on a site by site basis as needs are identified and funding
sources acquired.
14.

Comment: Recovery criteria 1 and 2 need further clarification and possible
reevaluation. The fecundity criterion exceeds that observed naturally in the Great
Plains, Great Lakes or Atlantic Coast populations. Long-term growth and
recovery would likely be attained at a level lower than 2.0 fledged/pair. It may
also be necessary to specify the length of time over which population projections
indicate stability or growth above the recovery goal.
Response: Recovery criteria 1 and 2 were modified, in part, on the basis of
comments received. Fecundity criteria were adjusted to account for historical
information and the most recent empirical data that suggests population increases
can occur in absence of an average 5-year fecundity rate of 2.0. It is
acknowledged that additional population modeling could be accomplished which
may result in further changes to these recovery criteria. As the opportunity for
model refinements become available, additional consideration will be given to
changes to the criteria, if warranted by these efforts. The length of time over
which population projections indicate stability or growth above the recovery goal
were specified.

15.

Comment: Several comments concerned recovery task #7. One commenter
stated that it is not clear who is responsible for recovery tasks outlined under
recovery task #7 and in what timeframe these tasks should be accomplished. One
commenter recommended deleting recovery task 7.1 (evaluating population
augmentation strategies) and focusing instead on implementing augmentation
programs. Two commenters expressed the need to reevaluate 50 pairs as a
threshold for recovery task 7.21.
Response: Several aspects of recovery task #7 were adjusted for the final plan,
including the timeframe under which these tasks will be accomplished. The 50
pair threshold for recovery task 7.21 was also adjusted. Future actions include
developing appropriate thresholds for these activities based on the most recent
information available. Population augmentation programs will not be initiated
without clear and concise criteria for implementation and a thorough
understanding of the risk and benefits of such actions. All population
augmentation strategies represent some element of risk to individuals and the
population and must be carefully considered prior to implementation.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
16.

Comment: Several comments were received regarding genetic information.
Two commenters stated that information about genetic variation among Great
Lakes, Great Plains, and Atlantic Coast piping plover populations needs to be
updated. Another commenter recommended including further study on genetic
information in the narrative for recovery task 7.23.
Response: Additional data on the genetic composition of the Great Lakes
population has been gathered over the last 2 to 3 years. Analysis is not complete,
however, and data has yet to be published. Additional information on the genetic
composition of the population, as well as comparisons between populations, is
expected to be developed in the near future. This information will be carefully
considered as recovery tasks are implemented throughout the species range.

17.

Comment: One commenter recommended adding a caveat into the delisting
criteria that recognizes that substantially improved probability of persistence can
be attained by increasing the breeding population above 150 pairs, especially
while long-term productivity potential is being explored further.
Response: Further consideration was given to the potential for improved
probability of persistence by attaining an increase in the breeding population
above 150 pairs, especially when long-term productivity is being further explored.
The current recovery criteria takes this potential into consideration and allows for
higher population levels to potentially offset lower levels of reproductive
productivity. Long-term projections, however, must demonstrate population
stability or improvement before delisting would occur.

18.

Comments: One commenter stated that the Service should designate some of
those unoccupied areas meeting the physical characteristics of wintering and
breeding habitat as additional critical habitat. The commenter stated that because
the snowy plover and piping plover occupy similar habitat, additional critical
winter habitat for the piping plover could be protected by listing the snowy plover
and designating critical habitat for that species.
Response: This comment is acknowledged, however, additional action on
designation of critical habitat cannot be undertaken with the context of
development of the recovery plan.

19.

Comment: One commenter had several suggestions concerning the incorporation
of information about the Magic Carpet HCP into the plan. The commenter stated
that the plan should be updated to state that the Magic Carpet HCP was approved
and is being implemented and discuss what activities the Great Lakes piping
plover conservation fund supports. The commenter recommended identifying the
Magic Carpet HCP as an example of an effort consistent with recovery task 1.17.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
The commenter also stated that development of standard guidelines for landowner
HCPs (recovery task 1.342) should not be used as a basis for altering any
provisions in the existing Magic Carpet Woods HCP.
Response: Updated information on the Magic Carpet HCP was added to the plan.
The Magic Carpet HCP is an example of efforts consistent with established
recovery actions described in the plan. Future development of landowner
guidelines relating to HCPs will not alter existing permits or agreements relating
to the Magic Carpet HCP.
20.

Comment: The AZA’s role in captive rearing and translocation should be
evaluated, and a MOU should be developed between the AZA and Service to clearly
describe AZA’s role.
Response: Additional descriptions of the potential role of the AZA in piping
plover captive rearing and possible translocation programs were added. The
AZA’s role in plover conservation has increased in recent years and additional
involvement is expected. Formal MOUs may or may not be necessary to facilitate
this involvement.

21.

Comment: Should consideration be given to developing a captive population
with a surrogate species so techniques can be developed if a captive breeding
program is necessary?
Response: Captive breeding remains a potential element of piping plover
recovery, although many researchers and managers believe there are significant
limitations to undertaking such a program. Use of a surrogate species may
provide an opportunity to evaluate some of the current limitations, but other
population augmentation strategies are considered a higher priority for recovery.

22.

Comment: One commenter asked if radio telemetry has been considered to map
migration routes and stopovers.
Response: Radio telemetry has been considered for mapping migration routes
and stopover areas but has not yet been used for those purposes. In 1999,
biologists from the Milwaukee County Zoo tested several radio transmitter
harness designs on captive piping plovers to develop a safe design for use in the
wild.

23.

Comment: One commenter asked if it was possible to place the metal USFWS
band above the knee joint of piping plovers to avoid sand becoming lodged
underneath.
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Appendix G (cont.) Summary of comments on Draft Recovery Plan and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service responses
Response: Placing the band above the knee joint has been considered, but it has
been determined that the current placement of the bands is the best.
24.

Comment: One commenter said they thought Sleeping Bear Bay was listed as
critical habitat in the Federal Register and suggested including Sleeping Bear
Bay in Table 2 (critical habitat units in Michigan).
Response: Upon review of the final critical habitat rule for the breeding
population of piping plovers, we did not find Sleeping Bear Bay listed as a critical
habitat unit. Table 2 currently reflects critical habitat units as they are listed in the
final rule.
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Bishop Henry Whipple Federal Building
1 Federal Drive
Fort Snelling, MN 55111-4056
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
White‐faced Ibis
(Plegadis chihi)
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White-faced Ibis
Plegadis chihi
(Threskiornithidae)
Montana Species of Concern
Global Rank: G5
State Rank: S1B
Agency Status
USFWS:
USFS: none
BLM: SENSITIVE

General Description
The White-faced Ibis is a medium-sized wading bird with dark maroon or brown plumage, a long
neck and legs, and a long, decurved bill. Males are almost always larger than females and adults
are larger than juveniles for the first 6 to 9 months (Ryder and Manry 1994). The adult body
length ranges from 46 to 56 cm (18.1 to 22.0 inches) with wingspans ranging from 94 to 99 cm
(37 to 39 inches). Weight varies ranging from 450 to 525 grams (1.0 to 1.2 lb.) and the bill
length averages between 15 to 18 cm (6 to 7 inches) (Ryder and Manry 1994). Male and female
plumages cannot be distinguished. In the adult breeding plumage, the head, neck, upper back,
wing coverts, and undersides are a dark maroon or brown with a metallic green and bronze
sheen. The head of the White-faced Ibis has bare facial skin that is reddish or purple. White
feathers on the head separate the forehead from the face and also encircle the eye. The eye itself
is red (Ryder and Manry 1994). The bill is cream with some shades of red (Pratt 1976) and the
legs are bright red. The non-breeding plumage is similar to the breeding plumage without the
presence of the white face feathers. Also, the overall plumage is less glossy (Oberholser 1974),
and the bill and legs become an olive-gray color (Pratt 1976).
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The juvenile plumage has a fuscous foreneck and anterior surface. The back, tail and wings are a
dull metallic, greenish-olive and often appears oily (Palmer 1962, Oberholser 1974). When
observing immature White-faced Ibises, it can be extremely difficult to separate from the closely
related Glossy Ibis. White-faced Ibises have a limited vocalization array. Single birds, pairs, and
flocks often give an "oink oink" or "ka-onk ka-onk" sound (Oberholser 1974). During nest
building, they often give a guttural babbling sound. Vocalizations during interspecific aggression
are long "gheeeeeee" sounds and the greeting call by the male to the female is a "geeeeek,
geeeeek, geeeeek" sound (Belknap 1957). White-faced Ibis eggs are elliptically-ovate to round
shaped and range in color from a pale bluish-green to a deep turquoise, with no markings (Bent
1926, Belknap 1957, Kotter 1970, King et al. 1980). Dimensions average 51.2 to 52.26 mm by
36.0 to 37.0 mm (Bee 1933 in Kaneko 1972, Belknap 1957), and weights average 28.4 to 43.7
grams (Kotter 1970). White-faced Ibises are a single brood species, but will attempt to renest
after an early nest failure.
Diagnostic Characteristics
The White-faced Ibis is very similar in appearance to the closely related Glossy Ibis and
identification can be difficult. Distinguishing characteristics which separate the two species
include the red iris versus a more brownish or dark iris, bright red legs versus more grayish ones,
the bare facial skin colored red and trim of white feathers which surround the eye versus a darker
face with only small white lines connecting the bill to the eye (Ryder and Manry 1994), and the
olive-gray bill versus a more brown colored bill (Sibley 2000).
Migration
White-faced Ibises usually leave their wintering grounds in late March to early April. The
earliest White-faced Ibis observation in Montana was at Lee Metcalf National Wildlife Refuge in
March, but the most concentrated arrival in Montana occurs in May (Montana Bird Distribution
2002). In late summer, White-faced Ibises will disperse throughout the state before beginning the
fall migration to their wintering habitat (Ryder and Manry 1994). In Montana, most begin their
southern movement in August and by September they are usually gone from the state (Montana
Bird Distribution 2002). On April, 5th, 1964 at least one White-faced Ibis was observed in the
Three Forks area (Skaar 1969) and in 1967, two individuals were observed at Benton Lake
National Wildlife Refuge until October 6th (Benton Lake NWR 1988).
Habitat
The White-faced Ibis breeding habitat is typically freshwater wetlands, including ponds, swamps
and marshes with pockets of emergent vegetation. They also use flooded hay meadows and
agricultural fields as feeding locations. Ibises nest in areas where water surrounds emergent
vegetation, bushes, shrubs, or low trees. In Montana, White-faced Ibises usually use old stems in
cattails (Typha spp.), hardstem bulrush (Scirpus acutus) or alkali bulrush (S. paludosus) over
shallow water as their nesting habitat (DuBois 1989). Water conditions usually determine
whether nesting occurs in a particular area. Therefore, White-faced Ibis nesting sites can often
move around from year to year. However, they are a fairly adaptable species and the primary
breeding requirement is colony and roosting site isolation. During migration, White-faced Ibises
use more varied habitats for resting and feeding sites, ranging from wooded streams, mudflats,
and grassy fields to small marshes and sewage ponds (Duebbert 1968, Locatelli and Blankenship
1973, Ducey 1988, Baumgartner and Baumgartner 1992).
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Food Habits
No information regarding food habits exists for White-faced Ibises in Montana. However, in
other areas of the species' range, they typically feed in freshwater marshes on crayfishes, frogs,
fishes, insects, newts, earthworms, crustaceans, etc. (Terres 1980). In the Central Valley of
California, they preferentially selected foraging sites with significantly higher midge
(Chironomidae) and significantly lower Oligochaete biomass (Safran et al. 2000). White-faced
Ibises can fly 5 to 25 miles between the nesting or roosting and foraging sites (Trost 1989).
Ecology
No information is available for White-faced Ibis ecology in Montana. Ecological sources from
other ibis habitat locations state that nesting colonies are often shared with Black-crowned
Night-herons and Franklin's Gulls, both of which may prey on ibis chicks or eggs (Trost 1989).
Although gregarious, and may travel in flocks of up to 300 individuals, White-faced Ibis
generally flock in smaller numbers.
Reproductive Characteristics
Only recently has the White-faced Ibis reproduced in Montana. Prior to 1970, no breeding
records existed for the state. Even into the early 1980's only a few scattered breeding instances
were observed. Since the mid-1980's, White-faced Ibis numbers in known colonies have
increased and new colonies have been located (DuBois 1989). Two theories exist to explain this
apparent recent range expansion into Montana. The first describes the very transient behavior of
the species. White-faced Ibises are extremely dependent on appropriate wetland habitat and
water level consistency. When wetlands in the Great Basin and in particular the Great Salt Lake
rose to record levels in the early 1980's, large ibis colonies were flooded. This flooding closely
coincided with the marked population increases in Montana, presumably due to the northern
movement of Great Basin/Utah birds. The other theory regarding White-faced Ibis presence in
Montana states simply that they have always been here and have been overlooked (DuBois
1989). Regardless of the reason, the White-faced Ibis does breed at several locations in Montana,
with colonies usually about 50 pairs or less. However, due to the few locations and only recent
presence, no information regarding White-faced Ibis reproduction exists for the state.
In other areas of the species' range, where reproductive studies have been conducted, information
includes clutch sizes ranging from typically 3 to 4 (range of 2 to 7) (Trost 1989). The incubation
period is 21 to 22 days, and normally only two young survive to fledging (Trost 1989). The
young are semi-altricial and fledge after 28 days; birds do not breed until they are 2 years old
(Trost 1989, Ryder and Manry 1994). Nests are typically spaced 0.5 to 10 m apart, with density
often increasing toward the center of the colony (summarized in Ryder and Manry 1994). Nest
structures are highly variable, and are typically composed of the dominant vegetation in the
colony; outside diameter may range from 27 to 50 cm, and nests are 10 to 25 cm deep
(summarized in Ryder and Manry 1994). Nests may be woven into emergent vegetation, be made
on a platform or bent over adjacent vegetation or may be placed on a more solid platform or on
the ground (Ryder and Manry 1994).
Management
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Although no management activities are in place specifically for White-faced Ibises in Montana,
water level manipulation in nesting areas for other species is ongoing. Because all White-faced
Ibises in Montana currently breed in colonies located within water units managed for waterfowl,
active management of water level can and does impact the breeding ibises in the management
area. Conscious management of water levels for waterfowl to include White-faced Ibises would
maintain or enhance nesting habitat for this species. White-faced Ibises are a Species of
Management Concern in Region 6 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1995).
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Whooping Crane
Scientific Name: Grus americana
Federal Status: Endangered, 6/2/70 • State Status: Endangered

Description
The stately Whooping Crane is the
tallest bird found in North America,
with males approaching nearly five
feet in height. Adult birds are white
overall with some red and black on
the head. Their inner wing feathers
droop over the rump in a “bustle”
that distinguishes cranes from herons.
With a seven foot wingspan and a
slow wing beat, Whooping Cranes fly
with their long necks and legs fully
extended. When in flight, the birds’
black wingtips or primary feathers

Whooping Crane
© USFWS Steve Van Riper

can be seen, and their long legs
extend beyond their tail. Their dark
olive-gray beaks are long and pointed.
The area at the base of the beak is
pink and the eyes are yellow. The
Whooping Crane’s call, from which it
derives its name, has been described
as a shrill, bugle-like trumpeting.
Whooping Crane chicks are a reddish cinnamon color. At four months

of age, white feathers begin to appear
only 500 to 1,400 Whooping Cranes
on the neck and back. Juvenile feathinhabited North America in 1870.
ers are replaced through the winter
Although the exact number is
months. By the following spring, juveunknown, Whooping Cranes were
nile plumage is primarily white, with
uncommon, and their numbers
rusty colored feathers remaining only
had rapidly declined by the late
on the head, upper neck, and on the
19th century.
tips of wing feathers. Young birds
In the mid 1800’s, the principal
generally have adult plumage by late
breeding range extended from central
in their second summer.
Illinois northwestward through northThere are a number of birds that
ern Iowa, western Minnesota, northmay appear similar to the Whooping
eastern North Dakota, southern
Crane. The Sandhill Crane, the
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, to the
Whooping Crane’s closest relative, is
area near Edmonton, Alberta. The
gray in color, not white.
Also, Sandhill Cranes are
Wood Buffalo
National Park
somewhat smaller, with a
wingspan of about five
feet. Sandhill Cranes
Canada
occur in flocks of two to
hundreds, whereas
Whooping Cranes are
most often seen in flocks
of two to as many as 10
to 15, although they
Main flock
sometimes migrate with Grays Lake National
Wildlife Refuge
Foster flock
Sandhill Cranes. Snow
Geese and White Pelicans
are white birds with black
wingtips, however both of Monte Vista National
Wildlife Refuge
these birds have short
legs that do not extend
beyond the tail when in
Bosque del Apache
flight. In addition, Snow
National Wildlife Refuge
Geese generally occur in
large flocks, are much
Aransas National
Wildlife Refuge
smaller, and fly with a
rapid wing beat. White
Pelicans fly with their
neck folded and can be distinguished
Whooping Crane disappeared from the
by their long yellow bill. Finally,
heart of its breeding range in the
swans are all white and have short
north-central United States by the
legs, and herons and egrets fly with
1890’s. The last documented nesting
their long necks folded.
in southern Canada occurred in
Saskatchewan in 1922. By 1937, only
Status and
two small breeding populations
remained; a nonmigratory population
Distribution
in southwestern Louisiana and a
The historical range of the Whooping
migratory population that wintered on
Crane extended from the Arctic coast
the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
south to central Mexico, and from
(NWR) on the Texas coast and nested
Utah east to New Jersey, South Carin a location that at the time was
olina, Georgia, and Florida. Distribuunknown. The remnant population in
tion of fossil remains suggests a
southwestern Louisiana was reduced
wider distribution during the cooler,
from 13 to 6 birds following a hurriwetter climate of the Pleistocene.
Although once numbering above
10,000, it has been estimated that
Whooping Page
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and the
last individual
was taken into captivity in 1950. In
the winter of 1938-39, only 14 adult
and 4 juvenile Whooping Cranes were
found on the Aransas NWR. The nesting area of the Aransas Wildlife
Refuge population was discovered in
1954 in Wood Buffalo National Park
(NP), Northwest Territories, Canada.
This population is the only historical
one that survives.
Whooping Cranes currently exist
in three wild populations and a
breeding population kept in captivity.
The species numbers approximately
420 birds, all in Canada and the
United States. The only self-sustaining
wild population is the one that winters on the Texas coast and nests primarily within Wood Buffalo NP. In
2002, this population consisted of 50
nesting pairs, with a total of 185
birds wintering in Texas.
In 1975, Whooping Crane eggs
were transferred from Wood Buffalo
NP to Grays Lake National Wildlife
Refuge in Idaho and placed in Sandhill Crane nests in an effort to establish a migratory population in the
Rocky Mountains. The Rocky Mountain birds spend the summer in
Idaho, western Wyoming, and southwestern Montana, and winter in the
middle Rio Grande Valley of New
Mexico. Reintroductions ended in
1989 after the adult Whooping
Cranes did not pair up or mate due
to imprinting problems from their
foster Sandhill Crane parents. The
last Whooping Crane in the flock
died in 2002.
The second persisting wild population in 2003 consisted of approximately 90 birds remaining from over
250 captive-reared Whooping Cranes
released in central Florida south of
Orlando beginning in 1993. These
birds were released as the first step
in an effort to establish a nonmigratory population in Florida, and
in 2002, produced the first whooping
crane chick born in the wild in the
United States since 1939.
The third wild population was
initiated in 2001 when several young
captive-reared whooping cranes were
released in potential nesting habitat
at Necedah National Wildlife Refuge
in Wisconsin. The young birds were
trained to migrate to Florida’s Gulf
Coast by following ultra light aircraft.
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Although not yet of breeding age, the
birds led south in both 2001 and
2002 returned north on their own
the following spring.

Habitat
Within Wood Buffalo NP, Whooping
Cranes nest in poorly drained wetlands interspersed with numerous
potholes (small areas of open water).
These wetlands are separated by narrow ridges that support trees such as
white and black spruce, tamarack,
and willows, and shrubs such as
dwarf birch, Labrador tea, and bearberry. Bulrush is the dominant plant
in areas used by nesting birds,
although cattail, sedge, musk-grass
and other aquatic plants are common.
Nest sites are often located in the
rushes or sedges of marshes and
sloughs, or along lake margins. An
abundance of invertebrates, such as
mollusks, crustaceans, and aquatic
insects have been found in the ponds
near occupied nests.
Whooping Cranes use a variety of
habitats during their long migrations
between northern Canada and the
Texas coast. Croplands are used for
feeding, and large wetland areas are
used for feeding and roosting.
Whooping Cranes are known to roost
in riverine habitat along the Platte,
Middle Loup, and Niobrara Rivers in
Nebraska, Cimarron River in Oklahoma, and the Red River in Texas.
The birds often roost on submerged
sandbars in wide unobstructed channels isolated from human disturbance.
Whooping Cranes also use large wetland areas associated with lakes for
roosting and feeding during migration.
The Whooping Crane’s principal
wintering habitat consists of about
22,500 acres of marshes and salt flats
on Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
and adjacent publicly and privately
owned wetlands. Plants such as salt
grass, saltwort, smooth cordgrass,
glasswort, and sea ox-eye dominate
the outer marshes. At slightly higher
elevations, Gulf cordgrass is more
common. The interior portions of
the refuge are characterized by oak
mottes, grassland, swales, and ponds
on gently rolling sandy soils. Live
oak, redbay, and bluestems are typical plants found on upland sites.
Upland sites have been managed
using grazing, mowing, and controlled burning. About 14,250 acres
of grassland are managed for cranes,
waterfowl, and other wildlife.

Whooping Crane at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
© TPWD Bill Reaves

Whooping Crane chick
© USFWS

Life History
Whooping Cranes usually mate for
life, although they will remate following the death of their mate. They
mature at 3 to 4 years of age, and
most females are capable of producing
eggs by 4 years of age. It is estimated
that Whooping Cranes can live up to
22 to 24 years in the wild. Captive
individuals live 30 to 40 years.
Whooping Cranes begin leaving
the Texas coast in late March and
early April, returning to their nesting
area in Wood Buffalo NP by late
April. Experienced pairs arrive first
and normally nest in the same vicinity each year. Nesting territories
vary considerably in size, ranging
from 0.5 to 1.8 square miles. From
the start of egg laying until the
chicks are a few months old, the
birds’ activities are restricted to the
breeding territory. Eggs are normally
laid in late April to mid May, and
Page 293 of 660
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Aerial view of Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
© TPWD

Whooping Crane in f light
© TPWD Bill Reaves

hatching occurs one month later.
Most nests contain 2 eggs. The eggs
are light-brown or olive-buff in color
with dark, purplish-brown blotches
primarily at the blunt end. Whooping Cranes will occasionally renest if
their first clutch is destroyed during
the first half of the incubation period.
They usually nest each year, but occasionally a pair will skip a nesting season for no apparent reason. When
nesting conditions are unsuitable,
some pairs do not attempt to nest.
Whooping Crane parents share
incubation and brood-rearing duties,
and one member of the pair remains
on the nest at all times. Females take
the primary role in feeding and caring for the young. During the first 3
or 4 days after hatching, parents and
young return to the nest each night.
After that, the young are protected by
their parents wherever they happen
to be during inclement weather or at
nightfall. During the first 20 days
after hatching, families generally
remain within 1 mile of the nest site.
Whooping cranes feed by probing
the soil with their bills or taking food
items from the soil surface or vegetation. Parents feed young chicks.
Summer foods include large insect
nymphs or larvae, frogs, rodents,
small birds, minnows, and berries.
Fall migration begins in midSeptember. Whooping Cranes nor-

mally migrate as a single, pair, family
group, or in small flocks, sometimes
accompanying Sandhill Cranes.
Flocks of up to 10 sub-adults have
been observed feeding at stopover
areas. Whooping Cranes migrate during the day, and make nightly stops
to feed and rest. Although they use a
variety of habitats during migration,
they prefer isolated areas away from
human disturbance.
Whooping Cranes arrive on the
Texas coast between late-October and
mid-December. They spend almost 6
months on the wintering grounds at
and near Aransas NWR. Pairs and
family groups generally occupy and
defend discrete territories, although
close association with other Whooping Cranes is sometimes tolerated.
Juveniles stay close to their parents
throughout their first winter. Recent
estimates of territory size average
292 acres. Studies indicate a declining territory size as the wintering
population increases. Sub adults and
unpaired adults form small flocks and
use areas outside occupied territories.
Sub adult birds often spend the winter near the territories where they
spent their first year. Also, young
adult pairs will often locate their first
territory near the winter territory of
one of their parents.
During the wintering period on
the Texas coast, Whooping Cranes eat
a variety of plant and animal foods.
Blue crabs, clams, and the fruits of
wolfberry are predominant in the
winter diet. Clams are relatively
more important in the diet when
water depths are low and blue crabs
are less abundant. Most clams and
small blue crabs (2 inches or less in
width) are swallowed whole. Larger
crabs are pecked into pieces before
being swallowed.
Whooping Cranes feed mostly in
the brackish bays, marshes, and salt
flats. Occasionally, they fly to upland
sites for foods such as acorns, snails,
crayfish, and insects, returning to the
marshes in the evening to roost.
Upland sites are more attractive when
they are flooded by rainfall, burned
to reduce plant cover, or when food is
less available in the marshes and salt
flats. Some Whooping Cranes use the
upland parts of the refuge occasionally in most years, but use of croplands adjacent to the refuge is rare.
As spring approaches, the
courtship displays for which Whooping
Cranes are famous begin. These displays include loud unison calling, wing

flapping, head bowing, and leaps into
the air by one or both birds, increase
in frequency. These rituals serve to
forge and strengthen pair bonds. Family groups and pairs usually depart
first, normally between March 25 and
April 15. The last birds are usually
gone by May 1, but occasional stragglers may stay into mid-May. During
the 16-year period between 1938 and
1992, a total of 27 birds have
remained at Aransas NWR throughout
the summer. Some of these birds were
ill or crippled or mates of birds which
were crippled.
Parents separate from their
young of the previous year at the
beginning of spring migration, while
in route to the breeding grounds, or
soon after arrival on the breeding
grounds. Most juveniles spend the
summer near the area where they
were born.

Threats and Reasons
for Decline
Whooping Cranes gradually disappeared as agriculture claimed the
northern Great Plains of the United
States and Canada. Man’s conversion
of the native prairies and potholes to
pasture and crop production made
much of the original habitat unsuitable for Whooping Cranes. Rural
electrification brought power lines,
resulting in an increase in death and
serious injury due to collisions.
Human disturbance has also
played a role in the decline of the
Whooping Crane. The birds are wary
on the breeding grounds. They will
tolerate human intrusion for short
intervals, but will not remain near
constant human activity. The mere
presence of humans during settlement
of the mid-continent and coastal
prairies may have interfered with the
continued use of traditional breeding
habitat by Whooping Cranes.
The Aransas population, the only
population that is self-sustaining,
remains vulnerable to accidental spills
that could occur along the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. The Intracoastal
Waterway carries some of the heaviest
barge traffic of any waterway in the
world, and it runs right through the
center of the Whooping Crane winter
range. Much of the cargo is petrochemical products. Although spill
response plans have been developed,
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accident
resulting- in
a spill could
potentially destroy Whooping Cranes
or their food resources.
Records of Whooping Cranes
known to have died from gunshot or
other causes from colonial times to
1948 show that about 66% of the
losses occurred during migration.
Shooting represented a substantial
drain on the population, particularly
from 1870 to 1920. Large and conspicuous, Whooping Cranes were shot
for both meat and sport. Laws
enacted to protect the birds have led
to a decline in human caused mortality, but shootings still occur. The
most recent known cases involved an
adult female being mistaken for a
snow goose near Aransas NWR in
1989, an adult female shot by a vandal as she migrated northward
through Texas in 1991, and two shot
by a vandal in Florida in 1990.
Biological factors such as delayed
sexual maturity and small clutch size
prevent rapid population recovery.
The major population of Whooping
Cranes is now restricted to breeding
grounds in northern Canada. This
may hamper productivity because the
ice-free season is only 4 months,
barely enough time to incubate their
eggs for 29 to 31 days and rear their
chicks to flight age in the remaining
3 months. Unless nest loss occurs
early in the incubation period, there
is rarely time to successfully rear a
second clutch if the first clutch fails.
Drought during the breeding
season presents a serious hazard
because nest site availability and food
supplies are reduced and newly
hatched chicks are forced to travel
long distances between wetlands.
Drought also increases the exposure
of eggs and chicks to predators such
as ravens, bears, wolverines, foxes,
and wolves.
Although little is known about the
importance of disease and parasites as
mortality factors, there have been documented cases of wild Whooping
Cranes dying of avian tuberculosis,
avian cholera, and lead poisoning.
Coccidia, a parasite which causes digestive tract disorder, has also been found
in wild and captive birds.
Finally, Whooping Cranes are
exposed to a variety of hazards and
problems during their long migrations. Natural events such as snow,
hail storms, low temperatures, and
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drought can make navigation hazardous or reduce food supplies. Collision with utility lines, predators,
disease, and illegal shooting are other
hazards that affect migrating cranes.

Recovery Efforts
The comeback story of the Whooping
Crane has been heralded as one of
the conservation victories of the 20th
Century. The increase and stabilization of the Aransas/Wood Buffalo
population has been a result of many
factors, including legal protection,
habitat protection, and biological
research in both the United States
and Canada.
In 1975, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service initiated a migration
monitoring program to protect migrating Whooping Cranes from disease
outbreaks and other potential hazards, and to compile information on
the characteristics of stopover sites.
This monitoring program is now coordinated with a network of people
from the Canadian Wildlife Service,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, States,
and Provinces along the migration
corridor.
Flightless young Whooping
Cranes were captured and marked
with colored plastic leg bands in
Wood Buffalo NP from 1977 through
1988. Of the 133 birds banded, 14%
could still be identified in the spring
of 2003. This marking program has
provided a wealth of information on
Whooping Crane biology. A radio
tracking program, in which miniature
radio transmitters were attached to
the color leg bands of young Whooping Cranes banded at Wood Buffalo
NP, has also yielded valuable information concerning migration timing and
routes, stopover locations, habitat
use, social behavior, daily activity,
and causes of death. Recently, tests
of line marking devices have identified techniques effective in reducing
collisions with utility lines.
The wintering territories of
Whooping Cranes on the Texas coast
place the birds in close proximity to
human disturbance factors such as
tour boats, boat and barge traffic
along the Intracoastal Waterway,
recreational and commercial fishing
boats, airboats, and air traffic. A
number of recent and ongoing studies
have addressed the issue of how
human disturbance factors might
affect wintering birds. Additional
research studies currently underway

Oil spills are a potential threat
© TPWD

include evaluating the relationship
between freshwater inflows, blue
crabs and Whooping Cranes. Significant habitat research has also been
conducted on the nesting grounds in
Canada.
Prescribed burning is used on
Aransas NWR to reduce height and
density of grasses, top kill brush, and
to modify plant composition on the
uplands to make them more attractive
to Whooping Cranes. Burned areas
are immediately used by the birds.
Currently, 15 prescribed burning
units averaging 1,410 acres in size
are burned on a 3-year rotation.
The most complete count of the
Aransas/Wood Buffalo population is
made during the winter. Aerial
counts are made weekly throughout
the winter period, although counts
are made less frequently during midwinter. These flights provide information on mortality, habitat use, pair
formation, territory establishment,
and age structure by identifying all
color banded birds present. Additional protection of habitat outside
Aransas NWR is provided by the
National Audubon Society, which
leases several islands from the State
of Texas, by Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, and by private landowners, several of whom have signed conservation agreements to protect
Whooping Cranes on their property.
Monitoring of nesting pairs also takes
place at Wood Buffalo NP.
Construction of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway through the marshes
of Aransas NWR in the early 1940’s,
and subsequent erosion by wind and
boat wakes, has resulted in 11% loss
of wintering habitat. Between 1989
and 1992, volunteers placed over
57,000 sacks of cement to protect
8,752 feet of shoreline. In 1992, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers placed
2,013 feet of interlocking cement
mats to stop erosion. Between 1999
and 2001, additional armoring done
by the Corps protected 15.3 miles of Page 295 of 660
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Erosion control efforts along the Intracoastal Waterway at Aransas National
Wildlife Refuge
© TPWD

shoreline within critical habitat of the
Whooping Crane.
Dredged material deposited from
periodic maintenance of the Intracoastal Waterway has destroyed some
marsh areas and unintentionally created others. In 1991, Mitchell Energy
and Development Corporation built a
dike around 10 acres of open shallow
bay, filled the area with dredge material, and planted it to wetland vegetation. Whooping Cranes began using
the area the following winter. In
1993 and 1995, Mitchell Energy built
20 more acres of marsh adjacent to
the first area. In 1995, the Corps of
Engineers created nearly 50 acres of
marsh. The Corps has plans to create
an additional 1,500 acres of marsh
using dredged material beneficially
over the next 50 years.
Several efforts have been initiated to establish new populations of
Whooping Cranes as a means of safeguarding the species against a catastrophe in the Aransas/Wood Buffalo
population. The effort in Idaho used
Sandhill Cranes as foster parents to
incubate Whooping Crane eggs, raise
the chicks, and teach them migration
paths to New Mexico. Foster-parenting has proved to be an unsuitable
technique, however, as imprinting led
to problems for the Whoopers in
establishing pair bonds. An effort in
Florida is using techniques developed
successfully with the endangered Mississippi Sandhill Crane to try to
establish a non-migratory flock of
Whooping Cranes. Meanwhile, new
techniques for establishing a second
migratory population continue to be
explored. In 2001 and 2002, 23
Whooping Crane chicks were costume-raised and flown behind an
ultralight aircraft from Wisconsin to
Florida. In the spring of 2003, the
16 surviving birds led south by ultralight returned to their summer reintroduction site on their own.
These reintroduction efforts
have been made possible by a suc-

cessful captive breeding program for
Whooping Cranes. Although Whoopers at Wood Buffalo NP lay two eggs,
usually only one hatches. In most
years between 1967 and 1996, biologists from the United States and
Canada collected eggs from wild nests
in order to establish captive populations and support reintroduction
efforts. Three primary captive breeding facilities exist, including Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center in Maryland,
the International Crane Foundation in
Wisconsin, and Calgary Zoo in
Alberta, Canada. Additional breeding
cranes are kept at the San Antonio
Zoo, Texas, and the Audubon Center
for Research on Endangered Species
in Louisiana.
Finally, there is much evidence
that people value Whooping Cranes.
Numerous books, magazine articles,
television programs, and nature documentary films have been produced
about this magnificent bird. Each
year 70,000 to 80,000 people visit
Aransas NWR, most during the winter. These visitors spend a significant
amount of money locally on lodging,
gasoline, and supplies. In 2003,
three large tour boats operating out
of Rockport/Fulton offered trips to
view Whooping Cranes along the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway. Approximately 10,000 people took these
tours, paying an average of $30 per
ticket, for a total seasonal amount of
$300,000. The city of Rockport estimates that wildlife-related activities
result in annual gross economic benefits of $6 million to the local economy. Some of these benefits result
from the nearby presence of Whooping Cranes. The possibility of sighting Whooping Cranes, along with
large numbers of migrating Sandhill
Cranes, is an additional attraction to
tourists in other areas of the United
States. For example, approximately
80,000 people visit the Platte River
area of Nebraska each year during
the peak of spring crane migrations,
spending approximately $15 million.
The Chamber of Commerce of Grand
Island, Nebraska has responded by
sponsoring an annual festival, “Wings
over the Platte,” to further promote
this interest in birds.

Where To See
Whooping Cranes
Visit Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
near Austwell, Texas during November
through March to see Whooping

Cranes as well as migratory waterfowl
and other wildlife. As mentioned
above, there are a number of commercially operated boat tours, departing
from both Rockport/Fulton and Port
Aransas which offer visitors the
chance for a close look at Whooping
Cranes, waterfowl, shorebirds, herons,
and hawks. Contact Aransas NWR
(361) 286-3559, Rockport/Fulton
Chamber of Commerce (800) 242-0071,
or Port Aransas Chamber of Commerce (800) 452-6278 for more information. Also, the San Antonio Zoo
exhibits captive Whooping Cranes as
part of the recovery effort.

How You Can Help
Whooping Cranes migrate over north
and east-central Texas on their way to
and from Aransas NWR each fall and
spring. The birds are particularly
vulnerable to human disturbance and
other hazards during this migration
period. They sometimes stop in
fields or wetlands near rivers or lakes
to feed or rest. If you see migrating
Whooping Cranes, view them from a
distance and be careful not to disturb
them. Report sightings to the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department
(webcomments@tpwd.state.tx.us or
1-800-792-1112) or the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. Remember that
harassing, shooting, or attempting to
capture a Whooping Crane is a violation of Federal Law. If you find a
dead or injured bird, report it immediately to one of the numbers listed
below or to your local game warden.
Since injured Whooping Cranes are
delicate and require special care, you
should quickly contact a representative of Texas Parks and Wildlife or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife and carefully
follow their instructions.
You can be involved in the conservation of Texas’ nongame wildlife
resources by supporting the Special
Nongame and Endangered Species
Conservation Fund. Special nongame
stamps and decals are available at
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD) Field Offices, most State
Parks, and the License Branch of
TPWD headquarters in Austin. Some
of the proceeds from the sale of these
items are used to conserve habitat
and provide information concerning
rare and endangered species. Conservation organizations such as the
Whooping Crane Conservation AssociWhoopingPage
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ation,
Audubon
Society, International Crane Foundation, and The
Nature Conservancy of Texas also welcome your participation and support.

For More Information
Contact
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Wildlife Diversity Branch
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744
(512) 912-7011 or (800) 792-1112
or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services Field Office
10711 Burnet Road, Suite 200
Austin, Texas 78758
(512) 490-0057
or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Corpus Christi Ecological Services
Field Office
c/o TAMU-CC, Campus Box 338
6300 Ocean Drive, Room 118
Corpus Christi, Texas 78412
(361) 994-9005
or
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
P.O. Box 100
Austwell, Texas 77950
(361) 286-3559
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DISCLAIMER
Recovery plans delineate reasonable actions believed necessary to recover and/or protect listed
species. Plans are published by the Environment Canada in Canada and by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in the United States, sometimes prepared with the assistance of recovery teams,
contractors, State or Provincial Agencies, and others. Objectives will be attained and any
necessary funds made available subject to budgetary constraints affecting the parties involved, as
well as the need to address other priorities. Recovery plans do not necessarily represent the
views nor the official position or approval of any individuals or agencies involved in the plan
formulation, other than Environment Canada and United States Fish and Wildlife Service. They
represent the official position of the agencies mentioned only after they have been signed as
approved by appropriate personnel and posted on the public registry. Approved recovery plans
are subject to modification as dictated by new findings, changes in species status, and the
completion of recovery actions. This International Recovery Plan, while approved by
Environment Canada, does not constitute a Recovery Strategy under Canada's Species at Risk
Act (SARA). A separate document derived from this International Recovery Plan and published
on Environment Canada's SARA Public Registry will be prepared.
LITERATURE CITATION
The Literature Citation should read as follows:
Canadian Wildlife Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2005. International recovery plan
for the whooping crane. Ottawa: Recovery of Nationally Endangered Wildlife (RENEW), and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 162 pp.
In the U.S., copies may be obtained on-line (Species Search, whooping crane):
http://www.fws.gov/endangered
In Canada, additional copies may be obtained from:
Recovery Secretariat
c/o Canadian Wildlife Service
4th Floor PVM, 351 Joseph Blvd
Hull, QC K1A 0H3
Tel: 1-819-953-1410
On-line: http://www.speciesatrisk.gc.ca/publications/plans/whocra_e.cfm
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PREFACE
The Whooping Crane Recovery Plan (Plan) was prepared under the authorities of the U.S.
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended, the Canada Wildlife Act of 1974, and the
Canadian Species at Risk Act of 2003. Decision-makers are provided with an orderly set of
events that, if carried to successful completion, will change the status of this species from the
Endangered to the Threatened level. The Plan describes management and research actions that
are underway and proposes additional actions needed to ensure the recovery of the whooping
crane. Funding levels and time schedules are estimated, and priorities have been set for each
management and research action. This revision of the Whooping Crane Recovery Plan describes
recovery actions and costs required for the birds and habitat in both Canada and the United
States. Part I covers basic biology of the species, historical and present distribution, habitat
requirements, numbers and rate of growth, biological factors limiting the population, human
threats, and conservation measures. Part II states the recovery goals, strategy, objectives and
criteria, provides a step-down outline of specific actions needed for recovery, and describes
protective actions to alleviate threats. Part III provides an implementation schedule for recovery.
Parts IV and V provide contact information and key references. Appendices C and D,
respectively, address recovery actions completed or underway, and summarize responses to
public comments on the draft plan.
The recovery program for the whooping crane is an excellent example of international
cooperation to save a species. Cooperative recovery actions of the 2 nations are outlined in a
Memorandum of Understanding on the Conservation of the Whooping Crane approved in 1991
and updated at 5-year intervals. Development of this Plan by a joint Canada/U.S. Recovery
Team is appropriate because the whooping crane’s recovery is dependent upon conservation and
management of the species in both countries.
As an international document, the Plan has a unique format to satisfy the requirements of both
Canada and the United States. It was written in conjunction with 2 Canadian documents;
National Recovery Strategy for the Whooping Crane (Grus americana) and Action Plan for the
Whooping Crane (Johns and Stehn 2005a,b).

x
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Current Status and Distribution: In the United States, the whooping crane (Grus americana) was
listed as threatened with extinction in 1967 and endangered in 1970 – both listings were
“grandfathered” into the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Critical habitat was designated in
1978. In Canada the whooping crane was designated as endangered in 1978 by the Committee
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and listed as endangered under the
Species at Risk Act (SARA) in 2003. Critical habitat in Canada is officially designated upon
publication of a final SARA Recovery Strategy or Action Plan on the SARA Public Registry.
Whooping cranes occur only in North America. They currently exist in the wild at 3 locations
and in captivity at 9 sites. The February 2006 total wild population was estimated at 338. This
includes: 215 individuals in the only self-sustaining Aransas-Wood Buffalo National Park
Population (AWBP) that nests in Wood Buffalo National Park (WBNP) and adjacent areas in
Canada and winters in coastal marshes in Texas; 59 captive-raised individuals released in an
effort to establish a non-migratory Florida Population (FP) in central Florida; and 64 individuals
introduced between 2001 and 2005 that migrate between Wisconsin and Florida in an eastern
migratory population (EMP). The last remaining wild bird in the reintroduced Rocky Mountain
Population (RMP) died in the spring, 2002. The captive population contained 135 birds in
February, 2006, with annual production from the Calgary Zoo (CZ), International Crane
Foundation (ICF), Patuxent Wildlife Research Center (PWRC), Species Survival Center (SSC),
and the San Antonio Zoo (SAZ). The total population of wild and captive whooping cranes in
February, 2006, was 473.
Habitat Requirements: The whooping crane breeds, migrates, winters, and forages in a variety of
habitats, including coastal marshes and estuaries, inland marshes, lakes, ponds, wet meadows
and rivers, and agricultural fields.
Reasons for Listing and Limiting Factors: Historic population declines resulted from habitat
destruction, shooting, and displacement by activities of man. Current threats include limited
genetics of the population, loss and degradation of migration stopover habitat, construction of
additional power lines, degradation of coastal ecosystems, and threat of chemical spills in Texas.
Recovery Goal: The recovery goal is to establish multiple self-sustaining populations of
whooping cranes in the wild in North America, allowing initially for reclassification to
threatened status and, ultimately, removal from the List of Threatened and Endangered Species
(delisting). Populations may be migratory or non-migratory.
Recovery Strategy: The wild whooping crane population is characterized by low numbers, slow
reproductive potential, and limited genetic diversity. A stochastic, catastrophic event could
eliminate the wild, self-sustaining Aransas-Wood Buffalo population (AWBP). Therefore, the
recovery strategy involves: protection and enhancement of the breeding, migration, and
wintering habitat for the AWBP to allow the wild flock to grow and reach ecological and genetic
stability; reintroduction and establishment of self-sustaining wild flocks within the species’
historic range and that are geographically separate from the AWBP to ensure resilience to
catastrophic events; and maintenance of a captive breeding flock to protect against extinction.
Offspring from the captive breeding population will be released into the wild to establish these
xi
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populations. Production by released birds and their offspring will ultimately result in selfsustaining wild populations. The continued growth of the AWBP, establishment of additional
populations, and maintenance of the captive flock will also address the loss of genetic diversity.
RECOVERY OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA:
This plan sets forth 2 primary objectives and measurable criteria that will allow the species to be
reclassified to threatened (downlisted). The numerical population criteria can only be achieved if
threats to the species are sufficiently reduced or removed, i.e., the population criteria are a
benchmark for threat reduction.
Objective 1 – Establish and maintain self-sustaining populations of whooping cranes in the wild
that are genetically stable and resilient to stochastic environmental events.
Criterion 1 – Maintain a minimum of 40 productive pairs in the AWBP for at least 10
years, while managing for continued increase of the population. Establish a minimum of
25 productive pairs in self-sustaining populations at each of 2 other discrete locations. A
productive pair is defined as a pair that nests regularly and has fledged offspring. The
two additional populations may be migratory or non-migratory. Population targets are
160 in the AWBP, and 100 each in the Florida non-migratory population and the eastern
migratory population. All 3 populations must be self-sustaining for a decade at the
designated levels before downlisting could occur.
Alternative Criterion 1A – If only one additional wild self-sustaining population is reestablished, then the AWBP must reach 400 individuals (i.e. 100 productive pairs), and
the new population must remain above 120 individuals (i.e. 30 productive pairs). Both
populations must be self-sustaining for a decade at the designated levels before
downlisting could occur. This alternative is based on the principle that with the reestablishment of only one additional population separate from the AWBP, then crane
numbers must be higher in both populations than if there are three distinct populations.
Alternative Criterion 1B - If establishment of second and third wild self-sustaining
populations is not successful, then the AWBP must be self-sustaining and remain above
1,000 individuals (i.e. 250 productive pairs) for downlisting to occur. The Memorandum
of Understanding on Conservation of Whooping Cranes, approved by Canadian and U.S.
federal officials, recognizes a goal of 1,000 individuals in the AWBP population. This
higher number ensures a better chance for survival of the AWBP in the event of a
catastrophic event within its extremely limited range. The target of 1,000 is reasonable
for downlisting given the historical growth of the AWBP and theoretical considerations
of minimum population viability. To ensure sufficient genetic variability, the AWBP
must increase to the level where the creation of new alleles through genetic mutation will
offset the loss of genetic diversity. After reaching the goal of 250 pairs, the population
should gain genetic variation faster than the population loses genetic material.
Objective 2 – Maintain a genetically stable captive population to ensure against extinction of the
species.

xii
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Criterion 2 - Maintain 153 whooping cranes in captivity (21 productive pairs). Genetic
analysis suggests that 90% of the genetic material of the species can be sustained for 100
years at this population size (Jones and Lacy 2003). To achieve this, this Plan
recommends having 50 captive breeder pairs of whooping cranes by 2010, including 15
pairs at PWRC, 12 at ICF, 10 at CZ, 10 at SSC, and 3 at SAZ. A breeder pair (as
differentiated from a productive pair) is defined as a pair that breeds or is intended to
breed in the future. Production from PWRC, ICF, CZ, SSC and SAZ will be the principal
source of birds for release to the wild for reintroduced populations. However, sources of
release birds should be based on the optimal genetic mix to ensure long-term population
viability.
Delisting Criteria
Delisting criteria have not yet been established because the status and biology of the species
dictate that considerable time is needed to reach downlisting goals. In addition, new threats are
expected to arise and will have to be overcome before downlisting occurs. Additional
information is also needed on the conservation biology of small populations, including a
determination of effective population size (Ne) for whooping cranes to maintain genetic viability
over the long-term, and impacts of stochastic and catastrophic events on population survival.
Actions Needed:
1.

Continue to build the AWBP and protect and manage its habitat to minimize the probability
that a catastrophic event will eradicate this population.

2.

Attain breeder pair and productivity goals at 4 captive facilities in the United States and 1 in
Canada to produce the birds required for reintroductions. Continue research to improve
production of captive flocks.

3.

Establish 2 additional self-sustaining wild populations. Continue research to identify
appropriate reintroduction sites and improve reintroduction techniques. Protect and manage
habitat of reintroduced populations.

4. Continue to use genetic information and advances in conservation biology to conserve flock
genetics, and determine Ne and revise criteria as warranted.
5. Maintain an outreach program.
Date of Recovery: The estimated time to achieve downlisting is the year 2035. At current rates
of reintroduction it takes over 10 years to build a population of more than 100 individuals. These
individuals must then reach breeding age (3-5 years) and produce enough young to become selfsustaining for a decade to meet criteria for downlisting. This is expected to take a minimum of
30 years. New information gathered through recovery actions will be incorporated into
additional population viability analyses as the population approaches its downlisting goals.
Delisting criteria will be established at that time, and the overall recovery strategy and actions
will be revised as appropriate.

xiii
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Total Estimated Cost of Recovery ($000s):
The current budget expenditures needed annually for recovery are $6.1 million (US). The cost
through 2010 is estimated at just over $30 million (US) and nearly $126 million (US) through
2035.

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035

Action 1
1394
1388.25
1388.25
1388.25
1388.25
1419.8
1419.8
1419.8
1419.8
1419.8
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009
1009

Action 2
1705
1705
1705
1705
1705
1609
1609
1609
1609
1609
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188
188

Action 3
3030
3042.5
3042.5
3042.5
3042.5
3045
3045
3045
3045
3045
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Action 4
0
30
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0

Action 5
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Total $
(000’s)
6144
6180.75
6150.75
6150.75
6150.75
6088.8
6093.8
6088.8
6088.8
6093.8
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3233
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3228
3233
3228
3228
3228

Total

34,226

20,330

70,925

50

270

125,801
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PART I.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION
The whooping crane is a flagship species for the North American wildlife conservation
movement, symbolizing the struggle for survival that characterizes endangered species
worldwide. It is a large, distinctive, and photogenic bird, popular with the public and the media,
and it is often used to illustrate endangered species literature.
Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS), Parks Canada Agency (PCA), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)-Biological Resources Division, Provincial Wildlife
Agencies, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FL), Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department (TPWD), Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WI), and other
State Wildlife Agencies implement recovery with the support of many non-profit groups and
private individuals (Lewis 1991). The Audubon Species Survival Center (SSC), Calgary Zoo
(CZ), International Crane Foundation (ICF), National Audubon Society (NAS), National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation, National Wildlife Federation (NWF), Operation Migration Ltd., San
Antonio Zoo (SAZ), World Wildlife Fund, and the Whooping Crane Conservation Association
(WCCA) are among the primary groups that have been or currently are active in promoting
recovery.
The important role of the private citizen and private landowner in saving the whooping crane
needs to be emphasized. Many migration stopovers occur on private lands. Sportsmen and other
conservationists have helped protect wetlands throughout North America that cranes depend on
during migration. In winter, a little over one-third of the flock is found on private lands (Tom
Stehn, ANWR, pers. comm.). Many actions to protect the species have been carried out by
private citizens, conservation organizations, sportsmen, and governments. Many people today
can remember just how close the species was to extinction - there were fewer than 50 whooping
cranes in North America prior to 1968, with an all-time low of 21 as recently as 1954.
Historically, population declines were caused by shooting and destruction of nesting habitat in
the prairies from agricultural development. The species was listed because of low population
numbers, slow reproductive potential (sexual maturity is delayed and pairs average less than 1
chick annually), cyclic nesting and wintering habitat suitability, a hazardous 4,000 km migration
route that is traversed twice annually, and many human pressures on the wintering grounds.
Current threats to wild cranes include collisions with manmade objects such as power lines and
fences, shooting, predators, disease, habitat destruction, severe weather, and a loss of two thirds
of the original genetic material. Threats to the captive flock include disease, accidents, and
limited genetic material.
Whooping cranes in Canada nest in and near WBNP, migrate through Alberta, Saskatchewan,
and occasionally Manitoba in spring and fall, and stage in fall in southern Saskatchewan. Spring
and fall migration occurs in the central Great Plains of the U.S. The cranes winter on the central
Gulf Coast of Texas at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) and vicinity. No individuals
remain from reintroduction attempts in the Rocky Mountains that took place from 1975 to 1989,
and in 1997, except for one male in captivity at ICF. In 1993, introduction of a non-migratory
flock was initiated in the Kissimmee Prairie and surrounding area in central Florida south of
Orlando. An attempt to establish a migratory flock between central Wisconsin and the central
1
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Gulf Coast of Florida began in 2001. Captive whooping cranes are maintained at PWRC, Laurel,
Maryland; ICF, Baraboo, Wisconsin; SSC, Belle Chasse, Louisiana; the Devonian Wildlife
Conservation Center, Calgary Zoo, Calgary, Alberta; the SAZ, San Antonio, Texas; the New
Orleans Zoo, New Orleans, Louisiana; the Lowry Park Zoo, Tampa, Florida; and Homosassa
Springs State Wildlife Park in Homosassa, Florida.
SPECIES INFORMATION
Status
The whooping crane was listed as Endangered in 1970 in the United States by the USFWS, and
in 1978 in Canada by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife (COSEWIC).
In the U.S., under Section 4(a)(2) of the ESA, the USFWS is charged with periodically
reviewing the status of listed species to determine whether any species warrants reclassification.
The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) reviewed the status
of the Whooping Crane in 1978 and again in 2000. The whooping crane was listed as an
endangered species in Canada under the Species at Risk Act in 2003. COSEWIC must review
the classification at least once every ten years. In both countries, the whooping crane remains
endangered due to its low population size and the limited range of the single self-sustaining wild
population.
Description
The whooping crane is in the Family Gruidae, Order Gruiformes (Krajewski 1989, Meine and
Archibald 1996). The closest taxonomic relatives in continental North America are 5 races of
sandhill crane (G. canadensis): the lesser (G.
c. canadensis); Canadian (G. c. rowani);
Figure 1. Whooping crane pair with
greater (G. c. tabida); Florida (G. c.
young.
pratensis); and Mississippi (G. c. pulla) (the
last also listed as endangered by the USFWS
(Meine and Archibald 1996). The common
name "whooping crane" probably originated
from the loud, single-note vocalization given
repeatedly by the birds when they are
alarmed.
As the tallest North American bird, males
approach 1.5 m (5 ft) when standing erect,
and exceed the greater sandhill crane in
height by 12 to 20 cm (5 to 8 in) (Fig. 1).
Males are generally larger than females.
Captive males average 7.3 kg (16 lbs), and
females average 6.4 kg (14 lbs). Seasonal
weight variation in captivity is considerable,
with a maximum in December and January
and a minimum in July and August.
Whooping cranes are sexually monomorphic

Photo by Marty Folk, Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission.
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(Walkinshaw 1973). However, the guard call vocalization is sexually distinct (98.8% accurate,
Carlson 1991) and the vocalization and visual components of the unison call are sexually distinct
(Archibald 1975).
Adult plumage is snowy white except for black primaries, black or grayish alula (specialized
feathers attached to the upper leading end of the wing), sparse black bristly feathers on the
carmine crown and malar region (side of the head from the bill to the angle of the jaw), and a
dark gray-black wedge-shaped patch on the nape. The size of the post-occipital patch located on
the posterior portion of the crown varies considerably between individuals. The black primaries
and alula are not visible when the wings are folded back, and the plumed, decurved tertials (type
of wing feather located close to the body) ordinarily conceal the short tail. The strong bill is a
dark olive-gray which becomes lighter during the breeding season. The area at the base of the
bill is pink or rosaceous. The iris of the eye is blue at hatching, gradually turns gray in chicks,
and by one year of age is yellow (Jane Chandler, PWRC, pers. comm.). The legs and feet are
gray-black.
The juvenile plumage is a reddish cinnamon color. At age 80-100 days, the chick is capable of
sustained flight. At age 120 days, white feathers begin to appear on the neck and back. Juvenile
plumage is replaced through the winter months. The plumage is predominantly white by the
following spring and the dark red crown, lores (area between eye and bill), and malar areas are
apparent. Rusty juvenile plumage remains only on the head, the upper neck, secondary wing
coverts (smaller feathers covering middle of wing), and scapulars (wing feathers arising from the
shoulder) (Stephenson 1971). Yearlings achieve typically adult plumage late in their second
summer.
Life Span
Whooping cranes are a long-lived species. Wild whooping cranes were not individually marked
until 1975 (Drewien and Bizeau 1978, Kuyt 1978a, 1979a); consequently, some aspects of their
life history and population biology remain uncertain. Current estimates suggest a maximum
longevity in the wild of at least 30 years (Mirande et al. 1993).
Binkley and Miller (1983) suggested a maximum life span of 22-24 years of age, however at
present, 1 wild female died at age 28 and 1 male is currently 28 years old (Tom Stehn, ANWR,
pers. comm.). Captive individuals live 35-40 years (Moody 1931, McNulty 1966). A 38-yearold male was still reproductively active in the captive flock at PWRC in 2002; he died in January
2003.
Mortality – Documented Losses
A complete census of the Aransas-Wood Buffalo population can only be done during the 5-6
months the flock is on the wintering grounds. A total census has never been attempted in WBNP
because the area occupied by whooping cranes, and particularly by subadults, is too extensive for
such counts (Lewis et al. 1992a). Aerial counts have provided an annual estimate starting in
1950 of how many whooping cranes arrive at Aransas in the fall and how many depart in the
spring. Lewis et al. (1992a) analyzed data on mortality of fledged whooping cranes. Prior to
fledging, chick mortality is high and usually occurs during the first 2 weeks of life (Kuyt 1981b).
Between 1950 and 1986, a total of 26 whooping cranes were lost on the wintering grounds
3
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Figure 2. Breeding and wintering areas and primary migration pathway of the AWBP.

• Migration Path contains 94%
of all sightings thru 1999 . The
200-mile corridor was
statistically derived from
a running median center line.
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(Lewis et al. 1992a). This represents 1.4% of 1,893 wintering cranes. About 15% of the annual
losses occurred during the 5 to 6 months the cranes spent on the wintering grounds (Lewis et al.
1992a). During these same years, birds that started migration in the spring and failed to return in
the fall (e.g., April to November mortality) numbered 131, or 83.4% of the total losses (157).
Mortality during April through November was 5 times greater than mortality on the wintering
grounds. Data has not been analyzed subsequent to 1987. Aerial surveys in summer in WBNP
indicate that summer losses are infrequent (Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). Two losses
4
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occurred among cranes summering on ANWR. Sixty to 80% of losses occur during migration, a
period comprising only about 9 weeks (17%) of the bird’s year, but a time when loses are high
because the cranes are exposed to new hazards as they travel through unfamiliar environments
(Lewis et al. 1992a).
Few carcasses are ever found, thus no known causes of mortality can be attributed to a high
percentage of losses. As previously noted, the principal known cause of loss during migration is
collision with utility lines. Probable cause of death has been identified for 8 whooping cranes,
including 2 radio-tagged birds, which died on the wintering grounds from 1950 to 1987 (Lewis et
al. 1992a). Known losses were due to: shooting (2 known and a third suspected); avian
tuberculosis (1); shooting injuries that were likely sustained during fall migration (2) (i.e. birds
arrived injured at Aransas NWR and later died), avian predation (1), and non-shooting trauma
injury following fall migration (1) (Lewis et al. 1992a). Carcasses of 13 birds in migration have
been recovered. Five of the 13 losses were due to collision with power lines, 4 others suffered
trauma injuries due to collisions or gunshot injuries, 1 was shot, 1 died in a muskrat trap, 1 may
have had a heart muscle disease and 1 may have had a viral infection (Lewis et al. 1992a).
Breeding Ecology
Whooping cranes may start nesting, defined as laying eggs, as early as 3 years of age (Kuyt and
Goossen 1987, Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). However the average age of first egg
production is 5 years (Kuyt and Goossen 1987). From the results of color-banding studies in the
AWBP, 3-year-old whooping cranes have been documented nesting 10 times (5 males and 5
females), including one instance where both members of the pair were 3 years old (Kuyt and
Goossen 1987, Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). In the FP, 3-year-olds have nested on 4
occasions, including 1 pair with both cranes that were 3-years-old. The first two nesting
attempts documented for the EMP included one female that was 3-years-old and a pair with both
cranes that were 3-years-old.
Pair formation can occur rapidly or be a lengthy process. Bishop (1984) observed pair bonds
that developed over 1 to 3 winters from associations in subadult flocks on the wintering grounds.
Stehn (1997) observed that 27.7% of pair bonds formed during spring migration or on the
breeding grounds without any prior association at Aransas. Bishop and Blankinship (1982)
documented several instances in which 2- and 3-year-old color-banded birds paired with
unmarked birds. Whooping cranes are monogamous, but will re-pair, sometimes within only a
few days, following the death of their mate (Blankinship 1976, Stehn 1992c, 1997).
Experienced pairs arrive at WBNP in late April and begin nest construction. They show
considerable fidelity to their breeding territories, and normally nest in the same general vicinity
each year. Several pairs have nested in the same areas for 22 consecutive years. These nesting
territories, termed "composite nesting areas", vary considerably in size, ranging from about 1.3 to
47.1 km2 (0.8 to 29 mi2) but averaging 4.1 km2 (2.5 mi2) (Kuyt 1976a, 1976b, 1981a, 1993a).
Adjoining pairs usually nest at least 1 km (0.6 mi) apart; however, nests have been recorded as
close as 400 m (435 yds) from each other (Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). From the initiation
of egg laying until chicks are a few months of age, the activities of pairs and family groups are
restricted to the breeding territory.

5
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Eggs are normally laid in late April to mid-May, and hatching occurs about 1 month later. The
incubation period is from 29 to 31 days (Kuyt 1982). Kuyt (1995) reported that "Among 514
clutches observed between 1966 and 1991, 454 (90.8%) contained 2 eggs, 43 (8.6%) only 1 egg,
and 3 (0.6%) 3 eggs." Eggs are light brown or olive-buff overlaid with dark, purplish-brown
blotches concentrated primarily at the blunt end. Eggs average 100 mm in length and 63 mm in
width (Bent 1926, Allen 1952, Stephenson and Smart 1972, Kuyt 1995). Whooping cranes may
re-nest if their first clutch is destroyed or lost before mid-incubation (Erickson and Derrickson
1981, Kuyt 1981b, Derrickson and Carpenter 1982). However, egg predation is uncommon, and
re-nesting by whooping cranes has only been documented a few times (Kuyt 1981b). Whooping
cranes generally nest annually, but may skip a season when nesting habitat conditions are
unsuitable, if they are nutritionally stressed (Chavez-Ramirez et al. 1997, Johns 1998b), or for
other (not apparent) reasons. In 2005, 12 out of 70 known adult pairs (17.1%) failed to nest in
WBNP.
Whooping cranes usually produce clutches of 2 eggs laid 48-60 hours apart. Incubation begins
with the first egg laid, resulting in asynchronous hatching of the eggs. This asynchrony may
follow the insurance hypothesis, as discussed by Forbes and Mock (2000), where parents add
marginal offspring to their clutch/brood as a hedge against early failure of core brood members.
Hatching asynchrony may be an adaptation to the availability of food resources or a means of
ensuring that the adults do not expend an inordinate amount of time attending to 2 young if they
are in marginal habitat. In whooping cranes, eggs laid after incubation has begun usually only
produce fledged young if the earlier laid egg fails to hatch or the chick dies soon after hatching.
Not attempting to breed in a particular year may be a time and energy saving adaptation to
prepare for a future breeding season (Stenning 1996).
Erickson (1975) noted that although whooping cranes may lay 2 eggs, only about 10% of
families arriving on the winter range have 2 chicks. About 90% of nests therefore contain 1 egg
that is unlikely to result in a fledged chick. However, the second egg plays an unknown role in
providing insurance that at least one chick survives. Boyce et al. (2005) suggest that removal of
the second egg could actually increase the likelihood that one chick fledges. In nests with 2
eggs, the first hatched has the greater chance of survival in the wild. Habitat conditions,
including food availability and predator abundance, affect survival. In years with suitable habitat
conditions crane pairs may raise 2 young (Johns 1998a). For example, during the 1958-59
winter, 8 of the 9 young that arrived at Aransas were from twin pairs. In 1997 and 1998, at least
9% of second hatched whooping crane young survived to fledging age (Bergeson et al. 2001a).
During the years from 1938-l964, prior to egg-removal at WBNP, 101 single chicks and 15 pairs
of "twin" siblings arrived at Aransas NWR from 230 nests or 213 2-egg clutches (Kuyt 1987).
"Twins" arrived in 9 of the 29 years. No pairs brought 2 juveniles during the egg-pickup years
1965-1996 even though a few nests were left with 2 eggs in most years. Between 1997-2004,
with no egg pickup, 8 pairs successfully raised twin chicks to fledging age (Brian Johns, CWS,
pers. comm.), however only 4 pairs brought twin chicks to Aransas NWR (Tom Stehn, ANWR,
pers. comm.).
Whooping crane parents share incubation and brood-rearing duties. Except for brief intervals, 1
member of the pair remains on the nest at all times. Females tend to incubate at night (Allen
1952, Walkinshaw 1965, 1973) and take the primary role in feeding and caring for the young
(Blankinship 1976). Chicks are capable of swimming shortly after hatching; however, parents
6
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and young return to the nest each night during the first 3-4 days after hatching. Later, parents
brood their young wherever they are at night or during foul weather. During the first 20 days
after hatching, families generally remain within 1.8 km of the nest site (Ernie Kuyt, pers. comm.)
with daily movements averaging 340 m (Doug Bergeson, pers. comm.).
Information on marked individuals suggests that most juveniles and subadults spend the summer
near their natal area (Kuyt 1979b, 1981a). Sexually immature birds (up to 4-year-olds) spend the
summer as singles, pairs or in small groups of 3 to 5 birds. These birds usually occur on the
peripheries of territories of nesting pairs.
Migratory Behavior
As spring approaches, “dancing” behavior (running, leaping and bowing, unison calling, and
flying) increases in frequency, and is indicative of pre-migratory restlessness (Allen 1952,
Blankinship 1976, Stehn 1992b). Family groups and pairs are usually among the first to depart
wintering grounds, often assisted by seasonal strong southeast winds. First departure dates are
normally between March 25 and April 15, with the last birds usually leaving by May 1.
Occasional stragglers may linger into mid-May, and in 19 years, between 1938-2005, 1 to 4 birds
(34 birds total) have remained at ANWR throughout the summer. Some of these birds were ill or
crippled or mates of birds that were crippled. The spring migration is usually completed in 2-4
weeks, more rapidly than the reverse trip in the fall, as there is no known spring staging area.
Parents separate from their young of the previous year upon departure from ANWR, in
northward migration while in route to the breeding grounds or soon after arrival on the breeding
grounds (Allen 1952, Stehn 1992a, B. Johns, CWS, pers. comm.).
Autumn migration normally begins in mid-September, with most birds arriving on the wintering
grounds between late October and mid-November. Occasionally, stragglers may not arrive until
late December. Whooping cranes migrate south as singles, pairs, in family groups, or as small
flocks of 3 to 5 birds (Johns 1992). They are diurnal migrants and make regular stops to feed
and rest. Large groups of up to 20 sometimes use the same stopover location. Pairs with young
are among the last to leave the breeding range (Allen 1952, Archibald et al. 1976, Stephen 1979).
The migration corridor (Fig. 2) was determined by mapping confirmed sightings reported by
individuals (Stephen 1979, Johnson and Temple 1980, Austin and Richert 2001) and radiotracking whooping cranes during the period 1981-1984 (Kuyt 1992). Their first stop often
occurs in northeast Alberta or northwest Saskatchewan, about 500 km southeast of their
departure area in WBNP. Local weather conditions influence distance and direction of travel,
but whooping cranes generally are capable of reaching the autumn staging grounds in the northcentral portion of the Saskatchewan agricultural area on the second day of migration. Most of
the cranes remain for 2 to 4 weeks in the large triangle between Regina, Swift Current, and
Meadow Lake, where they feed on waste grain in barley and wheat stubble fields and roost in the
many wetlands (Johns 1992). The remainder of the migration from Saskatchewan to the
wintering grounds is usually rapid, probably weather-induced, and may be completed in a week
(Kuyt 1992).
Winter Ecology
For almost half of the year, whooping cranes occupy winter areas on and adjacent to ANWR.
Although close association with other whooping cranes is tolerated at times on the wintering
7
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grounds, pairs and family groups typically occupy and defend relatively discrete territories.
Studies indicate a declining territory size as the population increases, with territories averaging
117 ha (Stehn and Johnson 1987). Limited expansion of the wintering area has occurred (Tom
Stehn, pers. comm.). Subadult and unpaired adult whooping cranes form small flocks and use
areas outside occupied territories (Blankinship 1976, Bishop and Blankinship 1982). Subadults
tend to winter near the territories where they spent their first year (Bishop 1984). Paired cranes
will often locate their first winter territory near the winter territory of one of their parents
(Bishop 1984, Stehn and Johnson 1987).
Diet
Whooping cranes are omnivorous (Walkinshaw 1973), probing the soil subsurface with their
bills and taking foods from the soil surface or vegetation. Young chicks are fed by their parents.
They gradually become more independent in their feeding until they separate from the parents
preceding the next breeding season. Summer foods include large nymphal or larval forms of
insects, frogs, rodents, small birds, minnows, and berries (Allen 1956, Novakowski 1966,
Bergeson et al. 2001b). Foods utilized during migration are poorly documented but include
frogs, fish, plant tubers, crayfish, insects, and agricultural grains. The largest amount of time is
spent feeding in harvested grain fields (Johns et al. 1997). The winter diet consists
predominately of animal foods, especially blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus), clams (Tagelus
plebius, Ensis minor, Rangia cuneata, Cyrtopleura costada, Phacoides pectinata, Macoma
constricta), and the plant wolfberry (Lycium carolinianum)(Allen 1952, Uhler and Locke 1970,
Blankinship 1976 and 1987, Hunt and Slack 1987, Chavez-Ramirez 1996). Most foraging
occurs in the brackish bays, marshes, and salt flats on the edge of the mainland and on barrier
islands. Occasionally, cranes fly to upland sites when attracted by fresh water to drink or by
foods such as acorns, snails, crayfish and insects, and then return to the marshes to roost (Hunt
1987, Chavez-Ramirez et al. 1995). Uplands are particularly attractive when partially flooded by
rainfall, burned to reduce plant cover or when food is less available in the salt flats and marshes
(Bishop and Blankinship 1982). Some whooping cranes use upland sites frequently in most
years, but agricultural croplands adjacent to ANWR are rarely visited.
High fall tides and heavy rains sometimes flood tidal flats. In these circumstances, the birds
forage almost exclusively on blue crabs and wolfberry in flooded areas. In December and
January, tidal flats typically drain as a result of lower tides, and the birds move into shallow bays
and channels to forage primarily on clams, although blue crabs are occasionally captured while
probing the bottom. Clams are a significant dietary item when water depths are low,
temperatures cold, and following drought when the blue crab population is low. Most clams and
small blue crabs (5 cm or less in width) are swallowed whole. Larger crabs are pecked into
pieces before being swallowed (Blankinship 1976).
The AWBP whooping cranes spend their summers and winters in restricted locations. Therefore,
their pressure on local invertebrate food species may cause depletions, especially of blue crabs at
Aransas. However, the total whooping crane population is so small that it is unlikely to exert
any ecological effects except in small areas.
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DISTRIBUTION
Historical Distribution and Abundance
Fossilized whooping crane remains from the Upper Pliocene in Idaho (Miller 1944, Feduccia
1967), and from the Pleistocene in California, Kansas, and Florida (Wetmore 1931, 1956) appear
indistinguishable from the present form. Current evidence indicates that the species’ historical
range extended from the Arctic coast south to central Mexico, and from Utah east to New Jersey,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida (Allen 1952, Nesbitt 1982). Distribution of these fossil
remains suggests a wider distribution during the Pleistocene.
The major nesting area during the 19th and 20th centuries extended from central Illinois,
northwestern Iowa, northwestern Minnesota, and northeastern North Dakota northwesterly
through southwestern Manitoba, southern Saskatchewan, and into east central Alberta (Allen
1952)(Fig. 3). Some nesting apparently occurred at other sites such as Wyoming in the 1900's,
but documentation is limited (Kemsies 1930, Allen 1952). Allen (1952) believed the whooping
crane’s principal wintering range was the tall grass prairies, in southwestern Louisiana, along the
Gulf Coast of Texas, and in northeastern Mexico near the Rio Grande Delta. Other significant
wintering areas were the interior tablelands in western Texas and the high plateaus of central
Mexico, where whooping cranes occurred among thousands of sandhill cranes. Cannon (1998),
Hayes, M. A. and J. Barzen (In press) and Gomez et al. (In press) provide additional insight into
the historical distribution of the species.
In the 19th century, there were several migration routes. The two most important ones (Allen
1952:103) were “... those between Louisiana and the nesting grounds in Illinois, Iowa,
Minnesota, North Dakota, Manitoba, and the other from Texas and the Rio Grande Delta region
of Mexico to nesting grounds in North Dakota, the Canadian Provinces, and Northwest
Territories.” A route through west Texas into Mexico apparently followed the route still used by
sandhill cranes, and it is believed the whooping cranes regularly traveled with them to wintering
areas in the central interior highlands region (Allen 1952).
Another migration route crossed the Appalachians to the Atlantic Coast. These birds apparently
nested in the Hudson Bay area of Canada. Wintering grounds included coastal areas of New
Jersey, South Carolina, and more southerly river deltas. The specimen record or sighting reports
for some eastern and mid-western locations are Alabama 1899; Arkansas 1889; Florida 1927 or
1928; Georgia 1885; Illinois 1891; Indiana 1881; Kentucky 1886; Michigan 1882; Minnesota
1917; Mississippi 1902; Missouri 1884; New Jersey 1857; Ohio 1902; Ontario 1895; South
Carolina 1850; and Wisconsin 1878 (Burleigh 1944, Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949, Allen 1952,
Hallman 1965).
Prior to 1950, Atlantic Coast locations used by whooping cranes included the Cape May area and
Beesley’s Point at Great Egg Bay in New Jersey; the Waccamaw River in South Carolina; the
deltas of the Savannah and Altamaha Rivers, and St. Simon's Island in Georgia; and the St.
Augustine area of Florida. Gulf Coast locations included Mobile Bay, Alabama; Bay St. Louis
in Mississippi; and numerous records from southwestern Louisiana where the last bird was
captured in 1950. Coastal Louisiana contained both a non-migratory flock and wintering
migrants (Allen 1952).
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Nesbitt (1982) summarized the following evidence that whooping cranes occurred in Florida,
perhaps well into the 20th century. 0. E. Baynard, a respected field naturalist, said the last flock
of whooping cranes (14 birds) he saw in Florida was in 1911 near Micanopy, southern Alachua
County. Two whooping cranes were reported east of the Kissimmee River on January 19, 1936,
and a whooping crane was shot and photographed north of St. Augustine, St. Johns County, 1927
or 1928.
Records from interior areas of the southeast include: the Montgomery area, Alabama; Crocketts
Bluff on the White River, and near Corning, Arkansas; Jackson County near Kansas City, near
Corning, Lawrence County southwest of Springfield, Audrain County, and near St. Louis,
Misourri; and near Louisville and Hickman, Kentucky. It is unknown whether these records
represent wintering locations, remnants of a non-migratory population, or wandering birds.
Although whooping cranes may never have formed large flocks and were thus reported
infrequently, they ranged widely and utilized the vast wetland acreages available prior to the
influx of white settlers. The growth of the AWBP at the end of the 20th century may provide
insight for densities that could have occurred prior to colonial times. At WBNP, Kuyt (1993a)
reported 13 nesting pairs had a mean home range size of 4.1 km sq (414 ha) and Doug Bergeson
(pers. comm.) reported the mean home range size for 14 pairs as 3.8 km sq (384 ha). At ANWR,
Stehn and Johnson (1987) found 86 whooping cranes distributed over 8,175 ha with an average
territory size of 117 ha on the refuge where the density was highest. If these densities are
expanded to the known historical distribution of the species, it is reasonable to assume that more
than 10,000 whooping cranes once roamed across North America (Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers.
comm.). This analysis differs from previously published information that was not based on
current crane densities. Within the wintering area at ANWR and the nesting area in WBNP, the
cranes are found within a relatively small area. Expanded throughout the known historical
nesting and wintering range, the species may have been more numerous than reported, and by
1870 may have already been greatly reduced in number. It is erroneous to think that the
whooping crane is not well adapted to its environment, was never numerous, and was about to
become extinct even before human actions threatened the species (Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers.
comm.).
Allen (1952:83) estimated that the whooping crane population in "... 1860, or possibly 1870,
totaled between 1300 and 1400 individuals." Banks (1978), using 2 independent techniques,
derived estimates of 500 to 700 whooping cranes present in 1870. The whooping crane
disappeared from the heart of its breeding range in the north-central United States by the 1890s.
The last documented nesting in the aspen parklands of Canada occurred at Eagle Lake (now
called Kiyiu Lake), Saskatchewan, in 1922 (Hjertaas 1994). By 1944 only 21 birds remained in
2 small breeding populations: a non-migratory population that inhabited the area around White
Lake in southwestern Louisiana, and the migratory AWBP that wintered on ANWR in coastal
Texas and nested in an unknown location (Table 1). The last reported reproduction in the nonmigratory Louisiana population occurred in 1939 (Lynch 1956, Gomez 1992, Drewien et al.
2001). In March, 1950, the Louisiana population ceased to exist as the last individual was
captured and turned loose at Aransas but did not survive the summer. The nesting area of
AWBP was discovered in 1954 in WBNP, Northwest Territories, Canada (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. The principal known breeding and wintering areas of the whooping crane
(Grus americana) (adapted from Meine and Archibald 1996).
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Table 1. Whooping crane peak winter numbers in North America 1938-2005.
AWBP
Winter
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84

Adulta
14
15
21
14(13)
15
16
15
18(14)
22
25
27
30
26
20
19
21
21
20
22
22
23
31
30
34
32
26(28)
32
36
38
39
44
48
51
54
46
47
47
49
57
62
68
70
72
71
67
68

Younga
4
7
5
2
4
5
3
4(3)
3
6
3
4
5
5
2
3
0
8
2
4
9
2
6
5
0
7
10
8
5
9
6
8
6
5
5
2
2
8
12
10
7
6
6
2
6
7

Louisiana
11
13
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
0

Rocky Mountain
Adult
Young
4
3
3
6
2
6
3
8
7
15
5
13
0
10
4
13
17

12

Total
29
35
32
22
24
25
21
24
27
32
31
35
31
25
21
24
21
28
24
26
32
33
36
39
32
33
42
44
43
48
50
56
57
59
51
49
49
61
75
80
84
91
98
86
87
105
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Table 1, continued
AWBP
Winter
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
a

b

Adult
81
89
109
119
126
133
124
121
127
125
130
144
152
165
171
171
161
169
169
183
190

Young
16
21
25
19
20
13
8
15
16
8
28
16
30
18
17
9
15
16
25
34
30

Rocky Mountain
Adult
Young
27
4
20
1
16
0
14
0
13
0
13
0
12
0
9
0
8
1
4
0
3
0
3
0
3
3
4
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total

Floridab
Adult
8
16
25
56
60
57
65
74
87
85
85
66
59

Young

1
2
5
0

Easternb
Migratoryb
6
21
36
47
64

128
131
150
152
159
159
144
145
152
153
186
219
248
244
255
256
270
292
317
335
343

Where two numbers occur in a column, the one in parentheses is the original count and the other is the adjusted
number as explained in Boyce (1987). The 1945 count at ANWR and vicinity was 14 and 3, but 22 adultplumaged birds returned to the refuge in the winter of 1946. Consequently, it is evident that some birds were not
counted in 1945. The all-time low for the AWBP was either 15 or 16 in 1941.
Number of birds present on December 31.

Current Distribution and Abundance
Whooping cranes occur only in North America within Canada and the United States.
Approximately 83% of the wild nesting sites occur in Canada and 17% occur in Florida and
Wisconsin. Sixty-four percent of the February, 2006, wild population (215 of 338 individuals)
had summered in Canada, with 59 in Florida and 64 in the Wisconsin – Florida population.
Currently, 16% of the captive individuals (22) remain in Canada and the balance (113) is housed
in the United States.
The AWBP contained 215 individuals in February, 2006, and is the only self-sustaining wild
population. This population nests in the Northwest Territories and adjacent areas of Alberta,
Canada, primarily within the boundary of WBNP (Johns 1998b). In 2005, 58 of the 72 known
adult pairs nested (Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). These cranes migrate southeasterly through
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and eastern Manitoba, stopping in southern Saskatchewan for several
weeks in fall migration before continuing migration into the United States (Fig. 2). They migrate
through the Great Plains states of eastern Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. Their spring migration is more rapid and they simply reverse the
route followed in fall. They winter along the Gulf of Mexico coast at ANWR and adjacent areas
13
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(Fig. 4). The winter habitat extends 48-56 km along the coast from San Jose Island and Lamar
Peninsula on the south to Welder Point and Matagorda Island on the north (Tom Stehn, ANWR,
pers. comm.), and consists of estuarine marshes, shallow bays, and tidal flats (Allen 1952,
Blankinship 1976). Some individuals occur occasionally on nearby privately owned pasture or
croplands.
The second population of wild whooping cranes is non-migratory (Nesbitt et al. 1997) and
occurs in central Florida. This population, known as the Florida Population (FP), has been
designated experimental nonessential in the United States by the USFWS. First reintroduced in
1993, approximately 59 birds survived in February, 2006, from 289 captive-reared whooping
cranes released over a 13-year period (Table 9). Two pairs first produced eggs in 1999 and the
first chick fledged in 2002, the first chick in the U.S. to do so since 1939. In 2005, 8 pairs
nested, 1 chick hatched, and none fledged. In summary, 41 pairs laid eggs between 1999 and
2005, 17 chicks hatched, and 4 fledged (Table 9). The FP is found primarily on the Kissimmee
Prairie and surrounding areas. The Kissimmee Prairie is south of Orlando and consists of
500,000 ha of freshwater marsh and open grasslands in Osceola and Polk Counties associated
with the flood plain of the Kissimmee River. Most grasslands are improved pasture used for
livestock grazing and are heavily used by the cranes for foraging.
A third population of wild whooping cranes is migratory and was reintroduced starting in 2001.
This population is referred to as the Eastern Migratory Population (EMP). Captive whooping
cranes reared at PWRC are brought to the Wisconsin summering area, trained to fly behind
ultralight aircraft, and led to Florida. This population migrates from the Necedah NWR
(NNWR) in central Wisconsin to Chassahowitzka NWR (CNWR), a 12,500 ha expanse of salt
marsh on the Gulf Coast of Florida. All 5 whooping cranes led south in 2001 survived the
winter, returned to summer in central Wisconsin on their own, and returned to western Florida
the subsequent winter. Additional birds are released directly into groups of older whooping
cranes in central Wisconsin. As of February, 2006, this population numbered 64 birds.
No whooping cranes remain in the Rocky Mountains. The last bird from the cross-fostering
experiment disappeared during migration from the winter grounds in 2002 at the age of 19.
These birds had summered in Idaho, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming and wintered in New
Mexico, staging in spring and fall near the Monte Vista NWR, Colorado. In 1989, because of
the lack of breeding attempts and high mortality (Garton et al. 1989), the Recovery Team
recommended to discontinue the reintroduction attempt. Additional guide bird and ultralight
experiments were carried out through 1997, but not with an expectation of establishing a
population in the Rocky Mountains.
As of February, 2006, 135 whooping cranes occur in captivity at 9 North American locations.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maintains 55 adults at PWRC in Laurel, Maryland. The
USFWS funds, cooperatively with ICF, 36 adult cranes at the Foundation facility in Baraboo,
Wisconsin. Twenty adult birds are kept at the Devonian Wildlife Conservation Center operated
by CZ. Eight whooping cranes are present at SSC, Belle Chasse, Louisiana. Their first egg was
produced in 2003. Nine adult whooping cranes are at SAZ in San Antonio. The captive flocks at
PWRC, ICF, CZ, SSC, and SAZ are the sources for captive-reared cranes used in the FP and
EMP wild flocks. Since 1993, 14 to 48 young have been released annually into the wild in
Florida with a total of 289. Between 2001 and 2004, a total of 54 young started the fall
migration in Wisconsin behind ultralight aircraft. Whooping cranes are on public display at 6
14
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locations, all in North America. Two birds each are present on display at CZ, Calgary, Alberta,
Lowry Park Zoo, Tampa, Florida, SAZ in Texas, ICF in Baraboo, Wisconsin, and Audubon Zoo
in New Orleans, Louisiana. One bird is at Homosassa Springs Wildlife State Park in Homosassa,
Florida.

Figure 4. Wintering area of the Aransas Wood Buffalo Population, Aransas National
Wildlife Refuge and Critical Habitat boundary on the Gulf of Mexico coast of Texas.

HABITAT REQUIREMENTS
Breeding Habitat
Whooping Cranes formerly bred in isolated marshes on the prairies and in aspen parkland. The
current nesting area within WBNP lies between the headwaters of the Nyarling, Sass, Klewi, and
Little Buffalo rivers (Fig. 5). The area is poorly drained and interspersed with numerous
potholes. Wetlands vary considerably in size, shape and depth, and most possess soft marl
bottoms (Timoney et al. 1997). Wetlands are separated by narrow ridges which support an overstory of white spruce (Picea alauca), black spruce (P. mariana), tamarack (Larix laricina),
15
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willows (Salix spp.), and an understory of dwarf birch (Betula glandulosa), Labrador tea (Ledum
groenlandicum), bearberry (Arctosta phylos uva-ursi), and several species of lichen, underlain by
sphagnum moss (Novakowski 1966). Bulrush (Scirpus validus) is the dominant emergent in the
potholes used for nesting, although cattail (Typha sp.), sedge (Carex aquatilis), musk-grass
(Chara sp.), and other aquatic plants are common (Allen 1956, Novakowski 1965, 1966, Kuyt
1976a, 1976b, 1981a). Nest sites are primarily located in shallow diatom ponds that contain
bulrush (Timoney 1997).

Figure 5. Breeding area of the Aransas Wood Buffalo Population, Wood Buffalo National
Park.
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Wildfires, caused primarily by lightning, are generally thought to have beneficial effects on
crane habitat by recycling nutrients and removing and thinning vegetation on the forested ridges
between nesting ponds, making the area more accessible to cranes. Fires have burned large
portions of the nesting area during drought (e.g., 1981); however, wildfires do not appear to have
influenced whooping cranes’ choice of nest sites (Timoney 1999). Although molting adults or
flightless young are vulnerable to fire, losses of eggs, chicks, or adults have not been confirmed.
Due to the potential negative effects of a major fire control operation in the nesting area, it was
advised that the area be classified as a modified response area where fire suppression activities
are limited (Timoney 1997).
There is little competition by other species for nesting territories in WBNP (Kuyt 1989).
Sandhill cranes are present on the nesting grounds; however, it is unlikely they would outcompete the larger whooping cranes for preferred nest sites and territories. Most territory
overlap would probably occur on the drier sedge nest areas.
Although the quality of nesting habitat can be debated, there is no evidence that growth of the
AWBP is limited by availability of summer habitat. Hatching success is high in most years
(Kuyt 1976c, 198la, 1981b) and the area is remote from human activities. Thousands of hectares
of unoccupied, apparently similar habitat are available in the area. Some new pairs have
pioneered unoccupied nesting habitat adjacent to occupied range as the population has increased
(Kuyt 1978b, Johns 1998a, Johns et al. In press). Wetlands suitable for breeding may still exist
in the historical range on the Canadian prairies, although dry conditions in recent years and
agricultural practices have greatly decreased the number and extent of these wetlands. A project
of the CWS and Parks Canada was completed to identify suitable unoccupied nesting habitat
within WBNP and adjacent areas (Olson and Olson 2003).
In 2005, 6 pairs nested just outside of WBNP. Additional expansion of the flock out of WBNP
into adjacent areas of the Northwest Territories would occur on land with no formal protection.
Land uses such as forestry, agriculture, and activities such as hunting could cause disturbance or
change the quality of habitat available for cranes.
Migration Habitat
Whooping cranes use a variety of habitats during migration (Howe 1987, 1989, Lingle 1987,
Lingle et al. 1991, Johns et al. 1997). Nine radio-tagged whooping cranes monitored for one or
more seasons and others that associated with them fed primarily in a variety of croplands and
roosted in palustrine (marshy) wetlands (Howe 1987, 1989). Seventy-five percent of the
roosting wetlands were less than 4 ha and within 1 km of a suitable feeding site. More than 40%
of the roosting wetlands were smaller than 0.5 ha. Johns et al. (1997) found that on average,
wetlands were larger than those of Howe (1987, 1989), with spring sites averaging 36 ha and fall
sites averaging 508 ha in size. The majority (94.9% spring; 72.9% fall) of these roost sites were
also within 1 km of a suitable feeding site. Heavily vegetated wetlands were generally not used,
but family groups appeared to select more heavily vegetated areas than non-families (Howe
1987, 1989). Cropland accounted for 70% of the feeding sites of non-families, but wetlands
accounted for 67% of the feeding sites of families.
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Clusters of migratory observations suggested relationships with large-scale spatial patterns in
land cover (Richert et al. 1999, Richert and Church 2001). Areas characterized by wetland
mosaics appear to provide the most suitable stopover habitat (Johns et al. 1997, Richert et al. In
press). In states and provinces, excluding Nebraska, whooping cranes primarily used shallow,
seasonally and semipermanently flooded palustrine wetlands for roosting, and various cropland
and emergent wetlands for feeding (Johns et al. 1997, Austin and Richert 2001). Large
palustrine wetlands included in this category (and the number of confirmed sightings through
spring 2005) are those at Quivira NWR in Kansas (126), Salt Plains NWR in Oklahoma (84),
Cheyenne Bottoms State Wildlife Area in Kansas (56), Last Mountain Lake NWA in
Saskatchewan (58), and large reservoir margins in the Dakotas (Wally Jobman, USFWS files,
Brian Johns, CWS files). Known staging areas and potential breeding wetlands on the prairies
could be negatively impacted by drought, drainage, cattle grazing, contaminated runoff, or other
disturbances associated with agricultural activities. Since fall staging habitat in Saskatchewan is
primarily on private lands, conservation activities should include stewardship actions (Johns et
al. 1997).
During migration, whooping cranes often are recorded in riverine habitats, especially in
Nebraska. Frequently used riverine habitats (and the number of confirmed sightings through
spring 2005) include: the South Saskatchewan River in Saskatchewan (42)(Brian Johns, CWS
files); the Platte River (66), North and Middle Loup Rivers (18), and Niobrara River (14) in
Nebraska; the Missouri River in North Dakota (8); and the Red River (3) in Texas (Wally
Jobman, USFWS files). Cranes roost on submerged sandbars in wide, unobstructed channels
that are isolated from human disturbance (Armbruster 1990).
Wintering Habitat
About 9,000 ha of salt flats on ANWR and adjacent islands comprise the principal wintering
grounds of the whooping crane (Fig. 4). Marshes are dominated by salt grass (Distichlis
spicata), saltwort (Batis maritima), smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), glasswort
(Salicornia sp.), and sea ox-eye (Borrichia frutescens). Inland margins of the flats are
dominated by Gulf cordgrass (Spartina spartinae). Interior portions of the refuge are gently
rolling and sandy and are characterized by oak brush, grassland, swales, and ponds. Typical
plants include live oak (Quercus virginiana), redbay (Persea borbonia), and bluestem
(Andropogon spp.) (Stevenson and Griffith 1946, Allen 1952, Labuda and Butts 1979). In the
last 30 years, many upland sites have been grazed, mowed, or burned under controlled conditions
(Labuda and Butts 1979) to maintain oak savannah habitat. The refuge maintains as many as
3,300 ha of grassland for cranes, waterfowl, and other wildlife. Human visitation is carefully
controlled, and other potentially conflicting uses of the refuge, such as activities associated with
oil and gas exploration, are reduced when whooping cranes are present.
RATE OF POPULATION GROWTH
The whooping crane has a long-term recruitment rate of 13.9%, the highest of any North
American crane population (Drewien et al. 1995). Annual growth of the population during the
past 65 years has averaged 4.5% per year. Population studies indicate a 10-year cycle of
unknown cause in survivorship (Boyce and Miller 1985, Boyce 1987, Nedelman et al. 1987). M.
Boyce (pers. comm.) has correlated the crane cycle with that of boreal forest predator cycles.
From 1983 to 1989, the AWBP population increased from 75 to a high of 146 birds, chiefly
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because of suitable nesting habitat conditions during that period, then dropped to the anticipated
10-year low of 132 by the 1991-92 winter (Table 1). The AWBP then increased to a record high
of 188 in the 1999-00 winter. Again, with the expected 10-year cycle, the population declined to
180 in 2000-01 and 176 in 2001-02, then rebounded to 185 in 2002-03, 194 in 2003-04 and 217
in 2004-05.
The growth of the AWBP up to the year 2000 seems to have resulted primarily from a decline in
the mortality rate rather than an increase in recruitment. Between 1938-2000, 341 whooping
cranes disappeared from the wild population. Annual mortality averages 9.8% (12.1% prior to
1970 and 7.6% since that time). In addition, recruitment has also declined from the pre-1970
average of 15.9% to 10.8%. If recruitment can be increased and if losses of white-plumaged
birds can be reduced, population growth will accelerate. The factors causing the decline in
recruitment are unknown, but identifying these sources and implementing remedial actions
where feasible should be a high priority.
A Population Viability Assessment Workshop held in 1991 for the whooping crane was funded
by the USFWS as a cooperative endeavor with CWS, U. S. Whooping Crane Recovery Team,
Canadian Whooping Crane Recovery Team, ICF, The Captive Breeding Specialist Group, and
Species Survival Commission of the International Union for Conservation of Nature. The final
report included priorities for research and management of the wild and captive populations as a
meta-population to maximize retention of genetic heterozygosity and minimize the risk of
extinction (Mirande et al. 1993).
Several population viability analysis packages have been tested using whooping crane data from
the AWBP (Mirande et al. 1997a, Brook et al. 1999). Annual growth of the population during
the past 65 years has averaged 4.5% per year. If this rate continues, starting with a peak
population of 185 birds in 2002, the population will reach 500 birds by 2025 and 1,000 birds by
2041 (John Cannon, pers. comm.). However, the standard deviation of the annual growth rates
over the past 65 years has been 12.9%, almost triple the average annual growth rate. For
example, the growth rate was as high as 33% in 1954-55 and as low as -38% in 1940-41. In the
last 15 years, with a total population of >100 birds, the annual growth rate has varied from a high
of 19% in 1994-95 to a low of -10% in 1990-91. This variation makes it difficult to predict the
future population size for any given year. However, it is likely that the AWBP will continue to
grow with a low probability (<1.0%) of extinction over the next 100 years (Mirande et al.
1997a).
Mirande et al. (1993) modeled the captive population from its establishment to 1991 and found a
growth rate of 1.1% (SD+-0.114). At that rate a population of 127 birds would retain only 89%
of the initial heterozygosity at the end of 100 years. However, many of the captively bred cranes
were released during the cross-fostering experiment in the Rocky Mountains between 1975 and
1989. Expansion and major improvements in production occurred in the 1990s and the program
now demonstrates the capacity to support the non-migratory reintroduction program in Florida.
The captive flocks have contributed 289 young to the Florida introduction between 1993-2005,
with 250 from captive-produced eggs, and 39 from WBNP eggs hatched in captivity.
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THREATS AND REASONS FOR LISTING
The 1967 Federal document that first listed the whooping crane as in danger of extinction did not
address the five factor threats analysis later required by Section 4 of the 1973 ESA. However,
we address these factors in the summary below to organize threats to the species in a manner
consistent with current listing and recovery analyses under the ESA. The five factor analysis is
also utilized in Part II to address how threats are minimized by proposed recovery actions (see
Reduction or Alleviation of Threats to Whooping Cranes through Implementation of Recovery
Actions).
Listing Factor A: The present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of habitat
or range.
Human Settlement: The growth of the human population in North America has resulted in
significant whooping crane habitat alteration and destruction. Historically, whooping cranes
declined or disappeared as agriculture claimed the northern Great Plains of the U.S. and Canada
(Allen 1952). By the mid-1900s, only one small population survived. Ironically, the steadfast
use of a traditional summer area that appears to have saved the whooping crane as a small, relict
breeding population in WBNP, prevents its voluntary return to what was once its principal
nesting range. Re-colonization of these historic breeding areas remains unlikely unless humans
assist with reintroductions or habitat restoration.
Conversion of pothole and prairie to hay and grain production made much of the historic nesting
habitat unsuitable for whooping cranes. Disruptive practices included draining, fencing, sowing,
and the human activity associated with these actions. Settlement of the mid-continent and
coastal prairies and associated disturbance, in addition to alteration of habitat, may have
interfered with continued use of prairie and wetlands by breeding whooping cranes. The
extensive drainage of wetlands in the prairie pothole region of Canada and the United States also
resulted in a tremendous loss of migration habitat available to whooping cranes. Water
diversions on major river systems, such as the Platte River, have degraded migration habitat.
Freshwater Inflows: Currently, expanding human populations throughout the range of the
whooping cranes continue to threaten survival and recovery of the birds. Impacts are particularly
severe on the winter grounds. Freshwater inflows starting hundreds of kilometers inland,
primarily from the Guadalupe and San Antonio rivers, flow into whooping crane critical habitat
at Aransas; these inflows are needed to maintain proper salinity gradients, nutrient loadings, and
sediments that produce an ecologically healthy estuary (TPWD 1998). Spring flows originating
from the Edwards Aquifer are also crucial, especially in times of drought when they can make up
70% of Guadalupe River water. Inflows are essential to maintain the productivity of coastal
waters and produce foods used by the whooping cranes. Coastal waters with low saline levels
are maintained by these in-stream flows, providing drinking water for cranes that would
otherwise fly inland for freshwater.
TPWD has recommended target inflow levels needed to maintain the unique biological
communities of the Guadalupe Estuary (TPWD 1998), which includes whooping crane critical
habitat. Unfortunately, mechanisms to guarantee these flows are not provided by Texas water
law, and critics have challenged the size of the target inflows. In 2000, the San Marcos River
Foundation applied for a water right that would leave 1.15 million acre-feet in the river, in
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accordance with the flows recommended by TPWD for the Guadalupe estuary. The application
was denied in 2003 but has been appealed and in February, 2005, was sent back by the court to
the Texas Council on Environmental Quality for a re-hearing. Conservation flows were
proposed in Senate Bill 3 in the Texas Legislature in 2005, but the bill was not acted upon in the
House.
Upstream reservoir construction and water diversions for agriculture and human use reduce
freshwater inflows. Many existing water rights are currently only partially utilized, but greater
utilization is expected over time. Water rights continue to be granted on the Guadalupe, and
some sections of the river are already over-appropriated. A proposal included in the state water
plan proposes a diversion at the mouth of the Guadalupe River, pumping at least 94,500 acre-feet
annually back to San Antonio for municipal use. As the San Antonio region grows, with
population expected to double in the next 50 years (SAWS 2003), pumping from the Edwards
Aquifer in times of drought threatens spring flows.
Projections indicate the river will be significantly threatened during periods of low flow and
could cease to flow into the bay if all currently authorized water-use permits are utilized
(National Wildlife Federation 2004). In 2002, American Rivers named the Guadalupe on their
annual list of the 10 most endangered rivers in the U.S. because of the inflow issue. In a report
entitled Bays in Peril, a “Danger” ranking was given to San Antonio Bay because drought
periods were predicted to increase by 250%, and years with low freshwater pulses in the spring
were calculated to increase 26% from naturalized levels (National Wildlife Federation 2004).
Texas Water Development Board data indicate natural droughts already threaten the Guadalupe
ecosystem. Withdrawals of surface and groundwater for municipal and industrial growth are
predicted to leave insufficient inflows to sustain the ecosystem in less than 50 years. Modeling
indicates that if all existing water rights were exercised during a repeat of the 1950-1956
drought, estuary inflows would be reduced by 17% to 43% below current levels and by 36% to
72% below historic levels, depending on the year (Norman Johns, National Wildlife Federation,
Austin, TX, pers. comm., in Fitzhugh and Richter, 2004). Additionally, there are pending water
right applications for much of the remaining unappropriated water in the Guadalupe.
A simple inverse relationship exists between blue crab catch rates and mean salinity within an
estuary (Longley 1994). Inflows are already at times insufficient and reduced over historic
levels, leading to increases in mean salinity and decreases in blue crabs, the primary food of the
whooping cranes. Long before ecosystem collapse, due to lack of inflows, significant adverse
impacts to blue crab populations would occur (Kretzschmar 1990). By 2040, due to constructed
diversions, a decrease of freshwater inflows into the crane’s winter range is projected in an
average year to cause an 8% decline in blue crab populations (Texas Department of Water
Resources 1980), but could have a much larger impact in drought years (Norman Johns, National
Wildlife Federation, Austin, Texas, pers. comm.).
Listing Factor B: Overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational
purposes.
Shooting: Hunting was one of the primary reasons for the whooping crane’s historical decline.
Allen (1952:75) recorded 389 whooping cranes known to have died from gunshot or other causes
from colonial times to 1948. The majority of documented mortalities (274 cranes) occurred
between 1870 and 1930. Most losses (about 66%) occurred during migration, especially
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between the 1880s and 1920s (Allen 1952). Allen (1956) reported that nearly 200 taxidermy
mounts, study skins, skeletons, and an undetermined number of eggs were in museums in the
United States and Canada. Hahn (1963) indicated that 309 mounts and 9 skeletons existed in
museums throughout the world. The lack of records associated with most of these specimens
suggests few were collected by museum employees. Considering the low reproductive potential
of the species, the shooting mortality possibly exceeded annual reproduction by the early 1900s.
Human-caused mortality of cranes declined following enactment of protective legislation.
Although hunting whooping cranes is now illegal, shootings occasionally occur (Lewis et al.
1992a). Four documented shootings of AWBP whooping cranes occurred during migration or on
the wintering grounds between 1968-1991. One whooping crane was shot by a snow goose
hunter in 1968 just north of the ANWR boundary; another was shot reportedly mistaken for a
snow goose (Anser caerulescens) along the bay edge of San Jose Island in January 1989. A
vandal shot a whooping crane in Saskatchewan in April 1990, and another vandal shot one in
April, 1991 as it migrated through Texas. Vandals shot 3 whooping cranes in Florida in 1999
and 2000. The most recently documented losses associated with hunting were an adult shot in
migration near Ennis, Texas in November, 2003 and 2 (possibly 3) birds killed by sandhill crane
hunters in central Kansas in November, 2004. A total of 12 documented shootings of whooping
cranes in North America has occurred in the last 17 years (1989-2005). It is not known what
percentage of shootings go undetected, nor what percentage of unexplained losses can be
attributed to shootings. Although examinations of retrieved carcasses rarely have revealed the
presence of shotgun pellets, 3 lead pellets were found during the post-mortem examination of a
male from the Rocky Mountain population in January, 1984, that had died from disease (Snyder
et al. 1992), and a pellet was found in the foot of a dead whooping crane in Michigan in 2004.
Whooping cranes of the AWBP occasionally associate with sandhill cranes during migration and
RMP birds frequently associated with sandhill cranes. Hunting of sandhill cranes and snow
geese occurs in and adjacent to areas used by migrating and wintering AWBP whooping cranes.
Hunters may misidentify and shoot whooping cranes as these species. Sandhill crane hunting
seasons in Canada and the United States in the migration corridor were originally seasonally
timed or geographically limited to protect whooping cranes (Buller 1967, Archibald et al. 1976,
Thompson and George 1987). Recent expansions of sandhill crane hunting seasons offer an
increased potential for overlap with whooping crane migration periods and increased risks to
whooping cranes (Konrad 1987, Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). In some instances, large land
units have been closed to sandhill crane or waterfowl hunting due to the presence of a flock or
flocks of whooping cranes. Quivira NWR in Kansas is closed during most fall migrations
whenever whooping cranes stop-over (David Hilley, Quivira NWR, pers. comm.). Tundra swan
hunts recently initiated in the northern Great Plains (Montana, 1983; North Dakota, 1988; South
Dakota, 1990) also present opportunities for misidentification and accidental shooting of
whooping cranes.
Although occasional shootings do occur, some of these shootings are strictly acts of vandalism.
Sportsmen and other conservationists have played crucial roles in helping whooping cranes (see
Conservation Measures – page 31).
Disturbance: The whooping crane is sensitive to disturbance on the breeding grounds and will
not remain near human activity. However, the egg transfer and banding programs have
demonstrated that cranes will tolerate human intrusion for short intervals. Some disturbances
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cause the birds to leave an area; the effects of others may be more subtle. The public does not
have access to most of the whooping crane nesting habitat, but does have significant access to
whooping crane winter habitat, as these water areas are public domain.
The accessibility of the cranes to humans at Aransas has led to a great number of people coming
specifically to see the cranes. Up to 10,000 people ride whooping crane tour boats and in excess
of 70,000 people visit the refuge annually, many hoping to see the cranes. These interactions
build support for the species both locally and nationally, create awareness of existing threats to
the cranes, and provide educational opportunities. Other human activities in the wintering area
including waterfowl hunting and sport and commercial fishing are undertaken regardless of the
presence of whooping cranes.
Increasing disturbance to whooping cranes on the wintering grounds has been a concern for
many years (T. Lewis In prep.). As the Texas coast is developed, whooping cranes will have
more interactions with people. Cranes are somewhat tolerant of people in carefully operated
boats and land vehicles (Mabie et al. 1989). On the Aransas NWR, whooping cranes responded
negatively to 40% of all disturbances (T. Lewis In prep.). Whooping cranes disturbed for 17
minutes for each hour observed, moved an average of 525 m from human disturbances and were
displaced most often from open bay and wet marsh habitats (T. Lewis In prep.). Airboats, lowaltitude aircraft, and especially helicopters cause disturbance, and cranes are particularly
sensitive to humans on foot (Lewis and Slack 1992). Crane displacement results in short-term or
long-term loss of habitat and social disruption of the flock (T. Lewis In prep.). Furthermore,
disturbance to cranes limits their ability to obtain food resources and thus impacts fitness (T.
Lewis In prep.). Although whooping cranes sometimes may be found close to humans in
familiar situations, it is unknown what levels of stress may be associated with these encounters.
Listing Factor C: Disease or Predation.
Disease/Parasites: Little is known about the importance of diseases or parasites as mortality
factors for wild whooping cranes. Loss of wetlands has concentrated birds using aquatic habitat,
thereby increasing the risk of disease exposure and transmission. For example, avian cholera
epizootics occur fairly regularly in several areas used by cranes; this disease has been confirmed
in one whooping crane. Avian tuberculosis is known to impact the species, and infectious bursal
disease (IBD) has had a major impact on reintroduction programs in Florida in some years.
Additionally, human impacts on the environment and movements around the globe are resulting
in emerging disease problems of possible significance to whooping cranes. For example, West
Nile virus appeared for the first time in North America in 1999 and is now spreading rapidly.
The H5N1 strain of avian influenza that has surfaced globally in 2005 is an emerging threat to
both captive and wild flocks. Coccidia have been found in a whooping crane with an injured
wing captured in WBNP and in whooping crane droppings collected on the Texas wintering
grounds (Forrester et al. 1978), are common in cranes in the Florida release population (Spalding
et al. 1996), and have caused deaths of several whooping crane chicks at PWRC (Carpenter et al.
1980). The defense of large territories and small brood size ensures low density use of the
WBNP natal area, and thereby reduces the likelihood of coccidia oocysts being ingested in
quantities sufficient to cause significant disease. However, the disseminated form of coccidiosis
(DVC) is believed to have contributed to the mortality of 2 released whooping cranes in Florida
(Marilyn Spalding, U. of Florida, pers. comm.) A variety of other parasites has been
documented in released whooping cranes in Florida, but none have been proven to cause
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significant disease (Spalding et al. 1996).
Although wild whooping cranes are presumably susceptible to a variety of infectious and
toxicological diseases, evidence of disease-related mortality is infrequently documented. From
1976 to 1989, the USFWS necropsied or examined 25 whooping crane carcasses found dead in
the field or removed from the wild because of sickness or debility. Of these, nine were diseased.
Seven had avian tuberculosis (Snyder et al. 1997), a subadult crane captured in New Mexico was
suffering from avian cholera (Snyder et al. 1987), and an adult died from acute lead poisoning
(Brand et al. 1992, Snyder et al. 1992). The high incidence of avian tuberculosis indicates that
whooping cranes may be particularly susceptible to this disease.
Predation: Adult whooping cranes generally are not susceptible to predation unless they are
weakened by disease or injury, or are flightless during feather molt. However, eggs and chicks
are predated (Bergeson et al. 2001a). Potential predators in the WBNP nesting ground include
the black bear (Ursus americanus), wolverine (Gulo luscus), gray wolf (Canis lupus), red fox
(Vulpes fulva), mink (Mustela vison), lynx (Lynx canadensis), and raven (Corvus corax). Black
bears and other mammals destroy eggs, and wolves, foxes, and ravens kill chicks (Kuyt 198la,
198lb, Bergeson et al. 2001a). The overall impact of predation on AWBP recruitment remains
uncertain but may be a factor in the 10 year population cycle (Boyce et al. 2005). Predator
control is not considered an appropriate management technique within Canadian National Parks.
Whooping cranes are also exposed to predators during migration (Lewis et al. 1992a). On
numerous occasions, golden eagles disrupted human-led sandhill crane migrations behind trucks
and ultralights. In the west, two attacks on juvenile whooping cranes were documented during
migration. In 2002, a bald eagle killed a whooping crane hatchling in Florida. Bobcats (Lynx
rufus) and alligators (Alligator mississippiensis) are significant predators of reintroduced
whooping cranes in Florida. Bobcat predation appears most severe on individuals that do not
show proper roosting behaviors or use habitat with heavy cover. Bobcats and coyotes also take
cranes that are sick or injured at ANWR. Predation rates are significant in Florida, but appear to
be very low in wild birds in Texas where cranes spend more time in coastal wetlands.
Listing Factor D: The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms.
The whooping crane became endangered primarily from shooting and habitat loss prior to the
enactment of major conservation legislation. The current legal framework (ESA, Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, SARA, and NEPA) should provide for adequate protection and conservation of the
whooping crane and its habitat.
Listing Factor E: Other natural or anthropogenic factors affecting its continued existence.
Multiple factors limit the growth of the AWBP. Some are related to the biological environment
of the whooping crane, others are human-related.
Life History: Delayed sexual maturity, small clutch size, and low recruitment rate preclude
rapid population recovery. Nesting can occur as early as age 3 (Brian Johns, pers. comm.), with
the average age of first egg production at age 5 and the first fertile eggs at 5.4 years (Kuyt and
Goossen 1987). The climate of the current northern breeding grounds may be another handicap
to productivity as the ice-free season is only 4 months long (and may be getting shorter). During
that time, pairs must incubate their eggs for 29-31 days and rear their chicks to flight age in 3
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months. Consequently, unless nest loss occurs early in incubation, there is rarely time to lay a
second clutch and fledge young if the first clutch fails.
Food Availability/Sibling Aggression: About 734 crane chicks were observed to hatch at
WBNP during 1976-2001, and 381 (59% survival) arrived at Aransas the following winter (Brian
Johns, CWS, pers. comm). Factors limiting chick survival are only partially known. Most
mortality occurs soon after hatching, and chicks that fledge have a high probability of
successfully completing their first migration (Kuyt 1976a). Most immediate post-hatching
mortality may be related to sibling aggression and short-term food shortage because eggs hatch
asynchronously and the precocial young are extremely aggressive toward each other. The
dominant chick apparently obtains principal access to food made available by the parents;
consequently brood-size is rapidly reduced during periods of food shortage (Drewien 1973,
Miller 1973, Bergeson et al. 2001b). Prolonged food shortage, possibly related to drought, and
drought-increased predation (Kuyt 1981b), may account for additional mortality.
Climatic Factors: Cold weather and precipitation soon after hatching may lead to loss of
chicks; in particular, pairs with two young often lose one during these periods of adverse weather
(Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). While flooding of nests in WBNP is thought to be rare,
drought is a far greater hazard. During drought, the attractiveness of traditional nest sites is
reduced, food supplies are diminished, and newly-hatched chicks are forced to travel long
distances between wetlands. Drought conditions also increase exposure of eggs and chicks to
terrestrial predators. Whooping cranes are exposed to various natural obstacles and threats
during migration. Snow and hailstorms, low temperatures, and drought can present navigational
handicaps or reduce food and habitat availability. Hurricanes and drought can create problems
on the wintering grounds. A late-season hurricane could place cranes at risk due to high wind
velocities and flooding. Fortunately, the hurricane season ends (November 30) just after most
whooping cranes arrive. Drought at Aransas influences availability and abundance of the natural
food supply by altering salinity of tidal basins and estuaries (Blankinship 1976).
Global warming and associated climate changes constitute a potential threat to whooping crane
recovery. Based on climate records and calculated rates of rises in greenhouse gas concentration
from human activities, models of global climate change suggest that average global surface
temperatures will increase by 1.4 and 5.8ºC (2.5 and 10.4ºF) by the end of this century (National
Academy of Sciences 2005 website:
http://www4.nas.edu/onpi/webextra.nsf/web/climate?OpenDocument). In the Northern
Hemisphere, from 1951 to 1990, average minimum winter temperature rose 2.9ºC, while average
summer maximum temperature rose 1.3ºC (Crozier 2003). In addition to rising temperatures,
other climate factors such as the rising of sea level, flooding of coastal wetlands, drying of
interior wetlands, and intensifying of precipitation events may impact the whooping crane.
Although the frequency of future hurricanes is uncertain, hurricanes are expected to become
stronger and bring more intense rainfall than hurricanes at present, due to increases in sea surface
temperatures (NOAA website: http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/~tk/glob_warm_hurr.html, updated
March 23, 2006). Coastal wetlands are particularly vulnerable to erosion, changes in salinity and
microclimate conditions, changes in groundwater tables, and habitat loss from expected rises in
sea level and hurricane damage (EPA Global Warming Impacts Coastal Zones website:
http://yosemite.epa.gov/OAR/globalwarming.nsf/content/ImpactsCoastalZones.html).
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Climate change is expected to alter the physiology, distribution, phenology, and adaptation of
organisms (Hughes 2000, Menzel et al. 2001, Stenseth et al. 2002, Peterson 2003, Parmesan and
Yohe 2003). In turn, these processes may affect growth rates, individual size, individual
mobility, overall fitness, reproductive success, and population demographics (Stenseth et al.
2002). Changes in ecosystem functioning, such as cycling of nutrients, and interactions among
whooping cranes and their biotic resources, such as food species, plant communities, predators,
parasites, competitors, and mutualists, are difficult to predict and involve an understanding of an
ecosystem’s resistance and resiliency to interference (Chapin et al. 2000). Habitat specialization
of birds has been associated with sharper declines in population abundance (Julliard et al. 2003,
Peterson 2003, Thomas C. et al. 2004, Thomas J. et al. 2004). Warming temperatures have
caused a northward shift in bird species’ ranges, hastened the timing of winter and summer
activities, and are predicted to decrease biodiversity world-wide (Thomas and Lennon 1999,
McCarty 2001, Thomas C. et al. 2004). For the whooping crane, this could affect current
wintering areas, summering locations, and the timing of breeding and migration. These changes
may alter the extent to which a bird’s life cycle is synchronized with its food supply and nest site
availability.
If climate change results in drier conditions either on the summer or wintering grounds,
whooping cranes would face great difficulties from disruptions to the ecology of those areas.
Any changes that adversely affect the water regime of WBNP could have severe impacts on
whooping crane reproduction. Permanently lowered water tables, for example, would shrink
wetlands, reduce the availability of quality nesting sites, reduce invertebrate food availability,
and allow predators to access nests and young. Chick survival is reduced during dry years in
WBNP (Kuyt et al. 1992). On the winter area, a reduction in rainfall would reduce inflows and
reduce the blue crab population that the cranes rely on for food. Global warming and associated
sea level rise, combined with land subsidence, is projected to be about 17 inches on the Texas
coast over the next 100 years (Twilley et al. 2001). This would reduce suitability of salt marsh
and open water areas, making much of the present acreage too deep for use by whooping cranes
(Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers. comm.).
Loss of Genetic Diversity: As a consequence of the 1941 population bottleneck, the current
population is derived from an estimated 6 to 8 founders, with a loss of 66% of all genetic
material (Mirande et al. 1993, Glenn et al. 1999). Subsequently, the captive population, which is
derived solely from the AWBP, has received this legacy of a reduced gene pool. This high level
loss of genetic diversity may have serious implications for this population.
Genetic theories suggest that small populations can continue to lose genetic diversity with each
generation, and that continued loss of genetic material leads to inbreeding depression and
declining productivity (Jimenez et al. 1994, Frankham 1995, Lacy 1997, Brook et al. 2002,
Woodworth et al. 2002). There is concern that the limited genetic material of the whooping
crane may lead to reduced productivity in WBNP, and may contribute to increasing difficulty in
captive propagation. Limited genetic diversity is a detriment to a population currently threatened
with unprecedented global ecosystem change as well as introduced diseases. The AWBP is
challenged to grow to a level where the creation of new alleles through mutation will offset its
past, current, and future losses in genetic diversity. [A detailed discussion on genetic issues is
presented in Appendix A.]
Red Tide: Red tide is a bloom of phytoplankton (Gymnodinum breve), a microscopic algae that
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historically occurred infrequently on the Texas Coast. In recent years, it has occurred nearly
annually during late summer and fall, lasting for several months. It is not known what factors
are causing the increased number of outbreaks of red tide. A toxin produced by the algae can
concentrate in filter-feeding mollusks, including clams. It has been known to cause bird die-offs
and could pose a significant threat to whooping cranes that feed heavily on clams in mid-winter.
Although red tide has been documented in critical habitat in recent years, no severe outbreaks
have occurred.
Chemical Spills: The only self-sustaining wild population remains vulnerable to extirpation
from a contaminant spill due to its limited wintering distribution along the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway (GIWW) on the Texas coast. Numerous oil and gas wells and connecting pipelines
are located in bay and upland sites near the cranes winter habitat. Many barges carrying toxic
chemicals travel the GIWW daily through the core of whooping crane winter habitat. A spill or
leak of these substances could contaminate or kill the cranes' food supply, or poison the cranes
(Robertson et al. 1993). Spills that occur in summer, when whooping cranes are absent, could
adversely affect survival by reducing productivity of the environment or leaving a toxic residue.
Gulf Engineers and Consultants, Inc. (1992) assessed threats to the whooping crane and its
habitat from spills of vessel fuels and cargoes. They concluded that the hazard of spill exists, but
the probability of occurrence is low. Catastrophic events such as a large spill are infrequent, and
therefore, difficult to predict. Ratification of the 1993 North American Free Trade Agreement
and industrial growth in South Texas makes increased traffic likely on the GIWW, with a greater
potential for accidents. Thus, the probabilities of occurrence of the most likely spill (1 per 1,075
years) and worst spill (1 per 7,982 years) predicted by Gulf Engineers and Consultants, Inc.
(1992) are likely conservative and may increase over time. The worst spill estimated by the
Environmental Protection Agency (1992) would involve approximately 33,000 barrels of liquids.
During July 1974, 25 to 50 barrels of # 6 crude petroleum leaked from a barge at ANWR.
Nothing could be done to keep the oil from washing into canal banks and emergent vegetation
along 16 km of shoreline between Mustang Lake and Sundown Bay. A barge-loaded dragline,
marsh buggy, and hand labor removed contaminated soil and vegetation over an 18-day cleanup
period. No losses of wildlife were noted, and fortunately the spill was small and occurred during
summer when no whooping cranes were present.
The U.S. Coast Guard (CG) has the lead responsibility for spill response and containment. The
USFWS has response plans for the Gulf of Mexico (USFWS 1979) and specifically for Aransas
NWR (Robertson et al. 1993). It is impossible to provide full protection for the cranes as long as
chemicals are transported on the GIWW through the heart of the winter range. Spills of
hazardous chemicals may limit human approach to only those personnel wearing special
protective suits and breathing apparatus. Spill of gaseous materials could directly kill all cranes
downwind. The Aransas oil spill plan emphasizes rapid response time to limit the amount of
habitat impacted. Minimum response time by refuge staff is 1-2 hours, and 3-4 hours for spill
control specialists. An event occurring at night or in bad weather (the most probable times)
would further slow response. High winds greatly reduce the effectiveness of containment booms
for products floating on the surface.
If crane habitat becomes contaminated, the Aransas oil spill plan calls for hazing cranes away
from the spill area and capturing individuals that become seriously contaminated.
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The response of whooping cranes to spilled materials, and to humans trying to haze the cranes
away, is currently unknown. Since adult cranes are territorial, it is likely not possible to haze
them from their large territories. Food supplies such as grain or milo could be placed on the
edges of crane territories, but the cranes would still return to salt marsh ponds at night for
required safe roosting habitat. Oiled cranes would be captured when possible and cleaned,
although wild cranes are very difficult to capture and susceptible to death from capture
myopathy, especially when young (Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers. comm.).
Whooping cranes on the winter range also are exposed to contaminants associated with runoff
from agricultural and industrial activities and subjected to risks associated with offshore and
onshore gas and oil operations. Nearby Lavaca Bay was closed for multiple years to the
harvesting of fish and crabs because of industrial pollution including high levels of mercury
(Lewis et al. 1992b).
Collisions with Power Lines, Fences and Other Structures: Human settlement in the prairies
brought rural electrification and the fencing of open lands. Currently, the number of power lines,
communication towers, and wind turbines is increasing in the U.S. and may kill as many as 225
million birds annually (Manville 2005).
Collisions with power lines are a substantial cause of whooping crane mortality in migration
(Brown et al. 1987, Lewis et al. 1992a). Collisions with power lines are responsible for the death
or serious injury of at least 44 whooping cranes since 1956. In the 1980s, 2 of 9 radio-marked
whooping cranes from AWBP died within the first 18 months of life as a result of power line
collisions (Kuyt 1992). Of 27 documented mortalities in the RMP, almost 2/3 were due to
collisions with power lines (40.1%) and wire fences (22.2%) (Brown et al. 1987). Twenty
individuals within the Florida populations and 2 individuals in the migratory Wisconsin
population have died hitting power lines.
Currently, an estimated 804,500 km of bulk transmission lines and millions of km of distribution
lines exist in the U.S. (Manville 2005). Whooping cranes can collide with both types of lines
(Stehn, and Wassenich In prep). Additional power line construction throughout the principal
migration corridor will increase the potential for collision mortalities. An Avian Power Line
Interaction Committee (APLIC) composed of 9 investor-owned electric utilities and the USFWS
was established in 1989 to address the issue of whooping crane collisions (Lewis 1997). In
1994, APLIC provided voluntary guidelines to the industry on avoiding power line strikes
(APLIC 1994). At present, the USFWS is working on MOUs that call for the development of
avian protection plans by participating companies to reduce bird strikes (Manville 2005). Tests
of line marking devices, using sandhill cranes as surrogate research species, have identified
techniques effective in reducing collisions by up to 61% (Morkill 1990, Morkill and Anderson
1991, 1993, Brown and Drewien 1995). Techniques recommended include marking lines in
areas frequently used by cranes and avoiding placement of new line corridors around wetlands or
other crane use areas.
Guy wires associated with telecommunication towers (radio, television, cellular, and microwave)
present another collision obstacle to cranes. Such towers have been increasing at an estimated 6
to 8% annually. The USFWS Office at Grand Island, Nebraska, reviewed 260 tower site actions
for Nebraska in fiscal year 2000. The Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) 1999
Antenna Structure Registry (November 1, 1999) listed 48,000 lighted towers over 60.7 m above
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ground level and over 68,000 towers total in the United States. They estimated 24 to 38% of the
towers were not properly registered with FCC. In the future, all television stations must be
digitized, adding potentially 1,000 new towers exceeding 305 m height.
An estimated 16,000 new wind turbines may be constructed in the U.S. in the next decade,
adding to the existing 15,000 turbines (Manville 2005). The development of wind farms in the
whooping crane migration corridor has the potential to cause significant mortality. Cranes could
be killed directly by wind turbines or from colliding with new power lines associated with wind
farm development. Management and research are needed to reduce this new threat.
Collisions with Aircraft: One whooping crane was killed in June 1982 during a KC-135 tanker
takeoff from Minot Air Force Base, North Dakota (Harrison 1983). Feather remains were
identified by the Smithsonian Institute. Whooping crane collisions with aircraft are anticipated
to be rare because of the small number of whooping cranes.
Pesticides: There is no evidence that pesticide contamination is a significant threat to whooping
cranes. Whooping crane egg and tissue specimens examined for pesticide residues at PWRC
have shown concentrations well below those encountered in most other migratory birds
(Robinson et al. 1965, Lamont and Reichel 1970, Anderson and Kreitzer 1971, Lewis et al.
1992b). Eggshell thickness, a measure of contaminant exposure, has been measured in eggs
taken from the wild and those in captivity from the 1970s to the present; no evidence of shell
thinning has been detected. However, our knowledge of potential indirect or sublethal effects of
pesticides on whooping cranes is inadequate and poorly understood. The baseline contaminant
impacts research comes from research on other birds including sandhill cranes, but has never
been done on whooping cranes. Contaminants could be impacting the FP, especially since some
of the females in Florida have been found with improperly developed reproductive organs.
CONSERVATION MEASURES
Before the mid-1950s, a few significant events helped protect whooping cranes. The most
important pieces of early protective legislation for whooping cranes were the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act in the United States and the Migratory Birds Convention Act in Canada. These acts
were ratified by the U.S. Congress on December 8, 1916, and by the Canadian Parliament on
August 29, 1917. The Acts assured legal protection for migratory bird species in Canada and the
United States and provided a basis for preventing the hunting of species requiring complete
protection.
The significance of the establishment of WBNP in the Northwest Territories in December, 1922,
was not realized until three decades later when the whooping crane nesting grounds were
discovered there (Allen 1956). WBNP is a vast boreal forest and muskeg area (4,288,542 ha)
designated by the Canadian government (Raup 1933) as a preserve and management area for the
wood bison (Bison bison athabascae). The portion of the Park occupied by nesting whooping
cranes is primarily located northwest of the intersection of the boundaries of Saskatchewan,
Alberta and the Northwest Territories (Kuyt 1978b). The location of the crane summering
grounds allows them to be protected by provincial and territorial wildlife acts as well as the
National Parks Act. The breeding grounds also are designated as a Wetland of International
Importance by the RAMSAR Convention and are an Important Bird Area in Canada. Some of
the Canadian prairie wetlands used regularly by migrating whooping cranes have received
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protection as Migratory Bird Sanctuaries, National Wildlife Areas (NWA), or under the
Saskatchewan Wildlife Habitat Protection Act. Also, several stopover areas are designated as
Important Bird Areas in Canada.
ANWR, purchased for $463,500 for the Bureau of Biological Survey’s refuge program, was
established in 1937 to protect the whooping crane and other wildlife of coastal Texas (Stevenson
and Griffith 1946, Howard 1954). Leroy Denman (San Antonio Loan and Trust) retained
mineral rights. These rights included a clause that used oil and gas royalties to refund to the
government the entire purchase price of the refuge. The Refuge includes 22,148 ha of Blackjack
Peninsula and adjacent properties, and provides essential wintering habitat for whooping cranes.
Matagorda Island (44,606 ha of State and Federal ownership) is managed in conjunction with
ANWR. Adjoining bay waters (5,236 ha) surrounding the Blackjack Peninsula, known as the
Proclamation Boundary, were closed to hunting of migratory birds by Presidential Proclamation
in 1938 for additional protection.
In the U.S., the whooping crane was listed as threatened with extinction in 1967 (Fed. Reg. Vol.
32, Number 48, March 11), and as endangered in 1970 (Fed. Reg. Vol. 35, Number 199, October
13). Both of these listings were “grandfathered” into the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(U.S.C., 1531-1 543; 87 Stat. 884), which resulted in establishing the U.S. Whooping Crane
Recovery Team and facilitated further conservation actions on behalf of the species.
In 1974, the Canada Wildlife Act authorized the federal government to conduct research on
endangered species. In 1976 the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife was
established and the whooping crane was designated as endangered in 1978 (Edwards et al. 1994).
The Species at Risk Act was proclaimed in Canada in 2003, which designated the whooping
crane as endangered and provided for additional protection for cranes and their habitat.
In April, 1985, Bert Tetreault, Director General of the CWS, and Robert A. Jantzen, Director of
the USFWS, signed an MOU entitled Conservation of the Whooping Crane Relating to
Coordinated Management Activities (Lewis 1991). The MOU provides a more formal structure
to the cooperative working relationships that have characterized these 2 nations' joint efforts in
management and research of whooping cranes. Under the new agreement, each Service
appointed an employee to be responsible for inter- and intra-national coordination of whooping
crane management and research. The MOU discusses disposition of birds and eggs, postmortem
analysis, population restoration and objectives, new population sites, international management,
recovery team, recovery plans, and consultation and coordination. The MOU was renewed in
April, 1990, again in October, 1995, and August, 2001. The current MOU was signed by the
USFWS, USGS, CWS, and Parks Canada.
A plan for Federal-State Cooperative Protection of Whooping Cranes was approved in 1985 and
is updated periodically by the USFWS and 13 States where whooping cranes occurred (Lewis
1992). The CWS and 3 Canadian provinces approved the Federal-Provincial Cooperative
Protection of Whooping Cranes in 1987 (Cooch et al. 1988). The plan describes response
options when whooping cranes are observed in hazardous situations due to avian disease
outbreaks, environmental contaminants, or hunting activities, or when whooping cranes are
found injured, sick, or dead. Plan objectives are to provide added protection to whooping cranes,
especially during migration, and to increase the opportunities to recover and rehabilitate birds
found injured or sick.
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Sportsmen and other conservationists have played a crucial role in protecting wetlands used by
whooping cranes throughout the whooping crane migration corridor crossing 2,500 miles of
North America. Duck Stamp funds have helped protect numerous acres of wetlands used by the
cranes. Many sportsmen turn in whooping crane sighting reports to the monitoring network.
Sport hunting programs help disperse waterfowl concentrations, reducing the threat of waterfowl
disease outbreaks that can affect whooping cranes, and reducing instances of waterfowl crop
depredation problems that arise. State hunting programs cooperate to protect whooping cranes
by providing educational materials to hunters to help them identify whooping cranes, and by
implementing hunting closures where necessary. (For more information on conservation
measures, see Appendix C).
Critical Habitat – United States
Critical habitat is defined in the U.S. Endangered Species Act as habitat that contains those
physical or biological features, essential to the conservation of the species, which may require
special management considerations or protection. Critical habitat in the U.S. was designated in
1978 (43 FR 20938-942). Critical habitat is in effect for 5 sites in 4 states. A proposal for
additional areas in the Central Flyway to be listed as critical habitat published in March, 1979,
(44 FR 12382-384) was later withdrawn.
Wintering Grounds: ANWR and vicinity, Texas (Fig. 4), has been designated as critical to the
conservation of the species. At ANWR, the listing of critical habitat has been extremely
important in protecting habitat along the GIWW.
Migration – United States: Cheyenne Bottoms State Waterfowl Management Area and Quivira
NWR, Kansas; the Platte River bottoms between Lexington and Denman, Nebraska; and Salt
Plains NWR, Oklahoma, have been designated as critical to the conservation of the species.
Potential Critical Habitat - Canada
Critical habitat is defined in the Species at Risk Act as “…the habitat that is necessary for the
survival or recovery of a listed wildlife species and that is identified as the species’ critical
habitat in a recovery strategy or in an action plan for the species.” Critical habitat in Canada is
officially designated upon publication of a final SARA Recovery Strategy or Action Plan on the
SARA Public Registry. The location and extent of critical habitat is subject to change pending
new information as identified in the National Recovery Strategy for the Whooping Crane in
Canada.
Breeding Grounds: Potential critical habitat in WBNP includes suitable marshes within the
northeast corner of the park bounded by the Little Buffalo River to the east and south; the north
boundary of the park from the Little Buffalo River to Territorial Highway #5; south along
Highway #5 to 1140 West Latitude; and south at 1140 West Latitude to 600 North Longitude
then southeast to the Little Buffalo River closest to Conibear Lake.
Potential critical habitat outside of WBNP includes suitable marshes adjacent to the northeast
corner of WBNP bounded by the Buffalo River to the west, Highway 6 to the north, and the
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Canadian Shield to the east. Additional habitat for recovery includes wetlands available for reintroductions in other areas and jurisdictions.
The majority of breeding habitat is located in WBNP (Olson and Olson 2003) and is protected
under the Canada National Parks Act. The breeding grounds also were designated as a Wetland
of International Importance by the Ramsar Convention and an Important Bird Area by BirdLife
International. Because of these designations, the potential critical habitat is protected from a
number of anthropogenic threats. It may be threatened however, by climate change that could
result in more severe weather events including drought. Also, increasing atmospheric pollution
may be a concern.
Expansion of the AWBP has led to breeding of whooping cranes outside of WBNP as predicted
by Olsen and Olsen (2003), into adjacent areas of the Northwest Territories without formal
protection. Land uses, such as forestry and agriculture, and activities, such as hunting, could
cause disturbance or change the quality of habitat available for cranes. In these instances
stewardship opportunities will be pursued with the appropriate land managers (DeWandel 2003).
CWS and Parks Canada are currently investigating suitable unoccupied nesting habitat within
WBNP and adjacent areas that may be necessary for the recovery of whooping cranes.
Migration – Saskatchewan Staging Area: During fall migration whooping cranes typically stop
in south central Saskatchewan for several days or weeks. This area of Saskatchewan, which
forms a diamond between Meadow Lake, Swift Current, Estevan, and the Quill Lakes, can be
described as a staging area for whooping cranes. The cranes spend their evenings roosting in
shallow wetlands, while their days are occupied with feeding in harvested agricultural fields,
chiefly wheat and barley (Johns et al. 1997). Fall staging wetlands are primarily on private lands
(85%) (Johns et al.1997). Few wetlands are used repeatedly from one year to the next since most
staging wetlands are ephemeral and their availability to cranes fluctuates annually due to
variations in precipitation. Preferred staging wetlands have the following characteristics:
permanent (32%) or semi-permanent (53%) flooding; soft mud bottoms (83%); sizes from less
than ½ ha to several thousand hectares; average roost site water depths of 13 cm (SD 7.5); and
roost site locations within 2 km of suitable feeding areas (agricultural fields), and over 1 km
from human habitation (Johns et al. 1997). Large wetlands with a secure water supply are
extremely important as staging sites since they provide refuge when ephemeral wetlands are dry.
Threats to the migration/staging habitat include land use changes such as drainage of wetlands.
The Last Mountain Lake and Stalwart National Wildlife Areas and the Last Mountain Lake
Migratory Bird Sanctuary are used repeatedly by cranes and are potential critical habitat for the
survival and recovery of the species. These habitats are already protected under the Canada
Wildlife Act and the Migratory Birds Convention Act.
The South Saskatchewan River and its sandbars between Outlook and Saskatoon and the North
Saskatchewan River between the Maymont and Petrofka Bridges are potential critical habitat for
the survival and recovery of the species. Currently there is no formal protection for this habitat;
however, it is under the jurisdiction of the Province of Saskatchewan and stewardship
agreements with the Saskatchewan Watershed Authority will be investigated.
Several wetland areas exhibit repeated use by whooping cranes and may be considered as
potential critical habitat as well. These specific wetlands and adjacent smaller wetlands in the
vicinity are: Midnight Lake, Witchekan Lake, Blaine Lakes, Radisson Lake, Buffer Lake,
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Muskiki Lake, Quill Lakes, Kutawagan Lake, Luck Lake, Creelman Marsh, and wetlands near
Tribune and Bromhead. Upland areas on provincial crown land associated with some of these
and other known roosting sites for whooping cranes have already been protected under the
Saskatchewan Wildlife Habitat Protection Act.
Due to the ephemeral nature of most prairie wetlands and their use by whooping cranes, it is
difficult to predict which wetlands may be used by whooping cranes at any particular time.
However, wetlands in the migration corridor that meet the criteria listed in Johns et al. (1997)
may be used by whooping cranes at any time. Each of these wetlands may be critical to the
survival and recovery of the species. At the present time these wetlands (including the bed, the
bank, and the boundary) are under the jurisdiction of the Province of Saskatchewan and
stewardship agreements with the Saskatchewan Watershed Authority will be investigated.
Exceptions include wetlands that are wholly surrounded by a single land owner’s property. In
these instances separate stewardship agreements with individual landowners will be investigated.
Summary
Protective legislation, such as the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (US) and the Migratory Birds
Convention Act (Canada) of the early 1900s, followed by the National Parks Act, Canada
Wildlife Act, and Species at Risk Act in Canada and the Endangered Species Act in the US, has
played a crucial role in raising awareness of the whooping crane’s predicament and establishing
the authority to implement conservation measures. As a species with particular breeding,
wintering, staging, and migrating territories, the whooping crane has benefited directly from the
designation of preserved areas, like the WBNP and ANWR, which provide habitat and wetland
resources critical to supporting the whooping crane’s complex life cycle. Critical habitat
continues to be extremely important for the recovery of this species.
Research focusing on understanding whooping crane ecology, building whooping crane
populations, and minimizing threats to the whooping crane has been an integral part of the
whooping crane’s recent history. In the 1970s and 1980s, efforts were focused on building and
improving the productivity of the captive flocks, doing research on the AWBP and maintaining
its growth, and trying to reintroduce an additional population into the wild. Second eggs were
picked up from WBNP and used to increase captive populations and carry out a reintroduction in
the western U.S. In 1993 and 2001, efforts began to reintroduce a non-migratory population in
Florida and a migratory flock in the eastern U.S. Actions already completed or underway are
covered in Appendix C. Continued work is needed to protect the AWBP from increasing threats
from human population growth, development, and climate change, make the reintroductions a
success, increase the size of the captive breeding flock, and maximize genetic diversity of all
populations. Future actions needed to reach recovery are presented in Part II.
RECOVERY TEAM
The Canada/United States Whooping Crane Recovery Team consists of 5 representatives from
Canada and 5 from the U.S. appointed by the CWS and the USFWS, respectively. The team, cochaired by the whooping crane coordinators of the two countries, is responsible for making
recommendations on actions needed to recover the species.
Whooping crane recovery teams were initially formed in 1975 in the U.S. and 1985 in Canada,
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although ad hoc committees were in existence before that. Whooping crane coordinators were
appointed in 1981 in Canada and 1984 in the U.S. In 1995, the separate recovery teams from
both countries were joined as an international team. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
on the conservation of the whooping crane signed in 1985 and renewed periodically governs
recovery actions that are outlined in a recovery plan written by the team.
In the 1970s and 1980s, efforts were focused on building and improving the productivity of the
captive flocks, doing research on the AWBP and maintaining its growth, and trying to
reintroduce an additional population into the wild. Second eggs were picked up from WBNP and
used to increase captive populations and carry out a reintroduction in the western U.S. Actions
already completed or underway are covered in Appendix C. Future actions needed to reach
recovery are presented in Part II.
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PART II. RECOVERY
The following section presents a strategy to recover the species, including objective and
measurable recovery criteria and site-specific management actions to monitor and reduce or
remove threats to the whooping crane, as required under section 4 of the ESA and under section
41 of the SARA. The Recovery Plan also addresses the five statutory listing/recovery factors
(section 4(a)(1) of the ESA) and the short and long term goals of the SARA (section 41(1)(d)) to
the current extent practicable, to demonstrate how the recovery criteria and actions will lead to
removal of the whooping crane from the lists of Threatened and Endangered Species.
RECOVERY GOAL
The goal of this plan is to protect the whooping crane and its habitat, and allow the overall
population to reach a level of ecological and genetic stability so that it can be reclassified to
threatened status (downlisted). The ultimate goal is to recover the whooping crane and remove it
from the lists of Threatened and Endangered Species (delist).
RECOVERY STRATEGY
The recovery strategy involves: protection and enhancement of the breeding, migration, and
wintering habitat for the AWBP to allow the wild flock to grow and reach ecological and genetic
stability; reintroduction and establishment of self-sustaining wild flocks geographically separate
from the AWBP to ensure resilience of the species to catastrophic events; and maintenance of a
captive breeding flock to protect against extinction.
Implementation of recovery actions will continue to reduce existing threats (habitat loss and
degradation, disease, mortality from power lines, loss of genetic diversity), as well as new threats
that may arise. Because of the limited range of the AWBP in both summer and winter (i.e.,
pioneering new habitat is limited to areas adjacent to existing use areas), efforts have been
initiated to reintroduce a second population in Florida and a third population in eastern North
America. These additional populations provide protection against extinction of the species in the
wild, in the event that a catastrophic event impacts the AWBP, or if that flock begins to decline
in size. These reintroduced populations must be geographically isolated from the AWBP so that
potential negative influences of the captive-raised birds do not impact the AWBP. Negative
factors could include disease transmission and behavioral differences, including vocalizations.
Further, reintroduced populations listed as experimental nonessential under Section 10(j) of the
ESA are required to be geographically distinct from existing wild populations.
In order to be genetically viable over the long-term, the whooping crane population must be large
enough so that creation of new alleles through genetic mutation will offset the loss of genetic
material in a small population. Growth of the AWBP and the two reintroduced populations is
expected to increase numbers to a level at which the population should not lose any more genetic
material. However, the effective population size (Ne) required to maintain genetic viability over
the long term needs to be calculated.
RECOVERY POTENTIAL AND RATIONALE
The inherent capacity of whooping cranes to rebound demographically is low due to delayed
sexual maturity (age 3-4 years) and a low reproductive rate (2 eggs in the annual nesting attempt
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with only 1 chick typically fledging). Furthermore, given the many threats to breeding,
migration, and wintering habitat, it is unlikely the whooping crane will ever become abundant.
Nevertheless, if breeding pairs are protected from excessive mortality, a breeding pair’s breeding
experience and longevity can compensate for low reproductive rate. As nesting pairs gain
experience, they become more successful in rearing chicks. At the same time, cranes can
reproduce over a relatively long lifetime: 3 to 5% are predicted to live and remain productive
beyond age 30 years (Mirande et al. 1993).
Threats to whooping cranes have been alleviated to a degree sufficient to allow an average
annual growth of 4.5% for a half century in the AWBP. Some power lines are being marked to
make them more visible, a technique shown to reduce sandhill crane collisions with power lines
(Morkill 1990, Morkill and Anderson 1991, Brown and Drewien 1995), which would also help
reduce whooping crane mortality. The Cooperative Protection Plans implemented by provincial,
state, and federal agencies are believed to reduce losses to shooting and disease (Lewis 1992).
Erosion losses of critical winter habitat along the Gulf Intracoastal Water Way have been
reduced significantly through the use of concrete matting (Zang et al. 1993, Evans and Stehn
1997). Dredged material has been used to create winter habitat (Evans and Stehn 1997). Thus
the whooping crane has responded positively to some conservation efforts.
The present nesting habitat at WBNP may not be as productive as the major historical nesting
wetlands in the prairie grasslands (Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.). However, WBNP provides
suitable protected nesting habitats that have supported population recovery from 3 or 4 adult
pairs in 1941 to 73 adult pairs in 2005. Sufficient migratory stopover habitat is available to
support the present population and numbers likely to be attained in the near future. Winter
habitats at Aransas are presently sufficient to support at least 500 individuals (Tom Stehn,
ANWR, pers. comm.). Uncertainty remains concerning possible long-term declines in
ecosystems used by the cranes as a consequence of expanding human populations and their
demands for fresh water, housing, recreation, agricultural production, and industrial products.
Some of the prime historical grassland nesting habitat could be restored in southern Canada and
the northern United States. However, such actions would be costly and would require purchase
of large land blocks and restoration of wetlands.
Based upon overall habitat availability, a positive growth rate, success in captive breeding, and
effective conservation measures, the potential for continued survival of the species and ultimate
recovery is good. Average annual population growth in the AWBP was 4.5% from 1938-1991.
Based on this growth rate, Mirande et al. (1993) projected the AWBP population to reach 500
individuals within 17 years, with no measurable probability of extinction over 100 years.
Currently, 5 captive flocks, those at CZ, ICF, PWRC, SSC, and SAZ are producing offspring.
Captive production has been sufficient to provide 289 birds for the non-migratory reintroduction
experiment in Florida since 1993. In 2001, another reintroduction using captive-produced young
was initiated in the eastern U.S with Wisconsin as the proposed nesting area and western Florida
the wintering site. Continued conservation of this species will require vigilant management and
the interest and concern of an informed public. Therefore, an important component of this Plan
is its focus on outreach and education.
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DOWNLISTING RECOVERY OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA
This plan sets forth 2 primary objectives and measurable criteria that will allow the species to be
reclassified to threatened (downlisted). These numerical population criteria can only be achieved
if threats to the species are sufficiently reduced or removed, i.e., the population criteria are a
benchmark for threat reduction. Specific actions to reduce these threats are addressed in the
narrative outline (page 55) and are cross-referenced with the listing factors (page 53). Due to the
length of time expected to reach downlisting goals and current information gaps in our
knowledge of the species, it is not feasible to establish delisting objectives and criteria at this
time. Recovery plans undergo periodic revisions, and if appropriate, delisting criteria will be
added at that time. This recovery plan provides recovery actions that will enable us to fill
information gaps and determine delisting criteria in the future.
Objective 1 – Establish and maintain self-sustaining populations of whooping cranes in the wild
that are genetically stable and resilient to stochastic environmental events.
Criterion 1 – Maintain a minimum of 40 productive pairs in the AWBP for at least 10
years, while managing for continued increase of the population. Establish a minimum of
25 productive pairs in self-sustaining populations at each of 2 other discrete locations.
A productive pair is defined as a pair that nests regularly and has fledged offspring. The
two additional populations may be migratory or non-migratory. Multiple populations
provide protection against stochastic, catastrophic events in nature. A single wild
population remains vulnerable to extinction during singular, or a series of, adverse
events, regardless of its size.
Population targets are 160 in the AWBP, and 100 each in the Florida non-migratory
population and the eastern migratory population. These targets are consistent with a
population viability assessment of what is needed to maintain genetic variability for the
population (see Appendix A). All 3 populations must be self-sustaining for a decade at
the designated levels before downlisting could occur. A self-sustaining population is
defined as a stable or growing population that is not supplemented with any additional
reintroductions from captivity.
The AWBP has been maintained at above 40 productive pairs since 1992; however,
additional populations are not yet self-sustaining. An alternative criterion may be applied
for downlisting in the event that attempts to establish additional self-sustaining
populations do not succeed.
Alternative Criterion 1A – If only one additional wild self-sustaining population is reestablished, then the AWBP must reach 400 individuals (i.e. 100 productive pairs), and
the new population must remain above 120 individuals (i.e. 30 productive pairs). Both
populations must be self-sustaining for a decade at the designated levels before
downlisting could occur. This alternative is based on the principle that with the reestablishment of only one additional population separate from the AWBP, then crane
numbers must be higher in both populations than if there are three distinct populations.
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Alternative Criterion 1B - If establishment of second and third wild self-sustaining
populations is not successful, then the AWBP must be self-sustaining and remain above
1,000 individuals (i.e. 250 productive pairs) for downlisting to occur. The Memorandum
of Understanding on Conservation of Whooping Cranes, approved by Canadian and U.S.
federal officials, recognizes a goal of 1,000 individuals in the AWBP population. This
higher number ensures a better chance for survival of the AWBP in the event of a
catastrophic event within its extremely limited range. The target of 1,000 is reasonable
for downlisting given the historical growth of the AWBP and theoretical considerations
of minimum population viability. To ensure sufficient genetic variability, the AWBP
must increase to the level where the creation of new alleles through genetic mutation will
offset the loss of genetic diversity. After reaching the goal of 250 pairs, the population
should gain genetic variation faster than the population loses genetic material.
Objective 2 – Maintain a genetically stable captive population to ensure against extinction of the
species.
Criterion 2 - Maintain 153 whooping cranes in captivity (21 productive pairs). Genetic
analysis suggests that 90% of the genetic material of the species can be maintained for
100 years at this population size (Jones and Lacy 2003). To achieve this, this Plan
recommends having 50 captive breeder pairs of whooping cranes by 2010, including 15
pairs at PWRC, 12 at ICF, 10 at CZ, 10 at SSC, and 3 at SAZ. A breeder pair (as
differentiated from a productive pair) is defined as a pair that breeds or is intended to
breed in the future. Production from CZ, ICF, PWRC, SAZ, and SSC will be the
principal source of birds for release to the wild for reintroduced populations. However,
sources of release birds should be based on the optimal genetic mix to ensure long-term
population viability.
DELISTING CRITERIA
It is not feasible to establish well-defined objectives and criteria for delisting at this time. The
extremely endangered status and the slow reproductive rate of the species dictate that
considerable time will be needed to reach downlisting goals. Considering the historic slow
growth of the AWBP and the challenges of reintroducing populations, downlisting is unlikely to
be reached before year 2035. It is unrealistic to predict the environmental conditions and threats
to the species that will prevail at that time. New threats are expected to manifest and will have to
be overcome before downlisting occurs. Additional information is also needed regarding the
conservation biology of small populations, including impacts of stochastic and catastrophic
events on survival. For whooping cranes, the effective population size (Ne) required to maintain
genetic viability over the long-term needs to be calculated. Appendix A provides detailed
information on genetic issues and conservation of small populations.
De-listing criteria will require the establishment of a population target with a high level of
confidence. Without knowledge of a minimum population size needed to ensure species
survival, it would be unreasonable to provide delisting criteria. Current estimates of the
population needed to ensure survival range widely between 1,000 and 7,000 and would provide
little confidence if a specific numerical target for delisting were set at this time. With additional
knowledge regarding the dynamics and long-term survival of small populations, numerical
population targets can be set to remove the whooping crane from the List of Threatened and
Endangered Species. Recovery action 4.0 addresses the need for this information.
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New information gathered through recovery actions will be incorporated into additional
population viability analysis as the population approaches its downlisting goals. Delisting
criteria will be established at that time, and the overall recovery strategy and actions will be
revised as appropriate. Future revisions of this recovery plan are anticipated, and a delisting goal
for the species will be set prior to downlisting anticipated in 2035.
2003 SARA RECOVERY OBJECTIVES
In Canada, the 1978 COSEWIC designation of the whooping crane as endangered did not
include a formal list of recovery objectives and actions later required under section 41(1)(d) of
the 2003 SARA. The section below describes the recovery objectives and actions proposed
and/or underway.

SHORT-TERM RECOVERY OBJECTIVES
Objective 1:

The short-term recovery objective of 40 productive pairs in the AWBP for 10
consecutive years has been met. To reach the long-term recovery goal of
1000 birds in North America by the year 2035 the AWBP needs to increase to
240 individuals and 70 productive pairs by 2010.

Objective 2:

Increase the captive populations to 45 breeding pairs by 2010.

Objective 3:

Increase FP to 100 individuals and 10 productive pairs by 2010. Establish a
third population containing 80 adults by 2010.

Objective 4:

Analyze banding data and determine the Ne/N ratio for the AWBP.

Objective 5:

Promote education of whooping crane recovery through innovative media
technologies.

LONG-TERM ACTIONS NEEDED
1.

Continue to build the AWBP and protect and manage its habitat to minimize the probability
that a catastrophic event will eradicate this population.

2.

Attain breeder pair and productivity goals at 4 captive facilities in the United States and 1 in
Canada to produce the birds required for reintroductions. Continue research to improve
production of captive flocks.

3.

Establish 2 additional self-sustaining wild populations separate from the AWBP. Continue
research to identify appropriate reintroduction sites and improve reintroduction techniques.
Protect and manage habitat of reintroduced populations.

4.

Continue to use genetic information and advances in conservation biology to effectively
manage flock genetics and determine Ne and revise criteria as warranted.
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Maintain an information/education program.

REDUCTION OR ALLEVIATION OF THREATS TO WHOOPING CRANES
THROUGH IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOVERY ACTIONS
The following section describes recovery actions proposed or underway for recovery of the
whooping crane and identifies the tasks in the Recovery Outline in Part III that specifically
address threats to the whooping crane as they relate to the 5 listing factors.
Listing Factor A: The present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of a species
habitat or range
Habitat destruction and curtailment of the species’ range are addressed in Tasks 1.1 – 1.54
through: population and habitat monitoring on the breeding, migration, and winter grounds;
reduction of collision and disease mortality; public education to prevent accidental shooting;
habitat protection and management; and monitoring and regulation of specific threats and
impacts such as chemical spill, coastal erosion, dredging, changing salinity from water
withdrawal, and changes in in-stream flows. Establishment of two additional wild populations
(Tasks 3–3.4) also addresses this threat through augmentation of the current population and
expansion of whooping crane range in historical habitats. Development and maintenance of a
captive population (Tasks 2–2.4) provides protection against extinction in the wild and produces
birds for reintroduction to the wild.
Listing factor B: Overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes
Task 1.3.1 addresses prevention of accidental shooting of whooping cranes. Tasks 1.4–1.4.2
address protection from disturbance. Tasks 5.1-5.3 address public education regarding whooping
cranes.
Listing Factor C: Disease and predation
Disease and predation are important factors in population dynamics of whooping cranes.
Diseases such as avian tuberculosis have been documented in the AWBP, and both West Nile
virus and H5N1 avian influenza virus are emerging new threats of unknown proportion to both
captive and wild populations. Disease research and management are needed to reduce this risk
(Tasks 1.3.2, 2.3.4).
Predation is a significant source of mortality of flightless chicks in WBNP and of reintroduced
populations in Florida. Efforts must be taken to reduce predation where practical, especially in
the reintroduced populations (Tasks 1.3, 3.1).
Listing Factor D: The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms
The CWS and the USFWS believe that the ESA, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, SARA, and NEPA
provide an adequate legal framework for protection and conservation of the whooping crane and
its habitat. However, as the human population continues to grow and development potentially
impinges on whooping crane habitat, governments and their partners must not only fully utilize
these regulatory tools, but continue to develop innovative and voluntary partnerships to protect
whooping cranes throughout their 2,400-mile range (Tasks 1.3 -1.3.3; 1.4 – 1.4.3; 1.5 – 1.5.5).
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Listing/Recovery Factor E: Other natural or human-caused factors affecting its continued
existence
The primary source of mortality for fledged AWBP whooping cranes is collision with power
lines. This threat needs to be analyzed and actions developed to minimize losses (Task 1.3.3).
Collisions with fences and other man-made objects such as towers also need to be reduced (Task
1.3.3).
Although accidental shootings are believed to cause a low percentage of whooping crane
mortality, Federal and State agencies need to continue to educate hunters to minimize and/or
eliminate all such take (Tasks 1.3.1, 5, 5.1). “Take” in the form of harassment is a threat
primarily in winter as human uses of salt marshes increase (fishing, hunting, bird watching,
nature photography) as the human population continues to grow (Tasks 1.4, 1.4.1, 1.4.2).
Current restriction of aircraft flights over summer and winter habitat is successfully reducing
disturbance (Task 1.4.2). The loss of genetic diversity can only be overcome as population
numbers increase to the level where the creation of new alleles through mutation will offset its
past, current, and future losses in genetic diversity (Tasks 2-2.2, 3-4.1).
RECOMMENDED SCALE FOR RECOVERY ACTIONS
Recovery plans are usually produced for individual species. However, habitat management
recommendations in recovery plans often affect numerous wildlife species. Recommendations in
this plan range from specific objectives for crane management to larger scale habitat objectives.
For example, habitat restoration in the Platte River Valley of Nebraska benefits other endangered
species as well as other water birds. Consequently, recovery activities described within this plan
are integrated with larger-scale recovery efforts wherever possible.
ANTICIPATED CONFLICTS OR LOGISTICAL DIFFICULTIES
There are no unique conflicts or logistical difficulties that can be identified at the present time.
There will continue to be challenges of the type that impede new research and untested recovery
techniques. Funding is always a potential constraint in implementing recovery actions.
Competition for government and private sources of funding is increasing at the same time as are
some threats to whooping cranes, including human population growth, development, and climate
change. In addition, the large size and opportunistic use of the migration corridor used by
whooping cranes precludes providing full protection during migration. Because recovery plans
are advisory rather than regulatory in nature, implementation of the recovery actions will depend
upon the commitment of governments and many dedicated partners on both sides of the border.
POTENTIAL IMPACTS FOR OTHER SPECIES/ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES
In general, preservation and management of crane habitats will benefit those species that already
inhabit such sites. For example, protecting freshwater inflow into coastal areas will benefit all
native coastal species. A possible exception may be predator control (e.g., alligator, bobcat,
wolf, fox, raven, and coyote) if it should become necessary in nesting or winter habitats in the
initial stages of reintroduction. A few bobcats and alligators have been removed from
reintroduction sites in Florida. Hunting seasons for whooping crane look-alike species may be
affected by the presence of whooping cranes. These issues are discussed in THREATS AND
REASONS FOR LISTING – Shooting.
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OUTLINE OF RECOVERY ACTIONS TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES
1.

Increase the AWBP

1.1. Monitor population numbers, including annual recruitment and mortality.
1.1.1. Conduct aerial surveys in WBNP to determine distribution, productivity,
recruitment and mortality.
1.1.2. Analyze data on egg management and develop a strategy to maximize
size of the AWBP. Develop management options regarding egg
manipulation.
1.1.3. Conduct aerial surveys at ANWR to determine total population numbers,
movements, territories, habitat use, and mortality.
1.2. Monitor movements in migration.
1.3. Reduce mortality.
1.3.1. Prevent shooting.
1.3.2. Diminish losses to disease.
1.3.3. Reduce collisions/mortality.
1.4. Restrict detrimental human activities.
1.4.1. Restrict construction periods.
1.4.2. Restrict aircraft altitude.
1.4.3. Restrict other disturbance.
1.5. Identify, protect, manage, and create habitat.
1.5.1. Identify essential habitat.
1.5.2. Measure food resources in summer, winter, and during migration.
1.5.2.1. Monitor habitat in WBNP, including water levels and crane foods. Expand the
surface-water monitoring network to measure water level fluctuations and their
effect on nesting success. Define specific factors that impact cranes in relation
to water levels in WBNP.
1.5.2.2. Monitor food resources and salinities at ANWR and relate these to energy
budgets of the cranes and winter mortality. Hire a technician to carry out this
task.
1.5.2.3. Complete measurement of availability of migration stopover habitat and
monitor changes over time.
1.5.3. Protect habitat.
1.5.3.1. Maintain WBNP.
1.5.3.2. Ensure long-term protection of migration stopover sites.
1.5.3.3. Maintain ANWR and other NWRs.
1.5.3.4. Prevent contamination of habitat.
1.5.3.5. Prevent erosion of winter habitat at Aransas.
1.5.3.6. Better manage deposition of dredge material.
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1.5.3.7. Maintain freshwater inflows.
1.5.3.8. Maintain appropriate in-stream flow.
1.5.3.9. Monitor global warming.
1.5.4. Manage habitat.
1.5.4.1. Manage fire.
1.5.4.2. Maintain upland water sources.
1.5.4.3. Manage vegetation.
1.5.5. Create wetland habitat.
2. Develop and maintain captive populations.
2.1. Develop more sensitive measures of genetic diversity.
2.2. Increase captive breeders.
2.3. Refine aviculture methods and productivity.
2.3.1. Refine breeding pair management.
2.3.2. Refine incubation procedures.
2.3.3. Refine rearing procedures for reintroductions.
2.3.4. Refine veterinary procedures.
2.3.5. Exchange aviculture information.
2.4. Maintain captive facilities.
3. Establish two additional wild populations.
3.1. Develop release techniques.
3.2. Evaluate and select release sites.
3.3. Establish a non-migratory population.
3.4. Establish a migratory population.
4. Determine Ne for species survival by analyzing banding data to determine the Ne/N
ratio for the AWBP.
5. Maintain and expand information/education programs.
5.1. Develop media products.
5.2. Provide viewing opportunities.
5.3. Implement education programs.
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NARRATIVE OUTLINE FOR RECOVERY ACTIONS TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES
1. Increase the AWBP
Reduce mortality and remove habitat constraints that might limit population recovery. The
nesting and winter habitats appear to have potential to support substantially more than the 58
nesting pairs and the associated subadults and young-of-the-year present in 2005 (Johns 1998a,
Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm., Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers. comm.).
For those birds still identifiable by color marking, determine longevity and record movements in
response to habitat changes. Identify pairs on summer and winter territories to determine adult
survivorship and productivity by recording unison calls and analyzing sonograms as developed
by Dr. Bernard Wessling. Measure chick survival in WBNP in relation to food supply, water
levels, predation, and weather conditions. Analyze data to estimate population size, amount of
habitat, and recruitment needed to achieve recovery goals. Develop management options by
comparing mean annual population growth rates with and without egg manipulation practices.
Periodically update the Population Viability Assessment as new data and improved models
become available.
For the Central Flyway, develop a working group to address issues in the migration corridor.
Issues would primarily include migration monitoring, collisions, shootings and other mortality
factors, loss of habitat, or any needed recovery actions.
1.1. Monitor population numbers, including annual recruitment and mortality.
Conduct aerial population censuses on nesting and wintering areas to determine status and
distribution. Nesting ground surveys will include: numbers of nests, location of territories,
and clutch size (May); habitat conditions, nesting success, and chick survival (June); and
habitat conditions and fledging (August). Weekly winter surveys will determine population
size and number of juveniles, delineate territories, and detect mortality. Annual surveys of
nesting and wintering areas should provide a record of each pair’s annual productivity.
1.1.1. Conduct aerial surveys in WBNP to determine distribution, productivity,
recruitment, and mortality.
Aerial surveys are currently conducted in May to find nests and determine number of eggs
laid, in June to find out the number of chicks that hatched, and in August to count
chicks that fledge.
1.1.2. Analyze data on egg management and develop a strategy to maximize size of the
AWBP. Develop management options regarding egg manipulation.
Controlled scientific studies are needed on the effects of removing one egg from nests in
WBNP.
1.1.3. Conduct aerial surveys at ANWR to determine total population numbers,
movements, territories, habitat use, and mortality.
Flights are generally conducted weekly, fall to spring, at Aransas.
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1.2. Monitor movements in migration.
Continue spring and fall migration monitoring to identify and map migration stopover habitat,
and provide opportunities to protect birds from collisions with power lines, disease outbreaks,
shooting, and to protect traditional migration stopover sites. Continue the whooping crane
reporting network to document sightings. Develop a GIS database depicting all confirmed
sightings categorized by state and by county that can be readily distributed to those whose
management actions may affect migratory whooping cranes.
1.3. Reduce mortality.
Whooping cranes disappear due to unknown causes during most years. Spring and fall
migration periods should receive emphasis to further diminish mortality of fledged birds
(Lewis et al. 1992a). However, management actions need to be taken wherever they can
effectively reduce mortality, regardless of relative rates of losses. Determine mortality
factors, measure impacts, and carry out strategies to reduce losses. Aerial surveys on the
nesting and wintering areas help detect losses and their causes. Determine mortality factors in
WBNP and ANWR on adults and chicks and develop strategies to increase survival. Utilize
satellite telemetry to determine causes of most mortality occurring during migration. Develop
methods to address mortality factors not considered in subtasks below.
1.3.1. Prevent shooting.
Federal, provincial, and state wildlife agencies should continue to follow and update
contingency plans for protection of whooping cranes that appear in hunt areas or other
hazardous situations. Continue to work with provincial and state agencies to minimize
conflicts between sport hunting and whooping cranes. Continue education programs,
including identification brochures, videos, and DVDs, to increase competency of the public
(e.g. hunters) for identifying whooping cranes and their protected status. Create a web site
that offers an identification guide for whooping cranes and look-alike species. Continue
public outreach programs to prevent shootings and inform the public of the need to report
sightings.
1.3.2. Diminish losses to disease.
Develop methods of disease prevention, detection, and treatment for avian tuberculosis,
infectious bursal disease (IBD), West Nile virus (WNV), Eastern Equine Encephalitis
(EEE), and parasites. When possible, prevent whooping crane use of areas where
waterfowl disease outbreaks are underway or have recently occurred. The Contingency
Plan for Cooperative Protection of Whooping Cranes updated in 2006 covers response to
disease incidents. Response will be directed by the Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health
Centre (CCWHC) in Canada and the National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC) in the
United States. Disease research will determine where prevention and control methods
should be directed, and whether control will involve site modification, inter-specific
separation, individual prophylaxis, or a combination of responses. The Whooping Crane
Health Advisory Team (WCHAT) will continue to provide advice and recommendations to
the Recovery Team on all health issues. Captive breeding centers should formulate
contingency plans using professional standards including quarantines to deal with an
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outbreak of H5N1 avian influenza in their nearby vicinity that has spread exponentially in
recent years.
1.3.3. Reduce collisions/mortality.
Collisions with power lines and fences are a frequent cause of death or injury. Use
telemetry to locate areas receiving high crane use where power lines are a significant
problem.
Monitor the placement and design of all new power lines in areas of known crane use.
When possible, bury new power lines or route around areas frequently used by whooping
cranes making low-level flights. Mark existing problem lines or modify fences to reduce
collisions. Remove unnecessary fences and power lines from traditional stopover sites,
Critical Habitat, National Wildlife Areas, National Wildlife Refuges, and National Wetland
Areas used by cranes. Barbed wire fences should be of no more than 3-strand design.
Visibility should be maximized on any existing structures or those, which of necessity,
must be constructed in whooping crane use areas or flight routes by following USFWS
and/or CWS guidelines to reduce bird strikes.
The USFWS has issued interim guidelines for recommendations on communication tower
siting, construction, operation, and decommissioning. If communication equipment cannot
be co-located on existing towers and a new tall tower is built requiring guy wires, the wires
should have visual markers in place to reduce bird strikes. If possible, towers should be
kept less than 61 m in height with a larger tower base and no guy wires. Tower lights for
aviation safety should have flashing white strobe lights rather than continuous lighting. If
guy wires are unavoidable, the wires should be marked. The Recovery Team should stay
in contact with the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee to stay appraised of new
developments in collision reduction.
The USFWS proactively should engage with the utility industry to address the potential
threat from construction of wind turbines. Until more research is done to assess bird
mortality, wind farms should not be constructed within the primary whooping crane
migration corridor due to the unknown threat they pose.
1.4. Minimize disturbance from human activities.
Cranes need to be protected from disturbance, especially in migration and on wintering areas.
Disturbance can result from activities such as petroleum exploration, mining, hunting, fishing,
bird watching, and boat and airplane traffic. The cumulative effect on cranes should be
evaluated. Sources and intensity of disturbance are expected to increase in the future. Human
activities should be monitored and regulated wherever they cause problems for the cranes.
1.4.1. Coordinate construction projects with periods when cranes are absent.
Conduct seismic exploration, drilling, pipeline activity, dredging, and other development or
construction activities within or near migration and wintering habitat only when cranes are
absent. Accomplish scheduling through federal, provincial, and state permitting
procedures and by agreement with the company or agency involved.
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1.4.2. Restrict aircraft altitude in sensitive areas.
An altitude restriction of 610 m minimum, required by Canadian and U.S. regulations over
nesting and winter habitat, is particularly important in regulating helicopter flights.
Biological survey flights, research, and emergency situations, including unusual weather
conditions, should be the only exceptions to these restrictions.
1.4.3. Restrict other disturbance.
Human activities in crane areas on the wintering grounds include bird watching, hunting
fishing, commercial crabbing, and boat traffic. Levels of activity need to be monitored and
controlled when found to be detrimental to the cranes.
1.5. Identify, protect, manage, and create habitat.
Determine availability of suitable habitat for breeding, staging, migrating, and wintering,
including spatial needs and territories of an expanding population.
1.5.1. Identify essential habitat.
Suitable breeding habitat that is currently unoccupied by whooping cranes should be
identified. Complete the mapping of these habitats using available satellite imagery.
Evaluate the potential of Northwest Territories and Alberta summer habitats to support a
population of 1,000 birds.
Additional study is needed to delineate areas that are important to migrating whooping
cranes. Utilize satellite telemetry to identify additional stopover sites. Describe the unique
characteristics of such habitat. Solicit reports and record sightings of whooping cranes by
qualified observers. Identify food and water requirements of an expanding crane
population in nesting, migration, and winter habitats. Investigate spatial needs of nesting
and wintering adult pairs, family groups, and subadult groups to understand territorial
defense behaviors that influence habitat requirements.
1.5.2. Measure food resources in summer, winter, and during migration.
The food base for cranes on sites utilized by cranes and areas not utilized should be
sampled. Describe the food complex that seems attractive and supports crane needs.
Relate this information to the evaluation of the ability of summer and winter habitats to
support 1,000 whooping cranes. Obtain more information on blue crab populations in the
crane marshes at Aransas. The food needs and energetics of whooping cranes during
migration should be studied.
1.5.2.1. Monitor habitat in WBNP, including water levels and crane foods.
Expand the surface-water monitoring network to measure water level fluctuations and
their effect on nesting success. Define specific factors that impact cranes in
relation to water levels in WBNP.
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1.5.2.2. Monitor food resources and salinities at Aransas and relate to energy budgets of
the cranes and winter mortality.
Availability of food should be studied and related to crane behavior and energetics at
Aransas. Hire a technician to carry out this task.
1.5.2.3 Complete studies of availability of migration stopover habitat and monitor
changes over time.
A project to quantify suitable stopover habitat needs to be completed for the entire
migration corridor and changes monitored over time.
1.5.3. Protect habitat.
The majority (90%) of the whooping crane population nests within WBNP. In 2005 six
pairs of whooping cranes nested outside the boundaries of WBNP. As the population
grows, more birds will begin to nest outside the park. Identify, map, and protect additional
breeding habitat adjacent to WBNP.
Ensure long-term protection of migration stopovers sites, including staging areas in
southern Saskatchewan and traditional stopovers along the Platte River, Nebraska. Ninetyfive percent of the stopover sites in Canada are in private ownership (Johns et al. 1997).
Work with landowners to ensure that habitat remains suitable for cranes. Several
traditional stopover areas along the migration route in the United States have been
designated as critical habitat. Identify, map, and protect additional important migration
stopover areas. Pursue needed protection of stopover sites, including obtaining
stewardship agreements and/or conservation easements. Conservation of stopover habitat
should primarily focus on providing wetland mosaics (Richert et al. In press). Complete
analysis of whooping crane habitat availability in Kansas and Texas.
Protection is also needed for winter habitat required to accommodate an expanding crane
population on public and private lands. The threat of increasing human population growth,
activities, and development that may be detrimental to the cranes and their habitat should
be lessened or alleviated in these areas. In most instances, protection would not
significantly alter current uses. Where non-refuge lands are involved, work with
landowners/managers to ensure that habitat remains suitable for cranes. When necessary
purchase fee title or conservation easements from voluntary sellers all essential marshes
used by whooping cranes during winter. Study range expansion at ANWR and provide
protection, including conservation easements, on areas that a larger whooping crane
population will occupy. Complete protection for 100 hectares of salt marsh and adjacent
uplands on the Johnson Ranch located on Lamar Peninsula. The area used historically for
wintering along the Texas coast, including ANWR and Matagorda Island, has been
declared critical habitat under the ESA. With the population wintering in a larger area, 8
crane territories were located outside critical habitat in the 2004-05 winter. With full
public input, evaluate the need to expand critical habitat boundaries at ANWR and in the
migration corridor to ensure protection of all important U.S. whooping crane habitats.
1.5.3.1. Maintain WBNP.
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Effective management and research is needed on the wintering grounds to maintain the
quality of crane habitat at WBNP. Long-term studies are needed to detect and address
any detrimental changes from climate change or other causes.
1.5.3.2. Ensure long-term protection of migration stopover sites.
Work with landowners to ensure migration habitat remains suitable for cranes. Pursue
stewardship agreements and conservation easements when needed, focusing on
providing wetland mosaics.
1.5.3.3. Maintain ANWR.
Effective management and research is needed on the wintering grounds to maintain the
quality of crane habitat at Aransas. Issues including freshwater inflows, development,
and sea level rise all threaten the long-term suitability of coastal ecosystems.
1.5.3.4. Prevent contamination of habitat.
Preventive measures range from efforts to minimize existing damage to the long-range
efforts to reduce the potential for contamination of habitat. Work with resource
agencies in Texas to ensure that pollution is minimized during the rapid population and
industrial growth that is occurring. Work with the Coast Guard and marine
transportation industry to reduce the risk of chemical spills. Whooping crane protection
should be specified explicitly in contaminant spill contingency plans which involve
state, federal, and provincial agencies, along with local oil spill control groups, in
efforts to contain and clean up leaks and spills which could impact whooping crane
habitat. Ensure that response personnel are sufficiently trained and equipped.
The USFWS should coordinate with the appropriate regulatory agencies in all aspects of
the oil and gas industry within whooping crane habitat. Encourage responsible agencies
to inspect facilities to see that they conform to regulations and, if needed, to modify
regulations to provide protection for cranes. For example, Quivira NWR is an
important stopover site for migrating whooping cranes. The refuge contains numerous
oil and gas wells where spills could occur. However, each production site is surrounded
by a containment levee to ensure site protection if an accident occurs.
Screening for the presence of contaminants in habitats used by whooping cranes
including known food items should be carried out periodically. More research is needed
on the potential indirect or sublethal effects of pesticides on whooping cranes.
1.5.3.5. Prevent erosion of winter habitat at Aransas.
Erosion structures need to be monitored and maintained to remain effective. Other
winter crane use areas need to be monitored for erosion.
1.5.3.6. Better manage deposition of dredge material.
Permit applications for dredging projects should be reviewed carefully and modified if
they are incompatible with whooping crane management objectives. Solutions include
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re-use of existing disposal sites, by removal of dredged material after it dries, and
barging or pumping of dredged material to sites away from the marsh. Continue
experiments to create new crane marsh habitat with dredged materials. Implement the
USACE 50-year Dredge Material Plan, which calls for creation of 654 ha of marsh at 11
sites. Continue research as part of the plan and modify as needed to maximize benefits
to whooping cranes.
1.5.3.7. Maintain freshwater inflows.
Human withdrawal of water from the Guadalupe and San Antonio Rivers and the
Edwards Aquifer threatens productivity of marshes and bays at Aransas. Through
consultation and management, agencies must ensure that stream flows are maintained to
continue productivity of the Texas bay systems used by whooping cranes. Inflows on
the Mission/Aransas watershed also potentially affect critical habitat. Future expansion
of the flock northwards could make inflows critical on the Lavaca/Navidad Rivers.
1.5.3.8. Maintain appropriate in-stream flow.
Maintain suitable stopover habitat on the Platte River, Nebraska, and the South
Saskatchewan River, Saskatchewan, and on other rivers used by migrating cranes, by
ensuring adequate flows that provide quality roosting riverine and wet meadow habitats.
These flows are necessary for scouring invading cottonwoods and willow from the
riverbed. Purchase or lease of lands bordering key roosts may be necessary to protect
the sites from human disturbance and to provide wet meadow habitat that supplies an
important source of protein for whooping cranes.
1.5.3.9. Monitor global warming.
The potential for sea level rise and climate change related to global warming should be
monitored to address possible impacts to whooping crane habitat. Research and
appropriate management response will be needed to protect coastal ecosystems and
nesting habitat.
1.5.4. Manage habitat.
First priority should be given to habitats designated as critical or essential. Essential
habitat is that used by and important to an endangered species, but not given any special
protection or designation by law. Evaluate and improve management practices on NWR,
NWA, Waterfowl Production Area, federal, provincial, and state wildlife areas important
to whooping cranes to develop and maintain habitat. Acquire or develop cooperative
agreements on private lands. Review management practices systematically to determine
benefit or detriment to whooping cranes.
1.5.4.1. Fire management
The effect of fire on nesting and wintering habitat is thought to be beneficial. Parks
Canada Agency should continue to review fire management in WBNP and carefully
manage fire suppression activities that would be detrimental to the crane summering
area (Timoney 1999). Better define the role of fire in maintaining suitable nesting
habitat. Maintain upland prairie savannah habitat used by the cranes at ANWR using
prescribed fire and attract cranes to the uplands by making additional foods available.
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1.5.4.2. Maintain upland water sources.
Maintain freshwater ponds and/or create new ponds on the wintering grounds to ensure
a supply of freshwater for the cranes and to optimize distribution of upland use by
cranes. Human activities on upland areas need to be controlled to minimize disturbance
to cranes at freshwater sources.
1.5.4.3. Manage vegetation.
Manage vegetation in essential or critical roosting habitat on the migration route. This
may require mechanical or chemical removal of established trees or other vegetation
that may be discouraging use by cranes (i.e., the degraded Platte River, Nebraska).
Cranes make significant use of uplands in winter when relatively open feeding
conditions are maintained. Mowing, roller chopping, and prescribed burning can
provide such areas. Control the exotic Chinese tallow tree (Sapium sebiferum) that
invades wetland swales at ANWR with an aggressive herbicide application program.
Continue to develop other habitat management practices that increase the habitat base
available in wintering areas. These techniques should emphasize use in areas that are
most protected from human encroachment.
1.5.5. Create wetland habitat.
On the migration route, wetland restoration may be needed in areas where there has been
extensive loss of crane habitat. On and near the ANWR wintering grounds, enhance the
whooping crane wintering habitat to provide for an expanding crane population. Increase
management activities to provide better use of existing protected areas. Create new habitat
to help compensate for habitat losses and increase the carrying capacity of the wintering
area. Saltwater marsh can be created in open water areas using dredged material.
Lowering of some areas mechanically, to allow flooding by high tides and collection of
runoff, should promote development of salt or brackish marsh areas.
2. Develop and maintain captive populations.
Maintain 45 breeder pairs of whooping cranes at PWRC (15), ICF (12), CZ (10), SSC (5), and
SAZ (3). Birds unable to reproduce can be used for parent-rearing, role models, or education
programs.
2.1. Develop appropriate measures of genetic diversity.
Develop a thorough pedigree history for each producing pair in the captive flocks, outlining
production histories and difficulties encountered, and analyze for genetic inheritance of
deficiencies. Enter data annually into the flock studbook. Identify ways to separate family
lines by exploring the use of anonymous fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP) or other
techniques. Convene a genetics workshop to develop specific genetic plans for the FP and
EMP.
Based on the above actions, research would extend to captive crane populations to: (1) obtain
genetic representatives of as many wild pairs as possible; (2) retain in captivity those birds
that are especially valuable because of their genetic background; and (3) give careful attention
to genetic and demographic considerations to ensure health of the captive population. The
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genetics flock manager(s) of the captive population should make annual analyses of the
genetics and demographics of captive and reintroduced populations. Results of these analyses
could be used to guide selection of eggs for transfer from the wild, selection of individuals for
pairing and maintenance of appropriate population demography. Before additional eggs are
picked up from the wild, a large-scale genetic study is needed in WBNP since information on
the composition of nesting pairs has been lost with the cessation of color-banding in 1988.
Frozen semen banks should be maintained to prevent loss of founder lines. A national serum
bank should be set up to serve as a repository of genetic material for the species.
2.2. Increase the number of captive breeders.
The small captive population of the past placed constraints on productivity and reduced the
potential to form socially and genetically compatible pairs. As more pairs begin egg
production, there will be an increase in offspring available for reintroduction efforts and an
opportunity to enhance the behavioral, demographic, and genetic management of the captive
population.
2.3 Refine aviculture methods and productivity.
Captive breeding centers should optimize the production of whooping cranes in captivity
through the application of proven aviculture techniques described in the Crane Propagation
Manual (Ellis et al. 1996). Research is needed in the fields of reproductive physiology,
genetics, behavior, and veterinary science.
2.3.1. Refine breeding pair management.
Develop and/or refine various procedures used in captive propagation of whooping cranes,
particularly behavioral and physiological management, to maximize productivity of captive
populations. Use research surrogates to accomplish biological research and develop
techniques. Determine optimum techniques for handling, pairing, and inducing crane
reproduction at captive breeding centers. Foster whooping crane production at an earlier
age comparable to that of wild cranes.
2.3.2. Refine incubation procedures.
Whooping crane eggs have greater hatching success when incubated naturally for at least
two weeks. Determine conditions involved in successful artificial and natural incubation to
enhance overall egg hatchability and flock productivity. Sandhill cranes and other cranes
are available and desirable for natural incubation. Improve mechanical incubation to allow
reduction in the numbers of captive cranes used for incubation, resulting in a savings in
costs and pen space.
2.3.3. Refine rearing procedures for reintroductions.
Focus captive rearing techniques and procedures on conditioning the birds for release into
the wild. Birds destined for release into the wild should either be parent-reared by
whooping cranes or isolation-reared using live whooping cranes as models. Whooping
cranes should not be reared by other species. Birds reared for captive breeding would
initially be parent-reared or exposed to proper imprint cues to assure reproduction. When
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possible, expose captive-reared birds to conditions and situations in captivity that they will
encounter in the wild.
2.3.4. Refine veterinary procedures.
Long-term survival and productivity of the captive populations will require healthy flocks.
Proposed protocols are described in the report entitled Whooping Crane Health
Management Workshop (Anonymous 1992). Another workshop is needed and tentatively
planned for 2006. Conduct research at the captive centers, the NWHC, and other partner
centers on the diagnosis, treatment, and prophylaxis of ailments in whooping cranes and
other cranes in order to ensure flock health and minimize mortality. Monitor routine health
practices at all times, and modify as necessary. Record health and provide postmortem
findings and the long-term storage of preserved tissues in a centralized facility. Captive
health research needs include investigation of orthopedic problems, chick developmental
problems, parasite control, drug and vaccine use, emerging infectious diseases such as
WNV, and salmonella pathogenicity.
2.3.5. Exchange aviculture information.
Staff of captive centers should exchange information including annual progress reports on
propagation activities. Propagation and veterinary personnel should meet periodically to
exchange information, jointly address similar problems, and develop implementation plans
and protocols. Cooperation and exchange between captive centers is needed to train new
staff.
2.4. Maintain captive facilities.
All aspects of Task 2 require adequate facilities for the captive whooping crane populations
and surrogate species. All facilities should be maintained in conditions suitable for the
cranes’ health, safety, and productivity so that recovery and research objectives can be
achieved. Captive sites will conform to national animal care guidelines. Once established at
a site, captive pairs should not be moved to another captive facility, as transporting can cause
stress and mortality, and disrupt and/or permanently hinder production (Mirande et al. 1997b).
3. Establish two additional wild populations.
The USFWS and CWS should coordinate their research and management efforts to establish at
least two discrete, self-sustaining populations, each consisting of a minimum of 25 nesting pairs
by year 2035. As long as they meet recovery criteria, these new populations can be either
migratory or non-migratory. Plans call for all releases to be in the eastern U.S., at least through
2010.
It is important to note that much of what is known about the life history, behavior, and ecology
of whooping cranes is based on the small, remnant AWBP. New behaviors or selection of new
habitats may be exhibited by new populations, depending on reintroduction techniques
employed, and/or changes to the current environment, which differs drastically from that of
historical times. These ecological nuances should become evident through time and research.
3.1. Develop release techniques.
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Test techniques for establishing migratory and non-migratory populations. Research and
establish protocols for age of released birds, rearing methods, time of year, pre-release
conditioning procedures, methods for teaching suitable migration behavior, and predator
avoidance training. The number of released birds and post-release monitoring should be
adequate to ensure proper evaluation.
3.2. Evaluate and select release sites.
Evaluate proposed potential release sites based on the biological needs of the whooping crane,
the likelihood of establishing discrete, self-sustaining populations, and the impact of such an
introduction on other resources and programs. Select proposed sites and rank them according
to their biological suitability. Examine proposed release sites and other habitats to be used by
released cranes to determine potential conflicting management problems, e.g., land and water
resource development, habitat degradation, impact on other wildlife species, distribution of
power lines, towers, and fences, disease, predators, and hunting of look-alike species.
Conduct research studies on the suitability of release sites at Marsh Island and White Lake,
Louisiana.
3.3. Establish a non-migratory population.
Continue to test the soft release of whooping cranes, isolation-reared or parent-reared in
captivity, as a means of establishing a non-migratory population in Florida or elsewhere.
Monitor the released birds to gather data on habitat use, movements, mortality factors, nesting
success, and other data crucial to success of a reintroduction. Conduct an ongoing evaluation
of release success. Implement management techniques throughout the range of the new wild
population to increase project success. Management should be designed to minimize
unnecessary conflict with other land and resource uses. If survival and productivity data
indicate a reasonable chance for attaining a self-sustaining population, supplement the Florida
population until it attains 25 nesting pairs.
3.4. Establish a migratory population.
Continue to test various means of teaching captive-produced birds to migrate and survive in
the wild. Supplement this population until 25 nesting pairs are reached. Monitor the released
birds to gather data on habitat use, movements, mortality factors, nesting success, and other
data crucial to success of the reintroduction. Conduct an ongoing evaluation of release
success. Techniques worth investigating include leading birds behind an ultralight or model
aircraft, stage-by-stage migration by truck, or allowing released cranes to follow wild cranes
in migration. Write a management plan for the EMP. Implement management techniques
throughout the range of the new wild population to increase project success. Management
should be designed to minimize unnecessary conflict with other land and resource uses.
4. Determine Ne for species survival by analyzing banding data to determine the Ne/N ratio for
the AWBP.
Determine a minimum population size needed to ensure survival of the whooping crane through
stochastic and catastrophic events while maintaining genetic diversity. Use knowledge from
advances in the conservation biology of small populations, population viability theory,
experience with long-term survival of endangered populations and genetic information to
determine Ne and revise recovery criteria as warranted. An analysis of banding data collected
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from the AWBP from 1977 – 1988 would provide an estimate of productive pairs vs. total
population size.
5. Maintain and expand information/education programs.
Implement information and education programs to further recovery of the whooping crane. Issue
press releases for December population counts at ANWR; spring departure from ANWR, arrival
in Saskatchewan and requests for reports of migration sightings; number of nesting pairs in
WBNP; number of chicks surviving to autumn in and near WBNP; and autumn arrival in
Saskatchewan and other provinces. Events to publicize for reintroduced populations could
include similar significant events including population census estimates, nesting successes,
migration departures, arrivals, and general locations of birds, and requests for migration
sightings. Provide outreach opportunistically at meetings and festivals.
5.1. Develop media products.
Develop and distribute printed and audio-visual media regarding recovery efforts. Target
important segments of the public and specific needs of the recovery program. Encourage
collaboration between the various agencies and organizations that have specific
responsibilities or interests in whooping crane recovery.
5.2. Provide viewing opportunities.
Provide opportunities for the public to view whooping cranes near major use areas wherever
such viewing does not interfere with recovery of the cranes. Provide live whooping cranes
when available for educational displays at zoos. Provide specimen mounts for museums and
educational institutions to further public education and research.
5.3 Implement education programs.
Work with educators to tell the story of whooping crane recovery and promote whooping
crane conservation. Develop appropriate web sites and other methods for providing
information.
INFORMATION NEEDS
Survey Requirements
Aerial population surveys on nesting and winter areas are a continuing need. There remains a
need to identify unoccupied but potential nesting and winter habitat to identify any limitations on
population growth. Some of these habitats may require protection by purchase, lease, or legal
action. Water level surveys and monitoring of food resources are a necessity in WBNP to fully
understand ecological changes and their impact on population trends. Surveys of coastal water
salinity levels, freshwater inflows, and crane food resources will continue to be necessary on the
winter area at Aransas to identify ecological trends. Migration activities must be monitored to
ensure safety of the cranes and evaluate changes in conditions faced on the long semi-annual
journey.
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Biological/Ecological Research Requirements
Causes of mortality in wild and captive cranes should continue to be identified and addressed.
Frequent monitoring of the birds will be required to detect losses. Such monitoring will require
radio tracking or satellite tracking of wild birds in some instances. Further understanding of
migration stopover habitat is needed to refine the effectiveness of habitat augmentation and
management on the Platte River and elsewhere. Additional research is necessary to refine
methods of creating marsh habitat with dredged sediments to ensure long-term benefits to
whooping cranes. For captive populations, research needs include refining means of disease
prevention, prevention of toe, leg, and wing injuries, gaining knowledge on pairing and
promoting early breeding, improvements in use of artificial incubators, improving natural
fertility, genetic management, nutrition of captive birds, and behavioral training to promote
wildness in birds destined for release in the wild. Research is continuing to refine reintroduction
techniques for establishing a second migratory population to promote appropriate migratory
behavior and survival. In 2001 the Whooping Crane Health Advisory Team (WCHAT)
identified the high priority research needs in captivity as: (1) the effect of West Nile virus on
cranes and development of a vaccine; (2) developing a more effective TB test for screening
whooping cranes; and (3) developing a fecal corticosterone test to compare levels of stress
associated with various management techniques in captivity. Research is also needed on IBD in
cranes.
Threat Clarification Research Requirements
Research already identified is needed to further define potential threats. For example, the impact
that anticipated reduced freshwater inflows at ANWR will have on salinity, winter food
resources, and population survival needs to be quantified. Continued research on mortality in
reintroduced populations is another example. Such losses threaten the success of the
reintroductions. Research is also needed to derive techniques to separate family lines so
management of the captive flock can be improved to preserve and increase the genetic diversity
of the flock.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
Additional methodologies for re-establishing a migratory population need to be developed.
Although the ultralight method appears to work well, it is labor intensive, expensive, and not
practical for releasing hundreds of cranes. Also, it is unknown if cranes trained to follow an
ultralight will have subsequent normal breeding behavior. Techniques for releasing juvenile
captive-bred whooping cranes into migratory flocks of whooping or sandhill cranes should be
explored.
The suitability of habitat in Florida is an area of concern. High mortality continues to hinder the
reintroduction of non-migratory whooping cranes in Florida. Two of the 7 ultralight whooping
cranes that followed an ultralight during migration were later killed by bobcats at CNWR in
Florida in the 2001-02 winter. In 2002, the remaining 5 completed a successful migration in
both the spring and fall and summered in the core release area of central Wisconsin. The 5
cranes returned to Florida but most did not remain in salt marsh habitat. Apparently the
ultralight-trained whooping cranes will prefer other habitats over salt marsh habitat in Florida
and may possibly associate with the non-migratory whooping cranes in central Florida.
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Several sites, within the former range of the species, have been evaluated for their potential as
reintroduction sites, including areas in Saskatchewan (Lyon et al. 2005a,b) and Manitoba
(Sommerfeld and Scarth 1998, de Sobrino 1998), and the eastern United States (Cannon 1998,
1999). In 1999, the Canada/United States Whooping Crane Recovery Team agreed that further
refinement of reintroduction techniques is needed prior to placing an experimental flock in
proximity to the existing AWBP. With that in mind, the recovery team made a recommendation
to release whooping cranes in central Wisconsin, with the birds wintering at CNWR in Florida,
with future potential expansion into Manitoba and Louisiana.
Current plans call for all whooping crane releases to take place in the eastern U.S., at least
through 2010. If either of the two eastern populations is not successful, and/or if the habitat in
Florida is not suitable for whooping cranes, then the Recovery Team recommends consideration
of reintroduction sites in Louisiana. In 2001, a committee was formed in Louisiana to
investigate the potential for reintroducing whooping cranes to that state. At least two possible
sites have been identified. Studies done by Cannon (1998) found winter habitat at Marsh Island,
Louisiana, to be highly suitable for whooping cranes. There is also interest in restoring nonmigratory whooping cranes to the vicinity of White Lake, Louisiana, where until 1950, a nonmigratory flock existed. In July, 2002, BP American Production Company donated the 71,130acre White Lake Preserve to the State of Louisiana. It is currently being managed by the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF). Returning whooping cranes to this
site has been discussed with LDWF. Based on their historical presence in the state, Louisiana
seems to be a good site for whooping crane reintroduction.
Although the Recovery Team is interested in the idea of establishing a Louisiana population,
there are currently not enough whooping cranes produced annually in captivity to support a
reintroduction effort in that state. Additionally, much planning and coordination with state and
local agencies and other interested parties in Louisiana is required to further these preliminary
discussions.
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PART III. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
The implementation schedule outlines and prioritizes recovery tasks over the recovery period. It
will be used in the ongoing monitoring of all recovery tasks and will provide the basis for
funding of recovery actions. Tasks are identified under general categories, and all headings are
derived from Part II's Narrative Outline for Recovery Actions to Achieve Objectives. The
schedule ranks objectives and tasks, identifies respective responsible agencies, defines schedules,
and estimates costs in terms of financial resources and person-years for the recovery period.
Tasks must be continually revised as plans move from implementation to completion as a result
of monitoring results and updating information. Each revision will identify additional actions
and studies that will be needed during the recovery period.
Recovery priorities are defined as follows:
Priority 1: An action that must be taken to prevent extinction or prevent the species from
declining irreversibly in the foreseeable future.
Priority 2: An action that must be taken to prevent a significant decline in species population or
habitat quality or some other significant negative impact short of extinction.
Priority 3: All other actions necessary to provide for full recovery (or reclassification) of the
species.
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Cost ($ x 1000)

- IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE Action

Task #

Priority

Responsible Party

Program

Cooperator

Duration

Year 1

Year 2-5

Year 6-10

Year 11-30

Conduct Aerial Surveys in
WBNP

111

1

CWS, WBNP

CWS

WBNP

Continuous

25

100

125

600

Analyze Data on Egg
Management

112

3

CWS

CWS

WCRT

Continuous

5

-

-

-

Conduct Aerial Surveys at
ANWR

113

1

USFWS-2

ES, RW

-

Continuous

20

80

100

400

Monitor Movements in
Migration

12

2

CWS, USFWS-2,6

CWS, ES

RW, A, M, S

Continuous

125

500

625

2500

Prevent Shooting

131

2

CWS, USFWS

CWS, USFWS2,3,4,6

ES, RW, A, M, S

Continuous

5

25

32

150

Diminish Disease Losses

132

2

CWS, USFWS

NWHC

WCRT, PWRC,
CCWHC

Continuous

20

90

115

450

Diminish Collisions

133

1

CWS, USFWS

CWS, ES

FCC

Continuous

2

13

180*

60

Restrict Construction Periods

141

2

CWS, USFWS-2

ES

A, M, S, RW,
WBNP

Continuous

5

20

25

100

Restrict Aircraft Altitude

142

2

CWS, PCA, USFWS2

WBNP, RW

FAA, TC

Continuous

2

5

5

10

Restrict other disturbance

143

2

CWS, PCA, USFWS2

WBNP, RW

FAA, TC

Continuous

18

75

95

490

Identify Essential Habitat

151

2

CWS, PCA

CWS, USFWS-2,6

WBNP

Continuous

30

140

312*

100

Monitor Habitat in WBNP

1521

2

WBNP

WBNP

CWS

Continuous

40

160

75

250

Monitor Foods and Salinities
at ANWR

1522

2

USFWS-2

RW, ES

-

Continuous

30

110

125

450

Measure stopover habitat

1523

3

CWS, USFWS

USFWS-2,6

PRT

Continuous

10

50

-

-

Maintain WBNP

1531

2

WBNP

WBNP

CWS

Continuous

100

380

485

25

Protect migration habitat

1532

2

CWS, USFWS

CWS, USFWS-2,6

States

Continuous

100

400

500

2000

Maintain ANWR and other NWR

1533

2

USFWS

USFWS-2,6

PRT

Continuous

290

1140

1465

75

Prevent Contamination

1534

2

CWS, USFWS-2

ES, CG

TNRCC,USACE

Continuous

1

4

5

20

59
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Prevent Erosion of Habitat

1535

2

USFWS-2

USACE

RW, ES

Continuous

1

4

5

20

Manage Dredge Material

1536

2

USFWS-2

USACE

ES, RW

Continuous

1

4

5

20

Maintain Freshwater Inflows

1537

1

USFWS-2,6

ES, RW

TNRCC,TPWD,
USACE

Continuous

40

160

200

2000

Maintain Instream Flows

1538

2

USFWS-6

ES, PRT

NAS

Continuous

100

400

500

2000

Monitor Global Warming

1539

2

CWS, PCA, USFWS2,

RW, ES

CWS, WBNP,ES

Continuous

2

5

10

20

Fire Management

1541

2

PCA, USFWS

RW, ES

PRT, NAS
WBNP

Continuous

20

80

100

400

Maintain Upland Water Sources

1542

2

USFWS-2

RW

Continuous

2

8

10

40

Manage Vegetation

1543

2

USFWS-2,6

RW

PRT, NAS

Continuous

300

1200

1500

6000

Create Wetland Habitat

155

2

USFWS-2,6

ES, USACE

RW

Continuous

200

800

1000

4000

Develop More Sensitive
Measures of Genetic Diversity

21

2

USGS

-

Continuous

60

240

60

100

Increase Captive Breeders

22

1

CWS, USGS,
USFWS-2,9

ES

all captive centers

Continuous

1400

5600

7000

300

Refine Breeding Pair
Management

231

2

USGS, all captive
centers

-

all captive centers

Continuous

50

200

50

100

Refine Incubation Procedures

232

3

ICF, PWRC

-

all captive centers

5 years

10

40

40

20

Refine Rearing Procedures for
Reintroductions

233

2

PWRC, ICF, OM

-

all captive centers

10 years

10

40

40

100

Refine Veterinary Procedures

234

3

all captive centers,
NWHC

-

-

Continuous

20

80

80

100

Exchange Avicultural
Information

235

3

WCCMT

-

all captive centers

Continuous

5

20

25

40

Maintain Captive Facilities

24

3

USGS, USFWS-9

-

all captive centers

Continuous

150

600

750

3000

Develop Release Techniques

31

2

PWRC, ICF,
USFWS-3,4

-

FL, OM, WCRT

10 years

750

3000

3750

400

60

ICF, PWRC,
NGO, NWHC
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Select Release Sites

32

2

CWS, USFWS-2,3,4

-

WCRT

Do when
needed

-

50

75

100

Establish a Non-Migratory
Population

33

2

USFWS-4,9, FL

-

-

10 years

280

1120

1400

-

Establish Migratory
Population

34

2

USFWS-3,4, WI,
PWRC,ICF, OM

-

States

20 years

2000

8000

10000

40000

Determine Ne for Species
Survival

4

3

CWS, USFWS,
PWRC

-

-

Continuous

-

30

10

10

Develop Media Products

51

3

CWS, USFWS2,3,4,6,9

PA

ICF,PRT PWRC,
WCCA

Continuous

5

20

25

40

Provide Viewing Opportunities

52

3

CWS, FL, WI
USFWS-2,3,4,6

ES, RW

OM

Continuous

5

20

25

40

Implement Education Programs

53

3

CWS,USFWS2,3,4,6,9

WCEP,WCCA

Continuous

5

20

25

40

* Includes 162K for satellite telemetry
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PART IV. CONTACT INFORMATION
LEAD ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR SPECIES RECOVERY AND KEY
CONTACTS
Brian Johns – Whooping Crane Coordinator
Canadian Wildlife Service
Prairie and Northern Region
115 Perimeter Road
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Canada S7N OX4
(306) 975-4109
Brian.Johns@ec.gc.ca
Tom Stehn – Whooping Crane Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
P. O. Box 100
Austwell, Texas
USA 77950
(361) 286-3559 Ext. 221
Tom_Stehn@fws.gov
CANADA/U.S. INTERNATIONAL WHOOPING CRANE RECOVERY TEAM
MEMBERS
Brian Johns
Tom Stehn

Canadian Wildlife Service
United States Fish and Wildlife Service

Co-Chair
Co-Chair

Canadian Representatives
Sandie Black, DVM
Brian Johns
Deborah Johnson
Stuart Macmillan
Anne Riemer

Calgary Zoo
Canadian Wildlife Service
Northwest Territories Environment and Natural Resources
Wood Buffalo National Park
Saskatchewan Environment
United States Representatives

Dr. George Archibald
Dr. Felipe Chavez-Ramirez
Marty Folk
Dr. John French
Tom Stehn

International Crane Foundation
Platte River Whooping Crane Habitat Trust
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
USGS, Biological Resources Division
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Contact Information
Dr. George Archibald
International Crane Foundation
E-11376 Shady Lane Road
Baraboo, WI 53913-447
Phone (608) 356-9462
FAX (608) 356-9465
Email: George@savingcranes.org
Sandie Black, DVM
Head of Veterinary Services
Calgary Zoo Animal Health Centre
1625 Centre Ave E,
Calgary AB, T2E 8K2
Canada
Phone (403) 232-9309
FAX (403) 237-8318
Email: SandieB@calgaryzoo.ab.ca
Dr. Felipe Chavez-Ramirez
Platte River Whooping Crane Habitat Trust
6611 West Whooping Crane Drive
Wood River, NE 68883
(308) 384-4633
Email: fchavez@whoopingcrane.org
Dr. John French
U.S. Geological Survey
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
12011 Beech Forest Road
Laurel, Maryland 20708-4041
Phone (301) 497-5702
FAX (301) 497-5505
Email: jbfrench@usgs.gov
Marty Folk
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
1475 Regal Court
Kissimmee, FL 34744
(407) 348-3009
Email: Marty.Folk@myfwc.com
Brian Johns
Canadian Whooping Crane Coordinator
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environmental Conservation Branch
Prairie and Northern Wildlife Research Centre
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115 Perimeter Road
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Canada S7N 0X4
Phone (306) 975-4109
FAX (306) 975-4089
Email: Brian.Johns@ec.gc.ca
Deborah Johnson
Regional Biologist
Wildlife and Fisheries Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories
Fort Smith, Northwest Territories
Canada X0E 0P0
Phone (867) 872-6449
FAX (867) 872-4250
Email: Deborah_Johnson@gov.nt.ca
Stuart Macmillan
Wood Buffalo National Park
Parks Canada Agency
Box 750
Fort Smith, Northwest Territories
Canada X0E 0P0
Phone (867) 872-7932
FAX (403) 872-3910
Email: Stuart.Macmillan@pch.gc.ca
Anne Riemer
Acting Manager, Ecological Assessment Unit
Resource Stewardship Branch
Saskatchewan Environment
3211 Albert Street
Regina, Saskatchewan
Canada S4S 5W6
Phone (306) 787-1835
Fax (306) 787-0737
E-mail: ariemer@serm.gov.sk.ca
Tom Stehn
U.S. Whooping Crane Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
P.O. Box 100
Austwell, Texas 77950
Phone (361) 286-3559, ext. 221
FAX (361) 286-3722
Email: Tom_Stehn@fws.gov
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OTHER CONTACTS
Bill Gummer
Regional Director, Prairie and Northern Region
CWS
4999 98th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T6X 2X3
(780) 951-8853
Dave Duncan
Head, Wildlife Management Section
CWS
4999 98th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T6X 2X3
(780) 951-8675
Benjamin Tuggle
Acting Director, Region 2
USFWS
P.O. Box 1306
Albuquerque, NM 87103
(505) 248-6282
Susan Jacobson
Chief, Endangered Species
Region 2 – USFWS
P.O. Box 1306
Albuquerque, NM 87103
(505) 248-6776
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PREPARED BY
Brian Johns
Canadian Wildlife Service
James C. Lewis, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor
University of New Mexico
4604 Boulder Court NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico
USA 87114
(505) 821-3823
JCLewis@unm.edu
Tom Stehn
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
KEY LANDS ON WHICH SPECIES OCCURS AND ASSOCIATED CONTACTS
Canadian breeding grounds; contact Josie Weninger, Superintendent, Wood Buffalo National
Park, Box 750, Fort Smith, Northwest Territories, Canada XOE OPO
Canadian migration staging/stopover areas; contact Brian Johns, Canadian Wildlife Service,
address listed above.
U.S. migration staging/stopover areas; contact Martha Tacha, USFWS, Grand Island Field
Office, Federal Building, 2nd Floor, 203 West Second Street, Grand Island, Nebraska 68801
AWBP wintering area along the Texas Gulf Coast; contact Tom Stehn, Aransas NWR, address
listed above.
Florida non-migratory population; contact Marty Folk, address listed above.
Eastern migratory experimental reintroduction; contact Beth Goodman, Wisconsin DNR, PO
Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707. beth.goodman@dnr.state.wi.us
DATE COMPLETED: July 19, 2006.
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APPENDIX A: MINIMUM VIABLE POPULATION AND GENETICS
Minimum Viable Population
Extinction in small populations has led to the theory of minimum viable population size, defined
as the smallest number of individuals necessary to give a population a high probability of
surviving over a specified time (Primack 1993). Small populations are subject to rapid decline
due to 3 main causes: (1) genetic fluctuations (e.g., genetic drift, inbreeding); (2) demographic
fluctuations (e.g., variations in birth and death rates); (3) environmental fluctuations in predation,
disease, competition, food supply, and natural catastrophes. As the population increases, the
threat of extinction due to stochastic events diminishes, and loss of genetic diversity slows,
thereby increasing species security.
Shaffer (1981) provided a specific technique for determining the minimum viable population
(MVP):
"A minimum viable population for any given species in any given habitat is the
smallest isolated population having a 99% chance of remaining extant for 1,000
years despite the foreseeable effects of demographic, environmental, and genetic
stochasticity, and natural catastrophes,"
(e.g., the smallest population size that can be predicted to have a very high chance of persisting
for the next 1,000 years). In this case, the probability for remaining extant could be set at 95% or
99%, and the time frame could be adjusted to 100 or 500 years. The theory of MVP is simply a
guide to aid in the preservation of a species.
Opinions vary widely as to the population sizes necessary to achieve a minimum viable
population. One rule of thumb is to protect 1,000 individuals of a vertebrate species, because
this number seems adequate to preserve genetic diversity (Shaffer 1981, Salwasser et al. 1984).
Others suggest that an effective population size of 5,000 individuals is needed to retain
evolutionary potential (Lande 1995). More recently, Reed et al. (2003) used population viability
analysis to estimate MVP for a variety of vertebrate species. Their definition of MVP is a
population that has a 99% probability of persistence for 40 generations. Their results indicate
that the lack of long-term studies for endangered species may lead to an underestimation in the
extinction rates for the species. They recommend that recovery/conservation programs should be
designed to support a population of up to 7,000 adults to ensure long-term survival.
Downlisting Based on MVP Criteria
Population sizes sufficient to be referred to as a minimum viable population depend highly on
the effective population size (Ne). The effective population size is the size of a population that
maintains heterozygosity at the same rate of the entire species’ population and is a function of
mating behavior, mutation rate, gene flow, demographics, and population size, among other
factors. As not all breeding adults pass on their genetic material equally and randomly, there is a
difference between the number of breeders and effective population size. When defining the
population size sufficient for downlisting, criteria must account for the difference between the
total population and the breeding population size (i.e., the Ne/N ratio). For the wild whooping
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crane population, breeders comprise approximately 50% of the population. However, as the
effective population will always be less than the number of breeders, proper estimates for Ne will
need to be obtained before the minimum viable population for whooping cranes can be
determined.
Given the data to date, this plan recognizes growth of the AWBP to 1,000 individuals and 250
productive pairs as criteria for downlisting. The Memorandum of Understanding on
Conservation of Whooping Cranes, approved by Canadian and U.S. federal officials, recognizes
a goal of 1,000 individuals in the AWBP population. If two additional self-sustaining
populations can be established in the wild, each with 25 nesting pairs, and with the AWBP
projected to reach 125 nesting pairs by the year 2020, a figure approaching a population of 1,000
whooping cranes may be obtained from these three populations. However due to the uncertainty
surrounding the exact figure required, with suggested values ranging between 1,000 and 7,000,
this Plan does not set a delisting goal for the whooping crane. If additional research into the
exact calculation of a Ne/N ratio for the wild whooping crane population and additional research
with other conservation programs can provide more assurances of the Ne required, a delisting
goal will be set prior to the anticipated downlisting in 2035.
Population Growth and Retention of Genetic Material
A Conservation Viability Assessment (CVA) workshop held in 1991 for the whooping crane was
funded by the USFWS as a cooperative endeavor with CWS, U.S. Whooping Crane Recovery
Team, Canadian Whooping Crane Recovery Team, ICF, The Captive Breeding Specialist Group,
and Species Survival Commission of the International Union for Conservation of Nature. The
final report includes priorities for research and management of the wild and captive populations
as a meta-population to maximize retention of genetic heterozygosity and minimize the risk of
extinction (Mirande et al. 1993). The CVA developed stochastic simulation models to estimate
rates of genetic loss for the wild and captive whooping crane populations. As a consequence of
the 1941 population bottleneck, the current population is derived from an estimated 6 or 8
founders (Mirande et al. 1993, Glenn et al. 1999), with an estimated genetic loss of 66% (Glenn
et al. 1999). Mirande et al. (1993) showed that a loss of 6% to 8% of gene diversity would have
resulted in the first generation following the bottleneck, where generation time is 12 years. It
was estimated that about 87% of the gene diversity that survived the bottleneck has persisted
from 1938 to 1990. In contrast, the captive-hatched descendants have retained about 96% of the
gene diversity present in the post-bottleneck wild flock. As continued loss of genetic material
could lead to inbreeding and declining productivity, the AWBP must increase to the level where
creation of new alleles will offset the loss of genetic diversity.
Several other population viability analysis packages have been tested using whooping crane data
(Mirande et al. 1997a, Brook et al. 1999). Modeling of the AWBP showed the population large
enough to sustain a fairly steady annual growth rate of 0.046 (SD=0.081) over the last 50 years
(Mirande et al. 1997a). The standard deviation is about double the mean growth rate so in many
years the population will decline temporarily even though long-term growth may be good. If this
rate continues, the population will reach 500 birds in 17 years (about 2020) and 1,000 in 33 years
(2035). The population is projected to have a very low probability of extinction over the next
100 years (less than 1%).
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Given the current genetic analyses based on captive pedigrees, an estimated 153 whooping
cranes (21 productive pairs) are needed in captivity to retain 90% of genetic material for 100
years (Jones and Lacy 2003). This Plan recommends having 50 captive breeder pairs of
whooping cranes by 2010, including 15 pairs at PWRC, 12 at ICF, 10 at CZ, 10 at SSC, and 3 at
the SAZ. Production from these five facilities will be the principal source of birds for release to
the wild. However, sources of release birds should be based on the optimal genetic mix to
ensure long-term population viability.
Loss of Genetic Diversity and Estimates of Relatedness
For most of the 1940’s, the AWBP teetered on the brink of extinction. Mitochondrial DNA from
museum specimens collected before and after 1941, when the AWBP declined to 15 birds,
showed a 66% reduction in haplotypes post-bottleneck, with the rarest haplotype before 1940
now the most common (Glenn et al. 1999). Although we lack pre-bottleneck diversity estimates
for nuclear DNA, we realize that similar declines for this genome must have also occurred (Jones
et al. 2002). This is evident from AWBP’s lack of genetic diversity as compared to other cranes.
Compared with a subset of other cranes, an electrophoretic study of blood proteins showed that
whooping crane diversity was less than that known from out-bred populations of Sandhill
Cranes, and greater than that of the Mississippi Sandhill which was known to have undergone a
similar genetic bottleneck (Dessauer et al. 1992). When diversity was compared across other
markers, the whooping cranes were shown to be below average in band sharing of DNA
fingerprints (Longmire et al. 1992), average in polymorphism of the major histocompatibility
complex (Jarvi et al. 1992), and less than average in microsatellite DNA diversity (Jones et al.
2002, Jones 2003). From these studies, it is evident that the extant whooping cranes show an
overall reduction in genetic diversity compared to their pre-bottleneck ancestors and to that of
out-bred cranes. This known diversity reduction, along with the fact that generations of captivity
increase inbreeding and decrease genetic diversity (Woodworth et al. 2002), indicates that
genetic changes within the population threaten to reduce vitality before the population is large
enough for mutation to offset losses in diversity from genetic drift (Frankel and Soule 1981,
Ballou et al. 1995).
In addition to the knowledge of genetic diversity, understanding relatedness among individuals
within the captive whooping crane populations is important to adequately manage the captive
population and to establish viable wild populations (Jones et al. 2002). In addition to pedigree
management, there have been various molecular genetic techniques used in relatedness
estimation. These studies have resolved unknown paternities (Longmire et al. 1992; Jones and
Nicolich 2001), developed a species-specific probe for the whooping crane (Love and Deininger
1992), and identified inter-relatednesses within the captive founder lines (Jones et al. 2002). A
recently developed technique that could provide additional insights into the whooping crane
population is Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLP). Because of the relative
paucity of information in birds in general, and cranes in particular, the usefulness of this
technique in cranes is currently unknown. An AFLP study currently underway at PWRC will
include samples from other crane populations with robust populations and those of reduced
diversity. This comparison across crane species should provide additional understanding of
crane diversity in general and the relative state of genetic diversity of the whooping crane.
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APPENDIX B: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Numerous books, magazine articles, television programs, and nature documentary films have
been produced about this magnificent bird. Corporations have funded whooping crane research
and recovery efforts and also have used whooping cranes in promoting their environmental
concern. The WCCA, a nonprofit organization, was formed in 1961 to promote conservation of
whooping cranes and to educate the public. Other organizations, such as the NAS and NWF,
have participated in whooping crane research, conservation, and education. The Platte River
Whooping Crane Habitat Maintenance Trust (PRT) was established in 1978 as a nonprofit
conservation organization to protect and enhance habitat for migratory birds in Nebraska, along
the Platte and North Platte rivers, and especially to protect and maintain whooping crane habitat.
Appreciation of whooping cranes also can be expressed in monetary terms. Each year 70,000 to
80,000 people visit ANWR, most during the winter, and spend significant amounts locally on
lodging, gasoline, and supplies (Ellen Michaels, ANWR, pers. comm.). Starting in 1964, 1 tour
boat named the “Whooping Crane” offered weekend day-trips from Rockport, Texas, to view the
cranes along the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway that runs through ANWR. By 1990, 5 boats offered
this opportunity, spanning every day of the week. During 1990-1991, approximately 17,000
people took these tours, paying an average of $20 per ticket, for total seasonal expenditures of
$340,000 (Ellen Michaels, ANWR, pers. comm.). In 2004-05, an estimated 8,500 people rode
commercial tour boats, paying an average of $35 per adult (Bernice Jackson, ANWR, pers.
comm.). The Rockport Chamber of Commerce estimates that whooping crane-related activities
result in annual gross economic benefits of $6 million to the local economy. Port Aransas,
Texas, holds an annual event in February entitled “Festival of Whooping Cranes and Other
Birds”.
An understanding is needed of the secondary socio-economic benefits that Canadians derive
from Canada's biological resources today while providing for the perpetuation of these resources
for future generations. The $11.7 billion spent by Canadian residents and U.S. tourists on
nature-related activities in Canada represents a significant outlay which has important impacts on
the Canadian economy (Filion et al. 1994).
In Calgary, Alberta, in 2003, 1.2 million people visited the Calgary Zoo, where a whooping
crane pair in a wetland exhibit is on display. Entry fees to the zoo are $15.00 for adults and
$7.50 for children (in 2003). Operation Migration, an organization involved in the introduction
of whooping cranes to eastern North America, has an annual budget of $420,000 entirely
directed toward the recovery of the whooping crane. WBNP receives over 1,400 visitors each
year, and many of them come there to see the habitat of whooping cranes and for a possible
chance to see the birds themselves. A recent land transfer to the Salt River First Nation in Fort
Smith has provided the First Nation with the unique opportunity of having Whooping Cranes
nesting on their lands. The First Nation is entertaining the idea of establishing a remote viewing
area that may provide an opportunity for visitors to view whooping cranes. In addition, each
autumn, visitors descend on Saskatchewan in search of whooping cranes. Many of these visitors
stay for several days and a large portion of them are with various tour groups.
In 2001, annual fall whooping crane festivals were started in Tennessee and in central
Wisconsin. In Baraboo, Wisconsin in 2004, 25,092 people paid an entry fee of $8.50 for adults
and $7.00 for seniors to visit ICF where a whooping crane breeding pair in a wetland exhibit is
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among the crane species on display (ICF Education Department, pers. comm.). In several areas
where large numbers of sandhill cranes are viewed by tourists, an additional attraction for
observers is the possibility of sighting whooping cranes. Approximately 80,000 people visit the
Platte River area of Nebraska each year during the peak of spring crane migrations, expending
approximately $15 million (Lingle 1992).
Although whooping cranes no longer occur in the Rocky Mountains, interest in crane festivals
that the whooping cranes played a role in starting remains high. Approximately 160,000 people
annually pay a $3 per vehicle entrance fee to visit Bosque del Apache NWR, New Mexico,
mostly in winter when the sandhill cranes are present (Maggie O’Connell, USFWS, pers. comm.,
2005). The refuge and Socorro Chamber of Commerce also sponsor a 6-day "Festival of the
Cranes" in the fall to promote tourism. The presence of whooping cranes in the past heightened
interest in the crane migration at the Alamosa/Monte Vista NWR in Colorado. Approximately
10,000 people visit the refuge during the peak migration periods, many of these during the spring
Monte Vista Crane Festival. This 4-day festival is estimated to generate about $10,000 per day
in revenue to the local economies (Ann Morekill, Alamosa/Monte Vista NWR, pers. comm.,
1993).
The total value for most endangered species is intangible and difficult to quantify; however, in
recent years economists have developed methods to approximate the value of nonmarket
resources such as endangered species. These methods measure: (1) the value people place on
seeing an endangered species (use value); (2) the value they place on continued existence of the
species for potential future observation value (option value); and (3) the value of simply knowing
the species exists (existence value) (Randall and Stoll 1983). One method of estimating these
values, the contingent valuation method, asks individuals to express their willingness to pay for
nonmarket goods (Stoll 1983). Individuals are asked to estimate their willingness to pay for
observing (use value) or preserving (option and existence value) the species.
Contingent valuation methodologies have been used to estimate the value of whooping cranes.
In written surveys distributed in 1982-83 at ANWR, refuge visitors indicated willingness to pay
an average of $4.47 for an annual permit to visit the refuge and an average of $16.33 per year to
support a private foundation that would be responsible for conservation of whooping cranes. A
mail survey to 4 metropolitan areas outside of Texas indicated that respondents were willing to
contribute an average of $7.13 per year to the same hypothetical foundation. Allowing for
sampling error and non-response bias, the total value of the whooping crane to United States'
residents appears to range between 0.5 billion to 1.5 billion dollars per year (Stoll and Johnson
1984).
Three conclusions can be drawn from this evidence of the economic value of whooping cranes.
First, local economies can realize significant economic benefit from the presence of an
endangered species; these localities need assistance in identifying and capturing these economic
benefits. Second, values for endangered species appear to be directly associated with the public's
knowledge and awareness of the species. Value for the whooping crane derives not only from its
aesthetic qualities and rarity, but probably more directly from its identity as a symbol of the
effort to save species from extinction. This value would not have been realized without
extensive education efforts. Finally, increasing interest in this endangered species, which brings
economic benefits, has raised concerns about the effects of these appreciative uses upon the well
being of the species. The issue of disturbance management is discussed elsewhere in this Plan.
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APPENDIX C: ACTIONS ALREADY COMPLETED OR UNDERWAY
Breeding Grounds Management and Research
Management of Wood Buffalo National Park
Management of WBNP and the crane breeding grounds is not nearly as complex an operation as
management of the increasingly active wintering grounds at ANWR in regards to whooping
crane issues. The breeding range of the AWBP flock is secure from human-induced changes
such as forestry or conversion to agricultural land, because approximately 90% of the nesting
occurs within WBNP. To afford the highest level of protection, the breeding habitat is
designated as a Zone 1 Special Preservation area. The Special Preservation designation
establishes that within that area, there are to be no manmade facilities (except Hwy 5), and
human access is prohibited from April 15 through October, except for park staff and scientists
involved in whooping crane research. Under normal circumstances, habitat manipulation is not
permitted in a Canadian national park. Policy would allow for manipulation of natural processes
only if feasible, beneficial, and urgent to achieve recovery goals. Issues such as global warming,
which may dry out the marshes, and acid rain, are external concerns that may affect the
population and require habitat intervention.
Egg Collection
The management activity that has had the most profound effect on the recovery program has
been the collection of eggs from the wild. These eggs when hatched would form a captive
breeding and release program. The idea of a captive flock of whooping cranes dates back about
50 years (Lynch 1956). Lynch recommended capturing young cranes to serve as a nucleus of
breeders, producing offspring to release back into the wild. This proposal, although passed by
the participants of the Twentieth Federal-Provincial Wildlife Conference, was very controversial.
In an effort to move the captive propagation proposal along, Erickson (1961) analyzed the
Aransas winter population counts from 1938-1960. This analysis revealed 3 important
characteristics of the wild population that were later confirmed by Novakowski (1966): (1)
principal production was apparently derived from a fairly stable cohort of long-lived adults; (2)
among birds returning to Canada, mortality was highest in the subadult cohort; and (3) because
subadult mortality was apparently limiting recruitment into the breeding population, the
population would remain insecure until this mortality was reduced. Based on these findings,
Erickson reiterated Lynch's proposal to bolster the wild population through captive propagation
and the release of captive-produced stock. However, he cautioned that before stock was obtained
from the wild, safe and effective procedures should be developed using sandhill cranes as
research surrogates.
Research results indicated that egg collection was the best method of obtaining wild stock.
These experiments also indicated that nest desertion was negligible and population productivity
was relatively unaffected when single eggs were removed from 2-egg clutches. Others noted
that cranes normally lay 2 eggs but rarely fledge 2 chicks. Observations on the breeding grounds
by Novakowski (1966) confirmed that whooping cranes generally follow this pattern. It
appeared that a single egg could be removed from each 2-egg clutch with the same favorable
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results experienced with sandhill cranes.
The whooping crane population has been artificially augmented through translocation and
captive rearing of wild eggs. The total number of cranes (wild plus captive) was increased by
taking 1 egg from a clutch of 2 and rearing it in captivity (Erickson 1975).
The CWS and the USFWS obtained eggs from nests in WBNP from 1967 to 1971 and in 1974 to
further augment the PWRC population, and in 1975 through 1988 to provide 215 eggs for the
Grays Lake cross-fostering experiment (Table 2). Egg transfers to PWRC were resumed in
1982-1989 and 1991-1996. Egg transfers to ICF began in 1990 and resumed in 1992-1996.
Eggs were shipped to Calgary in 1994 and 1998 and a chick was transferred from WBNP in
1999. The transfer of eggs between nests ended with the last scheduled pickup of eggs in 1996.
Between 1967 and 1998, 242 eggs were taken from WBNP to the captive sites. The transfers in
the 1990s were designed to increase the size and genetic diversity of the captive flock. Chicks
raised from these eggs currently form the nucleus of the breeding flocks being maintained at
PWRC, ICF, and CZ. Egg collections and subsequent propagation efforts have been described
elsewhere (Ellis et al. 1996, Kepler 1976, Kuyt l976a).
Viability testing of eggs during collection was initiated in 1985 with the objective of leaving at
least 1 viable egg in each nest visited. In nests with 2 viable eggs, 1 egg was removed and
placed in nests that contained nonviable eggs or transported to the captive facilities. As a result
of this procedure, the hatching success of tested known live eggs left in nests was 11.7-15.5%
over those of undisturbed nests from 1985-1988 (Kuyt 1993b). However, some of the lower
hatching success among undisturbed eggs/nests probably existed because they were primarily
those of younger, less experienced pairs.
The results of egg collection on the growth rate and overall fitness of the wild AWBP population
are unknown. Erickson (1976) and Kuyt (1976a, 198la, 198lb) noted that egg removals have not
adversely affected the productivity of the wild population. Between 1967 and 1996, the era of
egg pickups, the AWBP increased from 48 to 160, and the number of nesting pairs increased
from 5 to 45. Cannon et al. (2001) agree that although total numbers of whooping cranes, both
captive and wild, can be increased by egg pickup, total numbers of chicks reaching Aransas are
less when eggs are picked up compared to when no eggs are removed. Ellis and Gee (2001)
further noted the potential benefits of removing the second fertile egg from nests. After
reviewing studies by Cannon et al. (2001) and Ellis and Gee (2001), Lewis (2001) concluded that
the data as presented did not support the views of Cannon et al. (2001) and determined that a reanalysis of the existing egg collection data was warranted.
Because of these differing opinions, B. Johns reviewed the data pair by pair and extracted as
much information as possible from original reports and solicited the expertise of Dr. Mark
Boyce, University of Alberta, for the analysis. Mark Bradley (WBNP, pers. comm.) advises that
the data set used has biases, including: non-random nest selection; lack of a control group; not
testing eggs for viability in the early years of collection; limited samples in certain years; and
potential inaccuracies in chick surveys.
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Table 2. Known number of nesting pairs, productivity, and distribution of eggs removed
from Aransas Wood Buffalo Population, 1966-2005.
Year

No. of known
nesting pairsa

No. of
juvenilesb

Max. no. of
nonbreedersc
(including
juveniles)

Destination of eggs removed
from WBNP

PWRCd
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

5g
9g
10
12
15
13
16
14
15
16
16
17
15
19
19
17
17
24
29
28
29
32
31
31
32
33
41
45
28
49
45
51
50
48
50
52
50
61
54
58

5
9
6
8
6
5
5
2
2
8
12
10
7
6
6
2
6
7
15
16
21
25
19
20
13
8
15
16
8
28
16
30
18
17
9
15
16
25
34
30

-h
-h
30
32
27
33
19
21
19
25
37
38
45
38
40
39
39
27
28
41
52
70
76
84
82
66
56
57
77
60
70
84
83
92
80
72
73
72
109
TOTALS

0
6
10
10(3)i
0
11(2)
0
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
3(2)
4(3)
12(10)
12(5)
14j(6)
15(9)
0
16(10)
10(1)
16(1)
0
14(2)
8(1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
178

Grays
Lake
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14(3)
15
16
13(2)
19(3)
12(2)
12(2)
14(1)
16
22
23(3)
15(2)
12
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
215

ICFe

CZf

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12(1)
0
11(1)
10(2)
9
10
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
58

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
2k
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
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a

Nesting pairs. (Canadian Wildlife Service, Brian Johns, pers. comm.)
Fall arrivals, ANWR and area (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 1994; Refuge Manager, ANWR,
pers. comm.).
c
Calculated as following winter's peak population minus number of breeding adults.
d
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, Maryland.
e
International Crane Foundation, Baraboo, Wisconsin.
f
Calgary Zoo
g
Data incomplete.
h
Cannot be calculated, as data on number of known nesting pairs are incomplete.
i
Numbers in parenthesis indicate nonviable eggs or eggs that failed as a result of embryonic
death (1975-1988 data from R.C. Drewien).
j
Excluding one sandhill crane egg.
k
Two eggs from an abandoned nest were picked up opportunistically in May, 1998.
__________
b

Boyce et al. (2005) analyzed colt recruitment in WBNP in relation to egg removal activities
between 1987-1996. The egg collection was never intended to be established with an
experimental design suitable for testing its effect on the population. As such there are inherent
biases associated with the data set, including a bias towards experienced, productive pairs. The
results of the analysis indicated that recruitment of young into the population was higher when
eggs were removed than when eggs were not removed: theta=0.498+0.0012 with removal,
theta=0.355+0.0013 without removal, showing a 25% reduction in survival of chicks without
removal. This advantage of increased recruitment from 1-egg nests is counterbalanced by
occasional survival of both chicks from 2-egg nests.
Boyce and Miller (1985) found a 10-year cycle in whooping crane counts, which held true
through 2002 (Boyce et al 2005). This trend parallels counts of predators (based on lynx fur
returns) in the area (Boyce et al. 2005). There was a strong negative effect between egg
collection and lynx populations, such that collection of eggs during a crashing lynx population
may not be detrimental to the AWBP. This would provide additional offspring for recovery
efforts elsewhere. During years that egg removal did not occur, 10% of recruits were from sets
of twins. One interpretation is that periodically there are very good years and the whooping
cranes can actually raise twins. The analysis revealed that there were no negative consequences
from egg removal, even with the twinning effect.
Boyce et al. (2005) also evaluated egg substitution effects and found that they did not improve
nest success over nests that had no substitutions. This could be due to the nest being situated in a
poor habitat or because the pair was inexperienced.
The recovery team recognizes that collection of eggs has benefited the whooping crane recovery
program by providing stock to establish the captive flocks and providing offspring for release,
thus increasing the total number of whooping cranes and helping to preserve the genetics of the
species. The recovery team believes that data analyses to date do not indicate that egg collection
would increase recruitment in the AWBP over the long term, but could increase recruitment in
selected years. The recovery team would like to document the rate of twinning until 2006
without any egg collection in order to observe the population dynamics through a full 10-year
cycle (1997-2006).
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The genetic master plan indicates that the genetic diversity of the AWBP is well represented in
the captive flocks, hence there would be little to be gained genetically in the captive flocks by
removing additional eggs from WBNP at this time. However, certain pairs in captivity are not
breeding, so it may become important to obtain additional genetic material from WBNP similar
to those pairs. A large-scale study of the genetics of the nesting pairs may have to be undertaken
first since information has been lost on the composition of nesting pairs with the cessation of the
color-banding program in 1988. There may be demographic benefits to egg collections (i.e.
more chicks available for reintroductions), but the recovery team believes that production from
the captive flocks is sufficient to support reintroductions at the present time. The current captive
facilities are at peak manpower and pen capacity for raising existing chicks and would be
strained to handle additional eggs at present. The issue of egg collection should be reevaluated
in 2006 at the completion of 10 years with no collection.
Color Banding
Flightless young whooping cranes were captured and marked with colored plastic leg bands in
WBNP from 1977 through 1988 (Kuyt 1978a, 1979a, Drewien and Kuyt 1979). Banding
whooping cranes in WBNP was halted after 1988, since much information had already been
obtained and the objectives of the original banding program had been met. Also, capturing the
chicks can cause some mortality. Over the 12 years of the banding program, 134 birds were
captured and 2 chicks died (1.5%). As of winter, 2004-2005, 25 of the 217 birds (i.e. 11.5%) in
the AWBP were still individually identifiable by their bands (Tom Stehn, ANWR, pers. comm.).
This marking program provided a wealth of information on whooping crane biology, including
the summering locations of subadults, the dynamics and habitat use of wintering subadult flocks,
age specific survivorship, the age of initial pairing and breeding, juvenile and adult philopatry
and the identification of stopover sites, and wintering and breeding territories used by specific
pairs (Kuyt 1979b, 1981a, 1981b, Bishop and Blankinship 1982, Bishop 1984, Stehn and
Johnson 1987, Johns et al. In press). Other information gained from the banding studies included
the ability to develop a studbook on a fairly large segment of the wild population, tracing the
reproductive histories of many of the birds including mate switches and probable deaths. These
data provide valuable insight into the relatedness and genetic diversity of the wild flock and may
be of assistance in evaluating potential inbreeding effects in the future.
Migration Monitoring
Whooping cranes spend approximately 3 months annually in migration. Although a number of
migration sightings have been reported and compiled over the years (Allen 1952, Sutton 1967,
Walkinshaw 1973, Archibald et al. 1976, Stephen 1979, Asherin and Drewien 1987, Johns 1987,
Asherin et al. 1992), few were confirmed. In order to protect migrating whooping cranes from
disease outbreaks and other potential hazards, and to compile information on the characteristics
and locations of stopover sites, the USFWS initiated the Cooperative Whooping Crane Tracking
Project in 1975. The CWS started a similar program in 1977. This program alerts key personnel
about sightings so that reports can be verified, stopover sites described, and the birds kept under
protective surveillance by State, Provincial, and Federal personnel. This monitoring program is
coordinated with reporting networks of wildlife agencies along the migration corridor.
Whooping crane sightings compiled within the U.S. portion of the migration corridor by the
USFWS (1,352 confirmed sightings, 1943-99) were summarized by Austin and Richert (2001).
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Whooping crane sightings compiled within the Canadian portion of the migration corridor were
summarized by Johns (1992) and Johns et al. (1997) The presence of marked birds from the
banding program conducted in WBNP provided more precise information on migration
chronology, and yielded information on several events that would have otherwise gone
undetected (Stehn 1992a,c).
Radiotelemetry techniques were first tested on cross-fostered whooping cranes in the RMP
(Drewien and Bizeau 1981). Beginning in 1979, flightless young were captured and marked
with plastic leg bands to which miniature radio transmitters (45-60 g) were attached. Local
movements of the radio-tagged birds were monitored on summering and wintering areas, and
several individuals were followed during their fall migration between Grays Lake NWR in
southeastern Idaho and Monte Vista NWR in south-central Colorado. No adverse effects were
noted from capturing, banding, and radio-tagging young whooping cranes (Drewien and Bizeau
1981).
On the basis of these preliminary studies, a cooperative USFWS-CWS-NAS radio tracking
program was initiated for birds in the AWBP to determine various aspects of migration ecology,
including habitat characteristics, behavior, and sources of mortality. During each summer 19811983, small solar-powered transmitters were placed on several prefledged whooping cranes
captured during the color-banding operation in WBNP (Kuyt 1979a, 1979b, 1992). Data were
obtained on 3 southbound and 2 northbound migrations. Most information involved the
individuals or family groups actually being followed, but data also were accumulated on other
migrating whooping cranes encountered during the project.
This successful tracking project resulted in important information concerning migration routes,
migration timing, flight methods and speed, stopover locations and staging areas, habitat use,
social behavior, activity budgets, predator/disturbance reactions, and sources of mortality (Howe
1989, Kuyt 1992). Perhaps the most important result obtained from this tracking project has
been documenting mortalities on the breeding grounds (wolf predation) (Kuyt et al. 1981),
during migration (power line collisions), and on the wintering grounds (predation and disease).
Similar valuable information has been acquired on migration and behavior of whooping cranes in
the RMP (Drewien and Bizeau 1981, Asherin and Drewien 1987, Drewien et al. 1989) and the
EMP (Urbanek et al. In press{b}).
Migration Habitat Management and Research
Suitable stopover habitat is necessary for the birds to complete their migration in good condition.
There has been considerable alteration and destruction of natural wetlands, rivers, and streams,
some of which had served as potential roosting and feeding sites for migrating cranes. There
may be additional areas along the migration route that need to be delineated and protected.
South central Saskatchewan has been referred to as a traditional fall staging area for whooping
cranes (Johns 1992). Habitats used by cranes, in the staging area, were characterized by Johns et
al. (1997). Choice of wetland types for roosting was influenced by a variety of landscape
features both natural and manmade. Roosting wetlands varied in size and type, depending on the
season, in areas of higher than average wetland density. The staging area is in a highly modified
environment with the majority of crane roosts (96% spring, 85% fall) being on private land.
Foraging area use exhibited a similar trend (Johns et al. 1997). Once the cranes leave the fall
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staging area, the remainder of their migration is rapid and stopovers are of shorter duration (Kuyt
1992). There is no equivalent spring staging area.
The USFWS has funded studies of availability of suitable migration stopover habitat within the
AWBP migration pathway in the United States (Stahlecker 1988, 1992, 1997a, 1997b). National
Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps, used in conjunction with aerial photo maps and suitability
criteria (Armbruster 1990), were poor predictors (33% correct) of suitable roosts in Oklahoma,
but good predictors (97% correct) of unsuitability (Stahlecker 1992). NWI map review in
Nebraska was a good predictor of both suitability (63% correct) and unsuitability (73% correct).
Wetlands suitable for overnight roost sites for migrating whooping cranes were available
throughout the migration corridor in the Dakotas and Nebraska (Stahlecker 1997a, 1997b), but
may be limited in Oklahoma (Stahlecker 1992). Similar sampling to evaluate roost availability
in Kansas and Texas should be conducted.
Richert (1999) used Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing technologies to
evaluate whooping crane stopover habitat in Nebraska. Confirmed whooping crane sightings,
when compared with habitat selection, suggest that whooping cranes select roost habitat by
recognizing local and larger-scale land cover composition. Habitat selection was influenced by
social group, season, and landscape pattern (Richert 1999).
Based upon recommendations from the Recovery Team, the USFWS initiated a project in 1977
to conduct site evaluations at sites in the U.S. used by whooping cranes during migration. The
site evaluation data base, containing 1,060 evaluations completed between 1977 and 2000, was
summarized by Austin and Richert (2001). Results revealed some new insight into whooping
crane habitat use during migration (e.g., roosting and feeding site characterization).
Based on the large number of sightings along the central Platte River in Nebraska during 18201948, Allen (1952) believed that whooping cranes made that area a major stopover, remaining in
the area for some days. In 1978, the USFWS designated an 88 km portion of the Platte River in
central Nebraska as critical habitat. The National Research Council of the National Academies
of Science (NRC) (2005) reviewed and affirmed the scientific validity of that critical habitat
designation, and the importance of the Platte River to the survival and recovery of the whooping
crane population.
Currently, an average of about 7% of the AWBP population use the central Platte River during
migration, although there is substantial fluctuation in that percentage from year to year (NRC
2005). Additionally, the average duration of stopovers (as reflected by crane use-days) and the
number of confirmed sightings along the central Platte River have increased more than can be
explained by the increase in size of the AWBP (NRC 2005).
The NRC (2005) concluded that “…current habitat conditions along the central Platte River
adversely affect the likelihood of survival and recovery of the whooping crane population.” (p.
183). As a result of reduced channel width, loss of adjacent wet meadows, and encroachment of
the channel by woody vegetation brought on by diversion and storage of water for irrigation and
power generation (USFWS 1981), 128 km of Platte River channel habitat has been lost. In the
remaining 120 km of the Platte River channel that crosses the breadth of the migration path,
there has been a 58 to 87% reduction in channel area due to encroachment of woody vegetation
and approximately 70% loss in the average annual flow since 1930. As much as 97% of suitable
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crane roosting habitat has been lost in some river segments. Woody vegetation is still expanding
and channel width declining on the Platte River (Currier 1997). Over 73% of native grasslands
and wetlands adjacent to the river channel have been lost due to declines in river flows,
construction of drainage systems, and conversion to cropland (Currier et al. 1985). The need to
prevent further deterioration of habitat along the Platte River has been identified (USFWS 1981,
NRC 2005).
A river management plan was prepared by the Biology Workgroup of the Platte River
Management Joint Study, a group of representatives from the USFWS, Bureau of Reclamation,
Corps of Engineers, States of Wyoming, Colorado, and Nebraska, water development interests,
and environmental groups. The plan identified management alternatives that could be
implemented in the Platte River basin as an aid to future management (Platte River Management
Joint Study 1990). Currier et al. (1985) and Strom (1987) described management programs to
preserve, rehabilitate, and restore river habitat. Other research conducted along the Platte River
(Hurr 1983, Wesche et al. 1990, Henszey and Wesche 1993) indicates river discharge and stage
are dominant factors affecting groundwater levels in wet meadow grasslands. Areas for
whooping cranes should be managed to prevent further channel shrinkage and encroachment by
woody vegetation. Reasonable in-stream flows are required to maintain the wet meadows used
by cranes.
The USFWS recommended target flows for the central Platte River, Nebraska, to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). These recommendations are designed to rehabilitate
and maintain the structure, patterns, processes, and habitat of the central Platte River ecosystem.
Flow recommendations are generally prioritized by time period in the following order: a) pulse
flows during late spring (May and June) and late winter (February and March); b) summer; c)
spring migration; and d) fall migration.
Multiple organizations and agencies continue to be involved in habitat restoration and
management for whooping cranes on the Platte. These include the USFWS, the Nebraska Game
and Parks Commission, the Platte River Whooping Crane Habitat Maintenance Trust (PRT), the
Platte River Bird Observatory at Crane Meadows, the Audubon Society’s Rowe Sanctuary, the
Nature Conservancy, and the National Wildlife Federation. Beginning in the 1980s, restoration
activities have focused on clearing and maintaining river roost sites free of trees and shrubs and
restoring and rehabilitating wetland meadows and marshes adjacent to the river channel. Other
efforts include habitat management done by the Nebraska Public Power District and the Central
Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District pursuant to conditions of their FERC licenses.
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission and the Central Platte Natural Resource District
hold instream flow rights that may help provide river roosting habitat during migration periods.
Additional actions intended to improve habitat conditions on the Platte River are currently being
pursued by the states of Wyoming, Colorado, and Nebraska, and the U.S. Department of the
Interior. In 1997 they signed a Cooperative Agreement for Platte River Research and Other
Efforts Relating to Endangered Species Habitats Along the Central Platte River, Nebraska
(Derby and Strickland 2001). The cooperators agreed to implement certain management
activities for four target endangered or threatened species, including the whooping crane and its
federally designated critical habitat. Currently, intensive aerial and ground monitoring for
whooping crane use of the Platte River is being done pursuant to the Cooperative Agreement, at
a cost of more than $100,000 per year.
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The signatories of the Cooperative Agreement are planning to implement a basin-wide Platte
River Recovery Implementation Program (Program) to restore the river to assist in the
conservation and recovery of the target species. Although the signatories anticipated
development and implementation of the Program by the year 2000, negotiation of Program
details are ongoing. Program implementation currently is expected in 2006, following
appropriate environmental reviews. One objective of the Program is to protect or restore 4,047
ha in the first 10-13 years and, ultimately, protect 11,736 ha of Platte River habitat for the
whooping crane, least tern, and piping plover (Derby et al. 2000). It is important that actions
taken reverse the ongoing degradation of the river and loss of crane habitat as described in the
NAS report (National Research Council 2005).
Along the Platte River, roosting habitat suitability criteria (Ward and Anderson 1987,
Armbruster 1990), combined with hydraulic simulations of Instream Flow Incremental
Methodology (IFIM), have been used to identify the relationship between river discharge and
roosting habitat (Platte River Management Joint Study 1990, Ziewitz 1992, Platte River
Management Joint Study 1993). The IFIM consists of a collection of computer models,
including the Physical Habitat Simulation Model and analytical procedures, designed to predict
incremental changes of habitat resulting from incremental changes in river discharge.
Farmer et al. (2004) reviewed the C4R version of the Whooping Crane Habitat Suitability Model
and suggested some improvements. Their suggestions will be considered by the USFWS, along
with recommendations of the NRC (2005) regarding water management using normative flows,
and information collected during the Program and from other sources, to evaluate current
USFWS instream flow recommendations for the central Platte River.
Wintering Grounds Management and Research
Despite intensive studies of whooping cranes on the wintering grounds by Allen in the late
1940s, some important questions remained unanswered. More detailed information was needed
on food habits, food availability in relation to climatic conditions, spatial requirements and
territorial behavior in an expanding population, and on the effects of increasing human activities
in and around the cranes' habitat. With more of this information available, better management
planning and evaluation would be possible.
Potential whooping crane food organisms and related physical factors were studied in 1963 and
1964 by Bill Van Tries and Gordon Folzenlogen of the USFWS. In1970, the NAS assigned
David Blankinship to conduct research on wintering whooping cranes at ANWR and adjacent
areas. Findings on territorial behavior, subadult flocks, adult-young relationships, feeding
ecology, parasites, and other aspects of wintering ecology have been published (Blankinship
1976, Forrester et al. 1978, Bishop and Blankinship 1982, Bishop 1984, Blankinship 1987).
Hunt (1987) studied upland habitats at ANWR to identify environmental conditions associated
with crane use, the effect of management on uplands, and the importance of food items
consumed there. Whooping cranes used portions of upland pastures that were open, close to the
wetland edge, and away from sources of human disturbance. Periodic upland burning increased
visual openness of habitat, oak stem density, and availability of acorns (Hunt 1987).
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Winter territories of whooping cranes on the Texas coast place the birds in close proximity to
several human-induced disturbance factors. These factors included whooping crane tour boats,
boat and barge traffic along the GIWW, recreation and commercial traffic (including hunting,
angling, crabbing, and oystering), photographers, and aerial overflights. In the winter of 198586, Mabie et al. (1989) examined the response of 4 whooping crane family groups on Matagorda
Island to several staged hunting and boating activities. Cranes are somewhat tolerant of people
in carefully operated boats and land vehicles. Direct harassment by airboat caused the only
significant difference in behavior pattern (percent of time alert) when compared to control
observations. The cranes responded to disturbances at distances ranging from 25 to 550 m.
Response ranged from alert posture to walking away to flying away for a maximum distance of
2,150 m. Whooping crane response was generally short-term, with a return to normal behavior
patterns by the second hour of observation. Irby (1990) observed whooping cranes on Welder
Flats for 365 hours, using scan sampling and focal bird sampling techniques, and noted all events
that caused disturbance. Of the 365 hours of observation, cranes spent 47 minutes responding to
non-observer human-induced disturbance. Irby (1990) made several recommendations resulting
from his observations. Barge mooring may represent a dangerous threat. A coordinated plan
needs to be developed to protect the area from pollution, and to designate safe barge mooring
areas. In a study done in the winters of 1989-90 and 1990-91, whooping cranes on the ANWR
responded with a negative reaction to 40% of all disturbances, were disturbed for 17 minutes for
each hour observed, and moved an average of 525 m from human disturbances, and were
displaced most often from open bay and wet marsh habitats (T. Lewis In prep). Airboats, lowaltitude aircraft, and especially helicopters were more disturbing, and cranes were particularly
sensitive to humans on foot (Lewis and Slack 1992). The extent to which whooping cranes were
exposed to disturbance varied among the different use localities. The most recent disturbance
study being done by Kristen LaFever and Dr. Doug Slack of Texas A & M University is
scheduled for completion in 2006.
It is difficult to assess the total impacts of disturbance upon whooping cranes in terms of fitness,
productivity, and survival. Crane displacement results in short-term or long-term loss of habitat,
social disruption of the flock, and limits the ability to obtain food resources and thus impacts
fitness (T. Lewis In prep). Refuge and coastal wetland users should be encouraged to minimize
disturbance to whooping cranes. Damage caused to submerged vegetation by boating activities
should be reduced. Support of private landowners in minimizing disturbance and maximizing
protection should be recognized and encouraged. As the AWBP continues to expand, a decrease
in territory sizes and expansion into new wintering areas is likely to continue. The effects of
increased population density and/or exposure to disturbances could be compounded by an
increase in frequency or severity of disturbance. Levels of disturbance should be monitored on
the wintering grounds and steps taken to minimize detrimental activities.
Management of ANWR is a sizeable and complex operation (Johnson 1976). Prime habitat is
limited and natural foods may be in short supply at times. Two 40-ha fenced enclosures were
developed during 1964-1968, in which various cereal and root crops were grown. Some
whooping cranes used these fields but sandhill cranes and Canada geese (Branta canadensis) ate
most of the food (Shields and Benham 1969). Another management strategy was the diking of a
28-ha impoundment equipped with a high volume, low-lift pump designed to bring large
quantities of saline water and marine life into the basin; the exit of live food items was prevented
by screens at spillway outlets. Limited use by whooping cranes was achieved during 1 winter
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when they were attracted to the site by "bait" grains, but in subsequent years whooping cranes
did not use the artificial impoundment.
During the mid-1960s, whooping cranes were attracted to grains spread for their use. Such
supplemental food has since been avoided because concentrating the birds increases the potential
for a disease outbreak or the spread of parasites, and changes the distribution of the cranes.
Supplemental feeding could be attempted to attract cranes from the tidal areas in certain
emergency situations, such as during oil or chemical spills, or periods of food scarcity.
Chavez-Ramirez (1996) analyzed whooping crane winter foods during the 1992-93 and 1993-94
winters. He evaluated standing biomass of blue crabs, clams, and wolfberries and human and
wildlife competition for these principal foods. The nutritive composition of winter foods was
compared to the commercial rations used for the captive flocks (Nelson 1995, Chavez-Ramirez
et al. 1997).
Prescribed burning is used to reduce height and density of grasses, remove brush, and modify
plant composition on uplands to make them more attractive to whooping cranes. Management in
the past included mechanical cutting and grazing by livestock. Whooping cranes almost
immediately use the burned areas (Hunt 1987). Currently, 15 prescribed burn units averaging
322 ha are located in the crane area at ANWR, with the units burned on a 3-year rotation.
Additional burning is done on Matagorda Island, as well as on private lands on San Jose Island
and Welder Flats.
About 30 freshwater ponds are present on ANWR and Matagorda Island near areas used by
cranes. Cranes drink at upland freshwater ponds where surrounding vegetation is kept low to the
ground and aquatic emergent or floating vegetation is sparse or absent. Such ponds provide a
source of fresh water when coastal waters are highly saline above 23 parts per thousand and may
encourage cranes to utilize upland food resources.
The most complete census of the AWBP is made during winter. Aerial censuses are made
weekly from the time the first whooping cranes appear, approximately twice a month during
mid-winter, and again weekly until the last cranes depart. Flights provide information on
mortality, habitat use, pair formation, territory establishment, and population age structure by
identifying all color-banded birds present. These flights serve to alert the refuge staff to hazards
or harassment of cranes resulting from human activity. If a crane is determined to be "missing,"
then a ground search may be initiated to locate the carcass.
Whooping cranes use marshes bordering Matagorda Island, a barrier island 60.8 km long by 1.2
to 7.2 km wide. In 1942, the Federal government purchased approximately 7,700 ha of Island
uplands, and leased 2,400 ha from the State of Texas, to establish an airbase and bombing range.
In 1971, a Memorandum of Agreement with the USFWS established the Matagorda Island Unit
of ANWR. The upland area was declared excess property by the Air Force in 1975. The
property was transferred to the USFWS as part of the NWR system in 1978. In 1988, the
USFWS and Texas General Land Office exchanged easements and signed a management
agreement that established Matagorda Island State Park and Wildlife Management Area. In
1988, the USFWS purchased 2,232 ha on the south end of the Island. A new agreement between
the USFWS and the State of Texas enabling joint management of the entire island was signed in
1994 and is reviewed every 5 years. It established the Matagorda Island NWR and State Park
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and includes a separation of duties. The USFWS has the lead for wildlife and habitat
management, and Texas Parks and Wildlife Department manage public use.
Additional protection of some winter habitat has been provided by NAS's leasing of Ayres,
Roddy, and a portion of Rattlesnake islands from the State of Texas. The leasing arrangement
substantially reduces the potential for disturbing or harassing cranes wintering in these areas.
Construction of the GIWW in the early 1940s through the heart of marshes on ANWR,
subsequent erosion by wind and boat wakes, and deposition of dredged material, resulted in loss
of 11% of wintering habitat (Sherrod and Medina 1992). In 1983-1984, shoreline erosion along
the GIWW was measured at a loss of 1 m per year, amounting to destruction of 0.8 ha of
whooping crane habitat along 13.6 km of critical habitat shoreline (Stehn 1987). In 1985, the
USACE formed an interagency committee to study the impacts of the GIWW on critical habitat
of whooping cranes. Boats and barges plying the GIWW create wakes and surges that erode
marsh bordering the channel (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1988). Ponds and sloughs in the
marsh are destroyed as erosion breaches their margins.
Between 1989-1992, volunteers built walls using more than 57,000 sacks of cement to protect
2,652 m of shoreline. In 1992, USACE used 610 m of interlocking cement mats to stop erosion.
USACE agreed in 1993 to armor approximately 4.8 km of the most critically eroding shoreline,
and to continue to armor 610 m annually until all areas were adequately protected. The
USACE’s Section 216 Study provided a permanent solution to the habitat erosion problem. In
1998-2000, the USACE used flexible cement mats to protect 25.6 km of shoreline at ANWR and
8.3 km at Welder Flats. They also protected 471 m at Welder Flats using geotubes, and
purchased equipment stored on the refuge to respond to an oil spill. Total project costs were
$15.43 million.
Deposition of dredged material from periodic maintenance dredging of the channel has destroyed
additional marsh and, accidentally, created some new marsh. Dredged material disposal sites
along the GIWW have been nearly fully utilized. The problem of future disposal of dredged
material is critical.
In the summer of 1991, Mitchell Energy created a dike around 5 ha of open shallow bay and
filled the area with dredge material. Vegetation was planted in the created shallows and the first
whooping crane use was documented in January 1992. Mitchell Energy constructed additional
marsh acreage in 1993 and 1995 totaling 8 ha. The USACE has evaluated beneficial uses of
dredge material to create new coastal marsh habitat for whooping cranes. In 1995, the USACE
created 2 wetland areas using dredged material totaling 18 ha (Evans and Stehn 1997). The
USACE’s new dredge material disposal plan calls for the creation of 654 ha of marsh habitat
over the next 50 years. The USACE is working cooperatively with other agencies on the design
and location of these new marshes.
Several studies have characterized whooping crane winter habitat. Darnell et al. (1997) studied
influence of landscape features on bird use of marsh habitat created for whooping cranes.
Although the created marshes were successful in providing avian habitat, design modifications
were suggested to increase the similarity of created and natural marshes (Darnell et al. 1997).
Bonds (2000), using GIS and remote sensing, characterized whooping crane territories from
1992-1997. Bonds (2000) recommended land-cover composition of whooping crane areas to be
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50% salt marsh (5-6.5 patches/ha), 30-40% salt marsh open water (10-16 patches/ha), and up to
10% grasslands (8.9 patches/ha).
Vocalizations of whooping cranes have been studied by several researchers. Initial vocal
analysis of alarm calls was not sufficiently accurate (64.4%) to identify individual birds (Carlson
1991), but recordings of unison calls allows for identification of individuals (Bernhard Wessling,
pers. comm.). Wessling (2000) recorded the unison calls for 27 pairs on winter territories at
ANWR in winter 1999-2000. In the summer of 2000, Brian Johns recorded unison calls of 9
pairs on the breeding grounds. Additional calls were recorded in subsequent summers and
winters. From the comparisons, it was possible to identify several of the nesting pairs on their
winter territories (Brian Johns, CWS, pers. comm.).
Health Management
A whooping crane health management workshop was organized in 1992 by the NWHC and ICF.
Participants included the veterinary and wildlife disease specialists working with whooping
cranes. Uniform health management protocols were established for disease monitoring of
captive and wild flocks, and for pre-release and pre-transfer disease screening. Unpublished
information was collated on disease research. Research needs were identified and prioritized
including avian tuberculosis, EEE, and crane herpes. A centralized, computerized database on
whooping crane mortality was initiated. WCHAT was established with clinical and research
veterinarians identified to coordinate input and serve as official advisors to the recovery team.
This Team continues to meet periodically to evaluate progress and address needs. It has
regularly updated the health management protocols, developed plans for a centralized
serum/tissue bank, and provided advice to the recovery team on issues such as new release site
disease assessments, monitoring and control of emerging disease including EEE and West Nile
virus, and selection of new captive facilities.
Captive Propagation
Whooping cranes are propagated to save the genetic material of the species and to establish
additional wild populations. In 1998, the Recovery Team adopted the following allocation of
captive-produced chicks listed in order of priority: maintenance of captive flocks; Florida
releases; Wisconsin/Manitoba releases; off-corridor experiments considered essential to Florida,
Wisconsin, or propagation; education; other approved populations; and other experiments.
Research and Propagation at Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Before research was carried out at PWRC, successful attempts to propagate whooping cranes
involved only 4 birds - 2 females (Josephine and Rosie) and 2 males (Crip and Pete) (McNulty
1966, Doughty 1989) (Fig. 6). Josephine, who in 1941 was captured and placed in captivity at
Audubon Park Zoo in New Orleans, Louisiana, became the last survivor of the non-migratory,
southwestern Louisiana population. Crip, Pete, and Rosie, flightless due to injuries, were from
the migratory population (McNulty 1966, Maroldo 1980). Three other birds in poor health (1
from Louisiana and 2 from ANWR) were rescued from the wild but all died soon after capture.
Josephine, in captivity from 1941 to 1965, produced 13 chicks. Four lived for more than a
decade but left no survivors and the genetics of the Louisiana non-migratory flock was lost. Pete
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lived for 13 years in captivity but also left no survivors. In 1949, Pete and Josephine nested
unsuccessfully in an enclosure at ANWR. After Pete died at ANWR in 1949, Josephine was repaired with Crip. The pair hatched one chick in 1950 at ANWR but a predator took it a few days
after hatch. After nesting unsuccessfully in 1951, Crip and Josephine were transferred to
Audubon Park Zoo. Josephine died in 1965 and Rosie was paired with Crip. After an
unsuccessful nesting attempt in 1966, they were moved to the San Antonio Zoo in Texas. Rosie,
in captivity from 1956 to 1971, produced 1 line with Crip that survives today (Gee Whiz). Crip,
in captivity from 1949 to 1979, produced 13 chicks with Josephine, 3 with Rosie, and 1 with
Ektu. Ektu, hatched and reared at PWRC from an egg taken from WBNP in 1967, died in 1984,
and produced 1 chick with Crip that died the same year (Fig. 6).
Experimentation with bringing sandhill cranes into captivity began in 1961. Immature lesser and
greater sandhill cranes were captured in 1961 and 1962, respectively, and greater sandhill crane
eggs and downy chicks were collected in 1962. These cranes were housed in temporary facilities
at Monte Vista NWR, Colorado. Initial results of this research indicated that egg collecting was
the safest and most convenient method of obtaining and transporting wild stock (McNulty 1966,
Doughty 1989). In subsequent years, only eggs were taken from the wild at Malheur NWR,
Oregon, and Grays Lake NWR, Idaho, several locations in peninsular Florida, Jackson County,
Mississippi, and central Wisconsin.
A male whooping crane named CAN-US, captured as a chick in WBNP in 1964 with an injured
wing (Novakowski 1965), was the only whooper in the flock. In 1966, U.S. Senator Karl Mundt
sponsored a supplemental appropriation to establish the Endangered Wildlife Research Program
and to develop permanent facilities at the PWRC in Laurel, Maryland. The WCCA was
influential in acquiring the first project funding at PWRC (Erickson 1968). The single whooping
crane, sandhill cranes, and Aleutian Canada geese were transferred to Maryland in spring 1966.
Although some propagation techniques developed for sandhill cranes can be applied to whooping
cranes, the latter have required certain procedural modifications. Whooping cranes are more
difficult to rear than sandhills, and most mortality has occurred within one month of hatching as
a result of bacterial infections, coccidiosis, congenital abnormalities, and leg disorders resulting
from rapid growth (Kepler 1978). All mortalities in the captive flock have been summarized
from 1967 to 1981 (Carpenter and Derrickson 1982) and from 1982 to 1995 (Olsen et al. 1997).
Whooping crane eggs were first produced at PWRC in 1975 when 1 female laid 3 eggs.
Although 2 females produced eggs when they were 5 years old, most captive females have not
laid until they were 7-10 years old (Table 3). At CZ, 1 female produced eggs when she was 4
years old (Dwight Knapik, CZ, pers. comm.) and 2 females when 5 years old. ICF had 2 females
produce eggs at 4 years of age (Mike Putnam, ICF, pers. comm.).
Possible factors responsible for delaying reproduction in the captive flock include photoperiod,
rainfall, rearing conditions, dominance relationships, age of separation of potential pairs from a
bachelor flock, sexual compatibility, inadequate pen size, lack of access to ponds, and stress
associated with handling and disturbance (Kepler 1976, 1978, Derrickson and Carpenter 1982,
Ellis et al. 1996, Mirande et al. 1996). Besides delayed sexual maturity, other factors reduce
reproductive potential in the captive flock. Most birds, after they start, lay eggs every year.
Some pairs lay every other year, some more occasionally, and some lay small or misshapen eggs.
Between 1975 and 2005, the captive flock at PWRC produced 957 eggs (Table 4).
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Figure 6. Whooping crane captive propagation, 1941-1979.

Josephine captured Louisiana 1941
Audubon 1941, San Antonio 1947,
Aransas 1948

Pete captured Nebraska
1936, Audubon 1947,
Aransas 1948

Crip and Josephine
Aransas1949-195H

Mac captured Louisana
1958, released
Aransaas, died 1958
Eight chicles died 1956-1964
George 1957, ICF 1977, died 1978
Georgette1957, ICF 1976, died 1988Peewee 1 958, died 1978, Pepper 1961 , died 1974

Howard captured Aransas/San Antonio
1951, Died 1951
Queenie Ul captured Aransas/San Antonio
1952, Died 1952

' 1964
San Antonio to Audubon
Rosie and George 1964
One chick died 1969
One chick died 1978

TeH 1967
PWRC 1967
ICF 1976
died 1982
Ektu WBNP egg
PWAC 1967
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Table 3. Age of captive whooping cranes when they first produced eggs, Patuxent Wildlife
Research Center, 1975-1993.

Age
(years)
5
6
7
8
9
10

Females
28
22
15
13
10
9

ab

Producing
Femalesc
5
8
8
10
9
9

Percent
Producing
17
36
53
76
90
100

a

Does not include birds transferred between centers before maturation. Transfers delayed egg
production.
b
Females reaching or passing through that age class by 1993.
c
Females producing eggs in that age class.
__________
Breeding pair numbers and egg fertility have been the primary factors limiting annual production
in captivity (Gee and Temple 1978). Successful natural copulations were not observed until
1991 when a full-winged pair laid a fertile egg (Nicolich et al. 2001).
There has been no difference in the number of eggs produced by naturally fertile pairs and
artificially inseminated birds at PWRC. From 1991 to 1999, 8 pairs produced chicks by natural
breeding, but egg fertility (54%) was less than from females artificially inseminated (76%).
Natural fertility, which reduces the risk of injury due to handling, is good in some pairs but
overall is less than in pairs artificially inseminated. Some pairs, although they copulate, fail to
lay a high percentage of fertile eggs or do not reliably lay fertile eggs every year. In these pairs,
artificial insemination before they lay the first egg may increase natural fertility and increase
total fertile production in the captive flock (Bakst 1988). To get fertile eggs from badly
imprinted or handicapped individuals, the females have been artificially inseminated using the
massage technique (Gee and Mirande 1996). To condition pairs to this procedure, collection of
semen from males and the handling of females begin well before laying. After their pubic bones
begin to spread, females are inseminated 3 times weekly and after each oviposition until laying
ceases.
From 1975 through 2005 at PWRC, fertility of eggs (256 of 376) from whooping cranes
artificially inseminated averaged 68%. From 1991, when the whooping cranes began natural
breeding, through 2005, fertility through natural breeding was 64% (268 of 421). In 1999,
PWRC began doing supplemental artificial insemination on a few naturally breeding birds to
increase their rate of fertility. Fertility of eggs produced by these pairs in 1999-2005 was 81%
(43 of 53). From 1975 through 2005, the PWRC flock produced 967 eggs of which 503 were
fertile (52%). Through 2005, from these 503 fertile eggs, PWRC fledged 350 birds (70%). In
addition, between 1975 through 1996, PWRC received 90 fertile whooping crane eggs from
WBNP and from those eggs, 61 chicks fledged (68%).
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Table 4. Size and productivity of the captive whooping crane flock at Patuxent Wildlife
Research Center, 1975-2005.

Eggs retained at PWRC
Year

1975
1976
1977
1978d
1979e
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986f
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

AHYa
Birds
31 Dec.
20
18
19
19
22
22
19
19
25
27
31
36
35
37
30
32
35
36
37
40
37
39
42
40
44
47
53
50
51
50
53

HYb Birds Females
31 Dec.
Laying

Total
Eggsc

No.

Fertile

Hatched

Chicks
Fledged

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
7
10
5
7
2
6
9
2
3
5
13
19
16
35
21
18
27
30
25
15
7
8
4
2

3
5
22
23
21
6
11
28
34
31
13
0
7
15
19
14
21
48
35
48
48
44
55
55
52
51
52
43
51
54
58

3
3
8
8
16
4
11
15
22
21
13
0
7
15
19
14
21
48g
35
48
48
44
55
55
52
51
52
43
51
54
53

2
1
4
8
10
1
5
12
18
16
8
0
3
8
14
5
9
11
16
29
35
27
30
35
32
35
31
27
30
23
18

1
1
3
7
8
0
3
9
14
12
7
0
2
7
9
4
5
9
15
21
31
25
29
30
29
35
29
22
27
21
18

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
6
8
4
6
0
1
3
8
3
2
8
10
18
26
18
18h
27
26
32
25h
20h
26h
19h
17h

889

503

433

350

1
2
4
3
4
2
2
5
5
5
3
0
5
6
5
4
5
8
8
9
8
8
8
10
8
8
10
10
10
13
13

TOTALS 967
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a

AHY = After Hatch Year
HY = Hatch Year
c
Includes 73 eggs transferred to Grays Lake National Wildlife Refuge in 1976-1984. Fertility
determined for unhatched eggs by examination of egg contents. Examination occurred after
full-term incubation and eggs containing no detectable embryo were considered infertile,
therefore, the number of fertile eggs listed is considered a minimum estimate.
d
All eggs retained at PWRC were incubated and hatched under sandhill cranes and chicks were
"foster-parent" reared. All eggs transferred to GL were artificially incubated until transfer.
e
All eggs retained at PWRC were incubated under sandhill cranes and chicks were hand-reared
or foster parent-reared by sandhill cranes. All eggs transferred to GL were incubated under
captive pairs of sandhill cranes at Patuxent until transfer this year and subsequent years.
f
No eggs were produced in 1986. Breeding birds were moved temporarily to pens in summer
1985 during construction of new pens. The birds were moved into the new pens in
November 1985. These movements were believed to be the disturbance that disrupted the
1986 breeding cycle.
g
Six new pairs broke the 19 eggs they produced.
h
In 1997 and 2001-2005, the number of chicks fledged also includes chicks that were shipped
to their release site prior to fledging.
b

__________
From 1993 to 2005, 368 of 641 eggs (63%) from the PWRC flock were fertile. From these 368
eggs, 282 (77%) were fledged or were shipped prior to fledging. Of these, 177 (plus 14
produced from WBNP origin eggs) were sent to the Florida reintroduction. In addition, 7 chicks
(plus 1 of ICF origin) were sent to Idaho and 75 (plus 13 eggs from other institutions) were sent
to Wisconsin for release through ultralight migration reintroduction projects. PWRC avoids
imprinting problems by parent-rearing chicks or hand-rearing them in visual and auditory contact
with a subadult whooping crane imprint model.
Seventy-three whooping crane eggs were transferred from PWRC to Grays Lake between 1976
and 1984. PWRC shipped 22 birds to ICF in 1989 and 11 birds to Calgary in 1992 and 1993 to
help establish other captive flocks. The flock was split several times to reduce the risk of disease
outbreaks decimating the entire captive population.
Hatchability of whooping crane eggs incubated by cranes exceeds that of eggs placed in
incubators, probably because of less than optimum incubation regimes. In 1978, hatchability of
the 8 eggs retained at PWRC and incubated under sandhill cranes was 88%, while only 5 of 11
fertile eggs incubated artificially before their transfer to GL hatched. As a result, since 1979 all
whooping crane eggs at PWRC have been incubated under sandhill cranes or whooping cranes.
Since these modifications were undertaken, hatchability and chick survival (Table 4) has equaled
that observed in eggs and chicks from the AWBP.
A study of the pedigree effect on survival in captivity and in Florida found that some families do
not produce eggs or fertile eggs. Some produce many chicks but few survive well in captivity
and after wild release, some fledge many chicks and they survive well in captivity and after wild
release, and some families carry genetic defects (e.g. scoliosis) (George Gee, PWRC, pers.
comm.).
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Infection with coccidia (Eimeria spp.) has been a major morbidity and mortality factor for chicks
at PWRC, in some years resulting in up to 20% mortality of the hatched chicks (Carpenter et. al
1980). Control programs, including better pen design, improved pen husbandry, pen rotation,
and development and use of new coccidiostats in the feed, have now reduced the mortality to
zero.
A disease outbreak can cause a serious setback to the captive breeding program. In the fall of
1984, 7 whooping cranes in the captive flock at PWRC died from EEE, of which 5 were females.
The January 1985 sex ratio in the surviving adult captive population was 10 males to 4 females.
Sandhill cranes at PWRC also were exposed to the virus, but no mortality occurred (Carpenter et
al. 1987). Whooping cranes appear especially susceptible to EEE; consequently the potential
impact of this disease will be considered when selecting any site for additional whooping crane
populations.
Thirteen of the 32 whooping cranes at PWRC were exposed naturally to the EEE virus and all
developed antibody titers. Ongoing unpublished research has shown that use of an EEE vaccine
protects against infection and should reduce the risk of this disease in the future. Actions taken
in 1985 and continued annually to prevent another outbreak of EEE at PWRC include: (1) a
surveillance and control program for the principal mosquito (Culiseta melanura), vector of the
disease; (2) testing EEE vaccines and developing a more effective vaccine for whooping cranes;
and (3) continuing serological monitoring of the captive flock for antibody titers. Now that the
etiology of the whooping crane deaths at PWRC is known, the disease threat can be minimized
in captivity by initiating appropriate mosquito control measures and the use of EEE vaccines.
However, the long-term efficacy of the vaccine is unknown and annual booster shots are
required. The WCHAT recommended that the breeder cranes at all captive facilities in EEE
geographic areas, including ICF and PWRC, be vaccinated. EEE vaccination research is also
being done to test its usefulness when whooping cranes are released into EEE areas like Florida.
As part of an experimental strategy, chicks transported from PWRC to Florida for release are
vaccinated, but those coming from ICF and other northern captive centers are usually not
vaccinated.
In September-October 1987, a mycotoxin in commercially prepared crane feed poisoned about
240 of the 300 captive cranes at PWRC. Fifteen cranes died (5% of the flock), including 3
whooping cranes. Laboratories found a trichothecene in the feed that may have been the toxic
agent (Valente 1992). A small sample of each commercial food shipment is now fed to
bobwhites (Colinus virginianus) before being offered to cranes. Food consumption, body weight
changes, and mortality in the quail are used to detect toxins in the feed.
WNV, a form of encephalitis newly arrived from Africa and first detected in the New York area
in 1999, has been spreading across the U.S. and Canada. An outbreak of WNV at SSC in August
2002 resulted in the death of 7 out of 18 sandhill crane chicks and the serious illness of one staff
person. The adult whooping cranes were apparently not affected. WNV may pose a threat,
which needs to be assessed, to the cranes at PWRC and to all the whooping crane populations
(Robert McLean, NWHC, pers. comm.). Young chicks with undeveloped immune systems may
be particularly vulnerable. Research on WNV and the efficacy of vaccination in sandhill cranes
was carried out by PWRC and NWHC in 2002. Preliminary results show that sandhill cranes
didn’t die or develop obvious clinical signs when challenged with WNV, but they did have a
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subclinical infection. Vaccination appears to be particularly effective in protecting sandhill
cranes, reducing virus shedding.
Recent significant studies at PWRC include: use of monensin and vaccine as an improved
treatment for disseminated visceral coccidiosis; estimates of diversity in the major
histocompatibility complex; methods to establish migratory crane populations using trucks,
ultralight aircraft, and other techniques; ingested metal treatment (Olsen and Wise 2001), blood
studies (Olsen et al. 2001), experiments involving fertilization timing of artificially inseminated
cranes (Jones and Nicolich 2001; Jones et al. In prep), and comparisons between individual crane
behaviors and survival in Florida (Kreger et al. 2001, Gee et al. 2001). An adaptive management
study of the Florida population is currently underway.
The pen facilities at PWRC were modernized in the early 1990s, but major maintenance and
replacement needs exist at present. These new facilities should help establish breeder pairs on a
territory without the disturbances associated with pen maintenance experienced in earlier
complexes.
Propagation at International Crane Foundation
The ICF is a non-profit conservation organization that works worldwide to conserve cranes and
the wetland, grassland, and other ecosystems on which they depend. The ICF is dedicated to
providing experience, knowledge, and inspiration to involve people in resolving threats to these
ecosystems.
Captive propagation expertise was developed during the 1970s with several crane species,
including whooping cranes (Doughty 1989). ICF employs 30 full-time staff members and 10
additional people on project funding. The Crane Conservation Department, which manages the
whooping crane flock and also assists with the eastern migratory reintroduction, consists of 6
employees. In addition, a veterinarian and veterinary technician provide clinical care to the
captive flock.
In 1989, the U.S. Whooping Crane Recovery Team decided to split the captive flock to reduce
the risk of disease. The ICF received 22 whooping cranes from PWRC and an injured adult male
from the RMP. Two cranes died shortly after their arrival. Two experienced pairs failed to lay
in 1990, probably due to the disruption caused by the move. Cranes, especially whooping
cranes, are sensitive to disturbance and pen changes (Mirande et al. 1997b). Three females laid 9
eggs in 1991, and 1 chick was parent-reared, the start of captive whooping crane production at
ICF. From 1991-2005, the flock at ICF has laid 349 eggs, of which 183 were fertile, 135
hatched, and 108 fledged (Table 5). Fifty-five have been sent to Florida for reintroduction.
Twenty-three were kept at ICF to build the captive flock and for genetic management.
Eggs were also harvested from wild nests in Canada and shipped to ICF to build up the size of
the captive flock or to support reintroductions. In May of 1990, 12 eggs were transferred from
WBNP and 8 fledged to increase the size of the captive flock at ICF to 30. Between 1990 and
1996, 58 eggs from WBNP were transported to ICF, 49 hatched and 41 fledged (Table 6).
Eighteen were sent to Florida for reintroduction, 4 to Idaho, 3 to Calgary, and 16 retained in
captivity for genetic management.
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Table 5. Size and productivity of the captive whooping crane flock at International Crane
Foundation, 1989-2005.
Year

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
TOTALS

All
Birds,
Jan. 1
23a
21
30
28
37
28
34
34
32
30
30
28
28
28
32
35
35

Females
Laying

Eggs

Fertile
Eggs

Chicks
Hatched

Chicks
Fledged

0
3
3
3
5
5
6
5
6
4
7
5
7
8
8
8

0
9
16
9
14
21
23
23b
22
20
26
21
33
31
40
41

0
2
8
5
6
10
15
13
13
9
12
6
16b
17
21
30

0
2
6
5
6
8
12
8c
11
8
5
5
13c
14
11
21e

0
1
6
5
6
5
10
7
7
7
5
2
11d
12
7
16

349

183
(52.4%)

135
(73.8%)

107
(79.2%)

Chicks
Sent to
Florida
0
0
1
2
4
2
10
7
6
6
4
1
4
8
4
0
59

a

22 birds arrived at ICF in fall of ‘89
3 of these eggs sent to PWRC.
c
3 eggs hatched at PWRC.
d
3 chicks hatched at PWRC and fledged at NNWR.
e
9 hatched at PWRC and 2 at SAZ
b

__________

At ICF, chicks have been parent-reared, hand-reared, or costume-reared. In costume-rearing,
cranes are exposed to the human form only during negative, stressful situations and remain wary
of people. From the time of hatching, costume-reared whooping cranes are exposed to live
whooping crane role models in adjacent pens to avoid imprinting problems.
Significant morbidity and mortality factors for captive whooping cranes at ICF have been
orthopedic problems and metal foreign body ingestion (Langenberg, unpubl. reports to the
Recovery Team). Developmental wing and leg deformities, and handling-associated leg
fractures and joint injuries in chicks have contributed to low fledging or release rates at the ICF
in some years, especially in the early 1990s when production first started (Hartup et al. 2001a).
Changes in handling protocols, information exchange with PWRC and other centers, and
increased experience have decreased the impacts of these chick problems. The ICF flock has
been free of significant infectious disease problems, probably the result of intensive husbandry
practices and regular health monitoring. As the captive whooping crane population ages, the
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incidence of geriatric problems (such as leg joint arthritis) is increasing, and can be a particular
problem in the captive facilities in colder regions, such as the ICF.
Beginning in 1990, closed circuit television proved to be an effective tool for monitoring and
supervising the socialization of new pairs as well as for monitoring pairs that break their eggs.
Through video monitoring, an egg could be retrieved within minutes of being laid. Currently the
ICF has 17 cameras. At least 17 crane pens are wired and ready for cameras, allowing staff to
move cameras as needed. The ICF has acquired software for analysis and storage-retrieval of its
growing collection of video materials.
The number of laying females at the ICF has increased to 8 starting in 2003. The ICF has
facilities to house 12 breeder pairs. Research is ongoing to improve reproduction, rearing
procedures, behavioral management, health care, and other topics that may directly benefit
management and recovery (Gerencser 1997, 1998, Langenberg and Donoghue 1997, Langenberg
et al. 1998, Hartup et al. 2001b, Bowman et al. 2002).
Water and exposure to the wetland environment is incorporated into the rearing of the crane
chicks for release. Pairs that raise young are provided with flooded areas. Isolation-reared
chicks are also provided with pools and flooded areas in their exercise yard. When the cohorts
are formed and the youngest crane is thermo-regulating well, they are moved to larger
enclosures. These pens have ponds approximately 20 by 30 feet in size where the chicks are
encouraged to roost in the ponds overnight.
As part of the ICF’s efforts to improve crane management, work was started on a new isolation
rearing facility on a secluded portion of the property. This new facility moves the cranes from an
area adjacent to the main office complex where it is difficult to isolate chicks from human
sounds, to a low disturbance area. Wetlands in the new facility will allow the cranes access to a
larger area providing wide open vistas with fewer human artifacts. Currently the new isolationrearing facility can house 10 chicks and will eventually house 20 chicks when completed. To
enhance public education efforts, fiber optic cable delivers real time video images from a camera
in the rearing facility to a public display screen.
Since 1989, the ICF has received support from Region 2 of the USFWS to cover costs of
maintaining and breeding its captive whooping cranes. Beginning in 2001, these funds have
been appropriated from the Washington Office of the USFWS. The ICF raises additional funds
from the private sector to support whooping crane conservation, over $300,000 in each of the last
two years. Aside from research and crane management efforts, the ICF emphasizes public
education about cranes, their habitats, and conservation. Roughly 25,000 visitors come to the
ICF each year, where they can see a pair of whooping cranes in a natural wetland setting. In
2005 for the first time, the pair on public exhibit was given a whooping crane chick to hatch and
rear, providing great public viewing opportunities. ICF staff members engage in outreach
activities along the Wisconsin-to-Florida flyway, in Texas, and in other key crane areas,
involving use of crane posters, audio-visual presentations, and Crane Trunks (boxes shipped on
temporary loan to schools and containing a variety of crane artifacts and educational activities).
The ICF also has a school curriculum on crane migration available through registration on its
website.
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Table 6. Hatching and fledging rates of AWBP eggs transferred to International Crane
Foundation, 1990-1996.

Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

Eggs
Received
12
0
11
10
9
10
6c

TOTALS 58

Eggs
Fertile
11
0
10
9
5
10
5

Eggs
Hatched
11
0
10
8a
5
10
5

Chicks
Fledged
8
0
7
7
5
9b
5d

Chicks Sent
to Florida
0
0
6
0
4
8
0

50

49

41

18

a

Four chicks sent to Grays Lake, Idaho; 2 chicks sent to Calgary Zoo.
One chick sent to the Calgary Zoo.
c
One egg arrived with a hole in it, late dead embryo.
d
All chicks retained at ICF for genetic management.
b

__________

Propagation at Calgary Zoo
The Calgary Zoological Society is a non-profit, charitable organization that operates the Calgary
Botanical Gardens and Prehistoric Park in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The Society houses a wide
variety of living animals and plants, and participates in many threatened and endangered species
breeding programs. In 1988, the CWS called for bids from suitable organizations to manage a
captive breeding flock of whooping cranes. In 1989, Calgary was chosen, and the Calgary
Zoological Society signed an agreement with CWS to serve as the Canadian captive breeding
center.
In 1991, zoo staff visited the ICF for training in captive husbandry. Funding was obtained from
the Nat Christie Foundation in Calgary to build breeding enclosures, a chick-rearing building,
and incubation facility. In November 1992, the first 2 whooping cranes arrived from ICF, with
11 sent from PWRC in 1993. In 1994, the first chick was hatched from a wild egg from WBNP.
In 1995, Hope and Chinook produced the first eggs at Calgary. Chinook, at age 4 years and 14
days, was the youngest female to lay an egg in captivity. In 1996, the same pair produced the
first fertile eggs laid at Calgary. Three chicks were reared to fledging, and were the first released
to the wild at Kissimmee Prairie, Florida, from this facility (Table 7). Between 1996 and 2005,
17 chicks reared at Calgary, all from Hope and Chinook, were shipped to Florida.
From 1995 to 2005, 183 whooping crane eggs have been laid at Calgary; 56 were fertile, 32
hatched, and 24 fledged (Table 7). Four eggs were received from WBNP in 1994 and 2 in 1996,
from which 2 chicks hatched in 1994 and 1 in 1996. From those AWBP eggs, 1 chick fledged
each year. Through 2004, all fertile eggs have been produced by natural fertilization. Artificial
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Table 7. Size and productivity of the captive whooping crane flock at Calgary Zoo, 19922005.

Year

All
Birds

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

2
13
16
18
18
20
21
21
20
20
19
17
19
19

Females
Laying
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
3
4
6
6
4
6
7

TOTAL

Eggs

Fertile
Eggs

Chicks
Hatched

Chicks
Fledged

0
0
0
5
5
12
10
13
21
28
24
21
22
21

0
0
0
0
5
1
2
6
11
5
6
8
7
9

0
0
0
0
5
1
2
2
6
5
2
3
3
6

0
0
0
0
3
0
2
2
3
3
2
2
3
4

Chicks
Sent to
Florida
0
0
0
0
3
0
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
0

183

56

32

24

17

__________
insemination methods were started in 2003 to increase production with successful fertilization
first achieved in 2005. Eggs are incubated using a combination of natural and artificial methods.
Chicks are reared by parents or by costumed caretakers.
Propagation at San Antonio Zoo
Since April 1956 when an injured whooping crane was received for rehabilitation, the SAZ has
maintained this species in their collection and has successfully bred them in captivity (Lauver
1992). The SAZ is the closest facility to ANWR with expertise in cranes and has taken in cranes
captured from the wild that have been sick or injured. The Recovery Plan calls for 3 breeder
pairs to be kept at the SAZ. They currently hold 5 adult cranes that have produced off-spring for
reintroduction programs. In 2005, SAZ hatched 3 genetically valuable eggs sent to them from
other facilities. The public exhibit that holds one breeding pair was remodeled in 2000 and
includes a stream running through the enclosure. The other whooping cranes are kept offexhibit. The SAZ has worked in close cooperation with the Recovery Team and provides its
own funding for whooping crane propagation activities.
Propagation at Freeport McMoran Audubon Species Survival Center
The Freeport McMoran Audubon Species Survival Center (SSC), a major propagation facility
for the endangered Mississippi sandhill crane located in Belle Chasse, Louisiana, was approved
by the Recovery Team in 1998 to propagate whooping cranes. The facility is needed primarily
as a breeding facility to support ongoing whooping crane reintroduction programs, as well as
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increase capacity of the captive flock to reach the objective of 153 birds, the size recommended
for conservation of flock genetics. The Recovery Plan calls for 10 breeder pairs to be kept at the
SSC.
The SSC received their first whooping cranes in 1998, had their first eggs laid in 2003, shipped
fertile eggs to PWRC for the EMP reintroduction program in 2005, and in March, 2005 held 9
birds. In 2002, a review done to balance the needs of the Mississippi sandhill crane and
whooping crane propagation programs recommended that a new facility be built for whooping
crane propagation. Initial funding was received and land cleared in 2004 with construction
getting underway in 2005. The new facility will have larger pens with ponds to promote
breeding at an earlier age. More funding will have to be obtained to expand the facility to hold
10 breeder pairs. The facility hopes to eventually produce chicks for a whooping crane
reintroduction in Louisiana and do research on propagation issues.
The Audubon Zoo in New Orleans had whooping cranes on exhibit from 1941-1975, including
the female “Josephine” from the non-migratory Louisiana flock who hatched the first whooping
crane chick in captivity in 1956. In November, 2001, a whooping crane shipped to the Audubon
Zoo marked the historic return of the species to the zoo. A new whooping crane exhibit was
dedicated in September, 2004, with a pair on display featured prominently near the zoo entrance.
This is currently a genetically over-represented pair and is slated for display purposes only.
Cross-fostering, Translocation, and Guide-bird Studies at Grays Lake NWR, Idaho
Survival prospects for the whooping crane would be greatly enhanced by establishing additional,
separate populations. The first technique tried was cross-fostering whooping cranes to sandhill
crane foster parents. Whooping crane eggs from the wild or from captive breeders were placed
in sandhill crane nests, and the sandhill cranes incubated, hatched, reared, and introduced the
whooping crane chicks into the wild.
Cross-fostering was tested at Grays Lake NWR (GL) in Idaho, on the western edge of the recent
historical range of the whooping crane, where studies on the greater sandhill crane had been in
progress (Fig. 7)(Drewien 1973, Drewien and Bizeau 1974). From 1975 through 1988, 216
whooping crane eggs were transferred to GL from WBNP, and 73 from PWRC, and placed
under pairs of sandhill cranes. Two hundred and ten eggs hatched and 84 chicks fledged (Table
8) (Drewien et al. 1989, Ellis et al. 1992b). The whooper chicks adapted to dietary and habitat
differences and, in subsequent years, repeated the migration pattern of their foster parents.
High chick mortality was attributed to inclement weather at the time of hatching, poor habitat
and food conditions during some years, and coyote predation (Drewien and Bizeau 1978,
Drewien et al. 1985). Subadult and adult mortality rates were also high; birds were lost to fence
and power line collisions (Brown et al. 1987, Brown and Drewien 1995), disease (Snyder et al.
1987, 1992, Stroud et al. 1986), predation (Windingstad et al. 1981, Drewien et al. 1989), and
other causes. High mortality and the absence of breeding resulted in a relatively small
population that peaked at 33 individuals in winter 1985.
Higher mortality rates among females apparently were the basis for unequal sex ratios among
cross-fostered adults. In research in other locations, it had been documented that wild cranes can
successfully pair with tame or captive individuals (Hyde 1968, Longley 1970, Nesbitt 1979).
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Figure 7. Summer and winter ranges and migration route of the reintroduced Rocky
Mountain whooping crane population. As of 2002, this population ceased to exist, except
for 1 bird in captivity at ICF.
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Table 8. Eggs transplanted, hatched and chicks fledged at Grays Lake, Idaho, 1975-1988.
Origin of
Eggs
Canada

No. eggs transplanted
14a

No. eggs
Hatched
9

No. chicks
Fledged
5

1976

Canada
PWRC

15b
2

11
0

4
0

1977

Canada
PWRC

16
14c

15
5

4
0

1978

Canada
PWRC

13
15d

9
5

3
0

1979

Canada
PWRCe

19

5

12
4

6
2

1980

Canada
PWRC

13
2

10
2

4
1

1981

Canada

12

5

0

1982

Canada
PWRC

14
13

8
11

3
4

1983

Canada
PWRC

16f
12f

15
11

11
8

1984

Canada
PWRC

22g
10f

19
6

10
2

1985

Canada

23h

20

11

1986

Canada

15i

11

2

1987

Canada

12

12

2

1988

Canada

12

10

2

Subtotal

Canada
PWRC

216
73

166
44

67
17

Total

289

210

84

Year
1975
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a

Two of 14 eggs lost to predators.
Four of 15 eggs lost to predators.
c
Three eggs deserted after a snowstorm, one egg lost to a predator.
d
Examination of 10 eggs that did not hatch revealed that 4 were infertile, 2 contained earlydead embryos, and 4 contained late-dead embryos.
e
Poor hatchability of PWRC eggs during the period 1976-1978 was due largely to egg
infertility (11 eggs) and artificial incubation (20 eggs). After 1978, only eggs containing
viable embryos (as determined by flotation) were transferred and all eggs were incubated
under sandhill cranes at PWRC before their transfer.
f
One egg lost to a predator before hatching.
g
Three eggs lost to predators before hatching.
h
Three eggs believed to be infertile or to contain early dead embryos at the time of transfer.
i
Two eggs were eaten by predators and two failed to hatch.
b

__________
Experimentation was started to simultaneously augment the wild cross-fostered population at
Grays Lake NWR with captive-reared individuals, rectify the male-skewed sex ratio, and hasten
the onset of breeding in the wild population. In June 1981, a captive, 3-year-old, parent-reared
female whooping crane was transferred from PWRC to GL and placed on a male whooper's
territory (Drewien et al. 1989). Although the female rapidly adjusted to the wild and associated
periodically with the male, a pair bond was never established. Successful migration seemed
unlikely, so the female was captured and returned to PWRC in October (Drewien and Clegg
1992). The experiment was repeated in 1982. The same female quickly adapted to the wild and
her presence stimulated increased territorial activities by the male (Drewien et al. 1989).
Unfortunately, the male died after becoming entangled in a barbed wire fence. The female was
recaptured and returned to PWRC.
The experiment was repeated in 1989, but in May rather than June. A captive 6-year-old female
from PWRC was placed in a pen on a male's territory at GL. The male exhibited much interest
in the female and after 1 week she was released from the pen. Pairing behavior included unison
calling and copulations. No nesting attempt was made, perhaps because it was somewhat late in
the season. The male molted his flight feathers and secluded himself in the marsh. In early June,
the female abandoned the flightless male but was joined by another wild male. The new pair
remained together for over 4 months. From October 5-15, the male was observed initiating
migratory flights on 5 occasions with the female following. However, the female was unable to
keep up with the male and she always returned to the territory with the male following.
On October 15 the male migrated alone. The only other whooper present, a male, immediately
joined the female for 2 days until he migrated. Six years in captivity apparently made the female
physically incapable of sustaining long flights. Attempts to capture her in late October were
unsuccessful and she disappeared. The behavior of the males at GL demonstrated that they were
highly responsive to the presence of a conspecific female during the breeding season.
During the 1980s it became apparent that during summer older females did not return to GL or
other areas occupied by territorial males. Experiments to enhance pair formation were carried
out from 1986 through 1990 whereby 20 whooping cranes (some females were recaptured
several times) were moved from isolated summer sites and released at GL near male whooping
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cranes (Drewien et al. 1989). Five (2 males, 3 females) were held for 1 to 4 months in a pen
before being released. These experiments contributed to numerous associations and interactions
between both sexes, but no permanent pair bonds developed. The longest associations lasted 2 to
4 months before males and females separated. The cross-fostered females exhibited minimal
response to the presence of males. These results suggested that imprinting problems possibly
existed in whooping cranes raised by sandhill cranes.
Dr. Edward 0. Garton, biometrician at the University of Idaho, modeled the cross-fostered
population to predict when it might become self-sustaining. The model assumed (1) crossfostered females would be breeding at the same rate as the females in Canada and (2) survival of
birds in their first year would be similar to that of first year birds in Canada. Despite these
optimistic and unrealized assumptions, with the future transfer of 30 eggs per year, the
population would only reach 6 nesting pairs after 50 years (Garton et al. 1989). "It is obvious
from all scenarios modeled that egg transplants of less than 30 eggs per year will not suffice to
establish a self-sustaining population in a reasonable period of time. Natural breeding will be
essential to establish a self-sustaining population" (Garton et al. 1989).
At the 1989 meeting of the U.S. WCRT, the team recommended the cross-fostering be
discontinued. Other research continued at GL until 1992, but cross-fostered females appeared
incapable of normal breeding behavior. The average whooping crane at WBNP begins egg
production in its 4th year (Ernie Kuyt, CWS, pers. comm., 1991). By the fall of 1992, crossfostered adult female whooping cranes of ages 4 through 12 years had passed through a nesting
season on 34 occasions without pairing.
In 1992, a wild cross-fostered male whooping crane paired with a female sandhill crane to
produce a hybrid chick. The hybrid wild chick provided additional evidence that cross-fostering
may break down behavioral barriers that normally discourage pairing between the 2 species.
However, isolated cranes from one species may hybridize with the more common species found
in the same area. The hybrid summered in Yellowstone National Park. It never produced
offspring and was believed sterile. It was last seen in spring 1999 and is believed dead.
Sexual imprinting of a foster-reared species on the foster-parent species had already been
confirmed in foster-reared raptors, waterfowl, gulls, finches, and gallinaceous birds (Immelmann
1972, Bird et al. 1985). An investigation of the potential imprinting problem in cranes occurred
at the ICF where sandhill cranes were foster-reared by red-crowned cranes (sample of 1), whitenaped cranes (sample of 2), and Siberian cranes (sample of 1). When given a choice the crossfostered sandhill cranes socialized more with the foster species than with conspecifics. The 2
foster-reared females showed a stronger preference for the foster species than did the 2 fosterreared males (Mahan and Simmers 1992) lending further support to the theory of improper
sexual imprinting, particularly in female cranes, being the reason for failure of pairing in the
cross-fostered whooping cranes at GL.
In 1993, 4 males (9-17 yr old) and 4 females (7-13 yr old) remained in the Rocky Mountains. A
variety of observations suggested that these adults might adopt and rear whooping crane chicks.
Cross-fostered males had built nests, intermittently incubated an empty nest and sandhill eggs
placed in that nest, and assisted neighboring sandhill pairs in raising sandhill and whooper
chicks. Penned male and female whoopers fed and temporarily reared sandhill crane chicks.
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In 1993 and 1994, an experiment was designed to determine if the cross-fostered adults would
adopt and raise whooping crane chicks and teach them migration (Drewien et al. 1997). If
successful, this procedure would overcome the imprinting problems that had prevented
appropriate pairing. Four whooping crane chicks or eggs were provided to the project each year.
Although parent-chick bonds appeared to develop in captivity, adults did not remain with the
chicks after release to the wild. The chicks did not permanently remain with any cranes nor
migrate. Field research was ended after 1994.
In 1997, the remnant Rocky Mountain whooping crane population was designated experimental
nonessential and 4 areas removed from designation as critical habitat to allow greater
management flexibility and to permit crane research to be conducted using ultralight aircraft. In
fall 1997, Kent Clegg flew a mixed flock of 8 sandhills and 4 whooping cranes behind an
ultralight aircraft between Grace, Idaho, and Bosque del Apache NWR, New Mexico. The trip
covered 1,140 km in 9 days. Two of the whooping cranes were lost to predators on the wintering
grounds, and two migrated north in the spring. The cross-fostered population in the Rockies
declined to a single survivor in year 2000 along with one crane from the ultralight experiment.
Both were dead by spring 2002.
Reintroducing a Non-migratory Population in Florida
A November 21, 1975, letter to members of the WCRT from the Florida Game and Fresh Water
Fish Commission suggested the possibility of re-establishing a non-migratory whooping crane
population in the eastern United States. No pure genetic representative of the non-migratory
Louisiana flock remained in captivity. The letter proposed that Florida sandhill cranes might be
used as surrogate parents to instill non-migratory behavior into cross-fostered whooping cranes
with the goal of restoring a non-migratory flock in the Southeast.
In 1977, John Allender (Audubon Park Zoological Garden) and George Archibald (ICF)
submitted a proposal to reintroduce whooping cranes to Louisiana. The proposal was tabled by
USFWS because they did not wish to endorse other reintroduction efforts until the crossfostering project was fully evaluated (letter from Lynn Greenwalt, Director, USFWS, to
Regional Directors, May 1978). Louisiana Wildlife agency personnel were concerned that
critical habitat might be designated within the State as a consequence of a release, a designation
that might place unfavorable constraints on land and hunting management (March 1978 letter of
J. Burton Angelle, Secretary, Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to George
Archibald). Resource agency personnel in Louisiana were also concerned that restrictions on
hunting of geese and ducks might be imposed as a consequence of the presence of an endangered
species (Gomez 1992). Federal concerns included the belief that local residents might not be
instilled with a conservation ethic sufficient to permit success of the reintroduction (letter from
D. L. Hall, Special Agent In Charge, USFWS, April 1978).
In 1979, the U.S. Whooping Crane Recovery Team contacted the Florida Commission to ask if
they were still interested in evaluating the feasibility of establishing a non-migratory flock of
whooping cranes. Research was needed to determine whether a migratory crane species, when
reared by non-migratory Florida sandhill crane foster parents, would also be non-migratory. Any
cranes cross-fostered in Florida would potentially be in association with migratory greater
sandhill cranes that nest in the Great Lakes region but winter in southern Georgia and Florida.
Such an association at the time of spring migration might trigger some inherent tendency to
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migrate. Research to address the question began in 1980. One member of each of several
established pairs of Florida sandhill cranes was captured and instrumented with a radio
transmitter. When nesting began, eggs of greater sandhill cranes, obtained from PWRC or from
the wild in Wisconsin or Idaho, were substituted for the pair's natural clutch. Hatching and
rearing of the young were monitored until the resultant chick/chicks were 55 to 60 days old. The
young were then captured, radio-tagged, and plastic leg bands attached. Movements were
monitored through 1 or 2 spring migrations following separation from their parents.
Thirty-four greater sandhill crane eggs were transferred into 23 Florida sandhill crane nests
between 1982 and 1987. From these transfers, 5 young were produced which survived to the age
at which they separated from their parents. Twenty-seven captive-reared young were released (4
cohorts) during 1986 and 1987. They were radio-instrumented and distinctly color banded.
Eighteen survived through at least 1 spring migration and 2 fall migrations. Only southerly
movements by some individuals (60 to 120 km) exceeded normal dispersal of subadult Florida
sandhill cranes. In the 1 instance of the 120 km movement south, the birds returned within 6
weeks to the general vicinity of release. The movements of the dispersing experimental birds did
not differ significantly (P > 0.05), either in direction or date of movement from that of a control
group (Nesbitt and Carpenter 1993). Research results all indicated that migration in sandhill
cranes was learned from their parents and not genetically programmed.
By the mid-1980s, questions began to arise concerning the lack of pairing behavior of whooping
cranes cross-fostered by sandhill cranes. It was desirable to test an alternative reintroduction
technique. Thus, in 1986, releases of captive-reared sandhill cranes began. Four cohorts of
captive-reared greater sandhill cranes were soft-released in Florida during late winter or early
spring (Nesbitt and Carpenter 1993). Concurrently a group of Florida sandhill cranes (1- or 2year-olds) from known natal sites were captured, radio-instrumented, and monitored as a control
to compare dispersal.
In 1983, the U.S. WCRT met to select sites to evaluate for another wild population. Eastern sites
were proposed because they would be discrete from the other wild populations, a requirement of
endangered species re-introductions in the United States. Coastal Louisiana, where whooping
cranes survived as a non-migratory population in the 1940s (McIlhenny 1943), was not
considered due to its proximity to Texas wintering sites and potential conflicts with Louisiana’s
extensive hunting of waterfowl.
Sites selected for evaluation were Seney NWR and adjacent areas in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan and Ontario, Okefenokee NWR in southern Georgia, and 3 sites in Florida (Lewis and
Cooch 1992). Three-year research projects began in 1984 and final reports on the eastern study
sites were submitted in 1987-88 (Bennett and Bennett 1987, McMillen 1987, Bishop 1988,
Nesbitt 1988). In summer, 1988, the U.S. WCRT recommended that the next reintroduction
establish a non-migratory population in the Kissimmee Prairie of Florida. Reasons the Team
chose to establish a non-migratory population included (1) failure of the cross-fostering
technique in Idaho and (2) lack of any proven technique to establish a migratory population.
Some Florida habitats are similar to habitats historically used in Louisiana. Florida has no goose
or crane hunting so hunting conflicts were unlikely. The Canadian Recovery Team endorsed the
Kissimmee Prairie site in fall 1988. The Director of the USFWS and the Director General of
CWS approved the project in 1989.
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Considerable progress had been made in developing reliable methods for reintroducing captiveproduced cranes to the wild. Releases of isolation-reared sandhill cranes resulted in high postrelease survival both in migratory and non-migratory situations (Ellis et al. 1992a). Isolationrearing refers to rearing the birds separated from visual contact with humans. Ethologist Dr.
Robert Horwich at the ICF developed costume-rearing, and the release of such birds into flocks
of wild cranes, in 1986. These first experimental releases used captive-reared sandhill cranes
(Nesbitt 1979, Drewien et al. 1981, Zwank and Derrickson 1981, Horwich 1986, Bizeau et al.
1987, Leach 1987, Zwank and Wilson 1987, Nesbitt 1988, Horwich 1989, Archibald and
Archibald 1992, Ellis et al. 1992b, Horwich et al. 1992, Urbanek and Bookhout 1992, 1994,
Nesbitt and Carpenter 1993) to test the techniques. Some were soft or gentle releases involving a
gradual transition from life in captivity to the wild. The cranes were placed in large predatorproof enclosures containing food and water. Their wings were brailed to prevent flight (Ellis and
Dein 1991). After an acclimation period of 1-2 weeks, the brails were removed and the cranes
could fly from the pen. Urbanek and Bookhout (1992) noted the need for similar studies on
captive-reared whooping cranes.
The Florida release site, Kissimmee Prairie, consists of approximately 2,000 square kilometers of
flat, open palmetto prairie interspersed with shallow wetlands and lakes (Fig. 8). On private
ranch lands, much of the prairie has been converted to improved pasture. Land ownership
includes 8 large ranches totaling 82,200 ha. Large private holdings range from 2,700 ha to
42,500 ha. Public lands range from 2,955 ha to 43,300 ha. Three Lakes WMA (22,450 ha) was
identified by Bishop (1988) as the preferred release site with the best habitat lying between lakes
Jackson and Kissimmee.
The whooping crane population in Florida was designated experimental nonessential to increase
flexibility of management (Lewis and Finger 1993). Release pens like those used successfully in
releases of the endangered Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus c. pulla), at the Mississippi Sandhill
Crane NWR, were built near Lake Jackson and Lake Marian. In January 1993, the first group of
14 juvenile whooping cranes was transferred to Florida in a soft-release, managed like previous
sandhill crane releases in Mississippi (Ellis et al. 1992b) and Florida. The objective of the first
release was to evaluate release techniques and response of whooping cranes to the Florida
habitat. At regular intervals released birds were recaptured and samples taken to evaluate
exposure to disease and parasites.
Whooping cranes were released in Florida habitats similar to those used by Florida sandhill
cranes (Nesbitt and Williams 1990). Shallow palustrine wetlands were used for roosting,
foraging, loafing, and nesting. They also frequented upland habitats for foraging. Open grassy
fields, usually grazed by livestock and/or used for sod production, provided abundant
invertebrate and vertebrate food items. Live oaks and laurel oaks (Quercus spp.) provided
seasonally abundant acorns. Marsh/pasture ecotones and lake edges provided a diversity of
aquatic, semiaquatic, and upland food resources.
Upon arrival and prior to release from the pens, whooping cranes were examined and treated
with antihelmenthics to reduce the chance for introduction of exotic parasites. Most were
vaccinated for eastern equine encephalitis (EEE) and provided feed containing a coccidiostat.
Three exotic parasites were found in early releases (Spalding et al. 1996), but their occurrence
declined with additional antihelmentic treatment in Florida of subsequent releases.
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Figure 8. The Florida peninsula, showing the primary range of the Florida non-migratory
population.
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Two diseases, EEE and disseminated visceral coccidiosis (DVC) are of particular concern for the
recovery of whooping cranes in Florida. Released whooping cranes are partly protected from
these diseases by the current release protocol. DVC is caused by infection with a protozoan,
Eimeria spp., transmitted by fecal contamination of food. This disease is very prevalent in local
sandhill cranes but illness and mortality are rarely observed in this species. Whooping cranes are
given feed containing a coccidiostat during the time that they are in the pens and while they
continue to use the pen area. Although disseminated granulomatous lesions are frequently found
in whooping cranes killed by bobcats, severe lesions have only been recorded a few times. In
two cases, DVC may have caused mortality, or predisposed birds to predation. Exposure of
chicks to DVC is expected to be high, and research to determine its impact on chicks is needed.
EEE virus is endemic in central Florida, although more common in the panhandle. Transmission
is by mosquitoes but varies greatly from year to year, being more common in wet years. Most
whooping cranes released in central Florida are vaccinated prior to release. The vaccine titer
wanes after about 6 months. Several cranes are believed to have been temporarily ill from EEE
virus and have recovered when given supportive care. Exposure of newly hatched chicks is
likely in years with high transmission. Maternal antibodies may provide some protection in
chicks but more research is needed to elucidate risk factors. The drought in Florida from 19982002 reduced transmission of the disease and also the ability to study it.
From 1993-2005, 289 whooping cranes were released in Florida, mostly as juveniles, and 60
have survived as of August, 2005 (Table 9). Predation by bobcats has been the primary
mortality factor (Nesbitt et al. 1997). Other mortality factors, roughly in order of importance are:
wasting syndrome associated with IBD virus infection (Julie Langenburg, Wisconsin DNR, pers.
comm.), power line collision and electrocution, alligator predation, and ingestion of metal and
other objects (Spalding et al. 1997, Folk et al. 2001).
Egg production started in 1999, with 41 pairs producing eggs through 2005. The first chick was
fledged in 2002. Wetlands in Florida experienced a drought during 1998-2002, reducing the
potential for suitable nesting conditions.
The drought is believed to have increased the dispersal range in recent years. The birds have
ranged over much of peninsular Florida from near the Georgia border (Baker County) to the
latitude of Lake Okeechobee (Palm Beach County) (Nesbitt et al. 2001) (Fig. 8). One pair spent
the summer and fall of 2000 in Michigan, and 1 subadult spent nearly 2 months in Virginia in
2001. Eight other birds (in 2 groups) dispersed from the state in 2000 and 4 were never seen
again. Five subadults were observed in South Carolina in May, 2005. Efforts to track them
down shortly after the initial confirmed report were unsuccessful. One of the 5 was back in
Florida in early September.
The Florida reintroduction has entered an assessment phase, with no additional introductions
planned for 2005. Results of the adaptive management study being conducted by PWRC along
with 2005 production and mortality data will be used in 2006 to determine goals and objectives
for the FP. The WCRT will continue to evaluate the project’s potential for establishing a selfsustaining population.
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Table 9. Number of birds released and surviving in the Florida non-migratory population,
1993–2005.
Year
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Number
Released
14
19
19
47
28
22
28
30
21
27
13
16
5

Age

Year end
Population
all < 1year
8
all < 1year
16
all < 1year
25
5=1.5y, 43=<1y 56
all < 1year
60
all < 1year
57
all < 1year
65
all < 1year
82
all < 1year
86
8=1.5y, 19=<1y 85
all < 1year
87
all < 1year
71
all < 1year
59

Number Pairs Nesting
Pairs
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
7
0
10
2
15
3
15
2
16
7
18
7
15
12
15
8

TOTAL 289
a

41

Chicks
Hatched
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
8
4
1

Chicks
Fledged
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1a
2
1
0

17

4

First chick to fledge in the U.S. since 1939 in Louisiana.

__________
Research on Reintroducing Migratory Populations
After cross-fostering proved unsuitable as a technique for reintroducing migratory populations of
whooping cranes, the Whooping Crane Recovery Team identified the need for testing other
techniques (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1994). Since then, various modifications of leading
captive-reared cranes with trucks and ultralight aircraft, and coordinated releases with migratory
sandhill populations, have been tested (Nagendran 1992, Urbanek and Bookhout 1994,
Nagendran et al. 1996, Ellis et al. 1997, 2001a, Lewis 1999, Duff et al. 2001a, Urbanek et al. In
press{a}). Some projects utilized isolation-rearing with caretakers in crane costumes and
another project (Clegg et al. 1997, Clegg and Lewis 2001) used group rearing of chicks to
promote proper imprinting. Formerly, aggression was thought to be so severe as to prevent
group rearing.
Cranes can be led long distances behind motorized craft (air and ground), and those led over
most or the entire route will return north in spring and south in fall to and from the general area
of training (Ellis et al. 1997, Ellis et al. 2001b, Duff et al. 2001b, Mummert et al. 2001).
However, they may follow their own route. Groups transported south and only flown at intervals
may not migrate. Trained birds will not home on a captive site where they hatched but rather
will return to the site where they were flown free and began their migration. Cranes can also be
expected to return to the same (or nearby) wintering area the following fall. All birds need not
follow the entire route south to return north if flock mates know the route.
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If cranes are field-reared and are to be introduced into a wild flock, costumes may not be
necessary and cranes quickly learn to avoid humans (Clegg et al. 1997). Crane decoys can be
used to hold cranes at roost sites before and during migration and at the release site after
migration. The threat of losses to predators can be reduced with these decoys by influencing the
cranes selection of roost sites and feeding locations (Clegg et al. 1997, Clegg and Lewis 2001).
If certain protocol restrictions are followed, it is possible to make the costume-reared cranes
exhibit some wild behavior. The most efficient way to make trained cranes wild (e.g., not
approach humans) is to release them after migration with wild cranes.
In the western United States, golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) attacks were a problem (Ellis et
al. 1999) both for ultralight-led and for truck-led migrations. Collisions with power lines were a
major problem in the trucking migrations. During the 2 trucking migrations, 3 cranes died and
about 15 non-lethal collisions were observed. However, techniques were developed to diminish
or eliminate these hazards (Ellis et al. 1997).
It appears possible to restore or supplement wild migratory populations of cranes by first leading
small groups from chosen northern to southern sites. Abruptly releasing cranes after migration
results in good survival if they are released individually or released as a group into a large wild
flock (Ellis et al. 2001c, Clegg et al. 1997, Clegg and Lewis 2001).
Proposed Migratory Reintroductions
In 1996, the WCRT decided to investigate the potential for another reintroduction site in the
eastern United States with the intent of establishing an additional migratory population.
Separation between a new flock and the AWBP was an important safeguard against a
catastrophic event impacting both populations, to avoid transmission of disease, crossbreeding
between the 2 populations, and the behavioral influence that cranes reintroduced from captivity
could have on the wild flock (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2001). Also, under Section 10(j) of
the ESA, reintroductions of experimental nonessential populations must essentially be kept
separate from endangered populations.
After a study of potential wintering sites (Cannon 1998), the Team selected the CNWR/St.
Martin’s Marsh Aquatic Preserve near Crystal River, Florida, as the top wintering site for a new
migratory flock. Although the habitat at Marsh Island, Louisiana, appeared to be excellent, its
location closer to the AWBP migration corridor was a key negative factor resulting in the
selection of a site in Florida.
Based on concerns that a reintroduced population in Saskatchewan or Manitoba might mix with
the wild AWBP (Melvin and Temple 1980, Melvin et al. 1990, May 1992, Lyon et al. 1995a,b,
Burke 1996, Hjertaas et al. 1997, deSobrino 1998, Sommerfeld and Scarth 1998), the Team
considered summering areas further to the east of the AWBP migration corridor and requested
the investigation of suitable sites in Wisconsin.
From the beginning, Wisconsin and other eastern flyway States have been and remain extremely
supportive of establishing the EMP. After a list of potential areas was compiled, studies
evaluated 3 potential release sites: Crex Meadows State Wildlife Management Area; central
Wisconsin, including NNWR and several Wisconsin WMAs; and Horicon NWR (HNWR)
(Cannon 1999). The WCRT in September, 1999, recommended that releases start in central
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Wisconsin (Fig. 9). This recommendation was based on the presence of suitable habitat, food
resources, and favorable local attitudes.
A partnership of 9 founder organizations comprised of public agencies and private nonprofit
organizations was formed and referred to as the Whooping Crane Eastern Partnership (WCEP).
Founding members (alphabetically) include:
* International Crane Foundation
* International Whooping Crane Recovery Team
* National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
* Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin
* Operation Migration, Inc.
* US Fish and Wildlife Service
* USGS National Wildlife Health Center
* USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
* Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
The partnership extends beyond the list above. The huge scope of this migration requires united
efforts spanning twenty states, seven of which lie in the migration corridor. WCEP was divided
into sub-teams of Bird, Budget, Outreach, Regulatory, and Flyway teams. A Project Direction
team with key representatives from each agency serves as the final decision making body.
Federal environmental documents were prepared and after publication in the Federal Register in
June, 2001, the eastern migratory population of whooping cranes was declared experimental nonessential under section 10(j) of the ESA. This action provides for greater management flexibility
and reduces the regulatory requirements.
The plan is to release annually 10 to 25 juvenile, captive-reared whooping cranes in central
Wisconsin (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2001). Cranes will be captive-reared to 20-40 days of
age at PWRC or the ICF, before transfer to facilities at the Wisconsin release site, where they
will be conditioned for wild release to increase post-release survival (Ellis et al. 1992b) and
adaptability to wild foods. They will be radio-tagged at release and monitored to discern
movements, habitat use, behavior, and survival. They will be released in the fall and taught to
migrate. Several strategies may be used to teach migration including: (1) leading them by
ultralight aircraft to the chosen wintering site in Florida (Clegg et al. 1997, Lishman et al. 1997,
Clegg and Lewis 2001); (2) releasing them with migrating wild whooping cranes or sandhill
cranes, or (3) some combining of these or other techniques. If initial results are favorable, the
releases would continue for at least 10 years. Experience with the RMP and FP provides insight
that a minimum of 20 years may be needed for attaining self-sustaining populations. Thus, a 20year project duration is listed in the Implementation Schedule.
In fall 2001, 8 cranes started the migration behind an ultralight from NNWR in central
Wisconsin (Table 10). One bird would not follow well enough and was placed daily in a crate
and trucked to the next roost site. The migration included 26 stops, covered 1,987 kilometers,
and took 50 days. The longest flight day covered 154 km, and the longest flight lasted 2.15
hours. The shortest migration leg only lasted 38 minutes. Total flight time of the birds between
Wisconsin and Florida was 35.8 hours. One crane died in Wisconsin hitting a power line at night
after a severe storm blew the pen down and the birds escaped. Bobcats killed two cranes during
the winter at CNWR. The remaining five migrated back on their own to central Wisconsin in
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Figure 9. Eastern United States experimental nonessential population area, with 2001
migration route.
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spring, 2002. Four summered right at or near Necedah NWR, and one female summered about
80 miles to the southeast at HNWR.
In 2002, 17 whooping cranes raised at PWRC were shipped to Wisconsin and trained to follow
ultralight aircraft. One of the young cranes died from injuries received colliding with the
ultralight in migration; the remaining 16 were led to Florida (Table 10). In the fall of 2002, the 5
surviving whooping cranes reintroduced in 2001 migrated south on their own. One spent a
considerable time at Hiwassee Wildlife Refuge in Tennessee before joining another ultralight
whooping crane in Florida, whereas the other 4 returned initially to CNWR. In December 2002,
one had joined the 16 juveniles wintering at the release pen at CNWR, 2 were together with
sandhills about 125 miles northeast of CNWR, and 2 were about 30 miles southeast of the
refuge.
In 2003, 17 whooping cranes raised at PWRC were shipped to Wisconsin and trained to follow
ultralight aircraft. One of the young cranes died from injuries received colliding with the
ultralight during a training flight. Sixteen were led 1,191 miles to Florida in a journey of 54
days, utilizing 20 stopovers. All 21 whooping cranes in the EMP migrated north on their own in
the spring, 2003. One crane got off track but was captured in Ohio and released in Wisconsin.
One crane stopped short and summered in Northern Illinois, and one crane summered in
southeastern Minnesota. Three cranes moved through Wisconsin and just across the border into
South Dakota where they by law stop being classified as experimental nonessential and become
endangered. At the request of the Central Flyway Council, the trio was captured and returned to
Wisconsin. One of the three suffered capture myopathy and was the only mortality of the
summer.
In the spring of 2004, 6 cranes migrated too far to the east and summered in Michigan. Five
were blocked from continuing by Lake Michigan. The other 30 cranes in the EMP returned to
Wisconsin. In fall 2004, 14 juveniles migrated behind the ultralight to Florida, with 13 arriving
safely. One bird died of EEE at the final migration stop. One bird in the fall was direct-released
into a group of older whooping cranes in Wisconsin and successfully migrated to Florida. This
reintroduction technique will be tried with a larger sample size in 2005. In the winter of 200405, the EMP whooping cranes were more scattered. Nineteen older birds wintered in Florida, but
3 wintered in North Carolina, 7 in South Carolina, and 4 in Tennessee. Two of the older cranes
died in the fall migration, and 2 died at CNWR. Two pairs nested in central Wisconsin in spring
of 2005, but eggs were predated. In fall 2005, 19 juveniles migrated behind the ultralight to
Florida. Four birds in the fall were direct-released into a group of older whooping cranes in
Wisconsin and successfully migrated, with 2 wintering in Tennessee and 2 making it to Florida.
In the 2004-05 and 2005-06 winters, a total of 4 of the WCEP cranes spent time in the vicinity of
or closely associated with non-migratory Florida whooping cranes. These associations broke up
and some mixing between the two flocks is not considered to be a problem. In February, 2006,
the EMP consisted of 64 whooping cranes. Releases are planned to continue through at least
2010 until the population reaches a minimum of 100.
Two unanticipated events have occurred during the EMP reintroduction. The release site
selected by the WCRT at CNWR is apparently not suitable whooping crane habitat, but it is an
excellent release site (Urbanek et al. In press{b}). Secondly, older birds returning to the CNWR
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release site may stay if they find pelleted food being given to the juvenile ultralight cranes.
These older birds will disrupt the juveniles which, if not intensively managed, can increase
mortality. As expected, not every crane will summer in central Wisconsin and return to Florida
to winter, although a high percentage has done so.

Table 10. Number of birds released and surviving in the eastern population, 2001–2005.

Year

# Eggs
Hatched

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Total

11
18
19
21
33
102

# Young
Sent to
Wisconsin
10
17
17
17
26
87

#
Fledged
8
17
17
16
25
83

#
Starting
Migration
8
17
16
15
24
80

#
Finishing
Migration
7
16
16
14
23
76

#
Surviving
Winter
5
16
16
13
23
73

Year
End
Total
5
21
36
47
64

__________
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APPENDIX D. SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON DRAFT RECOVERY PLAN AND
USFWS RESPONSES
On January 11, 2005, the USFWS released the Draft Revised International Whooping Crane
Recovery Plan for a 60-day review and comment period ending on March 11, 2005. Availability
of the plan was announced in the Federal Register (70 FR:1902-1903) and via a news release to
media contacts throughout the species’ U.S. range. Electronic versions of the plan, notice of its
availability, press release, fact sheet, and a questions and answers document were posted on the
USFWS’s national and Region 2 web sites.
In accordance with USFWS policy, an earlier draft was sent out for peer review, and comments
were incorporated into the agency draft. Initial peer review was conducted by Dr. M. Bishop,
Cordova, Alaska. Revisions made to the January, 2005, public draft were peer reviewed at a
meeting held at the 10th North American Crane Workshop in February, 2006. Reviewers were
LeeAnn Linam of TPWD, Walter Sturgeon of WCCA, Kelley Tucker of ICF, and Marty Folk of
FL. Their comments are briefly described at the end of Appendix D, with many items
incorporated into the final plan.
Nearly 600 people were notified via email about the availability of the draft plan. Additionally,
approximately 30 copies and/or CDs of the Draft Recovery Plan were distributed to affected
agencies, organizations, and interested individuals during the comment period.
Twenty-four comment letters and/or emails were received during the official comment period.
All comments, including those of the peer reviewer are on file at the Aransas National Wildlife
Refuge, P.O. Box 100, Austwell, TX 77950.
Some commenters raised similar issues. Most expressed strong support for the conservation of
the species as described in the Recovery Plan. Four were quite critical of specific portions of the
plan.
Many of the comments were incorporated into the approved recovery plan. Information and
comments not incorporated into the approved plan were considered and noted. A synopsis of
comments received is presented below.

COMMENTS AND USFWS RESPONSE
COMMENTS ON PART I – BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1. Comments about updating crane numbers:
Several reviewers wanted numbers to be up-to-date as possible.
USFWS Response: Numbers were not up-to-date because of time elapsed between writing the
Draft Plan and receiving final approval of the document. Population numbers in the Final Plan
were updated through February, 2006.
2. Comment about variability in AWBP numbers over time:
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One reviewer analyzed recruitment rates and noted that although recruitment rates since 1970 are
lower than those between 1938-69, rates have been relatively stable since 1970 and are much less
variable than in earlier times. They noted that the AWBP continues to grow, but at a more
constant, less stochastic rate, whereas the draft text on pp. 25-27 conveyed somewhat of a
concern for population growth.
USFWS Response: The text referred to does not express concern about the continued growth of
the population except for the unexplained drop in recruitment rates. The text states that the
AWBP is likely to continue to grow with a low probability of extinction over the next 100 years.
Other sections of the plan do express concern about the future population because of looming
threats and unprecedented global changes and expanding human pressures on wildlife species
throughout North America.
3. Comment that the impact of egg collection should be assessed:
USFWS Response: The Recovery Team has discussed a study to determine the impact of egg
pickup on the growth rate of the AWBP, but is waiting to collect data through 2006 before
making any decisions involving egg pickup (see p. C-6).
4. Comments about down-listing criteria and lack of de-listing criteria:
Two comments were made supporting the down-listing criteria, including specifically the level
of 250 pairs in the AWBP. Two comments thought the down-listing criteria did not set levels
high enough. One comment thought there should be more than 3 populations established. Four
comments were received saying the species should not be downlisted at the present time. One
comment specifically supported not having any delisting criteria at the present time.
USFWS Response: A misleading news story that ran in south Texas made people think the
USFWS was contemplating downlisting the species in the near future. This definitely is not the
case – the Draft Plan states that the expected date to reach downlisting criteria is approximately
2035. The downlisting criteria are primarily an indicator that the species is making significant
progress towards recovery. Downlisting would not remove legal protections from the species, as
it would then be listed as threatened. Thus, the population targets set to recommend downlisting
seem reasonable.
5. Comments about Critical Habitat:
Three comments addressed Critical Habitat (CH). The Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS)
modified the previous section on CH to reflect a refinement of their definition of CH that came
out after the draft plan was distributed. Another reviewer asked if the areas listed that “may be
considered critical at some time in the future” referred to areas in Canada only. A third comment
cautioned that private landowners affected should be a part of any discussion involving changes
in CH.
USFWS Response: All revisions from the CWS were incorporated. Areas that may be
considered critical sometime in the future refer to Canadian areas only. This was clarified by
separating the discussion of CH for Canada and the U.S. The Narrative Outline (Section 1.5.2)
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calls for evaluation of the need to expand CH boundaries at ANWR and in the migration corridor
to ensure protection of all important U.S. whooping crane habitats. It may seem logical to add
additional CH areas in the U.S, especially at ANWR where multiple whooping crane territories
are now located outside the CH boundary. However, in 30 years of implementing the Act, the
USFWS has found that the designation of statutory CH provides little additional protection to
most listed species, while consuming significant amounts of available conservation resources.
The USFWS’s present system for designating CH has evolved since its original statutory
prescription into a process that provides little real conservation benefit, is driven by litigation and
the courts rather than biology, limits our ability to fully evaluate the science involved, consumes
enormous agency resources, and imposes huge social and economic costs. The USFWS believes
that additional agency discretion would allow its focus to return to those actions that provide the
greatest benefit to the species most in need of protection. If the USFWS receives a petition to
amend CH for the whooping crane, it will go through a public rule-making process with full
public involvement.
6. Comments about inadequate recovery cost estimates:
Two reviewers involved with Platte River issues commented on the inadequacy of the recovery
costs in the Draft Plan. Expenditures for specific management programs along the Platte River
alone exceed the Plan’s anticipated costs for those same programs for the entire flyway.
USFWS Response: Costs in the Draft Plan were incorrectly based primarily on anticipated
Federal dollar expenditures. Cost estimates were revised to reflect total estimated costs for
recovery, including the amounts forecasted to be needed for recovery actions on the Platte River.
7. Comment about funding shortfalls for Recovery Actions that are needed.
One comment was received about the inadequacy of funding made available for recovery.
USFWS Response: Recovery actions implemented by federal agencies are dependent on budget
appropriations. The USFWS can only accomplish its goals for recovery with the assistance and
participation of its many partners.
COMMENTS ABOUT THREATS TO THE SPECIES
8. Comments about freshwater inflows in Texas:
Five comments mentioned the importance of freshwater inflows in Texas to wintering whooping
cranes.
USFWS Response: Comments received were incorporated to provide more details on freshwater
inflow and water rights issues in Texas (see p. 22-23). The Draft Plan was updated to include
relevant issues that had occurred in the past two years that potentially impact Guadalupe River
flows and spring flows that feed the Guadalupe. More emphasis was placed on the difficulties
faced by the estuary during drought years, and information from a recent report (National
Wildlife Federation) 2004 was incorporated.
9. Comments about shootings:
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Three comments addressed the issue of hunting. Much input from the States was received on the
issue of shootings (see pages 23-24). Although hunting was a major factor in the decline of the
whooping crane in the 1800s and early 1900s, reviewers felt that losses today are mostly acts of
vandalism and that the term “shooting” should be used instead. One comment was received
stating that hunting was causing the demise of far too many species.
USFWS Response: The term “shooting” in many places was substituted for “hunting”, including
the heading in the Table of Contents. The USFWS agrees that the use of “shootings” is a more
inclusive term since many of the shootings of whooping cranes that have taken place were
separate from sport hunting programs, or were done illegally in connection with sport hunting
actions. Shootings of whooping cranes only occur occasionally and many are acts of vandalism
not connected with sport hunting. The final plan carefully tries to differentiate between the
historical role of hunting in the decline in whooping crane numbers versus the occasional
shootings that occur at present. More emphasis was placed on the crucial role that sportsmen
and other conservationists have played in helping whooping cranes (see Conservation Measures
– page 31).

10. Comments about the positive role in conservation of hunters and private landowners:
One comment mentioned the positive way hunters and private landowners help whooping cranes.
Positive hunter actions include hunters turning in sighting reports, dispersing waterfowl
concentrations, thus decreasing the threat of disease, and also reducing crop depredation.
USFWS Response: A paragraph was added to the first page of the Introduction to emphasize the
role of private citizens, including sportsmen and sportswomen, in saving the whooping crane. A
paragraph was added under the heading Conservation Measures referred to in the Shootings
section to mention positive aspects of sports hunting for whooping crane recovery.
The sections on hunting were carefully edited to remove any unintended negative slant towards
hunting. However, up to 4 whooping cranes have been shot in the last 2 years, an unacceptable
level of take, so the Plan continues to address strongly the issue of shootings.
11. Comments about unexplained losses:
Two reviewers commented on statements in the draft made about mortality with no known
cause. They cautioned about making implications about these unexplained losses, and especially
attributing them to shooting.
USFWS Response: It is reasonable to take the known causes of mortality and hypothetically
project them in an equal percentage for carcasses that are not recovered (unexplained losses).
However, caution has to be exercised in doing so since there could be many other unknown
factors affecting the population, and detectability of the various causes of mortality could vary
greatly. Thus, wording was changed to reduce speculation involving shooting. A sentence was
added on p. 24 (See Shooting) stating that it is not known what percentage of unexplained losses
can be attributed to shooting.
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12. Comments about genetic issues:
One comment questioned the evidence that limited genetic diversity is hurting the AWBP.
Another pointed out an incorrect use of the term “genetic drift”.
USFWS Response: It is well established that limited genetic diversity is likely to affect
productivity of avian populations. Data are starting to show a trend towards reduced
productivity in the AWBP, but other factors could be involved and the exact role that genetics is
playing is unknown. The text was clarified on pages 27, 36, 38, and 42 and an explanation
given in Appendix A to more clearly differentiate between “genetic drift” and “genetic
mutations”.
13. Comments about power line issues:
One reviewer mentioned that there was no consideration of the economic or technical feasibility
of some of the recommendations made in the plan about reducing the threat of cranes colliding
with power lines. They felt stakeholders were not involved enough in formulating recommended
recovery actions in the Plan.
USFWS Response: The USFWS has worked extensively with electric utility companies on the
issue of avian mortality. A product of this collaboration was the 1994 publication, Mitigating
Bird Collisions with Power Lines: The State of the Art in 1994, which is referenced in the Plan.
The USFWS agrees that more participation by the electric power industry in whooping crane
recovery is needed and is welcomed, and that the USFWS should work hard to facilitate such
interactions.
14. Comments about the threat of wind farms:
Two comments stated the expected growth of wind farms in the migration corridor could be a
major threat to the species. Not only are there unknowns associated with cranes being able to
avoid wind turbines, it is known that construction of transmission lines associated with wind
farms will be hazardous.
USFWS Response: Material was added to the Plan about growing concerns about wind farms in
the section dealing with Threats (See p. 29 - Collisions with Power Lines, Fences and Other
Structures).
15. Comments about migration mortality and the need for another telemetry study:
Three comments dealt with the desire to learn more about mortality that occurs in migration and
location of sites used in migration. A radiotelemetry study could provide data on both topics.
USFWS Response: The Recovery Team has discussed the need for a telemetry study similar to
the one carried out from 1981-1985. The Recovery Team feels that much of the data obtained
from a telemetry study would be very similar to the previous data set. Mortality of
approximately 1% can be anticipated when capturing juveniles to put radios on them, so
significant value would have to be expected from the study to justify expected losses. Without
significant funding sources at present to conduct a telemetry study, there are currently no plans to
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carry out such a study. However, the Recovery Plan leaves open the possibility of future
telemetry studies. The Recovery Team has stated that more data on mortality is needed.
16. Comment about forming working groups to promote interactions among states within
flyways to work on whooping crane issues (2 such comments):
USFWS Response: This comment is similar to an idea previously expressed by the Platte River
Trust to form a working group for the AWBP to deal primarily with migration issues. The
Recovery Team is supportive of such an action and it was added to the Plan’s Task 1 in the
Narrative Outline of Recovery Actions to Achieve Objectives.
17. Comments about the migration corridor map for the AWBP:
One reviewer thought the map depicting the migration corridor (Figure 2) should be re-drawn
from the sighting database using a GIS system.
USFWS Response: This process utilizing a GIS data base has been completed for Texas and
started for the state of Kansas, but has not been completed for the entire flyway. There is
currently inadequate staff and funding to complete this task. An updated map showing
confirmed sightings done by graduate student Tom Wassenich was incorporated as Figure 2 in
the Final Plan.
18. Comments about treatment of Platte River issues:
Two critical comments stated that too much emphasis was put on Platte River issues in the draft
plan since less than 3% of the AWBP stops on the Platte in any single migration. Both pointed
out the apparent inconsistency with the Plan’s mentioning the socioeconomic value of
birdwatchers traveling to see whooping cranes, and yet human disturbance is an issue of concern
to the species. Both mentioned that the Recovery Team should re-evaluate management actions
for the Platte River to ensure they will benefit the population.
USFWS Response: The Platte River serves as a model of river flow requirements for the species
throughout the flyway. Because of the long history of management disputes on the Platte and the
documented degradation of crane critical habitat on the Platte, the plan cannot minimize
treatment of these important issues. The Recovery Team believes that whooping crane use of the
Platte will increase if more habitat is restored as has been documented by whooping cranes that
have utilized cleared portions of the river channel. The recent National Academy of Science
study of the Platte confirmed the general degradation of the riverine ecosystem and the
importance of the Platte River to the species, and tied management efforts providing habitat
along the river with helping the species. That study, which explains the importance of the Platte
River to whooping cranes, was added as a key reference to the Recovery Plan. Bird watching
can be compatible with whooping crane recovery if the public is educated to remain at an
adequate distance from cranes.
19. Comments that the management efforts of many groups along the Platte River should
be recognized:
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USFWS Response: In response to the comments received, additional organizations involved
with Platte River restoration efforts were mentioned in a new paragraph added on page C-9.
20. Comment about inadequate evaluation of impacts to other species along the Platte
River:
Two comments mentioned that recovery actions on the Platte River to help whooping cranes can
end up hurting other wildlife; specifically woodland obligate bird species along the Platte. They
felt the Plan failed to adequately take into account the loss to other species that habitat
modification and enhancement for the whooping crane will cause.
USFWS Response: All wildlife management practices impact species differently. The
conservation of wetlands used by cranes throughout the Flyway, including the Platte River, will
help numerous wetland obligate birds complete their annual migrations. Restoration of the Platte
River ecosystem is consistent with sound ecological principles. The NAS study re-confirmed the
importance of the Platte River to endangered species and the Cooperative Agreement needs to be
carried out in good faith and in a timely fashion to meet obligations of the ESA. Members of the
Platte River Cooperative agreement should assess impacts to all species of concern and
formulate management plans accordingly to counterbalance negative impacts that may occur to
other key species.
21. Comments about the value of whooping cranes:
Two comments expressed that the value of a whooping crane as described in Appendix B was
overstated and failed the common sense test of what people are willing to pay to protect
endangered species. They also felt the number of visitors that actually visit the Platte River to
view sandhills is overstated.
USFWS Response: Information presented on species value is from published scientific literature
based on accepted methodology of estimating values. What people perceive as the value of
something and what they actually would pay are very different. The number of visitors to the
Platte River that view sandhills is taken from peer-reviewed scientific literature. The option to
write and publish a rebuttal or conduct a study challenging these results is open to anyone.
22. Comment about re-organizing Part II so that the section on Reduction or Alleviation of
Threats either followed Downlisting Criteria or preceded Recovery Actions:
USFWS Response: Part II was re-organized extensively with the section on “Reduction or
Alleviation of Threats” put before “Recovery Actions”.
COMMENTS ON REINTRODUCED POPULATIONS
23. Comments on Reintroduced Populations:
Three comments suggested putting more emphasis on and/or incorporating more information on
reintroduced populations. One mentioned that life history information is based on the AWBP,
but in the future may have to reflect differences of behavior and habitat use found in the
reintroduced populations. One comment felt it desirable that recovery actions such as habitat
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management and education efforts should specifically address those actions needed in
reintroduced populations as well as the AWBP.
USFWS Response: Information on reintroduced populations is covered primarily in Appendix
C. A statement that there may be nuances of behavior and habitat use for reintroduced
populations different from the AWBP was added to the Narrative Outline (Section 3.0, p. 54).
An effort to develop a Wisconsin management plan for the EMP is currently underway that will
provide management guidelines for that reintroduced population. Portions of that management
plan can be incorporated into future revisions of the Recovery Plan.
24. Comments about experimental nonessential whooping cranes that move into the
central flyway should remain designated as “experimental nonessential”:
One commenter strongly supported establishing populations distinct from the AWBP. However,
they felt reintroduced whooping cranes designated as experimental nonessential should not
automatically be re-classified as “endangered” if they stray into the central flyway.
USFWS Response: This issue is beyond the scope of the Recovery Plan. At the present time,
legal interpretations of the ESA, including court rulings (January 31, 2005; U.S. District Court in
Portland, Oregon), don’t allow for the kind of flexibility discussed in the comment. The States
could ask the USFWS to work on a more flexible approach. Reintroduced birds classified as
experimental nonessential in some instances can be expected to stray long distances.
25. Comments about the Florida population (FP):
Two comments were made that high mortality rates and continued human development make it
unlikely the non-migratory FP can be successfully reintroduced into Florida.
USFWS Response: The Recovery Team is currently assessing the future of the FP.
26. Several comments supporting the Eastern Migratory Population (EMP):
USFWS Response: The reintroduction of the EMP shows great promise and is currently
receiving great emphasis.
27. Comments of final peer reviewers made February 7, 2006.
The 4 reviewers all felt the plan was very good, comprehensive, and well written. They felt that
threats to the species were adequately portrayed and quite complete. However, their primary
criticism was that in the Recovery Criteria for downlisting to occur, there was no alternative to
growth of the AWBP to 1,000 individuals if two additional populations cannot be reintroduced.
They felt a middle ground was needed, especially given the difficulties currently faced by the
non-migratory population in Florida. In response to this, an additional alternative criterion (1A)
was added to the plan. This alternative provides for downlisting if the AWBP grows to 100 pairs
(400 individuals) and one reintroduced population reaches a goal of 30 nesting pairs (120
individuals). This criterion of 520 individuals in two populations is a middle ground between
having 360 individuals in 3 populations and 1,000 individuals in only one population. The
D-8
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numbers follow the principal that more individuals are needed for downlisting to occur if they
are in fewer populations where a single threat may have a greater impact.
The reviewers mentioned numerous items they felt were not adequately covered in the plan.
These included indirect and sublethal impacts of pesticides, positive benefits of human
interactions with whooping cranes, the global spread of the H5N1 bird flu and potential threat
particularly to captive crane populations, some inadequate regulatory mechanisms to protect the
species and additional genetic reasons for egg collection. Corresponding sections of the plan
were modified to meet these concerns. In addition, crane numbers were updated in the final draft
to make them as current as possible.

D-9
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Front cover, Whooping crane.
Photgraph by Tiffany Smith, FWS
Rear Cover, Male and female whooping cranes at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, Texas.
Photograph by Steve Sykes, FWS
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Recommendation No.5
Pertaining to:
Adopting the 2006 Aransas-Wood Buffalo Population Whooping Crane Contingency Plan.

Recommendation:
The Central Flyway Council (CFC) recommends adopting the 2006 Aransas-Wood Buffalo
Population Whooping Crane Contingency Plan. This document is a revision of the 2000-2001
Contingency Plan for Federal-State Cooperative Protection of Whooping Cranes.

Justification:
The 2000-2001 Whooping Crane Contingency Plan has provided guidance to state and federal
agencies in regards to sighting records; responses to sick, injured, and dead whooping cranes;
and hazards such as disease, contaminants, and hunting oflook-alike species. However, the
contingency plan has not been substantially revised since it was written in the mid-1980s. A
committee consisting ofTom Stehn, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Whooping Crane
Coordinator; 6 members of the Central Flyway Webless Migratory Game Bird and Waterfowl
technical committees; 2 federal refuge managers; and Martha Tacha, coordinator of the
whooping crane Records Center in Grand Island, Nebraska revised the contingency plan.
Significant changes include: narrowing the scope to the Aransas-Wood Buffalo Population
(AWP) of whooping cranes in the U.S., addition of strategies to better educate migratory bird
hunters about the presence of whooping cranes and how to identify them, and more
comprehensive information on managing hunting hazard situations. These revisions were made
based on experience gained in the last 20 years in regards to what has worked and what bas not
and in light of the fact that the AWP whooping crane population has more than doubled since
the contingency plan was originaJly written.

Adopted by:
Central Flyway Webless Migratory Game Bird Technical Committee
Central Flyway Waterfowl Technical Committee
Fort Collins, CO
· fu r
, 06

TC Contact: Helen Hands
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INTRODUCTION

The policy of Congress, declared in the Endangered Species Act (Act), is that all federal
departments and agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and
shall use their authorities in furtherance of the purposes of the Act. Section 7(a)(2) of the Act
directs that each federal agency shall ensure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out by
them are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of endangered species or threatened
species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitats. This Whooping
Crane Contingency Plan (Plan) outlines cooperative Federal-State efforts to protect whooping
cranes in the Aransas-Wood Buffalo population (AWBP) in their migration corridor, and during
summer and winter wanderings outside of traditional use areas This plan does not apply to
whooping cranes designated as experimental nonessential under the Act found in the eastern U.S.
The primary emphasis of this Plan is to list the response options when whooping cranes are
observed in hazardous situations due to avian disease outbreaks, environmental contaminants,
shooting/hunting activities, or when whooping cranes are found injured, sick, or dead.
The original contingency plan was a product of a Federal-State committee formed in 1984. The
committee consisted of co-chairman Jack Herring, former Game Bird Project Leader, New
Mexico Game and Fish Department, Santa Fe; and Dr. James C. Lewis, former Whooping Crane
Coordinator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Albuquerque, New Mexico; and as
committee members, Mike Johnson, Supervisor, Migratory Game Bird Management, North
Dakota Game and Fish Department, Bismarck; Jeff Haskins, Migratory Bird Coordinator,
USFWS, Region 2, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Harvey Miller, former Central Flyway
Representative, USFWS, and Wayne Wathan, former Endangered Species Staff Biologist,
Region 6, Denver, Colorado. Updates of the plan were made periodically by the USFWS’s
Whooping Crane Coordinator. Starting in fall 2005, a new committee made up of federal and
state biologists worked to revise the plan into its current form that was approved by the Central
Flyway Council. The committee gratefully acknowledges the assistance of many other
individuals.

1
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OBJECTIVES

Guidelines presented herein are designed to achieve the following objectives:
1. To designate the appropriate response options and reporting requirements whenever
whooping cranes are confirmed as sick, injured, or dead, or when they are healthy but in a
situation where they face hazards.
2. To inform and educate hunters to the occurrence of whooping cranes in areas open to sandhill
crane and waterfowl hunting so as to minimize accidental shooting incidents.
3. To reduce the likelihood of illegal shooting of whooping cranes by poachers or vandals.
4. To reduce whooping crane use of sites deemed to be a disease or pollutant hazard.
5. To increase the opportunity to recover and rehabilitate wild whooping cranes found injured or
sick and to help identify causes of death of whooping cranes.
6. To gain sighting information on presence of whooping cranes outside of traditional summer
and winter areas.

PARTICIPANTS

This Plan is intended for guidance in those areas where AWBP whooping cranes occur in the
wild excluding their traditional summer and winter ranges. Within the Fish and Wildlife Service,
Regions 2 and 6 are involved. The AWBP, which winters on the central Gulf Coast of Texas
including Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, and nests in Wood Buffalo National Park and
vicinity, Canada, also migrates through Alberta, Saskatchewan, northeastern Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. A few whooping cranes in
migration are occasionally in eastern Colorado. Under the Memorandum of Understanding on
Conservation of the Whooping Crane, and various treaties, Canada and the United States share
responsibility for conservation of whooping cranes. The above-mentioned states and regions of
the USFWS are primarily responsible for initiating Plan actions. Other non-government
participants may include numerous conservation groups, hunters and the public at large. Actions
by provinces and the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) are described in a separate Contingency
Plan for Canada.

2
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

This Plan uses the existing organizational structure and lines of authority of the participating
states, and USFWS regions. The Plan outlines a functional pattern for responding to the
presence of whooping cranes in a variety of circumstances. One state employee and one federal
employee, and alternates, have been appointed as the Key Contact individuals within each state
(Appendix A, {24}). These federal and state individuals will work as a team within each state to
inform others within their agencies, other government agencies, and other organizations as
circumstances require.

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

General Public
The following education and outreach activities are designed to increase the general public's
ability to identify whooping cranes and to encourage the reporting of whooping cranes during
migration. All Plan participants are encouraged to carry out these recommended activities.
1. Distribute media releases suitable for television, radio, magazines, newspapers and the
internet which can include birding and hunting listserves and websites. These can include
short public service announcements that show footage of whooping cranes and their sounds.
The most appropriate timing for media releases is prior to the anticipated whooping crane
spring and fall migration dates through an area.
2. The whooping crane coordinators and/or compiler of the whooping crane migration database
should provide a draft news release to federal and state key contact persons each year in
September. These news releases should stimulate public interest in the status of whooping
cranes, describe whooping cranes and the difference between look-alike species, and
encourage the public to report credible sightings to the nearest federal or state wildlife
conservation agency office. Organizations should inform staff of the importance of
immediately forwarding credible sightings to Key Contacts.
3. Publicize the availability of email addresses and/or any 1-800 toll free telephone reporting
programs or other point of contact telephone numbers to encourage and facilitate the public’s
reporting of whooping crane observations to Key Contact personnel.

3
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Anticipated Whooping Crane Migration Dates for Core 50% of Sightings*
(Peak by Median Date of Occurrence Shown in Parenthesis)
States
Montana

Spring Dates
April 26 - May 6
(April 26)

Fall Dates
Oct. 15 - Oct. 30
(Oct. 22)

N. Dakota

April 19 - May 7
(April 24)

Oct. 9 - Oct. 26
(Oct. 20)

South Dakota

April 17 - May 1
(April 21)

Oct. 16-Oct. 31
(Oct. 26)

Nebraska

April 3 - 18
(April 11)

Oct. 24 – Nov. 7
(Oct. 31)

Kansas

April 9 - 18
(April 14)

Oct. 20 – Oct. 30
(Oct. 30)

Oklahoma

April 2 - 9
(April 6)

Oct. 23 – Nov. 4
(Oct. 29)

Texas

April 7 - 11
(April 9)

Oct. 29 – Dec. 14
(Nov. 16)

As is true of most biological events, averages can be misleading and migration in some recent
years has varied from average historical dates.
* Data from J. E. Austin and A. L. Richert. 2001. A comprehensive review of observational and
site evaluation data of migrant whooping cranes in the United States, 1943-99. Unpub. Rep.
Migratory Game Bird Hunters
As the whooping crane population has increased, the chance that sandhill crane and waterfowl
hunters will encounter a whooping crane has increased. Migratory bird hunters also are a
significant source of whooping crane reports. Although the regulated hunting of today does not
constitute a threat to the whooping crane population like uncontrolled shooting did 100 years
ago, migratory bird hunters have accidentally shot whooping cranes. Below are some suggested
educational tools that can minimize the chance of accidental whooping crane shootings.
1. Initiate or expand programs designed to increase the competency of migratory game bird
hunters in distinguishing whooping cranes from other similar appearing migratory game bird
species, e.g., sandhill cranes, snow geese and tundra swans, and other look-alike species, e.g.
white pelicans and wood storks. These efforts should diminish the likelihood that sportsmen
might misidentify and shoot a whooping crane. In 2005, Texas created a DVD entitled “Be

4
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Sure Before You Shoot”. In 2005, Kansas developed an on-line test for sandhill crane
hunters posted on the web at:
http://www.kdwp.state.ks.us/hunting/migratory_birds/sandhill_crane/online_test_for_sandhill_crane_hunters_a
nd_other_information

This test informs crane hunters about whooping cranes and tests their ability to distinguish
whooping cranes from sandhill cranes, snow geese and other migratory game birds. This test
will become mandatory in 2006 for sandhill crane hunters in Kansas.
2. Consider distribution of media releases regarding the occurrence of whooping cranes in a
particular province or state prior to opening of waterfowl and sandhill crane hunting seasons.
3. Distribute and post where appropriate WARNING/REWARD posters that illustrates
whooping cranes, snow geese and sandhill cranes, notes that whooping cranes are protected;
and mentions availability for a reward for information leading to the conviction of anyone
shooting, harassing or attempting to take a whooping crane. This serves to notify hunters of
the anticipated or recent occurrence of whooping cranes in areas open to hunting of lookalike migratory game bird species.
4. Put information on the appearance of whooping cranes in comparison with look-alike
migratory game bird species in state hunting regulation booklets.
5. Distribute to hunters obtaining sandhill crane permits information that describes the
traditional time periods and areas where whooping cranes are likely to occur (should be state
specific). Describe differences between whooping cranes and migratory game birds that
appear similar in flight and outlines penalties for shooting or attempting to take an
endangered species. Information could be distributed as printed materials and/or in the form
of a link to a web page on a website. As state agencies move towards online license sales
and point-of-sale licensing, distribution of brochures becomes more difficult. Sandhill crane
hunters should be directed toward a USFWS or state website with information about
whooping cranes (http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/issues/SandhillCrane/SandhillCraneHunters.htm).
6. Continue distribution of the Central Flyway Council publication Waterfowl Identification in
the Central Flyway, which includes a section about whooping cranes and other similarappearing species.
7. Distribute WARNING/NOTIFICATION posters to state and federal facilities that regularly
have whooping cranes in their region stating a specific area is temporarily closed to hunting
because whooping cranes have been using the area. Posters could be used to post private
(voluntary by the landowner) and public land temporarily to prohibit hunting if considered
necessary to minimize the potential for accidental shootings of whooping cranes.
8. Utilize ongoing state programs, such as Operation game Thief or Report a Poacher, to help
make the public aware that it is illegal to shoot whooping cranes.
9. Have available for distribution and/or on-line the pamphlet entitled "Whooping Cranes: The
Road to Survival" that has been updated in draft form in 2005. Kansas in 2005 has developed
a new brochure.

5
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT CENTER

Since 1975, Region 6 of the USFWS in their Grand Island, Nebraska Endangered Species office
has maintained records of whooping cranes sighted during migration between the Texas coast
and the Wood Buffalo National Park, Canada. Federal and state Key Contact personnel from
each state (Appendix A.10{p.24}) should send a 1-page standardized form (Appendix C) to the
Records Center describing the circumstances of each credible whooping crane sighting. Contact
Martha Tacha for information (Appendix A.6, {p. 22}, Federal Records Center). In Canada,
reports are compiled by the Whooping Crane Coordinator and shared with the Nebraska office.

RESPONSE DETAILS

Precise details of response to every possible situation that might involve a whooping crane in the
wild cannot be listed in this document. The purpose of this Contingency Plan is to provide
general guidelines for state and federal response, and to list for field personnel the names and
phone numbers (Appendix A) of persons with special expertise in dealing with sick, injured, or
dead endangered species. Each situation will require that field personnel use good judgment and
consult appropriate personnel.
Whooping cranes require cautious decisions about their care because of their rarity and the
interest the general public has in their well-being. They also must be handled carefully because
the long neck and long legs are fragile, and these birds can seriously injure a person. Field
personnel should make every effort to contact other appropriate individuals while deciding about
how to handle situations such as capture of an injured whooping crane or a whooping crane in a
potentially hazardous situation. The first concern of field personnel should always be the bird's
well-being; the second concern should be phone contact with appropriate state and federal
personnel. A quick response is sometimes essential for the well-being of the whooping crane in
a hazardous situation and it may not always be practical to consult with others before action is
taken. However, there will be many other situations where the delay in response required when
one has to make phone contacts and involve several other people in the decision-making process
will ensure that the best possible action is taken. USFWS and state conservation agency
personnel may capture endangered species without a permit when necessary to aid a sick or
injured specimen, or to salvage a dead specimen (see Appendix E).

6
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CONTINGENCY PLAN

Sighting Definitions
A confirmed whooping crane sighting is an observation made by a qualified observer (wildlife
professional or very experienced person expected to be competent in the identification of
whooping cranes. A report of a whooping crane is defined as a probable sighting whenever the
observer's physical description of the bird seems accurate, the location and timing of the sighting
are reasonable, the number of birds seen is reasonable (more than 10 flying in a flock unlikely,
although occasional groups of up to 20 have been on the ground together at stopover sites),
behavior of the birds does not eliminate whooping cranes (i.e., swimming in a reservoir, 20 yards
away from a busy road, etc.), and there is a good probability that the observer would provide a
reliable report. Sometimes an untrained observer can provide such accurate sighting details and
description of whooping crane behavior that a sighting can be considered as confirmed. This
normally may occur when whooping cranes are present on the ground and not just seen in flight.
An unconfirmed sighting is one which meets some but not all of the requirements of a probable
sighting. It is important that Key Contact and/or the Records Management Center communicate
with the observer to make an informed judgment on how to classify a sighting.
Receiving Reports of Sightings
Whenever a USFWS or state employee receives a report of a whooping crane sighting, he/she
records the observer's name, address, and phone number; date, time, and location of sighting;
number of birds; description of birds; behavior of the birds; and inquires about the observer's
familiarity with whooping cranes and look-alike species. The last three questions are designed to
gain some insight about the validity of the sighting report. They should be asked in a manner
which does not lead the observer to specific responses, but encourages him/her to report exactly
what they observed. The sighting report form (Appendix C) summarizes the information needed.
All probable and confirmed reports are sent to the Records Management Center.
Response to Sightings
Unconfirmed: It is unlikely that the sighting accurately portrays whooping cranes.
Unconfirmed sightings are the lowest priority for investigation. Some, because of features of the
sighting (i.e., large numbers of birds, birds swimming), will not deserve follow up efforts.
Unconfirmed sightings that are clearly lacking substantial information need not be recorded. If
there is a reasonable chance that the sighting was of whooping cranes, then a report should be
filled out and kept on file by the Key Contact in case other reports come in that might
substantiate the earlier report.
Probable: Probable sightings should be investigated, unless there are extenuating
circumstances, to determine if whooping cranes are involved and if they are sick, injured, or in a
hazardous situation. Probable or unconfirmed reports of injured, sick, or dead whooping cranes,
or sightings in locations where the cranes may be exposed to unusual hazards, are those that
would receive high priority for an immediate effort to confirm the sighting (Fig. 1). Reports of
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birds in migratory flight (e.g. cranes high in the sky, soaring flight with tailwinds) may not need
to be investigated since the birds have presumably left the area. Reports of birds in flight in the
early morning or late afternoon may indicate birds remaining in an area and would merit
investigation to try to confirm the sighting.
Confirmed: There are five general groupings of confirmed whooping crane sightings. Each
requires a different response. Some hazard situations will require immediate action by field
personnel, to ensure the safety of whooping cranes, before supervisors can be notified of the
problem. In circumstances that permit and/or require more response time (e.g., recovery of
injured or sick bird, etc.) USFWS law enforcement personnel, the U. S. Geological Survey’s
National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC), the state wildlife agency director or his designee, and
the USFWS Regional Director or designee, will be notified and will participate in the decisionmaking process. Whenever the sighting involves a crane in a hazard situation, or a bird is sick,
injured, or dead, field personnel will attempt to notify the Key Contact person for that State who
will notify Tom Stehn, Whooping Crane Coordinator, or his alternates (Appendix A.3:
Whooping Crane Coordinator). The Coordinator will keep the USFWS Regional offices
informed and involved and provide technical advice to field personnel. News releases will be
jointly coordinated by the state and the federal Region through their Public Affairs or
Information-Education personnel. If the sighting involves an ongoing law enforcement
investigation, USFWS policy is that only Law Enforcement personnel are notified and possibly a
few other key personnel depending on the situation.
Category 1. Whooping Crane(s) in a Non-hazard Situation -- Whooping cranes are at a
site where there are no serious hazards (e.g., disease outbreak, ongoing legal hunting of
look-alike species, transmission lines nears birds, etc.) to their well-being. The bird(s)
appear healthy and act normal. The sighting is reported to the appropriate state and
federal personnel. The site should be revisited later, if practical, to check on the
physical condition of the bird(s) and to ascertain that no hazard develops (Fig. 1).
Category 2. Whooping Crane(s) in a Disease Hazard Situation -- A disease hazard is
defined as a location where a disease outbreak is underway or a chronic disease
problem exists. Avian cholera problems periodically exist in the Rainwater Basin of
Nebraska. The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission and the USFWS have an
operational contingency plan which describes the actions to be taken if whooping
cranes appear in the Rainwater Basin. The USFWS has disease contingency plans for
refuges. These existing plans will be followed whenever whooping cranes appear at
these sites when a disease outbreak is underway.
For example, if migrating whooping cranes attempt to use habitats where an avian
cholera or a botulism outbreak is underway, they should be encouraged to leave the
site. While hazing the bird, direct its flight away from power lines and other aerial
obstacles. Hazing may be accomplished by personnel on foot, in aircraft, boats, or
vehicles. Continue hazing only until the bird(s) leave the hazard area. Report the
action to appropriate state/federal personnel. During weekday working hours, federal
personnel should notify the NWHC at Madison, Wisconsin. Dr. Josh Dein is the
principal NWHC contact for all matters involving living endangered species.

8
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Secondary contacts are in the order listed in Appendix A.1 (p. 19, NWHC). These
individuals are "on-duty" for such emergencies 24 hours per day throughout the year.
In consultation with Dr. Glenn Olsen at Patuxent Wildlife Research Center or other
veterinarians experienced in treating whooping cranes, NWHC staff will provide
recommendations for emergency treatment of injured or sick birds or birds exposed to
contaminants. See Appendix G for safety precautions when handling injured, sick, or
dead whooping cranes. Continue to monitor the hazardous site as reasonable and/or use
zon guns to ensure that the cranes do not return.
If other disease hazards exist at a location where whoopers are sighted, the Whooping
Crane Coordinator will consult with NWHC personnel to identify the most appropriate
response (Fig. 1). USFWS and the state will jointly decide on and carry out a plan of
action.
Category 3. Whooping Crane(s) in a Contaminants Hazard Situation -- Examples of
possible contaminants hazards are suspected mycotoxins in peanut fields (e.g., Texas
and New Mexico where 5,000 sandhill cranes died in 1985), chemical pesticides
recently applied to seeds, plants, or animals the cranes might use as food, and oil or
chemical spills in aquatic environments used by whooping cranes. If the bird(s) appear
sick, field personnel will respond as in Category 5 (page 12). If the bird(s) appear
healthy, response options are to haze the birds from the site or to divert, confine, dilute,
or remove the contaminant (Fig. 1). If hazing is attempted, direct the bird(s)’
movement away from power lines and other obstacles. A quick decision and action by
field personnel may be essential for the bird(s)' well-being. This may be a situation
where field personnel do not have time to involve their supervisors in the initial
decision-making process. Report the action to appropriate state and federal personnel
(including NWHC and the Regional contaminants specialist), listed in Appendix
A.12,(p. 19), Contaminants Specialists. NWHC and contaminants personnel will
coordinate their responses with one another. Continue to monitor the hazardous site as
long as necessary to ensure the cranes do not return if they have been hazed from the
site. If it is possible to follow or to relocate cranes which have been hazed from a
contaminants site, continue to observe them for several days to confirm that they are
not affected by the contaminant.
Category 4. Whooping Crane(s) in a Hunting Hazard Situation -- Hunting hazards
could occur when whooping cranes are present when legal hunting seasons are in
progress for a species that looks similar to whooping cranes (i.e. snow geese, sandhill
cranes, tundra swans). A hazard could exist if the whooping cranes are using an area
where hunters of similar-appearing species could mistake whooping cranes for legal
game. Each situation will require that field personnel evaluate the associated
circumstances and use their best judgment to select a response that is most appropriate
to the situation.(Fig. 1). Personnel should maintain open lines of communication and
notify the appropriate state and federal personnel so that a process of joint consultation
can be used to select and implement an appropriate plan of action. Normally, key
contacts within the state play a key role in decision-making.

9
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Several options exist for minimizing the potential for an accidental shooting of a
whooping crane during an open hunting season involving a look-alike species.
Suggested options to use, ranked in order from response to a minimal hazard to an
extreme hazard, are as follows;
(1) personal contact with people present in the vicinity. Often a reasonable plan of
action is notification of the local state or federal law enforcement person who can
make hunter contacts in the area the whooping crane is using. Sometimes warning
signs can be posted at entry points to a hunt area.
(2) news releases, often at the local level;
(3) land or road access control;
(4) working with private landowners who may agree to voluntarily prohibit hunting
until the whooper leaves (or the hunting season is over);
(5) informal spot closures;
(6) daytime monitoring of the whooping crane shared by USFWS and state personnel;
(7) hazing the bird away from the hazard;
(8) formal closure of an area of a state by USFWS.
If whooping cranes are expected to have only minimal contact with hunting activity,
then the situation could normally be managed through actions 1 and 2. Conscientious
hunters aware of the presence of whooping cranes in an area should not pose a threat to
them. Periodic monitoring normally provides a sufficient level of oversight of hunting
activities that may potentially pose a risk to whooping cranes. News releases should
usually just describe a general area where the crane(s) was sighted, and should use
caution to avoid revealing exact locations. In situations involving numerous whooping
cranes or heavy or concentrated hunting activity, or other extenuating circumstances
that may contribute to an accidental shooting of a whooping crane, actions 3 though 5
may be recommended. Actions 6 and 7 are rarely employed and action 8 has never
been used.
Actions 3, 4 and 5 all result in a type of spot closure limiting exposure of the whooping
crane to accidental shooting. Option 4 can be done simply by the landowner agreeing
not to let any hunters on his property until the whooping crane has departed. Option 5
involves posting an area of either private or public lands and is more labor intensive. In
North America, normally only a few informal spot closures occur annually over most of
the flyway. However, in a few traditional stopover sites with heavy whooping crane
use during most fall migrations, spot closures may be considered when whooping
cranes are present.
Informal spot closure of a localized area has the advantages of a quick response to a
hazardous situation and flexibility in action as the birds move about. General
guidelines for informal spot closure are listed in Appendix B. A spot closure involves
temporarily prohibiting hunting within a small unit that will encompass the primary use
area where whooping crane(s) may be exposed to hunting of look-alike species. The
size of the closure area will depend on a number of factors that will need to be assessed
for each individual situation. In Texas in early 1985, a whooping crane's movements
were monitored and found to be primarily within an area 2.2 by 1.0 miles and an
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informal closure was used to successfully protect the bird. Radio-tagging studies of
migrating whooping cranes indicated local roost to feeding field movements of up to 6
miles. Such use areas might be described as a narrow rectangle. Spot closures in
Wyoming in 1982 involved 2.3 square miles and in 1985 covered 5 square miles. These
examples suggest that spot closure of an area 2 by 6 miles will suffice after the bird(s)
use area is identified. Until the use area is identified, it may be necessary to close an
area within a 6-mile radius of the bird. However, in Kansas 2 of 3 closures were
ineffective when the whooping cranes moved outside the closed area and one of the
closed areas encompassed about 20 square miles of private land adjacent to a National
Wildlife Refuge where all hunting had been suspended. Thus, in some circumstances,
informal spot closures are not effective.
A supply of the TEMPORARILY CLOSED TO HUNTING and
WARNING/REWARD signs should be maintained at sites near anticipated whooping
crane use areas within each state and province so they are available on short notice.
Signs are available from Tom Stehn, Whooping Crane Coordinator (Appendix A.3, p.
21).
Hunting by conscientious hunters normally does not present a hazard to whooping
cranes. However, in certain situations, whooping cranes may be considered to be in a
high hazard situation. In these high hazard situations, hunting can continue when a
whooping crane is present, provided all potential hunting parties can be contacted and
made aware of the situation. For example, if the whooping crane is using private
property that is hunted by a defined group of hunters, then contact with those hunters
and landowners will suffice. If a whooping crane is using a state wildlife management
area (WMA), then that WMA may be able to provide an orientation to all its hunters
and continue with its public hunts. This arrangement seems to have worked well in the
past, but communication and coordination efforts are of paramount importance. In
many situations it isn't possible to contact all potential hunters, especially on private
land or if the cranes are using multiple areas. An effort should be made to notify as
many hunters as possible (website, phone messages, signs at public areas, hunter
contacts) and educate the hunters enough before they go hunting so they should be
aware and able to distinguish the look-alike species.
Some daytime monitoring (Option 6) may be necessary to define temporal and spatial
movement and activity patterns for effective hazard assessment and response.
Primarily when a bird is sick or injured, monitoring the bird regularly and/or
throughout the day may be warranted. Intensive or continuous monitoring should be set
up with a clear feasible objective and conducted as a joint cooperative state-federal
action as determined by available manpower. Field personnel should consult with Key
Contacts or other officials to determine the amount of monitoring that is warranted for a
given situation.
Another option is to chase the birds from the hazard area (hazing). This approach
would only be appropriate when the whooping crane is exposed to a severe enough
hazard and the crane is near a nonhazard area to which it is likely to move (in its
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migration pathway) if it is hazed from the hazard area. Whooping cranes should not be
discouraged from normal use of stopover sites during migration. It is better in most
circumstances to permit the birds to initiate their own movement and habitat use
patterns. After whooping cranes are sighted, periodic monitoring and appropriate
protective measures seem to be the safest actions until the birds voluntarily leave the
hazardous situation. If hazing is the best solution, the birds may be hazed by zon guns
or by personnel on foot, boats, vehicles or helicopter. Direct the birds' flight away from
aerial obstructions such as power lines.
A less preferred option is formal closure of hunting in an appropriate portion of the
hunt area by USFWS. In the U.S., closure and reopening action must be announced by
publication in the Federal Register and therefore in most cases could not be initiated in
a timely enough manner to be effective. Since the flexible informal spot closures likely
provide adequate protection, more administratively cumbersome formal closures seem
unnecessary.
Category 5. Sick, Dead, or Injured Whooping Crane(s) -- Each specific situation
involving immediate hazards to whooping cranes will require that field personnel use
sound judgment. The first concern of field personnel should always be the bird's wellbeing and safety of personnel (see Appendix G). The second concern would be phone
contact with appropriate state and federal personnel as soon as possible. However, field
personnel with limited experience in handling cranes are strongly advised to seek
guidance from experts identified in the Appendices. USFWS policy already exists for
this eventuality (Appendix F). USFWS personnel should initially notify the nearest
USFWS Law Enforcement Office, the NWHC, and the Whooping Crane Coordinator.
National Wildlife Health Center personnel should consult with Dr. Glenn Olsen of
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center and/or other experts identified in the care of
whooping cranes. Law Enforcement notifies the Regional Director. The Regional
Director delegates other reporting responsibilities as noted in Appendix F. Decisions to
capture and treat sick or injured birds will be made jointly by the State Wildlife Agency
Director and USFWS Regional Director in consultation with NWHC and the Whooping
Crane Coordinator. The Whooping Crane Coordinator will keep the USFWS Regional
Office and CWS informed as the situation develops. Some information about capture
and handling techniques is provided in Appendix D.
Public or media involvement is not recommended in the field when attempts are made
to capture and provide emergency treatment to sick or injured birds. Whooping cranes
are fragile, they may be further injured during capture, and are susceptible to going into
shock when pursued and handled. To reduce stress on the bird, efforts should be made
to keep the public away from the site and involve only the minimum number of
personnel needed for safe capture and handling. Whooping cranes are more susceptible
to being stressed before capture when large numbers of people are present.
Ideally, a veterinarian should be on hand whenever a sick or injured bird is captured.
The veterinarian is needed to provide emergency treatment to keep the bird from going
into shock, and to stabilize its condition. A local veterinarian with avian experience
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should be able to provide that type of treatment (NWHC, in consultation with Dr.
Glenn Olsen of Patuxent Wildlife Research Center and/or other crane health experts,
can provide guidance in advance by telephone consultation with any local veterinarians
who do not have experience treating wild cranes). If practical, even before the sick or
injured bird is captured, the Whooping Crane Coordinator, in consultation with the
NWHC and personnel at other captive whooping crane facilities, will decide upon the
bird's transfer to an appropriate facility for the type of health problem being
encountered.
A diagram for construction of materials and dimensions of transport crates is attached
(Figure 2). The full-size plans are available from Tom Stehn, the USFWS Whooping
Crane Coordinator. Key Contacts are encouraged to have a crate available at a central
location within their state. The 42-inches-height crate is preferred for adult male
whoopers, but some airline baggage compartments will not take heights greater than 38
inches. If airline service is limited in your area, you should modify the plans and build
the crate 38 inches in height. If the crane is being transported solely by vehicle, a
heavy cardboard box such as a refrigerator box cut down to size can serve as a crate.
When you contact airlines to arrange for transport of a live whooping crane, you must
specify the dimensions of the crate and be certain the crate will travel upright within the
baggage compartment. The storage compartment must be pressurized. After the crate
is loaded on the aircraft, in a truck, or in any vehicle, check to ascertain the bird is still
standing upright. If it is not, help it stand. A bird left lying in the bottom of the crate is
more likely to injure itself and more prone to physiological complications. Personnel
meeting the plane at the bird's destination should also immediately ascertain that the
bird is standing.
Key Contacts should first contact federal and state law enforcement personnel when
dealing with whooping cranes that are found dead. Whenever a dead or injured bird is
found that may be involved in an active legal investigation, the carcass or live specimen
should be treated as evidence. It can be shipped as determined by law enforcement
personnel to either the National Forensics Laboratory or NWHC. Contact a USFWS
Special Agent (Appendix A.1, p. 14) about maintaining a chain of custody record
(Appendix H). Whooping cranes that are found dead in the field and determined by
personnel not to be involved in legal investigations should be sent to NWHC for
necropsy. If a legal investigation is determined to be warranted after submission to the
NWHC a chain of custody will be immediately initiated. The Whooping Crane
Coordinator should be contacted regarding disposition of whooping cranes that die after
being taken into captivity. Immediate contact needs to be made with the NWHC staff
to determine how the carcass is to be handled. A cooled carcass is better than a frozen
one. “Blue” chemical ice packs work well since express shipments can be arranged to
arrive in 24-hours. Dry ice is restricted in amount and requires special labeling and
paperwork on all airline transportation and is not recommended.
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state or ServCe Field Personnel receWe repat. Report relayed to the state cr Service
employed designated as Key Contact vWhin tha: state's boundaries.

Figure 1

I
Iresponse
state or ServCe Key Personnel receive report. Each keeps the other infcrmed. Report
options a-e:
I

I

_j_

No Further Action Reguired
Observation likely invalid due to description of bi'd, bird's behavior, (reported to be
S\i'~Amming in lake, etc.) or report appeas unverifiable (E.G., birds flying V\ohen sighted).
Service designee keeps report in temporal)' files.

I
Searchers a-e unable to confirm the re12ort. After reasonable efforts are
made, SO a RO are advised. ServCe designee sends report to Region 6
Records Center. No fLtther sction required.

Further .Action Al:;!l:;!rOI;;!iate
Sighting 12robable or confirmed (see text defnHions). If 12robable Hshould be
checked to ascertain if birds a-e healthy anc if a haza-d exists.

I

Confirmed as sick dead cr injured,
or healthy but hazard may exist in
sighting location. lnHial report us
made toLE and IW\IHC and Service
Whooping Crane Coordinator. SO
a RO are advised and jointly make
decision.

Bird is sick dead cr injured. LE, IWVHC, Whooping Crane
Coordinator, SO, and RO informed. Service employee
then follovv procedures outlired in Appendix F. state
personnel partCipate as instrlded by their SO.

Bird is healthy but I:;!OSSibly in a haza-dous
sHuation. In some hazard sHuations, field
personnel VIAll need to act promplly. In other
circumstances, the SO and RO jcintly make
decisions about app-opriate resp:~nse.

Continued on next page
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Figure 1
Continuedftom previous page

Bird is heanhy but possibly in a
hazardous situation. In some hazard
situations, field personnel VIAll need to
act promptly. In other circumstances,
tne ~u ~nd t<U JOimly make dec1s1ons
about ~propriate response.

Hunting Hazard
Because hJnting
is undef\1\o'tV or
soon VIAll begin for
IM'looper lookalike species, 8
options are listed
in the 2~
paragraph of
Category 4. The
main ones :o use
are:

If the use site is
isolated by time
and/or spsce from
most hunting
activ~y, the brds
could be protected
by making hunters
aw«e of the birds'
preserce through
hunter contscts,
posting notices,
nevvs releases, etc.

Informal spot
~. Asmall
area can be
closed to hunting
by closing a road,
voluntary closure
by a landO'Y\oTler, a
posting an area
closed until the
cranes leave the
area.

Dieease
Nl/.JHC advised
immediately.
Response VIAll
vay \1\oith the type
of disease
in'volved.

Encourage
V\ohoopers to
move.
Use this option
only in unusual
circumstances.
Regular
monitoring of the
cranes is another
option.

Lure or haze
birds 8W8>f from
disease site.
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Diminish or
eliminate disease

Contaminant
111>.111-iC and
Service
ccntaminant
s,:ecialists are
present in esch
Service Region.

Other responses
depending on
circumstances

Lure of haze birds
I!NV"f.

No unusual
hazard knO'Y\oTl in
area of sighting,
birds are healtlly'.
If practCal, birds
are checked daily
or less frequently
until they depart.
Service designee
sends report to
Region 6 Records
Center.

Divert, confine
or remove
contaminant
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FIGURE 2 – TRANSFER CRATE DESIGN
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APPENDIX A: PHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES OF PARTICIPANTS
Names and numbers are listed in the following sequence:
1. Specialists in care of sick or injured whooping cranes.
2. Other veterinary assistance with extra training and experience in bird care.
3. Whooping Crane Coordinator (assists in contact with U.S. and Canadian personnel, provides
guidance in response to hazardous situations).
4. Region 1, Federal decisions in response to contingency plan activities in Idaho.
5. Region 2, Federal decisions in response to contingency plan activities in AZ, NM, TX, and
OK.
6. Region 4, Federal decisions in response to contingency plan activities in Florida.
7. Region 6, Federal decisions in response to contingency plan activities in CO, KS, ND, NE,
MT, SD, UT, and WY.
8. Federal Records Center (sighting reports).
9. Federal Law Enforcement (for follow-up on all possible violations) Regions 1, 2, 4, and 6.
10. Contaminants Specialists (for follow-up on hazardous contaminant cases) Regions 1, 2, 4,
and 6.
11. Flyway Representatives (information on hunting activities).
12. Key Contacts and Alternates.
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1. Specialists in the care of sick or injured whooping cranes
National Wildlife Health Center (working hours)
Biological Resources Division
6006 Schroeder Rd.
Madison, WI 53711

(608) 270-2400

Dr. Josh Dien
Work
Home
Cell

(608) 270-2450
(608) 286-8666
(608) 444-4507

Dr. Tanya Hoffman

Work
Home
Cell

(608) 270-2406
(608) 270-2406
(608) 444-4510

Dr. Kathryn Converse
(coordinates submissions and necropsies)

Work
Home
Cell

(608) 270-2445
(608) 238-1856
(608) 239-9385

Office
Hospital
Home

(301) 497-5603
(301) 497-5600
(301) 604-2646

Office

(608) 356-9462, Ext. 150

Office

(608) 266-3143

USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
12100 Beech Forest Road
Laurel, Maryland 20708
Dr. Glenn Olsen

International Crane Foundation
E-11376 Shady lane Road
Baraboo, Wisconsin 53913
Dr. Barry Hartup
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources
101 S. Webster St./Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Dr. Julie Langenberg
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2. Other Veterinary Assistance
The average veterinarian deals primarily with health problems of livestock, dogs, and cats. Birds
present some unique care problems due to their hollow bones and differing digestive,
reproductive, muscle, and skeletal features. Dr. Glenn Olsen provided the enclosed list of
veterinarians with experience in bird care, who could be called upon to treat any sick or injured
whooping cranes which might appear in your area during migration.
STATE

VETERINARIAN

TELEPHONE NO.

Texas
Houston Zoo/Animal Hospital
113 N. Magregor Way
Houston, Texas 77030

Joe Flanagan, D.V.M.

(713) 520-3275

Dr. Gary West

(210) 734-7184 Ext.125

Oklahoma
Southside Dog/Cat/Bird Hospital
7020 S. Shields
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73149

Roger Harlin, D.V.M.

(405) 636-1484

Colorado
The Bird Hospital
5290 Manhattan Circle
Boulder, Colorado 80303

Robert Irmiger, D.V.M.

(303) 499-5335

Kansas/ Nebraska
College of Veterinary Medicine
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66506

James Carpenter, D.V.M.

(913) 532-5690

South Dakota
805 E. 11th Street
Yankton, South Dakota 57702

Nancy Saunders, D.V.M.

(605) 665-7411

North Dakota
1305 Business Loop E
Jamestown, North Dakota 58401

Gary Pearson, D.V.M

(701) 252-9470

San Antonio Zoo
3903 N. St. Mary's Street
San Antonio, Texas 78212
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3. Whooping Crane Coordinator
Thomas V. Stehn
Aransas NWR
P.O. Box 100
Austwell, TX 77950

Work
(361) 286-3559 Ext. 221
Home
(361) 758-2354
Tom_Stehn@fws.gov

Alternate:
Wendy Brown, Endangered Species Biologist, Region 2

Alternate:
Charles L. Holbrook, Refuge Manager, Aransas NWR

4. Director, Region 2 (AZ, NM, OK and TX)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
P.O. Box 1306
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Work
(505) 248-6664
Wendy_Brown@fws.gov

Work
(361) 286-3559 Ext. 225
Charles_Holbrook@fws.gov

(505) 248-6282

See home and office numbers for Whooping Crane Coordinator and his alternates listed above.
5. Director, Region 6 (CO, KS, ND, NE, MT, SD,)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
P.O. Box 25486
Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225

(303) 236-7920

Assistant Regional Director

(303) 236-8189

Ecological Services
Chief, Endangered Species Recovery

(303) 236-7398

6. Federal Records Center
Martha Tacha
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Federal Building, Second Floor
203 West Second Street
Grand Island, NE 68801

Work
(308) 382-6468 Ext. 19
Home
(308) 382-3814
Cell
(308) 379-6107
Martha_Tacha@fws.gov
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7. Federal Law Enforcement
Region 2
New Mexico
Albuquerque Regional Office
Albuquerque Field Office

(505) 248-7889
(505) 346-7828

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

(405) 608-5251
(918) 581-7469

Texas
Beaumont
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
Fort Worth
El Paso
Houston
Laredo
Lubbock
McAllen
San Antonio
Victoria

(409) 861-4436
(956) 504-2035
(361) 289-5037
(972) 574-3254
(817) 334-5202
(915) 872-4765
(281) 442-4066
(956) 729-0617
(806) 472-7273
(956) 686-8591
(210) 681-8419
(361) 575-8608

Region 6
Colorado
Denver
Lakewood
Grand Junction

(303) 236-7540
(303) 274-3560
(970) 257-0795

Kansas
Derby

(316) 788-4474

Montana
Billings
Great Falls
Missoula

(406) 247-7355
(406) 453-5790
(406) 329-3000

Nebraska
North Platte
Lincoln

(308) 534-0925
(402) 476-3747
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North Dakota
Bismarck
Devils Lake

(701) 255-0593
(701) 662-8610

South Dakota
Pierre
Sioux Falls

(605) 224-1001
(605) 330-4318

8. Resource Contaminants Specialists
Region 2
Steve Robertson
(See address for Director, Region 2)

(505) 248-6669

Region 6
Larry Gamble
(See address for Director, Region 6)

(303) 236-7400 Ext. 261

9. Flyway Representatives Office of Migratory Bird Management
Dave Sharp
Central Flyway Representative

(303) 275-2386

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/DMBM
P.O. Box 25486, DFC
Denver, CO 80225-0486
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10. Federal and State Personnel - Key Contacts and Alternates
REGION 2
Oklahoma
Ron Shepperd (Key)
Wildlife Biologist
Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge
Route 1, Box 76
Jet, OK 73749

Work
(580) 626-4794
Home
(580) 327-5527
Ron_Shepperd@fws.gov

Jon Brock (Alternate)
Refuge Manager
Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge
Route 1, Box 76
Jet, OK 73749

Work
(580) 626-4794
Home
(580) 395-2455
Jon_Brock@fws.gov

Mark Howery (Key)
Natural Resource Biologist
Oklahoma Dept. of Wildlife Conservation
1801 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Work
(405) 521-4619
Home
(405) 447-3641
mhowery@odwc.state.ok.us

Melynda Hickman (Alternate)
Oklahoma Dept. of Wildlife Conservation
1801 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Work
(405) 521-4616
Home
(405) 329-3525
mhickman@zoo.odwc.state.ok.us

Texas
Tom Stehn (Key)
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
P.O. Box 100
Austwell, TX 77950

Work
(361) 286-3559 Ext. 221
Home
(361) 758-2354
Tom_Stehn@fws.gov

Chad Stinson (Alternate)
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
P.O. Box 100
Austwell, TX 77950

Work
(361) 286-3559 Ext. 224
Home
(361) 727-1182
Chad_Stinson@fws.gov

Lee Ann Johnson Linam (Key)
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX 78744

Work
(512) 448-4311
Home
(512) 847-1226
lalinam@wimberley-tx.com
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Mark Klym (Alternate)
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX 78744

Work
Home

(512)389-4644
(512) 321-1256 or
(512) 308-5382
mark.klym@tpwd.state.tx.us

REGION 6
Colorado
Barbara Osmundson (Key)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
764 Horizon Drive, Bldg. B
Grand Junction, CO 81506-3946

Work
(970) 243-2778
Home
(970) 241-3672
Barb_Osmundson@fws.gov

Pete Plage (Alternate)
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Ecological Services/CFO
PO Box 25486, DFC
Denver, CO 80225

Work
(303) 236-4750
Home
(303) 666-9827
Peter_Plage@fws.gov

David Klute (Key)
Colorado Division of Wildlife
6060 Broadway
Denver, CO 80216-1000

Work
(303) 291-7320
Home
(303) 561-4380
david.klute@state.co.us

vacant (Alternate)
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Kansas
Gary “Pete” Meggers (Key)
Refuge Management Specialist
Quivira National Wildlife Refuge
Route 3, Box 48A
Stafford, KS 67578

Work
(316) 486-2393
Home
(316) 486-3173
Gary_Meggers@fws.gov

Daniel Mulhern (Alternate)
USFWS - Ecological Services
315 Houston Street, Suite E
Manhattan, KS 66502

Work
(913) 539-3474
Home
(913) 539-5027
Dan_Mulhern@fws.gov

Edwin J. Miller (Key)
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
5089 County Rd. 2925
Independence, KS 67301

Work
(316) 331-6820
Home
(316) 331-7758
edm@wp.state.ks.us
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Karl Grover (Alternate)
Area Game Manager
Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Management Area
R.R. 3
Great Bend, KS 67530

Work
(316) 793-7730
Home
(316) 792-7854
cheybott@wp.state.ks.us

Montana
Lou Hanebury (Key)
USFWS - Ecological Services
2900 4th Avenue North, Room 301
Billings, MT 59101

Work
(406) 247-7367
Home
(406) 252-3099
Lou_Hanebury@fws.gov

Elizabeth Madden
Medicine Lake NWR
223 North Shore Road
Medicine Lake, MT 95247-9600

Work
(406) 789 2305 Ext 109
Home
(406) 789 2266
Elizabeth_Madden@fws.gov

Jim Hansen (Key)
Central Flyway Migratory Bird Coordinator
Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks
2300 Lake Elmo Drive
Billings, MT 59105

Work
(406) 247-2957
Home
(406) 259-8698
jihansen@mt.gov

Rick Northrup (Alternate)
Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Work
(406) 444-5633
Home
(406) 227-6422
rnorthrup@mt.gov

Nebraska
Martha Tacha (Key)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Federal Bldg., Second
203 West Second Street
Grand Island, NE 68801

Work
(308) 382-6468 Ext. 19
Cell
(308) 379-6107
Home
(308) 382-3814
Martha_Tacha@fws.gov

Gene Mack (Alternate),
Project Leader
Rainwater Basin Wetland Mgmt. Dist.
P.O. Box 1686
Kearney, NE 68848

Work
(308) 236-5015 Ext. 27
Cell
(308) 627-6373
Gene_Mack@fws.gov

Joel Jorgensen (Key)
Non-Game Bird Program Manager
Nebraska Game & Parks Commission
2200 North 33rd Street
Lincoln, NE 68503

Work
(402) 471-5440
Home
(402) 438-8098
Joel.Jorgensen@ngpc.ne.gov
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Mike Fritz (Alternate)
Nebraska Game & Parks Commission
2200 North 33rd Street
Lincoln, NE 68503

Work
(402) 471-5419
Home
(402) 488-3105
Mike.Fritz@ngpc.ne.gov

North Dakota
Gregg Knutsen (Key)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Long Lake NWR Complex
12000 353rd St. SE
Moffit, ND 58560
Gregg_Knutsen@fws.gov

Work
Home

(701) 387-4397
(701) 327-2190

Tim Kessler (Alternate)
Refuge Manager
Crosby Wetland Management District
P.O. Box 148
Crosby, ND 58730

Work
(701) 965-6488
Home
(701) 965-6832
Tim_Kessler@fws.gov

Mike Johnson (Key)
State Game & Fish Department
100 N. Bismarck Expressway
Bismarck, ND 58501-5095

Work
(701) 328-6319
Home
(701) 258-3039
mjohnson@state.nd.us

Mike Szymanski (Alternate)
State Game & Fish Department
100 North Bismarck Expressway
Bismarck, ND 58501-5095

Work
(701) 328-6360
Home
(701) 258-6924
Cell
(701) 426-8826
mszymanski@state.nd.us

South Dakota
Jay Peterson (Key)
Wetland District Manager
Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge
39650 Sand Lake Drive
Columbia, SD 57433

Work
(605) 885-6320
Home
(605) 397-2830
Jay_Peterson@fws.gov

Scott Larson (Alt)
USFWS - Ecological Services
420 South Garfield
Pierre, SD 57501

Work
(605) 224-8693 Ext 32
Home
(605) 224-4500
Scott_Larson@fws.gov
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Eileen Dowd Stukel (Key)
South Dakota Dept. of Game, Fish & Parks
445 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501-3185

Work
(605) 773-4229
Home
(605) 224-5461
Eileen.DoudStukel@state.nd.us

Doug Backlund (Alternate)
South Dakota Dept. of Game, Fish & Parks
445 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501

Work
(605) 773-4345
Home
(605) 223-2451
Doug.backlund@state.sd.us
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APPENDIX B: GUIDELINES FOR INFORMAL SPOT CLOSURE OF HUNT
AREA
State and Federal Key Contact personnel should work with field personnel to identify
ownership of the lands where the whooping cranes are feeding and roosting. Field
personnel should communicate with landowner(s), explain the situation, request their
cooperation in protecting the bird(s), in permitting land access by state and federal
personnel who are protecting bird(s), and in temporarily restricting access by hunters and
the general public.
If the whooping crane(s) appears to be confining its movements to properties owned by
few landowners, and where access is restricted to a small number of individuals, then
appropriate protection can be accomplished by communication with those few affected
landowners and others who may be allowed access. If the whooping crane(s) is likely to
move among tracts owned by several landowners. Then public notification should take
place, using state Information and Education, and federal Public Affairs personnel to
advise the public of a temporary, emergency spot closure of the hunt area. Information
can be provided to local TV, radio, and newspaper outlets and posted to appropriate
websites. Here is an example of the news release made by Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department personnel in January 1985.
EL CAMPO -- Waterfowl hunters in Wharton County and surrounding areas are
reminded by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department that a juvenile whooping crane
seen 15 miles south of El Campo last week still is in the area.
Ron George, sandhill crane program leader for the department, said the bird has been
confirmed as an immature whooper which has been feeding with a flock of sandhill
cranes.
The area around El Campo currently is open to waterfowl hunting and will open for
sandhill crane hunting on January 12. "A complete hunting season closure, which would
be permitted under the Federal Endangered Species Act, is not being considered at this
time because the bird has confined its movements entirely to a closely-controlled area of
private land with limited access and low hunting pressure," George said. "Local
landowners, who originally reported the crane, have been very protective of the bird, and
all other persons with access to the property have been advised of its presence."
Due to the limited private access to the land and the possibility of disturbing the bird, the
general public is being asked to refrain from attempting to see the bird, George said.
"State and Federal wildlife personnel intend to `baby-sit' the bird and closely monitor its
movements throughout the hunting season," he added.
The large white bird with black wing tips still has some rusty red juvenile feathers on its
head, neck and tail. The whooper was banded as a chick at Wood Buffalo National Park
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in Canada during the summer with a blue band on its left leg and a white band on the
other.
"As well as can be determined, the juvenile became separated from its parents during
their migration to the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge on the Texas Coast," George
said.
The whooping crane is an endangered species protected by both State and Federal laws.
The whoopers reached a dismal low of only 16 birds in 1941, but they since have made a
slow comeback and currently number 84 birds in the Aransas flock.
"Since loss of even a single individual may be detrimental to the survival of an
endangered species, absolute protection of all whooping cranes is essential," George
noted.
Other means of notifying the public include:
1. Posting announcements at local country stores, gas stations, and U.S. Post Offices.
2. Notifying the officers of local hunting clubs.
3. Contact with landowners and tenants who live on lands bordering properties where the
whooping crane is presently in residence.
4. "Warning" signs posted in the area closed. Spot closure signs have been distributed
from Region 2 to the States and other Regions. Additional copies are available by request
to Tom Stehn (address page 20).
After the bird(s) leave the area, the reopening of local hunting would be announced by
recontacting local landowners, tenants, and officers of local hunt clubs, removing
announcements and signs posted earlier, and by media releases.
Local Monitoring
The purpose of continuous daytime monitoring of the bird(s) in a hazardous hunt
situation is to minimize the likelihood of a whooping crane being mistaken for a legally
hunted species of similar appearance, to prevent shooting by vandals, and to prevent
disturbance of the bird(s) by the general public. Daily monitoring in a hunt-hazard
situation requires dawn to dusk observation of the bird(s) by an officer or other agency
personnel. USFWS and the state Key Contact should endeavor to share these monitoring
duties. The Fish and Wildlife Service and State Key Contact personnel will jointly
schedule and assign the monitoring work assignments. Hunter contact with the crane(s)
should be prevented and other human contact or near approach should be discouraged. If
the bird(s) flies, attempt to maintain visual contact and locate the subsequent use site.
Each observer, upon putting the bird(s) to roost, should relay site-use information to the
observer scheduled for the following day. If the crane flies and visual contact is lost,
notify the Key Contact personnel.
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APPENDIX C: WHOOPING CRANE SIGHTING REPORT FORM
State:

FOR RECORDS CENTER ONLY
Obs. Number
Confirmed ____ Probable ______
Unconfirmed ___
State/County _________________
Color Markings

Recorded by:
Date:
Phone Number:

If a whooping crane is sighted or reported, IMMEDIATELY notify your agency contact person.
If you are unable to advise that person, please notify a contact person of the cooperative agency.
Notify your immediate supervisor if you are unable to contact any of the people listed above.
Complete this form whenever you receive a report of a whooping crane. Inquire about the
observer's familiarity with whoopers and look-alike species. The question should be worded to
gain some insight about the validity of the sighting report. Send completed form to: Martha
Tacha, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 203 West Second Street, Grand Island, NE 68801.
Observer’s Name:______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Phone number (home/cell) _____________________ Work__________________________
Other Observer(s) names and contact information ____________________________________
Date of observation _____________________ Time and duration _______________________
Number of cranes: Adults _______

Juvenile _________

Observation distance: ___________ Binoculars or scope used? ________ Photos taken? Y N
Location : County: ______________ GPS Coordinates (if available): ____________________
Legal description: _________________
Direction and distance from nearest town (use only cardinal directions N,S,E,W, e.g., 3 mi. W
and 2.5 mi. S of Denton): _____________________________________________________
Behavior of cranes (Circle appropriate descriptor: flying landed feeding loafing roosting )
Habitat/Other Species present: ___________________________________________________
Evidence of injury, sickness, or hazard? ___________________________________________
Colored leg bands observed: Left_______________________ Right_____________________
Circumstances of sighting:
Description of the Birds (include characteristics seen to rule out look-alike species):
Birding experience of observer:
Recommendation for Classification (circle one: Confirmed Probable Unconfirmed )
Reported to Records Center: Date ______________ via (circle) Phone Fax Email Mail
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APPENDIX D: CAPTURE AND HANDLING TECHNIQUES
Two basic techniques have been used to capture whooping cranes partially disabled by
illness or injury. One has consisted of daytime herding of the bird with aircraft, vehicles, or
men to a point where its movement was confined and it could be captured with a longhandled net. The second involves capture at night while the crane is roosting (Drewien, R.
C., H. M. Reeves, P. F. Springer, and T. L. Kuck. 1967. Backpack unit for capturing
waterfowl and upland game by night-lighting. J. Wildl. Manage. 31:778-783). One man
carries a backpack generator and directs a bright spotlight (Q-beam). A second man
controls a long-handled net. The noise of the generator and the bright light help to confuse,
blind, and discourage the bird from taking flight. The light and sound is sometimes used to
herd the bird to the edge of a tall, dense stand of cattail, bulrush, or grasses where further
movement away from the light is prevented. The net is placed over the bird, the bird's
upper neck and feet grabbed and the wings held against the body. Have a wide roll of
gauze, the elastic leg wrapping used by athletes, or Vet wrap (racing or shipping bandage
which has a velcro strip on it), to wrap the bird's folded wings (wrap or brail each wing to
itself). This wrapping prevents injury of the wings and the captors. Bind the wings snugly,
but not so that circulation is impaired. Do not wrap the wings against the body. Leave the
wings free from the body so the bird can maintain its balance and so that respiration is not
inhibited.
The pointed bill and the feet are the crane's most effective weapons. Cranes tend to strike
for the eyes, so wear safety glasses (See also Appendix H). Cranes are dangerous. An
adult male sandhill crane was observed defending himself against a coyote. The coyote
was killed when the crane drove his bill through the eye socket and into the skull. A former
Fish and Wildlife Service employee was seriously injured while handling a sandhill crane
captured for banding. The crane drove its bill through the septum of the man's nose. He
might have bled to death, but his companions were able to quickly get him to the hospital.
When capturing a crane, always hold the upper neck so the bird is prevented from striking
with its bill. Control the bird's feet to avoid scratches and struggling that may cause injury
to you or the bird. Cover the bird's head with an object that will not inhibit breathing, but
will quiet the bird. Keep the public away from the bird. Do everything possible to
diminish the likelihood of the bird going into shock such as: complete the capture as
quickly as possible, minimize physical exertion of the bird, keep the bird and capture crate
out of the hot sun, prevent the bird from viewing people, place it in a dark, confined space
(the transfer crate), have a veterinarian assess its health status and administer emergency
treatment if needed.
After the initial treatment and capture the bird may be placed in a room or cage for
temporary confinement until it can be shipped to the optimum treatment facility. Do not
place the bird in an area if the floor is a glazed tile or other slippery material where the bird
will injure itself. Keep the wings individually wrapped or brailed so the bird will not fly
against the wall, but check the wrappings to ensure that blood circulation is adequate. In
one instance a bird was suitably confined in a room with a concrete floor and an area 6 by
10 feet enclosed by bales of straw. Water was provided in a flat pan. Instructions for
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32
feeding and temporary care can be provided by National Wildlife Health Center and by the
staff at Patuxent Wildlife Research Center.
Keep the bird in a darkened room. Remove any objects they might eat because in such
situations they may swallow almost anything (pieces of leather, plastic, glass, metal). Place
the birds in a clean environment. Do not confine them where other domestic or captive
birds have been or are confined. Other captive birds frequently harbor diseases that cranes
have not previously been exposed to and to which they are very susceptible.
The following is the list of equipment used to capture cranes. The firms mentioned have
had these items in their inventory. We assume that several other firms also offer these
items, perhaps at a better price.
1.

TAS QEG-300 Portable Generator, 110a.c./12d.c., single phase,
gasoline powered. Purchased from:
Coffelt Electronics Company Inc.
3910 S. Windermere Street
Englewood, Colorado 80110
(303) 761-3505

2.

Freighter Backpack. Purchased from:
Ben Meadows Company
2601-B West 5th Avenue
P.O. Box 2781
Eugene, Oregon 97402
(800) 547-8813

3.

Landing Net, 24" X 30". Purchased from: See # 4.

4.

Q Beam Spot/Flood Light. Purchased from:
Items 3 & 4
Cabelas
812 13th Avenue
Sidney, Nebraska 69160
(800) 237-4444
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APPENDIX E: FEDERAL REGULATIONS PROTECTING PERSONS
HANDLING WHOOPING CRANES
*Title 50 - Wildlife and Fisheries, Chapter 1 - United States Fish and Wildlife Service,
Department of the Interior, Subchapter B, Part 17, Section 21 Prohibitions
Take.
(1) It is unlawful to take endangered wildlife within the United States, within the
territorial sea of the United States, or upon the high seas. The high seas shall
be all waters seaward of the territorial sea of the United States, except waters
officially recognized by the United States as the territorial sea of another
country, under international law.
(2)

Notwithstanding paragraph (c)(1) of this section, any person may take endangered
wildlife in defense of his own life or the lives of others.

(3)

Notwithstanding paragraph (c)(1) of this section, any employee or agent of the
Service, any other Federal land management agency, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, or a State conservation agency, who is designated by his
agency for such purposes, may, when acting in the course of his official duties,
take endangered wildlife without a permit if such action is necessary to:
(i)

aid a sick, injured, or orphaned specimen; or

(ii) dispose of a dead specimen; or
(iii) salvage a dead specimen which may be useful for scientific study; or
(iv) remove specimens which constitute a demonstrable but non-immediate threat
to human safety, provided that the taking is done in a humane manner;
the taking may involve killing or injuring only if it has not been
reasonably possible to eliminate such threat by live-capturing and
releasing the specimen unharmed, in a remote area.
(4)

Any taking pursuant to paragraphs (c)(2) and (3) of this section must be reported in
writing to the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Division of Law
Enforcement, P.O. Box 19183, Washington, D.C. 20036, within 5 days. The
specimen may only be retained, disposed of, or salvaged in accordance with
directions from the Service.

(5)

Notwithstanding paragraph (c)(1) of this section, any qualified employee or agent
of a State Conservation Agency which is party to a Cooperative Agreement
with the Service in accordance with section 6© of the Act, who is designated
by his agency for such purposes, may, when acting in the course of his official
duties take those endangered species which are covered by an approved
cooperative agreement for conservation programs in accordance with the
Cooperative Agreement, provided that such taking is not reasonably
anticipated to result in: (i) the death or permanent disabling of the specimen;
(ii) the removal of the specimen from the State where the taking occurred; (iii)
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the introduction of the specimen so taken, or of any progeny derived from
such a specimen, into an area beyond the historical range of the species; or (iv)
the holding of the specimen in captivity for a period of more than 45
consecutive days.
*U.S. Government. 1993. Code of Federal Regulations: Wildlife and Fisheries 50 Parts
1 to 199. (page 134). Government Printing Office. 658pp.
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APPENDIX F: U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE POLICY ON DISPOSITION
OF DEAD, INJURED, OR SICK ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES
This appendix provides the content of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service policy on handling
and disposition of dead, injured, or sick endangered and threatened species.
It is Service policy that the following procedure be followed when dead, injured, or sick
specimens of endangered and threatened species are found by, or brought to the attention
of, Service employees. Each Regional Director (RD) is responsible for making this
procedure known to all regional personnel and for issuing instructions as appropriate to
ensure that a mechanism is in place to implement the procedure.
The primary objective in handling a sick or injured specimen is effective treatment and
care. The primary objective when encountering a dead specimen is to preserve biological
materials in the best possible state for later analysis of cause of death; preserving
biological materials is also preserving evidence. In conjunction with treatment of sick
and injured animals, or preservation of biological materials from a dead animal, the
finder has a responsibility to ensure that evidence outside the specimen is not
unnecessarily disturbed. Therefore, upon locating a dead, injured, or sick endangered or
threatened species specimen:
1.

Initial notification will be made to the nearest Service Law Enforcement (LE)
office.

2.

If there is an implication of human-caused injury or mortality, LE should provide
specific instructions for preservation of potential evidence. LE is assigned the
responsibility of notifying the RD after this initial contact by the reporting
individual, and for pursuing any related investigations which are requested by
the RD.

3.

After LE is contacted, the reporting individual will contact the National Fisheries
Center, Kearneysville, West Virginia, or the National Wildlife Health Center,
Madison, Wisconsin, for fish and wildlife involvements, respectively. When
contacting the Centers, the reporting individual should communicate any
instructions received from LE.

4.

The Centers are responsible for coordinating all activities involving clinical
treatment and postmortem examinations of endangered or threatened species
found by or brought to the attention of Service employees. This responsibility
includes issuance of specific instructions and guidance for handling individual
situations.
The Centers will also serve as an information repository, and transfer information
regarding the current status and findings associated with cause of death
investigations of specific cases to RD's directly, or through LE (as the RD
requests) and to Washington Office Public Affairs. The Centers' activities will
be closely coordinated with the RD of the Region in which the specimen was
initially located; written interim reports regarding progress of analyses, etc.,
will be provided to the RD on a schedule consistent with the press of the
situation, or as requested by the RD. The Centers will also provide a timely
final diagnostic and analytical report to the RD.
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5.

The RD is responsible for submitting a preliminary report and a final report after all
laboratory results are received. Responsibility for notifications and writing
the reports may be delegated.

6.

AFA is responsible for advising the Director, FWS, of reports received from RD's
of significant instances of dead, injured, or sick endangered/threatened
species. The AFA will also have overall responsibility for coordination of this
procedure at the Washington Office level.

7.

To ensure that proper control is exercised over the disposition of specimens, or
parts of specimens, Law Enforcement Chain-of-Custody records should be
maintained, even though there may be no indication of illegal activity.
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APPENDIX G: SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN HANDLING INJURED, SICK,
OR DEAD WHOOPING CRANES
To:

All Fish and Wildlife Service Supervisors and Managers

Subject:

Collection of Animal Specimens

This bulletin serves to remind personnel involved with the collection of animal specimens
that careful attention to safety and proper techniques are required to protect themselves,
their families, and others. These precautions are required because of the wide variety of
infectious disease agents transmissible from animals to man, potential hazards associated
with contact with toxicants and other contaminants wildlife may have been exposed to,
and physical damage that can be inflicted by live animals that are not properly handled.
Station safety committee meetings should be used to discuss the contents of this bulletin.
Collecting animal specimens should be well planned, and the proper equipment should be
used to minimize the risk from contact either with the specimens or with normal and
abnormal hazards present in the environment; plans should also be made to prevent any
pathogens or hazardous materials from being dispersed as a result from the collection,
shipment, or storage of such animal specimens.
I.

Planning for animal specimen collection and shipment.

A.

Consult with the Regional Environmental Contaminants Coordinator and the
National Wildlife Health Center, (608) 271-4640, to ensure that specimens are
collected in the manner required by the follow-up work to be performed in the
laboratory.

B.

Assemble required equipment, based on the type of area where animal specimens
will be collected, and on the type of animal involved.

C.

Make arrangements to ship collected specimens to the laboratory, including
advanced notification for discussion of necessary controlled conditions during
shipment or temporary storage. Provide refrigeration if needed, using leak
proof plastic bags containing wet ice or sealed frozen substitutes such as "blue
ice" placed next to the bagged specimens. Transport in an insulated container;
inexpensive coolers made of heavy foamed polystyrene are preferred for final
shipment as they will not be returned but will be destroyed by incineration to
prevent any spread of contaminated materials. To avoid crushing during
shipment, containers should be placed in sturdy cardboard boxes with
newspaper or other packing. If shipment will take 48 hours or more, dry ice
must be used.

D.

If specimens have to be immediately frozen, follow proper techniques and apply
relevant safety guidelines; with dry ice, prevent "cold burns" by handling dry
ice with cotton gloves; if blocks have been broken up, wear a face shield or
protective goggles; with liquid nitrogen, wear both heavy insulated gloves and
face shield. When dry ice is used, the container cannot be sealed and must
bear markings "Hazardous Shipment." The weight of the dry ice used must be
listed on the outside of the container. Carriers can refuse to accept hazardous
shipments and should therefore be contacted prior to shipping.
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E.

Shipments must be identified as biological specimens.

II.

Actual collection of animal specimens.

A.

Wear all the required protective equipment: impervious gloves (preferably of the
disposable kind), knee-high, steel-toed rubber boots, hip-waders or disposable
booties, safety glasses, and dust mask for protection against contaminated
dusts.

B.

Avoid use of bare hands to collect animal specimens. Pick up animal specimens or
animal excreta or parts with gloved hands, shovel, pitchfork, or any
appropriate tool to collect animal specimens. Attach identifying label to each
animal specimen and place each specimen into a separate plastic bag after first
wrapping in aluminum foil. Bagged specimens should be placed into a second
plastic bag and individual specimens from a group into a large plastic bag, if
feasible.

III.

Sanitation and personal hygiene.

A.

If formaldehyde or any similar preservative has to be used, be sure to use it in a
well ventilated area, preferably under a laboratory hood. Prevent contact with
hazardous chemicals, particularly through breathing; wear adequate
respiratory protection if needed. Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for
specific chemical prior to use.

B.

Careful observation of basic sanitation rules is required for yourself as well as that
of your coworkers and family. Clean up and disinfect yourself after any
collection of animal specimens; wash your hands with soap and water;
disinfect shoes, boots, waders, etc., with germicide solutions such as dilute
bleaches.

C.

Refrain from smoking or consuming food and drink while conducting the collection
activities, and do not consume food or drink until you have washed yourself
and changed into street clothes. Similarly, wash your hands thoroughly before
using toilets, and take shower at end of daily collection, if possible.

APPENDIX H: CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD (FORM 3-2063)
The Chain-of-Custody Record must be initiated by the officer who first transfers
possession of seized property items to another person.
When completing the custody form it is useful to assign a unique number to each item
seized. This allows the description of individual items being transferred to be indicated
by item numbers in the transfer of possession blocks.
The original Chain-of-Custody Record MUST remain with the seized property items as
they are transferred from one person to another. A preferred method would be to place
the original Form 3-2063 inside a string-closure manila envelope cleared marked
“CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY RECORD”, and attach that envelope to one of the evidence
packages or items.
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Appendix H: Chain of Custody Record
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE
SERVICE
DIVISION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT

DATE AND TIME OF SEIZURE:

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD
DISTRICT:

SOURCE OF EVIDENCE/PROPERTY (person and/or
location):
__TAKEN FROM:
__RECEIVED FROM:
__FOUND AT:

FILE NO.
INV.

EVIDENCE/PROPERTY SEIZED BY:

CASE TITLE AND REMARKS:

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE/PROPERTY (include Seizure Tag Numbers and any serial
numbers):

ITEM NO:

FROM: (PRINT NAME,
AGENCY)

ITEM NO:

ITEM NO:

RELEASE SIGNATURE:

RELEASE
DATE

TO:
(PRINT
NAME, AGENCY)

RECEIPT SIGNATURE:

RECEIPT
DATE

FROM: (PRINT NAME,
AGENCY)

RELEASE SIGNATURE:

RELEASE
DATE

TO:
(PRINT
NAME, AGENCY)

RECEIPT SIGNATURE:

RECEIPT
DATE

FROM: (PRINT NAME,
AGENCY)

RELEASE SIGNATURE:

RELEASE
DATE

TO:
(PRINT
NAME, AGENCY)

RECEIPT SIGNATURE:
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DELIVERED
VIA:
__U.S.
MAIL
__IN PERSON
__OTHER:

DELIVERED
VIA:
__U.S.
MAIL
__IN PERSON
__OTHER:

DELIVERED
VIA:
__U.S.
MAIL
__IN PERSON
__OTHER:
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APPENDIX I – DEAD WHOOPING CRANE DATA SHEET FOR NATIONAL
WILDLIFE HEALTH CENTER

Dead Whooping Crane Data Sheet
Contacts:
Aransas-Wood Buffalo Population/Central Flyway
Kathryn Converse
USGS National Wildlife Health
Center
6006 Schroeder Road
Madison, WI 53711
Work: 608-270-2445
Fax: 608-270-2415
Home: 608-238-1856
Cell: 608-239-9385
email: kathy_converse@usgs.gov

Chill carcass (wet ice bag(s) okay to chill, ship birds with frozen blue ice packs). Contact Kathy
or Marilyn and include this data sheet in package with carcass. Courtesy call to area USFWS
Law Enforcement Agent if needed.
Agent name/number:
Submitter:

Cell Phone Number:

Date Collected:
ID Number:
FWS band:
Found Dead
Euthanized

Yes
Yes

No
No

Method?

Specific location where found including county and state:
Describe site features (vegetation, water, feathers, tracks, fences, roads, power lines).

Clinical signs? Any unusual behaviors or changes in physical appearance?
History:
Environmental Factors?
Additional Comments or Observations?
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APPENDIX J – INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLLECTION and SHIPMENT of AVIAN and
MAMMALIAN CARCASSES TO THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE HEALTH CENTER
Please follow these instructions for collecting and shipping carcasses to the National Wildlife Health Center
(NWHC) to insure adequate and well preserved specimens.
1.

More than one disease may be affecting the population simultaneously. When possible, collection of both
sick and freshly dead animals increases chances for detecting most diseases. Collect and ship specimens
representative of all species and geographic areas.
Obtain good specimens for necropsy. Carcasses that are decomposed or scavenged are usually of limited
diagnostic value. Ideally, one should collect a combination of freshly dead animals and animals that were
euthanized after their behavior is observed and recorded.

2.

Collect animals under the assumption that an infectious disease or toxin is involved and other animals
may be at risk. Remember to protect yourself as some of these diseases and toxins are hazardous to
humans.
Use rubber gloves when picking up sick or dead animals. If you do not have gloves insert your hand into
a plastic bag. Immediately attach a leg tag to each animal with the following information in pencil or
waterproof ink:

species

date collected

location (county/town)

found dead or euthanized

collector (name/address/phone)

additional history on back of tag
Place each animal in a plastic bag, tie shut, then place inside a second bag and tie shut (more then one
individually bagged animal can be placed in the second bag). This system of double bagging prevents
cross-contamination of individual specimens and leaking shipping containers that can contaminate
vehicle surfaces and handlers during transportation. Contact the NWHC for assistance with collecting
samples from animals that are too large to ship.
If you plan to collect animals, take along a cooler containing ice to
immediately chill the carcass(s).
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3.

Ship animals in a hard sided plastic cooler or a styrofoam cooler
placed in a cardboard box. Unprotected styrofoam coolers break
into pieces during shipment. Stuff newspaper in any space between
the sides of the box and cooler. A shipping container can be made
by lining a cardboard box with at least 1-inch thick pieces of
styrofoam. Hard sided (plastic) coolers will be returned if labeled
with your name and address in permanent ink.
Line either type of cooler with a large plastic bag and pack the
individually bagged animal(s) in the cooler with enough blue ice
to keep carcasses cold. Blue ice (hardware or department store) is
preferred to bagged wet ice to avoid leaking during shipment. Do
not use dry ice unless instructed to do so. Place crumpled
newspaper or similar absorbent material in the cooler with the
bagged carcasses to fill unused space, keep ice in contact with
carcasses, provide insulation, and absorb any liquids. Tape cooler
or box shut with strapping tape.
Place a detailed history of the animal and circumstances associated
with the mortality event in an envelope and tape to the outside of
the cooler or FAX at 608-270-2415.

4.

Prior to shipping contact one of the following wildlife disease specialists:
west of continental divide (Rex Sohn, 608-270-2447 or rsohn@usgs.gov)
; continental divide east to Mississippi River (Kathryn Converse at 608270-2445 or kathy_converse@usgs.gov; or east of the Mississippi River
(Grace McLaughlin (608-270-2446 or gmclaughlin@usgs.gov). Ship
specimens by one day (overnight) service from Monday through
Wednesday to guarantee arrival at NWHC before the weekend. If
specimens are fresh and need to be shipped on Thursday or Friday please
call NWHC to make special arrangements.
Freezing and thawing can make isolation of some pathogens difficult and damage tissues needed for
microscopic examination. The NWHC prefers unfrozen specimens if they can be sent usually within 24
hours of collection or death. We will provide guidance on when or if to freeze samples on a case-by-case
basis. If you are in the field and cannot call or ship within 24-36 hours, freeze the animal(s).
5.
Label coolers as follows.
Please make note of the tracking number
6.
National Wildlife Health Center
in case packages are delayed.
6006 Schroeder Road, Madison, WI 53711
In addition to the NWHC address, please write in the lower left corner

DIAGNOSTIC SPECIMENS -WILDLIFE
to cover federal shipping regulations and ensure delivery of coolers with specimens to our necropsy entrance.
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
Wood Stork
(Mycteria americana)
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Wood Stork
Mycteria americana
Contributor: Thomas M. Murphy
DESCRIPTION
Taxonomy and Basic Description
The wood stork is one of 19 species in the family
Ciconiidae and one of four species in the genus
Mycteris. They are morphologically
indistinguishable across the species’ range and no
subspecies have been proposed. Likewise, genetic
studies on 15 nesting colonies in Florida showed
little genetic variation (Stangel et al. 1990).

Photo by SC DNR

Wood storks are the only stork species and the largest wading bird that breeds in the United
States. They are large, long-legged birds with a head to tail length of 85 to 115 cm (33 to 45
inches) and a wingspan of 150 to 165 cm (59 to 65 inches). Adults are white except for their
primary and secondary wing and tail feathers, which are black with a greenish sheen. Adults
have an unfeathered head and neck with a long, thick black bill. The legs and feet are dark; toes
are pink during the breeding season. Subadults are similar except the head and neck have grayish
feathers that are gradually lost as the bird matures. Subadults also have a pale yellow bill.
Status
Wood storks were listed as endangered on February 28, 1984, pursuant to the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1984). They are also listed as
endangered under the South Carolina Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Act. The
South Carolina Heritage Trust Program lists the wood stork as threatened in this state (S1/S2)
and uncommon but not rare or apparently secure globally (G4) (NatureServe 2005).
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND SIZE
Wood Stork Nesting in South Carolina 1981-2004
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The United States breeding population of
wood storks was listed as endangered after
nesting pairs declined from between 15,000
and 20,000 in the 1930’s to 2,500 pairs by
1978. The low number in 1978 was a
combination of a decrease in the regional
population and poor conditions for nesting
that particular year (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service 1996). Historically, wood storks
have used South Carolina as a post-nesting
foraging area during the summer and fall
(Murphy 1995). In 1981, the first
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successful wood stork nests were documented in South Carolina (11 nests). By 2004, the
population had grown to 2,057 nests at 14 sites.
HABITAT AND NATURAL COMMUNITY REQUIREMENTS
Wood storks typically nest in the upper
branches of black gum (Nyssa biflora) or
cypress (Taxodium distichum) trees that are in
standing water. Standing water deters
mammalian predators and is an essential
element of colony sites. Storks require open
access to nest trees and are frequently found in
trees adjacent to open water areas. Range-wide,
there has been a trend towards the use of
manmade wetlands as colony sites in recent
years as these sites are not totally dependent on
rainfall for water (Rodgers 1996). In South
Carolina, colony sites are surrounded by
extensive wetlands, in particular palustrine
forested wetlands (Mitchell 2002).

Photo by SC DNR

Wood storks are tactile feeders. They frequently feed in large groups in open wetlands where
prey species are available and water depths are less than 50 cm (20 inches). Forested riverine
floodplain habitats are frequently used, but a variety of ponds, ditches and diked marsh
impoundments are important habitats. Use of these habitats is enhanced by receding water.
Storks also forage around low tide along many coastal tidal creeks.
CHALLENGES
Loss of feeding habitat from alteration of natural hydroperiods has resulted in abandonment of
nesting colonies or widespread nesting failures in south Florida. Development, lowered water
tables and disturbance also degrade nesting sites. Therefore, as their natural range has become
depleted, South Carolina has become an important population source in recent years.
CONSERVATION ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Most importantly, standardized surveys of nesting effort have been completed for the
southeastern United States. In addition, a regional wood stork working group has been organized
to facilitate information exchange and to set research and management priorities. Regional
management guidelines for wood stork nesting, feeding and roosting habitats have been
developed. A wood stork recovery plan has been completed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and an information brochure to inform landowners of conservation and management
needs of storks has been completed as a joint production of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) and the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory. A general information pamphlet for
distribution to the public has also been completed by Clemson University, Department of
Pesticide Regulation.
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Techniques for management of fresh water ponds to enhance stork use have been developed and
implemented at the National Audubon Society’s Silver Bluff Plantation Sanctuary in Jackson,
South Carolina. Finally, artificial nesting platforms have been developed to enhance stork
nesting at colony sites with limited vegetation for nest construction. This technique was
developed by USFWS- Refuges Division.
CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine survivorship of fledgling, immature and adult wood storks.
Document important wood stork winter habitats and determine if the amount of habitat
limits species recovery. This will involve general census and satellite radio tagging.
Conduct complete ground counts of wood stork nests at colony sites in South Carolina
each year.
Estimate wood stork nesting success by counting chicks in a sample of nests each year.
Conduct aerial surveys to locate new wood stork nesting colonies.
Participate in and contribute to the regional wood stork working group.
Provide technical guidance and assistance to landowners where wood storks occur.
Develop a South Carolina Department of Natural Resources web page on wood storks for
public outreach and information exchange with existing and potential management
partners.
Consider protecting storks and their habitats through an interagency permit review
system.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
Efforts to restore wetlands in south Florida may significantly impact wintering and nesting wood
storks in the future. In addition, during the past several decades, wood stork nesting has shifted
north and is significantly changing management of the species. Both of these activities will
require responsive and adaptive management to reach the recovery goal of 10,000 breeding pairs.
LITERATURE CITED
Murphy, T.M. 1995. The status of Wood Storks in South Carolina. Pp. 30-33. In: Proceedings
of the Wood Stork Symposium. The Georgia Conservancy. Savannah, Georgia.
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of Wood Stork Nesting Sites in Relation to Wetland Availability. Internship Report.
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Introduction
Wood Storks are large wading birds that
usually feed in shallow fresh- and saltwater
wetlands and breed in trees or shrubs over
water or on islands. The appearance and
behavior of Wood Storks make them a
distinctive sighting in wetlands in
southeastern states. The population of storks
in the United States is at risk and is protected
as a federally Endangered Species. The
purpose of this brochure is to inform
landowners and other interested groups
about the habits of this unique species and
present ways to possibly aid in their recovery.
Size and Description
Wood Storks stand 33 to 45 inches tall, weigh
5 to 8 pounds, and have a wingspan of 58 to
65 inches. Adult Wood Storks are generally
white, except for their tails and the ends and
trailing edges of their wings, which are black.
The head and neck of adults are unfeathered
and the skin appears dark and scaly. Wood
Storks also appear to have a bald “cap” just
over their eyes. The bill of the stork is dark,
thick, and curves slightly downward near the
tip. Their legs and feet are dark, although
their toes are lighter in color and often appear
pink during the breeding season.

Three “age-classes” of Wood Storks can be
distinguished, including the adults described

Adult Wood Stork (J. N. “Ding” Darling NWR).

above. Young storks in their first year after
leaving the nest have yellow bills and gray
feathers on their head and neck. Sub-adult
storks, between 1 and 4 years of age, have

Range
In the United States, Wood Storks currently
nest in only three southeastern states: Florida,
Georgia, and South Carolina. In the late
summer and early autumn months, after the
breeding season, storks disperse from their
colonies and are also seen in North Carolina
and the Gulf Coast states (Alabama through
Texas). Storks marked with leg bands as
nestlings in Georgia have been observed as
far west as Mississippi. However, most, if not
all, of the storks seen in Louisiana and Texas
may be dispersing north from populations
in Mexico. Wood Storks also are found in
Central and South America. The population
status of Wood Storks outside the United
States ranges from healthy to threatened to
unknown.

Population Status
Juvenile Wood Storks (Harris Neck NWR).

darker bills than the younger birds and their
bald “cap” is apparent, but they still have
some feathering on their necks.
Because of their unique appearance, it is
difficult to confuse storks with other wading
birds. White Ibis, which are all white with
black wing tips, are
much smaller than
storks and have red bills.

History in the United States
Historically, Wood Storks may have nested in
all of the southeastern coastal states from
South Carolina through Texas. In the last
century, prior to the 1970s, all Wood Stork
nesting occurred in Florida, primarily
southern Florida. As human population and
agriculture grew in the late 1900s, demands
on that region’s water supply increased and
the natural hydrology of southern Florida
changed. Numbers of nesting storks, which
feed primarily on fish and therefore are
closely linked to regional hydrology (see
more below), dropped considerably in the
1900s. At the same time, Wood Storks began

Sub-adult Wood Stork (Everglades NP).
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Natural History

Distribution of Wood Storks in the United States and Mexico. The
green region denotes the likely breeding range. Following breeding,
storks may disperse into areas denoted by dashed red lines.

breeding farther north. Regular nesting by
storks in Georgia was first reported in the
mid-1970s and in South Carolina in 1981.
By the 1990s, 40-50% of Wood Stork nesting
in the United States occurred in Georgia and
South Carolina. An extensive, multi-agency
effort is currently underway to restore the
natural (historic) hydrology of the
Everglades ecosystem in south Florida and
re-establish consistent stork nesting there.
When and why was this species
listed as Endangered?
The Wood Stork was listed as a federally
“endangered species” in 1984 due to the
severe drop in stork population size
throughout the 1900s. The “endangered”
classification means that there is a concern
that this species could become extinct if the
negative impacts continue. The population
decline was thought to result from loss and
alteration of the wetland feeding habitats
storks need to survive. As an endangered
species, the breeding population of Wood
Storks is now protected under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, which states
that it is unlawful to harass, harm, pursue,
capture, or collect any such listed species
anywhere within the United States. All Wood
Storks breeding in Florida, Georgia, and

South Carolina and their young are protected
throughout the year by this act of Congress.
Habitats that these birds require for nesting,
feeding, and roosting are also protected
throughout the year. State laws within
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South
Carolina also protect Wood Storks. If you
have any questions concerning what you
should or should not do with storks and/or
stork habitat on your land, please contact
the appropriate agency (within your state)
listed at the end of this brochure.

Breeding
Habitat—Wood Storks typically nest in
groups termed colonies or rookeries. Other
wading bird species such as egrets, herons,
and ibis often nest at the same sites. Storks
nest in trees or shrubs surrounded by water,
as well as on islands. From 2-20 nests can be
found in a single tree. Water around the nest
trees provides an effective protective barrier
against most terrestrial predators. In drought
years when nest sites are dry, or in other
situations when water is drained from under
nest trees, the primary nest predator of
storks–the raccoon–can literally wipe out
most of the nestling birds produced in a
colony. Raccoons usually do not invade
colonies when wetlands have plenty of water
because alligators inhabit most of the
southeastern wetlands where storks nest. The
presence of alligators, which are large
enough to eat raccoons, usually keeps
raccoons from swimming to nest trees. The
alligators in colony sites get the benefit of
consuming any food or unfortunate nestlings
that fall from wading bird nests.

Breeding Cycle—Wood Storks need
approximately 100-120 days for adults to
proceed from courtship and nest building
to the departure of their young from
breeding sites. The timing of stork nesting
and the production of young are generally

Wood Storks feeding with other wading birds, including White Ibis (with red bills) and Snowy Egrets (Merritt
Island NWR).
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where they hope to nest; these territories are
defended from other males. Individual female
storks then begin to approach males. Males
typically chase the females from their nest
site over a period that can last from hours to
days, until the male finally accepts the female
as his mate or the female decides to try
elsewhere.

Wading bird rookery (Birdsville–GA DNR).

dependent upon feeding conditions in a
region. Storks nesting from central Florida
to South Carolina usually start in late winter
(February-March) and finish in July-August.
This period includes the time of springsummer wetland “drawdown” in this region.
Fall and winter rains typically fill southeastern
wetlands and result in the movement of fish
into new areas. As the region warms in the
spring-summer period, increased
evapotranspiration (water loss from land and
plant surfaces) results in dropping water
levels in these wetlands, creating good
foraging conditions for storks (see more
below). The breeding season of Wood Storks
is generally timed so that these good foraging
conditions will occur when storks need to
feed their rapidly growing young. Wood
Storks nesting in southern portions of the
range historically nest earlier than northern
storks, with nesting completed before the
onset of summer rains.
Courtship—All storks have courtship
behaviors or rituals that they use to get a
mate for the breeding season (they do not
mate for life, as some other birds do). Male
Wood Storks generally arrive at the colony
sites first and establish territories (or sites)

Parental behavior—Both parents build and
maintain the nest, which ranges from 20-35
inches in diameter, and share in incubation
duties. Storks can lay up to five eggs, but a
three-egg clutch is normal. Eggs are
incubated for 25-27 days prior to hatching.
Hatchling storks weigh about two ounces
(60 grams), and are attended by at least one
parent until they are approximately four
weeks old. Until they reach that age, they are
protected against avian predators such as
vultures, crows, and grackles and are shaded
from the hot sun. During very warm periods,

Courtship (Chew Mill Pond–private land).

them. Nestlings grow at an incredible rate. At
age 14 days, they weigh 10 times more than
they did at hatching and they are 25 times
heavier at 28 days of age. When the chicks
are four weeks old, both parents leave the
nest at the same time to forage for their young
and continue to do so until the nestlings
“fledge” (leave the nest) at age 60-70 days.
The young may continue to return to the
colony for another 10-15 days to roost or to
try to get food from their parents. A colony is
considered successful if its parents average
at least 1.5 fledged young per nest.

Mating (Chew Mill Pond–private land).

parent storks also collect water in their gullet
and bring it to the nest to drool on and into
the nestlings. At four weeks of age, the chicks’
down and feathers have developed to the
stage where they can thermoregulate (adjust
to external temperature changes) better and
they are large enough (chicken-sized: 3.3
pounds/1,600 grams) that avian predators
are no longer a major threat.
When nestlings are small, one parent protects
the young while the other collects food for

Female Wood Stork on the nest (Chew Mill Pond–
private land).
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Adult Wood Storks with young in the nest (Birdsville–
GA DNR).

Foraging
Prey—Wood Storks primarily eat small to
medium-sized fish (1-5 inches), but will also
take crayfish, amphibians (usually tadpoles)
and, rarely, small reptiles (snakes) and large
aquatic insects. They tend to consume
various species of sunfish the most, but these
are the types of fish most typically found in
freshwater wetlands where storks forage. In
coastal settings, they primarily consume
common marsh fish such as Mummichogs
and Killifish, and will take some shrimp in
addition to fish available in local freshwater
wetlands.

Behavior—Wood Storks, unlike most other
wading birds, feed by tactilocation (“touch”).
Storks put their partially open bills in the

4

water and literally push it through the
wetland. When the bill bumps into a prey
item, the stork snaps it up with a lighteningquick reflex. Wood Storks feed most
efficiently in wetland habitats that have dense
or crowded prey items, such as might occur
in a drying wetland during the late summer
months. Storks use two behaviors to
enhance their chances of capturing prey.
They pump their feet under the water (footstirring), since that might startle a fish into
moving and make it more “catchable.”
Storks also “flash” or suddenly extend a wing
out away from their body to either startle a
fish into movement or provide a shaded area
that a fish may want to move into. Wood Storks
frequently feed in large groups, because the
presence of a few storks may attract others
to a potentially good feeding site or because
more birds moving through the water will
cause the fish to be more active and more

Wood Storks typically feed on small prey.

easily captured. By using tactilocation, Wood
Storks can feed in muddy waters and at night
as easily as they can during the day.
Visual feeders such as herons and egrets
must be able to see the prey before they spear
it or grab it with their sharp bills. Although
most herons and
egrets are restricted
to feeding during the
day, these birds are
able to forage on the
edges of deep
wetlands, a habitat
that storks cannot
use effectively.

Unlike most other wading birds, Wood Storks feed by tactilocation (Merritt Island
NWR).

Flashing behavior during feeding (J.N. “Ding” Darling
NWR).

Habitat—Wood Storks generally forage in
open, shallow wetlands, including ditches,
temporary “wet weather” ponds or swamps,
and tidal creeks, as well as forested wetlands.
Wetlands that are ideal for storks must have
areas that are shallow (less than 18-20 inches
in depth) since storks must wade through
them to capture prey. With their tactile method
of feeding, storks prefer to feed in wetlands
relatively free of aquatic plants since their
presence could inhibit the storks’ ability to
“touch” and capture their prey. Typical
stocked fish ponds, with steep edges and
water at least 1.5 feet deep, are not good
feeding habitats for storks unless the ponds
are being drained.
Many southeastern freshwater wetlands
undergo a long-term or seasonal draw-down
that drops water levels and concentrates fish
in smaller and smaller volumes of water.
These wetlands usually are still water or very
slow-flowing systems. However, in the coastal
region, Wood Storks will often feed in tidal
creeks within marshes. Fish, having sought
food and shelter within the grassy marshes,
typically must exit via these tidal creeks when

Larger prey items, like this gar, are occasionally
taken (Everglades NP).
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the tide drops and drains the marsh. Storks
usually feed in these creeks during the 1-2
hours surrounding low tides, when water
levels are lowest and the density of fish is the
highest.
Roosting
Wood Storks, like many species of birds, will
roost or rest together in flocks (usually in
trees) when they are not involved in an activity
such as feeding or nesting. Potential reasons
for this behavior include ease of locating
feeding sites, increased vigilance and defense
against predators, and thermoregulation.
Storks may roost in flocks so that less
successful foragers can follow more
successful foragers to feeding sites, rather
than try to find a site on their own. This would
obviously benefit younger, less experienced
storks. Free-ranging storks (those having the
ability to fly) have few predators and typically
reside in warm climates that should not
require group thermoregulation.

Storks often roost in habitats similar to those
where they nest, such as in trees surrounded
by water or on islands. However, it is also
common to find flocks of storks “resting”
on mud flats and on the ground near feeding
sites. These sites are probably “day roosts”
where the storks are waiting for changing
water levels (for example low tide) or
increased activity of prey (many species of
fish are more active and therefore more
“catchable” at different times of the day)
before they start to feed.

A Wood Stork “day roost” on the edge of a feeding
pond (Silver Bluff Sanctuary–Audubon Society).

Flight
Wood Storks typically fly more like soaring
hawks and vultures than like other wading
birds that flap their wings constantly. Although
storks can and do use standard flapping flight
for short trips, they prefer to soar in
convective currents or thermals, circling in
these rising pockets of warm air to reach
altitudes of one to three thousand feet before
gliding to their destination or the next
thermal. By soaring, storks expend little
energy while traveling as far as 30-40 miles
to reach a feeding site.

Seasonal Movements
Movement patterns of storks are linked to
abundance and availability of food. As
mentioned previously, storks breed during
a time of year when foraging conditions are
most likely to provide adequate food for their
rapidly growing young. After the breeding
season is over, both adults and juveniles
continue the search for good feeding areas.
If the local area around the colony contains
feeding habitat,
Wood Storks will
probably stay in the
area. Typically,
nearby feeding
habitats have been
fished out by the
end of the season
or are no longer
suitable (too low or
dry) for the birds,
so they must
disperse from their
Adult and juvenile Wood Storks roosting in a tree (Chew Mill Pond–private land).
colony sites in

search of better habitats. Storks from Florida
often travel north and feed in freshwater
wetlands and coastal salt marshes of Georgia
and South Carolina. Storks from northern
inland colonies in Georgia and South
Carolina also tend to move to coastal sites,
before slowly moving to the south (Florida)
for the coldest periods of the winter. Low
numbers of storks successfully stay the
“winter” on the Georgia and South Carolina
coast, but some, typically juveniles, get caught
during colder periods and die of exposure.

Conservation
Stork–Human Interactions
Wood Storks are influenced by human
activities at many levels. On a regional scale,
the spread of the stork population from
southern Florida into Georgia and South
Carolina is likely due to human impacts on

As wetlands draw down, they become attractive
feeding sites for Wood Storks (Merritt Island NWR).
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the Everglades ecosystem. The endangered
status of this species results primarily from
human impacts on the south Florida
ecosystem as well as the effects of wetland
loss and alteration on the regional landscape
where storks try to live. On the local level,
landowners and managers can impact stork
nesting, feeding, and roosting sites in both
positive and negative ways.
Nesting sites are particularly vulnerable to
change, especially when the storks are
actively nesting. Leaving the birds, and the
wetlands they inhabit, alone is usually the
best policy. As mentioned, maintenance of
water levels under the nest trees is vital to
keeping predators such as raccoons away
from nests. Removal of water and trees from
the nest site should be avoided. Nesting sites
are protected under the Endangered Species
Act, even during the times of year
when storks are not nesting there.
There are specific zones in which certain
activities are limited (see the USFWS Habitat
Management Guidelines for Wood Storks).
If you are considering land management in
or around a nesting site, please contact the
state or federal agency you have dealt with
previously to find out what you can and
cannot do, and to examine alternatives. If
you are interested in managing to enhance
Wood Stork populations, see the section on
“Management” below.

Wood Storks living in urban areas have grown
accustomed to the presence of humans.

Wood Storks are susceptible to disturbances
throughout the breeding cycle. Therefore,
disturbances (loud noises, people in boats,
etc.) in the nesting colony, especially at night,
should be avoided whenever possible.
Disturbing nesting birds can be catastrophic
because parent storks will likely be flushed
from eggs or young they might be attending,
and eggs and young can be knocked out of
the nest. Unattended eggs and young
become easy prey for other birds such as
grackles, crows, and vultures. The most
vulnerable stages for storks are during
courtship, egg incubation, and when the
young are learning to fly.

Human activity can disturb wading birds on feeding grounds (Merritt Island NWR).

Wetland foraging sites are also important
habitats that need to be conserved. Ditching
or draining a foraging site has an obvious
negative impact by eliminating the aquatic
life used as food by storks. Flooding of
habitats can also be detrimental by making
the site too deep for stork foraging. Disturbing
or harassing storks while they feed should
be limited. Although storks may acclimate
over time to the presence of humans,
particularly those in vehicles, and may not
flush from a site as motorists drive past, it is
best to refrain from attempting to observe
them too closely as they forage. It is also best
not to try to “tame” wild birds such as storks
by leaving fish or fish parts near wetlands.
Contaminants
Wildlife can be negatively affected by various
chemicals used in industrial production and
agricultural processes. These substances
make their way into wetlands and can
“magnify” in concentration as they move up
the food chain (for example, contaminated
algae may be eaten by an aquatic insect that
is then eaten by a crayfish that is then eaten
by a fish, resulting in fish with high levels of
contaminants that may be fed on by storks).
The best policy is to try to limit any chemical
spraying or releases near wetlands. Mercury
is an example of a pollutant that is entering
wetlands through a form of air pollution.
Mercury is now found at varying levels in
most wetlands in the southeastern United
States and studies indicate that Wood Storks
throughout their range have it in their tissues.
It is not known at this time whether the
observed levels of mercury, which has no
biological function in stork physiology, are
affecting their ability to survive.
Research
Several avenues of research have greatly
enhanced our knowledge about Wood
Storks. Long-term studies of breeding biology,
foraging ecology, and seasonal movements
have been conducted on several stork
populations. Attaching color-coded leg
bands to nestling storks identifies knownaged birds from known locations.
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Managing for Storks
Landowners and managers interested in
managing wetlands to benefit Wood Storks
can receive technical, and occasionally
financial, assistance (see programs below)
through various federal and state natural
resource agencies. If you are interested, you
are strongly advised to seek this technical
assistance before attempting any techniques
to manage for storks.

Wood Storks can be affected by contaminants that
“biomagnify” through food chains.

Subsequent sightings of these “tagged” birds
over the years provide information on stork
movements and longevity. During the
banding process, researchers also collect
blood samples, which will be analyzed for
contaminants, parasites, and genetic
attributes. Genetic studies conducted to date
suggest that Wood Storks in the Southeast
are part of a single large population, despite
being dispersed geographically into smaller
breeding colonies. In other words, storks in
south Florida are closely related to storks in
Georgia and South Carolina.

An SREL researcher banding a Wood Stork nestling
(Harris Neck NWR).

Nesting Habitat
One of the most important management
strategies for nesting habitat is making sure
that water is maintained under the nesting
trees throughout the breeding season to limit
predation by raccoons and other
mammalian predators. The ability to maintain
water levels will obviously depend on the
nature of the site (natural or man-made)
and the presence of some type of water
control device (for example, “riser boards”).
The type of wetland, its natural water cycle,
and the tree species present will influence
site management decisions. Many types of
trees cannot tolerate being flooded yearround and will die if the wetland is kept
flooded year after year. Periodic drawdown
of nesting sites for short periods when the
birds are not nesting can benefit the nesting
trees and shrubs.

Reduction of thick under- and mid-story
plants can eliminate over-water pathways for
mammalian predators. However, this should
not be done if other wading birds are using
these trees and shrubs as nesting habitat.
The removal of thick mats of aquatic
vegetation can also limit the ability of
predators to reach nest trees. Removal of
herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees can be
accomplished by various mechanical and
chemical (herbicide) methods. At sites
where herbaceous aquatic plants are a
problem, stocking sterile grass carp may be
an effective biological method of reducing
the density of herbaceous plants. There are
several “Partners for Fish and Wildlife”
projects (see below) directed at removal of
woody and herbaceous vegetation in colony
sites.

Successful Wood Stork breeding sites are isolated
from potential mammalian predators.

In cases where the trees and shrubs used by
storks for nesting sites are dying or are
otherwise no longer available, or if you want
to provide nesting habitat where it is currently
lacking, artificial nest structures can be
constructed. Biologists with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service designed structures made of
wood, re-bar, and fencing that storks have
been using for nesting since 1992 at the
Harris Neck National Wildlife Refuge. Plans
for the construction of artificial nest
platforms are available from the Fish and
Wildlife Service, Savannah Coastal Refuges
office (see back cover).

Banded stork nestling being returned to the nest
(Harris Neck NWR).
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Artificial nest platforms have been constructed to
encourage Wood Stork nesting in suitable wetland
areas on the Georgia coast (Harris Neck NWR).

Foraging Habitat
Managing wetlands, ponds, or
impoundments as Wood Stork foraging
habitat can be as simple as letting water levels
be controlled by southeastern climatic
conditions. The Southeast typically
experiences a summer “draw-down” due to
increased heat, evaporation, and plant
growth. If a wetland or pond has a water
control structure of some type, the adage “if
you drain it, they will come” often works for

storks, provided it is the time of the year when
Wood Storks are in the area and the wetland
has appropriate food for storks. Lowering
the water level
in a pond
mimics
a
natural drawdown that
concentrates
prey
into
smaller volumes of water.
Owners of
several waterfowl impoundments
in
coastal South
Carolina work with the South Carolina
Department of Natural Resources to partially
drain their impoundments to provide
foraging habitat for wading birds.
Creation of new stork foraging habitat is
obviously a more involved process, but it can
be highly successful. The U.S. Department of
Energy cooperated with the National
Audubon Society Silver Bluff Sanctuary to
create the Kathwood foraging ponds near
Jackson, SC. These stocked ponds, which
total 25 acres, have been used by Wood
Storks every year since 1986, with as many
as 300 storks being seen on a single day.
Kathwood receives its water from a creek
and features a gravity flow system that
requires no pumping. The Harris Neck
National Wildlife
Refuge on the Georgia
coast also has stocked
foraging impoundments that are used
regularly by Wood
Storks. Water must be
pumped into the
Harris Neck ponds to
maintain levels prior to
draining.
Both
impoundment systems
use “riser boards” to
control water levels.

Wood Storks on artificial nest platforms (Harris Neck NWR).

Lowering the water level...
“Riser boards” are used to control the water
level in a Wood Stork foraging pond (left and
above; Harris Neck NWR). A Wood Stork foraging
pond created near Jacksonboro, SC (below).

Near Jacksonboro, SC, a 10-acre
supplemental foraging pond was established
in 1995 one-half mile from a stork colony
through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
“Partners for Fish and Wildlife” Program.
This site, which receives water through
rainfall and occasional pumping, has been
used regularly by storks since its creation.

Wood Storks foraging near the South Carolina coast.
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Programs to Assist Landowners
Several programs have been established to assist landowners and
land managers who have endangered species such as Wood Storks
nesting, roosting, or feeding on their property, or who are willing
to manage, create, and/or restore wetlands for use by endangered
species. These programs include land swaps to trade acreages of
land, tax incentives or relief, annual “rental” of properties, costsharing (varying percentages) to maintain and/or enhance natural
or degraded habitats, and cost-sharing to create or improve
conditions for endangered species such as the Wood Stork. These
programs tend to be site-specific, so you should contact the
appropriate agency to get detailed information about whether your
lands qualify for the particular programs (see contact information
on back cover).
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Farm Service Agency or
Natural Resources Conservation Service

n Conservation Reserve Program—for restoring wetlands
previously farmed.
n Environmental Quality Incentive Program—wetland
restoration or improving wetland quality.
n Wetland Reserve Program—restores and preserves wetlands
that have been degraded by agricultural practices.
n Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program—creates, enhances, and
restores habitats for upland and wetland wildlife species.
U.S. Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service

n Partners for Fish and Wildlife—provides financial and
technical assistance to restore and enhance wildlife habitat,
especially for threatened and endangered species.
Other Groups
State agencies and/or private conservation groups such as
The Nature Conservancy

n Conservation Easements—protect property and consist of
restrictions, similar to deed restrictions, that landowners
voluntarily place on their property to legally bind the actions
of present and future property owners.
n Easements with a Wetland Mitigation Bank—protect or restore
wetlands, but may limit development.
n General Property Exchanges—some groups/agencies will
exchange land that can be farmed or be logged, etc. for your
land that contains stork habitats.

(Chew Mill Pond–private land)
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DISCLAIMER

DISCLAIMER
Recovery plans delineate reasonable actions believed to be required to recover and/or protect
listed species. Plans published by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service), are sometimes
prepared with the assistance of recovery teams, contractors, State agencies, and other affected
and interested parties. Recovery teams serve as independent advisors to the Service. Plans are
reviewed by the public and submitted to additional peer review before they are adopted by the
Service. Objectives of the plan will be attained and any necessary funds made available subject
to budgetary and other constraints affecting the parties involved, as well as the need to address
other priorities. Recovery plans do not obligate other parties to undertake specific tasks and may
not represent the views nor the official positions or approval of any individuals or agencies
involved in the plan formulation, other than the Service. They represent the official position of
the Service only after they have been signed by the Regional Director as approved. Approved
recovery plans are subject to modification as dictated by new findings, changes in species status,
and the completion of recovery tasks.
By approving this document, the Regional Director certifies that the data used in its development
represents the best scientific and commercial data available at the time it was written. Copies of
all documents reviewed in development of the plan are available in the administrative record,
located at U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 6620 Southpoint Dr., South, Suite 310, Jacksonville,
Florida, 32216. (904) 232-2580.
t .'
LITERATURE CITATIONS SHOULD READ AS FOLLOWS:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1996. Revised recovery p~an for the U.S. breeding population
of the wood stork. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Atlanta, Georgia. 41 p.
ADDITIONAL COPIES MAY BE OBTAINED FROM:
Fish and Wildlife Reference Service
5430 Grosvenor Lane, Suite 110
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
3011492-6403 or 1-800-582-3421
Fees for plans vary depending upon the number of pages.
The following standard abbreviations for units of measurement are found throughout this
document:
ft =feet
m=meters
in= inches
em = centimeters
lbs =pounds
kilograms
=
kg
mi =miles
km = kilometers
ppm = parts per million
i
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Current Species Status: The United States·breeding population of the wood stork is listed as
an endangered species and is found throughout Florida, Georgia, and coastal South Carolina.
Since the 1960's, the wood stork population has shown a substantial decline in southern Florida,
and substantial increases in northern Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. Over the last 12
years, the U.S. population has ranged between 5,500 and 6,500 pairs.
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Facton: Wood storks use a variety of freshwater and
estuarine wetlands for nesting, feeding, and roosting. Freshwater colony sites must remain
inundated throughout the nesting cycle to protect against predation and abandonment. Foraging
sites occur in shallow, open water where prey concentrations are high enough to ensure
successful feeding. Limiting factors include loss of feeding habitat, water level manipulations
affecting drainage, predation and/or nest tree regeneration, and human disturbance .
.Recovery Objective: The objective of this revised recovery plan is to assure the long-term
viability of the U.S. breeding population of the wood stork in the wild, allowing initially for
reclassification to threatened status and ultimately removal from the list of threatened and
endangered species.
Recovery Criteria: Reclassification from endangered to threatened could be accomplished
when there ar¢ ,6,000 nesting pairs and annual regional productivity is greater than 1.5 chicks per
nest/year (caloWated over a 3-year average). Delisting could be accomplished when there are
10,000 nesting pairs calculated over a 5-year period beginning at the time of reclassification,
annual regional productivity greater than 1.5 chicks per nest/year (also calculated over a 5-year
average) and a minimum of 500 successful nesting pairs in South Florida.
Actions needed: The major actions needed to accomplish the recovery objective are: (1) protect
currently occupied habitat; (2) restore and enhance habitat; (3) conduct applied research; and
(4) increase public awareness.
Total Estimated Cost of Recovery:

$1,095~000.00

Date of Recovery: Under an ideal set of circumstances, the earliest possible date for complete
recovery of this population would be 2005. However, because of the time necessary to complete
some of the long term restoration tasks, full recovery may not be possible for an additional 15 or
20 years.

iii
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DESCRIPTION

PART I. INTRODUCTION
This is the revised recovery plan for the U.S. breeding population of wood storks (Mycteria
americana). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) listed the United States breeding
population of wood storks as endangered on February 28, 1984, pursuant to the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1984). All populations of
wood storks breeding within the United States, and their offspring, are protected by the listing
action. The wood stork is also listed as an endangered species pursuant to Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina State laws. The Service approved this recovery
plan in 1986 to identify actions necessary to recover the population. Since that time, many tasks
identified in the original plan have been accomplished and more information is now available on
the biology and distribution of storks throughout the Southeast. This revised recovery plan
updates the original information and addresses new threats and needs.
A DESCRIPTION
The following description is derived from Robertson (1989). The wood stork is a large, longlegged wading bird, with a head to tail length of 85-115 em (33-45 in) and a wingspread of 150165 em (59-65 in). The plumage is white, except for iridescent black primary and secondary wing
feathers and a short black tail. Storks fly with necks and legs extended. On adults~ the rough
scaly skin of the head and neck is unfeathered and blackish in color, the legs are dark, and the feet
are dull pink. The bill color is also blackish. Immature storks, up to the age of about 3 years,
differ from adults in that their bills are yellowish or straw colored and there are varying amounts
of dusky feat4~ring on the head and neck. During
courtship and 'ihe early nesting season, adults have
pale salmon coloring under the wings, fluffy
undertail coverts that are longer than the tail, and
toes that brighten to a vivid pink. The wood
stork is also known as the wood ib~s, ironhead,
flinthead, and gannet.

B. DISTRIBUTION
The wood stork is one of 17 species of storks
(Ciconiidae) occurring worldwide, and is the only
stork regularly occurring in the United States
(Figure I). The breeding range of the species
extends from the southeastern United States south
through Mexico and Central America, Cuba and
Hispaniola, and through South America to western
Ecuador, eastern Peru, Bolivia, and northern
Argentina (American Ornithologists' Union 1983).
The wood stork may have formerly bred in all the

1!:01
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Figure 1. Breeding range of the v.ood stork.
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coastal Southeastern States from Texas to
South Carolina. Currently, wood storks breed
throughout Florida, Georgia, and coastal South Carolina
(Figures 2, 3 & 4). Post-breeding storks from Florida,
Georgia, and South Carolina disperse occasionally as far
north as North Carolina and as far west as Mississippi
and Alabama. Storks sighted in Arkansas, Louisiana,
Texas, and points farther west may have dispersed from
colonies in Mexico. The amount of overlap and/or
population interchange is unknown.
It is believed that storks nesting in north Florida,
Georgia, and South Carolina move south during the
winter months. The large number of storks that occur
during winter in the freshwater wetlands of south
Florida far exceeds the number known to breed in south
Florida colonies in the same months. Bancroft et al.
(1992) have shown that the number of storks feeding in
the three Water Conservation Areas of the central and
northern Everglades varied greatly among winters, ranging
from a low of 1,233 birds in a high water year to 7,874
birds in a low water year. In most of the study years, 19851989, the total number of storks in the Water Conservation
Areas increas¢d substantially between December and
January, and dropped off sharply after March. In some
years, the inland marshes of the Everglades have supported
the majority (55%) of the U.S. pqpulation of wood storks.

Figure 2. Florida wood stork
colony locations for 1995.

Figure 3. Georgia wood stork
colony locations for 1995.

Winter abundance of wood storks· in coastal Georgia is
much reduced from the fall when storks are commonly
seen along the coast feeding in the tidal marshes
during low tide. Although some flocks may be seen
during mild winters, most sightings during this season
are of just a few birds. Georgia's coast does not appear
to be a primary wintering area for storks (M. Harris,
Georgia Department ofNatural Resources (GADNR), .
pers. comm.).
·
Wood storks have been seen in South Carolina during
every month of the year. However, storks are
uncommon from December through mid-March.
During a sudden cold snap in 1989, several storks were
2

Figure 4. South Carolina wood
stork colony locations for 1995.
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recovered with their bills frozen shut and a coating of ice on their legs. These storks were alive
when found but later died. Most storks seen during the winter are immature. Virtually all storks
seen from March through mid-June are adults. Juvenile storks are first seen in June, but are not
common until July. The lack of juveniles in the State during the nesting season has unknown
consequences on the recruitment to South Carolina colonies (Tom Murphy, South Carolina
Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR), pers. comm.).
C. HABITAT CHARACTERISTICS
Wood storks use a variety of freshwater and estuarine wetlands for nesting, feeding, and roosting
sites. Each habitat type has distinct characteristics.
Nesting. Typically, storks select patches of medium to tall trees as nesting sites, which are
located either in standing water (swamps) or on islands surrounded by relatively broad expanses
of open water (Palmer 1962, Rodgers et al. 1987, Ogden 1991). At freshwater sites, nests are
often constructed in cypress (Taxodium distichum), black gum (Nyssa biflora), and southern
willow (Salix carolina). Coastal nest sites occur in red mangroves (Rhizophora mangle) and
occasionally Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius), prickly pear cactus (Opuntia stricta), .
and Australian pine (Casuarina equisetifolia). Coastal nest sites in Georgia occur in black gum,
willow, and button bush (Cephalanthus occidentalis) (1. Robinette, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, pers. comm.). Colony sites located in standing water must remain inundated throughout
the nesting cycle to protect against predation and nest abandonment.
Storks tend to,)1se the same colony sites over many years, as long as the sites remain undisturbed,
and sufficient feeding habitat remains in the surrounding wetlands. Colony turnover rates
(calculated using Erwin 1977) for colonies in S'Outh Carolina are very low at 0.17 with a 89%
likelihood of remaining active in consecutive years. Traditional wetland sites may be abandoned
by storks once local or regional drainage schemes remove surface water from beneath the colony
trees. As a result of such drainage; many nesting storks have shifted colony sites to managed or
impounded wetlands. Ogden (1991) suggested that recent increases in the number of colonies in
north and central Florida have been possible because of the availability of altered or artificial
wetlands. The percentage of the total number of storks that nested in either altered wetlands
(former natural wetlands with impounded water levels) or artificial wetlands (former upland sites
with impounded water) in central and north Florida colonies increased from about 10% in 1960
to between 60-82% between 1976 and 1986.
Foraging. Storks forage in a wide variety of shallow wetlands, wherever prey concentrations
reach high enough densities, in water that is shallow and open enough for the birds to be
successful in their hunting efforts (Ogden et al. 1978; Browder 1984; Coulter 1987). Good
feeding conditions usually occur in relatively calm water, where depths are between 5-40 em (216 in), and where the water column is uncluttered by dense patches of aquatic vegetation
(Coulter and Bryan 1993). In southern Florida, a dropping water level is often necessary to
concentrate fish to suitable densities (Kahl 1964; Kushlan et al. 1975). In east-central Georgia,
3
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where stork prey is almost twice as large as the prey in southern Florida, the birds usually feed
where prey is sparse and foraging storks do not seem to depend on evaporative concentration of
prey (Coulter 1992; Coulter and Bryan 1993; Depkin et al. 1992). Typical foraging sites
throughout the species' range include freshwater marshes and stock ponds, shallow, seasonally
flooded roadside or agricultural ditches, narrow tidal creeks or shallow tidal pools, managed
impoundments and depressions in cypress heads and swamp sloughs. Almost any shallow
wetland depression where fish become concentrated, either through local reproduction or the
consequences of area drying, may be used as feeding habitat.
Differences between seasons and years in rainfall and surface water patterns often cause storks to
make changes between years in where and when certain habitats are used for nesting, feeding or
roosting. These hydrological changes may cause storks to shift the timing or intensity of feeding
at a local wetland, or cause entire regional populations of birds to make large geographical shifts
between one year and the next (Bancroft et al. 1992). Because nesting storks generally use
foraging sites that are located within about a 50 km (31 mi) flight range of the colony, successful
colonies are those that are in regions where birds have options to feed under a variety of rainfall
and surface water conditions (Ogden et al. 1978; Coulter 1987). Maintaining this wide range of
feeding site options requires that many differ~nt wetlands, both large and small and with
relatively long and short annual hydroperiods, be available as foraging habitat.
Roostin~. Although storks tend to roost at sites that are structurally similar to nesting sites, they
also use a wider variety of sites for roosting than for nesting (Coulter 1990; Bryan 1995; J.
Ogden, SoutJi Florida Water Management District (SFWMD), pers. comm.). Non-breeding
storks, for example, may change roosting sites in response to changing feeding locations, and in
roost in patches of trees that would be unacceptable for nesting (i.e. stands of
the process,
trees over dry ground). Roosts may be used for long periods of time, either seasonally or
annually over many years, or may be used for only brief periods, depending on the availability of
persistent foraging areas in surro\mding wetlands. Roosting sites include cypress heads and
swamps, pine or hardwood islands in marshes, mangrove islands, expansive willow thickets or
diy marshes, or on the ground on levees.

will

D. LIFEHISTORY/ECOLOGY
Prey items and density
Wood storks feed almost entirely on fish between 2 and 25 em (1-10 in) in length (Kahll964;
Ogden et al. 1976; Coulter 1987). In a study on regurgitation samples from a stork colony in
east-central Georgia, fish (primarily sunfish- (Lepomis spp.), bowfm (Amia calva), redfin
pickerel (Esox americanus) and lake chubsuckers (Erimyzon sucetta)) represented 92% of all
individual prey items consumed and 93% of the biomass (Depkin et al. 1992). In south Florida,
Ogden et al. (1976) found that certain fish species were taken preferentially; mosquito fish
(Gambusia a.ffinis) were underepresented in ~e diet in proportion to availability, whereas,
flagfish (Jordanellafloridae), sailfin mollies (Poecilia latipinna), marsh killifish (Fundulus
confluentus), yellow bullheads (/ctalurus nata/is), and sunfish were over-represented. In 1994,
4
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regurgitation samples from a coastal colony on St. Simons Island, Georgia yielded primarily
(93.75%) brackish/saltwater species. The majority of those fish were mununichogs (F.
heteroclitus) and one juvenile mullet (Mugil spp.) (A.L. Bryan, Jr., Savannah River Ecology
Laboratory (SREL), pers. comm.). Wood storks also occasionally consume crustaceans,
amphibians, reptiles, mammals, birds, and arthropods. Fish densities at stork foraging sites
2
2
varied from 15.6 individuals/m in east-central Georgia to 40 individuals/m in south Florida
(Depkin et al. 1992; Ogden et al.1978). The natural hydrological regime in south Florida
involves seasonal flooding of extensive areas of the flat, low-lying peninsula, followed by drying
so that water is increasingly restricted to ponds and sloughs. Fish populations reach high ·
numbers during the wet season, but become concentrated in increasingly restricted. habitats as
drying occurs. Consumers such as the wood stork are able to exploit high concentrations of fish
in drying pools and sloughs.
Feeding bebayior
The specialized feeding behavior of the wood stork involves tactilocation, also called grope
feeding. A feeding stork wades through the water with the beak immersed and partially open (78 em (2.5-3.5 in)). Upon contact with a prey item the mandibles are forcibly snapped shut, the
head is raised, and the food swallowed (Kahl1964). Occasionally, storks will stir the water with
their feet in an attempt to startle hiding prey (Rand 1956; K.ahl1964; Kushlan 1979).
Tactilocation allows storks to feed at night or. utilize water that is turbid or densely vegetated.
· However, for this type of feeding to be effective, prey must be concentrated in relatively high
densities (see. ~iscussion under prey items and density).
'

'I

'

I

.

.

Wood storks are able to use distant feeding sites without major expenditures of energy because
of their soaring abilities, which allow them to rise to high altitudes on thermals, then coast.many
miles without flapping. A recent study suggested that soaring flight by storks can be
accomplished at one-tenth the energetic cost of flapping flight (Bryan et al. 1995). Long
distances traveled, however, shorten the time available for feeding and the number of return trips
to feed nestlings (Kahl1964). During the breeding season, feeding areas located in close
proximity to a colony site may play ~ important role in chick survival, and provide enhanced
opportunities for newly fledged birds (weak fliers) to learn effective feeding skills.
Storks from the Corkscrew Swamp colony in Collier County, Florida, sequentially forage in a
variety of drying sites, feeding within approximately a 96-km (60-mi) radius around the colony
(Browder 1~84). However, Coulter (1986) reported that greater than 80 percent of the feeding
sites for the Jenkins County, Georgia wood stork colony were within 20 km (12 mi) of the
colony and that 55 percent of the feeding sites were within 10 km (6 mi). Storks in south Florida
traditionally travel in large groups from the colony to feed. In contrast, storks in Georgia often
travel alone or in small groups to forage (Coulter 1992). In coastal areas, the tidal cycle strongly
influences use of saltwater habitats by wood storks. The relatively great tidal amplitudes
characteristic of coastal marshes in northeast Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina serve to
concentrate prey similarly to the seasonal drawdowns found in freshwater systems. In a study
5
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conducted at the Priest Landing roost site in Chatham County, Georgia, departure times of storks
from the site strongly suggested the storks were foraging in estuarine systems at low tide equally
both day and night (Bryan 1995).
Breedin~

Wood storks are seasonally monogamous, probably forming a new pair bond every season.
There is documented first breeding for 3- and 4-year-old birds, but the average age of first
breeding is unknown. It is believed that once storks reach sexual maturity they nest on a yearly
basis (J. Ogden, SFWMD, pers. comm.). Mating occurs after a period of highly ritualized
courtship displays at the nest site.
Nest initiation varies geographically. In Florida, wood storks lay eggs as early as October and as
late as June (Rodgers 1990). In general, earlier nesting occurs in the southern portion of the
State (<27 °N). Storks in Georgia and South Carolina initiate nesting on a seasonal basis
regardless.of environmental conditions. Wood storks in Georgia and South Carolina lay eggs
from March to late May, with fledging occurring in July and August. Storks nesting in
Everglades National Park (ENP) and in the Big Cypress, under pre..drainage conditions, formed
colonies between November and January (December in most years) regardless of annual rainfall
and water level conditions (Ogden 1994). In response to deteriorating habitat conditions in south
Florida, wood storks in these two regions have delayed the initiation of nesting to February or
March in most years since the 1970's. This shift in the timing of nesting explains the increased
frequencies of nest failures and colony abandonment in these regions over the last 20 years.
Colonies thatistart after January in south Florida risk having young in the nests when May-June
rains flood m~hes and disperse fish.
Nests are constructed as high as 30.5 m (100ft) in cypress trees but as low as lm (3ft) in
mangrove colonies. Nests are constructed of sticks, vines, leaves, and Spanish moss, and lined
with leaves or cypress foliage. Wood storks have also successfully nested in man-made artificial
. structures (Robinette et al. 1992). .
Females lay a single clutch of eggs per breeding season. A second clutch is sometimes laid if
nest failure occurs early in the season (M. Coulter, IWRB/IUCN/BirdLife International, pers.
comm.). Two to five (usually three) eggs are laid. Average clutch size may increase during
years of favorable water levels and food resources. Incubation requires about 30 days, and
begins after the first one or two eggs arelaid;.the eggs therefore hatch at different times and
young nestlings in a single nest vary in size. Younger, smaller chicks are often the first to die
during times of food stress. About 9 weeks are required for fledging, but the young return to the
nest for an additional 3 to 4 weeks to be fed. Parents feed young by regurgitating whole fish into
the bottom of the nest at a rate of3 to 10 or more feedings per day. Feedings tend to be more
frequent when young are small. Ogden reports that only 1 - 2 feedings per day, per nest, have
been recorded in south Florida colonies, when adults were forced to fly great distances to locate
prey. Kahl (1964) calculated that an average :wood stork family requires 201 kg (443 lbs) offish
6
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during a breeding season, and that a colony of 6,000 nests therefore requires 1,206,000 kg (2.6
million lbs) of fish during the breeding season.
Productivity
Actual colony production measurements are difficult to determine because of the prolonged
fledging period, during which time the young return daily to the colony to be fed. It appears that
colonies experience considerable variation in-production among years and locations, apparently
in response to differences in food availability. Table 1 represents data from several south and
central Florida colonies demonstrating the variation (J. Ogden, SFWMD and J. Rodgers, Florida
Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission (FGFC), pers. comm.).
Table 1. Average number of nestlings per successful nest (N/SN).

AREA

YEAR

Colony name

AGE

N/SN

Central Florida

1976

Mulberry

4-6wk

2.0

Central Florida

1977

Brewster

7-9wk

1.8

Central Florida

1977

Pelican Island

4-6wk

1.8

Central Florida

1977

El Clair

7-9wk

1.9

Central Florida

1977

Pelican Island.

7-9wk

2.0

Central Flot,ipa

1977

Moore Creek

7-9wk

2.0

Central Florida

1977

El Clair

4-6wk

2.2

Central Florida

1977

Moore Creek

7-9wk

2.3

Central Florida

1977

Moore Creek

4-6wk

2.6

Central Florida

1979

ElClair

4-6wk

1.9

South Florida

1975

Lane River

6wk

2.5

South Florida

1977

Lane River

6wk

1.7

South Florida

1979

Madeira

6wk

2.5

South Florida

1988

Cuthbert

7-9wk

1.0

South Florida

1989

Cuthbert

7-9wk

1.6

South Florida*

1990

Cuthbert

7-9wk

1.7

!

(*Heavy rains subsequently resulted in the starvation of all nestlings in Cuthbert in 1990 and all
250 nestlings in nearby Paurotis Pond in 1995. Colony failures such as these have plagued south
Florida colonies since the 1970s.)
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Maintaining adequate water levels to protect nests from predation is a critical factor affecting
production within Georgia colonies (M. Harris, GADNR, pers. comm. ). Sufficient fall/winter
rainfall can provide enough water within colonies to last through the nesting season. If this is
followed by general drying conditions in late spring through mid-summer, most colonies will
produce young to flight stage (A.L. Bryan, SREL, pers. comm.). Conditions similar to those
described above, persisted in 1991 and 1992 in coastal Georgia. Average production (birds
produced per successful nest) during the 1991-1992 nesting season from a coastal colony in
Mcintosh County (Harris Neck) was 2.40 and 2.44 respectively.
When drought conditions persist during chick rearing, production from inland and coastal
colonies may increase due to prey concentration in non-tidal feeding areas, provided colonies are
not subject to predation (M. Harris, GADNR, pers. comm.). During drought conditions in the
spring and summer of 1993, the Harris Neck colony produced a mean of 2.94 birds per nest.
three additional coastal colonies in Mcintosh, Camden and Glynn counties each produced over
2.85 birds and two inland colonies in Jenkins county produced 2.53 and 2.08 birds per successful
nest.
Artificial feeding ponds have been used successfully to provide supplemental high quality forage
for wood storks and other wading birds (Coulter et al. 1987; Robinette and Davis 1992). Their
potential impact on nesting success, production, and survival of newly fledged young is
unknown. Preliminary results from a study conducted in 1995, on coastal colonies in Georgia,
indicate artificial feeding ponds, located in close proximity to a colony site, may have significant
positive impa:cts on production (L. Bryan, SREL and J. Robinette, USFWS, pers. comm.).
Drawdowns dlping breeding season, and early post-breeding season, (March- September) can
cause anoxic conditions and summer kill. Annual fall stocking will ensure that a consistent high
quality forage base is provided on an annual basis, and that prey density is optimum for foraging
storks.
It appears that above normal rainfall can severely impact production in inland colonies that

depend solely on non-tidal fresh water food sources (A.L. Bryan, SREL, pers. comm.). Inland
colonies inJenkins County, Georgia (Big Dukes Pond and Chew Mill Pond) averaged 0.94 and
0.69 birds per active nest respectively in 1994 when heavy rain kept water levels relatively high
in traditional feeding areas. Along Georgia's coastal plain, weather conditions varied among
coastal colony sites during the 1994 season, but in general, water levels in most non-tidal fresh
water feeding areas were higher than normal. One colony received above normal rainfall, and
lost chicks during high winds, but still maintained production above 2.0 birds in nests that
remained following the storm (Harris Neck 2.21 chicks per nest). Others suffered loss of chicks
to predation when falling water levels allowed raccoons to enter the colo~y (Black Hammock
1.67 chicks per nest and Brailey Swamp 1.64 chicks per nest). The colony on St. Simons Island
received above normal rainfall but did not suffer chick loss from predation or high winds (2.47
chicks per nest). The availability of fresh and brackish tidal marshes, combined with high tidal
amplitude, may provide a more consistent food supply for coastal colonies in Georgia. Current
data indicate coastal colonies may be less affected by above normal water levels than inland
colonies.
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Productivity in South Carolina colonies is similar to that found in Georgia and north Florida. In
the period from 1981 to 1995, South Carolina colonies averaged 2.25 chicks/nest with an annual
range of 1.75 to 2.75 (T. Murphy, SCDNR, pers. comm.).
Life span. Survivorship and Mortality
Little information is available on annual adult survivorship or survival of fledglings once they
leave the colony. The oldest known age bird in the wild was 11 years 8 months (Hancock et al.
1992, p. 284). The oldest recorded specimen in captivity was a bird that was held at the National
Zoological Park for 27 years and 6 days (May 28, 1923 to June 3, 1950) (Brouwer et al. 1992),
although Hancock et al. note a 30+ year old bird (1992, p. 284).
Little is known about mortality among storks except in nesting colonies. In most colonies, the
greatest mortality in nests occurs due to egg loss during incubation, and among nestlings during
the first 2 weeks following hatching (J. Rodgers, FGFC, In press). As a result of delayed nesting
in colonies in the southern Everglades, many nestling storks have died of starvation once summer
rains dispersed fish concentrations on foraging grounds (Ogden 1994). Coulter and Bryan
(1995a) examined factors that affected reproductive success of storks in east-central Georgia.
Five factors accounted for the loss of nests: raccoon predation, stress induced by cold weather,
intraspecific aggression, stonn damage, and other unknown factors. Raccoon predation occurred
when the swamp under nesting trees dried up. Alligators appeared to be an effective deterrent to
raccoon predation. When sufficient water was under the nest trees, alligators were present.
When water ~~vels receded, the alligators left and raccoon predation became a problem.
I

/

'i

PQpulation sta'tus
Historically, wood storks were reported to have nested in all coastal states between Texas and
South Carolina (Bent 1926; Cone and Ha111970; Dusi and Dusi 1968; Howell1932;.0berholser
1938; Oberholser and Kincaid 1974; Wayne ·1910). There is no evidence, however, that colonies
located outside of Florida ever, at any time prior to about 1970, formed on a regular basis or
contained large numbers of ~torks. The largest individual colonies were in southern Florida, and
contained from 5,000 to 10,000 nesting pairs in some years during the period from about 1900
through 1968 (6,000 pairs at Corkscrew Swamp in 1961 and 1966).
The estimated total population of nesting storks throughout the southeastern United States
declined from 15,000 to 20,000 pairs during the 1930s, to 10,000+ pairs in 1960 to 1961, to a
low of between 4,500 and 5,700 pairs in most years from 1977 to 1980 (Ogden et al. 1987). The
lowest annual total, 2,500 pairs in 1978, probably reflected the combined influences of a low
regional population and poor conditions for nesting in that year - many storks may not have
attempted to breed. Surveys for all known colonies in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida
since 1983 have revealed a population ranging from 5,500 to 6,500 pairs. Over 6,000 pairs were
estimated in 1983, 1984, 1993, and 1995.
Since the 1960s, the wood stork population has shown a substantial decline in southern Florida,
and a substantial increase in northern Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina (Ogden et al. 1987).
The number of pairs nesting in the traditional colony sites located in the Everglades andPage 538 of 660
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Big Cypress regions of southern Florida declined from 8,500 pairs in 1961 to fewer than
500 pairs (from 1987 through 1995). During the same years, the number nesting in Georgia
increased from 4 pairs in 1965 to 1,501 pairs in 1995, and the number nesting in South Carolina
increased from 11 pairs in 1981 to 829 pairs in 1995. Appendix A shows recent survey
information for storks in the Southeast.
Rodgers et al. (1995) pointed out shortcomings in the aerial surveys used to generate population
estimates for storks in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. Rodger's study compared ground
surveys of wood stork colonies with aerial surveys of the same colonies. The variability of the
aerial estimates were very large. For example, an approximate 95% confidence interval for the
1993 Statewide (Florida) nesting population was 3,807 to 12,653 nests. The greatest variability
occurred in large colonies with a high proportion of other white-plumage nesting birds.
The Service acknowledges the limitations involved in relying on aerial surveys for developing
population estimates. However, storks are a long-lived species that demonstrate considerable
variation in population numbers in response to changing hydrological conditions. Over the longterm, aerial surveys are the most cost-effective method for estimating population trends. Ground
surveys, while providing greater individual colony accuracy, are more time consuming and
expensive on a region-wide basis. Rodgers recommended the following actions to minimize
variability in aerial surveys; incorporating ground counts at selected colonies, training observers
in presurvey flights, and replicating counts for each colony. Surveys in Georgia and South
Carolina, where colonies are not as numerous, often include ground counts. When possible,
surveys in Florida will also include ground counts to reduce some of the variability..
E. REASONS FOR LISTING
When the Service listed the wood stork as an endangered species in 1984, several factors were
listed as contributing to the decline of the population.
1. _Loss of feedin~ habitat. The generally accepted explanation for the decline of the wood stork
as a U.S. breeding species is the reduction in the food base (primarily small fish) necessary to
support breeding colonies. This reduction is attributed to loss of wetland habitat as well as to
changes in hydroperiods (Ogden and Nesbitt 1979; Ogden and Patty 1981). Wetland drainage
and hydroperiod alteration are believed to have lowered the productivity and availability of fish
for the wood stork, as well as for other wading bird species utilizing interior wetlands in Florida
(Ogden and Nesbitt 1979; Ogden 1983).
2. Water level manipulations. The development of intensive water management in southern
Florida has apparently affected wood stork reproductive success in two ways. The primary and
most obvious effect is the decrease in areas subject to natural flooding followed by gradual
drying; such a regime is essential to wood storks. If suitable concentrations of prey fish are not
available, nest abandonment may occur. Kushlan et al. (1975) found that a water level increase
as little as 3 em (1.2 in) in the first 2 months of nesting was correlated with nest desertion in the
ENP colonies, and that subsequent re-nesting efforts were usually unsuccessful. They also found
that, while successful wood stork nesting was associated with wet years prior to 1962, nesting
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became relatively more successful in dry years after that date. This coincided with the restriction
of water deliveries through a smaller flow section across the Tamiami Trail, causing higher water
levels in some portions ofENP per given rainfall, and at the same time, overdrainage of other
areas of the Park.
The history of water management in Florida has been summarized by Blake (1980). Early water
management efforts were intended to drain wetlands for agriculture. The drainage schemes
sought to alter the .natural hydrological regime, which consisted of extensive seasonal (mainly
summer-fall) flooding, followed by gradual declines in water levels as the drier seasons (fall,
winter, and spring) commenced. The larger watersheds of primary concern to the wood stork in
Florida. are the Kissimmee - Okeechobee - Everglades system and the St. Johns River Basin. A
wide variety of other, mostly smaller, watersheds are important to the wood stork over its
breeding range. The initial modifications involved digging headwater canals to drain off water
quickly to the ocean. Increased human use of flood-prone areas caused additional demands for
further structural flood control measures. Subsequently, the construction of additional canals,
levees, gates, water storage areas, and the use ofbackpumping, brought the hydrological regimes
largely under human control. These structural modifications affected vast areas in both south
and central Florida, and also made the ENP largely dependent on release of water from the Water
Conservation Areas. In 1970, ENP was guaranteed an annual allotment, but in drought years this
can be inadequate for optimum wetland health and productivity. Just as important, unseasonably
large releases of water can cause wood stork nesting failures. A newer, Experimental Water
Delivery pro~ for the Park, initiated in 1985, has not yet resulted in the recovery of
sufficiently n~~al hydrological patt~rns to have improved habitat conditions for storks in the
Everglades ba5in.
It should be pointed out that the long reproductive lifespan of the wood stork allows it to tolerate
reproductive failure in some years, and naturally occurring events (prolonged drought or
unseasonal heavy rainfall) have undoubtedly ~ways affected the breeding success of this species,
causing sonie breeding failures. Modified hydrological regimes, however, have caused nesting
failures to become chronic, rather than occasional, in the important south Florida wood stork
colonies.
3. predation andfor·lack of nest tree regeneration. Drainage of cypress stands will prevent wood
storks from nesting, and lowered water levels after nest initiation facilitates raccoon predation.
Raccoons may also enter colonies more easily when mats of aquatic vegetation form under
cypress swamp colonies (J. Rodgers, Jr., FGFC, pers. comm.). On the other hand, colonies that
are perpetually flooded will have no cypress regeneration. In recent years, some wood stork
colonies have formed on islands in clay settling ponds formed as a result of phosphate mining
operations. These colonies tend to be temporary, because vegetational succession results in the
death of the pioneering willows used for nesting and shrubs and dense vines ultimately
predominate (Clewelll981). In some such settling impoundments, all vegetation dies after a few
years (J. Ogden, SFWMD, pers. comm.).
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4. Human disturbance. Human disturbance may cause adults to leave nests, exposing the eggs
and downy nestlings to predators, sun, and rain. However, it appears that wood storks may be
less sensitive to low levels of human disturbance than other wading birds. Rodgers and Smith
(1995) examined 8 colonies of mixed-species wading birds (including wood storks) for responses
to various human disturbances. They calculated recommended setback distances for each species
depending on their sensitivity to qisturbance. Of the 15 species examined, wood storks exhibited
the smallest mean flush distance in response to a walking approach (18.4 ± 5.5 m) and an equally
small (<20m) flush distance in response to a motor boat approach. Rodgers and Smith
recommended minimum setback distances fo~ wood storks at 65 meters for any type of walking
activity and 63 meters for any type of boating activity.
5. ·Pesticides and other chemical pollutants. Pesticide contamination has not generally been
considered to adversely affect wood stork reproduction (Ohlendorf et al. 1978), but a 1984 study
(Fleming et al.) suggests that reproduction in north and central Florida colonies may have been
adyersely affected by DDE. This compound, a DDT metabolite, was found in higher
concentrations in eggs from nests in which not all eggs hatched. The levels of heavy metals and
selenium were examined in the feathers of yo\mg wood storks nesting in northeastern Florida
(Dee Dot, Duval County) and compared to nesting wood storks on the west coast of Costa Rica
(Burger et al. 1993). Concentrations of mercury, cadmium, and lead were significantly higher in
the chicks from Florida compared to those from Costa Rica. Additionally, feather and liver
tissue samples from a road-killed wood stork in Florida were examined for mercury content
(Facemire and Chlebowski 1991). Liver and feathers contained an average of 10.1 and 9.9 mg
mercury/kg ~et weight, respectively. This level is below the level of acute toxicity (16.5 ppm
wet weight)~tbut is well within the range of residues (5.0 to 49.0 ppm) known to have impaired
reproduction jp several species of birds (Eisler 1987).
'

6. Current concerns. Recent programs designed to begin the ecosystem restoration process for
Everglades National Park, including the Minimum Water Deliveries Program of the 1970's, and
the Experimental Water Deliveries Program beginning in the mid-1980's, have shown no
evidence that they have benefited storks. Peak numbers of nesting storks in ENP were 1,500 to
2,000 pairs during the 1960's, 1,000 to 1,200 pairs during the 1970's, 500 to 1,000 pairs during
the 1980's and fewer than 250 pairs since 1989. Urban and agricultural expansion in ·
southwestern Florida continue to adversely impact the Corkscrew Swamp and other Big Cypress
Basin colonies, resulting in a continuing decline in total nesting effort by storks in that region as
well.
F. ONGOING CONSERVATION EFFORTS
ManaGement Guidelines. In 1990, the Service developed a set of management guidelines for
wood stork nesting, feeding, and roosting habitats (Appendix B). The Guidelines recommend
buffer zones that may be necessary to reduce human disturbance for storks using nesting and
roosting habitats. These efforts have substantially contributed to the protection of stork habitat,
particularly where new developments have been proposed in areas where it could be
demonstrated that storks were using specific sites. The buffer zones recommended in the
management guidelines are greater than those recommended by Rodgers and Smith (1995) in
their analysis. At the time the guidelines were developed, very little empirical data were
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availabie on the response of wood storks to human activities. Rodgers and Smith analyzed only
three types·ofhuman activities: walking, canoeing, and a small motorboat with two persons.
They did not evaluate responses to other activities such as construction or aircraft. The current
guidelines recommend buffer zones to protect colonies from many kinds of activities including
human disturbance. J. Rodgers (FGFC, pers. comm.) plans to develop recommended minimum
setback distances for loafing and foraging sites in the near future. Upon completion of his report,
the management guidelines sh~uld be reevaluated to consider the recommendations of Rodgers
and Smith.
Guidelines for Foresta Practices. In 1994, the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission
developed draft guidelines to assist professionals conducting forestry practices (when Federal
cost-share program funds are used) on lands where wood storks occur. The guidelines are
designed to prevent incidental take and provide management options to enhance the species and
habitat when consistent with the landowners objectives. When approved, these guidelines will
have the concurrence of the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Foraging Habitat Management. Over the last several years, South Carolina and Georgia have
been successful in managing man-made diked impoundments for use by wood storks. These
impoundments can be made available to storks under a variety of circumstances because of the
ability to artificially manipulate water levels and concentrate fish in canals and natural pools.
There are in excess of 70,000 acres of diked marshes in South Carolina. These impounded marsh
areas are managed primarily to attract waterfowl. Management generally involves manipulation
of salinity an~~ water level through the use of water control structures and tidal flow.
Impoundments may be used by storks any till?-e water levels are shallow enough to accommodate
foraging storks (<40 em (16 in)). High density stork use most commonly occurs during periods
when water levels are dropped and fish are concentrated. This procedure immitates the natural
drought cycle but is artificially aecelerated using water control structures and may be timed
within season for maximum utilitY. Storks find impoundments within days of a drawdown an:d
concentrations of>300 storks in a single impoundment are regularly recorded. Impoundment
drawdowns provide continuous foraging opportunities unlike the adjacent tidal marsh which is
useful only during the periods around low tide. Drawdowns of impoundments for stork use can
often be accomplished within the framework of waterfowl water manipulations. Impoundment
drawdowns should be conducted on different units over time to provide high quality foraging
habitat over a longer period of time. Consideration should be given to conducting drawdowns
during periods when other habitats are not as available, such as periods following heavy rains.
The need for food is at its highest during the time when chicks are in the nest. However, in most
years there appears to be adequate foraging habitat to support high levels of production. A
critical need for predictable high quality habitat may well be during the period immediately after
the young fledge. The presence of foraging habitat with high prey densities may reduce the high
rate of mortality of recently fledged chicks.
An example of a managed impoundment for storks occurs at the Kathwood Lake facility near
Jackson, South Carolina. In response to an Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation
the DOE
between the Service and the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Savannah River Site,Page
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modified the bottom of the drained Kathwood Lake into four impoundments to be specifically
managed as wood stork foraging habitat (Coulter et al. 1987). These impoundments are
periodically stocked with known stork prey species (fish) and are managed for fish reproduction
in the fall, winter and spring (Coulter and Bryan 1995b). The impoundments are lowered to
appropriate depths for stork foraging in the late summer months (July - September) when storks
frequent south-central South Carolina. Wood storks have utilized these impoundments every
year since they were constructed (1986) with the primary beneficiaries being immature (s 3 yrs.
old) storks who were consistently present in higher numbers than adult storks on these managed
impoundments (Bryan and Coulter 1995). The successful utilization of these impoundments, and
future attempts to create or manage foraging habitat, was the result of active management to
either produce or stock high densities ofprey·species and then making the prey availabl~ for the
storks during a period of peak food demand, such as when parents are feeding nestlings or
fledgling ,storks are dispersing from their colonies.
In 1994, the Service's Charleston Ecological Services field office provided technical assistance
and funding to two private landowners for construction of a wood stork foraging area on their
property. This Partners for Wildlife project occurred on abandoned farmland thirty miles west of
Charleston, South Carolina. The drained and.degraded site, currently managed for game species,
was once used as a farm pond. The site received occasional stork use. With assistance from
numerous cooperators, a low dike was constructed to surround the seven-acre area encompassing
the farm pond, a drainage ditch and a field containing hydric soils. Since its construction, the
site has been a major foraging site for a nearby (one-quarter mile away) wood stork colony. The
site is seasonally ponded from rainfall. It contains emergent vegetation with areas of moist soil,
islands, and 'J. water depth ranging from a few inches to three feet. The storks are believed to be
feeding on minnows, tadpoles, and crayfish. The site is also used by waterfowl, wading birds,
shorebirds and alligators (L. Duncan, USFWS, pers. comm.).
Nesting habitat management. Wood storks have successfully fledged young from artificial
nesting structures on Harris Neck National Wildlife Refuge in coastal Georgia since 1993.
Production from struct\,lres has been similar to that from natural sites. Structures are made from
four by four posts, steel re-bar, coated screen, and artificial "silk" foliage. Artificial structures
can be used in existing or pre-existing colony sites where natural nesting habitat is lacking and/or
degraded @.obinette 1992).
Ever2lades restoration. An understanding of the relationships between storks and water
conditions in the Everglades has provided a basis for restoration planning for the region. The
ENP staff has used a 64-year, continuous record of stork nesting in the Everglades basin (19321995) for this purpose. Regional plans now being developed for the ecological restoration of the
Everglades basin should eventually result in much improved habitat conditions for storks in
south Florida. It is currently assumed, as a p~ of the restoration planning, that the recovery of
increased volumes of freshwater flow into the mainland estuaries downstream from the
Everglades marshes will increase primary and secondary production in these regions. These
broad, mainland estuaries are thought to have been the primary foraging sites for storks during
the early dry season months, at the time of the year when nesting colonies were formed in the
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pre-drainage system. Loss of early dry season foraging habitat apparently is the reason why
storks have delayed the initiation of nesting by 2-3 months each winter, resulting in the increased
mortality rates among nestlings and newly fledged birds.
Tri-state surveys. Regional, aerial surveys of nesting colonies conducted during 1957 through
1961, and again in the mid-1970s, were essential for locating important habitats, and
understanding threats to the southeastern population of storks. These surveys were the first to
measure the status of the regional population ~f storks, and have been used to measure responses
by nesting storks to water management practices in the Everglades region. Over the last 5 years
(1991-1995), the Service coordinated a systematic multi-state aerial survey of stork nesting
colonies. The results are presented in Appendix A. [Limitations of these aerial surveys,
identified by Rodgers et al. (1995) are discussed in the population status section on page 10.]
After a 5-year hiatus where fmancial efforts will be directed towards research, a new series of
surveys will begin again in the year 2001.
Genetics Study. In 1990, Stangel et ai. employed starch gel electrophoretic techniques to
examine genetic variation in Florida wood stork populations. This study did not indicate
significant allozyme differences within or between populations. In 1994, a genetics study
incorporating DNA microsatellites of breeding storks in Florida and Georgia was initiated to
further investigate the geographic and genetic origins of wood stork colonies in· the these states.
By assessing the degree of genetic interrelatedness among wood stork colonies, vital information
can be obtained concerning population movements, allowing managers to determine whether the
increase in n:umbers of storks breeding in the northern portion of their range is the result of high
productivity lqthose colonies, increased immigration from Florida colonies, or both.
.
I

.

Roostim: Habitat Study. A survey of a portion of the coastal zone of Georgi~ and South
Carolina in the fall of 1994 for wood stork roosts documented 110 roost sites (Bryan 1994). The
majority (59.1 %) of these roosts were located along upland/salt marsh interfaces and were
presumed to be temporary "day roosts" used by storks near foraging sites. Only 13 (11.8%) roost
sites were classified as either "important" or "moderately important" based on the average
number of storks present~ 25 storks and 20 to 25 storks, respectively) during repeated surveys.
The majority of these roosts were located in man-made or natural, enclosed wetland openings,
similar to the habitat storks use as colony sites.
Additional roost sites were discovered in the southern coastal zone of Georgia in the fall of 1995
(A.L. Bryan, Jr., SREL, unpublished data). Similar trends for habitat types (wetland openings)
of "moderately important" and "important" roosts were observed. Re-visiting a sample of roosts
from the 1994 surveys indicated that most, but not all, of the repeatedly used roosts remained
important in the second year of surveys.
In a separate study, Bryan (1995) documented that storks frequently departed from a coastal roost
nocturnally. The attendance patterns of storks in this roost were linked to the tide cycle, with
storks leaving the roost 2 to 3 hours prior to low tide, presumably to take advantage of fish being
concentrated in tidal creeks and pools by the dropping tide.
·
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In 1995, the Service's Charleston Ecological Services field office consulted with the Corps of
Engineers on a proposed golf course and residential development near Hilton Head Island,
Beaufort County, South Carolina. The Service determined that the proposed project adversely
affected several foraging sites and small roosts located within the project boundaries. The
applicant agreed to include, as part of the project plans, measures to minimize adverse impacts to
the storks. These measures included: (1) maintaining forested buffers along onsite lakes, ponds,
and the proposed development; (2) managing an onsite pond to benefit foraging storks; (3)
placing interpretive signs on the golf course explaining the history of the wading bird roost and
providing biological information on the wood stork and its use of the area; (4) implementing a
six-year monitoring plan to determine the impacts of the development and associated human
activities. (Both day and night observation periods are included in the study design.)
Construction of the golf course nearest to the stork areas was completed in spring 1996. Storks
continued to use the roosts and foraging area8 during the 1996 season. The monitoring
continues.
Educational efforts. A Wetlands-Wood Stork Summit was held on October 13-14, 1994, in
Georgia. The Georgia Conservancy and Zoo Atlanta convened this summit to initiate a
coordinated region-wide effort in wetlands education focusing on the wood stork. The initiative . .
is comprised of both an education and a research component. A grant proposal was submitted in
early 1995 requesting support for this effort. ·
·
G. STRATEGYFORRECOVERY
The fact that wood storks nesting in the southeastern U.S. represent a single, highly mobile
population stiongly favors the development of a regionally integrated recovery strategy. Storks
operate over relatively large spatial scales when foraging, meaning that the timing and location
of colonies, and the number of birds initiating nesting, are much more likely to be a reflection of
regional rather than local ecological conditioq.s. The long-term survival and recovery of this
population requires that the mosaic of nesting, foraging, and roosting habitats necessary to
support storks throughout their range during varing climatological and sea8onal conditions must
be identified and protected. Mere preservation of wetland acreage does not necessarily preserve
the processes necessary for the production of a strong prey base for wading birds. Wetlands must
be managed to maintain or recover the dynamic wetland processes that create and make available
the abundance of food required by nesting birds. Continuous habitat assessment and protection,
and population monitoring, will best assure that recovery objectives are met.
A prerequisite for the complete recovery of wood storks in the Southeast will be the restoration
of the defining ecological characteristics of the Everglades and Big Cypress systems. These
wetlands must, once again, provide at the right locations and times, the food resources that are
necessary to support traditional stork wintering and nesting patterns.
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PARTII. RECOVERY
A. RECOVERY OBJECTIVE
The objective of this revised recovery plan is to assure the long-term viability of the U.S.
breeding population of the wood stork in the wild, thereby allowing removal of this population
from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife (50 CFR 17.11 and 17.12). In the
original recovery plan, the Service set recovery criteria for delisting at 10,000 pairs provided that
the population was self-sustaining and adequate feeding and nesting areas over the species'
historic range were secured. This number was based on the estimated number of breeding wood
,storks in 1960, when good rates of reproduction were occurring at major Florida colonies (Ogden
and Patty 1981). The recovery criteria for reclassification to a threatened species was 6,000
breeding pairs provided that the increase was sufficiently well understood so that the population
level could be maintained or increased. The basis for this number was the estimate of breeding
pairs in 1975 (Ogden and Patty 1981). The original plan acknowledged that past and ongoing
destruction and alteration of wetlands may preclude reaching this objective.
Knowledge of wood stork biology and distribution has increased significantly since the original
recovery plan. Part I of this plan incorporates this new information into a strategy for recovery
encompassing the entire regional distribution of storks.
After a thorough evaluation of current information, the original recovery criteria remain as
reasonable estimates of what is necessary to maintain this population of wood storks into the
future. HoweV,tr, numbers of nesting pairs are not a complete indication of the stability of a
population. Productivity levels exceeding a minimum standard are necessary to ensure continued
viability. Additionally, for complete security of the wood storlc population, some improvement
in productivity and population trends must occur in the Everglades and Big Cypress systems.
Habitat in Georgia and South Carolina has not changed substantially in recent years to explain
the increase in nesting pairs occurring in these areas. Rather, these increases may have resulted
from declines in the South Florida colonies - the health of which continue to decline. Without
some restoration of the Everglades and Big Cypress systems, the wood stork cannot ever be
coruiidered fully recovered. Available habitat in north Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina
cannot be expected to support the entire population of wood storks. Further, it should not be
assumed that habitat in the northern range will continue to be protected as well in the future as it
is at present. As a result of these conclusions, the revised recovery criteria are as follows:
DOWNLISTING TO THREATENED STATUS: An average of6,000 nesting pairs and annual
regional productivity greater than 1.5 chicks per nest per year, calculated over 3 years.
DELISTING: An average of 10,000 nesting pairs (50% of historical population) calculated over
5 years beginning at time of reclassification, annual regional productivity greater than 1.5 chicks
per nest per year (also calculated over a 5-year average). As a subset of the 10,000 pairs, a
minimum of 2,500 successful nesting pairs m~ occur in the Everglades and Big Cypress
systems.
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B. NARRATIVE OUTLINE
This narrative outline provides a detailed explanation of the recovery tasks and actions believed
necessary to recover this species.
1.
Protect currently occupied habitat. At a minimum, for continued survival of the U.S.
population, currently occupied nesting, roosting and foraging habitat must be protected
from further loss or degradation. Watersheds supporting natural nesting habitat should
remain unaltered, or be restored to function as a natural system if previously altered.
1.1. Locate important habitat. Identifying important nesting and roosting sites for
protection is rel~tively easy as storks tend to use the same sites year after year.
Important foraging sites, however, are more difficult to identify. Individual
feeding sites vary from day to day and season to season depending on hydrologic
changes and availability of food. ·
1.1.1. Locate nestinr: habitat. The health and productivity of colonies must be
known to evaluate the status and recovery of the wood stork. Continue
periodic aerial surveys to determine the status of nesting storks. Distribute
survey information to public and private organizations and interested
individuals.
1.1.2. Locate roostinr: and forar:inr: habitat. Identifying important foraging and
roosting habitat is critical to the recovery of the wood stork. The pattern
of wetland use by wood storks is poorly known. Recent studies along the
Georgia and South Carolina coast have provided valuable information on
roosting and foraging behavior (Bryan 1995); additional work of this sort
·;
is needed.
1.2. , prioritize habitat. Using data gathered from task 1.1., develop a prioritization
'scheme to focus protection efforts on colonies and feeding sites with the greatest
degree of threat. Efforts should be made to identify important foraging and roost
sites associated with high priority colonies.
1.3. Work with private landownerS· to protect habitat. Conservation agencies need to
recognize the significant contributions that private landowners have made to the
protection of wood storks.
1.3 .1. Infoon landowners of the presence of storks nestinr: on their property.
Property owners having priority' foraging and roost sites (as defined in task
1.2.) should also be informed. Encourage compliance with existing
regulatory mechanisms (see task 1.6.).
1.3 .2. Provide assistance and support to landowners in manar:inr: their property
for the benefit of wood storks. Assistance can be in the form of written
material explaining best management practices, site visits, local
recognition, tax and/or monetary incentives, etc. For example, in 1994,
the Service's Partners for Wildlife program funded a wetland restoration
project on private land in South Carolina. The project involved providing
a cost share to the landowner to restore hydrology to the previously
drained wetland. The project resulted in a shallow water feeding site of
several acres and is used by many wood storks.
I
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1.3 .3. Develop management plans for priyate lands. Conservation agencies
should assist landowners in developing specific management plans for
each colony site. These management plans should adequately protect
colony sites yet be flexible enough to respond to the changing needs of the
landowner. The success or failure of management prescriptions for
nesting, roosting and foraging areas should be clearly documented and
reported.
1.4. AcQJiire land. Federal and State conservation agencies and private conservation
organizations should continue efforts to acquire wood stork habitat as it becomes
available. Low turnover rates of established stork nesting colonies (seep. 5)
result in a high probability of continued use of colony sites. Site acquisition may
be a viable management option. Initial land acquisition efforts should be carefully
targeted to sites having the greatest potential for maintaining storks over time.
Large, stable colonies that are in immediate threat from disturbance should be of
highest priority. Priority should also be given to larger colonies with a history of
annual use, sites most in need of management, colony sites where alternate habitat
is not available, and sites where water levels can be manipulated with water
control structures to provide optimal conditions independent of rainfall patterns.
1.5. Protect sites from disturbance. Nesting habitat should be protected from
disturbance and human alteration. The Service developed Habitat Management
Guidelines for Wood Storks (Appendix B) in an effort to reduce disturbance to
.1 colony sites. These management guidelines discuss various types of activities
· ', known to disturb nesting wood storks.· Additionally, certain types of habitat
1
'management activities can adversely impact colony sites. Cypress logging is a
potential threat to some colonies. Human disturbance causes adult wood storks to
leave nests, exposing eggs to predation and weather elements. Posting or other
appropriate protection may provide some benefit.
1.6. Use existing regulatozy mechanisms to protect habitat.
1.6.1 Review Federal actions for impacts to wood storks. Wetlands are altered
for mining, agriculture, and residential purposes. Permitting authority
over such activities is held by agencies in the State of Florida (Department
of Environmental Protection, Water Management Districts) and the
Federal government (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental.
Protection Agency). Analogous State agencies, and the same Federal
agencies, exercise equivalent jurisdiction in Georgia and South Carolina.
Important feeding area$ should be included as a category of waters for
which the Service receives Corps of Engineers predischarge notification
pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act requires that all Federal agencies ensure that their
actions are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any listed
species or destroy or modify their critical habitat. Federal agencies
conducting actions that may affect the continued existence of wood storks
must consult with the Service.
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1.6.2. Encourage conservation of wood stork habitat in Habitat Conservation
flms.. Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Endangered Species Act provides for
incidental take pennits that have the potential to contribute to the
conservation of listed species. If appropriate, applicants should be
encouraged to consider conservation of wood stork habitat when preparing
Habitat Conservation Plans.
Restore and enhance habitat. A prerequisite for recovery of the wood stork in the
southeastern U.S. is the restoration and enhancement of suitable habitat throughout the
mosaic of habitat types used by this species.
2.1. Restore the Everglades and Big Cypress system. Recover viable nesting
subpopulations in traditional Everglades and Big Cypress colony locations. The
water delivery fonnula and schedules developed by the Experimental Water
Deliveries Program, the structural modifications to canals and levees proposed for
ecosystem restoration of Everglades National Park, and the regional Everglades
restoration planning process (C&SF Review) conducted by the Corps of
Engineers, should address the recovery of the ecological processes that made it
possible for the pre-drainage Everglades Basin to support such large numbers of
storks and other wading birds. These ecological processes were made possible by ·
the large spatial scale of the pre-drainage Everglades, the strong between-year
variation in surface water patterns, and the strong flows of surface water into the
estuaries.
. 2.1.1. Analyze and report on existing record of stork colony patterns in the
·;
'
Everglades basin. including the effects of the initial restoration programs
on the ecological recovezy of ENP. Reports currently being generated by
the staff at the South Florida Natural Resources Center, ENP should be
completed. These reports present all stork colony data from the
Everglades. basin, and assess the impacts of past and current restoration
programs on wood stork and wading bird colony patterns in the Park.
They will form the basis for evaluating restoration· efforts to date and
improving future restoration programs.
2.1.2. Develop models ofwood stork colony dynamics jn south Florida
wetlands. These models are needed as planning tools for improved
ecosystem restoration programs. Potentially the most important of the
ecological models for the Everglades is a wood stork population dynamics
model, that is a part of the "Across-Trophic-Level System Simulation"
(ATLSS) set of models being developed by the South Florida/Caribbean
Field Station of the Biological Resources Division (U.S. Geological
Survey).
2.1.3. Provide feedback for adaptive restoration planning. Monitor stork colony
patterns during implementation and testing of future efforts to improve
hydrological conditions. Use information on the locatiQn, timing, size,
and success of stork colonies in the Everglades and Big Cypress systems
to evaluate ecological responses to the restoration programs, as a basis for
designing future iterations in the restoration process.
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Or~anize systematic censuses of stork fora~in2 habitat in the Bi~
re~ion. comparable to existin~ censuses in the Evemlades basin.

Cypress
The fact
that declines in nesting effort and delays in timing of colony formation
have shown similar trends in the Big Cypress and have been well
documented in the Everglades suggests that the Big Cypress colonies are
dealing with similar kinds of habitat deterioration on the foraging grounds.
The location and relative importance of stork foraging grounds in the Big
Cypress are much less known, and should be determined as a basis for
developing protection strategies in this region. It is also suspected that
small stork nesting colonies go undectected in the Big Cypress, because of
the lack of systematic colony censuses over most of the Big Cypress
National Preserve.
Enhance nestin~ and roostin~ sites throu~out the ran~e.
Ideal nesting habitat consists of large nesting trees growing on islands surrounded
by water. Enhancement of nesting habitat should focus on construction of islands,
combined with tree planting, to provide for deep water protectiolt, while
preventing nest tree damage due to inundation during the growing season.
2.2.1. Improve colony success/productivity by impoundin~ suitable sites. While
above normal rainfall and high water levels negatively impact the foraging
success of wood storks, high water levels in colony sites can improve
productivity for the following reasons: .
a.
Prolonged flooding increases the likelihood of storks using the site
for continuous nesting.
b.
High water levels decrease predation by terrestrial predators.
c.
Prolonged flooding reduces understory vegetation that may
contribute to "hot" wildfires and damage to nesting trees. ·
Not all colony sites respond well to continued inundation and care must be
taken to select sites that will benefit from this management action. Over
time, prolonged flood~g can reduce or eliminate tree recruitment for
future years, reduce the growth rate of flood tolerant species and kill flood
intolerant trees located within the colony. Some sites may need to be
periodically drained to preserve nest trees.
2.2.1.1.
Determine the structural and ve2etatiye characteristics of
impounded sites. Impounded sites currently used by
nesting storks, should be examined for their structural and
vegetative characteristics as a basis for understanding the
feasibility of enhancing and creating additional colony
sites.
Conduct lon~-teon monitoring of impounded colony sites.
2.2.1.2.
Health of nesting structures (trees, etc.) should be
monitored and supplemental planting of desired species
conducted if natural regeneration is no longer an option.
Conduct long-term monitoring of impounded sites to
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compare nesting histories among these sites and natural colony
sites to determine importance of site types in maintaining
subregional populations of storks.
2.2.2. ~lace lost nesting trees. In the event that nesting trees have been lost
and/or regeperation has been hindered, new trees (cypress, black gum,
etc.) should be planted to eventually replace the lost nesting structures.
2.2.3. Use artificial nesting structures to attract storks to suitable habitat.
Artificial structures can be used to bridge the gap until newly planted trees
reach a suitable size for nesting. Artificial structures have been used to
successfully raise young in south Georgia (Robinette 1992).
2.3. Enhance foraging habitat by modifying hydrologic regimes in existing artificial
impoundments to maximize use by wood storks. In tidal impoundments where
water levels can be controlled, there is the potential to enhance use by wood
storks. Estuarine fishes are re~ruited during flooding of the impoundment and
maintained over the entire acreage while at flood stage. These fish can then be
concentrated into the perimeter canals at high density when water levels are
lowered to dry the marsh bed. By staggering the timing of drawdown of different
impoundments within a management unit, stork use may be extended for several
months. Impoundment management efforts should include, at least, the
following:
a.
Maintenance of high quality water using a flow-through system, aeration
tower, etc.
'/ b.
Stocking of preferred prey species (sunfish, bullhead catfish, etc.). State
and Federal fish hatcheries are a potential source of fish for stocking
efforts.
·
C;
Providing preferred prey size (5-20 em (2-8 in)) through high density
stocking and/or post spawing drawdown.
To prolong feeding opportunities, use a .slow drawdown to desired water
d.
depth, approximately 25 em (1 0 in).
2.3.1. Encourage management of existing impoundments on public and priyate
<
~ Most of the management required to enhance use of artificial
impoundments by storks is within the framework of normal waterfowl
management practices for brackish and saline marsh impoundments. Use
the combined expertise of wildlife and fisheries biologists to provide
optimum habitat. State and Federal agencies should work with private
landowners in an effort to incorporate wood stork feeding habitat into
current management practices. Coordinated efforts should also be used to
seize opportunities to provide enhanced feeding areas through the
mitigation process.
2.3.2. Determine optimal drawdown time. The optimal time for drawdown of
potential feeding areas is unknown. With limited acreage devoted to
providing feeding areas for wood storks, land managers would like to
provide additional feeding opportunities when they could have the greatest
benefit to the recovery ·of this species. In some years the best time for
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drawdown may be apparent due to degradation of natmal feeding areas by
flooding or other natmal or man-made events. Additional study is needed
to determine the more critical times to provide additional food resources.
Ideally a coordinated effort over a large geographic area, extending from
breeding season through migration to wintering grounds, would provide
the greatest benefit to the wood storks.
Conduct applied research necessazy to accomplish recovery goals. Recovery efforts for
the wood stork would be more effective with a complete understanding of population
biology, movement patterns of U.S. and neighboring populations of storks, foraging
ecology and behavior, the importance of roost sites, and the possible impacts of
contaminants.
3.1.
Detennine movement patterns of U.S. and neighboring po.pulations of storks.
Movement patterns of wood storks are poorly known.
3.1.1 Determine movement patterns for fledglings and other subadult storks.
Determining these patterns for fledglings and other sub-adult storks would
provide needed information concerning their behavior, habitat utilization,
and potential threats to their survival.
3.1.2. Determine movement patterns of post breeding adults. Movement patterns
of post-breeding adults should also be examined as they will provide
information concerning the important habitat characteristics of where these
birds winter and their possible condition when they return to breed (Did
they winter in an area where heavy rainfall may have limited food
availability, resulting in poor breeding condition?).
'! 3.1.3. Deteonine ori~ins ofnon-breeding po.pulations. Wood storks are regularly
seen in the lower Mississippi valley and the southwest region of the U.S.
The origins of these non-breeding populations should be determined to
clarify if they are storks from Mexico wintering in the U.S. and if so, do
they mix with U.S. populations?
3.2. Determine population genetics. Studies of the population genetics of the U.S.
stork population can provide answers concerning the interrelatedness of stork
colonies. Such information will help document regional population movements
and shifts, and determine if increases in northern populations are the result of
increased productivity in that region, increased immigration from southern
populations, or both. Better knowledge of the genetic interrelatedness of the
sou~eastern stork population will assist in answering management questions such
as:
a. .
Should coastal colonies be managed differently than inland colonies?
b.
What are the important source colonies for new colonies?
c.
What becomes of colonies/populations/storks that fail to breed one year
and where do they go when and if they breed?
d.
What are important (i.e., genetically unique or diverse) colonies for
protection/acquisition?
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Monitor productivity of stork po.pulations. There is a need to systematically determine
reproductive success(# fledged young/nest and #fledged young/successful nest) within
a
majority of the colonies in the same year(s) to better estimate productivity of the breedin
g
population and to determine when (or if) the population meets criteria for downlisting
or
delisting.
3.4. Monitor survivorship of stork populations. This parameter is one of the least
understood, and research on this topic may provide more new insights into
population dynamics than any other effort. We need to determine survivorship of
fledged young to adulthood to better gauge what amount of productivity is
required to maintain or increase regional population size. This could be
accomplished through either a massive, multi-year leg banding (or wing tagging)
effort in multiple colonies, radio-instrumenting a certain number of birds, or
possibly by surveys during the non-breeding season to determine the adult:subadult ratio.
3;5
Determine extent of competition/cooperation between wood storks and otber
wadin~ birds in mixed nestin~ colonies. Many storks nest in establis
hed wading
bird colonies. More information is needed on the benefits/drawbacks of storks
nesting in mixed colonies.
3.6. Determine fora~in2 ecoloiY and behavior. Foraging ecology of wood storks has
only been well-studied in the Everglades (in the 1970's) and for the Birdsville
Colony in east-central Georgia.
3.6.1 Reevaluate fora~in~ st\ldies in ENP. Foraging studies on storks in ENP
'i
were done in the 1970's. This issue should again be addressed since
restoration of this area is vital to the overall reeovery of this species, is
important as a wintering area for northern birds, and has recently been
documented to have contaminant problems (mercury) (Sundlof et al.
1994).
3.6.2. Study fora~in2 ecoloiY alon~ tbe coast. Over half of the U.S. population
now breeds· in the coastal zone of Georgia, South Carolina, and central and
northern Florida. The foraging ecology of storks in these areas should be
studied.
3.6.3. Determine fora2in2 reguirements durin~ the non-breedin~ season.
Research concerning the foraging ecology of this species should also
examine foraging requirements during the wintering or non-breeding
period. In some years, the inland marshes of the Everglades have
supported the majority of the U.S. population of wood storks. Bancroft et
al. (1992) reported that during non-breeding seasons in 1985-1989, up to
55% of the entire U.S. population may have relied on the Water
Conservation Areas, which comprise only a portion of the Everglades
system, to meet their foraging requirements. Understanding processes that
determine whether storks in the non-breeding season are concentrated on a
small area of habitat or dispersed throughout their entire winter range, will
provide management flexibility and decrease the likelihood of negative
impacts to a large proportion of the population during a single season.
I

·;
I
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4.1.1.2.

Develop educational material for schools. Since wood
storks occur in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, it
would be cost effective to develop educational materials
that could be used in schools in all three States.
.4.1.1.3.
Develop material for policy makers and elected officials.
The wood stork should be included as ·part of a larger effort
to inform and educate policymakers and elected officials of
the importance of maintaining and protecting wetland
habitats.
4.2. Provide opportunities for the public to yiew wood storks in captivity.
Maintaining wood storks in captivity should be for the sole purpose of public
education, awareness, and research to enhance survival of the species. Currently,
there are nearly two dozen American wood storks in captivity in North American
zoos and related facilities.
,
4.2. 1. Maintain captive populations for the purpose of education. awareness. and
research. The Service's draft policy on controlled propagation (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service 1996)
sanctions captive propagation of listed species when recommended in an
approved recovery plan and supported by an approved genetics
management plan. Captive propagation of wood storks is not considered
necessary for the purpose of supplementing wild populations through
reintroduction programs. Captive breeding and rearing efforts will not be
·/
made for this purpose. ·However, good captive management of wood
storks may result in reproduction. The resulting progeny may be used to
supplement other captive populations under specific approval of the
Service. If available space within captive facilities becomes saturated,
further production of offspring should be prevented within the scope of
laws governing captive endangered wildlife.
4.2.2. Develop policy on rescue. rehabilitation and release ofinjured wood
storks. The Service, in conjunction with the American Zoological
Association, should develop policy for dealing with wood storks that are
rescued from the wild. Adult wood storks are not as frequently received
by licensed wildlife rehabilitators as other wetland bird species.
Opportunities for rescue may most likely occur when field personnel are in
the colonies and witness distress. This may be as a result of nest
abandonment when food sources become scarce or when chicks fall out of
the nest for reasons su~h as adult bird interactions or wind storms. Where
possible, field personnel should return downed chicks to the nest. When
replacement is not viable, the usual protocols for triage and rehabilitation
should be followed in placement with a licensed wildlife rehabilitator.
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PART III. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
The following Implementation Schedule lists and ranks tasks and estimates costs for the recovery
program of the U.S. population of wood storks over the next 3 years. This schedule will be
reviewed annually until the recovery objective is met, and priorities and tasks will be subject to
revision.
Key to Implementation Schedule Column 1
Task priorities are set according to the following standards:
Priority 1 An action that must be taken to prevent extinction or to prevent the species from
declining irreversibly in the forseeable future.
Priority 2 An action that must be taken to prevent a significant decline in species
population/habitat quality or some other significant negative impact short of
extinction.
Priority 3 All other actions necessary to provide for full recovery of the species.

Key to A~ency Desi~nations in Column 5
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
USFWSES - Ecological Services
FSH.., Division of Fisheries
DECL Division of Environmental Contaminants
Ref. -,/Division of Refuges and Wildlife
LA- Division of Realty (Land Acquisition)
LE - Division of Law Enforcement
PA - Division of Public Affairs
FGFC Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission
GADNR Georgia Department ofNatural Resources
SCDNR South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
SREL Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
TNC The Nature Conservancy
TGC The Georgia Conservancy
ACOEArmy Corps of Engineers
FDEPFlorida Department of Environmental Protection
EVER Everglades National Park, National Park Service
BICY Big Cypress National Preserve
NAS National Audubon Society .
AZA American Zoological Association
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Recovery
Task
Priority

Task
Number

Task Description

1

1.1.1

Locate nesting habitat.

Task
Duration

5YR
- ..- ··-.

Comments

Responsible Party

Cost (thousands)

FWS

omER

FYI

FY2

FY3

ES

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR,
SREL

15

15

15

5K/state/year. Begin new 5yr
cycle in yr 2001.

10

10

10

See Bryan 1995.

-

"

1

1.1.2.

Locate roosting and foraging habitat

2-3 YR

ES

"

1

1.3.1.

Infonn landowners.

Continuous

ES

All parties

Staff Time

1

1.5.

Protect sites from disturbance.

Continuous

ES

FGFC,
GADNR.,
SCDNR

Staff Time

1

1.6.

Use existing regulatory mechanisms
to protect habitat.

Continuous

ES

FGFC,
GADNR,.
SCDNR,
FDEP,
ACOE,

Staff Time

1

3.3.

Monitor productivity of stork
populations.

Once every
5YR

ES

2

1.2.

Prioritize habitat.

1 YR

ES

All parties

Staff Time

2

1.3.2.

Provide assistance and support to
landowners in managing property.

Continuous

ES
FSH

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR,
TGC

?

2

1.3.3.

Develop management plans for
private lands.

Continuous

ES
REF
FSH

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR

Staff Time

"

"

10K per state

30

?

?

Cannot detennine specific costs
at this time. Assistance would
be on a site by site basis.
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Recovery
Task
Priority

Task
Number

Task Description

2

1.4.

Acquire land.

Task
Duration

Continuous

- --

Responsible Party

Cost (thousands)

FWS

OTHER

FYI

FYl

FY3

LA
REF

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCWMR,
TNC

?

?

?

- -

--

Comments

Cannot determine specific costs
at this time. Need to complete
task 1.2. first.

2

2.1.1.

Analize report on S. FL restoration.

I YR

ES

ENP

10

10

Initiated

2

2.1.2.

Develop models of colony dynamics
in S. FL wetlands.

1 YR

ES

ENP

25

25

On-going. Funding will allow
completion and evaluation of
model.

2

2.1.3.

Provide feedback for adaptive
restoration planning.

1 YR

ES

ENP

2

2.1.4.

Organize systematic census in Big
Cypress Region.

5YR

ES

NAS
BICY

2

2.2.1.

Improve colony success/productivity
by impounding suitable sites.

Continuous

ES

All parties

2

2.1.1.

Determine structural and vegetative
characteristics of impounded sites.

2YR

ES

FGFC
GADNR
SCDNR
SREL

20

20

2

2.1.2.

Conduct long-term monitoring.

10YR

ES

"

15

15

2

2.3.1.

Encourage impoundment
management on public and private
lands.

Continuous

ES

FGFC
GADNR
SCDNR

3.1.1.

Determine movement patterns of
fledglings and sub-adults.

4YR

ES

"

"

3.1.2.

Determine movement patterns of
post-breeding adults.

4YR

ES

"

"

2
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REF
FSH

34

------

--------

--------------

Part of the long-term
restoration planning
20

"

20

20

Should occur in all years of
statewide census.
Costs must be calculated on a
site by site basis.

15
Costs incorporated into existing
waterfowl impoundment
management

35

35

35

Combine with task 3.1.1.
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Task
Duration

Responsible Party

Detennine population genetics.

2YR

ES

"

"

Monitor survivorship.

Once every
5YR

ES

"

"

Recovery
Task
Priority

Task
Number

Task Description

2

3.2.

2

3.4.

FWS

OTHER

Cost (thousands)

FYl

FYl

FY3
Ongoing

?

?

?

....

3.5.

Detennine extent of
competition/cooperation between
storks and other wading birds.

2YR

ES

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR,
SREL

15

15

15

2

3.6.2.

Study foraging ecology along the
coast.

2YR

ES

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR,
SREL

30

30

30

2

3.6.4.

Continue studies of nocturnal
foraging activities.. .

2YR

ES

"

"

20

20

20

12

3.7.

Detennine importance of roost sites.

2YR

ES

"

"

3.8.

Detennine impacts of contaminants.

2YR

ES,
DEC

"

It

2

3

2.2.3

Use artificial nest structures to
attract storks to suitable habitat.

Continuous

ES
REF

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR

3

2.3.2.

Detennine optimal drawdown time
of impoundments.

3YR

ES
REF
FSH

"

3

3.1.3.

Detennine origins of non-breeding
populations.

4YR

ES

3.6.1.

Re-evaluate foraging studies in ENP.

1 YR

ES

3
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35

"

"
EVER

Comments

Costs depend upon method
used for study.

Ongoing

Could be combined with
several other tasks
100
Average cost per structure is
$500.

20

20

20

75

75

15

"
_Ongoing
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Task
Duration

Recovery
Task
Priority

Task
Number

Task Description

3

3.6.3.

Determine foraging requirements in
non-breeding sea5on.

2YR

3

3.6.5.

Determine impacts of artificial
feeding areas.

2YR

3

4.l.I.

Develop and distribute educational
materials.

3

4.2.

Provide opportunities for the public
to view wood storks in captivity. ·

-

----

---·-

Responsible Party

Cost (thousands)

FWS

FYI

ES

OTHER

"

FY2

FY3
Combine with task 3.5.2.

"

-ES
REF
FSH

GADNR
SCDNR
SREL

20

20

20

Continuous

ES,
PA

FGFC,
GADNR,
SCDNR,

10

10

10

Continuous

ES,

AZA

-

..

Comments

Complete task 4.1.1.1. in FYI,
4.1.1.2. in FY2 and 4.1.1.3. in
FY3

LE

I
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS FROM REGIONAL SURVEY
(1991 - 1995)
YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1991

FL

ALACHUA

RIVER STYX

40

1991

FL

BREVARD

GRANT FARM ISLAND

60

1991

FL

BREVARD

BLUEBILL

4

1991

FL

BREVARD

HALL ISLAND

1

1991

FL

BREVARD

HAULOVER

0

1991

FL

BREVARD

SW LAKE WASIDNGTON

60

1991

FL

BREVARD

US192

12

1991

FL

CHARLOTTE

MORGANTOWN

60

1991

FL

COLLIER

CORKSCREW SWAMP

300

1991

FL

COLUMBIA

1991

FL

COLUMBIA

OLENO

42

!

. FALLING CREEK

/

80

1991

FL

DUVAL

CEDAR POINT ROAD

9 .

1991 .

FL

DUVAL

DEE DOT RANCH

250

1991

FL

HARDEE

EL CLAIRE RANCH

400

1991

FL

INDIAN RIVER

PELICAN ISLAND

110

1991

FL

LAKE

LAKE YALE

40

1991

FL

LEON

CHAIRES

225

1991

FL

LEON

OCHLOCKNEE RIVER

160

.1991

FL

MONROE

CUTHBERT, ENP

150

1991

FL

NASSAU

NASSAUVILLE

5

1991

FL

PALM BEACH

LOXAHATCHEE I

4

1991

FL

PALM BEACH

LOXAHATCHEE 2

30

1991

FL

POLK

LAKE ROSALIE

20

.

A-1
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1991

FL

SARASOTA

NORTHPORT
CHARLOTTE

75

1991

FL

STLUCIE

WESCOTT GROVE
RESERVOIR

40

1991

FL

STLUCIE

CYPRESS CREEK

150

1991

FL

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

2467

1991

GA

BROOKS

BLACKWATER

361

1991 .

GA

CAMDEN

BLACK HAM:MOCK

150

1991

GA

CAMDEN

CUMBERLAND ISLAND

40

1991

GA

GLYNN

LITTLE ST. SIMONS

.21

1991

GA

GLYNN

HERRINGTON POND

22

1991

GA

JENKINS

BIG DUKES POND

272

1991

GA

MCINTOSH

HARRIS NECK

52

GA

MCINTOSH

BLACKBEARDISLAND

36

....

1991
I

1991

.

'GA

.

I

199.1
1991
1991

1991
1991

sc
sc
sc

-- sc
..

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

942

COLLETON

JACKSONBORO

242

COLLETON

WIDTEHALLII

259

HAMPTON

YEMASSEE I

163

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

664
4073

REGIONAL TOTAL

1992

FL

COLLIER

CORKSCREW SWAMP

1800

1992

FL

DADE

L-28 CROSSOVER

158

1992

FL

DADE

TAMIAMITRAIL WEST

123

1992

FL

DADE

T AMIAMI TRAIL EAST

130

1992

FL

MONROE

ROOKERYBRANCH,ENP

9

1992

FL

MONROE

CUTHBERT,ENP

275
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMnER

1992

FL

MONROE

RODGERS RIVER BAY,
ENP

22

1992

FL

MONROE

LANE RIVER, ENP

1

1992

FL

"'No data collected for central and north Florida

2518"'

1992

GA

BROOKS

BARWICK

55

1992

GA

BROOKS

BLACKWATER

434

1992

GA

CAMDEN

BRAILEY SWAMP

50

1992

GA

GLYNN

HERINGTON POND

18

1992

GA

JENKINS

BIG DUKES POND

245

1992

GA

LffiERTY

SUNBURY

20

1992

GA

MCINTOSH

BLACKBEARDISLAND

55

1992

GA

MCINTOSH

HARRIS NECK

150

1992

GA

THOMAS

HEARD'S POND

64

1992

,GA

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

1091

1992

Sc
sc
sc
sc

COLLETON

JACKSONBORO

37

COLLETON

WIDTEHALLII

307

HAMPTON

YEMASSEE I

131

1992
1992

1992
lt992

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

475

I REGIONAL TOTAL {no data for central & north FL}

14084"'

1993

FL

ALACHUA

RIVER STYX

55

1993

FL

BREVARD

612127

110

1993

FL

BREVARD

US192

60

1993

FL

BREVARD

GRANT FARM ISLAND

150

1993

FL

BREVARD

SW LAKE WASHINGTON

185

1993

FL

COLLIER

CORKSCREW SWAMP

426

1993

FL

COLUMBIA

FALLING CREEK

150

A-3
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1993

FL

DADE

PAUROTIS POND, ENP

25

1993

FL

DADE

EAST RIVER, ENP

IS

1993

FL

DUVAL

CEDAR POINT ROAD

85

1993

FL

DUVAL

DEE DOT RANCH

260

1993

FL

HARDEE

EL CLAIRE RANCH

320

1993

FL

HERNANDO .

WEEKI WACHEE

12

1993

FL

INDIAN RIVER

PELICAN ISLAND

225

1993

FL

LAKE

LAKE YALE

275

1993

FL

LEON

CHAIRES

230

1993

FL

LEON

OCHLOCKNEE RIVER

115

1993

FL

MANATEE

AYERS POINT

140

1993

FL

ORANGE

LAKE MARY JANE

100

1993

FL

PASCO

DEVIL'S CREEK

120

1993

·,FL

PASCO

LITTLE GATOR CREEK

60

1993

I;<t

POLK

616114

75

1993

FL

POLK

REEDY CREEK

230

1993

FL

POLK

LAKE ROSALIE

80

1993

FL

POLK

28048122

230

FL

SARASOTA

FL

STLUCIE

CYPRESS CREEK

375

1993

FL

STLUCIE

WESCOTT GROVE
RESERVOIR

25

1993

FL

ST JOHNS

606109

170

1993

FL

11993

IGA

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

1993
1993

..

........

'BROOKS

. NORTHPORT
CHARLOTTE

IBLACK WATER

520

4262

1sn
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1993

GA

CAMDEN

CUMBERLAND ISLAND

25

1993

GA

CAMDEN

BRAILEY SWAMP

143

1993

GA

CAMDEN

BLACK HAMMOCK

120

1993

GA

GLYNN

ST. SIMONS

103

1993

GA

JENKINS

CHEW MILL POND

44

1993

GA

JENKINS

BIG DUKES POND

330

1993

GA

LffiERTY

ST. CATHERINES

6

1993

GA

MCINTOSH

HARRIS NECK

162

1993

GA

MCINTOSH

BLACKBEARDISLAND

90

1993

GA

THOMAS

HEARD'S POND

115

1993

GA

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

1649

1993

COLLETON

JACKSONBORO

229

COLLETON

WHITE HALL II

294

1993

sc
sc
S.c

HAMPTON

YEMASSEE I

283

1993

sc

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

1993

REGIONAL TOTAL

1994

FL

ALACHUA

RIVER STYX

175

1994

FL

BREVARD

612127

140

1994

FL

BREVARD

SW LAKE WASHINGTON

105

1994

FL

BREVARD

GRANT FARM ISLAND

100

1994

FL

COLLIER

CORKSCREW SWAMP

450

1994

FL

COLUMBIA

FALLING CREEK

110

1994

FL

DUVAL

CEDAR POINT ROAD

30

1994

FL

DUVAL

DEE DOT RANCH

300

1994

FL

HARDEE

EL CLAIRE RANCH

240

1993

806
6729
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1994

FL

HERNANDO

WEEKI WACHEE

16

1994

FL

HILLSBOROUGH, 611163

8

1994

FL

INDIAN RIVER

PELICAN ISLAND

110

1994

FL.

LAKE

LAKE YALE

90

1994

FL

LEON

OCHLOCKNEE RIVER

95

1994

FL

LEON

CHAIRES

130

1994

FL

MONROE

RODGERS RIVER BAY,
ENP

50

FL

MONROE

PAUROTIS POND

110

1994

FL

ORANGE

LAKE MARY JANE

105

1994

FL

PASCO

LITTLE GATOR CREEK

9

1994

FL

PASCO

DEVIL'S CREEK

160

1994

FL

POLK

REEDY CREEK

230

1994

.' FL

POLK

LAKE ROSALIE

50

POLK

28048122

210

1994

---

1994

FL

''

'

1994

FL

POLK

616114

130

1994

FL

SARASOTA

NORTHPORT
CHARLOTTE

170

-1994

FL

ST. LUCIE

CYPRESS CREEK

265

FL

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

GA

BROOKS

BLACKWATER

375

1994

GA

CAMDEN

BRAILEY SWAMP

92

1994

GA

CAMDEN

CUMBERLAND ISLAND

25

1994

GA

CAMDEN

BLACK HAMMOCK

30

1994

GA

CAMDEN

RAYLAND

25

1994

GA

GLYNN

ST. SIMONS

149

1994
1994

··-·

.. -

3588
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1994

GA

JENKINS

BIG DUKES POND

230

1994

GA

JENKINS

CHEW MILL POND

65

1994

GA

LffiERTY

ST. CATHERINES

6

1994

GA

MCINTOSH

SLIVKA

30

1994

GA

MCINTOSH

BLACKBEARDISLAND

76

1994

GA

MCINTOSH

HARRIS NECK

181

1994

GA

QUITMAN

BENTLEY

60

1994

GA

THOMAS

HEARD'S POND

124

1994

GA

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

1468

1994

BAMBERG

LEMON CREEK

2

CHARLESTON

WASHO RESERVE

78

CHARLESTON

TEA FARM

136

1994

sc
sc
sc
sc

COLLETON

WHITE HALL II

372

1994

sc

COLLETON

JACKSONBORO

64

1994

sc
sc
sc

HAMPTON

YEMASSEE I

57

HAMPTON

BUCKFIELD·

3

1994
1994

1994
1994
11994

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

I REGIONAL TOTAL

712
ls768

1995

FL.

ALACHUA

RIVER STYX

250

1995

FL

BREVARD

MICCONORTH

36

1995

FL

BREVARD

US 192EAST

25

1995

FL

BREVARD

SW LAKE WASHINGTON

300

1995

FL

BREVARD

612127

275

1995

FL

BREVARD

US 192 WEST

50

1995

FL

BREVARD

MICCOSOUTH

12

I
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1995

FL

BREVARD

VALKARIA

25

1995

FL

COLLIER

CORKSCREW

864

1995

FL

COLUMBIA

FALLING ROCK

110

1995

FL

DUVAL

CEDAR POINT ROAD

120

1995

FL

DUVAL

DEE DOT RANCH

325

1995

FL

HARDEE

ELCLAIR

415

FL

HERNANDO

C~OOM

175

FL

HILLSBOROUGH

611163

115

FL

INDIAN RIVER

PELICAN ISLAND

230

1995

FL

LAKE

LAKE YALE

65

1995

FL

LEON

OCHLOCKONEE

144

1995

FL

LEON

CHAIRES

179

1995

FL

MANATEE

AYERS POINT

33

/FL

MARTIN

SEWELPOINT

65

1995

FL

MONROE.

PAUROTIS POND

105

1995

FL

ORANGE

LAKEMARYJANE

175

1995

FL

PALM BEACH

SWACATCHMENT

27

FL

PASCO

DEVIL'S CREEK

210

FL

PASCO

LITTLE GATOR CREEK

200

1995

FL

POLK

616114

110

1995

FL

POLK

REEDY CREEK

190

1995

FL

POLK

LAKE ROSALIE

115

1995

FL

SARASOTA

NORTHPORT
CHARLOTTE

500

1995

FL

ST. JOHNS

606109

60

1995
,.

1995
1995

"'

1995

'

1995
..

1995 ...

..,.

'·
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

NAME

NUMBER

1995

FL

ST. LUCIE

WESCOTT GROVE
RESERVOIR

8

1995

FL

ST. LUCIE

CYPRESS CREEK

10

1995

FL

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

5523

1995

GA

BROOKS

BLACKWATER

310

1995

GA

BROOKS

BENTLEY

82

1995

GA

BROOKS

BARWICK

8

1995

GA

CAMDEN

BRAILEY SWAMP

40

1995

GA

CAMDEN

BLACK HAMM:OCK

119

1995

GA

CHARLTON

LITTLE BUFFALO CREEK

1

1995

GA

GLYNN

ST. SIMONS

165

1995

GA

JENKINS

BIG DUKES POND

245

1995

GA

LffiERTY

ST.CATHERINES

8

1995

GA

LONG

MALCOLMS ROOKERY

21

1995

GA

MCINTOSH

HARRIS NECK

126

1995

GA

MCINTOSH

SLIVKA

50

1995

GA

MCINTOSH

BLACKBEARDISLAND

60

1995

GA

SCREVEN

JACOBSONSLANDING

25

1995

.GA

THOMAS

HEARD'S POND

146

1995

GA

TOT~L

1995

sc
sc
sc
sc
sc
sc

CHARLESTON

WASHO RESERVE

101

CHARLESTON

TEA FARM

8

COLLETON

JACKSONBORO

120

COLLETON

WHITE HALL II

415

HAMPTON

YEMASSEE I

116

HAMPTON

BUCKFIELD

69

1995
1995
1995
1995
1995

'

NUMBER OF NESTS

1501
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YEAR

STATE

COUNTY

1995

sc

TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS

llt995

!NAME

I REGIONAL TOTAL

NUMBER
829
17853

II

'i

'
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HABITAT MANAGEMENT'GUIDELINES FOR TBE WOOD .. STORK

.
.
IN TBE SOUTHEAST REGION

Introduction
A number of Federal and state laws and/or regulations prohibit. cumulatively. such
acts as harrasstng. disturbing, harming, molestmg. pursUing. etc., wood storks, or
destroy1ng their nests (sec Section VD). Although advisory 1n nature, these guidcltncs
represent a b!ologicaltntcrprctaUon of what would constitute violations of one or more
of such prohibited acts. Their plllpose 1s to matna1n and/or improve the env1rcnmental
conditions· that··cc .rcqWrc:d···for the ·survtval-- and··'Well-betng••of wood storks 1n the
southeastern United States. and are designed . essentially for appl1ca.Uon 1n wood
stork/human act1vity conDJcts (prindpally land development and human intrusion mto
stork use sites). The emphasis 1S to avoid or mtntmtze det:nmcntal human-related
impacts on wood storks. These gu1dcl1ncs were prepared 1n consultations With state
wildlife agcnc.ies and wood stork experts 1n the four southeastern states where the wood
stork 1s liSted as Endangered (Alabama. Florida. Georgta. South Carolina).
General

The wood stork 1s a gregarious speCies, which neSts in colonies (rookeries), and roosts ...
and feeds in flocks, often 1n assodaUon With other spcdcs or long-legged water birds.
Storks that nest in the southeastern United States appear to represent a distinct
population. separate from the nearest breeding populaUon 1n Mc:x:iCO. Storks 1n the
southeastern U.S. population have recently (since 1980) nested Jn colonies scattered
throughqQt Florida. and at several central-southern Georgia and coastal South Carolina
sites. Bahded and color-marked storks from c~ and southern Florida colonies have
dispersed during non-breeding seasons as far north as southern Georgia, and the
coastal counties in South carolina and southeastern North carolina. and as far west as
central Alabama and northeastern M!sstssippl Storks from a colony in south-central
Georgia have Wintered. between southern Georgia and southern Florida. ThiS U.S.
nestlng population of wood ·storks was listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and
Wlldllfe Service on February 28, 1984 (FederalRegfster49(4):733 2-7335).
Wood storks use freshwater and estuar1ne wetlands as feeding, nesting, and roosting
sites. Although storks are not habitat spedalists. their needs are exacting enough. and
available habitat is 11m1ted enough. so that nesting success and the siZe of regional
populations are closely regulated by year-to-year dt1I'erences fn the quality and quantity
of suitable habitat. Storks arc especially sensitive to environmental conditions at
feeding sites: thus, birds may fly relatively long distances either dally or between
regions annually, sec1dng adequate food resources.
All available evidence suggests that regional declfnes in wood stork numbers have been
largely due to the loss or degradation of essentJal wetland habitat. An understanding of
the qualities of good stork habitat should help to focus protecUon efforts on those sites
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.

that are seasonanr important to regtonal populations or wood storks. Charactensucs of
feeding. nesting. and rooSting habitat. and management gu1del1nes for each, are
presented here by habitat type.
,

I.

Feedlnt habitat.
A major reason for the wood stork decllne has been the loss and degredatlon of
feeding habitat. Storks are espedally sensitiVe to any manipulation or a wetland
stte that results 1n either reduced amounts or changes 1n the tfm1ng of food
ava!labllity.

Storks feed pr1mar1ly (often almost excluSively) on smaD fish between 1 and 8
inches m length. Successful foraging sttes are those where the water 1s between
2 and 15 inches deep. Good feeding cond1Uons usually occur where water is.
· relaUvely-ca:lm·and--uncluttered···by dense ti!tekets··ohtqwrt.tcvegetaUon. Often a
· dropping water level is necessaty to concentrate f.tsh at suitable densities.
~ ·conversely. a rise m water. espedallywhen tt occurs.abruptly. disperses fish and
..:·reduces the value of a site as feecUng habttat.
.:.1be types or wetland sites that provide good feecUng cond1tlons for storks include:
dl)'ing marshes or stock ponds. shallow roadside or agricultural ditches, narrow
Udal creeks or shallow Udal pools. and depressions in cypress heads or swamp
sloughs. In fact, almost any shallow wetland depression where fish tend to
become concentrated, either through local reproduction or the consequences of
area diying. may be used by storks.
Nesting wood storks do most of thdr feeding tn wetlands between 5 and 40 miles
from the colony, and occasionally at distances as great as 75 miles. WitlUn this
colony foraging range and for the 110-150 day JJ!e of the colony. and dependtng
on'the size of the colony and the nature of the surrounding wetlands. anywhere
fr~ 50 to 200 d.l.fi'erent feeding sites may be used during the breeding season.
Non-breeding storks are free to travel much greater distances and remain 1n a
region only for as long as sWildent food 1s avaJlable. Whether used by breeders
or non-breeders. any smgle feed1ng site may at one ttme have small or large
numbers of storks (1 to 100+), and be used for one to many days, depending on
the quality and quantity of available food. Obviously. feedtng sites used by
_relatively large numbers of storks. and/or frequently used areas, potentlally are
<:the more important sites necessazy for the maintenance of a regional population
of birds.
· Differences between years in the seasonal distribution and amount of raJnfall
usually mean that storks will d1ffer between years 1n where and when they feed.
Successful nesting colonies are those that have a large number of feeding site
options. including sites that may be suitable only tn years of ratnfall extremes.
To ma1nta1n the wtde range of feed1ng Site options reqUireS that many d11I'erent
wetlands. with both relatiVely short and long annual hydropertods, be preserved.
For example, protecting only the larger wetlands. or those With longer annual
hydroperiods, w1Il result in the eventual loss or smaller. seemmgly less mportant
wetlands. However. these small scale wetlands are crudal as the only available
feed1ng sites durtng the wetter periods when the larger habitats are too deeply
flooded to be u~d by storks.
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II.

Nesttn& habitat.
Wood storks nest m colonies, and Will return to the same colony Site for many
years so long as that site and surround.tng feeding habitat continue to supply the
needs of the birds. Storks require between 110 and 150 days for the annual
nestmg cycle, from the period of courtship untJl the nestlings become
tndependent. Nesting activity may begin as early as December or as late as
March Jn southern Florida colonies, and between late February and April m
colonies located between central Flor1da and South Carolina. 'Ibus, full tenn
colonies may be act1ve untll June-July 1n south Florida. and as late as JulyAugust at more northern Sites. Colony sites may also be used for roosting by
storks during other times of the year.
Almost an recent nesting colonies m the southeastern u.s. have been located
either m· woody vegetation over standing ·water.· or on· '1slands· surrounded by
broad expanses of open water. The most domtnant vegetation Jn swamp colonies
has been cypress. although storks also nest m swamp ha.rdvioods and willows.
Nests Jn island colOnies may be m more diverse vegetation. 1ncludJng mangroves
(coastal), exouc spedes such as Australian ptne (ca.suartna) and BrazW.an Pepper
(Schtnus). or 1n low thickets of cactus (OpunttaJ. Nests are usually located 15-75
feet above ground, but may be much lower. espedally on island Sites when
vegetation 1s low.
Since at least the early 1970's. many colonies m the southeastern U.S. have been
located 1n swamps where \\"ater has been impounded due. to the constructiOn of
levees or roadways. Storks have also nested m dead and aymg trees 1n flooded
phosphate SUiface mines, or m low, woody vegetation oti mounded. dredge
islands. The use of these altered wetlands or completely "artifiCial" Sites suggests
that 1n some regions or years storks are unable to locate natural nestlng habitat
that Ss adequately flooded during the normal breeding season. The readiness
~ which storks will utilJ.ze water impoundments for nesting also suggests that
colony sites could be intentionally created and maintained through long-term site
management plans. Almost all impoundment sttes used by storks become
suitable for nesting only fortuitously. and therefore, these sites often do not
remain avallable to storks for many years.
In addition to the meversible impacts of drainage and destruction of nesting

habitat. the greatest threats to colony sites. are from human disturbance and
predation. Nesting storks show some variation 1n the levels of human actiVity
they will tolerate near a colony. In general~ nesting storks are more tolerant of
low levels of human actMty near a colony when nests are high 1n trees than
when they are low. and when nests contain partially or completely feathered
young than during the period between nest construction and the early nestling
period (adults still brooding). When adult storks are forced to leave their nests.
eggs or downy young may die quickly (<20 minutes) when exposed to direct sun
or rain.
Colonies located 1n flooded environments must rema1n flooded 1f they are to be
successful. Often water 1s between 3 and 5 feet deep in successful colonies
during the nesting season. Storks rarely form colonies. even 1n traditional
nesting sites. when they are diy. and may abandon nests 1f sites become dry
during the nesting period. Flooding in colOnies may be most Jmportant as a
defense against mammalian predators. Studies of stork colonies 1n Georgia and
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Florida havt .shown high rates of raccoon predatiOn when Sites drted durtng the
nesting period. A reasonably high water level in an actiVe colony 1s also a
deterrent agatnst both human and. domestic a.ruma1 intrusiOns.
Although nestmg wood storks usually do most feeding away from the colony site
(>5 miles). considerable stork act1v1ty does occur close to the colony during two
periods 1n the nesting c:yde. Adult storks conect almost an nest:tng material 1n
and near the colony. usually W1th1n 2500 feet. Newly fledged storks. near the
end of the nestmg cycle. spend from 1-4 weeks durmg the fledging process flying
locally in the colony area. and perched 1n nearby trees or marshy spots on the
ground. These birds return daily to their nests to be fed. It 1s essential that
these fledging birds have little or no disturbance as far our as one-half mile
within at least one or two quadrants from the colony. Both the adults, while
collecting nesting matertal. and the me:xperienced fledgllngs. do much low.
flapping fltght "W1tlUn 1h1s rac:Uus·Df'·tlre'"colony: ·At these "times;- Storks potentially
are much more llke1y to strike nearby towers or uUlity lines.
·

.·

Colony sites are not necessa.I1ly used annually. RegiOnal populatiOns of storks
· shift nesting locations between years. 1n response to year-to-year differences in
· food resources. Thus. regional populations require a range of options for nesting
sites. 1n order to successfully respond to food availabillty. Protection of colony
sites should continue. therefore. for sites that are not used m a gtven year.

m.

Roosting habitat.
Although wood storks tend to roost at Sites that are similar to those used for
nesting. they also use a wider range of site types for roosting than for nesting.
Non-breedJng storks. for example. may frequently change roosting sites in
response to changing feeding locations. and in the process. are incUned to accept
a l;>road range of relatiVely temporaiY roosting sites. Included m the list of
fr~quently used roosting locations are cypress "heads" or swamps (not
nec.essarily flooded 1f trees are tall). mangrove islands, expansive willow thickets
or Small. isOlated willow '1slands" in broad marshes. and on the ground either on
levees or 1n open marshes.

,,

Daily actMty patterns at a roost vary dependJng on the status of the storks using
the site. Non-breed1ng adults or ttnmature birds may remain 1n roosts durtng
major portions of some days. When storks are feeding close to a roost. they may
.remain on the feedJng grounds until almost dark before making the short flight.
Nesting storks traveling long distances (>40miles) to feedJng sites may roost at or
·.:near the latter. and return to the colony the next morning. Storks leaving roosts.
:especially when going long distances. tend to wait for mid-morning thermals to
develop before depart1ng.

IV.

-

Management zones and &uldellnes for feeding sites.
To the ma:dmum extent possible. feeding sites should be protected by adherence
to the folloWing protecUon zones and gutdel!nes:
A.

There should be no human intrusion into feeding sites when storks are
present. DependJng upon the amount of screening vegetation. human
actiVity should be no closer than between 300 feet (where solid vegetation
screens cx:f!3tl and 750 feet (no vegetatiOn screen).
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B. Feeding sites should not be subjected to Wa.ter management practtces that .
alter traditional wate,r levels or the seasonally nonnal drying patterns and
rates. Sharp rises 1n water·ievels are espedally disrupttve to feeding storks.
C. The introduction of contaminantS. fertilizers. or herbicides into wetlands that
contain stork feedJDg sites should be avoided. especially those compounds
that could adversely alter the diversity and numbers of native 1lshes. or that
could· substantially change the character1stics of aquatic vegetation.
Increase tn the density and height of emergent vegetation can degrade or
destroy sites as feeding habitat.
D. ConstruCtion of tall towers (especially with guy w1res) within three miles. or
~h power lines (espec1ally across long stretches of open country) within one
mile of major feeding sttes should be avoided.

v.

Management zones and £uldellnes for nesting colonles.
A.

1b1s 1S the most critical area. and must be managed
according to recommended guidelines to insure that a colony site survives.

Primary zone:

1. Size: The primaiy zone must extend between 1000 and 1500 feet 1n an
direct1ons from the actual colony boundartes when there are no Visual or
broad aquatic barriers, and never less than 500 feet even when there are
strong vtsual or aquatic barriers. The e.uct width of the pr1maiy zone 1n
each d.1rect1on from the colony can vary within. this range, depending on
the amount of Visual screen (tall trees) suiTOunding the colony, the
amount of relatively deep. open water between the colony and the nearest
human actiVity, and the nature of the nearest human act1v1ty. In
general. storks forming new colonies are more tolerant of e:xisting human
actiVity, than they will be of new human act1v1ty that begtns after the
colony has formed
1'1
'

2. Recommended RestriCtions:
a.

b.

Any of the following actMties within the primary zone. at any time of
the year, are likely to be detr1mental to the colony:
(1)

Any lumbertng or other removal of vegetation. and

(2)

Any actMty that reduces .the area. depth. or length of flooding
1n wetlands under and surrounding the colony. except where
periodic (less than annual) water control may be required to
maintain the health of the aquauc. woody vegetation. and

(3)

The construction of any building. roadway. tower. power line,
canal. etc.

The followtng actiVities Within the p11mary zone are likely to be
detrimental to a colony if they occur when the colony 1S aCtive:
(1)

Any unauthorized human entry closer than 300 feet of the
colony, and
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B.

• (2)

Any increase or in'egular pattern fn human act1v1ty anywhere fn
the prmwy zone. and .

(3)

Any increase or ttngular pattern in act:Mty by antmals,
1ncluding Uvestock or pets. in the colony, and

(4)

Any aircraft operation closer than 500 feet of the colony:

Secondal y Zone:
Restrictions 1n this zone are needed to m1n1m1ze
disturban ces that might impact the pi1maly zone, and to protect essential
areas outside of the primaly zone. The secondar y zone may be used by
storks for ·coDectmg nesting material, for roosting, loafing, and feeding
(especlally tmportan t to newlY fledged young), and may be tmportan t
screen between the colony and areas of relatiVely intense human acttvUiesas. a

1. Size: The secondar y zone should range outward from the, primaly zone
1()()()..2000 feet. or to a radius of 2500 feet of the outer edge of the
colony.
2. Recomm ended RestriCtions:

a.

Activ1tics 1n the secondar y zone which may be detrtmcn tal to nesting

wood storks tnclude:
(1)

Any fncrease fn human activities above the level that existed fn
the year when the colony first formed. espec1ally when Visual
screens are lacking. and

(2)

Any alteration fn the area's hydrology that might cause changes
in the pt1maly zone, and

(3)

Any substanti al (>20 percent) decrease 1n the area of wetlands
and woods of potential value to storks for roosting and feeding. ·

I : ~<

'

b.

In addition. the probability that low flying storks. or 1nexpertenced,
newly-fledged young w1ll st:r1ke tall obstruCtions. requtres that hightension poWer lines be no closer than one mUe (especially across
open country or 1n wetlands) and tall trans-mis sion towers no closer
than 3 miles from acttve colonies. Other act1V1tles. including busy
highways and commercial and residentia l buildings may be present
1n 11m1ted portions of the secondar y zone at the time that a new
colony first forms. Although storks may tolerate existing levels of

human aCtiVities, 1t 1S tmportan t that these human actMUes not
expand substanti ally.

VI.

Roosting site pldellne s.

The general character tstics and temporal )' use-patte rns of many stork roosting sites
limit the number of specific managem ent recomme ndations that are possible:
A

Avoid human act:Mties within 500-1000 feet of roost sites durtng seasons of
the year and times of the day when storks may be present. Nocturna l
· actlvtties Jn ~euve roosts may be espcdally disruptive.
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B. Protect"the vegetative and hydrological charactel1st1cs of the more important
roostillg sites--those. used annually and/or used by flocks of 25 or more
storks. Potent1ally. roosting sites may. some day. become nesting sites.

vn.

Legal Considerations.

A.

Federal Statutes
The U.S. breedJng population o! the wood stork 1S protected by the
Endangered Spedes Act of 1973. as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.)(Act),
The population was lJsted as endangered on February 28. 1984 (49 Federal
Regi.$ter 7332): wood storks breeding 1n Alabama. Florida. Georgia. and
South Carolina are protected by the Al!t.
Section 9 oftllc Endangered Specicsr-Act·of,..1973;.a& amended. states that 1t
1S unlawful !or any person subject to the Jur1sdict1on of the United States to
take (defined as "harass, harm. pursue. hunt. shoot. wound, ldll, trap.
capture. or collect. or to attempt to engage 1n any such conduct."') any listed
spectes anywhere W1th1n the United States.
The wood stork 1s also federally protected by 1tS ltst1ng (50 CFR 10.13) under
the Migratory BJrd Treaty Act (167 U.S.C. 703-711). which prohibits the
taldng, ldll1ng or possession of migratory birds except as permitted.

B.

State Statutes
1. State of Alabama

'

Section 9-11-232 of Alabama's FiSh. Game. and Wlld11fe regulations
curtails the possession. sale. and purchase of wild birds. "Any person.
fum, assOCiation. or corporation who takes, catches, kills or has 1n
possession at any tttne. liVing or dead. any protected wild bird not a
game bJrd or who sells or offers for sale. buys. purchases or offers to buy
or purchase any such bird or exchange same !or anything of value· or
who shall sell or expose !or sale or buy any part of the plumage, skin. or
body of any bird protected by the laws of this state or who shall take or
w1llfuUy destroy ·the nests of any wlld bird or who shall have such nests
or eggs of such birds 1n h1s possession. except as otherw1se provided by
law, shall be guilty of a miSdemeanor•••
Section 1 of the Alabama Nongame Species Regulation (Regulation 87GF-7) includes the wood stork m the l1st of nongame spedes covered by
paragraph (4). " It shall be unlawful to take. capture. ldll. possess. sell,
trade for anything of monetary value. or offer to sell or trade for anythtng
of monetary value. the followtng nongame Wildlife species (or any parts or
reproduct.tve products of such spedes) without a sdentiftc collection
permit and written perlnission from the Commissioner. Department of
Conservauon and Natural Resources. •••"

2. State of Florida
Rule 39-4.001 of the Florida wncwre Code prohibits "taking, attempting
to take: pursuing. hunUng. molesting, captunng, or ldlling (collectively
de!med ·as "taldng"). transporting. storing. serving, buysng, selling.
B-10
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possessmg, or wantonly or wJll1ng1y wasung any wildlife ·or freshwater
flsh or their nests, eggs, young. -homes, or dens except as spedflcally
provided for tn other rules of Chapter 39, Florida AdminJst:rattve Code.
Rule 39-27.011 of the Florida Wildl!fe Code prohibits "k::Jlmg, attempting
to ldll. or wounding any endangered speCies." The "'filda1 Ltsts or
Endangered and Potentially Endangered Fauna and Flora tn Florida"
dated 1 July 1988, inCludes the wood stork. listed as "endang~" by
the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Cotmntsston.
3~

State of Georgia
Section 27-1-28 of the Conservation and Natural Resources Code states
that "Except as otherwtse provided by law, rule, or regulation. tt shan be
unlawful..to .. huut.. .trap~..1lsh, .take, possess, or _transport any nongame
speC1es of wildlife. ••"
SecUon 27·1·30 states that. "Except as otherwise provided by law or
regulation, tt shall be unlawful to disturb, mutilate, or destroy the dens,
holes, or homes or any wildl!fe: •
SecUon 27-3-22 states. 1n part. "It shall be unlawful for any person to
hunt. trap, take, possess. sell. purchase, ship, or transport any hawk.
eagle. owl. or any other bird or any part. nest. or egg thereof...".
·

'/

The wood stork ts listed as endangered pursuant to the EndaDgered
Wildl!fe Act of 1973 (Section 27·3·130 of the Code). Section 391-4-13.06 of the Rules and Regulations of the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources prohibits harassment. capture, sale, ldlling. or other actions
whlch directly cause the death of amma1 speCies protected under the
Endangered Wildl!fe Act. The destruction of habitat of protected spedes
on public lands ts also prohibited.
4. State of South Carolina
·~

...

Section 50-15-40 of the South Carolina Nongame and Endangered
SpeCies Conservation Act states, "Except as otherwiSe provided tn thiS chapter, 1t shall be unlawful for any person to take, possess. transport.
export. process, sen. or offer of sale or ship. and for any common or
contract carrier lmoWingly to transport or receive for shipment any
species or subspeCies of w1ldl1fe appearing on any of the following lists:
( 1)
the list of wildlife indigenous .to the State. determined to be
endangered Within the State...(2) the United States' J.Jst of Endangered
NatiVe Fish and Wildlife... (3) the United States' List of Endangered
Foretgn Fish and Wildlife ..."
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
Alligator snapping turtle
(Macrochelys temminckii)
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ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE
(Macroclemys temmincki)
Range:

Coastal plain from S.E. Georgia and Florida panhandle to E. Texas,
north to Iowa and Indiana. In Florida, found only from Santa Fe and
Suwannee River northwest throughout the panhandle.

Habitat:

Typically deep rivers and canals; also found in lakes and swamps.
Especially located near deep running water and occasionally brackish
water.

Diet:

Fish, snails, mussels. Stalks anything it can capture and swallow,
including other turtles. Also scavenges and feed upon carrion.

Status:

Florida species of special concern. Protected from commercial collecting
or exportation in Florida.

Approx.
Dimensions
of Adult:

Length: 28 inches/head's maximum width 9 inches
Weight: up to 200 lbs.
Carapace: up to 28 inches

Lifespan:

60 years in captivity

Reproduction:

Breeding: February to April. Mates underwater. Lays one clutch of 1040 spherical eggs in flask-shaped earthen cavity a short distance from
water's edge from April to June. Incubation takes 11½ -16 weeks.

This is probably one of the largest freshwater turtles in
the world. Its head, which is not fully retractable, is
very large with a strong hooked beak. The tail is very
long and rounded. The males are ultimately larger than
the females. It is a highly aquatic animal, only the
nesting females are known to leave the water. While
submerged it tends to be a bottom walker rather than a
swimmer.
The alligator snapping turtle has an unusual way of
attracting its prey. It has a unique pink wormlike
structure on its tongue, which becomes bright pink
when filled with blood. It will rest quietly on the
bottom with its mouth agape. The turtle moves its
underlying muscles to make the "lure" wriggle. Fish
swimming between the sharp horny jaws to investigate
are caught by a swift snap. As the turtle ages the lure darkens and may be of less importance
to adults.
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
Timber rattlesnake
(Crotalus horridus)
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
Crotalus horridus
Identification, Status, Ecology, and Conservation in the Midwest
IDENTIFICATION
General Appearance
Timber Rattlesnakes have the characteristic
rattlesnake features: a large, angular head,
heat-sensing facial pits, and a rattle at the tip of
the tail. The color pattern appearance of adults is
highly variable, with ground coloration ranging
from yellow and brown, to gray or black. All
timbers possess dark, often chevron shaped,
crossbands along the dorsal surface. In black
individuals the crossbands may be less distinct and
difficult to see. Ground coloration darkens
posteriorly, and all timbers have uniform black
or dark brown tails regardless of head or
ground coloration. Dark bands behind the eyes
can be found in some individuals, as can a rust
colored middorsal stripe running from head to tail.
Juvenile timbers are patterned with dark
Dark, often chevron-shaped, crossbands
crossbands, but are always gray in ground
are characteristic features of the
coloration. Color patterns diverge as the snake
Timber Rattlesnake.
ages and grows. Adult Timber Rattlesnakes are
Photos by S. Gibson.
large stout-bodied snakes that can reach
lengths of 50 to 60 inches depending on geographic location.

Subspecies
There is considerable debate as to whether Timber Rattlesnakes can be taxonomically
divided into two subspecies: the northern subspecies, C. h. horridus, containing the black
and yellow color phases, and the southern subspecies, C. h. atricaudatus, or canebrake
rattlesnake. At this time however, most researchers lean towards leaving all variants
together as one species.

Center for Reptile and Amphibian Conservation and Management
Science Building, Indiana University-Purdue University
2101 East Coliseum Blvd, Fort Wayne, IN 46805-1499
http://herpcenter.ipfw.edu
herps@ipfw.edu
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
Confusing Species
Range alone is often adequate to identify this snake, as it is frequently the only
rattlesnake in much of the central and eastern portions of the United States.
However, in the Midwest, three other rattlesnake species have overlapping ranges with
the Timber Rattlesnake: the Eastern Massasauga (Sistrurus catenatus catenatus), the
Western Massasauga (S. c. tergeminus), and the Western Pygmy Rattlesnake (S. miliarius
streckeri). Because all three snakes are closely related, they will be described together
after a brief overview of their ranges.
Within the Midwest, Eastern Massasaugas range across the northern halves of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, north along the eastern edges of Iowa, northeastern and east central
Missouri, and southern Minnesota. As such, Timber Rattlesnakes and Eastern
Massasaugas do not generally occur in close association with each other within this area.
This separation is further enhanced by the fact that Eastern Massasaugas generally prefer
wetter habitats than timbers. However, range overlap does occur in parts of Illinois,
Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The Western Massasauga only occurs within
the Midwest in southwest Iowa and northwest and northcentral Missouri. Within this
range the Western Massasauga generally prefers wetter habitats than timbers. Finally, the
range of the Western Pygmy Rattlesnake within the Midwest is confined to southern
counties of Missouri and into the eastern Ozarks. The Western Pygmy Rattlesnake is
also usually associated with water.
Massasaugas and Pygmy Rattlesnakes belong to the genus Sistrurus, and as such can
readily be identified from Timber Rattlesnakes, and all other members of the genus
Crotalus, by the presence of nine large, plate-like scales on the top of the head. This
is in contrast to numerous tiny scales on the heads of rattlesnakes in the genus Crotalus.
In addition, the heads of Massasaugas and Pygmy Rattlesnakes are noticeably more
rounded and proportionally smaller than timbers. Overall, massasauga and pygmy
rattlesnakes are considerably smaller than timbers. In fact, these rattlesnakes rarely grow
to more than two feet in length.

The Eastern Massasauga has a blotched dorsal
pattern. Photo by A. Fortin.

Eastern Massasaugas have a blotched
pattern of rounded dark spots on a dark
gray background and Western
Massasaugas have a similar pattern on
a light brown or pale background color.
Both patterns are in sharp contrast to the
barring of timbers. Western Pygmy
Rattlesnakes are similarly spotted with
background colors ranging from gray to
black and brown to even reddish.
Although this spotting pattern is generally
easily distinguished from the barring of
timbers, the spots of Western Pygmy
Rattlesnakes may be thinner than those of
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
massasaugas and appear more like bars than spots. Finally, both Pygmy rattlesnakes and
Massasaugas possess a white-rimmed, dark stripe that runs through or near the eye and
down the face. While similar postorbital bars may be present in Timber Rattlesnakes,
they are never rimmed with white.

Copperheads have an hourglass pattern
along their dorsum. They also lack a
caudal rattle. Photo by S. Gibson.

Eastern Hog-nosed Snakes may also
have similar coloration to timbers,
however they lack the characteristic
rattle. Photo by J. Sage.

Several other heavy bodied snakes such as the
Copperhead (Agkistrodon contortrix) and the
Eastern Hognosed Snake (Heterodon
platirhinos) can occupy the same habitat as
Timber Rattlesnakes and may look
superficially like timbers. Additionally, some
snakes such as Milksnakes (Lampropeltis
triangulum) and certain watersnakes (Nerodia
spp.) may have similar coloration with blotched
or banding patterns. However, all of these snakes
lack rattles and have tails that come to relatively
sharp points at the tip. Even if a rattlesnake has
had its rattles broken off, it will still possess a tail
that comes to an abrupt, squared off end.
Finally, it is not uncommon for non-venomous
snakes such as the Eastern Racer (Coluber
constrictor) and Milksnakes, or even the
venomous Copperhead, to vigorously shake their
tails in debris or dry leaves producing a rattle-like
sound. However, true rattlesnakes when
provoked to rattle, will always hold their rattle
vertical off of the ground.

DISTRIBUTION AND STATUS
Distribution
Timber Rattlesnakes have a wide
distribution ranging from New
Hampshire south to Florida, west to
Texas, and north through
southeastern Nebraska to southeast
Minnesota. However, despite this
large range, most Timber Rattlesnakes
are found in increasingly isolated
populations, especially towards the
western and northern fringes of their
range.
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
Within the Midwest, Timber Rattlesnakes populations are extremely fragmented.
In Ohio, Timber Rattlesnakes are confined to the hilly southcentral portion of the state,
though until recently, they also existed along the Catawba and Marblehead peninsulas
and nearby islands along Lake Erie’s south shore. In Indiana and Illinois, Timber
Rattlesnakes are similarly primarily confined to the hilly regions in the south with
scattered populations across unglaciated areas of southcentral Indiana and the Shawnee
Hills of Illinois.
Timber Rattlesnakes are also found along the forested river bluffs of the Mississippi
River in Illinois, and their range extends up through Iowa and into Wisconsin and
Minnesota via this corridor. In Iowa, Timber Rattlesnakes are also found away from
the Mississippi River at various locations in the southern third of the state. In Wisconsin
and Minnesota, timbers are confined to the areas surrounding the Mississippi River
corridor. In Missouri, Timber Rattlesnakes have a statewide distribution, though regional
extirpations have occurred and small timber populations are now scattered across the
state. Michigan is the only state in the Midwest not to have Timber Rattlesnakes.
Although not federally listed as Threatened, the Timber Rattlesnake is recognized
as imperiled throughout the Midwest. It is listed as Endangered by the states of Indiana
and Ohio, and Threatened in Illinois and Minnesota. Timbers are classified as non-listed
Protected Wild Animals in Wisconsin, and receive no special protection in Missouri,
though all herpetofauna is protected against indiscriminate killing in Missouri. The
Timber Rattlesnake is not protected in Iowa, as Iowa law specifically states that Timber
Rattlesnakes shall not be protected. Outside of the Midwest, status varies, with many
states in the northeast offering legal protection and many southern states affording no
special protection to Timber Rattlesnakes. Experts agree that the Timber Rattlesnake
is in trouble throughout most of it s range. However, the fact that it is large and
poisonous may preclude federal protection.

ECOLOGY
Habitat
Timber Rattlesnakes are generally associated with eastern deciduous or mixed
deciduous/coniferous forest in rugged terrain. However, because of the timber’s wide
geographic distribution, there is considerable variation in habitat due to local differences
in floral communities and geology, giving each area unique characteristics. In the
Midwest Timber Rattlesnakes are most commonly found in mature forest in rugged, hilly,
sometimes rocky terrain, or along rock bluffs and forest surrounding river corridors or
riparian areas.
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
In southcentral Indiana, where much of the
Midwest research on Timber Rattlesnakes has
taken place, timbers occur in large tracts of welldeveloped oak hickory forest in steeply dissected
ridge/valley terrain. In this location, exposed rock
is scarce, and as such, is rarely used by timbers. In
other parts of the Midwest, rocky areas appear to
make up a greater percentage of the available
habitat, and are often used by resident timbers for
early spring basking and gestating young.
Habitat preference of the Timber Rattlesnake is
highly influenced by reproductive condition.
Although non-gravid timbers rarely leave the
confines of closed-canopy forest, gravid females
tend to use open, sparsely forested, sometimes
rocky areas for gestating young. In Indiana, gravid
females were also found to frequently utilize the
inside of large hollow logs within these open areas.
Such site selection likely provides the pregnant
snakes with optimal environmental conditions,
such as warmth, humidity, and a more stable
microclimate, for embryo development.

Timber Rattlesnakes inhabit eastern
deciduous forests. Note snake in
foreground. Photo by S. Gibson.

Age class also appears to be a factor in
Timber Rattlesnake habitat selection.
Juvenile timbers prefer areas with more
complete canopy closure than adult snakes
and often associate with structures offering
cover such as logs, shrubs, or woody debris.
Some juvenile snakes have even been
observed to spend considerable time above
ground in trees and shrubs, a behavior that is
rare, but not unheard of, in larger adults.

Juvenile Timbers may use trees and shrubs for
refuge. Photo by S. Gibson.

Hibernacula and Denning
The Timber Rattlesnake is highly dependent on the existence of suitable winter
denning habitat. In rocky areas, entry into dens may consist of cracks and fissures in
rocks or talus and scree slopes. However, in areas where rock is scarce, such as the Pine
Barrens of New Jersey, timbers may even use streambeds or eroded stream banks. In
southcentral Indiana, where exposed rocks and rock outcrops are also scarce, snakes
access hibernacula on steep hillsides where fallen trees or surface erosion have exposed
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
the lip of underlying bedrock layers and corresponding rock fissures. Absence of
suitable den sites is likely a chief determinant of the historical range of the Timber
Rattlesnake, and may help to explain why the species is restricted to the hillier,
relatively unglaciated regions of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and river bluffs further west,
where exposed rock and suitable den structures are more abundant.
Timber Rattlesnakes generally den communally, and in some areas dens may be
utilized by many snakes. Additionally, dens used by Timber Rattlesnakes may also be
used by other species of snakes such as Copperheads and Eastern Racers, making them
important structures for numerous species. Reports suggest that some dens in the east
historically had more than 100 to 200 snakes at one den site. Today, however, most dens
appear to have only a fraction of their historical numbers.
Den ingress in the fall usually
occurs in late September or earlymid October, and snakes typically
emerge in the spring by late April
or early May. Timber populations
in the north or at high elevations
generally arrive earlier to the dens in
the fall and leave later in the spring
than populations further south or at
lower elevations.
Timber Rattlesnakes show a high
Hibernacula site in Indiana
degree of fidelity to the same den
Photo by Z. Walker
site and studies have shown that
Timber Rattlesnakes frequently return to the same den every year. Walker (2000)
and Gibson (2003) both found that 100% of all snakes tracked for consecutive years in
Indiana returned to the same den from which they emerged, including juvenile snakes.

Patterns of Movement
Adult Timber Rattlesnakes travel extensive distances during the active season,
though there is considerable variation between sexes. The area used by adult males
over this time is considerably larger than that of females of the same age class. Research
has found adult male Timber Rattlesnakes to use areas of approximately 200 ha and
travel more than 6000m in the course of an active season (Reinert and Zappalorti 1988,
Gibson 2003). Area use by male timbers is among the largest of any studied snake
species. By comparison, non-gravid, adult females will typically use much smaller areas
than adult males during the active season; a typical female will use an area of 30 to 40 ha
(Reinert and Zappalorti 1988, Gibson 2003).
Differences in movements and area use between adult males and non-gravid females
are largely attributed to the propensity of males to make lengthy movements during
the mating season of late July and August. During this time, males frequently make
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
long migrations in search of females, and will triple their movement rates from earlier
months and often expand their range. In contrast, females show little, if any, range
expansion or movement increases at this time. Both male and female adult timbers
exhibit strong tendencies to use the same areas each year and may overlap movement
paths from one year to the next.
Reproductive condition also has a dramatic
effect on Timber Rattlesnake movements.
Female timbers have been found to greatly
reduce movement and area use when gravid.
In a study of timbers in Indiana, gravid females
greatly reduced movements almost four-fold in
late summer and characteristically remained in
or near clearings or forest gaps until giving birth
in early fall. Such behavior is likely in response
to finding suitable areas for gestating young that
may be rare across the landscape (see habitat
section above). Additionally, pregnancy may
limit the snake’s ability to disperse or may make
traveling dangerous.

Male Timber Rattlesnakes make lengthy
movements during the mating season in
search of females. Photo by S. Gibson.

Juvenile snakes rarely travel far from the
vicinity of their respective dens and use
significantly smaller areas than adult timbers
over the active season. A typical juvenile snake
may traverse an area of 5 to 10 ha in a given
activity season (Gibson 2003).

Reproduction
Timber Rattlesnakes, like all
rattlesnakes, do not lay eggs but give
birth to “live” young. Litter size tends
to vary geographically, but is typically
from 5 to 15 young (discussed in Brown
1993). The mating season for Timber
Rattlesnakes generally lasts from late
July through August, during which
time male timbers make extensive
moves in search of receptive females.
Although mating takes place in late
summer, females will not give birth until
the fall of the following year. It is likely
that they overwinter with the sperm and
that the eggs are fertilized in the spring.

During courtship males will “chin tap” the dorsal
surface of females. Photo by S. Gibson.
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
Females are not reproductively receptive until they are relatively old for a snake. In
a northern population, Brown (1991) found that female timbers were between 7 and 11
years old before their first reproduction. Age to first reproduction is generally shorter in
more southerly populations. Male timbers usually reach reproductive maturity at
approximately six years of age (Brown 1995).
Female Timber Rattlesnakes reproduce on an approximately triennial (three year)
cycle. Such intervals coupled with a late age at first reproduction, mean that the
reproductive output of a single female over a lifetime is relatively low. Timber
Rattlesnakes in captivity may live to be over 30 years old but typically live to around 20
years in the wild. As such, a female may only reproduce three or four times in a lifetime.

Diet and Foraging
Timber Rattlesnakes feed primarily on small mammals. Clark (2002) found that the
diet of Timber Rattlesnakes varies geographically and is highly dependent on what
mammalian prey are available. In the Midwest, voles, chipmunks, and even squirrels
appear to make up a large part of the timber’s diet. Timbers have also been known to
consume birds and even other reptiles and amphibians. However, ingestion of these prey
items is rare and constitutes only a small fraction of their diet.

Timbers often forage with their heads resting on
the side of a mammal runway, such as this log.
Photo by S. Gibson.

Timber Rattlesnakes are sit-and-wait
predators that rely on remaining
motionless and their cryptic
coloration to ambush prey. Timbers
use their highly developed sense of
smell to actively search out sent trails
left by small mammals. Frequently,
timbers will position themselves along
side a fallen log that has been used as a
mammal runway with their heads resting
perpendicular to the log. In this posture,
the snake has the ability to sense
vibrations on the log, detect prey
visually, and also has a large field of
infrared radiation detection using its
heat sensing pits.

Timber Rattlesnakes are bite and release predators, meaning that upon striking their
victim, they envenomate and release, then wait for the prey to die. Using their keen sense
of smell once again, timbers are able to scent trail their dead or dying prey to where they
have fallen and consume it.
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
THREATS TO TIMBER RATTLESNAKES
Because of low reproductive output, Timber Rattlesnake populations are extremely
fragile and susceptible to degradation by human activities. Though most populations
of timbers are now restricted to more remote locations, encroachment by human
development and habitat destruction is the most serious threat to Timber Rattlesnakes.
Of particular concern is the protection of den sites, which are often rare or widely
dispersed across the landscape. Because timbers den communally, habitat destruction
at a den may mean the loss of numerous snakes, and may thus critically imperil a
population. In addition, the construction of roads in known timber habitat claims the
lives of many snakes, especially during late summer when male timbers search for
females.
Collecting and deliberate killing of Timber Rattlesnakes is also a chief threat. While
large-scale killing and collecting of timbers in the Midwest is predominately a thing of
the past, populations in the east and further south have suffered tremendously from such
activities. However, because of the low population levels in many areas, even low-level
harvests may have a pronounced effect. Additionally, due to the propensity of gravid
females to utilize more open habitat than non-gravid timbers, pregnant snakes are often
the ones found and killed or collected.

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
Timber Rattlesnakes are not drawn to areas with expansive openings in the forest
canopy. As a consequence, clear-cutting is to be avoided in areas being managed for
these snakes. Select cutting of ten percent or less of such areas is preferable. Timbers
may make use of small openings and trail edges to bask and to gestate young. Debris
such as fallen logs should be left in place, since timbers and other animals will use it
for foraging and shelter.
In areas where timbers do occur, management activities such as trail maintenance
should be timed to reduce impacts to the snakes. For example, in Indiana, gravid
females and even shedding snakes frequently utilize trail edges for basking. As a
consequence, activities such as using a brush hog to clear trailsides may result in
mortality. Waiting until late fall or winter would likely negate any chance of killing a
snake. Additionally, known den sites should be strictly protected and activities or
disturbance should never take place in the vicinity of a den as these areas are
critical for Timber Rattlesnake survival.
Knowledge of Timber Rattlesnake ecology can also be used to help keep humans
and snakes apart. While in many areas we would want to use the above
recommendations to improve Timber Rattlesnake habitat, the reverse strategy can be
applied around buildings to discourage them. Because timbers frequently select habitat
with complete canopy, fallen logs, and ground vegetation, removal of these
components around human structures and campsites will make those areas less
attractive to snakes. Such areas would further be enhanced by establishing a lawn or
Page 9 of 12
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TIMBER RATTLESNAKE
removing some tree. A buffer of 10 yards/meters should be adequate to deter almost all
of these snakes. Implementing these strategies around roads may also help to curb road
related timber fatalities. Finally, keeping the sides of popular trails may also help to
reduce snake-human encounters in these areas.
Relocating Timber Rattlesnakes long distances should be avoided. Research has
shown that Timber Rattlesnake survival is greatly decreased when they have been moved
outside of the area they are familiar with. Such moves cause the snake to actively search
for familiar landmarks and frequently results in decreased foraging, increased disease,
and failure to find suitable hibernacula in the fall. On the other hand, short distance
translocations on the order of several hundred meters or less have been shown to have
few detrimental effects. Implementing this technique alleviates the perceived the risk
the snake might pose where it was found, removes the snake itself from danger, yet
does not displace the snake from familiar surroundings.
In the long run, education may be the most important strategy in conservation and
management of the Timber Rattlesnake. Most people are rather misinformed about
the biology and ecology of timbers. Though timbers are generally docile snakes choosing
to remain motionless or flee rather than strike, most people see them as cold-blooded
killers. By successfully informing the public, especially those who live in close
proximity to populations, that these animals are an integral part of the ecosystem and
pose little threat to humans, conservation efforts will be met with much greater success.

WHAT IF YOU ARE BITTEN BY A TIMBER RATTLER?
The bite of a Timber Rattlesnake is a serious thing and should be addressed
immediately. Deaths from venomous snakebite in the US are rare, but complications due
to local tissue death is a very real problem, and death is truly a possibility. Despite their
shy demeanor and hesitancy to bite under most circumstances, they will do so when
harassed or handled. The most important thing to do initially is to stay as calm as
possible. Someone should get the bite victim to a hospital as soon as possible. No
incisions at or around the wound should be made, nor should a tourniquet be applied. If
possible, the bite should be kept below level with the heart, and if the bit is on a finger,
toe, or limb, then an area just a little closer to the heart can be firmly but not tightly
wrapped as you would a sprain. For example, the wrist of a person might be wrapped if
the bite was on the hand. You should also call ahead to the hospital if possible to let
them know you are coming.
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Great Trinity Forest Management Plan
Threatened and Endangered
Species
Texas horned lizard
(Phrynosoma cornutum)
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Horned Lizards
by Eric R. Pianka and Wendy L. Hodges
Erroneously called "horny toads," horned lizards are bizarre,
spiny, ant-eating lizards unlike any other lizards in North
America. Fourteen species are currently recognized, 8 of which
are found within the continental USA (one reaches southern
Canada), and 6 other little-known species are restricted to
Mexico (one reaches Guatemala). Most horned lizard species are well
represented in the fossil record by the Pleistocene (1 million years ago, mya),
P. cornutum is found in the upper Pliocene (3 mya), and P. douglasi is known
from the mid Miocene (15 mya). Three species went extinct in the late
Pliocene-early Pleistocene, long before there were any humans. The genus is
thought to have split from an ancestor shared with the sand lizards (Uma,
Callisaurus, Cophosaurus, and Holbrookia) during the late Oligocene-early
Miocene (23- 30 mya).

Humans and horned lizards have shared each other's company for thousands of
years. This relationship is recorded from Anasazi, Hohokam, Mogollon, and
Mimbres cultures through their use of horned lizard images on pottery,
petroglyphs, effigy bowls, figures, and shells. Hopi, Navajo, Papago, Pima,
Tarahumara and Zuni cultures portray horned lizards in their ceremonies and
stories as symbols of strength. Piman people believe horned lizards can cure
them of a staying sickness by appealing to the lizard's strength and showing
their respect to the animal. They formulate a cure by singing at a patient's side
songs describing the lizards and their behaviors. A horned lizard fetish may be
placed on an afflicted person's body during the songs. Native Mexican people
also respect horned lizards attributing the words, "Don't tread on me! I am the
color of the earth and I hold the world; therefore walk carefully, that you do not
tread on me." A Mexican common name for horned lizards is "torito de la
Virgen" or the Virgin's little bull. This name apparently was given to the lizards
both because of their horns and because horned lizards are sacred to many
people due to their blood squirting behaviors, otherwise considered weeping
tears of blood.
These interesting lizards were first introduced to European audiences in 1651
by the Spaniard Francisco Hernandez. Hernandez was fortunate to observe a
living individual which squirted blood from its eyes -- he noted this behavior in
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his report on the first scientific expedition to Mexico by Spain. Over a century
later in 1767, a Mexican cleric of Spanish descent, Clavigero, also showed his
wonder of horned lizards in his illustrated volumes of Mexican history. Still
later, in 1828 Wiegmann coined the official scientific generic name
Phrynosoma, which is Greek for toad-bodied (phrynos means "toad", soma
means "body").
Species descriptions
Horned lizard species are distinct and easily recognized from each other.
Arrangement of occipital and temporal horns on the head are enough to
distinguish species, but other features such as number of rows of lateral,
abdominal fringe scales and dorsal scale patterns are helpful, too. Color or
color patterns generally are not good distinguishing features because these
lizards are extremely variable and tend to match the color of the sand or rocks
in their local environment. However, color can be used in certain circumstances
as stated in species' descriptions below. The geographic ranges described below
are based on historic records and do not reflect species' current distributions.
Ranges of most species have been severely reduced.

Phrynosoma asio, Long Spined Horned Lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•

Two rows of abdominal fringe scales
Three rows of large conical scales widely separated on the dorsum
Gular scales arranged in serrated longitudinal series
Large keeled ventral scales numbering 30-35 across the widest point
constitute a formidable armor.
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Geographic Distribution: This is the largest species attaining snout-to-vent
length (SVL) of 115 mm and total length of 202 mm (8 inches). It occurs in
southern Mexico from Colima through coastal Michoacan, Guerrero, Oaxaca,
to Chiapas, and in the Balsas Basin. It is recorded from Guatemala.
Phrynosoma boucardi
Diagnostic Characters:
•
•
•
•

Two long occipital spines that project vertically
Temporal spines relatively long, projecting horizontally
Superciliary region elevated
Weakly keeled gular scales

While this species has been recognized as distinct, it has also been relegated to
the subspecies P. orbiculare boucardi because the morphological characters
that diagnose it are found on intermediate forms in the P. orbiculare group,
although not all characters are found together. P. orbiculare is a wide ranging
species and occurs very near specimens called P. boucardi More information is
needed to sort out the taxonomy of P. boucardi.
Phrynosoma braconnieri
Diagnostic Characters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Two moderately developed occipital spines, short, heavy, separated
Temporal horns very reduced
Very short tail
All ventral scales keeled
Nostrils in the line of the canthus rostralis

Geographic Distribution: This very rare horned lizard occurs in pine-oak
woodland and xeric thorn-scrub of Puebla and Oaxaca, Mexico. It may inhabit
Veracruz.
Phrynosoma cornutum: Texas horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single pair of occipital spines
Two rows of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Enlarged modified dorsal scales with 4 distinct keels
Single row of enlarged gular scales
Keeled non-mucronate ventral scales
Postrictal scale absent
White middorsal stripe

Geographic Range: From central Kansas, extreme southwestern Missouri, and
the southeastern corner of Colorado southward and westward throughout most
of Oklahoma and Texas (including coastal barrier islands), southeastern half of
New Mexico and southeastern corner of Arizona to Mexican states of Sonora,
Chihuahua, Durango, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosi, and
Zacatecas.
Phrynosoma coronatum: Coast horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•

•
•
•

Two rows of lateral abdominal fringe scales
• Two occipital spines, 3-4 times longer than basal width,
not in contact
• 4-5 temporal spines
Smooth ventral scales
Three or more rows of enlarged gular scales
Mate belly to belly

Geographic Range: From central California, west of the Sierra Nevada south
throughout southern California, west of the Mojave desert, throughout Baja
California, west of the Sierra Juarez and Sierra San Pedro Martir, Mexico. Up
to six subspecies of P. coronatum have been recognized throughout its range.
One subspecies has also been named a unique öspeciesä (its taxonomic status is
in doubt), P. cerroense, which occurs on the Pacific island, Isla de Cedros.
Phrynosoma ditmarsi: Rock horned lizard
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Diagnostic Features:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Occipital and temporal horns reduced to flaring expansions
Deep and narrow occipital notch
High post-orbital ridge
Large vertical expansion of the mandibles
Bare tympanum in the anterior neck fold posterior to a vertical row of
four spines
One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales surrounded by prominent
scales

Geographic Range: Northern Mexico at rocky sites in oak and oak-pine
woodlands and short-tree Sinaloan deciduous forest along the western aspect of
the Sierra Madre Occidental in the State of Sonora, north of Yecora, at
elevations of 1050-1425 meters.
This species was "lost" to science for about 65 years. Its unique habitat
preferences and limited distribution, combined with a very imprecise holotype
locality record made it difficult to locate. An extraordinary effort by Vincent
Roth based on a cross-correlational analysis of gut contents from only three
specimens led to its rediscovery.
Phrynosoma douglasi: Pygmy Short-Horned Lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•
•

Specimens are very small in size
One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Head spines very short and reduced to tubercles, project vertically
Deep notch between occipital spines
Dorsal scales irregular in size and distribution, set in a rosette of smaller
keeled scales

Geographic Range: This species is restricted to the Pacific Northwest in
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northern California, north through Washington to British Columbia, Canada
and east through southeastern Idaho. Restricted to higher elevations.
Phrynosoma hernandezi: Short-horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•

•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
• Reduced occipital spines directed posteriorly, parallel with
temporal spines
Dorsal scales arranged in 6-8 longitudinal rows, rosettes absent or poorly
developed.

Geographic Range: Wide ranging, P. hernandezi is found from southern
Alberta, Canada, through Montana, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and
into Mexico through northeastern Sonora, Chihuahua, and Durango. Restricted
to higher elevations. Until recently, this species was previously included with
P. douglasi.
Phrynosoma mcallii: Flat-tailed horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat and broad tail
Two or three rows of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Two elongate, sharp occipital horns 3-4 times longer than the basal horn
width
Six temporal horns
Nostrils inside canthus rostralis
Tympana are not externally visible
Enlarged lateral row of gular scales
Olive or brown mid-dorsal stripe

Geographic Range: The original historical range is recognized as extending
from the Coachella, Imperial, and Borrego Valleys in Riverside, Imperial, and
extreme eastern San Diego Counties, California; west of the Gila and Tinajas
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Altas Mountains and south of the Gila River, Yuma County, Arizona;
northeastern Baja California, east of Sierra de Juarez and north and west of
Bahia de San Jorge in Sonora, Mexico. The distribution of this species is now
much more restricted.
Phrynosoma modestum: Round-tailed horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•

Tail round in cross section
No lateral abdominal fringe scales
• Four occipital horns short and equal in length
• Ear concealed in some, exposed in others
Chin shields contact infralabials throughout
Solid, pale coloration, white, tan, or pink
Dorsal marks restricted to dark neck patches, dark tail bands, some
shadowing around limbs
Unique rock mimicry behavior
•

•
•
•
•

Geographic range: Western half of Texas, north to Albuquerque, New Mexico,
west to southeastern Arizona, south through northeastern Sonora, most of
Chihuahua, through the northern third of Durango, to northern Zacatecas and
northeastern Nuevo Leon, Mexico.
Phrynosoma orbiculare: Chihuahua desert horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•
•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Two short occipital horns
Temporal horns extend nearly as far as occipital horns
Smooth ventral scales

Very short tail

Geographic Range: This wide ranging Mexican species is found on the
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northern plateau from Chihuahua, Durango, Nuevo Leon, southeast through
Morelos, Puebla and Veracruz.

Desert horned lizard, Phrynosoma platyrhinos.

Phrynosoma platyrhinos: Desert horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•
•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Two moderately elongated occipital horns, not in contact at base
Enlarged chin shields
Nostrils inside the canthus rostralis
Blunt snout

Geographic Range: Lowland deserts in southeastern Oregon, southwestern
Idaho through Nevada, western Utah, California, Arizona, south barely into
northern Baja California and northern Sonora, Mexico.
Phrynosoma solare: Regal horned lizard
Diagnostic Characters:

•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
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•
•
•

Four large occipital horns, in contact at base and continuous with six
temporal horns forming a large crown of ten horns.
Nostrils inside the canthus rostralis
Ventral scales keeled

Geographic Range: The species is restricted to Sonoran desert in south-central
Arizona, east to extreme southwestern New Mexico, south through most of
Sonora (including Isla Tiburon) and into northern Sinaloa, Mexico.
Phrynosoma taurus:
Diagnostic Characters:

•
•
•
•
•

One row of lateral abdominal fringe scales
Occipital spines reduced and separated by a notch
Temporal area greatly enlarged posterolaterally, ending with two heavy,
moderately long spines
All ventral scales keeled
Nostrils inside the canthus rostralis

Geographic Range: Little is known about this species. It is found in montane
chaparral-oak forest and desert areas of the Sierra Madre del Sur, south and
southeast of Mexico City, in Guerrero and Puebla, Mexico.
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Geographic distributions of egg laying species.
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Geographic distributions of live-bearing species.

Phylogeny and Natural History
Phylogeny allows us to trace evolutionary history and relationships of
organisms. Much like humans draw their genealogies, or family trees, to
discover where their blue eyes or baldness came from, or perhaps whether they
are genetically predisposed for cancer -- systematists construct such trees to
show how different species have evolved. Ecologists use phylogenetic
relationships to learn how characteristics of species evolved, or how different
species acquired traits and evolved to occupy their current niche. Principles of
parsimony are used to identify the simplest explanations for how a trait
evolved.
There are two major lineages of horned lizards, one of which lay eggs
(oviparous) while members of the other group give birth to living young
(viviparous). Although the ancestral state is oviparity, one lineage of horned
lizards, all high altitude species, has evolved live bearing (braconnieri,
boucardi, ditmarsi, douglasi, hernandezi, orbiculare, and probably taurus).
Viviparity appears to have arisen only once in the genus, rather than
independently 5 times. Interestingly, all species are montane which provides
support for the idea that drier and colder mountain climates demand that
montane lizards retain their progeny internally until birth rather than laying
eggs.
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Two hypothetical phylogenies for horned lizards.

Horned lizards are a rather fecund group, and lay or give birth to many
offspring compared to other lizards. The median clutch size for P. cornutum is
25 (one specimen laid 40 eggs!), P. asio lays 17 on average, and P. hernandezi
bears up to 16 live lizards. Reproductive effort measures the resources given to
producing offspring and is often measured by comparing the weight or volume
of the offspring to female volume or body weight (relative clutch mass, or
RCM). RCM among horned lizards ranges from 13% to 35%, (offspring
constitute from 13-35% of a female's weight). Females can have a few large
versus many small progeny. Some species also reproduce twice in a season.
This large investment in offspring throughout the active season weighs down
females and makes them vulnerable to predators. Because babies are tiny and
easy prey for a multitude of predators, horned lizards would go extinct without
such high fecundities.
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Horned lizards have evolved a variety of mechanisms to avoid their predators
which include loggerhead shrikes, hawks, roadrunners, a variety of snakes,
coyotes and foxes. Their first line of defense is to remain cryptically hidden
from a predator's sight. This is accomplished by three things, matching the
background color of the substrate, possessing various spines and fringes of
scales which decrease their shadows, and they remain motionless when
approached. Secondly, their formidable body armor of spines and horns pose a
significant threat to many predators as witnessed by snakes and birds found
dead with lizards' horns projecting through predators' throats. Horned lizards
will capitalize on their armor by inflating their bodies with air until they look
like spiny balloons. At least four species of horned lizards (but not all species),
coronatum, cornutum, orbiculare and solare, squirt blood from their eyes when
attacked, especially by canine predators such as foxes and coyotes. The canine
will drop a horned lizard after being squirted and attempt to wipe or shake the
blood out of its mouth, clearly suggesting the fluid has a foul taste. According
to horned lizard phylogenies, blood squirting behavior has either evolved
independently 4 times or it only evolved once and then was lost in subsequent
lineages. This behavior is currently being investigated by Dr. Wade C.
Sherbrooke, Director of the Portal Research Station of the American Museum
of Natural History.

Horned Lizards, Part 2
by Eric R. Pianka and Wendy L. Hodges
The Adaptive Suite of Horned Lizards
Various features of horned lizard anatomy, behavior, diet, temporal pattern of
activity, thermoregulation, and reproductive tactics can be profitably
interrelated and interpreted to provide an integrated view of the ecology of
these interesting lizards. Horned lizards are ant specialists. Some species eat
essentially nothing else, while other species eat a variety of other insects. Ants
are small and contain much indigestible chitin, so that large numbers of them
must be consumed. Hence an ant specialist must possess a large stomach for its
body size. Consider the desert horned lizard Phrynosoma platyrhinos in greater
detail. When expressed as a proportion of total body weight, the stomach of this
horned lizard occupies a considerably larger fraction of the animal's overall
body mass (about 13 percent) than do stomachs of all other sympatric desert
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lizard species, including the herbivorous desert iguana Dipsosaurus dorsalis
(herbivores typically have lower assimilation rates and larger stomachs than
carnivores).

The adaptive suite of horned lizards.
Possession of such a large gut necessitates a tank-like body form, reducing
speed and decreasing the lizard's ability to escape from predators by flight. As a
result, natural selection has favored a spiny body form and cryptic behavior
rather than a sleek body and rapid movement to cover (as in the majority of
other species of lizards). Risks of predation are likely to be increased during
long periods of exposure while foraging in the open. A reluctance to move,
even when actually threatened by a potential predator, could well be
advantageous. Movement might attract attention of predators and negate the
advantage of concealing coloration and contour. Such decreased movement
doubtless contributes to the observed high variance in body temperature of
Phrynosoma platyrhinos which is significantly greater than that of all other
species of sympatric lizards.
Phrynosoma platyrhinos is also active over a longer time
interval than any sympatric lizard species. Wide fluctuations
in horned lizard body temperatures under natural conditions
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presumably reflect both the long activity period and perhaps their reduced
movements into or out of the sun and shade (the vast majority of these lizards
are in the open sun when first sighted). More time is thus made available for
activities such as feeding. A foraging anteater must spend considerable time
feeding. Food specialization on ants is economically feasible only because
these insects usually occur in a clumped spatial distribution and hence
constitute a concentrated food supply. Horned lizards trapline from ant mound
to mound and eat over 200 ants a day.
To make use of this patchy and spatially concentrated, but at the same time not
overly nutritious, food supply, P. platyrhinos has evolved a unique
constellation of adaptations that include a large stomach, spiny body form, an
expanded period of activity, and ñrelaxedî thermoregulation (eurythermy). The
high reproductive investment of adult horned lizards is probably also a simple
and direct consequence of their robust body form. Lizards that must be able to
move rapidly to escape predators, such as whiptail lizards (Cnemidophorus),
would hardly be expected to weight themselves down with eggs to the same
extent as animals like horned lizards that rely almost entirely upon spines and
camouflage to avoid their enemies.

Texas horned lizard, Phrynosoma cornutum.

Convergent Evolution and Ecological Equivalents
Organisms filling similar ecological niches in different, independently-evolved,
biotas are termed ñecological equivalents.î Such convergent evolutionary
responses of lizards to desert environments, although imperfect, are evident
between continents. As a striking example, Australian and North American
deserts both support cryptically-colored and thornily-armored ant specialized
species: the agamid Moloch horridus exploits this ecological role in Australia,
while its counterparts, Phrynosoma, occupy the role in North America. No
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other desert lizards have adopted such a life style, anywhere else on Earth.
Interestingly enough, a morphometric analysis demonstrates that Moloch and
Phrynosoma are actually anatomically closer to one another than either species
is to another member of its own lizard fauna to which they are much more
closely related. Hence, thorny devils and horned lizards have converged on the
same body plan and ecological roles.

When the natural history of Moloch is scrutinized carefully, numerous
differences from Phrynosoma are found. Body temperatures of active Moloch
are not as variable as those of Phrynosoma, nor are their stomachs as large. Yet
Moloch are even more specialized than Phrynosoma, feeding only on very
small Iridomyrmex ants. Ants are much more abundant in the Australian deserts
than they are in North America.
British naturalist W. Saville-Kent kept Moloch in captivity in the late 1890's
before anyone had studied Phrynosoma. He discovered that these bizarre
agamid lizards fed almost exclusively on ants and made various observations
on their natural history. Noting the striking morphological similarity between
Moloch and the North American genus Phrynosoma, Saville-Kent predicted
that members of the latter genus would be ant specialists. His prediction proved
quite correct.

A Mexican horned lizard, Phrynosoma orbiculare.

Conservation
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Many features of the horned lizard adaptive suite outlined above show how
well these lizards are suited to their natural environment. They are a variable
group of lizards and live in a wide variety of habitats and geographic regions.
Unfortunately, when removed from their habitat or if their habitat is altered,
horned lizards soon perish. In 1967, the progressive Texas legislature passed
protective legislation preventing collection, exportation and sale of
Phrynosoma cornutum from the state. Prior to this legislation, hundreds of
thousands of horned lizards were exported (dead and alive) from Texas every
summer to tourists, curiosity seekers and would be pet owners, leading only to
demise of the lizards.

A Mexican horned lizard, Phrynosoma asio.

If a horned lizard has adequate fat reserves, it can live for months in an
inadequate captive environment. These lizards are notoriously difficult to
maintain for any length of time in captivity, however. Most species are now
protected by state laws from general collection, although the state of Nevada
still ignorantly allows commercial exploitation of Phrynosoma. Kids earn 25
cents to $1.00 for each lizard which commercial merchants turn around and
resell for $20-30 to hobbyists. Nice profit margin, but certain death for almost
all the collected lizards. Mexican nationals also find Phrynosoma irresistible as
"pets" and they collect and attempt to keep them in captivity in higher numbers
than ever. Phrynosoma are becoming prevalent in Mexican markets throughout
the country despite limited federal protection.
Horned lizard populations continue to
decline and disappear throughout the
southwest despite protective legislation. The
species most often noted for declining
numbers is the Texas horned lizard which
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has disappeared from almost half of its geographic range. However,
Phrynosoma coronatum and P. mcallii populations also suffer from dramatic
habitat loss due to human encroachment. P. mcallii had a narrow geographic
range to begin with and has lost half of its historic habitat in the last few
decades -- every day, several more acres of its habitat are converted to golf
courses, strip malls and agricultural fields in California, Arizona and Mexico.
Habitat loss is the most obvious source of population loss because no habitat
means no lizards, but habitat alteration also has very detrimental effects.

Round-tailed horned lizard, Phrynosoma modestum (L. J. Vitt).
Habitat alteration occurs at a variety of levels. Housing developments do not
always mean certain demise of horned lizards if native vegetation is kept and
other pets, such as dogs and cats are not allowed. Many small Texas towns
rightfully boast of their amazing horned lizard populations. But, generally
developments mean planting non-native grasses which completely cover the
ground, choking out native plants and preventing the lizards access to dirt to
bury in or dig their burrows or lay eggs. Along with developments, generally
come a new set of animals not native to the area. The spread of ravens
throughout the deserts, blue jays, dogs, and cats are promoted by human
invasion. These animals follow humans around. Trash pits become havens and
resources to increase not only avian predators, but canine predators as well.
Developments mean paved roads and fast cars. Horned lizards,
like many other reptiles, like to bask on roads, a dangerous
predilection for lizards whose primary defense against
predators (cars in this case) is not to move. A small paved
military road in the Arizona desert attests to the deadly affect
of roads on horned lizards -- a full one quarter of all flat-tailed
horned lizards seen on this road were dead due to vehicle
impact. Roads are usually lined with fences and utility poles,
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both great perch sites for avian predators to sit and watch for lizards trying to
cross or bask on the open road.
Habitat alteration can also take the form of agricultural conversion or
conversion to pastureland. Habitat alteration in Texas and the southeastern
United States has promoted the spread of a terrible introduced pest, Solenopsis
invicta, the red imported fire ant. These ants, accidentally introduced from
South America, pose a significant threat to all wildlife in the southern United
States. Fire ants can kill almost anything given the chance and they are fierce
competitors against native ants which horned lizards require for food. Horned
lizards do not eat fire ants probably due to the ants' different natural history
than the native harvesting ants, different venom in the sting apparatus and
different nutritional component. The widespread invasion of fire ants have
given all ants a very bad reputation. Since the early 1950s, broadcast pesticides
have been used to combat ants and other pest insects, including mosquitoes and
crop pests. Homeowners regularly use ant insecticides to kill all ants on their
property thereby making it even easier for fire ants to invade because they have
nothing to stop them. Such practices also demolish the food supply for horned
lizards. The Horned Lizard Conservation Society (P.O. Box 122, Austin, Texas,
78767.) was formed in 1990 to try to stop the decline of horned lizards in North
America.

Regal horned lizard, Phrynosoma solare (L. J. Vitt).
Horned lizards are unique lizards in the world. They were here long before
humans and have evolved through many millions of years of environmental
changes. Unfortunately, horned lizards cannot cope with the rapid, drastic
human modifications of the landscape occurring today. Protecting natural areas
and reducing human impact on those areas is vital for the continuance of
horned lizards to be a part of the human experience. Moreover, observing wild
horned lizards in their natural environments is even more rewarding than
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watching them sit captive in small terrariums.
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MANAGEMENT OF TEXAS HORNED LIZARDS
Scott E. Henke and Wm. Scott Fair
Research Scientists
Caesar KIeberg Wildlife Research Institute
Texas A&M University-Kingsville, Kingsville, Texas 78363

Abstract: Texas horned lizards are declining in abundance and distribution in Texas. There are no
obvious causes for their decline; however, multiple factors such as widespread pesticide use, habitat
loss, over-collection, and fire ants have been suggested as possible reasons. Texas horned lizards are
a threatened species in Texas and are listed as a Federal Species of Concern. The ecology and habitat
requirements of Texas horned lizards are outlined in this paper and management practices are suggested that should benefit this species.
TAXONOMY AND DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

Much like the bandits of western folklore, Texas
horned lizards have used many aliases. Two of the
most commonly-used misnomers are horned toads
and horned frogs. However, Texas horned lizards
are, as their true name implies, lizards! Toads are
tailless amphibians with rough, warty skin and live
on moist land or in water (i.e., during breeding).
Frogs also are tailless amphibians but have smooth
skin and are equally adapted to land and water.
Horned lizards are reptiles and belong to the Iguanid
genus Phrynosoma. They have tails and a scaled
body. In fact, many of the body scales of horned
lizards are enlarged into spine-like structures. Bodies of horned lizards are strongly dorsoventrally flattened, generally contain sharp spines on the back of
their head, and have relatively short legs (Pianka and
Parker 1975). There are 13 species of horned lizards (Sherbrooke 1981). Seven species occur in the
United States and 3 of these species occur in Texas;
these include the Texas horned lizard, Roundtail
horned lizard, and Mountain short-horned lizard (Fig.
1).
Texas horned lizards can be distinguished from
other species of horned lizards in Texas by their 2
very sharp spikes that protrude from the back of their
head (called occipital spines), 2 rows of fringed
scales on their sides (other species of horned lizards
have only 1 row of fringed scales), dark brown to
sooty-colored dorsal spots edged with lighter colors, and a light-colored stripe down the middle of
their back (Stebbins 1954). Adult Texas horned lizards range in length from 3 to 5 inches, excluding
their tail (Ballinger 1974). The largest Texas horned
lizard on record measured just over 7 inches from
tip of snout to tip of tail (Brown and Lucchino 1972).
Weights of mature Texas horned lizards range from
0.9 to 3.5 ounces (Munger 1984a).

The Texas horned lizard is a part of the history
and culture of Texas. In fact, most Texans have fond
memories of growing up with Texas horned lizards.
Horned lizards are as much of Texas folklore as cowboys, longhorns, the Alamo, and listening to coyotes howl at the moon. Unfortunately, many young
Texans have not experienced the thrill of seeing a
horned lizard in their backyard. This is because the
Texas horned lizard population has declined in Texas
over the past couple of decades.
Many Texans have an intense interest in stopping the population decline of horned lizards. The
purpose of this management bulletin is to inform
Texans of the current status, life history, and habitat
requirements of Texas horned lizards, and to offer
management tips that possibly could slow the decline of Texas horned lizards in Texas.

Wyman Meinzer

Texas horned lizards are easily identified by the 2 large
spines behind their head.

1
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threatened on 18 July 1977 (Texas Parks and Wildlife Code 1987).
Unfortunately, there is no one obvious reason
for the declining populations of Texas horned lizards in Texas. However, several ideas have been
proposed (Price 1990). The first reason is a causeand-effect relationship with red imported fire ants.
The ants were first detected in Texas in 1953
(Summerlin and Green 1977) and have since spread
throughout much of the state. Fire ants are thought
to out-compete native harvester ants for food and
space. Harvester ants are the preferred food of Texas
horned lizards and if the food resource declines,
Texas horned lizard numbers also will decline.
Another reason thought to cause the decline in
Texas horned lizards is the widespread use of broadcast insecticides. These insecticides could be detrimental to Texas horned lizards directly by causing
illness and death, or indirectly by severely reducing
or eliminating their food source (i.e., insects).
A third reason attributed to their decline is overcollection. In the past, Texas horned lizards have
been collected for the pet industry, by boy scout
troops for trading at jamborees, for the curios trade,
and by tourists to take home and show friends
(Donaldson et al. 1994).
Some researchers have suggested that Texas
horned lizards have declined because of the loss of
habitat from urbanization, suburban sprawl, and an
increasing trend to convert native rangelands to agricultural crops. The above reasons for the declining population have not been substantiated and are
only speculative. Although the Texas horned lizard
population appears to be declining over most of
Texas, no single reason for their decline occurs statewide (such as fire ants, broadcast insecticide use,
and urbanization; and, collection or possession is illegal). Most likely, a combination of factors is causing the decline of Texas horned lizards.

Texas Horned Lizard
(Phrynosoma cornutum)

Roundtail Horned Lizard
(Phrynosoma modestum)

Mountain Short-horned Lizard
(Phrynosoma douglassii hernandesi)
Figure 1. The 3 species of horned lizards occurring in Texas
(illustrated by Diane Thompson).

DISTRIBUTION AND CURRENT STATUS
Historically within the United States, Texas
horned lizards ranged throughout the south-central
United States, from southern Arizona to northwestern Louisiana and from southern Texas to central
Kansas (Sherbrooke 1981). Today, Texas horned lizards are found in the southeastern tip of Arizona and
Colorado, southern and eastern New Mexico, most
of Kansas and Texas, and all of Oklahoma.
They apparently are doing well throughout most
of their range except in Texas. The current range of
Texas horned lizards in Texas (Fig. 2) appears to be
decreasing; they no longer occur in Texas east of an
imaginary line from Fort Worth to Corpus Christi
(Donaldson et al. 1994), except for small, isolated
populations. Because of this decline, they are listed
as a threatened species in Texas. The Texas horned
lizard was one of the first species listed by Texas as

LIFE HISTORY
Texas horned lizards are active from March until
October (Potter and Glass 1931, Fair 1995). Cessation of activity occurs with onset of cold weather
during autumn (Wright 1949). They exhibit 2 types
of activity patterns (Potter and Glass 1931). Activity patterns in the early spring and late fall are
unimodal, with the greatest activity occurring during midday. During summer, activity patterns are
bimodal, with greatest activity occurring during midmorning and again during late afternoon. These
patterns occur because the lizards are ectotherms and
need the proper temperature range to function. The
mean critical minimum and maximum temperatures
for the species are 49ºF and 119ºF, respectively, with
2
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Texas horned lizards are considered dietary specialists (Whitford and Bryant 1979) with 69% of their
diet consisting of harvester ants (Pianka and Parker
1975). Feeding may occur at nest entrances or on
ant foraging trails (Whitford and Bryant 1979) and
mature lizards are capable of eating 70 to 100 ants
per day (Sherbrooke 1981). Although ants comprise
a majority of the diet, Texas horned lizards are opportunistic predators and will consume crickets,
grasshoppers, beetles, centipedes, bees, and caterpillars (Milstead and Tinkle 1969, Munger 1984b).
Texas horned lizards do not actively eat fire ants.
This may be due to their inability to effectively neutralize fire ant venom; whereas, horned lizards are
resistant to the venom of harvester ants (Schmidt et
al. 1989). Very little is known about the diet of
hatchling and juvenile horned lizards.
Anatomical and physiological adaptations allow horned lizards to live in areas where little free
water is available (Milne and Milne 1950). Water
requirements are met by licking morning dew from
plants, rain harvesting, ingesting food, and metabolic
processes (Sherbrooke 1981, 1990; Montanucci
1989).
Mortality factors of Texas horned lizards include
predation, traffic accidents, exposure, starvation, and
disease. The effect each mortality factor has on the
population of Texas horned lizards is unknown.
Munger (1986) and Fair and Henke (unpubl. data)
found yearly survival rates of 35-86% and 9-54%,
respectively; predation was considered to be the leading cause of death in both studies. Predators include
bobcats, striped skunks, raccoons, domestic dogs and
cats, hawks, owls, roadrunners, shrikes, and snakes
(Miller 1948, Anderson and Ogilvie 1957,
Sherbrooke 1981, Munger 1986). Young lizards are
more vulnerable to predation than adults due to their
small size and undeveloped spines (Sherbrooke
1981). However, little is known about mortality factors of hatchling and juvenile horned lizards.
The Texas horned lizard has several defensive
behaviors to protect itself from predators. Its rough,
irregular appearance combined with cryptic coloration allows them to escape detection (Reeve 1952,
Peslak 1985). Other non-aggressive tactics include
burrowing into the soil to avoid detection, retreating from predators, inflating its body with air, and
various defensive stances (Reeve 1952, Sherbrooke
1981, Peslak 1985). Aggressive actions include hissing and lunging at the predator, biting, jabbing with
the occipital horns, or ejecting blood from the conjunctival sac located near the eye (Lambert and
Ferguson 1985).
Few studies have determined the longevity of
Texas horned lizards. Results from mark-recapture
efforts suggest that Texas horned lizards can live to
be at least 5 years old. However, scientists believe

Figure 2. Approximate current range of the Texas horned
lizard, roundtail horned lizard, and mountain short-horned
lizard in Texas. Abundance of horned lizards varies within
their respective ranges.

a mean preferred temperature of 101ºF (Prieto and
Whitford 1971).
Winter time inactive periods are spent buried 6
to 12 inches under the soil surface, in sheltered areas such as under rocks, stacks of wood, and abandoned animal burrows (Peslak 1985). Also, they
seek covered areas under leaf litter near the base of
bunch grass or a tree (Fair 1995).
Texas horned lizards breed from shortly after
spring emergence until mid-July (Milne and Milne
1950). The gravid female excavates a slanted hole
4 to 6 inches in vertical depth and about 3 inches in
diameter (Reeve 1952, Ramsey 1956, Peslak 1985).
Eggs are deposited in 2 to 3 layers; each layer is
covered with soil (Reeve 1952, Sherbrooke 1981).
Once laying is completed, the female refills the hole
with excavated soil, rakes the surrounding surface
to disguise the nest (Ramsey 1956), and leaves the
site (Sherbrooke 1981).
Clutch sizes for Texas horned lizards range from
13 to 45 eggs (Milne and Milne 1950, Ballinger
1974, Pianka and Parker 1975, Sherbrooke 1981);
however, Henke (unpubl. data) recently has noted
that Texas horned lizards in southern Texas appear
to have clutches of <12 eggs. Eggs are elliptical
and measure up to 0.75 by 0.5 inches (Sherbrooke
1981). Eggs hatch in 5 to 9 weeks, depending upon
cloud cover, soil moisture, and temperature (Ramsey
1956, Sherbrooke 1981, Peslak 1985). The
hatchlings emerge as fully functional and independent individuals measuring about 0.75 inch (Blaney
and Kimmich 1973, Sherbrooke 1981).
3
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that the typical Texas horned lizard survives only 2
to 3 years.

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the Texas horned lizard is a threatened
species, it is illegal to pick up, touch, or possess them
in Texas. Handling horned lizards is illegal even if
your intentions are good. For example, if you help
a Texas horned lizard cross the street or move it to
what you believe is better habitat, you are in violation of the law and could be ticketed for your actions. Scientists are required to obtain collecting
and handling permits from the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department prior to conducting research on
horned lizards.

HABITAT
Texas horned lizards occur in a variety of habitats (Donaldson et al. 1994). They inhabit areas from
open desert to grasslands and shrublands, from sea
level to nearly 6,000 feet in elevation, and on soils
varying from pure sands and sandy loams to coarse
gravels, conglomerates, and desert pavements (Price
1990). They are typically found in arid and semiarid habitats that contain bunch grasses, cacti, yucca,
mesquite, and acacias. Some reports suggest that
Texas horned lizards can be found only in areas of
scant vegetation (Whiting et al. 1993). Although
Texas horned lizards are easier to see in areas with
little or no vegetation, they often use areas with a
dense vegetative canopy (Fair 1995).
Texas horned lizards prefer sandy loam and
loamy sand soils (>67% sand, <15% silt, and <15%
clay) that allow for easy digging of bedding, nesting, and hibernation sites and avoid areas of predominantly clay soils (Fair 1995). Also, soils that
contain >2.5% soil moisture content are avoided as
bedding and nesting sites (Fair 1995). Perhaps wet
soils require greater expenditure of energy in which
to dig or wet soils may make it more difficult for
horned lizards to meet their thermoregulatory needs.
Soils that are slightly alkaline (i.e., >7.4 pH) appear
to be preferred by Texas horned lizards (Fair 1995).
Texas horned lizards select areas with a soil surface
temperature between 74 to 88ºF for thermoregulation (Fair 1995) and areas with minimal ground litter for ease of movement (Whiting et al. 1993, Fair
and Henke 1997a).
A ‘patchy’ environment consisting of open areas interspersed with >60% vegetative canopy cover
and <100 stems/yd2 provides Texas horned lizards
with areas needed for escape cover from predators
and aids thermoregulation. Habitats containing bare
ground also entice newly-fertilized harvester ant
queens to colonize the area (DeMers 1993). Texas
horned lizard habitat must include active harvester
ant mounds, because harvester ants comprise a large
portion of the Texas horned lizard diet. Without this
feature, few if any Texas horned lizards can be expected to occur in the area.
Texas horned lizards use about 6 acres of habitat (Fair 1995). Because they appear to avoid each
other, possibly to reduce competition for food resources (Fair and Henke, unpubl. data), large tracts
of contiguous habitat may be required to maintain a
sustainable population. Unfortunately, it is unknown
what the minimum viable population size is for Texas
horned lizards and, consequently, the amount of area
needed to sustain a given population.

If you have habitat characteristics consistent
with those previously described for Texas horned
lizards and you wish to help their population recover
in Texas or wish to improve existing habitat to make
it more suitable for horned lizards, then the following management recommendations are offered.
1. Survey your property for Texas horned lizards.
The distribution and abundance of Texas horned
lizards in Texas is unknown. To answer this
question, a program called “Texas Horned Lizard Watch” was developed. The program recommends either a transect survey or a fixed-area
survey, depending on the size of the property you
wish to assess. Transect surveys are recommended for properties greater than 10 acres and
fixed-area surveys are recommended for smaller
properties. Surveys should be conducted between May 1 and September 1 during the midmorning hours on clear days when temperatures
are >75ºF.
Transect surveys should be straight lines about
200 yards long. One survey route is recom-

Alan Fedynich

Harvester ants are the major food item eaten by Texas
horned lizards.
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veys to determine the success of the management practices.
2. Use prescribed fires to remove ground litter.
Texas horned lizards avoid areas with substantial ground litter because ground litter can impede their movements. Burning is a useful tool
to decrease ground litter; however, it could be
directly harmful to lizards. Therefore, allow the
property to build up ground litter (i.e., resting
the pasture from livestock grazing, etc.). By
doing so, Texas horned lizards will avoid the
area. Then, divide your property into several
blocks and burn the blocks on a rotational time
schedule (i.e., burn 1 block each year during winter or early spring). For example, a 200-acre
property could be divided into 10, 20-acre
blocks. At the end of a 10-year period, each block
would have been burned once and the first block
that was burned should contain enough ground
litter to start the burning cycle again.

Scott Henke

Presence of horned lizards on a tract of land can be determined by finding their scats (fecal pellets), which contain
ant heads and a white uric acid tip.

mended per 100 acres. Multiple routes should
be parallel and at least 100 yards apart. Routes
should be marked so that they can be used in
subsequent surveys. At least 3 counts should be
conducted during summer; however, more
counts would improve the reliability of the data
collected. Slowly walk the survey route and
count all Texas horned lizards, harvester ant
mounds, and fire ant beds seen within 3 feet of
either side of the transect line. Record the time
elapsed to conduct the survey.

3. Avoid overgrazing by livestock.
Texas horned lizards do not appear to be negatively affected by low to moderate grazing of
livestock (Fair and Henke 1997a). However,
overgrazing by livestock on rangelands may substantially reduce cover needed by horned lizards
for thermoregulation or to escape from predators. Thus, if grazing is practiced, try to avoid
overgrazing.

For fixed area surveys, first determine the size
of the area to be sampled. This is needed to calculate the number of observations per unit area.
Slowly walk the plot in parallel lines; lines
should be about 6 feet apart. Record all Texas
horned lizards, harvester ant mounds, and fire
ant beds observed, taking care not to doublecount lizards or ant beds. Record the time
elapsed to conduct the survey.

4. Avoid disking or grading roads during the active period of horned lizards.
Texas horned lizards are active from mid-March
through mid-October (Fair 1995) and often cross
secondary roads and use the roadsides as resting
and bedding sites. Disking or grading roads
during this period could kill the lizards directly.
Also, road maintenance could uncover them if
they are using secondary roads for resting, nesting, or bedding sites, thereby exposing them to
predators. This may be particularly critical when
the ambient temperature is too cool for the lizards to seek protective cover after being disturbed.

Additional survey instructions and data sheets
can be obtained by writing to:
Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744 U.S.A.

5. Avoid the use of broadcast pesticides.
Pesticides could kill horned lizards directly by
accumulating toxins within their body or indirectly by killing harvester ants, the main food
source of adult Texas horned lizards. Without a
stable food supply, horned lizards must emigrate
from the area or die. If pesticides are needed,
(i.e., to combat fire ants), then spot treatment is
recommended rather than broadcast pesticide
application.

Surveys are important, even if you believe that
your property is not optimal horned lizard habitat. Not finding horned lizards may shed light
on why they are not found in that particular area.
Also, if your property is being managed for
horned lizards, it is important to conduct sur5
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6. Create 1 yd2 areas devoid of vegetation and
ground litter.
Being an ectotherm, horned lizards use the sun
to regulate their body temperature. Small cleared
areas provide horned lizards access to direct sunlight, which is needed to help them maintain optimal body temperature. When their body temperature rises above the preferred level, horned
lizards seek shelter. Also, newly-fertilized harvester ant queens seek open areas to establish
new colonies. Therefore, the creation of several
small open areas per acre of land will serve 2
beneficial purposes for aiding horned lizards.

noon to sunset in April and May, while morning
hours resulted in a greater number of lizard encounters in June and July.
11. Plant native bunch grasses.
If your interests include reclaiming a previous
agricultural area or planting a lawn, plant native
bunch grass such as buffalo grass. Bunch grass
forms clumps that allows horned lizards to easily move among the grass clumps; whereas carpet grasses form a thick mat that can impede
horned lizard movement.
12. Become a member of the Horned Lizard Conservation Society.
The Horned Lizard Conservation Society is a
nonprofit organization dedicated to the conservation and recovery of declining horned lizard
populations. They publish a quarterly newsletter that discusses current events concerning
horned lizards, are active in research and recovery of horned lizards, and educate the public
concerning horned lizard issues. To become a
member, write to:

7. Create a mosaic habitat of open areas intermixed within dense cover.
Such a patchy environment will give horned lizards the proper thermoregulatory mix of habitat
and offer sufficient escape cover from predators.
Areas where vegetation canopy cover may be
up to 100% (i.e., no sunlight reaching the ground)
are suitable, as long as the individual stems of
plants are not too close together to impede the
movement of horned lizards.

Horned Lizard Conservation Society
P.O. Box 122
Austin, Texas 78767 U.S.A.

8. Remove feral domesticated predators.
Keep in mind that avian predators (i.e., hawks,
owls, roadrunners, etc.) are protected by federal
law and cannot be killed or trapped. However,
feral cats and dogs also are predators of horned
lizards and can be removed from an area. Contact the local Humane Society for assistance in
removing these domestic predators.
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Management of the Red
Harvester Ant
Pogonomyrmex barbatus
By John M. Davis
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

Introduction
This publication is designed to
address 3 main questions:
1. What are harvester ants?
2. What is happening to them?
3. What can I do about it?
The following information will
introduce you to the fascinating world of
harvester ants. You will learn about
their interesting society and foraging
behavior, as well as their reproductive
cycle. You will learn that indiscriminate
pesticide use as well as fire ant invasion
is causing their decline. Finally, you
will learn what you can do to help them
thrive on your property.

What are harvester ants?
Harvester ants belong to the
genera Pogonomyrmex or
Ephebomyrmex. There are 12 species of
harvester ants found in Texas. Since
Pogonomyrmex barbatus (the Red
Harvester Ant) is the most widespread in
our state, it will be the one focused on in
this paper. If you have access to the
internet, you can learn which species
occur in your county by visiting
http://fasims.tamu.edu/nativeexotic/.

The Colony
The Mound or Nest
Though there are harvester
species that prefer wooded areas and/or

Figure 1: Two Harvester Ant mounds side by
side. Notice the absence of plant material
around the mounds.

sandy soil, the red harvester does not.
This species prefers open grassland or
arid habitats and seems to especially
prefer a clay loam soil. It is generally
said to avoid pure sand.
Red harvester ants are fairly
easily identified by their large size (up to
a half inch) and their generally
conspicuous mound (Figure 1). These
ants clear vegetation, forming a large
circular pattern of bare ground around
their nest. This bare ground is often
covered with small pebbles dug from
within the nest itself. Extending in
various directions from the main mound
are foraging trails leading to various
foraging zones.
Near the entrance to the nest is
an area called the midden. This area will
vary in diameter depending on the
diameter of the mound itself. The
midden is the “trash dump” for the
colony. It is where the ants deposit
pebbles, dead workers, unusable matter
from plants and animals brought in by
foragers, etc. Colonies 1 year old have a
midden diameter of about 8 inches.
Five-year-old colonies have middens
about 39 inches in diameter.
Below ground, the tunnels and
chambers inside a mature nest (5 or
more years old) extend downward an
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average total depth of about 6 feet. The
first chamber encountered when an ant
enters the nest is the sorting chamber.
This is where the foragers drop the
bounty they have gathered and head
back out for more. Extending beneath
the sorting chamber are tunnels leading
to storage and brood chambers. Storage
chambers contain seeds that are neatly
stacked and stored for consumption.
Brood chambers contain the young
and/or the queen.
Trunk Trail

Midden
Area

Figure 2: Harvester Ant mound with its trunk trails.

The Ants
The average colony contains
around 10,000 individuals. There are
three types of individuals within a
colony…
1. the queen
2. “alates” or “reproductives”
(males and females that will
leave the colony to reproduce)…
3. sterile female workers.
A red harvester colony has only
one queen. She is the only one to
produce workers and alates. She often
lives 15-20 years. When she dies, the
colony dies. She is not replaced. Alates
are fertile males and females the queen
produces to leave the colony, mate, and

begin new colonies. They do not
contribute work or offspring to the
colony that produced them. Workers are
sterile females. Individual workers only
live a year. It is simply amazing that the
queen can pump out 10,000 workers a
year for 15-20 years!
Within the worker class, there are
several occupations that each will
perform over the period of her one-year
life. The occupations are: nest
maintenance worker, midden worker,
forager, and patroller.
Nest maintenance workers are
the youngest of all the workers. They
tend to the queen and the young as well
as perform routine maintenance to the
nest should it need repair. These
workers do not venture more than a few
feet into the outside world. They move
to the surface or just beneath it, sorting
seeds from debris in the sorting chamber
then transporting them to the lower
sections of the nest. Research reveals
that 75% of the individuals in the colony
are involved in this type of work.
Toward the end of her life, the
maintenance worker shifts jobs, becomes
a midden worker, and joins the 25% of
the workforce that interacts with the
outside world. She then takes the
“trash” that maintenance workers and
foragers bring into the sorting chamber
and removes it outside to the midden.
When a predator has reduced the
number of foragers, or when there is a
windfall of food to be gathered, midden
workers may shift and become foragers.
Workers may be foragers until
they die, or they may shift again and
become patrollers. It is unclear what
makes some become patrollers and
others not. Patrollers are the “decision
makers” in many cases. They decide
where the colony is to forage each day.
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This is discussed further in the next
section.
Diet and Foraging Behavior
Harvesters, as the name implies,
harvest seeds. Grass seeds make up the
majority of their diet. A 17-year study
of the red harvester in Arizona revealed
that they have a special affinity for
needle grama (Bouteloua aristidoides).
Other researchers have recorded them
gathering love grass (Eragrostis sp.),
panic grass (Panicum sp.), crabgrass
(Digitaria sp.), buffalo grass (Buchloe
dactyloides), and three-awn (Aristida
sp.). Suzanne Tuttle at the Fort Worth
Nature Center and Refuge has noted
them collecting Texas grama (Bouteloua
rigidiseta). I have seen them bringing in
Texas winter grass seed (Nasella
leucotricha). Agricultural crops such as
millet and barley are on their menu as
well.
Harvesters are known to gather
seeds from plants outside the grass
family like pine (Pinus sp.), ragweed
(Ambrosia sp.), pokeweed (Phytolacca
sp.), palmetto (Sabal sp.), nettle (Urtica
sp.), evening primrose (Oenothera sp.),
bluebonnets (Lupinus sp.), and mormon
tea (Ephedra sp.).
Though they are mostly seed
eaters, they will take animal matter as
well. This includes lice, screwworm
maggots, ticks, mites, snails, worms,
millipedes, silverfish, spiders, grubs,
beetles, other ants, termites, fire ant
alates, and many other small insects
unfortunate enough to get caught. They
are also known to eat animal feces.
Harvesters do not forage at night.
Depending on the species, they may plug
the entrance to their nest, or they may
not. Either way, activity ceases at night.
As the sun rises, the patrollers are among
the first individuals to emerge. They fan

out in various directions. Mature
colonies have an average of 8 foraging
“zones” that may extend as far as 130
feet from the nest. They use only 3 or 4
zones each day. The patrollers decide
which ones. Patrollers locate food
sources first thing in the morning
(between 6:00 and 7:30am) then head
straight back to the nest leaving a
chemical trail to the food. Foragers are
then sent to collect the food. (Foraging
peaks around 8:30am.)
In general, foragers will not
“recognize” food items unless patrollers
have “told” them it is food. Research
(and personal observation) has shown
that after the foraging zones have been
determined for the day, foragers will
ignore (sometimes even walk right over)
birdseed placed very near the colony. It
will be ignored until the next morning
when patrollers “discover” it and “tell”
the foragers it is food. Then they will
quickly gather it.
Foragers spend an average of 2030 minutes out per trip. They may travel
up to 130 or so feet from the nest to
forage (Figure 3). 90% of them come
back with something. However, they do
not always return with food. They
sometimes return with inedible bits of
“trash” that midden workers simply
discard. It is unclear why they do this.

Potential
Foraging
Radius
130 ft.
Harvester Ant
Mound

Figure 3: The potential foraging zone may
extend about 130 ft. from the mound.
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As an aside, harvesters generally
get water they need by metabolizing fats
in the seeds they eat, but they have been
seen lined up drinking around water
puddles like cows around a stock tank.
Reproduction
The queen produces sterile
workers from the beginning to the end of
the colony’s life, but when the colony
reaches 5 years of age she begins also
producing alates. As mentioned earlier,
the alates do not produce offspring for
the colony. Their purpose is to mate
with other alates from other colonies and
create new colonies.
Mating occurs from spring to fall
each year, but generally follows summer
rains. After a couple days of rain, the
alates gather at the nest entrance of each
colony and seem to move in and out
indecisively. On the first, clear day after
rain, alates from all neighboring colonies
simultaneously lift off and meet in one
location which changes from year to
year. It is thought that the first female to
arrive at a suitable spot for mating emits
a chemical signal that draws all other
alates in the area to that spot. They all
breed in a writhing mass on the ground
during that afternoon. Once a female
has mated with several males, she will
shake them off and fly to a seemingly
random location. She will dig down
about 18 inches and may never return to
the surface. She will begin producing
workers, and with luck she will succeed
at starting a new colony.
Starting a new colony is
apparently not an easy task.
Survivorship of mated females is less
than 1%. They make tasty treats for
most every predator out there, hence
many are eaten before they can make it
underground. If the female survives long
enough to dig in, she still has an “uphill

road” to travel. Many new colonies are
begun in areas incapable of supporting
them. Consequently, they starve.
However, since survivorship for colonies
two years or older is 95%, ones that
reach that age are likely to live out their
15-20 year life span.

What’s happening to harvester
ants?
There are several factors that
have a negative impact on harvesters.
These include predation, competitive
exclusion, and pesticide exposure.
Harvesters have many natural
predators. Perhaps the most well known
is the horned lizard. Though the
threatened Texas Horned Lizard is
known to occasionally eat beetles,
spiders, and flies, 65% of its diet is
harvester ants. As harvesters decline or
are eliminated from an area, Texas
Horned Lizards are eliminated as well.
In addition to horned lizards,
other lizards will prey on harvesters.
Various frogs and toads will too. Birds
such as chickens, mockingbirds, plovers,
flycatchers, cardinals, shrikes, blue jays,
woodpeckers, and doves all eat
harvesters. Invertebrates including
robber flies, wasps, assassin bugs, ant
lions, sun spiders (Solfugids), and
dragonflies are also natural predators on
harvesters. But it is not the natural
predators that are causing the decline in
harvester populations. Natural predation
is part of the life cycle and is not
problematic.
However, fire ants are impacting
harvester ant populations by competitive
exclusion. Generally fire ants do not kill
harvesters directly. Instead, they
efficiently gather food within the
harvester’s foraging zone, thus
eventually starving the colony.
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Indiscriminate use of
insecticides, however, has also taken a
heavy toll on harvester populations.
Many people have waged war directly
on harvester ant colonies not realizing
how fascinating and valuable they are. I
believe that many people would not have
poisoned colonies had they known how
critical harvesters are to the survival of
horned lizards.
Today, I believe that most people
no longer intend to harm harvesters.
However, they inadvertently do so by
broadcasting insecticides intended to kill
fire ants.
Controlling fire ants is
important. Unfortunately, some
professionals are recommending
broadcasting bait products over large
areas. This kills fire ants, but
unfortunately it kills native ants
(including harvesters) as well. Once
native ants are eliminated from an area,
it becomes even easier for fire ants to
invade again. Ways to address this
problem are discussed in the following
section.

What can I do to help harvester
ants?
Though difficult, it is possible to
transplant or reintroduce harvester ants
to a property where they no longer exist.
By using an extremely large tree spade
and removing the entire colony during
the night when they are inside, some
people have been successful at moving
mounds. However, if harvesters were
once present and are now absent, there is
a reason. Reintroducing them without
solving the initial problem that
eliminated them in the first place may
only cause the newly transplanted
colony to suffer the same fate as those
before them. Therefore, should you
have existing colonies, treasure them!

Since mating occurs in a mass of
chaos, it is next to impossible to track
particular alates and, therefore,
determine how far they disperse to start
a new colony. If you do not have
existing colonies, manage your property
so that it is suitable for harvesters, and
check for colony establishment each fall.
There is a combination of two
basic strategies that you can employ to
help harvester ants. First, you can
manage and enhance the habitat to
provide optimal foraging for your
colonies. Second, you can help keep fire
ants from destroying the colonies you
are encouraging.
Habitat Management and Enhancement
You now know that harvester
ants are seed eaters, preferring grass
seeds most of all. You also know that a
mature colony will forage up to 130 feet
from the mound. Using this information,
I recommend planting locally native
grasses within the forage radius. Check
with your local Texas Parks and Wildlife
biologist to determine which grasses are
native to your county.
During the winter many of our
native grasses can be divided and
transplanted from wild stock should you
be fortunate enough to have the desired
species growing on your property. If
this is the case, you may simply dig a
portion of the plant (making sure to get
plenty of root mass along with it) and
transplant it into the forage radius of
your harvester ant mound(s). Be sure to
water the transplants well. A thick layer
of mulch around the transplants will help
them as well. If possible, watering the
area once a week during the following
summer will greatly increase survival of
the transplants, but many may survive
with adequate rainfall alone.
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Should you choose to sow seeds
of desirable species, I recommend you
use the “seedball” method. Harvesters
are seed eaters, so they are likely to
harvest any seed you scatter within their
forage zones. To help decrease the
chance of unintended seed loss, create
seedballs. Mix (dry) commercially
available red pottery clay, compost, and
seeds (using a ratio of 5 parts clay, to 3
parts compost, to 1 part seeds). While
still mixing, moisten the ingredients to
the consistency of a thick paste. Roll the
paste-like mixture into marble sized
balls. This will encase much of the seed
in the clay, protecting it from harvesters,
birds, rodents, etc. The compost in the
mix will serve to nourish germinating
seeds. As rainfall melts the clay, the
seed has all it needs to sprout and grow.
Though I believe it is best to
plant the plants that the harvesters will
feed on, you may also choose to feed
your colonies directly. Before beginning
a feeding program, you must first
eliminate or greatly reduce the fire ant
population within the foraging zones of
your harvester mounds. Otherwise you
will only be feeding fire ants. Ways to
accomplish this are discussed later.
Once you have gotten fire ants
under control, you may begin to feed
your harvesters. There are several ways
to do this. At sunrise, simply pile native
seed, crushed peanut hearts, oat flakes,
or other similar food items near the
mound and watch them haul it to the
nest. Or you can create feeders that
better ensure harvesters get the food.
Either way you choose, be careful to
avoid generic birdseed mixes as these
may contain seeds of exotic plants that
can become a problem on your property.
To make a feeder, simply punch
a series of 3/16” holes (on 1” centers) in
a container (such as a coffee can) just

below the top rim (Figure 4). Driving a
16 penny nail through the can will be
about the easiest way to do this. Fill the
container with the food you are offering.
Secure the lid. Place the container
upside down near the mound. Doing this
will allow the seed to fall such that
harvesters can access the seeds by the
holes punched in the container (Figure
5). This should create a feeder that
reduces the chance of birds, rodents, or
other seed eaters getting the food.
To take full advantage of the
harvester’s behavior, remember to feed
colonies at sunrise so that the food is out
the shortest amount of time before the
patrollers find it.
Fire Ant Management
I have had good luck using
beneficial nematodes (microscopic
worm-like creatures) to control fire ants.
However, we do not know how these
nematodes affect harvesters. Until we
know they will not harm harvesters, I
cannot recommend them.

Figure 4: You can make a feeding station by
punching 3/16” holes into a coffee can just
beneath the rim of the lid.
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To control fire ants while
protecting harvesters, treat fire ant
mounds individually with organic
methods or bait products. Do NOT
broadcast poisons or baits as
recommended in some fire ant control
programs.
Individual fire ant mounds
outside a harvester forage zone (130ft.
radius from a colony) may be treated at
various times of the day depending on
the product used. Organic contact
killers, such as compost and citrus oil
sprays, drenches, etc. may be home
made or found in local organic nurseries
and are quite effective at killing fire ant
workers. Contact local organic nurseries
for these products or visit the website
www.dirtdoctor.com to learn how to
make your own.
Though these methods are
effective against workers, they are not
always fatal to the queen. Killing her
may require a bait product that the
workers feed her.
For fire ant mounds outside a
harvester forage zone, first use the
organic methods to knock the colony
back, then use a fire ant bait product
containing fenoxycarb a few days later
to get the queen(s). Fenoxycarb is an
insect growth regulator with low toxicity
to birds and mammals. It works by
interfering with the metamorphosis from
larva to adult. The colony will run out
of workers. The queen will starve.
Products containing fenoxycarb include
Award, Logic, and Hi-Yield fire ant
baits. Always follow instructions on the
label.
Fire ants tend to aggressively
defend a food source. If only enough bait
to treat an individual mound is used, fire
ants will defend the bait as a food source
and should not allow other ants to get to
it. Do not over treat a mound as this may

Figure 5: As you turn the feeder over, the
seeds will become available to the harvesters
through the holes you created.

allow other ant species to be killed. Do
not place bait material directly on the
mound as fire ants do not typically
forage on top of the mound. Place the
bait around the mound so that it will be
treated as food and collected.
To treat fire ant mounds within
harvester forage zones, use the organic
methods as described earlier but follow
up with a more time-restricted use of a
bait product containing spinosad.
Spinosad is a mild stomach toxin that
kills fire ants, but doesn’t affect
harvesters. Products containing
spinosad include Justice and Eliminator.
Recall that harvesters don't
forage at night. Fire ants do. Therefore,
to further reduce the chance of harming
harvesters, place fire ant bait material
around individual fire ant mounds within
harvester forage zones during the
evening. Use just enough for the workers
to haul it underground before sunrise the
next morning.
When treating fire ant mounds
that are extremely close to harvester
mounds or simply as an extra precaution,
bait stations may be beneficial. To
create bait stations, drill holes into the
lids of small containers such as film
canisters (Figure 6). The holes should
be 1/16” to allow fire ants to enter while
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excluding all other larger species. Place
the bait product in the containers, secure
the lids and place the containers on their
side near an active fire ant mound. This
allows fire ants to get the bait while
excluding harvesters. More than one
station per mound may be required
depending on the size of the mound.

Conclusions
Harvester ants are fascinating
and highly beneficial insects. They are
crucial to the survival of the Texas
Horned Lizard. Though there are
pockets in our state where harvester ants
are plentiful, overall they are facing a
difficult challenge to their survival. The
Red Imported Fire Ant actively outcompetes the harvesters for food. As a
result, harvesters are declining in areas
where fire ants are abundant.
To help harvester ants thrive, fire
ant populations must first be reduced to
minimal levels. Once this is
accomplished, an active management
strategy to benefit harvesters directly can
then be implemented. Harvesters are
seed eaters, specifically preferring grass
seed. By planting native grasses within
the forage zones of harvester ant mounds
landowners can provide long term food
supplies. A more immediate, albeit
labor intensive, approach is to feed
harvester colonies directly using feeding
stations.
There are many things that can
be done to help increase harvester ant
populations. If you have harvester ants
on your property, appreciate them and
do what you can to ensure the continued
survival of this fascinating member of
our native ecosystems.

Figure 6: Bait stations can be created by drilling
1/16th inch holes in the lids of small containers.

Harvester ants working diligently to harvest seed
from a coffee-can feeder.
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WATCH

TEXAS

MonitoringPacket
Horned

Offering Texans
who care
about horny toads
a way to get involved
in conservation
research

4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744
PWD BK W7000-038 (12/01)

E

veryone loves horny
toads, but for many
Texans the fiercelooking yet amiable reptile is
only a fond childhood memory.
Once common throughout
most of the state and parts of
Arizona, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Arkansas,
and Louisiana, the horny toad
(or Texas horned lizard) has
disappeared from many parts
of its former range. Now,
through participation in the
Texas Horned Lizard Watch,
you can take part in an effort to
better understand why our
official state reptile is doing
well in some locations and
what factors may have
contributed to its decline in
other areas.
A survey conducted by the
Horned Lizard Conservation
Society in 1992 confirmed what
many people’s personal
experience tell them: that in
the last 30 years the horny toad
has essentially disappeared
from the eastern third of Texas.
In addition, many respondents
reported that the horned lizard
was increasingly rare in Central
Texas. Only in West Texas and
South Texas do populations
seem to be somewhat stable.

Many factors have been
proposed as culprits in the
disappearance of the horny
toad, including collection for
the pet trade, spread of the red
imported fire ant, changes in
land use, and environmental
contaminants. Since 1967
horned lizards in Texas have
been protected from the pet
trade, but for the most part the
decline of the Texas Horned
Lizard has remained a mystery
with little understanding of the
management actions that could
be taken to restore it.
That lack of solutions is what
prompted Texas Parks and
Wildlife to seek the public’s
help in watching out for the
horny toad. As a participant in
Texas Horned Lizard Watch, you
will be “on-the-ground” –
collecting data and observations
about the population of horned
lizards on your property. The
data you provide to Texas Parks
and Wildlife may then shed
light about patterns of decline
or stability and thus finally offer
some management alternatives
for people wishing to maintain
or restore a horned lizard
population. In the process it
gives Texans who care about
horny toads a way to help.
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About Texas Horned Lizards

H

On the Short-horned Lizard, all
the horns are greatly reduced
in size. (See drawings for
comparisons.)

Two other species of horned
lizard, the Round-tailed
Horned Lizard and the Shorthorned Lizard, occur in the
western half of the state. On
the Round-tailed Lizard, the tail
is slender and rounded, but
broadens abruptly near the
base. Its four primary horns
are of equal length and shorter
than the Texas Horned Lizard.

Texas Horned Lizards usually
inhabit flat, open
terrain, with sparse
plant cover, although in
the eastern portion of
its distribution, vegetation cover may be
somewhat thicker.
They utilize mammal
burrows, rock piles, or
clumps of vegetation
for cover and may
scoop out a shallow
depression in which to
hide themselves.
Horned lizards can often be
found at the beds of harvester
ants, their primary food source.
Harvester ants, a large red
species, create a large, flat open
bed of sand or pebbles, with a
central entrance and exit hole.
The bed is usually devoid of

orned lizards are
named for the long
spines found at the
rear of the skull. In the Texas
Horned Lizard, the two central
spines are much longer than
any of the others–giving the
appearance of two horns. The
Texas Horned Lizard is a
medium-sized lizard, about 5 to
8 inches in length, whose body
tends to look flattened.
General coloration is some
shade of light brown or gray,
with dark spots usually present
on the back.

HEADS OF HORNED LIZARDS (Phrynosoma)
TEXAS
(cornutum)
2 long horns

ROUND-TAILED
(modestum)
4 medium horns

SHORT-HORNED
(douglassi)
All horns short

From: A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern/Central North America
(Peterson Field Guide Series – Houston Mifflin Co.)

vegetation due to the ants’
feeding activities. In addition
to harvester ants, horned
lizards may also feed on other
insects, spiders, and sowbugs.

Horned lizards require warm
temperatures to stimulate their
appetite. They will often be
seen in a flattened body posture sunning themselves at ant
beds or on rocks. They are not
active at night or when temperatures fall below 75 degrees F.
In general, they are seen only in
late spring or summer and tend
to hibernate underground from
September or October to late
April or early May.
Mating occurs soon after
emergence from hibernation.
The female digs a hole and lays
about 30 eggs which are incubated by the warmth of the soil.
Depending on ground temperatures, young horned lizards
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About Texas Horned Lizards
about 1 inch in length may
begin to hatch about 5½ to 7
weeks later.
Horned lizards can live up to
10 years. Although snakes,
mammals, and birds may prey
upon them, the Texas Horned
Lizard has developed some
unique defenses. The horny
appearance and coloration
helps it to blend into sparse
vegetation. In addition to the
deterrence that the horns on
the head may provide to
predators, the horned lizard
can inflate itself to a larger
apparent size. Finally, the
horned lizard is renowned for
its ability under extreme stress
to shoot a stream of blood from
its eye (actually from ruptured
blood vessels in the eyelid). It
is believed that a chemical in
the blood is especially distasteful to canid predators.
Sometimes Texas horned lizard
sign such as scat (or
dung) is much more
visible than the
species itself. Texas
horned lizard scat is
an oblong pellet that
is straight or slightly
curved. The whitish
uric acid tip (the
equivalent to urine)
is very prominent.
Harvester ant heads

and other ant body parts are
noticeable in the scat, especially when the scat is broken
apart. The scat usually looks
very large in relation to the
lizard from which it came,
ranging from ½ to 1½ inches in
length and about ¼ inch in
diameter. Most other lizard
scat is relatively small compared to horned lizard scat.
Scat of other lizards have the

uric acid tip; however, the
shape of the scat is much less
symmetrical.
More information about the
Texas Horned Lizard may be
found in Horned Lizards by
Jane Manaster (UT Press) and
Horned Lizards: Unique
Reptiles of North America by
Wade Sherbrook (Southwest
Parks and Monuments

Horned Lizard Range Map
Texas horned lizard
Round-tail horned lizard
Short horned lizard

Association). Various field
guides can offer other useful
identification hints. More
information about red
imported fire ants, including
their management, can be
found at the following
websites: fireant.tamu.edu
and uts.cc.utexas.edu/~gilbert/
research/fireants/faq.html
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How to Monitor Horned Lizards

nitor How
Horned
to Mon
Liz
There are three ways you can participate in Texas Horned Lizard Watch.
You may wish to participate in more than one survey type.
Please note that each survey type has its own unique data form.

Adopt
-ahabitat

The first method is for you to
adopt a site. A habitat site can
range from your backyard to
your ranch. We simply ask you
to visit your site at least 3 times
between May and September to
look for Texas Horned Lizards
or their sign. Record data on
the enclosed data sheet during
each visit (record data even
when you do not see horned
lizards). If you adopt more
than one site, then simply
make copies of the data sheet.
If possible, please record your
sites on a map for us We hope
that you will record data at
your site for many years so that
we may understand trends in
Texas Horned Lizard populations.

Transects

Transects are a more quantitative method for monitoring
species and require a more
formal survey effort. The
benefits of transects are that we
can convert results to density
estimates and thus compare
horned lizard populations at
different sites. To conduct a
Texas Horned Lizard transect
you need to set up a route that
is at least 3 miles long. The
route can follow unpaved roads
or trails. Walk, ride, or drive
the route, recording all Texas
horned lizards and ant beds
that occur within 3 feet of your
route on either side. (If driving, be sure to stop and check
the identification of any horned
lizards seen.) Mark your
transect location on a map if
possible. Transects should be
conducted at least three times
between May and September.

Horned
Lizard
Spotters

If you don’t have access to a
particular site that is likely to
support Texas Horned Lizards,
you can still contribute to our
monitoring effort. Simply
obtain a map of your town or
county and record any Texas
Horned Lizards or sign of them
that you see throughout the
year. TPW cannot accept
sightings from private property
without the landowner’s
written permission, but you
may record sightings that occur
on your own property, road
rights-of-way, public parks, etc.
Use a number to indicate the
location of the sighting and
write down the date the sighting was made. If you make an
effort to sight Texas Horned
Lizards for us, but do not see
any lizards or horned lizard
sign, then please return our
form and indicate that no
horned lizards were seen.
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How to Monitor Horned Lizards

zards
nitor Horned Liz
Additional
Monitoring Notes...

Certain conditions apply to all
three methods. You should try
to make sure that your surveys
are conducted under sunny or
partly sunny dry weather
conditions when temperatures
are 80-95 degrees F and winds
are slight or moderate. One
good indicator of horned lizard
activity is to check to see
whether harvester ants are
active. Ideally, your 3 survey

efforts should be at least one
month apart (although you may
conduct additional surveys
more frequently). If you do
visit a site more frequently, then
you may want to collect any
horned lizard scat you encounter so that you don’t recount it
on subsequent visits.

not see any Texas Horned
Lizards. If you have any uncertainty about identification of
the lizards or scat you see,
don’t hesitate to take a photo
and send it to us. You may also
send us scat that you collect if
you are uncertain whether it
was produced by a Texas
Horned Lizard.

Finally, be sure to mail in your
survey forms, even if you do

About the
Landowner Access Request Form...
All Texas Horned Lizard Watch
volunteers must send in a
completed Landowner Access
Request Form reflecting each
property owner/manager’s

approval. This applies even if
you are monitoring your own
property. Texas Parks and
Wildlife cannot use the data
collected if written permission

was not received. Please
respect the rights of private
property owners during the
course of your volunteer
efforts.
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What Happens Next?

T

exas Parks and Wildlife
will compile the results
of the surveys conducted by Texas Horned Lizard
Watch volunteers and prepare
an annual summary. This
summary will be provided to all
volunteers. It is anticipated
that the results of your volunteer efforts will immediately
assist TPW in understanding
where Texas Horned Lizards

still exist and how that relates
to the abundance of harvester
ants, imported red fire ants,
etc. Over the long term, we
will be able to assess how
patterns of land use, fire ant
expansion, urbanization, etc.,
relate to the abundance of
horned lizards. We may thus
be able to offer suggestions on
land management or fire ant
control that could ultimately

benefit Texas Horned Lizards.
For your part, participants will
be provided with annual
updates on the project, along
with other interesting information on the Texas Horned
Lizard. For participants that
provide data over several years,
TPW will also offer posters,
books, or other forms of
recognition or reward for longterm service.

private property owners in
regard to biological data that is
collected on their property.
Through your participation in
this program, you are granting
TPW the right to store and
summarize data that you
submit for your own property.
That information will be
subject to Open Records Act
requests. If you wish to conduct surveys on another per-

son’s property, then you must
obtain their written permission
first. A permission form for the
Texas Horned Lizard Watch is
provided for your use. Please
respect the rights of private
property owners during the
course of your volunteer
efforts. Do not trespass or
report any data without their
permission.

Some
Special Notes...
The Texas Horned Lizard is
listed as threatened by Texas
Parks and Wildlife, primarily to
protect it from commercial
exploitation. (It does not
survive well as a pet.) Because
of this designation, you should
not collect or move Texas
Horned Lizards that you
encounter on your survey
efforts. Secondly, legislation in
Texas protects the rights of
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Texas Horned Lizard Watch

Adopt
-ahabitat

ADOPT-A-HABITAT DATA FORM
(Complete a separate data form for each site)
Name:

Site #:

Address:

County:

To be assigned by TPW

Lat-Long or distance & direction from nearest town:
Phone:

Please mark location on map if available

Email:

Approximate area of site:

Predominant habitat type:

acre(s)

Are harvester ants present?

Yes

No

Are red imported fire ants present?

Yes

No

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

native grassland
improved grasses
mixed grass/shrubs
predominantly shrubland
woodland/forest
desert scrub
agriculture

Predominant land uses:

Predominant soil type:

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

residential
ranching
agriculture
park land/preserve
not in current use

sandy
clay
loam (intermediate
between sand and clay)

SURVEY RESULTS
Date of
Visit

Start
Time

End
Time

Temp # of THL
(°F)
Seen

After conducting at least three visits,
send completed form(s) and map to:

# of THL
Scat
(droppings)

Seen

Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife
3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78704

Comments/Notes
(describe habitat where found)

Please submit all forms
by September 30
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Texas Horned Lizard Watch

Adopt
-ahabitat

ADOPT-A-HABITAT DATA FORM
(Complete a separate data form for each site)
Name:

Mark Herps

To be assigned by TPW

Site #:
County: Garza

Address: P.O. Box 3810

E
L
P
M
A
S

Post, TX 76345

Lat-Long or distance & direction from nearest town:

within Post city limits - residential lot

Phone: 123-456-7890

Please mark location on map if available

Email: hornytoad@aol.com

Approximate area of site:

1/2

acre(s)

X Yes

Are harvester ants present?

Predominant habitat type:

Yes X No

Are red imported fire ants present?

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

X native grassland
X improved grasses

No

Predominant land uses:

Predominant soil type:

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

X residential

mixed grass/shrubs
predominantly shrubland
woodland/forest
desert scrub
agriculture

sandy
clay
X loam (intermediate
between sand and clay)

ranching
agriculture
park land/preserve
not in current use

SURVEY RESULTS
Temp # of THL
(°F)
Seen

# of THL
Scat

Comments/Notes

Date of
Visit

Start
Time

End
Time

5/10/2000

3:00 pm

3:15 pm

85

5/15/2000

10:00 am

10:15 am

80

6/8/2000

4:15 pm

4:30 pm

90

2
(2” & 2.5” long)

7/3/2000

6:00 pm

6:15 pm

92

1 (2.5”)

on ant bed

7/29/2000

7:15 pm

7:30 pm

89

1 (2”)

8/15/2000

11:00 am

11:15 am

93

4 young ones!
(1” long)

on ant bed

8/20/2000

5:30 pm

5:45 pm

95

2 (1” each)

9/12/2000

3:30 pm

3:45 pm

90

1 (2”)

After conducting at least three visits,
send completed form(s) and map to:

(describe habitat where found)

(droppings)

Seen

on red ant bed near fence

1 (~2” long)

1

(native grasses)

on same ant bed
1 on ant bed; 1 along fence

along edge of garage

(native grasses)

(St. Augustine grass)

in flower bed
on ant bed

Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife
3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78704

Please submit all forms
by September 30
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Texas Horned Lizard Watch

Transects

TRANSECT DATA FORM
(Complete a separate data form for each transect)
Name:

Site #:

Address:

County:

To be assigned by TPW

Lat-Long or distance & direction from nearest town:
Phone:

Please mark location on map if available

Email:

Length of transect:
Transect was:

Predominant habitat type:
(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

native grassland
improved grasses
mixed grass/shrubs
predominantly shrubland
woodland/forest
desert scrub
agriculture

miles
walked
driven
other

Predominant land uses:

Predominant soil type:

(check the most significant types)

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

residential
ranching
agriculture
park land/preserve
not in current use

sandy
clay
loam (intermediate
between sand and clay)

SURVEY RESULTS
Date of Survey
Start Time
End Time
Temperature (°F)
Cloud Cover

(cloudy, partly cloudy,
partly sunny, clear)

Wind Speed
# of THL smaller than 1½ inches
# of THL larger than 1½ inches
# of THL scat (droppings) seen
# of harvester ant beds
# of red imported fire ant beds
Other Notes

(describe habitat & land
use where THL found)

After conducting at least three transects, Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife
send completed form(s) and map to:
3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78704

Please submit all forms
by September 30
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Texas Horned Lizard Watch

Transects

TRANSECT DATA FORM
(Complete a separate data form for each transect)
Name:

Mark Herps

To be assigned by TPW

Site #:
County: Garza

Address: P.O. Box 3810

E
L
P
M
A
S

Post, TX 76345

Lat-Long or distance & direction from nearest town:

county road 5 mi. NE of POst

Phone: 123-456-7890

Please mark location on map if available

Email: hornytoad@aol.com

3.5

Length of transect:

miles

X walked

Transect was:

driven
other

Predominant habitat type:

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

X native grassland

improved grasses
mixed grass/shrubs
predominantly shrubland
woodland/forest
desert scrub
X agriculture

Predominant land uses:

Predominant soil type:

(check the most significant types)

(check any types that occur & circle dominant type)

X sandy

residential

X ranching
X agriculture

clay

X loam (intermediate

park land/preserve
not in current use

between sand and clay)

SURVEY RESULTS
5/29/2000

6/20/2000

7/13/2000

Start Time

7:45 am

7:30 am

7:30 am

End Time
Temperature (°F)

8:30 am

8:15 am

8:15 am

82

85

87

clear

clear

clear

<5 mph

10-12 mph

5 mph

# of THL smaller than 1½ inches

0

0

3

# of THL larger than 1½ inches

2

3

1

# of THL scat (droppings) seen

1

2

0

# of harvester ant beds

14

16

17

Date of Survey

Cloud Cover

(cloudy, partly cloudy,
partly sunny, clear)

Wind Speed

# of red imported fire ant beds
Other Notes

(describe habitat & land
use where THL found)

0

THL in first mile
on red ant beds;
near native grasses

0

all found on red ant
beds in native
grassland

After conducting at least three transects, Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife
send completed form(s) and map to:
3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78704

0

3 little ones together
on red ant bed in
native grassland

Please submit all forms
by September 30
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No

Yes

Are red imported fire ants present in this county?

Date

# of THL (L)
or scat (S)
Land Habitat Soil
Use
Type Type
Distance & direction
from nearest town

Other Notes
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# of THL (L) or scat (S)
write L for lizards seen or
S for scat (droppings) seen

Soil type:
s = sandy
c = clay
l = loam (intermediate)

Habitat type:
n = native grassland
i = improved grasses
m = mixed grass/shrubs
s = predominantly shrubland
w = woodland/forest
d = desert scrub
ag = agriculture

To aid us in conserving paper and reducing printing costs, you may wish to photocopy this page.

Send completed form(s) and map to:
Texas Horned Lizard Watch, Texas Parks and Wildlife, 3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100, Austin, Texas 78704

Sighting
Number

Land use:
re = residential
ra = ranching
ag = agriculture
p = park land/preserve
na = not in current use
row = road right-of-way

KEY

No

No
Yes

Yes

Horned
Lizard
Spotters

Are harvester ants present in this county?

SIGHTING LOG – Please record sighting numbers on a county map if available

Email:

Phone:

Did you see any Texas Horned Lizards in this county this year?

Address:
(If yes, then please record data below and on map)

County:

Name:

(For recording horned lizards seen outside your adopted site or transect)

HORNED LIZARD SPOTTER DATA FORM

Texas Horned Lizard Watch
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Name:
Address:

Phone:
Email:

Texas Horned Lizard Watch
HORNED LIZARD SPOTTER DATA FORM

(If yes, then please record data below and on map)

Are red imported fire ants present in this county?

Are harvester ants present in this county?

SAMPLE

1

Sighting
Number
6/6/2000

5/3/2000

Date

1 L

1 S

1 L

# of THL (L)
or scat (S)

na

p

ra

re

m

n, i

n

i

c

l

s

c

Distance & direction
from nearest town
Main Street in Post

vacant lot on 3rd St.

low water crossing
in Justiceburg
roadside park 10 mi. NW
of Post

3” long

Other Notes

on ant bed
2.5” long
on ant bed

X Yes

No

No

Horned
Lizard
Spotters

X Yes

Yes X No

Land use:
re = residential
ra = ranching
ag = agriculture
p = park land/preserve
na = not in current use
row = road right-of-way

KEY

Did you see any Texas Horned Lizards in this county this year?

County: Garza

(For recording horned lizards seen outside your adopted site or transect)

Mark Herps
P.O. Box 3810

Post, TX 76345
123-456-7890

hornytoad@aol.com

2
7/11/2000
1 S

SIGHTING LOG – Please record sighting numbers on a county map if available

3
7/19/2000

Habitat type:
n = native grassland
i = improved grasses
m = mixed grass/shrubs
s = predominantly shrubland
w = woodland/forest
d = desert scrub
ag = agriculture

Soil type:
s = sandy
c = clay
l = loam (intermediate)

# of THL (L) or scat (S)
write L for lizards seen or
S for scat (droppings) seen
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Please submit all forms
by September 30

To aid us in conserving paper and reducing printing costs, you may wish to photocopy this page.

Send completed form(s) and map to:
Texas Horned Lizard Watch, Texas Parks and Wildlife, 3000 IH-35 South, Suite 100, Austin, Texas 78704

Land Habitat Soil
Use
Type Type

4
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Texas Horned Lizard Watch
LANDOWNER ACCESS REQUEST FORM

To the landowner:
_________________________ (volunteer name) is participating as a volunteer in Texas Horned Lizard
Watch. Texas Horned Lizard Watch is a monitoring program that uses citizen volunteers to gather data
about the status and health of our state reptile. Texas Parks and Wildlife is very pleased to have the
assistance of concerned Texans in watching over the health of the horny toad.
We have, however, instructed our volunteers that they cannot collect data on private land without the
approval of the private landowner. Accordingly, we have prepared this form for your approval. The
sections described below are the releases that we and our volunteers are required to obtain from you
under Section 12.103 of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Code. If you are willing, then please sign one or
both sections and provide a copy to our volunteer.
1. Use of information
This documents my approval for TPW volunteers and employees to use (such as in analyses) site
specific information from the property I own or manage. This may include placing that information onto a topographic map and entering the information into a Department database. Thus,
the information could be viewed by the public.
__________________________________________________
(Landowner or authorized agent signature)

_________________
(Date)

2. Reporting information
This also documents my approval for TPW volunteers and employees to report (such as in
publications or technical reports) the above approved information in a manner that permits
identification of the location of the specific parcel of property that I own or manage.
_________________________________________________
(Landowner or authorized agent signature)

_________________
(Date)

3. Other conditions
If there are any conditions that apply to this approval, please specify and initial below.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Name and Address (of landowner or authorized agent):

Optional:

Name

Name of ranch or tract

Address

County

City, State, Zip

Acreage

Phone numbers

Location
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Now Get Out There
and Count Your Horny Toads!
If you have questions or need
additional copies of monitoring materials...

Please contact:
Lee Ann Linam, Coordinator
Texas Horned Lizard Watch
Texas Parks and Wildlife
3000 IH-35 South, Ste. 100
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 847-9480
lalinam@wimberley-tx.com
or visit our Web site at:
www.tpwd.state.tx.us/hornytoads/

About the
Special Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Fund...
The “Special Fund” was created
by the Texas Legislature in 1983
to underwrite the conservation
and management work performed on Texas’ nongame and
endangered wildlife. This

fund, sustained entirely by
voluntary contributions and
purchases of nongame art
prints and stamps, has provided
support for a variety of projects

Thank you for supporting

benefitting nongame and
endangered species. For more
information on this fund call
the TPW Wildlife Diversity
Program at 1-800-792-1112.

Texas
Horned Lizard
Watch

NOTICE: Texas Parks and Wildlife receives federal financial assistance from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, theAge Discrimination Act of 1975, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the U.S. Department of the Interior and
its bureaus prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex (in educational programs). If you believe that you have been discriminated against in any
Texas Parks and Wildlife program, activity, or facility, or if you desire further information, please call or write: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office for Diversity and Civil Rights Programs External Programs, 4040 N. Fairfax Drive, Webb 300, Arlington, VA22203, (703) 358-1724.
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